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                                                           1

           1        UNEDITED, UNPROOFREAD, UNCERTIFIED

           2                    ROUGH DRAFT

           3

           4  This transcript of proceedings is being

           5  produced in instant form.  There will be

           6  discrepancies in this form and the final form,

           7  because the instant form has not been edited,

           8  proofread, finalized, indexed or certified.

           9  There will also be a discrepancy in page and

          10  line numbers appearing on the instant form and

          11  the edited, proofread, finalized and certified

          12  form.

          13

          14              (On the record at 9:00 a.m.)

          15              THE COURT:  Well, I know everybody

          16  here joins me in their expression that we're

          17  glad this day has come.  As I expressed a

          18  month and a half ago, I was looking forward to

          19  this.  I know how hard everyone has worked to

          20  prepare.  I thank you for those efforts in

          21  behalf of your respective clients.

          22              Now, the first thing I want to do

          23  before I ask you of a special request from Mr.
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          24  Tom Christian -- and Mr. Christian came to me

          25  and made a request, and I asked him to talk

                                                           2

           1  with both sides.  But I want everyone, if you

           2  will, to introduce yourselves for the record.

           3  We have Stephanie Burton with Birmingham Court

           4  Reporting Service, who has recorded most of

           5  the proceedings going back to 2003.  And with

           6  that, let's hear from plaintiff's side first,

           7  Mr. Powell.

           8              MR. POWELL:  Scott Powell for the

           9  plaintiff's class.  And Your Honor, if I may

          10  introduce Mr. Sam Johnson, class

          11  representative, Mr. Jimmy Finney in the middle

          12  here and Marty Leonard of Birmingham Pension

          13  and Retirement Board, who are here, our

          14  clients.

          15              THE COURT:  Thank you.  And then

          16  we'll proceed with the attorneys otherwise.

          17              MR. MCKEE:  I'm Bruce McKee from

          18  the Hare Wynn firm for the plaintiffs.

          19              MR. HALEY:  John Haley with the

          20  Hare Wynn firm for the plaintiffs.

          21              MR. SOMERVILLE:  John Somerville

          22  with Somerville, LLC for the plaintiffs.
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          23              MR. VINES:  Lanny Vines for the

          24  plaintiff intervenors.

          25              MR. COOK:  Ralph Cook, Hare Wynn

                                                           3

           1  firm for plaintiffs.

           2              MR. FRANCIS:  I'm Tim Francis with

           3  James L. North and Associates.

           4              THE COURT:  Okay.  And this

           5  gentleman here?

           6              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, that's

           7  Dax Whitfield from our office.  He's one of

           8  our IT people.

           9              THE COURT:  Mr. King.

          10              MR. KING:  Thank you, Your Honor.

          11  I'm Chris King.  I represent the AIG

          12  Defendants.  On my far left is Kathy Lay from

          13  Cahill.  This is her first trip to Birmingham.

          14  And Joel Kurtzberg, who's been here a lot.

          15  And then between David and Phil is Ed Krugman

          16  from Cahill Gordon.  This is Don Stump from my

          17  office, Your Honor, running the IT.

          18              MR. HYMER:  Judge, David Hymer.

          19  Good morning.  I'm with Bradley Arant.  Joel

          20  Kuehnert, one of my partners at Bradley.  And

          21  also here, I think you met at least a few of
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          22  them before, Bob Thornton, John Chally and

          23  Phil Holladay for the King & Spalding firm in

          24  Atlanta who represent Caremark.

          25              THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Tom

                                                           4

           1  Christian asked me, based upon his schedule,

           2  whether it would be permissible to take him

           3  out of order, his testimony.  I sent him to

           4  y'all and let me hear from plaintiff's counsel

           5  if that's acceptable.

           6              MR. POWELL:  We have no problem

           7  with that, Your Honor.

           8              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.

           9              MR. HOLLADAY:  Yes, Your Honor.

          10  I'm not sure if Mr. Christian is actually

          11  going to testify or just address the Court on

          12  the record.

          13              THE COURT:  Well, I don't know.

          14  Y'all tell me.

          15              MR. POWELL:  I think it should be

          16  evidentiary in nature.

          17              THE COURT:  Mr. Christian, if you

          18  will take the stand, please, sir.  I will ask

          19  the court reporter, after Mr. Christian has

          20  had a seat, to administer the oath.
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          21  TOM CHRISTIAN,

          22  Having first been duly sworn, testified as

          23  follows:

          24              THE COURT:  Have a seat, please.

          25              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, before

                                                           5

           1  Mr. Christian starts to testify the defendants

           2  would like to invoke the rule for this

           3  proceeding.

           4              THE COURT:  Okay.  The rule has

           5  been invoked.  Anyone who will be

           6  testifying -- well, I know there's some

           7  attorneys listed on the witness and exhibit

           8  list.

           9              MR. POWELL:  We'd like to be heard

          10  on that, Your Honor, in terms of those

          11  particular individuals.  With respect to

          12  others, except parties, obviously, it's

          13  appropriate to do that.  But in terms of

          14  lawyers that's a whole different matter.  If

          15  you want to take it up now, we are prepared to

          16  take it up now.  We would certainly object to

          17  the invocation of sequestration for those

          18  lawyers on their witness list.

          19              THE COURT:  And it was my intent
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          20  to take up the various motions that have been

          21  filed, objections, motion to exclude, et

          22  cetera, first thing.  But I wanted to see if

          23  there was any way that Mr. Christian's request

          24  could be accommodated with full concurrence.

          25  I have no problem with it but I'm not trying

                                                           6

           1  this case for my clients.  I am the trustee of

           2  the class.

           3              MR. HYMER:  Your Honor, we

           4  intended to follow normal practice.  Given we

           5  are taking a witness out of turn, we felt it

           6  was necessary to invoke it now so that we

           7  didn't some how waive it by allows Mr.

           8  Christian to testify by not.  We believe under

           9  Alabama rule of evidence 615 that it's

          10  appropriate to exclude fact witnesses from the

          11  proceedings whence they are going to be

          12  testifying in the proceedings until after they

          13  have testified.  And certainly with respect to

          14  this hearing and the evidence that's going to

          15  be presented at this hearing the lawyers who

          16  are on the witness list are not on the list

          17  just as a witnesses to who are testify about

          18  tangential issues. We are going to testify
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          19  about the core issues that the Court is going

          20  to be asked to decide.  For that reason, we

          21  believe that they are due to be excluded under

          22  the rule.

          23              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell.

          24              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, this

          25  whole thing has been delved into ad nauseam.

                                                           7

           1  The lawyers they put on the witness list have

           2  been to every deposition taken in this case.

           3  They have themselves been subject to

           4  deposition in front of a Special Master.  They

           5  have been asked questions going to the very

           6  core issues that you are going to decide.

           7  Their testimony is reduced to a transcript.

           8  Everybody's got a copy of the transcript.

           9  Everything they have to say about this case is

          10  in that transcript.  Let me read to you from

          11  Judge McElroy, "The purpose to be subserved in

          12  putting witnesses under the rule is if they

          13  may not be able to strengthen or color their

          14  own testimony to testify to greater advantage

          15  in line with their bias or have their memories

          16  refreshed sometimes unduly by hearing the

          17  testimony of other witnesses.
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          18              Their testimony has already been

          19  taken.  If they deviate, if they put them on

          20  the stand and if they deviate in any respect,

          21  if their biases come through in any respect,

          22  if their testimony is colored in any respect,

          23  they obviously can be impeached.  Then I think

          24  you have the right and the obligation to

          25  consider that change in testimony alteration

                                                           8

           1  in testimony in considering the adequacy

           2  issue.  But to take them out of the courtroom

           3  when they are on their witness list.  They are

           4  testimony is taken.  Is unfair.  And there are

           5  also cases in the Alabama Supreme Court that

           6  parties have a constitutional right to have

           7  the lawyers here in court to object to

           8  evidence share matters and to participate if

           9  the proceedings.  So it's discretionary with

          10  the Court.  And given the fact that they have

          11  been examined and have been in it since 2003

          12  we think it would be abuse of your discretion

          13  to sequester them.

          14              MR. HYMER:  Just briefly, Your

          15  Honor.  Mr. Powell agrees we're to going to

          16  testify about core issues.  Every case has
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          17  fact witnesses who are deposed.  And the rule

          18  does not make an exception just because a

          19  witness has already been deposed that that

          20  witness gets to remain in the courtroom when

          21  the rule is invoked.  The purpose is not to

          22  some how protect testimony that was given at

          23  deposition which may be different than

          24  testimony -- I mean different questions, for

          25  example, may be asked during the proceedings.

                                                           9

           1  Different issues may be covered.  The purpose

           2  is exactly as Mr. Powell noted, to make sure

           3  that the witness is testifying based on his

           4  own information and not based on what other

           5  witnesses have said or will say.  The

           6  constitution not right to be represented by

           7  the lawyer of your choosing is a limited

           8  right.  Clearly, the rules for example don't

           9  allow you to be represented by a lawyer with a

          10  conflict of interest.  The rules specifically

          11  say that you can't be respected by a lawyer

          12  who is going to be a witness in the case on a

          13  material issue or who is going to be a witness

          14  and give testimony that's adverse to your

          15  client.  So those issues which are issues in
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          16  this case go directly to the ability of these

          17  lawyers to serve as lawyers for the client in

          18  this particular lawsuit.

          19              THE COURT:  All right.  Mr.

          20  Christian had wanted to make some brief remark

          21  without -- if you could Mr. Christian shed

          22  some light.

          23              MR. CHRISTIAN:  I have talked and

          24  I think we are in agreement about these

          25  matters.  These documents have been subpoenaed

                                                           10

           1  and I could state what that agreement is.

           2              THE COURT:  Is this the agreement

           3  of all counsel?

           4              MR. CHRISTIAN:  Or understanding

           5  is a better word Powell it is with 8.

           6              MR. HOLLADAY:  We are fine with

           7  Mr. Christian to address the issues that

           8  relate to cases that he was involved in and

           9  what he may know about.  There are a couple of

          10  cases on the subpoena that he didn't have any

          11  involvement with and doesn't know anything

          12  about.  But for the matters involved in Tracy

          13  Thrasher.  We have no problem with him stating

          14  for the record who his personal knowledge is.
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          15              THE COURT:  All right.

          16              MR. CHRISTIAN:  Here is the

          17  subpoena, Your Honor.  I made a copy.

          18              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.

          19              MR. CHRISTIAN:  As I understand

          20  it, it is now agreed that the subpoena in

          21  regard to Keith Berry are an halt night are

          22  moot are /WOUPB.

          23              MR. POWELL:  That's correct.

          24              MR. CHRISTIAN:  In regard to Tracy

          25  Thrasher there are two items, one for motion

                                                           11

           1  to subpoena and one for protective orders.  I

           2  have no knowledge that we did represent

           3  Caremark, Your Honor, in the Tracy Thrasher

           4  case.  I have no knowledge that we ever filed

           5  a motion to disqualify anybody.  I don't know

           6  if we filed a motion for protective order.

           7  Our file is in storage.  As I told Scott and I

           8  think he agrees if he did file one, they would

           9  have it.  And I would ask that we not be

          10  required to -- that's a big long file, big fat

          11  file -- get it out of storage.  If we filed a

          12  protective order, they have it.  And as I

          13  understand it, Scott, you have looked at your
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          14  file and you don't have one.  Am I right about

          15  that?

          16              MR. POWELL:  You are correct about

          17  that.

          18              MR. CHRISTIAN:  That's it, Your

          19  Honor.

          20              THE COURT:  Okay.  Are there any

          21  questions of this witness?

          22              MR. POWELL:  Mr. Powell.

          23              MR. KING:  Your Honor, we are

          24  concerned about waiver.  I don't want to hold

          25  Mr. Christian up.  Can we continue to

                                                           12

           1  assert -- I don't think this is very

           2  controversial.  Can we continue with the right

           3  to the rule without waiving it?  I'm concerned

           4  we are going to get ourselves in a pickle

           5  there.

           6              THE COURT:  I don't want to start

           7  off the proceeding -- if all cell phones would

           8  be placed on silence.  I certainly do not want

           9  to create any error on the record,

          10  particularly with the first matter.  Now, Mr.

          11  Christian, let me ask you this.  Are you

          12  unavailable the rest of the week?
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          13              MR. CHRISTIAN:  Probably to Friday

          14  I would be.

          15              THE COURT:  You would be Friday.

          16  You would be here today and tomorrow?

          17              MR. CHRISTIAN:  Yes, sir.

          18              THE COURT:  Would you be available

          19  to be called at some point later today or

          20  tomorrow?

          21              MR. CHRISTIAN:  I may have to take

          22  my wife to the hospital this afternoon.  I can

          23  certainly be available tomorrow if somebody

          24  would let me know.

          25              THE COURT:  All right.

                                                           13

           1              MR. POWELL:  That's fine.

           2              THE COURT:  I'm going to defer

           3  because this is important rulings that the

           4  Court needs to make.  So Mr. Christian, thank

           5  you.  We will be in touch or the attorneys

           6  will be in touch tomorrow.  We'll try to give

           7  you as much head's up as possible.

           8              MR. CHRISTIAN:  Thank you.

           9              THE COURT:  Now, I was remiss in

          10  not introducing my law clerk Drew.  I think

          11  most of you know him.  Graduate from
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          12  cumberland school of law 2010.  Been with me

          13  about 17 months. Alabama, Tennessee certified.

          14  John Michael Murray.  He's a second year at

          15  Tulane law school here for six weeks.  He has

          16  viewed trials in my court for some four or

          17  five years over the summer.  Everybody knows

          18  Pam Evans Ward, my long time judicial

          19  assistant.  She will be handling the close to

          20  three hundred other matters that I have while

          21  we are no here so that office can function

          22  appropriately.  This door will remain locked

          23  and the outer door will remain looked during

          24  the proceedings.  Now, Ms. Ward has prepared

          25  some coffee in the back with cups.  I know

                                                           14

           1  that both sides need a place to land.  When I

           2  have a plethora of lawyers I put the

           3  plaintiffs back there in the jury room and the

           4  defendants utilizing the conferences room that

           5  judges Vance and Graffeo and I share.  It's a

           6  nonjury week.  I don't think it's any problem.

           7  If there's a problem where someone has already

           8  gained possession of those facilities, I will

           9  be glad to call the particular judge involved

          10  because I think we can work this out.
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          11              Now, what I want to do momentarily

          12  is to hear the motions, but I do want to ask,

          13  I see four other people in the back.  Are

          14  these associated with any of the lawyers or

          15  should the rule be invoked as to them?  I see

          16  lawyers on the left or people on the left.  I

          17  will ask plaintiff's counsel and then

          18  defendant's counsel if these may continue to

          19  stay in the courtroom.

          20              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, these

          21  four are summer clerks at our firm.  They have

          22  nothing to -- they're not going to

          23  participate.  They're just here to learn.

          24  This gentleman is from our office and will not

          25  be testifying.

                                                           15

           1              MR. KING:  That's Mr. Anthony

           2  Tutulli.  He is our client.  He is here to

           3  observe as well.  He will not testify.

           4              THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, are there

           5  any objections from either side as to any of

           6  these that have so been identified?

           7              MR. POWELL:  None from us.

           8              MR. HYMER:  None from us.

           9              THE COURT:  They will remain.  And
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          10  it is a public courtroom.  Now, when we met

          11  and I accepted the scheduling order that was

          12  offered to the Court long ago, both sides

          13  requested three days for those proceedings.

          14  Now, having reviewed the various filings, I

          15  want to ask plaintiff's counsel and then

          16  defendant's counsel what their present view is

          17  as it relates to the length of these

          18  particular proceedings.

          19              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, I can

          20  sort of give you an idea about what I think

          21  the length of our presentation to the Court

          22  will be based on what -- without knowing

          23  exactly the extent of cross-examination of

          24  some of the live witnesses that we will have.

          25  My expectation is that we will conclude

                                                           16

           1  sometime mid-morning tomorrow, if not a little

           2  earlier.

           3              THE COURT:  Thank you.

           4              MR. KING:  Judge, we have a number

           5  of live witnesses.  Our goal and intention is

           6  to finish by the end of the day Friday.  I

           7  will be surprised if we -- given what Scott

           8  said, I'll be surprised if we are able to
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           9  shave too much off of that.

          10              THE COURT:  Let me ask you this

          11  because I'm in my 12th year as a judge.  I

          12  have some 123 jury verdicts.  I routinely have

          13  asked this question in each case.  Certainly,

          14  there's been in lawyer that has underestimated

          15  the time.  In fact, no attorney on either side

          16  has accurately predicted the length.  So

          17  having stated that from experience as a lawyer

          18  for 25 years and as a judge and lawyer since

          19  2001, what if we do not finish Friday?  Is it

          20  your pleasure to carry the proceedings over

          21  until Saturday or Monday?

          22              MR. POWELL:  Our preference is

          23  Saturday.

          24              MR. KING:  And I haven't talked to

          25  my folks, but I think Saturday would probably

                                                           17

           1  make the most sense, Your Honor.  Obviously

           2  that's your call.  We will serve as Your

           3  Honor's pleasure.

           4              THE COURT:  Well, I know we have

           5  out of town lawyers.  And I have not consulted

           6  with our able court reporter.  Let's do this.

           7  Y'all talk, remind me what your pleasure is.
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           8  That's just a conditional question.  We will

           9  take it as they come.  I would prefer to go

          10  Saturday, quite frankly.  I detest carry

          11  overs.

          12              Now, back to the motion at hand.

          13  Then we'll proceed with the defense filed a

          14  motion to exclude the testimony of Kenneth C.

          15  Randall.  Defense has made other objections to

          16  both the witness and exhibit list.  Now, I'm

          17  unaware and I just want to ask for the record,

          18  have plaintiffs objected to any defense

          19  witnesses or any exhibits?

          20              MR. POWELL:  We have not at this

          21  point.

          22              THE COURT:  Okay.  And I would ask

          23  Mr. Vines and defense counsel, has there been

          24  any objection to the intervenor plaintiffs

          25  witness and exhibit list.

                                                           18

           1              MR. KING:  No, sir.

           2              THE COURT:  All right.  Let's get

           3  back to any further argument as it relates to

           4  the motion to invoke the rule, because I

           5  really think that's an important ruling.  Do

           6  you have anything further to say?
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           7              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, I have

           8  articulated our position about as thoroughly

           9  and accurately as I need to with the Court.

          10  Once again, these lawyers have been involved.

          11  They are the ones that found the fraud and

          12  discussion covered it and within the month

          13  after discovering it filed this very lawsuit

          14  that you have.  So in terms of your role as

          15  trustee for the class and hearing whether or

          16  not these lawyers are adequate to respect the

          17  class, you have got wide discretion in making

          18  those rules.  And if you detect some issue

          19  with respect to testimony, that's a factor for

          20  you to consider.  But in terms of excluding

          21  them from these proceedings, I think is abuse

          22  of your discretion.  As I said, it is

          23  discretionary with the Court.  I'd also point

          24  this out.  There's this matter about the core

          25  issues that you are going to decide.  These

                                                           19

           1  lawyers had no personal knowledge of any of

           2  this material.  It's in their deposition.

           3  They have already sworn to that.  Without

           4  personal knowledge of these particular issues,

           5  you know, I don't know what it is they hope to
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           6  glean from their testimony but they certainly

           7  cannot get it changed to their benefit or to

           8  the class's benefit in front of this Court,

           9  not already having their testimony taken.  It

          10  is discretionary with the Court and that's all

          11  that we need to say.

          12              THE COURT:  Defense counsel.

          13              MR. HYMER:  Just very briefly,

          14  Your Honor.  I'm not sure what Mr. Powell is

          15  referring to when he said they have no

          16  personal knowledge of the core issues. One of

          17  the issues is adequacy which is a required

          18  element of a class under Rule 23, adequacy of

          19  both counsel and adequacy of the class

          20  representative plaintiffs. One of the issues

          21  relates directly to the actions taken in the

          22  underlying MedPartners security litigation.

          23  The lawyers who are listed on the witness list

          24  have the only personal knowledge of the

          25  actions they took at that time and what they

                                                           20

           1  knew.  And those issues go to the heart of the

           2  issues that the Court is required to review

           3  and not just review but perform a rigorous

           4  analysis of in determines whether to certify
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           5  class in this case.  So for that reason, we

           6  believe that it's not only something that the

           7  Court should do in terms of invoking the rule,

           8  but that the Court is actually required under

           9  those circumstances to invoke the rule given

          10  that the lawyer witnesses are the witnesses on

          11  the core issues that the Court is going to

          12  have to decide in this proceeding.

          13              THE COURT:  Any other -- Mr.

          14  Powell.

          15              MR. POWELL:  What the crux of this

          16  is, is what did they know about the underlying

          17  facts.  What was the fraud and how was it

          18  purported and they don't know that?  There

          19  were other lawyers handling this.  They have

          20  no personal knowledge of the underlying facts

          21  which is the basis for which they seek to have

          22  them declared inadequate.  The crux of what we

          23  are talking about here and what you will see

          24  from the presentation shortly is that the

          25  presentation and representations that were

                                                           21

           1  made to the circuit Court Jefferson County

           2  about the defendant's ability to pay and the

           3  extent of insurance coverage available for the
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           4  claims in the underlying litigation were made

           5  to Judge Wynn.  That's what the crux of the

           6  matter is.  That's the nature and the basis of

           7  the claims that we are making is that they

           8  were not true.  Those facts were

           9  misrepresented.  These lawyers have no

          10  knowledge about that until it was discovered

          11  in 2003.  So there's nothing they know that

          12  creates this issue of being a necessary

          13  witness.

          14              Now, if they want -- so that's

          15  what they are asking you to rule on now, is to

          16  make the decision that they are going to be a

          17  necessary witness.  So therefore, their

          18  conflicted out of being class counsel.  It's

          19  premature to do that until you have heard the

          20  evidence.  The point I'm making is they have

          21  already testified they have no personal

          22  knowledge of the underlying facts of what was

          23  represented to Judge Wynn.  That's the crux of

          24  what you are going to hear.  Then Judge Wynn's

          25  very clear statement on the record that -- he

                                                           22

           1  was compelled to approve the settlement

           2  because of the financial condition of the
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           3  defendant coupled that the defendants got the

           4  limits.  Again, there's nothing here that is

           5  going to help color or change anybody's

           6  testimony because they don't know anything.

           7              MR. KING:  Your Honor, might I

           8  make a suggestion?

           9              THE COURT:  Certainly.

          10              MR. KING:  We don't agree with Mr.

          11  Powell's statement about the scope of the

          12  relevant testimony for the lawyers.  There are

          13  a whole bunch of issues that /SR-F the

          14  lawyers, more simply than their knowledge of

          15  the alleged fraud.  My suggestion would be I

          16  don't think it's appropriate for these lawyers

          17  to be excluded during our opening

          18  presentations.  Maybe it makes sense for the

          19  Court to hear what we expect the evidence to

          20  be so the Court rather than having to argue it

          21  all now, the Court can hear in how many

          22  different ways we contend these lawyer's

          23  testimony is critical.  Maybe that will help.

          24              THE COURT:  Is that satisfactory,

          25  Mr. Powell?

                                                           23

           1              MR. POWELL:  That's fine.
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           2              THE COURT:  I appreciate that

           3  suggestion, Mr. King.  Mr. Powell, thank you

           4  for your concurrence.  I'm certain with the

           5  caliber of counsel on both sides and with the

           6  importance of this case and in fact the unique

           7  nature of this case that we have all lived,

           8  some of us for nine years, some for much

           9  longer back to 1996.  I'm certain as in any

          10  case, I'll be sometimes ruling with the

          11  plaintiff and sometimes ruling with the

          12  defense.  So I'll state for the record, I know

          13  many of my calls are going to have to be based

          14  upon my knowledge of the case and having

          15  presided over this case since 2003 with most

          16  of you.  So I thank you for allowing a

          17  deferral of that ruling.  I was prepared to

          18  rule but we'll proceed otherwise.  So the next

          19  matter is the defendant has a motion to

          20  preclude the testimony of Kenneth C. Randall.

          21  And I turn to the defendants because

          22  plaintiff's counsel and intervention counsel

          23  has indicated they have no objections.  So the

          24  first filed motion was by defense counsel,

          25  motion to exclude testimony of Kenneth

                                                           24
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           1  Randall.  And subsequently, there are other

           2  objections to the plaintiff's witness and

           3  exhibit list.  So let's hear from defense

           4  counsel.

           5              MR. KING:  Thank you, Your Honor.

           6  My friend Ken Randall, the Dean of the

           7  University of Alabama law school has been

           8  designated by the plaintiffs has an expert on

           9  the subject of the Alabama rules of

          10  professional responsibility.  I suspect that

          11  the Court is familiar with Dean Randall either

          12  personally or by reputation.

          13              THE COURT:  Very familiar with

          14  him.

          15              MR. KING:  He has taught at the

          16  university since 1985.  He has two LLMs.

          17  Neither of those focus on ethics, professional

          18  responsibility or Rule 23.  Although dean

          19  Randall is an accomplished law school

          20  administrator, although he is an accomplished

          21  scholar in the fields of business

          22  organizations and some work in international

          23  law, he has never taught a single court on

          24  professional responsibility or Rule 23.  He

          25  has never done any writings on those subjects.

                                                           25
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           1  In short, as we say in our motion, nothing

           2  about his education, his experience, his

           3  teaching or his writing qualifies him over and

           4  above any of the other lawyers in this

           5  courtroom or Your Honor to go to the library

           6  and take a look at what the rules are and

           7  reach conclusions about them.  There's simply

           8  nothing about his accomplished background that

           9  touches on these particular issues anymore

          10  than any other lawyer who has been around for

          11  a long time has touched on these issues.  What

          12  Dean Randall testified he did was that he was

          13  retained in late February about three weeks

          14  before the expert disclosure deadline and he

          15  did what good lawyers do.  He want to the law

          16  library and he researched the subjects.  He

          17  copied cases.  He created a folder and he came

          18  and testified.

          19              Under Alabama law, that simply

          20  isn't sufficient to qualify Dean Randall as an

          21  expert on this particular topic under rule 702

          22  because in Alabama, the expert has to have the

          23  particularized knowledge of the subject before

          24  doing the work.  Now, we have cited a number

          25  of cases in our brief.  I'll just point out a
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           1  few because I think they draw -- I think they

           2  answer the question that we raised by this

           3  motion.  The first is FURIN which is in our

           4  motion.  It was this, an engineer, a qualified

           5  engineer who has focused on the aerospace part

           6  of engineering attempted to testify to another

           7  engineering matter that is the engineering

           8  cause of flooding.  What the Court said is

           9  although he was an engineer and although after

          10  he was retained, he spent quite a bit of time

          11  doing research that that was not sufficient

          12  because he didn't start out with the

          13  particularized knowledge that rule 702

          14  requires.  There are a number of other cases.

          15  LEVESQUE case.  That was an OBGYN.  It was

          16  held he could not testify about a birth injury

          17  that was allegedly caused by the negligence of

          18  another OB because he wasn't schooled on the

          19  mechanism of the injury.  He was an OBGYN and

          20  not schooled beforehand on the mechanism of

          21  the baby's injury.  Two more briefly, Your

          22  Honor.  The Linkfeld case, that's a pretty

          23  close case to this, I think.  That was a

          24  product liability case and involved some welds

          25  on the kiln.  The welds broke allegedly
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           1  causing an injury.  An engineer was retained.

           2  He was a licensed mechanical engineer who had

           3  dealt with well welding issue.  He didn't have

           4  experience or training particularly to the

           5  kilning he was looking out so his testimony

           6  was struck.  What the next case is an aviation

           7  engineer, although that engineer had through

           8  his training and experience encountered fires

           9  in investigating aviation accidents could not

          10  testify about the cause an ore gin of another

          11  fire.  That case is pretty similar to what we

          12  have here, Your Honor, in this case.  When we

          13  asked Dean Randall at his deposition what is

          14  it about your background training or

          15  experience that qualifies you, he said, okay,

          16  I have not taught on those subjects.  I have

          17  not written on these subjects.  But as a dean

          18  I am asked about these subjects and we have

          19  covered.  So like all lawyers who have been

          20  around a while, he has had occasion to

          21  encounter ethical issues but no more than the

          22  rest of us.  There's nothing about his

          23  scholarship or his deanship that has caused

          24  him to gain particularized knowledge that the
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          25  Alabama cases require.

                                                           28

           1              Our position, Your Honor, is

           2  having Dean Randall testify about the Alabama

           3  rules of professional responsibility and their

           4  application to the facts of this case just

           5  can't be squared with the cases that we cited

           6  in our briefs including the ones I have talked

           7  about this morning.  For that reason, we

           8  respectfully move to exclude his testimony.

           9              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell.

          10              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, with all

          11  due respect to Mr. King's recitation of his

          12  testimony it's incomplete.  We did not file a

          13  response because we were going to put him on

          14  the stand and let him tell you in person.  He

          15  will tell you that he teaches in addition to

          16  his administration duties he teaches.  He is

          17  conflicted with rule is .6 with the Alabama

          18  rules of conduct.  Routinely he is involved in

          19  conducts courses in his classes with 1 .9

          20  which is directly indicated in this case of

          21  the Alabama rules of professional conduct.

          22  Routinely 1 .5 of the Alabama rules of

          23  professional conduct is imply /EUDed in and.
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          24  He is routinely involved in cases and in court

          25  matters where rule 5 .4 about sharing fees

                                                           29

           1  with non-lawyers.  He is also directly

           2  involved in addressing 3.7 in his court work

           3  with his students which is also directly

           4  implicated in this case.  I'd also like to say

           5  this.  He as the court is aware, is charged

           6  with the responsibility of making sure that

           7  every law student that enters the

           8  university --

           9              THE COURT:   Are these --

          10              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Barbara Fox is

          11  with my office.  And that's Lee Hollis, Your

          12  Honor.

          13              THE COURT:  I didn't have my

          14  glasses on.  Sorry to interrupt.

          15              MR. POWELL:  We intend to Dean

          16  Randall to tell you exactly what his expertise

          17  is in this area.  I would say this aside from

          18  all that.  This is a matter that in terms of

          19  ethics, you can't be a lawyer in Alabama

          20  without being somewhat of an expert of ethics.

          21  An expert is something that possesses

          22  knowledge that the common layperson does not
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          23  have.  He has a lot more knowledge about that

          24  than the common layperson.  We didn't file a

          25  response because we were going to ask you to

                                                           30

           1  hear him out and make a decision based on what

           2  he tells you as to whether or not he is indeed

           3  qualified to talk about these matters.

           4              THE COURT:  Anything further?

           5              MR. KING:  No, sir.

           6              THE COURT:  That will be

           7  acceptable.  I'll defer a ruling until Dean

           8  Randall is examined on his qualifications and

           9  cross-examined.  Now, the matter of experts, I

          10  have had -- as I recall, back in my first two

          11  years as a judge, had two class certification

          12  hearings.  The latest would have been 2003.  I

          13  had experts testify and neither one of those.

          14  One as I recall I certified.  As I recall, the

          15  other one I did not certify.

          16              Now, for the record, and in

          17  reviewing the witness and exhibit list, as I

          18  understand the plaintiff's counsel had one

          19  other designated expert and that's professor

          20  Rubenstein; is that correct?

          21              MR. POWELL:  That's correct.
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          22              THE COURT:  And the intervenor

          23  plaintiff has no experts.

          24              MR. VINES:  Correct.

          25              THE COURT:  I didn't see any

                                                           31

           1  experts being called by defense counsel.

           2              MR. KING:  We just listed their

           3  names, but we have two experts.

           4              THE COURT:  What are their names?

           5              MR. KING:  Al Pierson and Tom

           6  Morgan.

           7              THE COURT:  Well, I didn't

           8  recognize those names.  Are their depositions

           9  in?  Have they been taken and are they in the

          10  book?

          11              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.

          12              THE COURT:  Well, I just missed

          13  it.  At lunch I'll pull those and review

          14  those.  Well, we will proceed until dean

          15  Randall is called live.  Now, have y'all had

          16  occasion to meet and confer as it relates to

          17  the defense objections, otherwise that have

          18  been filed?  Have y'all talked about whether

          19  anything might be worked out?

          20              MR. KING:  We have not.  They
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          21  didn't get the list until Friday because

          22  that's when we agreed to swap it out.  Let me

          23  say this.  Both parties have agreed to the

          24  admission of the vast, vast majority of the

          25  proffered evidence.  So we are just talking

                                                           32

           1  about some things at the margins.  What might

           2  make sense is, again, to handle it -- I hate

           3  to keep kicking the can down the road.  I

           4  think that might make some sense.  The

           5  plaintiffs may not really want to offer some

           6  of that stuff.  So it might be that that's one

           7  we could talk about over the lunch break and

           8  see if we could at least narrow our

           9  differences.

          10              MR. POWELL:  That's fine with us.

          11              THE COURT:  Well, good.  I want us

          12  to all be practical, make sense or whatever.

          13  I know we are all eager to proceed with the

          14  meat of the matter.  Well, I will then give

          15  counsel time over lunch to meet and confer and

          16  try to at least reduce the matters.  And I

          17  fully agree with Mr. King.  I recognize that

          18  the lists are extensive and the objections are

          19  rare.
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          20              All right.  Is there any other

          21  matter before the Court prior to the opening

          22  statements?

          23              MR. HYMER:  None from us, Your

          24  Honor.

          25              MR. POWELL:  Nothing from us.

                                                           33

           1              THE COURT:  Okay.  Do y'all need a

           2  few moments to set up or are you ready?

           3              MR. POWELL:  What's the Court's

           4  plan in terms of how long we are going to go

           5  before you might want to take a morning break?

           6              THE COURT:  I was thinking that.

           7  I don't want to break right in the middle of

           8  this.  I know how important continuity is.  By

           9  that class we started at nine to take a 10 or

          10  15 minute break and then everyone will have

          11  had an opportunity to be comfortable and we

          12  can proceed.  Is that satisfactory?

          13              THE COURT:  Let's say five after.

          14  Now, it had been my intention to regulate the

          15  lunchtime based on where we were.  I thought

          16  we'd start off with an hour, hour and 15

          17  minutes.  Today maybe we need an hour and a

          18  half for y'all to talk about these matters.  I
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          19  don't have any set time when we will adjourn

          20  for lunch.  I will break according to

          21  practicality to include our court reporter,

          22  Stephanie Burton's needs to relieve her

          23  fingers from activity.  And I don't have any

          24  set time to close each day.  Now, we started

          25  at nine this morning.  Would y'all want to

                                                           34

           1  start earlier tomorrow morning, say 8:30?

           2              MR. POWELL:  We can.

           3              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.

           4              MR. HYMER:  We'd like that.

           5              THE COURT:  If we start any

           6  earlier, it's problematic.  The courthouse

           7  doesn't open until eight.  There's always a

           8  line to get in.  So we will just as they say

           9  play it by ear or the best judgment of the

          10  Court.  I want the lead counsel for both sides

          11  to feel welcome to make any appropriate

          12  suggestions to the Court.  So we will break

          13  until five after ten.  Thank you so much.

          14              (Short recess.)

          15              THE COURT:  Please be seated.

          16  Now, a couple of other matters.  I'm certainly

          17  glad to have aspiring young lawyers here and
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          18  members of your staff.  But if anyone can

          19  avoid coming and going while proceedings are

          20  taking place to avoid distractions, the Court

          21  would appreciate it.  Now, members of your

          22  staff, I know you are calling them, texting.

          23  They are needing to come down here to provide

          24  whatever you are communicating about.  But

          25  I'll tell you the law students and others that

                                                           35

           1  we'd request that they remain until a break

           2  occurs.  If y'all will communicate that to

           3  everyone concerned.  I don't want a gaggle of

           4  people in this courtroom, but should other

           5  firms wish to have one, two or three summer

           6  clerks, be glad for you to do that.  Mr.

           7  Christian is available this afternoon if we

           8  need him.  Any other matters before we proceed

           9  with the plaintiff's opening?

          10              MR. POWELL:  One matter.  These

          11  three gentle men have obviously other duties

          12  to attend to throughout the day.  They may be

          13  here for some of the proceedings and not here.

          14  But obviously they have other

          15  responsibilities.  They are not going to be

          16  coming and going and you may see some of them
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          17  and you may not.  We'd like to have that

          18  responsibility.

          19              THE COURT:  Any objection from

          20  defense counsel?

          21              MR. HYMER:  No, sir.

          22              THE COURT:  That's certainly

          23  satisfactory.  Anything else?  Mr. Powell.

          24              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, I

          25  think -- I guess this may be preliminary.  We

                                                           36

           1  have reached an agreement with the defendants

           2  in terms of proceedings.  It was consistent

           3  with the Court's permission and authorization.

           4  The Court's scheduling order did provide for

           5  three days of hearings with post briefings due

           6  June 15th.  We have agreed we would go through

           7  this three day hearing or however long this is

           8  going to take and with the Court's permission

           9  would defer any argument at the conclusion

          10  until such time as the Court has heard the

          11  evidence, seen the briefing and wishes to

          12  schedule a time.  If that's fine with the

          13  Court, then that's sort of the -- have I

          14  accurately stated that?

          15              MR. HYMER:  Yes.
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          16              THE COURT:  I think that's a

          17  practical approach.  I've done it in many

          18  cases.  I will look forward to the briefing

          19  after we are completed here.

          20              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, with

          21  that, may it please the Court.  The Court is

          22  intimately familiar with the issues in the

          23  case.  You have been presiding over this

          24  matter for the last nine years.  The Alabama

          25  Supreme Court has looked at this case in some

                                                           37

           1  fashion.  And you have had it back on your

           2  docket and actively been involved in it from

           3  that point in time.  The very crux issue in

           4  this case, as the Court is aware, is the

           5  defendant's failure to disclose during the

           6  course of any of the proceedings in this

           7  matter, the unlimited insurance coverage that

           8  was available for this case, that is the

           9  underlying MedPartners securities litigation

          10  1998 and was concluded and approved in 1999.

          11  That is no more vividly demonstrated than the

          12  testimony of a gentleman that the Court is

          13  problem familiar with.  Richard George, an

          14  attorney for AIG.  And Mr. George was coverage
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          15  counsel.  He testified at arbitration after

          16  Judge Wynn has approved the settlement, after

          17  the representations had been made about the

          18  extent of coverage available, after Judge Wynn

          19  about the coverage being 50 million dollars.

          20  Mr. George testified that the defendants had a

          21  motive in not telling the truth about this

          22  LMU.  This LMU, Your Honor, is the policy that

          23  was taken out in September of 1998 that did

          24  provide unlimited coverage for the claims made

          25  in the underlying MedPartners litigation.

                                                           38

           1  I'll have that for you later on for the Court

           2  to look at to see exactly what we are talking

           3  about the exactly the language of the policy

           4  describing it as unlimited coverage.  Mr.

           5  George admitted under oath that their motive

           6  was to the secure a lower settlement by

           7  suppressing facts and the very existence of

           8  the LMU.  Here is his language. Our primary

           9  concern was that if it -- that was the policy

          10  providing unlimited coverage -- had become

          11  widely known or even if it had become known to

          12  anymore people /HAPB nod to know about that

          13  would ultimately get to the plaintiffs and if
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          14  the plaintiffs were to suddenly realize that

          15  there was this insurance, the 50 million, that

          16  they -- that is the plaintiffs -- that they

          17  were previously aware of, that was going to

          18  cause them, the plaintiffs, to drive a

          19  settlement value to a much higher level than

          20  they would have otherwise.

          21              Mr. George continues on.  From the

          22  plaintiff's perspective, they were faced with

          23  a company that had 50 million dollars of

          24  insurance.  This is the AIG coverage counsel.

          25  From the plaintiff's perspective, he's

                                                           39

           1  admitting that's what the plaintiffs were told

           2  and that's what their information was.  From

           3  the plaintiff's perspective they were faced

           4  with the company that had 50 million insurance

           5  and a very uncertain financial condition in

           6  the future.  That was a constraint on the

           7  settlement value that they could ultimately

           8  expect to derive.  And we were not going to do

           9  anything to disrupt that perspective.  We

          10  were -- we the defendants -- were not going to

          11  do anything the to disrupt that perspective.

          12              Look at this.  Under oath, we were
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          13  not going to let them know that there was this

          14  insurance on top.  That is the LMU.  That is

          15  the unlimited coverage.  We were not going to

          16  let them know about this insurance.  So we

          17  kept it within as tight a group as we possibly

          18  could for fear that some how it would come to

          19  the plaintiff's attention.

          20              Your Honor, it doesn't get any

          21  more direct.  It didn't get anymore accurate.

          22  It does not sum up if plaintiff's claims in

          23  this case anymore succinctly than that

          24  testimony right there.  So how did they do?

          25  This is another print of the same testimony.
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           1  How did they go about covering this up?  How

           2  did they go about keeping this information?

           3  How did they go about not letting them know

           4  there was the insurance on top?  How did they

           5  go about keeping it within as tight a group as

           6  they possibly could?  Let's talk about that.

           7              On May 3, 1999 Judge Wynn, who was

           8  sitting as the trial court in this case, who

           9  sat there in the same similar capacity as you

          10  sit here as trustee and fiduciary for the

          11  class.  As you know and as Judge Wynn stated
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          12  on the record, there can be no settlement

          13  without the express approval of the Court.

          14  Same role you have in this case as trustee for

          15  the class, Judge Wynn had in the underlying

          16  MedPartners security litigation.  He was there

          17  to protect as you are here to protect the

          18  absent class members because they don't know

          19  what's going on.  Under the Supreme Court case

          20  they don't have to do anything.  They can rely

          21  on the Court to protect their interest.

          22              So what happened?  Parties reach

          23  an agreement.  They asked Judge Wynn to

          24  preliminarily approve it.  So he has the

          25  hearing on May 3 of 1999.  There's a lot of
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           1  things that go on before that.  We are talking

           2  about the cover up now.  At the hearing Mr.

           3  Year out, the Court is familiar with Mr. Gusty

           4  Yearout and his reputation as ability as a

           5  lawyer in in state, is talking to the Court

           6  and reporting to the Court about the

           7  settlement.  And he said, no, sir, I would say

           8  this.  Assuming they have great revelations

           9  that, that cause this lawsuit to be elevated

          10  twice, three times as high as it is right now,
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          11  we've got all the insurance money.  Mr. George

          12  shookered him.  It worked.  We got all the

          13  insurance money.  We are not going to get any

          14  money from a dry hole.  Again, the MedPartners

          15  precarious financial.  That's another reason

          16  we want this thing to go through.  If

          17  something else is going to come out and they

          18  are going to put them out of business or put

          19  them in bankruptcy we want to get our clients

          20  the 56 million dollars.  Here is where Judge

          21  Wynn comes in in his role.  So you are saying

          22  you got the limit.  We've got to /#4REU789s.

          23  So then the court, as plaintiffs you got the

          24  /#4REU789s and there's simply no way that you

          25  can avoid saying that this must be in the best
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           1  interest of your plaintiffs.  This is the

           2  preliminary hearing.  It is reported to the

           3  Court that the policy limits are exhausted.

           4  Who was there?  Who was there when those

           5  representations were made?  Who was there when

           6  the Court asked did you get the limits?  Who

           7  was there?  Mr. Atchison on behalf of

           8  MedPartners.  Mr. Newman of Jones day and

           9  defendants.  Mr. Smith from Rives Peterson.
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          10  Many Ken any /TPHR add man that /AL /STOPB and

          11  bird on behalf of MedPartners.

          12              In consistent with the Court's

          13  fiduciary responsibility to the class and in

          14  anticipation of the hearing on final approval,

          15  the Court issued an order.  Judge Wynn issued

          16  an order of May 10 of 1999.  You will see here

          17  May 10, 1999.  Signed William J. Wynn, circuit

          18  judge.  Here is the crux of the court order,

          19  just as you would do when faced with a similar

          20  situation.  I mentioned earlier that Judge

          21  Wynn stated consistent with the law that there

          22  can be no settlement without the trial court's

          23  approval.  The burden is on the proponents of

          24  the settlement.  I'd ask the Court here to

          25  lock in -- and I know you listen to
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           1  everything.  Lock in on this idea of the

           2  proponents because that's going to become

           3  another critical matter as we go through this

           4  process.  The burden is on the proponents of

           5  the settlement to show it is fair, reasonable

           6  and adequate.  Under Adams versus Robert son,

           7  the factors are listed.  So proponents may

           8  adequately address these in writing and submit
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           9  them to the Court.  One of those is the

          10  financial ability of the defendant to with

          11  stand a greater judgment and an amount likely

          12  to trigger due process considerations cited in

          13  green oil case.  Then Judge Wynn says that

          14  information is to be produced no less than ten

          15  days before the next scheduled hearing, signed

          16  may 10 or entered May 10, 1999.

          17              Now, who was copied on this order?

          18  Mr. Starnes, Mr. Atchison and Mr. George.

          19  Now, we know Mr. Starnes and Atchison were

          20  counsel for MedPartners.  They were at the

          21  hearing on May 3rd.  And we've already

          22  identified that Mr. George is counsel for AIG

          23  and coverage counsel.  So we have MedPartners

          24  getting copies of the order and we have AIG

          25  getting copied in the order requiring those
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           1  proponents of this settlement to produce the

           2  information on ability to pay ten days before

           3  the next scheduled hearing.

           4              A few minutes ago, I asked the

           5  Court to lock in on the proponent issue.  I

           6  want to address that with you now, if I might.

           7  Who were the proponents of this settlement?
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           8  Here is the stipulation of settlement dated

           9  January 15, 1999 about four months before the

          10  preliminary approval.  It is made and entered

          11  into by and among the following parties.

          12  Certain of the plaintiffs on behalf of

          13  themselves and each of the settlement class

          14  members.  The settling defendants by and

          15  through their counsel of record in the

          16  actions.  The settlement class members, the

          17  settling defendants by and through their

          18  counsel of record in these actions and the

          19  insurance carrier by and through its counsel.

          20              Continuing on.  The settling

          21  defendants meaning all of the defendants with

          22  the except of three individuals.  The

          23  insruance carrier is the National Union fire

          24  insurance company its predecessors, successors

          25  divisions or related affiliated entities,
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           1  parties are the settling defendants, the

           2  insurance carrier and the plaintiffs on behalf

           3  of themselves and the members of the

           4  settlement class and derivatively on behalf of

           5  MedPartners.

           6              Continuing on.  Plaintiff's
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           7  settlement counsel is identified and agreed

           8  to, stipulated by all parties including

           9  MedPartners, AIG, Mr. Yearout, Mr. Cauley, Mr.

          10  LERACH, Mr. Selinger and Mr. Kirby.  I point

          11  that out to the Court now because it is

          12  interesting -- I'll get back to that.  I do

          13  want the Court to be aware that in the

          14  agreement and in the order by the proponents

          15  asking Judge Wynn to approve it, here are the

          16  settlement class counsel approved by the Court

          17  and agreed to by the defendants.

          18              Continuing on, the settlement

          19  class is defined in the agreement.  Continues

          20  on to 1 .3, the plaintiffs meaning the

          21  settlement class representatives and the

          22  derivative plaintiffs.  The reason I bring

          23  this to the Court 's attention is that as of

          24  the time this stipulation was agreed to by all

          25  parties, Mr. Lauriello was not a settlement
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           1  class representative.  If the Court will

           2  recall, the Lauriello case at that time had

           3  been dismissed by judge Rogers, was on appeal

           4  in the Alabama Supreme Court.  By virtue of

           5  that, Mr. Lauriello was not a plaintiff under
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           6  the terms of this settlement.  He was simply a

           7  potential class member.

           8              Continuing on.  And again, Your

           9  Honor, we are locking in and we are focusing

          10  on who the proponents of the settlement are.

          11  Notice order and settlement hearing.

          12  Proponents of the settlement promptly after

          13  execution of this stipulation but in no event

          14  later on seven court days after the

          15  stipulation is signed, the parties -- and you

          16  have seen the definition of the parties, the

          17  settlement class members, the defendant

          18  MedPartners and its insurance carrier -- shall

          19  submit this stipulation together, together,

          20  together, with its exhibits to the state Court

          21  and shall jointly -- proponents of the

          22  settlement jointly apply for entry of an order

          23  substantially in the form of exhibit A here to

          24  request the preliminary approval of is

          25  settlement set forth in this stipulation the
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           1  certification of the consolidated class cases

           2  for settlement purposes only as class action

           3  pursuant to rules 23 A and 23 (b)(3).  This is

           4  a critical, critical matter.  The proponents
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           5  of the settlement by agreement, the parties

           6  already defined, shall together submit the

           7  stipulation and shall jointly apply, jointly

           8  apply for an order certifying this matter as a

           9  class action for settlement purposes only and

          10  for final approval by the Court.

          11              Continuing on in the agreement.  I

          12  will bring this to the Court's attention

          13  because there has been an issue raised about

          14  the allocation of the fees in the matter, as

          15  the Court probably will remember for some

          16  disqualification issues that took place

          17  earlier that the defendants have now raised.

          18  But the agreement they asked Judge Wynn to

          19  approve, they want the Court to hold a

          20  settlement hearing to determine whether the

          21  Court should approve the stipulation as fair,

          22  reasonable and adequate and in the best

          23  interest in the settlement class an

          24  MedPartners, proponents of the settlement

          25  again.  Settlement class and MedPartners
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           1  pursuant to 23 E and 23-1 of the Alabama rules

           2  of civil procedure.

           3              The parties agree that the amounts
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           4  of the fund and derivative fund as well as the

           5  other terms reflect a God faith settlement of

           6  the claims of the settlement class

           7  representatives, the settlement class and the

           8  derivative plaintiffs reached voluntarily with

           9  experienced legal counsel and the result of

          10  the prosecution and defense of the litigation

          11  in good faith.  That's what the plaintiffs

          12  thought was going on and what was represented

          13  is that they were being dealt with in good

          14  faith and consistent with what the requires to

          15  have law were.  We obviously know now that

          16  wasn't true.

          17              The parties -- again, on the issue

          18  of proponents -- shall request that after

          19  notice is given, the state the Court hold the

          20  settlement hearing and finally approval the

          21  settlement as set forth herein.  I mentioned a

          22  few minutes ago the issue with respect to

          23  allocation of which the defendants have raised

          24  in this matter and in this context at the time

          25  of this settlement, they wanted nothing to do
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           1  with the allocation.  They didn't have an

           2  interest.  They left that to the counsel and
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           3  to the Court to look at in its fiduciary role

           4  in protecting the class as to whether they

           5  thought it was appropriate and so stated.  And

           6  they asked the Court that the plaintiff's

           7  settlement counsel will request that the state

           8  Court approve the proposed plan of allocation

           9  and the fee and expense application.  There

          10  was no concern at the time this was done and

          11  at the time it was presented to Judge Wynn

          12  about any plan of allocation or about fee and

          13  expense application by the defendants.  If

          14  they had a problem with it then or an interest

          15  in it then, it should have been raised then.

          16  But they don't and they didn't.

          17              Who signed this deal?  Our Mr.

          18  George again, counsel for the insurance

          19  carrier.  The same gentle man that vividly,

          20  better than I could ever do, made my opening

          21  statement in their sworn testimony in the

          22  arbitration after this deal was signed off on

          23  by Judge Wynn and who had the language in the

          24  agreement that the defendants had acted in

          25  good faith.
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           1              One of the claims, as I understand
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           2  it to be in this matter, is that the

           3  settlement and the terms of the settlement of

           4  65 million dollars as it ended up being, was

           5  adequate and appropriate and that there should

           6  have been no issue or concern with respect to

           7  defendant's financial ability to with stand a

           8  judgment in excess of the limits of coverage.

           9  That is far, far from the case, as we will

          10  show you right now.  In 2002, the CEO of

          11  MedPartners was a man by the named of Mack

          12  Crawford.  The court may have heard his name

          13  throughout these proceedings but also the

          14  history of HealthSouth and MedPartners

          15  litigation that's gone on in this community.

          16  In 2002, this is three years after Judge Wynn

          17  had approved and had been represented to him

          18  about the extent of the coverage, had approved

          19  the settlement.  Mr. Crawford continued to

          20  misrepresent the facts and the information

          21  relating to the LMU.  He testified in open

          22  court that MedPartners paid 22 and a half

          23  million to settle the MedPartners security

          24  litigation.  That is not true.  They paid 22

          25  and a half million as we know now for the
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           1  unlimited coverage that was not ever

           2  disclosed.

           3              In that same hearing in 2002, Mr.

           4  Crawford was asked about what would have

           5  happened had MedPartners lost a judgment in

           6  the underlying securities litigation, and he

           7  said under oath, "depending on the magnitude

           8  and the size of the awards, the company could

           9  have been put into bankruptcy."  We know now

          10  that's not true.  We know it's not true and it

          11  is totally inaccurate.  It was then and it

          12  would have been in 1999 in front of Judge Wynn

          13  had he been told that, because AIG had agreed

          14  to the an unlimited policy for a 22 and a half

          15  million dollar premium payment.  So the fraud

          16  in 2002 is continuing.

          17              One of the issues that the Court

          18  will be called upon or was called upon to

          19  address in the fairness hearing is this notion

          20  of is the settlement reasonable, is it fair?

          21  The parties wanted to be fair and it should

          22  have reflected a fairness to not only the

          23  class member but the MedPartners. We know now

          24  it is very fair to MedPartners.  So how does

          25  the -- what does the court look to to
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           1  ascertain what's appropriate?  Have the

           2  lawyers done what they are supposed to do?

           3  Have they drilled down to find out what the

           4  important issues are with respect to what I

           5  need to know and what the Court needs to know,

           6  what the court needs to know in its fiduciary

           7  role to protect the absent class members.

           8  Well, the Court can look to experts in the

           9  field, experts that look at the litigation,

          10  look at the course of the litigation, look at

          11  the financial condition of the defendant, look

          12  at the extent of insurance coverage provided

          13  to the defendant, look at the defendant's

          14  ability to pay beyond the insurance coverage

          15  and report to the Court so the Court can make

          16  an informed judgment.  And that's what Judge

          17  Wynn did.  Gene Marsh, the Court is familiar

          18  with professor Marsh at the University of

          19  Alabama law.  Now works at the lightfoot law

          20  firm.  He provided and affidavit to Judge

          21  Wynn.  Here is what professor Marsh says.

          22  He's considered the factors weighed by the

          23  plaintiffs and defendants in proposing this

          24  settlement.  Interesting language, plaintiffs

          25  and defendants which are detailed in the
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           1  stipulation.  The risk to both par I are

           2  detailed.  The terms of the settlement appear

           3  to reflect good faith in the conduct of

           4  parties.  So the expert's been boondoggled.

           5  The form and method of notice appears to be

           6  sufficient.  The apportionment of the

           7  settlement fund appear to be fair.  Given that

           8  the settlement proceeds are being provided by

           9  insurer or MedPartners and not from the

          10  company.  It is my understanding based on

          11  material provided to me that MedPartners

          12  itself has a negative net worth of 1 .133

          13  billion dollars and that it was facing a

          14  serious risk of bankruptcy as settlement

          15  negotiations transpired.  Then he talks about

          16  the terms of the settlement reflect a thorough

          17  understanding of the case, the risk of

          18  establishing liability, the risk of damages

          19  and the risk of contingent litigation.  Then

          20  he talks about the fee matter for Judge Wynn's

          21  consideration.

          22              In addition to Professor Marsh,

          23  the Court is familiar with lawyer Andy

          24  Campbell here in the community.  Familiar with

          25  his reputation and standing in this area of
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           1  the law.  Mr. Campbell provides his analysis

           2  and judgment concerning the fairness and

           3  reasonableness of the settlement for Judge

           4  Wynn's consideration.  And he says to the

           5  Court, in this case it seems to me that the

           6  risk assumed was very high because of the

           7  precarious financial position of MedPartners.

           8  I understand that from MedPartners most recent

           9  annual statement, the balance sheet shows a

          10  negative net worth in excess of 1 billion

          11  dollars.  Any company could only settle

          12  litigation of this type through insurance

          13  coverage.  Given the fact that there were

          14  coverage questions in most litigation I have

          15  to conclude that the risk was significant.  He

          16  talks about the settlement preliminarily

          17  approved is fair and reasonable in his

          18  judgment and takes about the Supreme Court

          19  criteria, specifically the financial ability

          20  of the defendant to with stand a judgment, the

          21  potential for a judgment or judgments in an

          22  amount or amounts likely to trigger the due

          23  process and says the settlement is fair and

          24  reasonable.
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          25              It didn't stop there.  The class
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           1  representatives asked Judge Wynn to approve

           2  it, approve the settlement as well.  Why?  In

           3  light of MedPartners current financial

           4  condition, I believe the settlement which

           5  provide for a fund distributed to the TAPS

           6  class, part of the allocation matter, is an

           7  extraordinary result.  I have been admitted

           8  that MedPartners most recently publicly filed

           9  financial statements show that the company has

          10  a negative net worth in excess of 1.1 billion.

          11  The threat of a bankruptcy it was harm members

          12  of the class that she represents who currently

          13  hold the taps class of stock.  That's Ms.

          14  Griffin.

          15              Mr. WELLAND, in light of

          16  MedPartners' current financial condition is an

          17  extraordinary result, negative net worst of 1

          18  .1 billion, supports the settlement

          19  wholeheartedly.  Would well force MedPartners

          20  into bankruptcy.

          21              Mr. Heitzman, in light of the

          22  MedPartners current financial condition.

          23  Creation of the fund.  Negative net worst.
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          24  Wholeheartedly supports the settlement.

          25  Avoiding the risk of placing MedPartners into
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           1  bankruptcy.

           2              In addition to the experts that

           3  Judge Wynn had available to him, in addition

           4  to the class reps and their position that

           5  Judge Wynn had available to him, he also had

           6  available to him for his consideration the

           7  counsel, class counsel and their testimony in

           8  support of the settlement.  Contained in the

           9  joint affidavit of Neil Selinger and Steve

          10  Cauley.  Settlement negotiations look like

          11  they began sometime in May of 1998.  They tell

          12  the Court, plaintiff's counsel knew it was

          13  highly unlikely given the company's public

          14  disclosures of his cash flow and out standing

          15  debt that MedPartners would be able to

          16  contribute any significant amount of cash to a

          17  settlement, a fact which counsel for

          18  MedPartners confirmed.  That was probably

          19  accurate in terms of MedPartners money.  But

          20  what is inaccurate about it is the fact that

          21  MedPartners had no risk of bankruptcy in the

          22  case because they had unlimited coverage.  So
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          23  this whole matter of bankruptcy and the fact

          24  that there are problems with disclosures of

          25  cash flow and outstanding debt had no
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           1  significant, as we know now, no significant

           2  barrier on the financial ability of

           3  MedPartners due to the fact that they had

           4  unlimited liability coverage for these claims.

           5              So what we have here thus far are

           6  issues with respect to the failure to disclose

           7  the unlimited insurance, coupled with the

           8  representations of bankruptcy, if a judgment

           9  is obtained in excess of the 50 million

          10  dollars.  So it's a two-pronged issue the

          11  plaintiffs are faced with.

          12              Continuing on in that vain, the

          13  major risk associated with plaintiff's case

          14  was the risk that plaintiffs would not be able

          15  to collect any judgment from MedPartners.  The

          16  counsel were aware that MedPartnerss was

          17  suffering huge losses, having serious

          18  difficulty meeting loan commitments, depleting

          19  cash reserves, had a substantial negative net

          20  worth, had message expressure to damage claims

          21  in the litigation.  Even assuming they could
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          22  survive financially up until final

          23  adjudication and appeal, it is like ly that a

          24  multi million dollar judgment would force

          25  MedPartners into bankruptcy in which case
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           1  plaintiffs would receive little of no

           2  recovery.  So Judge Wynn is faced with the

           3  representations and the public disclosures of

           4  the precarious financial ability, the limited

           5  insurance and the major risk was an inability

           6  to the collect a judgment.  We know now that's

           7  not true.

           8              Reminding this Court that on May

           9  10, 1999, Judge Wynn ordered the proponents of

          10  the settlement to produce the defendants

          11  ability to pay.  And we know who was there

          12  when that was done.  We know who the

          13  proponents of the settlement were.  That's

          14  been described for the Court, not in my words

          15  but in the parties at the time's own words.

          16  So in anticipation of receiving that

          17  information and looking at the joint

          18  submission of approval, Judge Wynn held a

          19  final fairness hearing on July 9, 1999, some

          20  two months after the preliminary approval.
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          21  Some two months after the defendants heard in

          22  open court and were ordered to show ability to

          23  pay.  So in conclusion after Judge Wynn hears

          24  the evidence submitted on July 9, the Court

          25  states, I think the memorandum of law in
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           1  support of the final group of class action and

           2  the derivative settlement and award of fees

           3  and expense, the pages within and the

           4  attachments there are, I have had a good

           5  opportunity to go over there and familiarize

           6  myself with it and from the marks that I have

           7  heard this morning, I feel very comfortable.

           8  I think it's a settlement that is almost too

           9  good to be true in light of the condition of

          10  the defendant.  In light of the condition of

          11  the defendant.  And so I'll sign off on these

          12  matters that we have discussed.

          13              Let me show you what Judge Wynn

          14  wasn't told even after the defendants were

          15  ordered to do so, what he wasn't shown.

          16  Remember the preliminary hearing was May 3rd

          17  of '99.  The order I'm referring to was May

          18  10th of 99.  The final fairness hearing was

          19  July 9 of '99.  Here is the LMU, insured,
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          20  MedPartners.  Coverage, excess catastrophe

          21  equity protection coverage for pending

          22  actions.  This was pending in 98.  What's the

          23  effective date?  September 30, 1998.  That's

          24  September 30, 1998.  Policy limit, unlimited

          25  liability.  Premium, 22 .5 million dollars.
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           1  Not what Mr. Crawford testified to under oath

           2  in 2002.  That's what was not shown to the

           3  plaintiff's counsel, the class members, the

           4  Court.  Only that tight group of people that

           5  Mr. George wanted it shown to so the

           6  plaintiff's lawyers and the class wouldn't get

           7  wind of it because it would drive the value of

           8  the settlement up.  I will show this Court in

           9  a few minutes the potential and why they

          10  wanted to keep this so closely knit.  This is

          11  the agreement that AIG entered into with

          12  MedPartners.  This is a part of the contract

          13  of coverage.  Look at this.  Provided, the

          14  insurer shall have the right to con sell such

          15  coverage and refund supplemental premiums in

          16  the event the company is required to and does

          17  disclose the material terms of the coverage

          18  for accounting, legal or other purposes before
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          19  December 15, 1998 such refund to be made

          20  within 30 days.  They entered into an

          21  agreement not to tell anybody.  If the company

          22  told, the coverage gets canceled.  There's

          23  your motivation right there, part of it.

          24              Part of the contract, the company

          25  hand the insurer -- they are in this together.
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           1  Shall maintain the confidentiality of the

           2  situation and provisions of the insurance

           3  agreement provided however that commencing

           4  December 15, 1998 MedPartners shall be

           5  entitled to make an announcement.  Who signed

           6  off on it?  Mr. Newman, counsel for

           7  MedPartners.  This is effective date of

           8  September 1998.  And we remember who was

           9  present in May of 1999 at the preliminary

          10  approval?  One of the lawyers in attendance

          11  was Mr. Newman, counsel for MedPartners.

          12              The press release, the release

          13  that this contract says was done after

          14  December 15, 1998.  First off, I want to go to

          15  the next one.  There was a release that was

          16  drafted by a lawyer at King and Spalding that

          17  was reviewed by MedPartners counsel.  Mr.
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          18  Hardin reviewed the press release drafted by

          19  King and Spalding and reports to Mr. George

          20  for AIG, Mr. Newman from MedPartners.  The

          21  press release was repaired by Bill Spalding of

          22  King and Spalding. He advises the company that

          23  the portions deleted by AIG are necessary

          24  components in order to satisfy disclosure

          25  obligations.  For example, he advises the
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           1  failure to disclose the consideration paid for

           2  catastrophe equity protection would constitute

           3  a material omission.  Please call bill to the

           4  see and there is a mutual and satisfactory

           5  conclusion.  They are talking about this.

           6  They know they've got to disclose something.

           7  But what are they going to disclose that's not

           8  going to run afoul of the agreement where

           9  their coverage would get canceled.  What did

          10  AIG delete?  This is the press release.  This

          11  is what was deleted.  This is huge, Judge.

          12  This is just huge.  Look at this.  This is

          13  what AIG deleted from the press release

          14  drafted by Mr. Spalding in extension for a

          15  total nonrefundable premium payment of 22.5

          16  million, there is no liability cap or limit on
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          17  the National Union coverage and the insurance

          18  company has waived all exclusions.  They

          19  deleted it.  Their lawyer wanted it in there.

          20  They deleted it.  And their general counsel

          21  says that's a problem.  Go back to that

          22  e-mail, the one before.  It says they are

          23  necessary components that the failure to

          24  disclose constitutes a material omission.  Did

          25  it make any difference to AIG or MedPartners?
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           1  Absolutely not.  Go back to where we started

           2  on the first press release.

           3              This is the final one they

           4  released.  Nothing in here, nothing at all in

           5  here that's why nothing is highlighted.

           6  Nothing talks about the premium.  That's a

           7  material omission.  Nothing in here about

           8  limited liability coverage.  Nothing about

           9  waive of policy defenses.  Nothing whatever

          10  about that.  That's what the contract hiding

          11  the coverage provided they could release this

          12  right here, which by their own counsel's

          13  admission contains material omissions that are

          14  required to be disclosed.

          15              It doesn't stop there, Judge.  If
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          16  you recall the final fairness hearing in July

          17  of 1999, there was some litigation arising out

          18  of this matter between the insurance company,

          19  some that provided the first layer of

          20  coverage.  Federal provided the second layer.

          21  The National Union provided the third layer.

          22  There was infighting about the funding.

          23  That's background.  There was a proceeding in

          24  front of Judge Nelson.  Mike Atchison

          25  represented MedPartners in that litigation.
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           1  This hearing on a preliminary injunction with

           2  respect to arbitration matters was on December

           3  2, 1999, six months after this case had been

           4  approved by Judge Wynn as being settled and

           5  being fair to the class and MedPartners.  So

           6  let's go to the next page and what

           7  representations which were known by Mr.

           8  Atchison or thought by Mr. Atchison to be

           9  accurate at the time, six months later, the

          10  lawyer for MedPartners apparently not in that

          11  little tight group of Mr. George's.  We'll

          12  see.  Here is Mr. Atchison.  Upon receiving

          13  the lawsuits advised the insurance companies

          14  which issued coverage to it and its officers
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          15  and stockholders, National Union part of the

          16  AIG group and federal part of the CHUBB group.

          17  I mentioned those two earlier.  A copy of the

          18  National Union poll is marked as an exhibit.

          19  Here is how the coverage is broken down.  Mr.

          20  Atchison here is explaining to a federal court

          21  six months later his understanding as

          22  MedPartners counsel the insurance coverage

          23  available after having received the lawsuits,

          24  advised the companies which issued coverage to

          25  itself and its officers and stockholders.
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           1  Here is what was represented to MedPartners

           2  own counsel.  The National Union policy

           3  exhibit 10 provided 25 million in primary

           4  coverage to MedPartners.  The medical policy,

           5  that's the name of the company, was exhibit

           6  19, provided 15 million dollars after the

           7  National Union primary was exhausted.

           8  National Union then comes in after the 40

           9  million and provides MedPartners with a second

          10  excess layer of ten that would come into

          11  effect after the primary and second were

          12  exhausted.  Your Honor does not have a copy of

          13  the second policy because it's really not an
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          14  issue here.  Here is what MedPartners is

          15  representing to the Court.  The total coverage

          16  for these multitude of lawsuits was 50 million

          17  dollars and that was available to MedPartners.

          18  As part of the evaluation of the litigation

          19  and preparing its defense many MedPartners

          20  concluded based on expert opinions, that if

          21  the litigation was protracted and discovery

          22  done in depth the plaintiffs would likely

          23  uncover materials which would support their

          24  claims.  A damages expert retained by

          25  MedPartners assessed the good case scenario
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           1  from MedPartners that its exposure was in the

           2  range of four hundred to 450 million dollars.

           3  And further, Mr. Atchison, keep in mind that

           4  at this time the company was in somewhat dire

           5  financial straights because of the full

           6  through of if proposed merger of Ficor and the

           7  things that resulted from that?  Because of

           8  its concern over exposure MedPartners

           9  purchased after these suits were filed a third

          10  layer of excess coverage from National Union

          11  of an additional 15 million dollars.  You have

          12  heard about the additional coverage and why
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          13  there was 65 paid.  Mr. Atchison was told and

          14  counsel was told that National Union was going

          15  to pay all of the money.  Here is the third

          16  layer of additional 15 million dollar bringing

          17  the total from 50 to 65.

          18              So judge Nelson says, okay, I'm

          19  puzzled by something, though.  Why would

          20  MedPartners pay 22 and a half million dollars

          21  for 15 million dollars worth of coverage.

          22  Good question.  Interesting.  So Mr. Atchison

          23  says I am not -- and then the Court talks

          24  about a personal anecdote.  Mr. Atchison with

          25  Mr. George in the courtroom, having
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           1  represented to the Court that there's only 65

           2  million available in coverage, or was, says

           3  may I ask Mr. George a question before I

           4  answer that, judge?  And Court says you may.

           5  Then Mr. Atchison comes back on the record and

           6  he says after conferring with Mr. George it is

           7  my understanding that the 22 million dollar

           8  premium bought unlimited coverage.  For the

           9  first time, it is represented to the Court

          10  that the coverage was unlimited.

          11              So the point being that up until
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          12  another Court entered another order, so to

          13  speak, finally MedPartners fessed up.  I want

          14  to kind of revert back if I can, Judge, to the

          15  importance of timing in this case.  I think

          16  the Court will recall that the effective date

          17  of this unlimited policy was September 30 of

          18  1998.  And that was the date we showed the

          19  Court earlier.  The Court will also recall

          20  that at the time this was going on, the

          21  Lauriello case had been dismissed, was on

          22  appeal in the Alabama Supreme Court.  Mr.

          23  Lerach was handling a multitude of these

          24  cases, experienced lawyer in securities

          25  litigation.  And began negotiations, if you
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           1  remember from the presentation, look to begin

           2  sometime in May of 1998.  Again, effective

           3  date September 30, 1998 of the LMU.  Let's go

           4  to the fax, please.

           5              William Lerach dated November 6th,

           6  some two months and six days after the

           7  effective date of the LMU but as important

           8  some one month and nine days before that

           9  release was authorized by contract to be put

          10  out into the public.  It didn't disclose that
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          11  it contained material omissions.  Otherwise

          12  coverage was canceled.  11/6 to Richard George

          13  regarding MedPartners.  The deal is 65 million

          14  in cash, all federal state claims and

          15  derivative claims.  Interest on 50 million as

          16  of 12/15.  MOU signed 1/15/99.  The deal is

          17  secret until January 15 so National Union can

          18  try to get 15 million from Chubb  However

          19  National Union the deal is not dependent on

          20  that.  Shoot for a hearing on March 15 of 99.

          21  Will settle in state Court.  Millburg Weiss

          22  standard terms apply including a quick pay.

          23  So that's the deal that was struck with Mr.

          24  George from MedPartners on 11/6 of 1998.

          25              Mr. Lerach confirms that in his
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           1  testimony taken January of this year.  It's

           2  pretty obvious the essential settlement

           3  materials are embodied in the fax, that's 153,

           4  exhibit 153.  That looks like it's dated 11/6.

           5  And within a few days of that, this baby is

           6  off my plate.  It's evident to me that

           7  whatever I did with Richard to terms of

           8  getting this case to the point where the

           9  essential deal points, as we would call them,
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          10  had been agreed to is done on or about

          11  November 6th.  Again, two months and six days

          12  after the effective date of the unlimited

          13  liability coverage, one month and nine days

          14  before any authorized deficient, as it may be,

          15  release about the policies.

          16              What does Mr. George's records say

          17  about communications with plaintiff's counsel,

          18  Mr. Lerach.  Next document.  This is the day

          19  the essential deal was signed off on and faxed

          20  to Mr. Lerach.  Time sheet for Richard George.

          21  Telephone conference with represent tiffs of

          22  Chubb and some other issues here.  So the deal

          23  is done.  The essential settlement terms are

          24  done on November 6, 1998, confirmed right

          25  there.
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           1              How do we know -- well, there's

           2  further confirmation the deal is done because

           3  look at the time sheet on December 2nd.

           4  Telephone conference with Lerach re interim

           5  funding of settlement.  It's done.  They are

           6  talking about interim funding now on December

           7  2, 1998.  So we have a situation where the

           8  representation was made that there's 50
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           9  million dollars in coverage, the National

          10  Union will pay 65 and guarantee all of that,

          11  that that's the extent of the excess coverage.

          12  The LMU is issued and effective on September

          13  30th.  The deal is struck on November 6th.  It

          14  is confirmed by George on that same date and

          15  by interim funding conversation on December 2.

          16              There's been some fussing about

          17  why didn't you do more to find out about the

          18  coverage?  You should have done more to

          19  discover that we were defrauding you.  You

          20  should have done more.  Let's look at what was

          21  done.  February 4, 1998, the Lauriello case.

          22  Plaintiff's first request for production of

          23  documents.  All documents including insurance

          24  policies.  The Court has seen this before --

          25  under which any person may be liable to
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           1  satisfy all of part of the judgment.  February

           2  4, 1998 signed off by Mr. James Gunther and

           3  Mr. Haley and Mr. McKee.  What else?  February

           4  2, 1998, first request for production of

           5  documents.  All documents constitutes

           6  insurance policy under which any defendant may

           7  claim coverage to satisfy part or all of any
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           8  possible liabilities as a result of any of the

           9  claims asserted.  You remember Mr. Newman.  He

          10  was deposed in this case.  Here he is right

          11  here.  My question to you is, did the

          12  defendants ever produce to plaintiffs a copy

          13  of the LMU policy, yes or no?  I think we did

          14  not to that policy or any of the other

          15  policies.

          16              I don't have to remind the Court

          17  of the Alabama rules of civil procedure and

          18  the requirements of the defendant's duty to

          19  supplement interrogatories and requests for

          20  production when they know that a previous

          21  answer is either become misleading or become

          22  inaccurate.  I don't have to remind this Court

          23  that the federal rules of civil procedure

          24  require the same thing and even go beyond that

          25  when the initial disclosures are required and
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           1  the continuing nature of the defendants and

           2  the plaintiff's duty of supplementation.

           3  Alabama rules of civil procedure 26.  A party

           4  is under a duty to supply innocent the

           5  response with respect to any question directly

           6  asked, the identity and the location -- that's
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           7  not it.  It's the next one.  Number two, a

           8  party is under a duty seasonably to amend a

           9  prior response if the party obtains

          10  information upon the basis of which the party,

          11  A, knows that the response was incorrect when

          12  made or, B, knows that the response though

          13  correct when made, is no longer true and the

          14  circumstances are such that a failure to amend

          15  the response is in substance a knowing

          16  concealment.  Now, if Mr. George's testimony

          17  doesn't convince this Court of a knowing

          18  concealment, I can't say anything that will.

          19  That's their duty.  The federal rule is the

          20  same.

          21              There are others that are

          22  interested in the excess policy that Mr.

          23  Atchison described as being 15 million dollar

          24  s to bring it to 65.  A lawyer Mr.

          25  Christiansen representing federal insurance
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           1  company, the middle layer of coverage, writes

           2  to Mr. Newman and Mr. George in December of

           3  '98, I would appreciate it if you provide me

           4  with a copy of the excess insurance accompany

           5  referenced in the release so we might
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           6  determine whether and to what extent it

           7  impacts coverage already afforded.  So

           8  federal's lawyer is requesting George and

           9  Newman, he's asking MedPartners and AIG about

          10  this excess coverage.  What's the response?

          11  January 8, Dear Wally, in response to your

          12  letter of December 21, National Union and

          13  MedPartners have agreed to maintain the terms

          14  of the agreement in confidence except to the

          15  extent they may have been disclosed in the

          16  MedPartners press release, which you have

          17  already seen.  I am therefore unable to come

          18  ploy with your request for a copy of the

          19  agreement or to provide any further

          20  disclosures regarding its terms.  Signed

          21  Richard George.

          22              It doesn't stop there.  Mr. George

          23  has a conversation with Lee Squiteri

          24  representing the TAPS class regard ing excess

          25  insurance coverage.  This is February 9, 1999.
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           1  Then after that conversation with Mr.

           2  Squiteri, he writes a letter the next day.

           3  He's talked to Mr. George.  He's writing to

           4  Cauley and Selinger and if National Union has
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           5  taken over the defense and was exposed to

           6  potentially 750 million in damages, what led

           7  you to conclude that 65 was a fair and

           8  reasonable result.  What was the excess

           9  coverage provided.  Was the original coverage

          10  50 million or did the excess coverage bring it

          11  to 50 million.  All of these questions remain

          12  unanswered.  That's after his conversation

          13  with Mr. George about the excess coverage.

          14  Mr. Squiteri, as I said, represented the TAPS

          15  class in front of Judge Buttram in federal

          16  Court.  He then reports to judge the results

          17  of his investigation on April 28, 1999.  On

          18  January 29, Your Honor held a conference

          19  concerning the status of the /#23ED /KWRAL

          20  /*BGS in light of the apparent settlement of

          21  all claims before Judge Wynn in state court.

          22  At that time taps counsel in the federal

          23  action requested that certain information be

          24  produced to them by taps counsel.  In

          25  particular, the allocation of the proceed
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           1  between taps purchasers an others.  Having

           2  previewed the information provided, federal

           3  Court taps counsel are prepared to join in
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           4  recommending the approval of the proposed

           5  settlement.  So Mr. Squiteri's questions, he

           6  thought had been answered accurately and

           7  fully.

           8              I had mentioned to the Court

           9  earlier that Judge Wynn had entered an order

          10  on May 10th requiring the detailed affidavits

          11  and the financial ability of defendants to

          12  with stand the excess judgment, that this was

          13  not forthcoming.  Finally, on July 10 of 1999,

          14  Judge Wynn has the final fairness hearing and

          15  says in his order, adopts all the defined

          16  terms as set forth in the stipulation of

          17  settlement, which you have in front of you.

          18  In that stipulation of settlement and in the

          19  Court's order adopting all of the defined

          20  terms, MedPartners and AIG as proponents of

          21  the settlement and plaintiff's class counsel,

          22  acknowledged that the requirement s of Rule 23

          23  for settlement purposes had been met.  They

          24  asked Judge Wynn to certify it as a class for

          25  settlement purposes.  And one of the terms as
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           1  we have come to know so vividly in this

           2  litigation is adequacy of counsel.
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           3  MedPartners and AIG in the stipulation of

           4  settlement acknowledged that those gentlemen

           5  that we saw earlier, Judge, settlement class

           6  counsel were adequate for purposes of this

           7  case.  Their experts now say they were not

           8  adequate and that any law firm associated with

           9  them that got a fee out of this case are not

          10  adequate and all their partners thereto.  So

          11  what does that tell us?  What it tells us is

          12  when you don't catch us, you are adequate.

          13  But when you do catch us in 2003, like these

          14  guys did, you are inadequate.

          15              The fraud did not stop with Judge

          16  Wynn.  Later on there was a lawsuit filed

          17  against MedPartners former general counsel Jay

          18  Johnston who left the company in the summer of

          19  1998 long before the LMU had been purchased.

          20  MedPartners accused Mr. Johnston of all of the

          21  evils or as to the cause of all the evils

          22  MedPartners has been accused of.  Mr. Johnston

          23  had called upon the insurance companies to

          24  defend and indemnify.  They declined to do so.

          25              THE COURT:  Why don't we take a
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           1  break at this moment?  We have been going an
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           2  hour and 25 minutes.  Let's take a break until

           3  11:45.  Then can we go directly into defense

           4  counsel's opening?

           5              MR. POWELL:  Mr. McKee was going

           6  to address the Court opinion the Rule 23

           7  factors.  When I sat down he was going to

           8  address the Rule 23 issues with you and then

           9  certainly with the Court's permission we would

          10  do it that way and the defense could proceed

          11  after that.

          12              MR. VINES:  On behalf of the

          13  intervenor, I would like to make a brief

          14  statement.  It won't be long, I promise.

          15  Three or four minutes.

          16              THE COURT:  After the plaintiff's

          17  presentation?

          18              MR. VINES:  Yes, sir.

          19              THE COURT:  And then I would

          20  prefer to have all the opening together and

          21  then break for lunch.  But let me ask, Mr.

          22  King, how long do you expect your presentation

          23  to be?

          24              MR. KING:  I frankly expect it to

          25  be as long as theirs.  If they finish up after

                                                           78
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           1  lunch that may push us into the two o'clock.

           2              THE COURT:  We'll hear the

           3  plaintiff's and hear the intervention counsel

           4  and then we will break for lunch.  I wand to

           5  remind y'all to talk about any possible

           6  agreements during that time.  See you at

           7  11:45.  Thank you.

           8              (Short recess.)

           9              THE COURT:  Please have a seat.

          10  Mr. Powell.

          11              MR. POWELL:  Thank you, Your

          12  Honor.  I know the Court is very tolerant of

          13  and is generous with its time in terms of

          14  presentation.  That's consistent with what you

          15  are required to give in these matters, so we

          16  appreciate the Court's indulgence in allowing

          17  us to present these things to you.

          18              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.

          19              MR. POWELL:  Before we broke, I

          20  was getting into an area and it was an

          21  appropriate time in terms of shifting gears a

          22  little bit to go to the area where the fraud

          23  that was perpetrated throughout 1998 through

          24  1999 continued on into 2000.  In that year,

          25  MedPartners sued its former general counsel
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           1  Jay Johnston for malfeasance in his duties

           2  that led to the underlying litigation.  In

           3  connection with that litigation, Mr. Johnston

           4  asked for the production of insurance policies

           5  and the request for defense and indemnity.  In

           6  February of 2000, please produce any and all

           7  documents that reference, relate or involve

           8  all policies maintained by MedPartners that

           9  provide coverage (reading document.)

          10  Insurance policies secured by MedPartners

          11  through Chubb insurance and through AIG.

          12  That's February of 2000.  MedPartners's

          13  response to that February 29th of 2000 a case

          14  defended by Mr. Christian, MedPartners

          15  insurance policies clearly are irrelevant and

          16  immaterial to this litigation.  Not so

          17  according to Judge Noble.  The defendant

          18  Johnston's motion to compel is granted.  The

          19  plaintiff MedPartners is allowed 20 days to

          20  produce the requested documents.

          21              Well, they were produced except

          22  for the LMU.  This was not produced.  As we

          23  continue on into 2000 , March 14, Mr.

          24  Crawford, theCEO of MedPartners, March 14,

          25  2000 MedPartners versus Johnson, Wagar and
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           1  Knight.  Do you know what the extent of that

           2  additional excess coverage purchased 234 the

           3  fall of 1998?  Was how much that would go up

           4  to?  Answer, I believe it was another 22

           5  million, somewhere in that range.  We know

           6  that's not true.  That was the premium.

           7              In 2002, again, the fraud

           8  continuing.  February 7, 2002, Mr. Johnston is

           9  forced when National Union and AIG say they

          10  are not going to defend and indemnify to file

          11  a bad faith case against them.  Here is

          12  defendant National Union and AIG technical

          13  services memorandum in support of a motion for

          14  summary judgment.  Because they are telling

          15  the circuit court of Jefferson County that

          16  they don't have a duty to do that.  Why?

          17  Because the policy limits were exhausted to

          18  settle the securities litigation.  That's not

          19  true.  That's a falsehood and they knew it.

          20  It gets worse.  March 21, 2002 on petition for

          21  mandamus in the Supreme Court of Alabama .

          22  Attorney for defendant National Union AIG

          23  technical services, they tell the Supreme

          24  Court the liability limits of the D and O

          25  policy were exhausted there by leaving no
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           1  available limits to defend and indemnify for

           2  the claims made by care mark against Mr.

           3  Johnston.  And yet these lawyers are

           4  inadequate because they didn't find out about

           5  it.  They are going to represent to the Court

           6  and the Supreme Court.  It's flat shocking.

           7              Finally, in 2003, the LMU is

           8  produced.  Judge Brown orders these documents

           9  produced.  And the LMU is finally included in

          10  the production of documents that had been

          11  asked for and sought not only by plaintiff's

          12  lawyers but by circuit courts, by federal

          13  Courts, differing circuit courts in this

          14  jurisdiction and representations made to the

          15  Supreme Court that were inaccurate.  Finally

          16  in 2003, it is produced.

          17              Your Honor, I want to very briefly

          18  conclude with a very firm assertion to this

          19  Court in the area where the defendants claim

          20  that the 56 million dollars was fair and

          21  appropriate and all this is much ado about

          22  nothing.  I'm not going to tell you what my

          23  opinion of this case is in terms of the value.

          24  I don't know.  What I'm going to show you is
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          25  from their mouths, from their mouths what they
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           1  say the value of this case was back in 1999.

           2  Let's do that right now.  Mr. Newhall was on

           3  the board of MedPartners.  Quote, what was

           4  going on at MedPartners was basically the

           5  equivalent of Birmingham's Enron.  That's 2002

           6  trial transcript.  Quote, I think it was a

           7  very, very serious public scandal.  Further

           8  from the board member, we discovered it layer

           9  by layer inwrapping the onion skin and it was

          10  really sickening.  2001, the damages suffered

          11  as a result of the wrong doing alleged in the

          12  1998 MedPartners security litigation exceed

          13  three billion dollars.  It ultimately wound up

          14  taking over three billion in losses to clean

          15  the company up.  Sworn testimony.  By the time

          16  you restate and put things in the proper year

          17  and carry them forward and actually clean this

          18  company up, you are going to recognize in

          19  excess of three billion dollars in loss.

          20  That's sworn testimony.

          21              Mr. Hardin became general counsel

          22  for MedPartners.  He summed up to potential

          23  liability during his sworn testimony in the
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          24  arbitration.  Quote, and I know that if the

          25  plaintiffs lawyers ever get the facts, it is
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           1  history.  For anybody to say that this case is

           2  defensible and that sort of thing, they better

           3  get their seat belts on."

           4              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell, do you

           5  have the date of that quote?

           6              MR. POWELL:  2002.  I will get a

           7  specific date for the Court.

           8              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.

           9              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, if it

          10  please the Court now, I will have a seat and

          11  have Mr. McKee walk through the Rule 23 issues

          12  with the Court in furtherance of the rigorous

          13  analysis that you are going to be doing.  Mr.

          14  McKee says he thinks it will be about an hour.

          15  Do you want to recess then?  What's the

          16  Court's pleasure?

          17              THE COURT:  Let me ask defense

          18  counsel?  It's almost noon.  Do you prefer to

          19  break for lunch?

          20              MR. KING:  We would just as soon

          21  have him finish.

          22              THE COURT:  All right.  We'll
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          23  proceed with plaintiff's conclusion and then

          24  Mr. Vines has something.

          25              MR. POWELL:  I have the date for
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           1  you opinion Mr. Hardin's quote, February 13,

           2  2001.

           3              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.  Mr.

           4  McKee.

           5              MR. MCKEE:  For the record, my

           6  name is Bruce McKee.  Scott Powell and I have

           7  tried to divide our presentation between facts

           8  and law.  And of course there's not a clean

           9  line between those two, but that's roughly how

          10  we intended this presentation to go.  So I'm

          11  not going to stand here and read the Court our

          12  brief or we would be here for three full days.

          13  I would highlight those portions and make

          14  references to page numbers or sections.

          15              THE COURT:  I have read those

          16  briefs.

          17              MR. MCKEE:  And I will try to

          18  respond orally to some of the major themes

          19  that are presented in defendant's brief.  And

          20  then we will respond in the post hearing

          21  brief.  I'm available to address any specific
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          22  questions or concerns the Court may have.  As

          23  in the brief, I will speak of the AIG

          24  defendants just as a singular group AIG and I

          25  may refer to CVS or call them MedPartners
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           1  because that's the name they went by in 1999.

           2  In this case, in the reversal and remand the

           3  Alabama Supreme Court held that even though a

           4  certified class does exist from 99, that this

           5  trial Court must still separately analyze and

           6  certify each separate count or cause of

           7  action.  That's why we are here today, to give

           8  a rigorous analysis that the fraud claim that

           9  we filed in 2003.  So what the Supreme Court

          10  has said for example is if a new class action

          11  lawsuit is filed and has four counts in the

          12  complaint that the Court trial has to

          13  separately analyze each count and separately

          14  certified each count.  Page five of our brief

          15  explains that we technically have two counts.

          16  One for misrepresentation and one for

          17  suppression.  We say that the facts relevant

          18  to both of those claims are really identical

          19  and the two counts substantially overlap in

          20  this case.  We don't see there's any possible
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          21  differences in law or fact that could lead a

          22  Court to certify one count but not the other.

          23  So for simplification, we will talk about the

          24  fraud count.  I do want to be clear

          25  technically we have a claim for
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           1  misrepresentation and for suppression.  So I

           2  will go through both of them.  What's

           3  different about this class certification

           4  hearing from the previous one is now the

           5  Supreme Court instructs us that we have to

           6  examine in detail the elements of the alleged

           7  fraud claims and to fully the Rule 23 factors

           8  to those claims to determine if those claims

           9  are appropriate toe handle as a class.  So the

          10  fact that we already have a certified class

          11  and recognized and affirmed by the Court as to

          12  CVS and it's in/KWRAOEURB of whether AIG is

          13  estopped to deny that there's already an

          14  existing class an they are not same boat with

          15  CVS.  All that really doesn't make a

          16  difference today.  We have to give a separate

          17  rigorous analysis to the claim, to the fraud

          18  claim.

          19              But it is a unique fact that we do
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          20  have a class already certified, a certified

          21  class already exists and we do say that this

          22  does establish as a matter of law a couple of

          23  the elements of Rule 23.  So a couple of those

          24  elements at the front end and back end we say

          25  are already answered by the fact that a class
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           1  already exists.  First, although it's not

           2  written in the black letter of Rule 23 but all

           3  cases recognize that the first element of

           4  every class action analysis is there must be a

           5  definable and ascertainable class.  That's on

           6  page 61.  We say that element is taken offer

           7  the board now bah we already have the

           8  existence of a certified class.  We already

           9  have a class definition.  We already know that

          10  this definition is workable and we already

          11  know that that class membership is

          12  ascertainable.

          13              Now, to Rule 23.  The first factor

          14  of Rule 23 A is numerosity.  Now the

          15  defendants haven't made any issue about that

          16  element.  But even if they did, the element is

          17  also proven by the fact that we already have a

          18  certified class.  For example, we know that
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          19  about 18 thousand class members filed claims

          20  in 1999 that were verified and approved.

          21  That's page 47 of our brief, the Jalardy

          22  company that did the administration back then.

          23  Thus numerosity is shown.  The existence of an

          24  already certified class also proves a couple

          25  of the issues that come at the end.  If
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           1  liability is proven at trial or if we have a

           2  settlement later in this case that's approved,

           3  we know the dollar amount of each class member

           4  is going to vary depending on how much stock

           5  they owned and when they bought it.  But we

           6  know that is not an impediment to a class

           7  action.  The fact that individual class

           8  members have different dollar claims does not

           9  prevent certification.  That's briefed at page

          10  147, 148.  Because we already have a certified

          11  class, that was adequately handled until the

          12  administration process in the Jalardy company

          13  so it's already established that the fact that

          14  the class members have varying damage claims

          15  is just ministerial issue and that does not

          16  prevent certification.  The fact that we had a

          17  1999 class and the administrative process
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          18  proves that this fraud claim is manageable.

          19  Manageability is one of the factors that comes

          20  under Rule 23 (b)(3) and manageability is

          21  briefed at page 153, 154.  So there's already

          22  an established road map as to how we would

          23  handle a claims process should there be a

          24  successful judgment of settlement in this

          25  case. We know how the nuts and bolts of
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           1  administration of paying out a settlement in

           2  this case would work.  So the manageability

           3  factor is proven already by the fact that we

           4  have an existing 1999 class.

           5              Now, the defendants have not

           6  really objected to any of these factors that I

           7  have mentioned so far.  But as Scott said a

           8  moment ago, it is our burden to prove to this

           9  court and to put into the record for review by

          10  the Alabama Supreme Court that we have a prime

          11  fascia case of the existence of each of the

          12  necessary Rule 23 factors.  That's why we take

          13  the time to mention all of these factors, even

          14  the ones that are not really contested by the

          15  defendant like numerosity.  My last point

          16  about the fact that we already have an
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          17  existing class is this, we assert that the

          18  existence of the class does effect one issue

          19  that the defendant has attacked.  Beginning in

          20  the defendant's brief at page 73 they argue

          21  that the present class representatives sitting

          22  here are not adequate because there are

          23  conflicts of interest between our defined

          24  class, specifically the defendants argue that

          25  there are conflicts between, one, the
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           1  MedPartners common stock shareholders, two,

           2  the participants in the Talbot tender offer

           3  and the purchasers of the TAP securities.

           4  That's /THRAOERB.  We point out to the Court

           5  that those differences between those three

           6  groups have already been settled and

           7  adjudicated back in 1999.  This is not a

           8  repeat of the 1999 case.  Those actions are

           9  settled.  This is a fraud in the settlement

          10  class where the whole class was defrauded.

          11  These three groups were already emergency

          12  roomed into a single settlement class and

          13  certified in 1999.  The fraud in the

          14  settlement claim that we are here now on

          15  touches everybody in that class equally.  So
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          16  for purposes of this fraud claim and makes no

          17  difference whether the individual class

          18  members came into the class as a common

          19  shareholder or a taps owner.  Those groups

          20  settled their differences in 1999 and agreed

          21  how the funds would be distributed.  That was

          22  embodied in the the court orders.  There are

          23  present ly no conflicts in this fraud and

          24  settlement claim between these three groups.

          25              Also, about these three groups
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           1  whether the class members underlying

           2  securities claim was based originally on state

           3  law, 10 B 5 all that is irrelevant today.  The

           4  fraud claim is based on Alabama common law

           5  fraud.  So all the class members have an

           6  identical fraud claim based on Alabama fraud

           7  law.  The difference is all that water over

           8  the dam and completely irrelevant.  So because

           9  the 1999 case was settled and because CVS and

          10  AIG was proponents it's already been decided

          11  and agreed and the merits are not irrelevant

          12  and everybody is now identical and in the same

          13  boat.  So to the extent the existence of a

          14  certified class answers these questions that I
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          15  have discussed so far, that's binding on CVS

          16  because the Alabama Supreme Court held that

          17  they are estopped to deny the existence that

          18  they were a proponent of.  The Alabama Supreme

          19  Court left it open as to whether AIG would be

          20  also estopped to deny the existence of the

          21  class.  And we say that AIG is estopped.  They

          22  were joint proponents of the 1999 class along

          23  the CVS and the plaintiffs.  That in our brief

          24  is 113 to 117.  AIG is a signatory to.  AIG

          25  bound itself to jointly apply for
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           1  certification and approval of the settlement

           2  in 99 and to pile on at page 28 in our brief

           3  starts recitation of several of the responses

           4  to request for admissions.  Many of those go

           5  further to show how AIG was intimately

           6  involved in the settlement of the class.  The

           7  defendants admit in those admissions that the

           8  LMU give AIG the exclusive right to negotiate

           9  a settlement of that class action and decide

          10  how much to pay.  And then even if estoppel is

          11  not applied to AIG and it is looked at a blank

          12  slate, the facts of the 1999 certification,

          13  the facts of the settlement and the
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          14  administration by Jalardy still prove the

          15  factors that I have discussed so far.

          16              So the fact that we already have

          17  an existing 1999 class proves these four

          18  elements.  The existence of the definable,

          19  ascertainable class proves numerosity, it

          20  proves manageability and it proves that

          21  there's no lingering potential conflicts

          22  between those two groups of common owners, tap

          23  s owners and tender offer.

          24              Now I'm leaving the issue --

          25  that's what's established by the fact that we
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           1  do have an already existing class.  Now, we

           2  are not here to prove the merits of the case.

           3  This is not a minitrial like an injunction

           4  hearing.  We don't have to prove the

           5  likelihood of our success. But the reason that

           6  we have spent so much time here about the

           7  facts of the fraud claim is because the

           8  Supreme Court held that part of the Rule 23

           9  rigorous analysis requires an understanding,

          10  an in depth detailed understanding of the

          11  elements of the plaintiff's claim so that you

          12  know what kinds of things the plaintiffs will
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          13  have to offer in order to ultimately succeed

          14  of the merits so that you can decide if that

          15  kind of evidence is appropriate to handle on a

          16  class basis.  So our burden is to prove a

          17  prime fascia case of the existence of each one

          18  of the Rule 23 factors.

          19              First, I will give an overview of

          20  what those factors are.  Then I will give

          21  detail about the ones in dispute.  We have to

          22  show the there's a definable class.  That's no

          23  longer in dispute.  Then there are four

          24  elements in 23 that.  Those elements are

          25  numerosity, which is not at issue.  Then
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           1  commonality and typicality.  Most courts treat

           2  them as one factor.  Also, those two factors

           3  most courts hold overlap into the question

           4  under (b)(3) of whether the common questions

           5  predominate over the individual questions.  I

           6  will come back to that in a moment.  Then the

           7  fourth element under Rule 23 A is adequacy of

           8  representation.  That means two parts. One are

           9  the class representatives adequate.  This

          10  issue is easily met and very rarely a

          11  stumbling block.  Then it means are the class
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          12  lawyers adequate.  Now, here is defendants

          13  have launched a multi-faceted attack on all of

          14  us plaintiff lawyers.  That's one of the two

          15  core issues in dispute.  The two core issues

          16  are do we have to prove individual reliance of

          17  the class member and the other core issue is

          18  the attacks on the lawyers.  Other than that,

          19  we say the defendants really haven't objected

          20  to any of the Rule 23 factors.  Those are the

          21  two main issues.

          22              Then after the Court finds the

          23  existence of these four elements under 23 A,

          24  numerosity, typicality, commonality and

          25  adequacy, then the Court has to prove to 23 B.
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           1  There's three kinds of class actions.  B 1, 2

           2  and 3.  The Court has to find that one of

           3  those exists.  B 1 and B 2 are referred to as

           4  mandatory class actions because there's no opt

           5  out.  (B)(3) is the catch all.  If 1 or 2

           6  doesn't apply then (b)(3) applies.  So we do

           7  first ask the Court to certify the fraud

           8  settlement class, a B 1 mandatory class.

           9  Because this is literally a unique setting and

          10  a unique case, fraud on a class.  Then we also
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          11  ask the Court to simultaneously certify the

          12  class under (b)(3).  So if this case goes up

          13  on appeal that gives the Alabama Supreme Court

          14  to opportunity to say, well, we don't think B

          15  1 applies but we will affirm certification

          16  under (b)(3).  So we are here today asking the

          17  Court to do both.  We assert this is a B 1

          18  class an is also in the alternative a (b)(3)

          19  class.  Now, if the Court goes to (b)(3) the

          20  rule requires there to be two other factors

          21  that the Court has to find in order to certify

          22  under (b)(3).  Those two factors are one, they

          23  have to be common questions of law or fact

          24  that predominate over the individual issues

          25  and two, the Court has to find that the class
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           1  action prod is see pure your to individual

           2  litigation.  And that idea of superiority

           3  includes the questions of manageability which

           4  we say is already proven from the road map

           5  from the 99 case.  Manageability is briefed

           6  beginning at page 153 and superiority is

           7  briefed beginning at 46.

           8              Now, that's the overview of the

           9  factors, the class action factors.  Now to go
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          10  back to the beginning in a little more detail.

          11  Our review is there's only two serious

          12  objections to class certification have been

          13  presented.  The first one is that overarching

          14  issue that we have known from day one exists

          15  in this case.  The overarching issue is

          16  whether this case ought to be categorized as a

          17  standard plain individual fraud case where the

          18  issues of individual reliance predominate so

          19  that prevents certification.  That's the

          20  defendant's argument.  Or as we contend,

          21  whether this unique situation that we are in

          22  where fraud is committed on a class means that

          23  the fraud claim can be adjudicated on a class

          24  wide basis without proving that each class

          25  member come in and separately prove his or her
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           1  individual reliance.  And when we say unique,

           2  we literally mean unique.  This case has been

           3  already for almost ten years an neither side

           4  has been able to find a case that we have

           5  cited to the Court that involves the situation

           6  of a fraud in the settlement of a class

           7  action.

           8              The second thing, the second
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           9  objection to the class certification they have

          10  is their attack on the lawyers.  We say that

          11  there's not really any serious objection

          12  except for those two.  So every class action

          13  begins with analysis of whether it's an

          14  ascertainable class an we have got that.  We

          15  propose sub classing.  That's at page 62 of

          16  our brief.  We proposed in our brief a sub

          17  class A and a sub class B where A would

          18  include those 18 thousand people who actually

          19  filed claims in 1999 and were approved.  Sub

          20  class back would be those class members who

          21  did not file claims.  We say there's no

          22  conflicts between A and B so that the class

          23  representatives sitting here today that fit in

          24  the category of A, they are still perfectly

          25  adequate to represent B because there's no
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           1  conflicts.  We propose these sub classes

           2  purely for ease, not because there's any legal

           3  distinction between them.  Those in category

           4  A, they have already filed their claims an

           5  they are already been examined and certified

           6  and approved so we know exactly what the

           7  dollar amount of their losses are.  There's no
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           8  need should there been a settlement or a

           9  judgment in this case, there's no need to

          10  require those 18 thousand people to resubmit

          11  anything.  They have already filed.  So only

          12  sub class B would be given the notice and the

          13  instructions about how to file a claim because

          14  they never filed one before.  So this sub

          15  class is purely administrative.  It's not a

          16  big deal.  It would make sense if this court

          17  wanted to table that issue and not make the

          18  issue of sub classing until ultimately there

          19  is a settlement or a judgment in this case.

          20  It doesn't really matter.  But the defendants

          21  seized on this in their brief and they argued

          22  that the people in our sub class B don't have

          23  a claim, that sub class B didn't suffer any

          24  legal damage.  That's in the defendant's brief

          25  at page 78.  We say that's a merits issue.
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           1  Even if they have a defense that's a merits

           2  issue.  It doesn't have anything to do with

           3  class certification.  In abundance of caution,

           4  we do offer a short response.  The measure of

           5  damages in this case, the fraud in the

           6  settlement claim, the measure of damages is
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           7  what would the case have probably settled for

           8  in 1999 if the truth had been known about the

           9  unlimited insurance policy versus what it

          10  actually did settle for.  So we know it would

          11  have settled for a lot more.  So in that

          12  hypothetical moment in time, what would the

          13  case probably is settled for, everybody in A

          14  and B were in the same boat.  There was one

          15  single class.  They were all defrauded the

          16  same.  On that date nobody knew in the future

          17  which ones were going to file claims an which

          18  ones were not.  So they were all damaged

          19  equally so there's no merit to their argument

          20  that the people have no claim.  So there's no

          21  conflict so there's no reason why the class

          22  representatives who or A members can't also

          23  represent the B members.

          24              We do agree with one point of the

          25  defendant's brief on page 79.  They point out
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           1  that there were some opt outs in 1999 and

           2  those people ought not be members of our

           3  current fraud class an we agree with that.  We

           4  had over looked that.  I think the number is

           5  79.  They said there were 79 opt outs in 99.
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           6  So we agree with that.  So an order this court

           7  would issue certifying the class, that class

           8  definition could just have a sentence that

           9  said excluded from this definition are those

          10  79 people who opted out in 99.

          11              Now, 23 A the first factor is

          12  numerosity.  Factors two and three or

          13  typicality and commonality.  Those overlap and

          14  are usually treated together.  So we get back

          15  to the order.  The Supreme Court said part of

          16  the rigorous analysis is you have to look at

          17  each claim and to make a rigorous analysis the

          18  Court has to have an in depth understanding of

          19  what that claim is in order to make a decision

          20  whether it can be handled as a class or not.

          21  So we are not here to decide whether the

          22  certify a class, we are here to decide whether

          23  the certify the fraud claim and whether this

          24  fraud claim is appropriate and manageable to

          25  handle on behalf of that certified class.  Our
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           1  brief about the elements of the fraud claims,

           2  our brief on that starts at age 68.  We set

           3  out the elements of misrepresentation and the

           4  elements of suppression.  Neither side has
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           5  found a case involving a fraud in the

           6  settlement of a class action but there are

           7  many nonclass action cases that address fraud

           8  in the settlement.  Many of those cases

           9  involve facts where the defendant

          10  misrepresented the amount of the insurance

          11  coverage.  In the general rule, the defrauded

          12  plaintiff can affirm the settlement, cope the

          13  amount they did receive and probably would

          14  have settled for had the truth been known.

          15  Those begin at page 72.  So the plaintiff is

          16  not limited to an equitable remedy of setting

          17  aside the judgment and returning the money and

          18  starting over.  So our cause of action is we

          19  affirm the settlement, keep what little bit we

          20  did get and that more is what probably would

          21  the case have settled for had the truth been

          22  known.  So we are not here to prove the merits

          23  of the case.  With issue is what types of

          24  proof we would have to show and then for the

          25  Court to decide whether those kinds of proofs
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           1  are capable of class wide treatment.  We say

           2  the obvious answer to that is yes.  We can

           3  prove misrepresentation by proving that there
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           4  were representations from the defendant to

           5  plaintiff's class counsel.  Those that there

           6  was only 50 million from insurance.  These

           7  defendants did not negotiate with thousands of

           8  shareholders.  All their negotiations an

           9  representations were made to class counsel.

          10  That's a very small group of lawyers, most of

          11  them already been deposed.  It's very easy to

          12  present that evidence in a class action.

          13              We will also argue that the

          14  defendants are guilty of third party fraud.

          15  That's in our brief beginning at page 77.

          16  Even though these defendants did not directly

          17  tell Judge Wynn that 50 million dollars was

          18  the insurance limit, they did tell plaintiff's

          19  counsel that knowing, intending an excepting

          20  that the plaintiff's counsel would relay that

          21  information to Judge Wynn and Judge Wynn would

          22  rely on it.  Also, the defendants as we

          23  pointed out were proponents of the settlement.

          24  So they are jointly responsible for the

          25  information that was presented to Judge Wynn.
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           1  Well, that information also is a very small

           2  group of witnesses.  Most of them already been
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           3  deposed.  Judge Wynn's reliance is proven by

           4  the hearing transcripts which we say the only

           5  reason I'm approving this is you've got all

           6  the insurance and there's no more to give.

           7  That's misrepresentation.  Easy case to

           8  present.  I mean this case involves

           9  potentially a lot of money.  But the facts of

          10  what happened are pretty basic.  We started

          11  out with Richard George's testimony and that

          12  really summarizes the whole case.

          13              Now, the discuss of suppression

          14  begins at page 83.  We will argue that the

          15  defendants had a legal duty to speak up and

          16  tell the truth about the LMU. We think that's

          17  going to be more of a legal issue ultimately

          18  rather than a factual issue.  The defendants

          19  have admitted that they didn't tell anybody.

          20  We are argued there's a duty to speak was

          21  triggered in several different ways /-PL awe

          22  that evidence is going to be simple and easy

          23  to present in a class action.  We will say

          24  that the discovery request requests that were

          25  made that the defendants had a duty to
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           1  supplement.  We already saw the slides of Rule
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           2  23.  Subject of insurance that in Alabama law

           3  is they have a duty to tell the full truth.

           4  We will say the defendants had an affirmative

           5  duty to respond to Judge Wynn's and they had

           6  an affirmative duty to correct the false

           7  information.  All these facts are easily

           8  presented in a class action.

           9              At page 88 of our brief we also

          10  argue for active concealment.  Those facts are

          11  already in the record.  Richard George

          12  testified that the existence of the LMU was

          13  except to a very small group for fear that

          14  plaintiff lawyers would find out.  Now, that's

          15  our claims.  Very easy to present in a class

          16  scenario.

          17              Now, to the defenses.  The

          18  defendants defenses primarily raise issues

          19  that are on the merits.  So they are not

          20  really appropriate or necessary for the Court

          21  to look at on certification.  But even if we

          22  look at those defenses, those defenses are

          23  class wide defenses.  They are not individual

          24  defenses.  The primary defense is that the

          25  defendants say they did not misrepresent about
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           1  excess insurance because of that press release

           2  in December of 1998 and the 1999 SEC filings

           3  they say adequately disclosed the existence of

           4  excess insurance.  So even if that's true they

           5  may succeed on the merits of that.  A jury may

           6  buy that.  It's a defense against everybody,

           7  against the whole class.  The public filings

           8  were out there for everybody to see.  A

           9  defendants argue that notice to class counsel

          10  is notice to the whole class.  Now, let me

          11  say, there's an inconsistency in defendant's

          12  arguments.  They argue that notice to John

          13  Haley or one of the appointed class counsel

          14  like Gusty Yearout would by law be notice to

          15  the class because they are agents of the

          16  class.  If you give them notice, then the

          17  class has notice. Then they want to turn

          18  around and say, if the class lawyers and the

          19  Court sitting to protect the class, if they

          20  were defrauded, that's not enough that's not

          21  fraud on the class. You have to go beyond and

          22  that depose all 18 thousand shareholders and

          23  ask them what they relied on.  That's an

          24  inconsistent position for them to say that

          25  notice of those SEC filings an notice of

                                                          106
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           1  excess insurance to a class lawyer is notice

           2  to the entire class but then they refuse to

           3  accept the argument that if you defraud the

           4  class counsel, you have defrauded the class.

           5              The defendants also say that these

           6  press releases an SEC filings started the

           7  statute of limitations running because that

           8  was enough information out there that you

           9  should have known you were defrauded.  But

          10  again that's a class wide defense because that

          11  was public information for everybody or

          12  anybody to look at.  So if it was an adequate

          13  disclosure if it's a defense, it's a defense

          14  against everybody.  So we say instead of

          15  tearing down a class, actually help us to

          16  prove this case ought to be handled as a class

          17  because their defenses are uniform class wide

          18  defenses.

          19              So, for example, whether the

          20  defendants had any duty to speak or not is not

          21  dependent on any individual class member.

          22  Whether they had a duty to supplement

          23  discovery, they either did or they didn't.

          24  That's not an individual class issue.  Whether

          25  they had to duty to speak to the Judge Wynn,
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           1  they either did or they didn't.  That's going

           2  to apply to the whole class.  So the defenses

           3  actually help us to prove that there's a

           4  predominance of common issues here and there's

           5  no issues of individual fact.

           6              Still commonality and typicality.

           7  In order to determine those, you have to

           8  understand in detail what the plaintiffs fraud

           9  claims are.  So I have just told you what our

          10  fraud claims are and how they can be presented

          11  in a class basis, a very small number of

          12  witnesses, not every individual class member

          13  has to testify.  We primarily brief summarize

          14  commonality and typicality pages 118 of our

          15  brief.  We say commonality is very clear in

          16  this case.  If any one of these class

          17  representatives was defrauded in 1999, then

          18  all class members were.  They were all treated

          19  identically by these defendants in 1998 and

          20  1999.  They did not communicate individually

          21  to some people.  There's no material fact

          22  distinction among any of the class members so

          23  commonality and typicality is proven.

          24  Typicality primarily means is the thing that

          25  injured the class representative the same
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           1  thing that injured all the other class

           2  members.  So again, you can see how typicality

           3  and commonality overlap into one question.  We

           4  have already answered that.  Every class

           5  member in terms of the fraud was treated

           6  identically and it's a common issue.  There

           7  cannot really be any serious issue in this

           8  case about commonality and typicality.  Now,

           9  under (b)(3), the court has defined the common

          10  issues predominate.  Most courts say that's

          11  essentially the same question as asking

          12  commonality and typicality.  So for all the

          13  same reasons that I have been over, we say --

          14  we inspect say all the issues are common.  We

          15  say there are no individual issues.  So it's

          16  not a question of does one predominate over

          17  the other.  Now to the class representatives.

          18  The court has to find them to be common and

          19  typical and the Court has to find them to be

          20  adequate.  The depositions of these three

          21  gentlemen are summarized at pages 45, 47.

          22  These are well represented businessmen.  They

          23  understand the claims of fraud in in case.

          24  They have already been deposed.  They are here
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          25  today.  They are involved.  They are available
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           1  to do whatever the Court directs them to do

           2  and aid class counsel and nothing more is

           3  required. They are no conflicts amongst one

           4  another.  There's no conflict between them and

           5  the sub class B that we proposed, those people

           6  who didn't file claims.  In fact, there's no

           7  incentive for the sub class A people to want

           8  to cut out B.  In fact, if anything there's

           9  incentive to build up your damages as much as

          10  possible.  So again, these class

          11  representatives have to conflict amongst one

          12  another or if the court decides, a sub class.

          13              Now, in our opinion all these

          14  issues are easy.  The one attack they make is

          15  on individual fraud.  The defendants objection

          16  to class certification is this.  The

          17  defendants contend that commonality,

          18  typicality and predominance of common issues

          19  do not exist in this case because this is a

          20  case of individual fraud where each individual

          21  class member has to prove his own reliance.

          22  And the defendants arguments on that on their

          23  brief 27 to 35.  We say that's the gist of
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          24  this case.  Is this an individual fraud case

          25  or is this case difference and unique because
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           1  the fraud was committed not on a bunch of

           2  individuals.  The fraud was committed on a

           3  class.  Therefore, you can prove the fraud in

           4  the class by a class.

           5              The defendants cite no case of

           6  course that holds what they want this Court to

           7  hold because neither side has been able to

           8  find any case on point.  A reported case that

           9  involves allegations of fraud on a class

          10  action settlement.  So the defendants citation

          11  to just ordinary fraud cases we say are just

          12  not on point.  In those cases were each

          13  individual class member acted on the

          14  Defendant's information, those are cases that

          15  can't be certified because each fact of

          16  representations and each individual fact of

          17  reliance is different.  But we say those are

          18  absolutely not analogous.  Everything about

          19  the reliance issue has to be filtered through

          20  the prism of the fact.  The fraud was

          21  committed on a class.  In 98 and 99 these

          22  defendants dealt first with the putative class
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          23  an then a preliminary certified class an then

          24  finally a certified class. They did not

          25  negotiate or communicate with individual class
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           1  members. They didn't write or phone

           2  shareholders.  The defendants didn't provide

           3  some information to some shareholders and

           4  withhold it from others.  This is not the

           5  underlying securities fraud class.  To the opt

           6  out notice told those class members that they

           7  have lawyers appointed to look out after their

           8  interests and were told that the court could

           9  conduct a fairness hearing and be the final

          10  arbiter of fairness.  So the unique law

          11  prevents a class member to do nothing and not

          12  to even make a decision, just to do absolutely

          13  nothing and let the class council and the

          14  Court as a fiduciary handle their business.

          15  By doing that they bind themselves to the

          16  class process.  So in this case it doesn't

          17  matter what an individual shareholder might

          18  have known about a press release of a 10 Q.

          19  They threw their claims into the class and the

          20  class would sink or swim.  We think the

          21  corporation analogy is the most appropriate.
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          22  If I were to set out to defraud a corporation,

          23  I would deal with some human being, the CEO or

          24  some appropriate agent who is court appointed

          25  for that task.  I don't communicate with
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           1  thousands of shareholders. I just defraud

           2  their agent.  Bill Rubenstein from Harvard is

           3  an expert on class actions.  He is is author

           4  of the Newburg treatise, which is on class

           5  actions. We have adopted much of his expert

           6  report on this reliance issue.  That's a big

           7  chunk in our brief pages 90 to 106.  The basic

           8  premise is we start with on analyzing reliance

           9  is this case is unique.  It's a class action

          10  about a class action.  A class was the victim

          11  of the fraud.  Absent class members did not

          12  conduct this class litigation.  All that was

          13  done by class counsel and class

          14  representatives.  So if you defraud the class

          15  counsel and the representative, then you have

          16  defrauded the class.  The very nature of the

          17  class action is the absent class members do

          18  nothing and not required to do nothing.

          19              So in the absence of any case law

          20  because Professor Rubenstein didn't find any
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          21  either on a class, he says the closest analogy

          22  in the law is principle and agent law.  So if

          23  an agent is defrauded, then the principal is

          24  defrauded.  You just have to prove the agent

          25  relied.  In this case, all we have to prove is

                                                          113

           1  the class counsel was defrauded and the Court

           2  was defrauded.

           3              Now, defendants do not deny that

           4  class counsel operates as an agent for the

           5  class.  The defendants do not deny that the

           6  Court, in our case Judge Wynn, operates as a

           7  fiduciary for the absent class members. The

           8  defendants don't deny that the general rule is

           9  fraud on an agent is imputative to the

          10  principal.  So if we prove that the merits of

          11  our case and the court relied and were

          12  defrauded, then we have proven our case.  We

          13  proved that without having to depose 10

          14  thousand different shareholders an have them

          15  talk about their individual thoughts.  The

          16  defendants objection to this analogy is in

          17  their brief at page 33.  They say, well, the

          18  reason we still have to go and depose those

          19  ten thousand shareholders is that some of them
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          20  might have had full knowledge of the facts.

          21  They say in the law of principal agent that if

          22  you've defrauded the agent but if the

          23  principal knew the truth, then the principal

          24  can't prove a fraud claim.  And in an

          25  individual case where you have an individual
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           1  tricking the agent but the principle knew the

           2  truth, then the principal can't bring a fraud

           3  claim because he knew the truth.  But that

           4  does not apply to our case because we are

           5  dealing with an entity.  The entity that was

           6  defrauded was not a group of people.  It was a

           7  class.  The class operates through its agents.

           8  In an entity situation, the entity can be

           9  defrauded if their agent is defrauded even

          10  though there's some employees who actually did

          11  know the truth as long as they weren't the

          12  truth who were appointed to be the agent to

          13  deal with that task.  So in our post hearing

          14  brief we will cite the court with some analogy

          15  where the law is that if you defraud the agent

          16  of a corporation, then the corporation can

          17  bring a fraud action even though the facts

          18  show that there are some other employees in
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          19  different parts of that corporation who

          20  actually did know the truth but they weren't

          21  involved in the transaction.  They were not

          22  the agent who was appointed to deal with that

          23  situation.  Otherwise, there's a court in

          24  Illinois who put it best.  That court said and

          25  this will be in our brief, to blindly preclude
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           1  recovery for deceit practiced on a court agent

           2  merely because a fellow employee knew the

           3  truth would make corporations safe marks or

           4  fraud.  We say that applies exactly to our

           5  case about a class.  If you can defraud the

           6  classes agents an the classes fiduciary but

           7  then insist that a class cannot be certified

           8  because one or more of these thousand class

           9  members might have actually known the truth,

          10  then classes would become safe marks for

          11  fraud.  And that can't possibly be the law.

          12              So if you will pause with me.

          13  This is worth a moment, now.  Just think what

          14  the defendants are asking you to do here.  If

          15  the defendants position is accepted, their

          16  position that individual reliance has to be

          17  proven in a case for fraud on a class, if that
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          18  position is accepted, then there can never be

          19  a remedy.  There can never be a class action

          20  to rectify a fraud on a class.  If that were

          21  true then every defendant in the future can

          22  lie and settle a class action on the cheap.

          23  And even if they are discovered later there's

          24  no effective legal remedy because no class

          25  could be certified against them because in

                                                          116

           1  their theory each member would have to prove

           2  reliance.  If that were to become the law,

           3  there were never be any incentive for any

           4  class to be truthful with class counsel.  So

           5  what the defendants are asking this Court to

           6  do is really a remarkable thing, to hold that

           7  fraud on a class can be engaged in with

           8  impunity.  So to conclude own this point our

           9  analogy is that a class like a principal.

          10  More like a corporation entity.  In an entity

          11  situation, the principal's individual

          12  knowledge is irrelevant.  The principal's

          13  individual reliance is irrelevant because

          14  entities work through agents.  So if the agent

          15  is defrauded, the entity is defrauded.  The

          16  actual knowledge of other people within their
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          17  entity is irrelevant if the agent is

          18  designated were defrauded.  I will point out

          19  that the defendants have not shown that there

          20  was even one single class member, one single

          21  MedPartners shareholder who says that yes, I

          22  saw is press release, yes, I saw the 10 Q,

          23  yes, I understood that meant there was

          24  unlimited insurance and yes, even with all

          25  that knowledge I thought 56 million was a fair

                                                          117

           1  settlement.  They haven't shown that this

           2  person exists.

           3              Professor Rubenstein also briefed

           4  the issue of the shuts case and how that would

           5  apply to our case an how due process ought to

           6  protect our class members that we seek to

           7  represent here.  Phillips prepoll /TUP decided

           8  by the Supreme Court in 1985.  That was in

           9  state court in Kansas and most all the

          10  plaintiff class members were outside of

          11  Kansas.  The Supreme Court rejected the

          12  defendants arguments that an out of Kansas

          13  plaintiff ought to have an affirmatively opt

          14  in to be a member of that class.  They

          15  rejected that and said that due process grants
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          16  absent class members the right to do nothing

          17  and to rely on their class counsel and the

          18  Court to protect their rights.  So members of

          19  this class back in 99, members of the class

          20  had a right to do nothing and to rely on their

          21  lawyers an the Court.  To make them now have

          22  to come forward and thousands of them give

          23  individual testimony about their individual

          24  reliance violates that due process right.

          25  Because as a practical matter, it would
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           1  require them to take some affirmative action

           2  that's equivalent to opting into a lawsuit to

           3  get relief.  This seems to violate the whole

           4  concept of having a class in the first place.

           5  That concept is that they can sit back an do

           6  nothing.  So if fraud is committed on the

           7  agent, then fraud was committed on them.

           8              So we contend this is not a case

           9  that involves individual reliance.  We urge

          10  the court to reject that idea because the

          11  practical result of that idea would mean that

          12  fraud can be practiced on a class with

          13  impunity because no further class could be

          14  certified to come back an sue on behalf of the
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          15  fraud committed on the class.  They just can't

          16  be the law.  However, if you do give the

          17  defendant's notion of the evidence of

          18  individual class members having some

          19  relevance, if that has any credence at all, we

          20  say that that's merely categorized as an

          21  affirmative defense.  If they want to cherry

          22  pick some class members and prove that the

          23  member had actual knowledge, they can raise

          24  that as an affirmative defense against an

          25  individual class member.  Our brief at page

                                                          119

           1  148 shows that the cases, Alabama and federal,

           2  the cases are very strong that usually

           3  assertions of affirmative defenses do not

           4  prevent certification.  Alabama Supreme Court

           5  2004 called U-Haul versus Johnson.  That case

           6  was remanded for the trial court to give

           7  further consideration of the affirmative

           8  defenses as to whether it would affect class

           9  certification.  In particular there's a

          10  concurring opinion by Justice Johnstone that's

          11  helpful.  He wrote this.  He said because the

          12  defendants bear the burden of proof of an

          13  affirmative defense, unless the defendants
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          14  produce substantial evidence that a

          15  substantial number of putative class members

          16  over paid the taxes with full knowledge of all

          17  the facts, then the trial court should reject

          18  the defendant's contention that affirmative

          19  defenses forecloses class certification.  If

          20  you look at the Defendant's brief on page 33,

          21  this is what they say the relevance of these

          22  individual class members knowledge and

          23  reliance is.  Quote, if an individual member

          24  of the putative damage had full knowledge of

          25  one of the disclosures about the excess
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           1  insurance interpreted those disclosures to

           2  main available insurance was more than

           3  sufficient to cover any judgment and fell the

           4  56 million dollars judgment was fair regard

           5  less of the insurance available those facts

           6  would be relevant to the defense of that

           7  individual putative class member's case.  So

           8  they themselves categorize it and call this as

           9  a defense.  They have not identified one

          10  single such hypothetical person.  And Justice

          11  Johnstone says that for an individual

          12  affirmative defense top prevent certification,
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          13  the defendant has to prove that a substantial

          14  number of class members are subject to that

          15  defense.  And here the defendant have not

          16  identified even one.  So that's merits issues

          17  they don't predominant.

          18              Now shifting gears to conflict of

          19  laws.  At pages 35, 38 of the defendants brief

          20  they argue conflict of laws issue in this case

          21  that would prevent certification because they

          22  say that substantive fraud law of all the

          23  other states would have to apply in the case

          24  where all the shareholders live which would be

          25  every state.  Well, first, we say this is
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           1  untimely.  It's far too late.  All all rule of

           2  prod 44 .1 says a party who intends to raise

           3  an issue concerning the law of another state

           4  shall give notice by pleadings.  The case is

           5  explained that reasonable includes the

           6  requirement of timeliness.  The default rule

           7  is that a forum court applies its law.  Here

           8  the defendants waited over eight years and

           9  this Court would even not consideration.  It's

          10  clear that Alabama fraud law applies to this

          11  class, every class member.  By not opting out,
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          12  the individual class members waived their

          13  individual claims, emergency rooming their

          14  claims with the single class.  So that class,

          15  it's agents, they were all defrauded in

          16  Alabama.  Neither side has found a case

          17  defrauding a class.  So the defendants have no

          18  authority that they can cite for this

          19  proposition that Alabama law doesn't apply.

          20  The uniqueness of this case is that fraud was

          21  committed on a class.  So this class was

          22  created in Alabama.  It was an Alabama class

          23  certified by an Alabama court.  An Alabama

          24  court in Alabama right here relied on

          25  representations about limited insurance.  So

                                                          122

           1  everything happened in Alabama.  The tort was

           2  completed in Alabama by the entry of the final

           3  judgment approving the settlement in July of

           4  1999 here in Alabama.  The last act necessary

           5  to complete the tort was the court approval

           6  and that act occurred in Alabama.

           7              So there's no substance to this

           8  conflict of law issue.  One final thing.  We

           9  contend it is subject to waiver and estoppel.

          10  The stipulation of settlement is January 1999.
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          11  It was signed by both AIG and CVS.  It has a

          12  choice of law class that should moot this

          13  entire issue by application of waiver and

          14  estoppel.  At page 50 of the stipulation it

          15  says, this stipulation shall been considered

          16  to have been negotiated, executed and

          17  delivered and to be wholly performed in the

          18  State of Alabama and the rights and

          19  obligations of the parties to the stipulation

          20  shall been construed and enforced with the law

          21  of the State of Alabama without given effect

          22  to that state of law principals.  So they

          23  elected Alabama law and they should not be

          24  estopped to argue that anything else applies.

          25              I'm shifting gears again.  We have

                                                          123

           1  asked the Court the to certify under both B 1

           2  and (b)(3) so I'd like to spend three or four

           3  minutes discussing the differences between B 1

           4  and (b)(3).  The major difference is B 1 is a

           5  mandatory class but (b)(3) is an opt out

           6  class.  To be perfectly candid, this is not a

           7  deal breaker issue.  We are perfectly willing

           8  to go forward with B 3.  We have to give

           9  another notice period to class and another opt
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          10  out period.  That's just a little more expense

          11  an delay but it's not a deal breaker.  We

          12  recognize that a B 1 certification would be a

          13  departure from the ordinary use of B 1.  But

          14  we say this is a literally unique case.  So it

          15  does allow itself a unique remedy under B 1.

          16  If this court were to certify under both B 1

          17  and (b)(3), the defendants have an appeal of

          18  right which they can exercise to the Alabama

          19  Supreme Court and that would give the Alabama

          20  Supreme Court the ability to at least look at

          21  this issue and decide for itself does the

          22  unique facts of this case give rise to a

          23  unique B 1 remedy.  If the Supreme Court

          24  thinks not, all they have to do is say we will

          25  affirm certification under (b)(3).  At least

                                                          124

           1  give the Supreme Court a chance to look at the

           2  issue if if you do it that way.  The B 1

           3  arguments starts at pages 107.  To try to

           4  simplify it even more, we will limit our

           5  argument so just one theory.  Our one theory

           6  for application of B 1 is this.  It depends on

           7  this Court's application of the principal that

           8  a class once certified becomes a separate
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           9  legal entity, separate and independent from

          10  the individual class members. We say it's an

          11  entity like a corporation.  So the defendants

          12  negotiated are settlement then Judge Wynn

          13  preliminarily certified it as a class in May

          14  of 99.  That created a new single separate

          15  entity.  Created a class.  Then the final

          16  certification was confirmed in the final order

          17  in July.  So our theory is that the class was

          18  defrauded that the class is just that single

          19  entity.  So if you have a single entity that

          20  was defrauded, then that's the single entity

          21  that's the plaintiff in the case.  The only

          22  reason we have representatives proposed is an

          23  entity can only act through its agents.  But

          24  if the class itself is what was defrauded,

          25  then we say by logical definition individual

                                                          125

           1  class members can't litigate that claim, only

           2  the class can litigate that claim.  So the

           3  class litigates that fraud claim and the class

           4  either wins or loses.  You can't have

           5  individual members litigating that same claim.

           6  If they did, they would have to prove the

           7  class was defrauded.  If an individual class
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           8  member brought an individual case, the

           9  evidence would be was the class defrauded.  So

          10  if a court or jury decided yes or no to that

          11  fraud, then that would lead to the potential

          12  of collateral estoppel which would effectively

          13  prevent the other class members from being

          14  able to effect their rights.  So individual

          15  litigation is not appropriate in this unique

          16  case where it was the class itself that was

          17  defrauded.  So if the Court agrees that the

          18  real party in interest in this case is the

          19  class, then it seems to us that application of

          20  B 1, a mandatory class is the logical

          21  approach.  It just doesn't suit itself to

          22  individual litigation. The class was either

          23  defrauded or it wasn't .  The class wins or

          24  loses.  The black letter text of B 1 requires

          25  one of two situations.  One that individual
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           1  litigations could be dispositive of the

           2  interest of the other members who were not

           3  parties to the adjudication who impede their

           4  ability to protect their interest.  If an

           5  individual were to litigate this case and lose

           6  it, the determination of the Court is that the
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           7  class was not defrauded, then that finding

           8  could have preclusive effects that would

           9  substantially impair the ability of the other

          10  class members.

          11              We understand that many federal

          12  and state cases and they have cited the fun

          13  lighter case.  So Alabama and federal cases

          14  often say that B 1 usually cannot be used to

          15  certify money damage case.  But there's not

          16  any absolute blanket prohibition against it.

          17  We argue that the unique nature of our claim,

          18  a fraud on a class, lends itself to

          19  application of B 1.  And again, as a practical

          20  matter if this Court certifies the class, we

          21  know they are going to appeal.  The Alabama

          22  Supreme Court is going to have the final say

          23  so.  If this court certifies at B 1 and (b)(3)

          24  that will give them the chance to look at them

          25  both and they'll decide.
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           1              Before addressing the final issue

           2  about the conduct of the lawyers, I'd like to

           3  sum up by referring to court to the conclusion

           4  of our brief, pages 154 and 156 just exactly

           5  what we are asking this Court to do.  This is,
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           6  one, we ask the Court to adopt our class

           7  definition but excluding those 79 people who

           8  opted out in 99.  Number two, we ask the Court

           9  to divide the class into subclasses A and B

          10  whether you filed a claim or not in 99 but

          11  purely for administrative purposes. We

          12  recognize it would be acceptable for the Court

          13  to table that issue to the end of the case.

          14  There's no need to decide subclass issue right

          15  now.  Three, we ask the court to certify both

          16  counts misrepresentation and suppression to

          17  proceed and proceed against both defendants,

          18  AIG and CVS.  Four, we ask the Court the to

          19  appoint us as class counsel and our three

          20  class representatives.  And then five, as I

          21  just ended up with, we ask the Court to

          22  certify under both B 1 and (b)(3).  But if

          23  not, at least certify it under (b)(3).

          24              The last thing I have to address

          25  is the attack on the lawyers.  So there's
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           1  really only two issues in con tense before the

           2  court.  One, they say this is an individual

           3  fraud case so you have to prove individual

           4  reliance.  The only other serious issue they
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           5  raise is the attack on the lawyers.  All I'm

           6  going to do here is categorize the various

           7  attacks that the defendants have raised and to

           8  point out what body of law, what rule of

           9  ethics applies to that attack just to

          10  summarize what's in front of the court to set

          11  up what you will hear from Dean Randall in our

          12  other discussions defending ourselves.  If you

          13  read their brief, some of these attacks over

          14  lap.  But I count them as nine.  Beginning at

          15  page 41 of their brief, I count nine separate

          16  attacks on the plaintiff lawyers.  So I'm

          17  going to address those in order that they

          18  appear beginning at page 41 of defendants

          19  brief.  First, the defendants argue that the

          20  Hare win firm and the north firms demonstrated

          21  their incompetence when they failed to

          22  discover the defendants fraud prior to the

          23  final court approval.  I would note however

          24  actually did discover the fraud in 2003 when

          25  no one else had.  We see in as -- so what law
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           1  applies.  It's just ordinary negligence.  Did

           2  they act as ordinary lawyers under the same or

           3  similar circumstances would have acted.
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           4  However, the defendant lawyers, they cite the

           5  rule of professional conduct 1.7 B which

           6  refers to a lawyer's material limitation.  So

           7  the defendants say that the plaintiff lawyers

           8  natural inclination to try to the defend their

           9  own conduct would some how materially limit

          10  their ability to represent the fraud class in

          11  2012.  We fail to see any substance to that.

          12  Nothing done by the Hare firm or the North

          13  firm in '99 hindered Judge Wynn or the class.

          14  As Scott may outline later or from Dean

          15  Randall, we did see the discovery of insurance

          16  when we had the opportunity and we know from

          17  these facts you have seen that the defendants

          18  were not going to tell anybody about that

          19  unlimited insurance policy no matter who asked

          20  and no matter in what format they asked.  And

          21  then receiving a fee didn't change the legal

          22  duties of the Hare firm and North firm.

          23  Whatever duties they had by virtue of filing

          24  the original Lauriello case, those duties are

          25  whatever they are.  The fact that a fee was
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           1  received ultimately doesn't change anything.

           2  Alabama rule of professional conduct 1.5 E
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           3  permits a split of contingency fee.  It

           4  doesn't have to be based on accepting

           5  responsible for the litigation.  The only

           6  claim is the client consented which John

           7  Lauriello did.  Their attacks on our

           8  negotiations back in '98, '99 that's going to

           9  be thrashed out today.  This Court will

          10  determine whether there was any negligence

          11  committed and whether we were adequate lawyers

          12  to represent the class.  This is not going to

          13  be flashed out in front of a jury.  So there's

          14  no material limitation on us to defend ourself

          15  in this hearing.  Number two, the defendants

          16  brief pages 48 to 350.  The defendants argue

          17  that our payment to John Lauriello violated

          18  rule 5.4 A which prevents fee splitting with a

          19  nonlawyer.  It was not fee splitting.  Lawyers

          20  have a right to adjust their fee so to

          21  increase the net of their client so their

          22  client can net a higher proportion.  That's

          23  commonly done.  Defendant cites no authority

          24  that a fee reduction should have been returned

          25  to the class.  Judge Wynn approved to total
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           1  fee that was fair for the class to pay.  Now,
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           2  how that total fee is divided up is no one

           3  else's concern and not an ethics violation.

           4  At the time Lauriello was an individual

           5  litigant represented by Hare and North.  The

           6  firms were never class counsel.  The total fee

           7  was approved.  No one objected or appealed.

           8  Nothing that Hare and north did harmed the

           9  class in any way.  It was not any extra

          10  compensation to a claimed.  It was not an

          11  incentive award to a named class

          12  representative.  It was not an unethical

          13  advance payment to some how buy him as a

          14  plaintiff.  There was nothing wrong with what

          15  we did.  Number three, defendant's brief page

          16  50.  The defendants complained about the fee

          17  split that Hare and North received from

          18  Millberg Weiss.  Again, the governing law is

          19  1.5 E.  As I have already stated all that's

          20  required for a fee split is client consent

          21  which John Lauriello gave.  The total fee was

          22  approved by Judge Wynn is fee.  How it's

          23  divided up by that is not an ethics violation.

          24  Specifically the defendants say the fee split

          25  was unethical because there's no evidence in
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           1  the record that the plaintiff Blankenship and

           2  the plaintiff bordello every consented.  Well,

           3  those were Millberg Weiss clients.  The

           4  defendants don't cite any authority for the

           5  proposition for the Hare and North firms can

           6  be charged with unethical behavior /KWRORLG if

           7  Millberg doesn't consent.  It would be

           8  unethical for us to try to contact those

           9  people because we knew they were clients

          10  represented by other lawyers.

          11              Attack number four, this is in

          12  defendant's brief at 53.  Without citing any

          13  authority the defendants contend that the Hare

          14  and North the firm should have made a fee

          15  petition to Judge Wynn.  There's no legal duty

          16  to do that.  Hare and North were not

          17  settlement counsel.  The court approved a

          18  total fee as fair.  As a common fund cases,

          19  money cases, that's usually fee based on a

          20  contingency percentage.  So it was a third

          21  fee.  So how Millberg decided up their court

          22  approved fee is not a matter for court

          23  approval.  Five, defendants brief page s 54.

          24  Without citing any relevant authority the

          25  defendants argue that the two million dollar
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           1  fee split was excessive.  They say.  And that

           2  rule 1.5 A prohibits excessive fees.  This is

           3  completely out of context.  Rule 1.5 does not

           4  purport to govern fee splits or referral fees.

           5  The total fee that was paid by the 1999 class

           6  was not excessive and that was approved as

           7  fair.  So that's divided by the lawyers is not

           8  a concern of the state bar.  The Alabama rules

           9  of professional conduct does not require that

          10  a split fee be fair and.  All that's required

          11  the client consent which John Lauriello gave.

          12  If Hare Wayne makes a six hundred thousand

          13  dollar fee in a medical malpractice case and

          14  we pay two hundred thousand dollars referral

          15  fee to Joe Blow, Joe doesn't have to prove to

          16  anybody that he did two hundred thousand

          17  dollars worth of work.  He doesn't have to

          18  prove to anybody.  Attack six, defendants

          19  brief pages 59 to 65.  This attack relates to

          20  the Hare and Somerville representation of Jay

          21  Johnston, the former general counsel of

          22  MedPartners.  The defendants spend a lot of

          23  time on this but we think this is actually the

          24  easiest attack to deflect and debunk.  At page

          25  63 the defendants argue the general defendants
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                                                          134

           1  argue rule 1.6 that's the general duty a

           2  lawyer owes to his client.  MedPartners was

           3  never a client of Hare or Somerville.  Never a

           4  client.  Obviously not.  They were adverse.

           5  The defendants cite no authority at all for

           6  the proposition that Hare and Somerville owe

           7  any duty of any sort to MedPartners much less

           8  a duty of attorney client confidentiality.

           9  The defendants cite only the opinion of their

          10  own expert Morgan.  But the only thing he

          11  cites the text of rule 1.9 B.  But that's all

          12  he cites.  But that rule is utterly

          13  inapplicable because it deals with a lawyer's

          14  duty to a former client and obviously

          15  MedPartners was never a former client of Hare

          16  or Somerville.  A lawyer who has formerly

          17  represented a client in a matter shall not use

          18  information relating to the representation to

          19  the disadvantage of that former client.

          20  MedPartners was never a former client so

          21  that's nothing.

          22              Attack seven.  Defendants brief

          23  pages 65 and 66.  This attack is based on the

          24  fact that John Lauriello was briefly named as

          25  a defendant by the intervenors years ago.  The
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           1  defendants brief spends two paragraphs on this

           2  issue and we say it's not worth that much.

           3  It's history.  John Lauriello is not a

           4  plaintiff today.  The defendants cite rule 1.7

           5  A of the rules of professional conduct.  That

           6  rule was written in the present tense.  It

           7  says a lawyer shall not represent a client if

           8  the representation of that client will be

           9  directly add version to another client.  That

          10  doesn't exist today.  That's been dismissed a

          11  long time ago.  We all know that John

          12  Lauriello was never intended to be a material

          13  defendant.  The claim against him never had

          14  any merit.  But the defendant's position that

          15  now we have to be kicked out of this case

          16  would be terrible public policy.  That would

          17  mean the defendant would have to go hire

          18  somebody to file a complaint and name as a

          19  defendant the named class representation and

          20  ipso facto, that would create a conflict of

          21  interest.  That just can't be.  So we had one

          22  small narrow window of time where an

          23  intervenor appeared that named John Lauriello

          24  as a defendant.  That's all history.  If that
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          25  were still being actively litigated today that
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           1  would be an issue.  But it's all way in the

           2  past.

           3              Number eight of nine.  Defendant's

           4  brief page 66 and 69.  This relates to the

           5  lead counsel agreement between us and Lanny

           6  Vines.  This is another much ado about

           7  nothing.  That agreement does not harm the

           8  class in any way.  In fact, it does just the

           9  opposite by getting this litigation back on

          10  track an getting it moving forward again.  The

          11  intervenor who is Hoffman and her attorney,

          12  Mr. Vines, they are not restricted in any way.

          13  They can still do whatever they want to do in

          14  the context of intervening.  There's no the

          15  fee splitting.  Mr. Vines will have to prove

          16  his fee claim and the Court will decide.  That

          17  there's no potential for harming the class.

          18  The only interest the class has is what the

          19  amount of the overall fee is.  So the fact

          20  that we are agreeing not to impose is certain

          21  percentage of the fee request that doesn't

          22  harm the class because it can't possibly

          23  increase the total fee that would be paid.
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          24  Page 68 of the defendant's brief is dead wrong

          25  when they allege this is all just an attempt
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           1  to bury the issues about the plaintiff

           2  lawyers' past conduct.  These briefs here and

           3  this hearing is showing that these defendants

           4  are doing just fine on that issue by

           5  themselves without any help from Mr. Vines.

           6  So there's no harm of any sort to the class

           7  that occurred because of that agreement.  And

           8  any allegations of misconduct they have made

           9  and they are making here.  That agreement

          10  doesn't impede that in any way.

          11              The last is nine.  Defendant's

          12  brief page 69 and 72.  The defendants argue

          13  that some of the plaintiff lawyers will be

          14  material and necessary witnesses at trial.  We

          15  anticipated this argument and it's in our

          16  brief at pages 134 to 138.  The operative rule

          17  is rule 3.7.  It's quoted in our brief

          18  beginning at page 134.  It's short.  It says

          19  that a lawyer shall not act as an advocate at

          20  trial when the lawyer is likely to be a

          21  necessary witness except where the testimony

          22  relates to an uncontested issue, two, the
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          23  testimony relates to the nature and value of

          24  the legal services rendered in the case, or

          25  three, if the disqualification lawyer worked
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           1  substantial hardship.  Then it says a lawyer

           2  may act as an advocate which another lawyer

           3  from the same firm is likely to be called as a

           4  witness.  If one lawyer is disqualified

           5  because he is a witness, that does not

           6  disqualify the entire firm.  Unless the entire

           7  firm is discussion qualified under 1.7 and

           8  1.9.  MedPartners is not our former client.

           9  1.7 says it would be a material limitation on

          10  your ability.  So the fact that one of your

          11  partners is going to be a witness, is that a

          12  material limitation on you being able to

          13  represent your client.  We don't even get to

          14  B.  That concerns the fact that Scott Powell

          15  could try this case even if John Haley were

          16  going to be a witness.  That's the point of

          17  paragraph B.  That doesn't disqualify the

          18  entire firm.  There's no lawyer that's

          19  disqualified.  There's not a necessary

          20  witness.  There's not anything they would have

          21  to say that can't be proved through other
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          22  witnesses.  There's not a contested issue.

          23  They have already been deposed.  We know what

          24  they know.  If the question is John Haley, did

          25  you in December 1998, did you read that press
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           1  release and his answer is no, I didn't.  Well,

           2  we know already that.  It's not disputed.  So

           3  whatever lawyer testimony, if they want to

           4  prove to the jury that these set of lawyers

           5  didn't read that press release, we could step

           6  late to that.  It's already been sworn to in

           7  their depositions and is not a contested

           8  issue.

           9              Secondly, the second exception on

          10  the rule is if the testimony relates to the

          11  nature and value of the legal services

          12  rendered in the case.  We say that applies

          13  because this is a continuation of the 1999

          14  class.  The Alabama Supreme Court affirmed

          15  that and said we recognize that the class

          16  still exists.  The question is can the fraud

          17  claim be certified.  So this is the same case.

          18  Anything they want to ask us about hah to do

          19  with that.  Third is to disqualify them in

          20  this case from work is substantial hardship.
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          21  People like John Haley and John Somerville and

          22  Tim Francis since they have been working on it

          23  for a decade.  To disqualify them would be a

          24  definite hardship on the clients.  So the

          25  lawyers are not necessary witnesses.  Even if
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           1  they are, these exceptions apply.  Even if one

           2  lawyer does have to be a material witness the

           3  rest of his law firm can participate in the

           4  case.  Those are the nine attacks.  In our

           5  brief at page 143 we make a waiver and an

           6  estoppel claim.  These defendants were joint

           7  proponents of the 1999 class settlement and

           8  part of that joint proposal was to approve

           9  those lawyers that were appointed as class

          10  counsel back then, that they were adequate and

          11  should be and could be appointed as class

          12  counsel.  Well, those lawyers who handled the

          13  negotiations an were appointed class counsel,

          14  they had a much more superior position to

          15  discover the fraud than John Haley or Jim

          16  North did.  So if those 1999 plaintiff class

          17  lawyers were adequate then we clearly have to

          18  be adequate.  They ought to be estopped from

          19  claiming otherwise.
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          20              They are also waived -- you have

          21  heard some discussion of the thrasher case.

          22  They have also waived any allegations of

          23  disqualification based on Hare and

          24  Somerville's representation of Jay Johnston.

          25  After that case we represented thrasher and

                                                          141

           1  Berry and other people in almost identical

           2  litigation and they never raised an issue of

           3  we ought to be disqualified or anything like

           4  that.  Those cases are much more pertinent.

           5  Jay Johnston had left MedPartners by them and

           6  had no involvement until the LMU.  He has no

           7  personal knowledge about the fraud that we are

           8  alleging.  So if our representation of Jay

           9  Johnston were to have some kind of

          10  disqualification it should have been raised in

          11  the flasher case and has no relevance here

          12  because Jay Johnston doesn't know anything

          13  relevant about the fraud.  Honestly, what

          14  could possibly be confidential in the the year

          15  2012 about events that took place in a

          16  publicly traded corporation in 1999.  All the

          17  facts are out.  What could possibly be

          18  confidential.  So there's nothing to their
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          19  argument that representing Jay Johnston

          20  somehow disqualifies us now.

          21              Last thing I will point out is in

          22  your brief at page 141.  Even if in hindsight

          23  this court were to find that one or more of us

          24  maybe should have been something different

          25  back then, maybe there was a violation back

                                                          142

           1  then.  That doesn't mean we are disqualified

           2  and incapable of being appointed class counsel

           3  here today.  That doesn't answer the question.

           4  The question is are we qualified and adequate

           5  counsel to represent the class here in 2012.

           6  I thank you for your attention.  If you don't

           7  have a specific question at this moment of

           8  what I have said, I'm going to let Scott tell

           9  you how we intend to proceed from here with

          10  either Dean Randall or any further evidence

          11  about the attacks they have made on the lawyer

          12  conduct.

          13              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, very

          14  briefly, what we will do is call Dean Randall

          15  and have him go through the factual basis.  So

          16  we'll have Dean Randall do that for the court.

          17  Having said that, if I could have Mr. Vines
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          18  and allow him his opportunity to represent his

          19  client.

          20              THE COURT:  Intervenor plaintiff

          21  counsel.

          22              MR. VINES:  If it please the

          23  Court.  On behalf of the plaintiff intervenor

          24  Virginia Green Hoffman, I would like to say a

          25  few brief words.  The first thing is when I

                                                          143

           1  filed this claim they want to talk about when

           2  I filed this claim when I went to the Supreme

           3  Court and -- point my the watchdog so to speak

           4  in the case for the class, you look at those

           5  allegations and they are totally -- I mean, I

           6  was mistaken about a lot of things because

           7  that's what lawyers do.  I read a lot.  I'm

           8  active in this case.  I'm not passive.

           9  They've taken my deposition for a whole day.

          10  Taken my intervenor.  What happens is what you

          11  saw Scott Powell present, that's indisputable.

          12  That is that's evidence.  When you compare

          13  that with the complaint.  It's not the same.

          14  It's not the same.  That's disproven.  I was

          15  mistaken about some of that.  That's what

          16  happens with lawyers.  When they if they find
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          17  something else it's different.  The point is

          18  this, you can't find anything that any of

          19  these lawyers in this case, can't find

          20  anything, not even no information much less

          21  evidence that they did anything wrong.  I

          22  thought a while that they fail ed to determine

          23  additional coverage.  You look at that

          24  evidence that Scott Powell presented you can't

          25  say that.  I can't say it.  It's not accurate.

                                                          144

           1  The defendants can't say it.  There's no

           2  evidence of it.

           3              The second thing is lead counsel.

           4  The reason I entered in this is because we

           5  would be here fighting today and they'd be

           6  over there laughing and having a good time.

           7  We'd /TKPW-P /#2350EU7ing agent class counsel

           8  and that sort of thing.  Our clients they have

           9  got notarized statements the Virginia Hoffman

          10  tell them they know and they agree the reason

          11  I decided to get rid of that fight and agree

          12  to let's work together and get this thing

          13  moving is because it was adverse to the class.

          14  We were hurting the class an helping the

          15  defendants.  Plus, I learned by that time that
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          16  these counsel absolutely had done nothing

          17  wrong about.  And I can't find it.  Can't see

          18  it.  Don't know it.  And I'm just saying I'm

          19  nobody's lackey.  I'm my own man.  When I

          20  entered into that agreement, it's the whole

          21  point about it was it was for the benefit of

          22  the class.  To them to suggest they know me,

          23  that firm knows me well.  They know I'm not

          24  for sale.  They are going to either -- and I

          25  have told them and they took my deposition.
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           1  I'm going to advocate my role.  If I see that

           2  they don't continue, everything I have seen so

           3  far they have done a stellar, world class job

           4  in representing the plaintiff's class.  But I

           5  said it in my deposition, if I see -- I'm in

           6  here for keeps.  If I see someone gets off

           7  track, I told them, bum, bum, bum, here I

           8  come.  That was the exact quote and I meant it

           9  to everybody in that room.  All I'm saying is

          10  I really -- their claims about the plaintiff's

          11  counsel and or me giving up any positions with

          12  them is ludicrous.  It is unjustified and it's

          13  not -- there's no evidence, no proof of that

          14  and won't be in this case.  I'll be through
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          15  with it.

          16              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.  It's

          17  20 until two.  We are going to break for an

          18  hour and a half for lunch.  At ten after

          19  three, we will hear from Mr. King.  Thank you.

          20              MR. HALEY:  Judge, we have Dean

          21  Randall here.  It does not appear that we are

          22  going to get to him this afternoon.

          23              MR. POWELL:  We won't.

          24              MR. KING:  They can send him home.

          25              THE COURT:  I was thinking the

                                                          146

           1  same thing.

           2              MR. HALEY:  I just wanted to clear

           3  it with the court.

           4              THE COURT:  Sure, no problem.

           5  Somebody call Mr. Christian and tell him he

           6  won't be on this afternoon.

           7              (Lunch recess at 1:40 p.m.)

           8              THE COURT:  Mr. King, before we

           9  get started, I had requested the defendants

          10  expert witnesses to be identified.  As I

          11  understand they are Mr. Morgan and Mr. Peer

          12  son?

          13              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.
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          14              THE COURT:  Now, this is the

          15  court's fault.  I take accountability.  In the

          16  scheduling order, I asked counsel to work

          17  together and reach an agreement, which counsel

          18  did and the Court appreciates.  But after

          19  counsel provided that to the Court, the Court

          20  failed to attach exhibits A, B and C in our

          21  usual scheduling order under the Birmingham

          22  differential case management system.  So I

          23  noticed yesterday that I did not have the

          24  particular filings that were called for in the

          25  scheduling order by May 23 of record on
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           1  Alacourt in all instances.  So my law clerk

           2  Drew was instructed to call both sides, which

           3  he did, to be certain that I had all the

           4  information as it relates to the objections,

           5  the witness list and to include the witnesses,

           6  experts.  Normally, this would be filed 14

           7  days prior to the commencement of the

           8  proceedings today.  But I say again, I did not

           9  attach exhibits A, B and C.  Now, I told you I

          10  would look for Mr. Morgan's and Mr. Peer

          11  son's, look over their depositions over lunch.

          12  And tell me if I'm missing something.  There
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          13  are 19 pages of Mr. Morgan's deposition that

          14  have been included in defendant's deposition

          15  transcript binder volume 1-1 and only two

          16  pages of Mr. Peer son's.  I don't see where

          17  either of their CVs are included.

          18              MR. KING:  Your Honor, we only

          19  attached the portions that we did cite in our

          20  briefings. They are here and we are planning

          21  to have them testify, which is why we didn't

          22  include their depositions.  I can get the

          23  Court their CVs and we will make sure we do

          24  that before you leave today, along with the

          25  disclosures of -- there's one report and then
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           1  there is one rule 26 disclosure that talks

           2  about areas of testimony.

           3              THE COURT:  And again, the Court

           4  accepts full responsibility.  It would benefit

           5  me to have their CVs.  I'll leave it to you as

           6  it relates to whether you provide me with

           7  their full deposition or not since they are

           8  going to be live.  Perhaps that's unnecessary.

           9  I did have those for Dean Randall and

          10  professor Rubenstein.

          11              All right, now, it is clear to all
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          12  of us that all we will be able to accomplish

          13  today are opening statements.  That's fine.

          14  Because those are so very important to the

          15  Court, to each side and to the other side who

          16  has been involved in this matter for years and

          17  yet we are now here in the certification

          18  hearing.  But I will ask after Mr. King and

          19  any other attorney speaks in behalf of all the

          20  defendants, to ascertain what agreements, if

          21  any, y'all reached as it relates to the

          22  matters of the objections.  And the Court will

          23  hear before we depart today any argument

          24  necessary so that I can perhaps give you

          25  rulings tonight or at the latest, in the
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           1  morning.  So with that, Mr. King.

           2              MR. KING:  Mr. Hymer is going to

           3  lead us off, Your Honor.

           4              THE COURT:  Mr. Hymer.

           5              MR. HYMER:  Thank you, Judge.  May

           6  it please the Court.  Your Honor, we are here

           7  today, obviously, for a class certification

           8  hearing.  The purpose of the hearing is to

           9  determine on the basis of the plaintiff's

          10  motion whether a class should be certified in
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          11  this case under one of two rules or two

          12  subsections of Rule 23.  That's Rule 23

          13  (b)(1)(A) or Rule 23 (b)(3).  Those are the

          14  issues that the parties have briefed and what

          15  we intend to address during our opening.

          16  Obviously, the Court is required by Alabama

          17  statute and by Rule 23 itself to perform a

          18  rigorous analysis of all the issues relating

          19  to class certification.  And Rule 23 sets out

          20  those specific requirements or elements that

          21  must be proven by the plaintiffs in order for

          22  the plaintiffs to be entitled to class

          23  certification.  The Alabama Supreme Court has

          24  said it is only by specifically discussing the

          25  elements of each claim in the context of the
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           1  Rule 23 criteria that the trial Court may

           2  determine whether the plaintiffs can

           3  accomplish the Rule 23 A and 23 B elements of

           4  class certification.

           5              Now, obviously, in addition to the

           6  requirements under 23 B isA an under B the

           7  plaintiffs also have to satisfy the elements

           8  or requirements of Rule 23 A.  On those issues

           9  the plaintiff bears the burden of proof as
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          10  well as the burden to satisfy the Court this

          11  those elements have been met.  Now, a

          12  rigorous analysis of the claims in this case

          13  that are being asserted by the plaintiffs at

          14  this time, we believe do not warrant class

          15  certification.  In fact, under the rule,

          16  cannot satisfy the requirements or the burdens

          17  to the plaintiffs to obtain certification.

          18  The required analysis in this case must

          19  necessarily address the 23 A factors which

          20  include adequacy of representation.  They also

          21  must address the 23 B factors this address

          22  issues such as whether individual issues

          23  predominate over common questions of law in

          24  fact.  One issue that is clearly before the

          25  Court in connection with this class
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           1  certification hearing is adequacy of counsel.

           2  I will just say up front to the Court, I

           3  personally and I don't think any of the

           4  lawyers on our side take any pleasure having

           5  to address this.  But as Mr. McKee

           6  acknowledged during his portion of the

           7  presentation, that is an issue that the Court

           8  is required to consider and address as part of
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           9  its rigorous analysis.  And because of that,

          10  it's our duty as lawyers to provide the Court

          11  with the evidence and with the arguments and

          12  with the legal principals that relate to that

          13  issue and we are doing that.  It is in the

          14  context of this hearing that we do that.  Mr.

          15  McKee referred a number of times to attacks on

          16  the lawyers.  We certainly do not intend to be

          17  considered to be attacking the lawyers.

          18  That's not our intention in this case.  These

          19  lawyers on the other side are my friends as

          20  I'm sure the Court's friends an other lawyers

          21  in this room's friends. Our intent is simply

          22  to raise the issues that the Court is required

          23  by the Supreme Court and by the Alabama

          24  statutes to decide.

          25              Now, what I plan to do is go
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           1  through a summary of the arguments that we

           2  will make in support of your request that the

           3  motion for class certification be denied.  At

           4  some point in the presentation I will turn it

           5  over to Chris to go into additional detail and

           6  then I will finish the opening by addressing

           7  some of the other issues that Chris doesn't
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           8  address.  It is the --

           9              THE COURT:  What was that first

          10  chart?

          11              MR. HYMER:  Issues I have

          12  discussed.  This fraud claim cannot be

          13  certified.  The first basis for certification

          14  or rule is a 23 (b)(1)(A) claim.  The claim

          15  can't be certified under that because there's

          16  no risk of an incompatible standards of future

          17  conduct.  23 (b)(1)(A) is concerned about

          18  whether the defendant in the future is going

          19  to be subjected to differing standard of

          20  conduct as a result of individualized

          21  determinations as opposed to a class wide

          22  determination.  That is not and cannot be the

          23  case in connection with the claims that the

          24  plaintiffs have brought.  They have asserted

          25  fraud claims for damages.  And either
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           1  individual plaintiffs recover damages for

           2  those claims or they don't recover damages for

           3  those claims. But there's no future conduct of

           4  the defendant that's impacted one way or the

           5  other because of the individual determinations

           6  relating to those claims.
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           7              In addition, the claims in the

           8  present action that are brought by these

           9  plaintiffs as Mr. McKee and Mr. Powell concede

          10  are claims for money damages.  They aren't

          11  claims for injunctive relief or my relief that

          12  would govern the conduct of the defendants

          13  going forward.  It's simply a claim for

          14  damages.  And a claim for damages is not a

          15  claim that's suitable for certification under

          16  Rule 23 (b)(1)(A).  In addition, under Rule 23

          17  B 1 and (b)(1)(A) there is no right of opt

          18  out.  Anybody who is a member of the class is

          19  bound by any judgment that's entered in the

          20  case.  So under that scenario where there's a

          21  claim for monetary relief, a plaintiff would

          22  not have the option as the plaintiffs did in

          23  the underlying MedPartners security cases to

          24  make a determination that they personally

          25  weren't satisfied with the recovery, did not
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           1  wish to be bound by any class determination or

           2  class action result, that they wanted to

           3  pursue their own claims. Rule 23 B 1, the

           4  plaintiffs don't have that option.  The

           5  Supreme Court recognized that implicates due
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           6  process concerns.  So Rule 23 B 1 has been

           7  very narrowly construed to the circumstances

           8  in which it will apply, and cases seeking

           9  money damages is not one of those cases.  The

          10  case also can't proceed as a Rule 23 B claim.

          11  Rule 23 (b)(3) as the Court knows addresses

          12  the issue of whether there are enough common

          13  issues of fact and law that those common

          14  issues predominate over individualized issues.

          15  Rule 23 (b)(3) says if individualized

          16  issues -- one of the issues in this case that

          17  we'll talk about is the issue of reliance.  If

          18  individualized issues predominate then it's

          19  not appropriate for the Court to certify the

          20  case as a class action.  There are a number of

          21  reasons why in this case individual issues

          22  dominate.  One of the issues -- and Chris will

          23  address it in more detail -- is whether the

          24  plaintiffs would individually have to prove

          25  reasonable reliance.  As the court knows
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           1  reasonable reliance is an element of a fraud

           2  claim under Alabama law.  And the plaintiffs

           3  have brought a fraud claim, fraud and a

           4  suppression claim.  Reasonable reliance is an
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           5  element of both of those claims.  And the

           6  Alabama Supreme Court has held in every case

           7  that we are aware of since the passage of the

           8  class action statute that in a fraud case in a

           9  case based on fraud claims, that the

          10  individual issues of reliance predominate over

          11  common issues of law in fact.  For that

          12  reason, the Court has never certified a fraud

          13  case.  Now, the plaintiffs want to say you

          14  don't need to pay attention to that law or

          15  that long line of Supreme Court precedent

          16  because this is a unique case.  This is some

          17  how a different kind of fraud case than those

          18  other fraud cases that the Court has

          19  addressed.  But in this case, those issues of

          20  individual reliance are just as at issue as

          21  they would be in any other fraud case.  As I

          22  said, Chris will get into that in more detail.

          23  Such questions as who saw what?  Which of the

          24  class members saw the press releases, which

          25  saw and read the public filings.  We know the
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           1  10 K in 98 was mailed to stockholders.  What

           2  did they understand those documents to say?

           3  What did they rely on?  What did each class
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           4  member know or what did each class member

           5  should have known at the time that they agreed

           6  either to participate in the settlement or

           7  not.  Finally, what state's law applies in

           8  this case.

           9              Now, Mr. McKee said with respect

          10  to the choice of law issue that the defendants

          11  had waited too long to raise that and that we

          12  were now estopped or waived our ability to

          13  raise the choice of law issue.  The choice of

          14  law issue, the issue of what foreign law

          15  applies is not yet at issue in this case

          16  except with respect to the class certification

          17  issue.  None of the named plaintiffs are

          18  residents of any state other than Alabama.  So

          19  at the time the complaint was filed, there

          20  wasn't a choice of law issue with respect to

          21  the named plaintiffs.  The only reason this

          22  choice of law issue arises is because the

          23  plaintiffs have asked for a class to be

          24  certified.  And one of the things that Court

          25  needs to take into consideration in
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           1  determining whether a class should be

           2  certified is will that certification create
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           3  choice of law issues such that the Court will

           4  have to manage the case through the

           5  application of the law of 50 different states.

           6  We know based on the original settlement that

           7  there were plaintiffs living in each state

           8  around the country.  Alabama law is clear in a

           9  tort action such as a fraud action the law of

          10  the please where the injury occurred governs.

          11  The law of the place where the injury occurred

          12  in a fraud case is the place where the

          13  plaintiff, the individual plaintiff resided at

          14  the time he was defrauded.  In addition to the

          15  23 B issues there's also issue of adequacy

          16  under Rule 23 A 4.  The Court obviously is

          17  already aware of the adequacy issues that have

          18  been presented in this case. They were argued

          19  as part of the motion to intervene that Mr.

          20  Vines filed on behalf of McArthur and other

          21  plaintiffs. They were present at the time that

          22  decision was appealed to the Alabama Supreme

          23  Court and the Supreme Court actually addressed

          24  not the merits of the adequacy issue but the

          25  fact that those were an issue that the Court
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           1  needed to consider and that the Court needed
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           2  to determine in reaching its decision about

           3  class certification.  We have maintained as

           4  Mr. Vines originally did in filing the

           5  McArthur complaint that present counsel that

           6  seeks to be counsel for the class is not

           7  adequate in this particular case.  We are not

           8  making an allegation just so it's clear, that

           9  any of these lawyers would not ordinarily be

          10  adequate in a class case because of a lack of

          11  experience or anything along those lines.  It

          12  is because of of the particular facts and

          13  circumstances an their particular actions in

          14  connection with the underlying MedPartners

          15  securities litigation that renders these

          16  lawyers inadequate to serve as class counsel

          17  for the class in this case presenting the

          18  claims that the plaintiffs seek to present in

          19  this case.

          20              As previous filings have

          21  indicated, Hare Wynn and the North firm filed

          22  a case for John Lauriello that was reed. Their

          23  co-counsel in this case was millberg Weiss,

          24  one of the firms that Judge Wynn ultimately

          25  appointed to represent the settlement class.
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           1  The case that Hare Wynn and North filed on

           2  behalf of John Lauriello as class

           3  representative was dismissed and was on appeal

           4  at the time the settlement was reached.  And

           5  in part because of that case, both the Hare

           6  Wynn firm and the North firm had the ability

           7  to object to or to prevent the settlement of

           8  the MedPartners securities litigation lawsuit

           9  from being consummated. They could have

          10  refused to dismiss Lauriello's appeal. That

          11  was a condition of the settlement so if that

          12  case or appeal was not dismissed the

          13  settlement could not be consummated. They

          14  could have demanded further participation in

          15  the settlement.  They could have objected to

          16  the settlement to Judge Wynn.  They

          17  recommended to their client John Lauriello

          18  that he participate in the settlement.  And

          19  then they agreed to dismiss the appeal of the

          20  Lauriello case, which they did.  They watched

          21  as the settlement was approved and received a

          22  fee.  The conduct of Hare Wynn and the North

          23  firm in making these decisions is an issue

          24  that the Court must investigate and consider

          25  in the context of the class certification
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           1  issues before the Court.  The basis for their

           2  failure to object to the settlement of the

           3  underlying litigation impacts the viability of

           4  the claims that they seek to assert in this

           5  case.  Their conduct is squarely at issue in

           6  this case and they can't defend that conduct

           7  and also adequately represent the class.

           8  There are also problems arising from the

           9  representation of Jay Johnston by both the

          10  Hare Wynn firm and Mr. Somerville.  That

          11  representation of MedPartners former general

          12  counsel raises issues of attorney client

          13  privilege.  I represent care mark, CVS which

          14  is a successor of MedPartners.  On behalf of

          15  my client, we do not waive any privilege that

          16  we have to the communications that we had with

          17  Mr. Johnston, who was general counsel for the

          18  company during the period of time when these

          19  lawsuits were filed, during the period of time

          20  when the defense and strategy in defending

          21  those underlying lawsuits was discussed he was

          22  as much involved in that process as an a

          23  lawyer can be.  And I'm going to talk later

          24  about why his involvement in that process as

          25  MedPartners lawyers and why the privileged
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           1  information that he became aware of at that

           2  time prevents the Hare Wynn and Mr. Somerville

           3  from representing the class in this case.

           4  I'll get into that later.

           5              But at this point, I think it's

           6  sufficient to say that plaintiff's counsel

           7  seeks to use information that they obtained

           8  through their representation of Mr. Johnston

           9  in pursuing the claims they are pursuing

          10  against MedPartners.  In other words, they

          11  seek to use confidential information that they

          12  obtained Mr. MedPartners lawyer some of which

          13  is still today protected by the attorney

          14  client privilege in pursuing claims against

          15  care mark.  The rules do not allow that

          16  information to be used in that way.

          17              There are also problems arising

          18  from the actions of counsel in this particular

          19  case.  Plaintiff's counsel spent years in this

          20  case defending the allegations of the

          21  intervenors who argued and argued very

          22  vehemently that the lawyers who were seeking

          23  to represent the class had a disqualifying

          24  conflict.  And at the time Mr. Vines made

          25  those allegations on behalf of the class and
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           1  certainly at the time he appealed the denial

           2  of his motion to intervene he was aware of the

           3  evidence that Mr. Powell put on the screen

           4  today.  None of that evidence is new.  That

           5  evidence existed long before Mr. Vines

           6  intervened in this case or sought to

           7  intervene.  It existed long before Mr. Vines

           8  appealed that issue to the Alabama Supreme

           9  Court.  And the intervenors at the time they

          10  sought to intervene in the case asserted many

          11  of the same issues that the defendants have

          12  now raised as to the adequacy of plaintiff's

          13  counsel.  And in the Alabama Supreme Court

          14  held that those issues were so important and

          15  so substantial that they even despite the

          16  intervenors untimely effort to intervene,

          17  those issues were so important that they

          18  required that the intervention be permitted or

          19  allowed.  They required the intervenors be

          20  allowed to participate to continue to raise

          21  those issues and to offer support for the

          22  issues that they raised.  Notwithstanding that

          23  ruling by the Supreme Court and without regard

          24  to the significance of the issues that the
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          25  McArthur intervenors have raised, plaintiff's
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           1  counsel reached a deal with Mr. Vine who was

           2  counsel for the intervenors whereby the

           3  McArthur intervenors an Mr. Vines withdrew

           4  those allegations, with drew the arguments

           5  that they had made to not only to you by also

           6  the Alabama Supreme Court and agreed to

           7  prosecute this case along with counsel for the

           8  plaintiffs for the Lauriello plaintiffs

           9  against these defendants.  None of the facts

          10  as I said changed between the time between

          11  that Mr. Vines filed that complaint for the

          12  intervenors and the time he reached the deal

          13  with plaintiff's counsel to stand down on

          14  those allegations.  The only thing that

          15  changed as far as we can tell was an agreement

          16  that Mr. Vines would share in a fee, that he

          17  would be permitted to pursue a fee request in

          18  the event that the Court either approved a

          19  settlement or a judgment was entered in favor

          20  of the plaintiffs.

          21              The intervenors prior to reaching

          22  that agreement the plaintiff's counsel even

          23  went so far as to name John Lauriello as a
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          24  defendant in their complaint.  Mr. McKee

          25  brushes that off as Mr. Lauriello really
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           1  wasn't a defendant.  He really wasn't an

           2  important defendant.  But unless he was a

           3  defendant at the time that allegation was

           4  made, at the time the intervention was filed,

           5  at the time John Lauriello was named as a

           6  defendant in this case, Mr. Vines didn't say

           7  this is an important defendant.  In fact,

           8  lawyers for John Lauriello who are the same

           9  lawyers seeking to represent the class, filed

          10  a motion to dismiss the claims against John

          11  Lauriello and Mr. Vines opposed to motion. He

          12  didn't say, you know, Mr. Lauriello is not

          13  that important.  I will let you dismiss him.

          14  If the Court recalls, the Court denied the

          15  motion to dismiss that was filed.

          16              There is no question but that the

          17  same lawyers who seek to represent the

          18  plaintiff class against the defendants who

          19  have been named in this case also represented

          20  a defendant against members of the plaintiff's

          21  class who participated or who were represented

          22  in connection with the motion to intervene,
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          23  the complaint and intervention.  Mr. McKee

          24  said, well , that can't cause disqualification

          25  because in that case, a defendant could third
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           1  party in one of the class members an they

           2  would automatically make counsel inadequate

           3  but that's not correct.  The option that Mr.

           4  Lauriello had at the time he was named a

           5  defendant was to obtain separate

           6  representation rather than asking the lawyers

           7  who were representing the plaintiffs and who

           8  were seeking to have the plaintiffs be

           9  appointed as class counsel for a plaintiff's

          10  class to represent him.  And the lawyer should

          11  have said at that time, Mr. Lauriello, we are

          12  sorry we can't represent you.  We represent

          13  the plaintiffs in this case and we are seeking

          14  to represent a plaintiff class.  And that

          15  class, if we are able to be appointed as class

          16  counsel, that class would be adverse to you in

          17  this very lawsuit because you are a defendant.

          18  You will have to obtain separate

          19  representation.  That is the resolution, the

          20  proper resolution to that issue.  But it's not

          21  sufficient to come in after plaintiff's class
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          22  counsel, putative class counsel has

          23  represented a defendant against the interests

          24  of the plaintiffs and say it's okay, we don't

          25  need to pay attention to that.
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           1              After the agreement was reached

           2  with Mr. Vines, after the Court had denied the

           3  motion to dismiss, Mr. Lauriello was dismissed

           4  as a defendant.  He is no longer a defendant.

           5  As I understand it he's no longer a plaintiff

           6  in the case.  But that does not change the

           7  fact that in representing both the plaintiff

           8  class an Mr. Lauriello at the same time, the

           9  lawyers who seek to be class counsel in this

          10  case agreed to the dismissal of a defendant

          11  against whom the class had potential claims

          12  without any consideration for some funds being

          13  paid.

          14              Additionally, the plaintiffs

          15  themselves are not adequate representatives in

          16  this class.  All of the plaintiff

          17  representatives are members of the sub class,

          18  the class in the underlying lawsuits that was

          19  known as the common stock or shareholder class

          20  as opposed to the taps class or the tender
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          21  offer class.  They in this case, consist only

          22  of the common stock class. All of them reside

          23  in Alabama, from Alabama.  And they cannot --

          24  and I'll go into this more detail later.  They

          25  cannot adequately represent the interest of
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           1  the taps class or the tender offer class.  I

           2  will respond a little bit when I get to it to

           3  Mr. McKee's arguments relating to that.

           4              Now, there are a few issues I want

           5  to discuss relating to what I call merit

           6  points.  Mr. Powell spent about an hour and 45

           7  minutes talking basically about the merits to

           8  have case.  Of course, the merits of the case

           9  are relevant to the issue that we are here

          10  about only to the extent that they inform the

          11  Court about whether common issues of law in

          12  fact predominate over individual issues.  They

          13  aren't relevant in the sense that if the

          14  plaintiffs can show they have got a good case

          15  they are entitled to a certified class.  So

          16  it's important to keep in mind the reason the

          17  factual information about the claims is

          18  pertinent in a class certification hearing.

          19              And there are pertinent facts that
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          20  go to those issues of whether individual

          21  issues predominant over common questions.

          22              One thing I listened for as Mr.

          23  Powell was speaking was one instance where he

          24  identified any representation by any defendant

          25  or any representative of any defendant to any
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           1  plaintiff's counsel about the amount of

           2  insurance coverage prior to the time that this

           3  settlement was approved.  And in the hour and

           4  45 minutes that Mr. Powell spoke, he never put

           5  on the screen or told you about any

           6  affirmative misrepresentation made by any

           7  defendant or any representative of any

           8  defendant prior to the time that the

           9  settlement was approved.  There have been 22

          10  depositions taken in this case in preparation

          11  for this class certification hearing that

          12  includes 18 fact witnesses and four experts.

          13  None of those identified any statement that

          14  was made by any defendant or any

          15  representation of any defendant that

          16  misrepresented any details concerning the

          17  insurance that was potentially applicable to

          18  the securities litigation settlement.  The
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          19  plaintiffs have had many years to develop that

          20  evidence and they have not been able to do so.

          21  There never was a single misrepresentation by

          22  any defendant to anyone on the plaintiff's

          23  side about insurance.  Mr. Powell spent a lot

          24  of time because of that trying to say that the

          25  defendants, by entering into the settlement
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           1  agreement some how impliedly represented that

           2  there was some level or amount of insurance

           3  that was different from what the true facts

           4  were.  The settlement agreement that was

           5  signed by the defendants or on behalf of the

           6  defendants does not mention insurance.  The

           7  only mention of insurance are either in

           8  affidavits executed by plaintiff's counsel or

           9  in statements made by plaintiff's counsel.

          10              Now, Mr. Were representations

          11  prior to the time that the excess policy was

          12  purchased that the defendant care mark

          13  MedPartners had 50 million dollars of

          14  insurance coverage.  That representation was

          15  true at the time it was made.  There's no

          16  evidence that any defendant ever told anyone

          17  after the excess policy was purchased that the
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          18  new limits were 65 million or any other

          19  number.  I'm going to go through a little bit

          20  about what the evidence was that the

          21  plaintiff's lawyers knew.  I'm not talking

          22  about just plaintiff's lawyers here today.

          23  Talking about all the plaintiff's lawyers who

          24  represented various classes in connection with

          25  the underlying securities litigation.  There's
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           1  also the claim in this case for fraudulent

           2  suppression, not that there was an affirmative

           3  misrepresentation but that you had information

           4  that was material that you were under a duty

           5  to communicate and you fraudulently suppressed

           6  that information.  That's really the guts of

           7  the plaintiff's claim, that you had purchased

           8  this policy, you knew you had purchased it,

           9  you know what kind of coverage it gave you and

          10  you suppressed that information from the

          11  plaintiffs.  You didn't tell plaintiff's

          12  counsel about it.  There is no suppression

          13  case or valid suppression claim in this case

          14  because the excess policy was disclosed to

          15  everybody on the plaintiff's side. Mr. Powell

          16  showed selective excerpts of various testimony
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          17  from various witnesses to suggest that there

          18  was an on going effort to hide the excess

          19  insurance from the plaintiffs lawyers.  I'm

          20  not going to get into all of that testimony

          21  and go through it line by line with you here

          22  during this opening.  You will hear parts of

          23  it when the witnesses testify in this hearing.

          24  But I will say as Judge King I'm sure you know

          25  after being a judge for twelve years, there's
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           1  always two sides to every story.  The

           2  testimony that Mr. Powell showed you is one

           3  side of the story.  There are other excerpts

           4  from those depositions that make clear that --

           5  for example is Mack Crawford.  Mr. Powell

           6  showed you some excerpts where Mr. Crawford

           7  said we settled the cases for 22 and a half

           8  million dollars which is the amount of the

           9  premium that was paid to National Union for

          10  the additional insurance coverage or to AIG.

          11  He didn't show you the excerpts where Mr.

          12  Crawford testified that that 22 and a half

          13  million dollars was in fact a premium.  In

          14  that very same deposition he was asked and

          15  what did that 22 and a half million dollars
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          16  premium buy you.  He said it bought us total

          17  coverage.  So the very same deposition also

          18  contains the information that he said was not

          19  contained within the questions an answers that

          20  he showed you.  We will go through some of

          21  that when various witnesses are on the stand.

          22  I do want to talk to you about the information

          23  that was provided to the plaintiff's lawyers

          24  that they were aware of that related to the

          25  fact that there was excess insurance and that
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           1  Caremark no longer had or MedPartners no

           2  longer had any financial responsibility for

           3  the claims that were asserted in the lawsuit.

           4  First thing is the press release that was

           5  issued on December 17, 1998.  This is a

           6  MedPartners press release.  MedPartners enters

           7  into an insurance agreement with national

           8  Union fire insurance company of Pittsburg,

           9  Pennsylvania.  Additional coverage ensures

          10  that shareholder litigation presents no

          11  material adverse risk to the company.

          12  National union will assume financial

          13  responsibility for the defense and ultimate

          14  resolution of the securities litigation.
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          15  Litigation presents no material adverse

          16  financial risk to the company.  This is in

          17  December 1998, over seven months before the

          18  settlement was finally approved by the Court.

          19  This was public knowledge.  This was a press

          20  release that was issued and reported in

          21  various publications.  It was followed up by

          22  disclosures made to the SEC, by other public

          23  filings and other public announcements.

          24              Now, I think a lot of times what's

          25  happened in this case is the plaintiffs
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           1  lawyers have suggested that the disclosure

           2  should have used particular words as a posed

           3  to the words that were actually used.  And of

           4  course when we get to the merits, at that

           5  point, even if there's a trial over these

           6  issues, the jury is going to be instructed to

           7  consider these in the context that they are

           8  made.  The jury the not going to be told for

           9  example unless the disclosure says ABC and D

          10  it's not sufficient.  If you look at these

          11  disclosures that I'm going to show you,

          12  including this one here on the screen, you

          13  will see they disclose all the pertinent
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          14  material facts relating to that excess

          15  coverage.  There are similar disclosures in

          16  other public releases an filings.  This is

          17  from the MedPartners 10 K, the only /KWRAOUPBL

          18  filing that was made by the SEC in April of

          19  1999.  The company agreed to pay a premium of

          20  22 and a half million dollars to acquire

          21  excess equity protection insurance coverage.

          22  There's no ambiguity about that from national

          23  union insurance company of Pittsburg pursuant

          24  to which national union assumed financial

          25  responsible for the defense and ultimate
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           1  resolution of certain shareholder litigation.

           2  Again, this was a disclosure made in a

           3  publicly failed SEC document that was made

           4  well before the settlement in the underlying

           5  case was approved.

           6              There were similar disclosures in

           7  a January 1999 8-K, a press release.  April 1,

           8  1999 10-K and May 17, 1999 10-Q.  We described

           9  all of those disclosures in our proposed

          10  findings of fact.  Class counsel from

          11  underlying cases has acknowledged in

          12  depositions that they were aware of the
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          13  disclosures prior to the time that the

          14  settlement in this case was approved.

          15  Millberg Weiss received the December 17 press

          16  release on the day it was issued.  This is a

          17  fax from Allen gassman to Darren Robbins.  Mr.

          18  Robbins was a lawyer at Millberg weiss.  Mr.

          19  Gassman was the referring lawyer the to

          20  Milberg Weiss in the blankenship matter.  This

          21  fax transmitted a copy of the press release

          22  with the information that MedPartners had

          23  entered into an insurance agreement with

          24  national union fire insurance company.  Of

          25  course, Milberg Weiss was co-counsel to the
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           1  Hare and North firm on the Lauriello case.

           2  Also, Mr. Lerach is with Milberg Weiss he was

           3  the lead lawyer.  That was the lead firm who

           4  was negotiating the settlement of all of these

           5  cases.  Gene Cauley who represented the taps

           6  class also had copies of the December 17 and

           7  February 10 press releases in his file and he

           8  reviewed them.

           9              Neil Selinger specifically

          10  referenced the 10 K filing at the preliminary

          11  fairness hearing. He represented the common
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          12  stock and options class.  So you've got

          13  Milberg weiss.  You have got Gene Cauley and

          14  you've got Neil Selinger all acknowledging

          15  that they had the information that was

          16  disclosed by MedPartners relating to this

          17  insurance.  The 10 K that Mr. Selinger

          18  referenced at the fairness hearing revealed

          19  that the full premium amount was 22 and a half

          20  million dollars.  That disclosure and

          21  settlement counsel's familiarity with that

          22  disclosure refutes or debunks any claim that

          23  settlement class counsel thought the total

          24  amount of insurance potentially applicable to

          25  the settlement was 65 million dollars.  As
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           1  judge Nelson said and Mr. Powell showed it to

           2  you, why would a company by a 22 and a half

           3  million dollars premium for an additional 15

           4  million dollars.  Plaintiff's counsel knew

           5  that was the premium.  There is no dispute

           6  about that.  No dispute whatsoever.

           7  Plaintiff's counsel knew the premium was 22

           8  and a half million dollars.  It's

           9  unreasonable -- if they did rely on some

          10  representation that they haven't told us about
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          11  that they can't produce evidence of, if they

          12  did rely on a representation that the

          13  available insurance was 65 million that on its

          14  face was not reasonable.  On its face it can't

          15  be reasonable reliance.

          16              Other lawyers who represented the

          17  plaintiffs classes, a lawyer named Steven Toll

          18  and Squitieri they were counsel for the taps

          19  class along with Gene Cauley, they wrote a

          20  letter February 10, 1999 to Mr. Selinger and

          21  to Mr. Lerach.  They were raising the issue of

          22  we know there's this excess policy.  What does

          23  it provide.  We need to find this out .  Mr.

          24  Powell showed you that first quote

          25  highlighted.  Then the part of the letter he
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           1  didn't show you is at the bottom.  We will

           2  likely request that discovery be taken with

           3  regard to the entire settlement negotiate

           4  process, and with regard to MedPartners and

           5  the insurance policies.  We need to understand

           6  how much insurance was available and who would

           7  have been liable for a judgment if in fact no

           8  settlement was reached.  We will also ask

           9  judge buttram to take all steps necessary to
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          10  prevent the submission of the settlement in

          11  state court until these issues are fully

          12  addressed.

          13              Now, we all know because fraud

          14  claims in Alabama are so common that the law

          15  is that any reliance has to be reasonable.

          16  And if you rely on a representation or say you

          17  relied on a fact that was suppressed from you,

          18  you have to show not just that you relied but

          19  that your reliance was reasonable under the

          20  law.  The law says that if you knew of facts

          21  or should have known of facts that put you on

          22  notice, that the representation might not be

          23  true, then you have not reasonably relied.  As

          24  Mr. Powell said, I don't know how it could be

          25  any clearer that the lawyers representing the
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           1  plaintiff's class in the underlying securities

           2  lawsuit, I don't know how it could be any

           3  clearer that they were on notice of facts that

           4  should have caused them to investigate what

           5  the amount of insurance was if they didn't

           6  know it.  In fact, that's exactly what Toll

           7  and Squitieri are saying.  We have got to

           8  investigate that.  That is -- that makes any
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           9  reliance under Alabama law absolutely

          10  unreasonable.

          11              Neil Selinger responded to that

          12  February 10 letter on February 11, the very

          13  next day.  His response referred to the

          14  February 10 press release that Mr. Toll and

          15  Mr. Squitieri were asking him about.  That

          16  press release related to the year end rules

          17  for MedPartners.  This week MedPartners

          18  announced its results for the year end

          19  December 31, 1998.  Before I leave that last

          20  line, I should remind the Court or tell the

          21  Court that Mr. Hail has admitted that this put

          22  settlement class could be sell on notice of

          23  the excess insurance policy and obligated them

          24  to focus on it.  He was referring to both toll

          25  and Squitieri correspondence of February 10,
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           1  1999 and also to the response from Mr.

           2  Selinger on February 11, 1999.

           3              Mr. Cauley, again class counsel

           4  for the TAPS class, faxed to Mr. Robbins at

           5  Milberg Weiss, co-counsel to Hare Wynn and the

           6  North firm, faxed Mr. Robbins on March 8,

           7  1999.  His fax included the December 17 and
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           8  the February 10 press releases that Mr. Cauley

           9  had highlighted.  He highlighted three

          10  sections of those press releases that related

          11  to excess insurance.  And I mean made a note

          12  or under lined something.  These are the three

          13  parts of the press release that Mr. Cauley

          14  specifically called out to Mr. Robbins.  The

          15  first one is under the terms of the agreement

          16  with National Union, the insurance company is

          17  agreed to provide MedPartners excess insurance

          18  coverage beyond the company's existing D and O

          19  coverage with respect to the shareholder

          20  litigation.  He underlined the next part.

          21  This litigation presents no material adverse

          22  financial risk to the company.  Then the last

          23  section that he made a notation on said

          24  MedPartners holdings in the physician practice

          25  management and contract services businesses
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           1  was announced and initiated.  Management also

           2  negotiated additional insurance coverage that

           3  ensures protection going forward from any

           4  material adverse financial risk associated

           5  with pending shareholder litigation.

           6              Now, Mr. Powell mentioned that
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           7  Gusty Yearout was counsel with Gene Cauley.

           8  Of course, we are not privy to what

           9  conversations Mr. Cauley and Mr. Yearout had.

          10  I'm not at all suggesting that gusty knew what

          11  Mr. Cauley knew at the time he made that

          12  representation to Judge Wynn.  In fact, I

          13  don't believe he did know.  There's no doubt

          14  that his co-counsel Gene Cauley did know.  The

          15  defendants never had any discussions

          16  whatsoever with Mr. Yearout regarding the

          17  amount of insurance, regarding the amount or

          18  the policy limits, regarding whether all the

          19  insurance was being used in the settlement.

          20  There were no discussions of any kind between

          21  Mr. Yearout and the defendants on those

          22  issues.

          23              Finally, which I think kind of

          24  summarizes all this was what Mr. Haley told

          25  the Court early on in this case. He told the
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           1  Court, of course we knew there was excess

           2  coverage.  Everybody know that because they

           3  had these press releases.  Under Alabama law

           4  that alone makes any reliance unreasonable.

           5  If plaintiff's counsel knew there was excess
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           6  insurance but for some reason didn't know how

           7  much it was, they were on notice of facts that

           8  required them to investigate to determine what

           9  the amount was.  That's the point I'm making.

          10  Any reliance by the lawyers after the

          11  disclosures was not reasonable reliance under

          12  Alabama law.  The plaintiffs after seeing

          13  these disclosures never asked for the

          14  policies, never asked for the excess policy

          15  either formally or informally.  Toll and

          16  Squitieri did ask Selinger and Cauley for the

          17  policies.  They did ask for information

          18  relating to the policies but that was to other

          19  plaintiff's counsel, not to the defendant.

          20  And rather than obtaining the policies and

          21  answering the questions that Toll and

          22  Squitieri they agreed to pay them eight

          23  hundred thousand dollars and they withdrew

          24  their objection to the settlement.  It's our

          25  position that the settlement was a good
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           1  settlement regardless of what the limits were

           2  on the insurance.  This is the largest

           3  settlement in Alabama history.  It was the 5th

           4  larger of all class action that were filed
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           5  settled by July 1999.  The recovery in this

           6  case in the underlying case was represented a

           7  larger proportion of the alleged damages than

           8  the recoveries in most securities settlements.

           9  There were liability issues in this case and

          10  damages issues, as there are in every case,

          11  that made settlement a favorable option over

          12  continuing to litigate.  There was also a risk

          13  of bankruptcy.  I know the plaintiffs lawyers

          14  talked about the risk of bankruptcy this

          15  morning and said, you know, the existence of

          16  this excess policy eliminated the risk of

          17  bankruptcy.  Well, in fact, it absolutely did

          18  not eliminate the risk of bankruptcy.  As the

          19  evidence that Mr. Powell showed you from

          20  numerous sources including Andy Campbell's

          21  affidavit, other sources, MedPartners at the

          22  time of this settlement had a negative net

          23  worth of 1.13 billion dollars.  The specter of

          24  bankruptcy whether it had this excess policy

          25  or not was hanging over its head.  Plaintiffs
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           1  might say, well, that may be but there was a

           2  policy to cover these claims and that would

           3  have allowed those claims to proceed outside
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           4  of bankruptcy.  Well, it's possible that the

           5  bankruptcy judge may have lifted the stay to

           6  allow these claims to proceed based on the

           7  insurance coverage that was available.  But

           8  it's also possible that the trustee may have

           9  sought to recover this 22 and a half million

          10  dollar premium payment to the bankruptcy

          11  estate, in which case the excess coverage may

          12  not have existed.  Under those circumstances,

          13  the plaintiff's classes would have possibly be

          14  faced with an insurance pot of 50 million

          15  dollars instead of an insurance pot that

          16  included an excess policy.  Those are the

          17  kinds of issues that factor into any

          18  settlement.  In addition to the potential

          19  delay that a bankruptcy filing would have any

          20  possible resolution of the case.

          21              These factors that I have

          22  discussed are true regard less of the amount

          23  of the insurance coverage that was available

          24  to MedPartners.  And these issues are

          25  significant , the issues I have talked about
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           1  in terms of the knowledge after the

           2  plaintiff's counsel are significant not only
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           3  in terms of the merits.  But they are

           4  significant because they go to the issue that

           5  we are here about today which is the issue of

           6  whether common questions of law in fact

           7  predominate over individual questions or

           8  whether individual questions such as

           9  individual questions of reliance predominate

          10  over the common law and facts that exist.  I'm

          11  going to turn it over to Chris.  He is going

          12  to cover some of these issues in more detail

          13  and I will try to wrap up.  Appreciate your

          14  time.

          15              THE COURT:  Yes, sir.  Let's take

          16  a little break.  I mean just stand up, anybody

          17  that wants to.  Get the blood flowing.  All

          18  right.  Let's proceed.  I hope that helped.

          19  It helped me.

          20              MR. KING:  If it please the Court,

          21  Your Honor.  I want to pick up where David

          22  left off by talking about some of these issues

          23  as they impact what the Court is here to do

          24  this week which is do that rigorous analysis

          25  in connection with class certification.  We
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           1  have filed three sets of materials.  We have a
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           2  memo in opposition to the certification motion

           3  which is Court indicated it had seen and read.

           4  We also submitted some lengthy proposed

           5  findings of fact, which we submit dove tail

           6  with the evidence that's been collected in the

           7  case.  That should be about 115 page document,

           8  as I recall.

           9              THE COURT:  Right.  I have read

          10  that.

          11              MR. KING:  There are a set of

          12  binders and the Court referenced this earlier.

          13  There's this evidentiary submission.  What it

          14  does is it matches up with our proposed

          15  findings of fact.  So there's going to be a

          16  cite and that will take the Court to those

          17  binders.  That's there.  All the information

          18  we have placed in our binders we did list and

          19  we have reached agreement with plaintiff's

          20  counsel that those are to be admitted.  So

          21  before I do anything else in this hearing so I

          22  don't leave having not been done it we would

          23  move for the admission of the evidentiary

          24  materials which we have submitted to the Court

          25  in our binders.
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           1              THE COURT:  Plaintiff's counsel,

           2  any objection?

           3              MR. POWELL:  No, sir.  We will do

           4  the same as the appropriate time.

           5              THE COURT:  Now, get with the

           6  court reporter and finalize all that, if you

           7  will.

           8              MR. KING:  Yes, sir, we are

           9  sensitive to killing trees and we will work

          10  something out.  Picking where David started,

          11  the parties, I think, are all in agreement

          12  about a few things.  The plaintiffs have a

          13  burden of proof of reach of the Rule 23

          14  elements. We say that means every element,

          15  both the elements of 23 A and B.  As you can

          16  see from the quote on the screen, our Supreme

          17  Court in this case has made that clear even if

          18  it weren't clear by the language of the rule

          19  in the statute.  And our court said it is only

          20  by specifically discussing the elements of

          21  each claim in the context of the Rule 23

          22  criteria that the trial court may determine

          23  whether the plaintiffs can establish the Rule

          24  23(a) and Rule 23(b) elements of class

          25  certification.  And so what we are hoping to
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           1  do is assist the Court with that rigorous

           2  analysis of each of those elements.  Mr. McKee

           3  talked a little bit this morning about whether

           4  the Court perhaps might be able to take a

           5  short cut because of the existence of the 1999

           6  certified class.  The plaintiff spent some

           7  time on this in their briefing.  They say

           8  there's a judicial estoppel argument that

           9  makes a difference to what this Court's duties

          10  and responsibilities are or a difference about

          11  what their burdens are in this case.  And we

          12  say that that just misses the point.  The

          13  point is, is whether this claim in this new

          14  lawsuit meets the Rule 23 criteria.  I think

          15  that's what the Supreme Court was clearly

          16  indicating and whether the 1999 class was

          17  properly certified, that class of securities

          18  laws claims doesn't really bear on this

          19  question.  Now, why do I say that?  I say

          20  that, Your Honor, because our arguments

          21  against certification in this case are not in

          22  any way based on whether that 1999 class was

          23  properly certified.  We are not fighting that

          24  fight.  The arguments we make against

          25  certification are based on problems in
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           1  certifying these fraud claims in this case

           2  with these purported class reps.

           3              Now, the plaintiffs or David said

           4  under two separate sections of Rule 23 B.

           5  What I want to do is talk about those two 23 B

           6  issues and then we will move to A.  It's back

           7  ward in the numbers but I think it makes more

           8  sense in this case.  They have moved under

           9  Rule 23 (b)(1)(A) for the certification of a

          10  mandatory class.  They have also moved under

          11  Rule 23 (b)(3) which is the typical money

          12  damages class.  I want to talk to the court

          13  about that.  Now, let's start with the easy

          14  one.  The plaintiffs ask this Court to certify

          15  this case as a mandatory class action under

          16  (b)(1)(A).  And what (b)(1)(A) says is it's

          17  available where the prosecution of separate

          18  actions by individuals would create the risk

          19  of inconsistent adjudications which would

          20  standards of conduct by defendants.  As

          21  McLaughlin says, that's appropriate if

          22  individual cases would impair the opposing

          23  party's ability to pursue a uniform continuing

          24  course of conduct.  Now, this is the short cut

          25  argument, Your Honor.  I don't blame them for
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           1  making it.  The short cut argument is to say

           2  this, because the class existed in '99, this

           3  Court can certify this class this way instead

           4  of having to deal with (b)(3).  The reason I

           5  don't blame the lawyers for making it is they

           6  don't have a chance under (b)(3).  But -- and

           7  we'll get to that.  But the problem is you

           8  cannot put the square peg of this common law

           9  fraud money damages lawsuit into the round

          10  hole of Rule 23 (b)(1)(A).  It just doesn't

          11  fit.  We say that for three reasons.  First of

          12  all, just looking at the language of

          13  (b)(1)(A), these claims don't impact

          14  perspective conduct.  In this lawsuit, Your

          15  Honor, unlike the usual (b)(1)(A) lawsuit, the

          16  plaintiffs aren't asking the Court to tell the

          17  defendants to change any future conduct. This

          18  is just a money damages case.  And because

          19  they are not asking the Court to require the

          20  defendants to change perspective future

          21  conduct, there's not a risk of inconsistent

          22  adjudications with which defendants can't

          23  comply.  Example of how (b)(1)(A) is used.

          24  This is an example that the Alabama Supreme
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          25  Court has used.  Let's say that a county is
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           1  going to make a bond issue.  One plaintiff

           2  moves to enjoin the issue for various reasons

           3  and another plaintiff moves to compel that the

           4  bond issue occur and that interest payments be

           5  made.  That's the case, the type of case where

           6  the Supreme Court says wait a minute, we can't

           7  have two courts ordering the same defendant to

           8  do contrary things.  In that situation, that's

           9  the situation where you are going to have one

          10  lawsuit to tell the defendant once and for all

          11  what to do.  That's not the round hole this

          12  square peg of a money damages lawsuit can be

          13  put in.

          14              There's a case in the Alabama

          15  Supreme Court, Mr. McKee mentioned it called

          16  fun liner.  I would submit it's more than a

          17  little out there.  Funliner says unambiguously

          18  (b)(1)(A) is not available in a money damages

          19  case, period.  So what the plaintiffs is

          20  asking you to do is something the Alabama

          21  Supreme Court has unambiguously stated cannot

          22  be done.  Now, I don't think I need to say too

          23  much more about that.  There are due process
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          24  problems with it.  Plaintiff's response is

          25  well, just do it and that way if the Supreme
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           1  Court wants to change the law on appeal they

           2  can do it.  I would suggest that the Supreme

           3  Court can always change the law and I would

           4  suggest if the Supreme Court says it's not

           5  available in the money damages case, that

           6  ought to be the end of it.

           7              All right, (b)(3).  So to wrap up,

           8  we think the Funliner case ends the case about

           9  (b)(1)(A).  We say that this money damages

          10  case has to be analyzed under (b)(3) and only

          11  under (b)(3).  And as I said, we understand

          12  why the plaintiffs are hesitant to go there.

          13  The Supreme Court hasn't issued a blanket

          14  prohibition but it's come darn close.  In

          15  fact, I believe as David mentioned, we can

          16  find a couple of old fraud classes that were

          17  certified but we can't find a single fraud

          18  case that our court has affirmed certification

          19  on since the 1999 statute was passed.  And we

          20  have placed here, Your Honor, some quotes.

          21  These are in our brief as well from some of

          22  the recent cases.  Green tree, reluctant to
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          23  find fraud claims sought for class

          24  certification.  Geico says a fraud claim is

          25  wholly inappropriate for class treatments and
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           1  should be handled in a separate proceeding.

           2              Now, why do we say those rules

           3  apply in this case?  We say that for this

           4  reason, Your Honor.  The tort of fraud has a

           5  number of elements.  Some focus on the

           6  defendant's conduct, some of the elements.

           7  Mr. Powell gave an hour and 45 minutes on the

           8  defendant's conduct this morning.  But that's

           9  only one element of the tort of fraud because

          10  other elements don't focus it all on the

          11  defendant's conduct.  They focus on the

          12  plaintiff's conduct.  And just because the

          13  defendant's conduct may be uniform toward a

          14  proposed class does not solve the problem that

          15  trying to certify a fraud class causes.  And

          16  that is how do you deal with the fact that

          17  each plaintiff's conduct has to be considered

          18  not as a defense as Mr. McKee indicated, but

          19  as an element of the plaintiff's claim?

          20  Reasonable reliance, proof of reasonable

          21  reliance is not a defense to a fraud claim.
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          22  That is an element of the tort.

          23              So that's the reason, the main

          24  reason our court has said it's virtually

          25  impossible to make a fraud claim work under
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           1  Rule 23 (b)(3) because individual issues

           2  predominate.  And Your Honor, we say that for

           3  all of the reasons that individual issues

           4  predominate in other fraud cases, they

           5  predominate here.  There are differences in

           6  what information class members received.  The

           7  court just saw the first press release.  There

           8  are a number of them.  Which members saw it?

           9  It was published?  It was in the Birmingham

          10  business journal.  It was out there.  Which

          11  class members saw it?  And the plaintiffs, I

          12  think, misspoke this morning.  They indicated

          13  that everything that the class members got was

          14  uniform.  But in fact, in the evidence is the

          15  proof that the 1998 10-K was included in the

          16  MedPartners annual report.  And it was mailed

          17  to the existing shareholders of MedPartners.

          18  Now, the class back in '98 and '99 consisted

          19  both of present stockholders and past

          20  stockholders.  So we are in a situation where
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          21  some folks got to disclosure in their mailbox

          22  and some folks didn't but may have seen

          23  something in the paper or otherwise.  So here

          24  is where we say that matters.  It matters who

          25  got what and who read what in this case.
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           1              And if you think about it, which

           2  members saw the press releases, you know, this

           3  class is undoubtedly composed of

           4  unsophisticated mom-and-pop investors and

           5  large institutional investors who have

           6  employees who review this stuff and keep up

           7  with this stuff.  So it matters which members

           8  saw the press releases.  So it is not just who

           9  got what and who read what.  The second reason

          10  that individual issues predominate here is who

          11  understood what.  We say, as you heard Mr.

          12  Hymer say, that the press releases or

          13  unambiguous.  If you will bear with me, I want

          14  to get back.

          15              THE COURT:  Would this be a good

          16  stopping point?  We have been going an hour

          17  and a half.  We will resume at ten until five.

          18  Thank you.

          19              (Short recess.)
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          20              THE COURT:  I do want to note for

          21  the record that looking at the water bottles

          22  on the plaintiff's table and the defendant's

          23  table, these things would be a rather high

          24  premium, high class.  You may have noted that

          25  this poor judge is drinking Piggly Wiggly
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           1  water.

           2              MR. POWELL:  This was on special

           3  at Wal-Mart.

           4              THE COURT:  Mr. King.

           5              MR. KING:  Thank you, Your Honor.

           6  We were talking before the break about our

           7  contention that who saw what disclosures and

           8  who understood what disclosures matters when

           9  the Court is reviewing whether individual

          10  issues predominate.  I went back to this to be

          11  sure that I made this point.  This is the

          12  first press release that the came out about

          13  this insurance.  Your Honor, we say that it is

          14  unambiguous.  Additional coverage ensures that

          15  shareholder litigation presents no material

          16  adverse risk to the company.  Your Honor, in

          17  the securities world those are magic words.

          18  No material risk means we are done with this.
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          19  And again, less there been any confusion

          20  National Union will assume financial

          21  responsible for the defense and ultimate

          22  resolution of the securities litigation.  It

          23  is our position in this lawsuit that this

          24  unambiguously placed everyone, placed the

          25  public on notice such that any reliance after
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           1  this date on any of the facts allegedly

           2  misrepresented or suppressed was unreasonable

           3  as a matter of law.  But the plaintiffs

           4  disagree with us.  They say it could have said

           5  some other stuff.  A lot of that stuff is in

           6  other disclosures. But we don't think it's

           7  clear enough.  Your Honor, that's an issue of

           8  fact.  If we are wrong, if it's not notice as

           9  a matter of law, then the only way to find out

          10  what it meant to a plaintiff is to ask it.

          11  And different plaintiffs have different levels

          12  of sophistication and interest.  Some of them

          13  may have seen it and some of them may not

          14  have.  So we say that individual issues

          15  predominate in this case.  It's not just what

          16  they got and what they read and what they

          17  understood.  There are variations.  Put
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          18  another way, what did class members do with

          19  whatever information they had?  This is a big

          20  point in the Alabama fraud Rule 23 cases.  You

          21  can look no further than the five plaintiffs

          22  that we have deposed in this case.  Every one

          23  of those plaintiffs has a different story

          24  about what they saw, why they claimed.  For

          25  instance, Dr. Finney, one of the class reps,
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           1  MedPartners had bought his medical practice.

           2  He's a doctor.  He was furious that they

           3  bought it and messed it up.  I claimed bust I

           4  want to get as much as I could get from it.

           5  Birmingham retirement.  They have people

           6  retained to look at this stuff.  Mrs. Hoffman

           7  says I didn't even get a notice.  I didn't

           8  claim because I didn't get a notice.  So our

           9  point is when the Court is looking at the

          10  predominance analysis, why did other proposed

          11  class members choose to claim.  Some did and

          12  some didn't.  Their own expert says he can

          13  think of only one way you could find out and

          14  that is the ask every one of them.

          15              Now, the plaintiffs response is

          16  this, this case is different.  I heard it over
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          17  and over this morning.  The rules shouldn't

          18  apply because this case is unique.  But Your

          19  Honor, a couple of responses.  They say here

          20  we have reliance by Judge Wynn.  And that

          21  matters.  That's the reliance you look at and

          22  say you don't have the look at the individual

          23  class members reliance.  Your Honor, if I

          24  don't make anything else clear in this

          25  argument I want to make this clear.  This is
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           1  not a fraud on the lawsuit.  It's not a fraud

           2  on the court lawsuit.  There is a mechanism

           3  under rule 60 B that allows someone to bring

           4  an action for fraud on the Court.  Approval of

           5  a settlement by a Court is a judicial

           6  function.  It's a judicial function.  And if

           7  that Court is defrauded, there are remedies

           8  available.  This case went to the Alabama

           9  Supreme Court and our court has said in this

          10  case this is not a rule 60 fraud on the court

          11  case.  This is a new lawsuit alleging fraud on

          12  the members of this settlement class.  What

          13  this is, Your Honor, is this case is a fraud

          14  on a group of people case.  Once you cast

          15  aside this fraud on the Court cloud that hangs
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          16  over the case it's a fraud on the people case

          17  just like numerous cases that folks have

          18  attempted to certify and the Court has said

          19  cannot be certified.

          20              A couple of examples, Your Honor.

          21  The grayson case, that was a fraud on a group

          22  of people case.  In that case, the plaintiff

          23  said this, my credit union is charging me a

          24  2.50 filing fee when I get financing for an

          25  automobile.  It's a profit.  There used to be
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           1  a lot of cases like that.  And what the

           2  plaintiff said was the reason this one

           3  qualifies is the group was told precisely the

           4  same thing because it was in a document.  The

           5  group was told precisely exactly as plaintiffs

           6  argued here.  The group was told precisely the

           7  same thing because the group was charged with

           8  information that its agents, the lawyers, were

           9  receiving.  So the group was told the same

          10  thing.

          11              And what the Court said in grayson

          12  is it doesn't matter.  Regions versus Lee.

          13  There was a bond issue.  There was a delay in

          14  providing notice of default to anybody.  The
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          15  notice went out.  It was an identical notice.

          16  I went to every member of the group.  It was a

          17  fraud on a group of people case, uniform

          18  misrepresentation.  Plaintiffs made the same

          19  arguments they are making here and the court

          20  said no.  The Court said you have to look at

          21  whether each person read what they got,

          22  whether what each person read mattered, what

          23  each person did in response to the

          24  representation and why .  And Your Honor,

          25  every case is unique in its own way.  But the
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           1  truth is this is a good old fashioned fraud on

           2  a group of people case.  All the other cases

           3  answer the question of whether this case can

           4  can be certified.  I would suggest to the case

           5  that these cases right here, these other fraud

           6  cases where it was a uniform representation

           7  are the reason plaintiff is asking this Court

           8  to ignore the Alabama Supreme Court fun liner

           9  case and certify under Rule 23 (b)(1)(A).

          10              Now, plaintiffs say this, unique

          11  case, don't pay attention to the law that's

          12  out there.  There's no law that will help the

          13  Court, that's what plaintiffs say, because
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          14  plaintiff's counsel, they say, were the

          15  class's agents.  Now, Mr. McKee at first said

          16  that was our theory.  It's actually their

          17  expert, Mr. Rubenstein's theory.  They say

          18  because counsel are the agents of the class,

          19  then it's only the agent's knowledge that

          20  matters.  So all you've got to do is go talk

          21  to the folks who negotiated the settlement.

          22  That's really three folks.  It's Lerach,

          23  Selinger, who is deceased, and Cauley who is

          24  in the penitentiary.  Those are the only

          25  people we have to talk to.  But Your Honor,
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           1  whether or not the lawyers's knowledge is

           2  imputed to the principal, the principal's own

           3  knowledge and reliance still matters.

           4              Now, part of us like their agency

           5  argument because we have got proof that all

           6  three of them, Lerach, Cauley and Selinger

           7  have been swapping these press releases.  Then

           8  we have proof that when toll and Squitieri

           9  were on the outside of this threesome and

          10  said, wait a minute, what's the deal with

          11  these press releases?  How much coverage is

          12  there?  Have you looked into this?  What did
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          13  the three some do?  They paid them eight

          14  hundred thousand dollars and they went away.

          15              So we like the agency theory in

          16  some ways.  But we say this, whether these

          17  lawyers' knowledge or the reasonableness of

          18  their reliance is imputed or not doesn't

          19  matter.  Even if I'm home with my agent's

          20  knowledge, I as a principal still have to live

          21  with my knowledge.  Let me put it another way.

          22  I think Mr. McKee said this.  If my agent

          23  doesn't know something that I know, I can't

          24  claim I don't know it just because he didn't

          25  know it.  If my real estate agent negotiates
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           1  for me the purchase of a piece of property,

           2  asks the seller about problems an is told

           3  there are none and I buy the property but I

           4  myself know about the problems, I don't have a

           5  fraud claim against the seller whether my

           6  agent was mislead or not, because my reliance

           7  still mattered.  In other words, all that does

           8  is couple my agent's knowledge with my

           9  knowledge.

          10              Now, plaintiffs urge the court not

          11  to pay attention to agency law.  And they
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          12  argue I think some sort of a fraud on the

          13  market standard which isn't the law in Alabama

          14  that says even though it's principal and

          15  agent, the court shouldn't look at what the

          16  principal knew.  Your Honor, there's not a

          17  case cite for that.  That's just not Alabama

          18  law.  For those reasons, we say that the

          19  predominance issue ends the attempt to

          20  certify.

          21              Laws of 50 states.  The settlement

          22  stipulation does not govern what law governs

          23  this claim.  This is a new lawsuit.  The

          24  Supreme Court made that clear.  Alabama law

          25  says unambiguous says the law of the place of
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           1  injury applies.  If I live in Nebraska and I

           2  am in this class I can only prove that by

           3  proving fraud under Nebraska law.  We say that

           4  that problem alone prevents certification

           5  under (b)(3).

           6              Now, Your Honor, I know it's late

           7  in the day and I will say this.  I don't think

           8  the Court has to look any further than 23 B to

           9  deny certification.  I think that's all the

          10  Court needs to look at.  They don't make it
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          11  under (b)(1)(A) and they don't make it under

          12  (b)(3).  We have a duty to discuss adequacy.

          13  I want to turn to that.  Here is the standard.

          14  Class reps must fairly and adequately protect

          15  the interests of the class an not have

          16  interests antagonistic to class.  There's no

          17  presumption.  This is something the Court has

          18  to do.  As David says, there are issues

          19  arising from the involvement of the Hare and

          20  North firms in the underlying cases.  They

          21  filed a class action case in behalf of John

          22  Lauriello.  Experts for both sides agree that

          23  at that moment those lawyers assumed duties to

          24  the class.  There's also a joint prosecution

          25  agreement with millberg that gave them veto
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           1  power.  Exhibit 5 is called agreement with

           2  with respect to joint prosecution of certain

           3  securities litigation.  This is a joint

           4  venture agreement between the Milberg firm,

           5  the Hare firm and the North firm.  It is not a

           6  referral agreement.  What it says is the firm

           7  shall jointly supervise and manage the

           8  prosecution of the MedPartners litigation and

           9  shall make any commitments or take any
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          10  material steps in such litigation except as

          11  the firms shall agree.  Even if they have a

          12  duty to the class, they under took one here by

          13  jointly agrees to supervise and manage the

          14  prosecution.  And the Hare and North firms had

          15  this leverage over the settlement.  Unless

          16  they dismissed Lauriello, the whole settlement

          17  would not happen.  In G the appeal to the

          18  Supreme Court of Alabama in Lauriello shall

          19  have been dismissed by order of the Supreme

          20  Court of which G is a subparagraph are not

          21  met, then it can be canceled.  So they held

          22  the key.  They held the key.

          23              Your Honor, I can't tell if they

          24  are still fighting this or not.  Throughout

          25  discovery the plaintiff's counsel took a
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           1  position that they did not have a duty to this

           2  class.  I'm not sure what they are saying now.

           3  But we say this, they did, their co-counsel

           4  agree with they did.  Their expert witness

           5  agrees they did and our expert says that.  So

           6  why does that matter on adequacy?  It matters

           7  for this reason, Your Honor.  If insurance was

           8  important, then the defendant's have the
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           9  argument that these lawyers, the joint

          10  venturers with Mr. Lerach, did not do all they

          11  needed to do to fulfill their duties to the

          12  class.  Mr. Hymer pointed out Mr. Haley's

          13  comment to this Court.  Of course we know

          14  there was excess coverage.  Everybody now that

          15  because they had these press releases.  The

          16  policy was not obtained.  Where is the policy

          17  letter to their co-counsel.  Mr. Lerach got a

          18  copy.  No confirmatory discovery done.  The

          19  point is this, there's no way for the North

          20  and Haley firms to try this case without

          21  having to defends what little they did in

          22  return for their 1.7 million dollar legal fee.

          23  They have a joint venture agreement with

          24  millberg weiss and there's no way for them to

          25  try this case on behalf of the class without
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           1  the side show of their having to defend

           2  themselves.  And that's precisely what rule 1

           3  .7 speaks to.  It says a lawyer shall not

           4  represent a client from the representation of

           5  that client may be materially limited by the

           6  lawyer's own interests.  Any time somebody

           7  pokes the plaintiff's lawyers, they are poking
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           8  the lawyers at the table.  Any time somebody

           9  pokes Lerach, their poking their joint venture

          10  partner.  It's human nature to defend yourself

          11  where.  Here is what the comment says.  If the

          12  problemty of a lawyer's own conduct in a

          13  transaction is in serious question, it may be

          14  difficult or impossible for the lawyer to give

          15  the client detached advice.  We say that is

          16  the first problem presented with the Hare and

          17  North firms being appointed class counsel

          18  here.

          19              There is a second problem and

          20  David alluded to this.  Rule 5 .4 A a lawyer

          21  shall not share legal fees with a nonlawyer.

          22  The Hare and North firm received legal fees of

          23  2 .543 million dollars.  That's a fee that

          24  came from the 56 million dollar class

          25  settlement that Judge Wynn approved.  And we
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           1  have learned in discovery now that although

           2  Mr. Lauriello is due to receive and did

           3  receive 2200 as a class member, they paid him

           4  on extra 76, 870.  The payment was not

           5  disclosed to the court or the class an was

           6  never approved by anyone.  They now say this
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           7  is simply a fee reduction.  If I represent

           8  fill and a case can been settled.  I will tell

           9  fill I will reduce my fee so you don't have to

          10  pay me but 20.  That's not what we have here,

          11  Your Honor.  The fee didn't come from Mr.

          12  Lauriello.  He wasn't obligated for it.  I

          13  didn't come from him.  It came from the class.

          14  So there was the fee -- because the fee came

          15  from the class, they couldn't give it to Mr.

          16  Lauriello.  In a class action no extra payment

          17  may be made to a named plaintiff without

          18  notice and approval by the court.  I suspect

          19  the court may know this from its experience.

          20  If you want to pay a named plaintiff an extra

          21  fee, you have to apply to the Court.  One of

          22  the other named plaintiffs applied for an

          23  extra fee and the Court found that plaintiff

          24  participated in discovery and given a

          25  deposition and gave that plaintiff a fee.
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           1              Now, why is that such a big deal?

           2  Again, we are just not kicking sand on them,

           3  Your Honor.  This is a case accusing

           4  defendants of failing to cut square corners in

           5  connection with the settlement of this case.
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           6  And it is relevant and we say disqualifying

           7  that the folks accusing the defendants of not

           8  cutting square corners didn't cut them.

           9              There's a third problem.  We are

          10  still on the underlying case.  That agreement

          11  I showed you and the fees did not comply with

          12  rule 1 .5 of the rules of professional

          13  responsibilities.  We will get into this with

          14  the experts.  It has three or's right here and

          15  three and's.  It has to meet one of these

          16  first three and then all of the last three.

          17  And looking at this one right here, one of the

          18  things that fee must meet in order to be

          19  divided is the client must be advised and not

          20  not object to the participation of all lawyers

          21  and the total fee is not clearly excessive.

          22              Now, we say that the receipt of

          23  fees in the blankenship case was not in cot

          24  appliance with the rule.  There is no dispute

          25  that the Hare and North firm did work on the
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           1  case.  The fee was over eight hundred thousand

           2  dollars dollars. They did no work on the case.

           3  They did not refer the case to Milberg Weiss.

           4  There was a discuss about referral fees, you
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           5  don't have to do any work.  No dispute they

           6  didn't refer it.  They didn't know about the

           7  case.  There was no approval by anyone for the

           8  fee and there's no evidence of an agreement

           9  with the client or that the clients were even

          10  aware.  Now, the plaintiffs say that's not my

          11  problem.  That's Milberg's problem.  But they

          12  took the fee.  And if you look in order for a

          13  split fee to be in compliance with the rule,

          14  the client must be advised and not object.

          15  Well, here is the affidavit of Allen gassman

          16  who was the referring lawyer in blankenship

          17  and the client contact.  If the Hare pin and

          18  or North firms received any fees in connection

          19  with the blankenship settlement, then to the

          20  best of my knowledge, none of the plaintiffs

          21  in that matter were made aware of that fact

          22  either through me or anyone else.  So we

          23  contend that this unrebutted affidavit is

          24  unrebutted proof that 1 .5 was violated.  Your

          25  Honor, in connection with the very matters
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           1  that are going to be at issue in this case,

           2  not some unrelated.

           3              We say the 833 thousand dollars
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           4  blankenship fee was excessive.  Again, they

           5  say it's a referral fee.  It can't be if they

           6  didn't refer the case.  If fourth and final

           7  problem that I'm going to talk about, Your

           8  Honor, with adequacy in this case stems from

           9  the discussion, the extended discuss and

          10  emphasis the Court heard this morning on Judge

          11  Wynn's May 10, 1999 order which says under

          12  Alabama law the proponents of settlement must

          13  supply certain information. We got in a big

          14  fuss among us over who the proponents were.

          15  They say that obligated the defendants on

          16  their own to produce information to the Court

          17  which was not produced on ability to pay.  But

          18  what that very same order also did is it said

          19  this Court wants detailed information on the

          20  time spent and expenses incurred by the

          21  plaintiffs in this case.  File affidavits

          22  giving the Court that information.

          23  Compensable time spent by attorneys an

          24  paralegals.  The North firm provided an

          25  expense of about eight thousand dollars an
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           1  Hare Wynn did not supply anything.  The court

           2  approved the fee anyway.  So why is that a
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           3  problem?  It encumbers the class for this

           4  reason, these very lawyers who are saying, no,

           5  no, this order applied to everyone, they

           6  didn't comply with it.  We can debate whether

           7  they should have just like we can debate

           8  whether we should have.  Because the court

           9  knew that they hadn't and MedPartners hadn't.

          10  But the significance of it is that's -- this

          11  is a case in which they are accusing the

          12  defendants of failing to provide information

          13  to the Court pursuant to that same order.  So

          14  what we say, Your Honor, is this is baggage.

          15  It's more baggage that encumbers the class.

          16  And so for those four reasons, we say these

          17  counsel are not adequate to be appointed in

          18  this particular case dealing with conduct in

          19  those cases.  Here my final slide.  It says

          20  this, actions in the underlying cases prevent

          21  a finding of adequacy.  Again, it's because

          22  those actions relate to the very class in the

          23  very core court and that counsel will be

          24  forced to defend their own conduct.  David is

          25  going to be mad because I talked too long but
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           1  he has a few more slides to go through and
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           2  then we'll be done.  Thank you, Your Honor.

           3              THE COURT:  Thank you.

           4              MR. HYMER:  And I know it's late,

           5  Judge.  I'm going to try to get through this

           6  as quickly as possible.

           7              THE COURT:  Whatever you need to

           8  do.

           9              MR. HYMER:  I want to address one

          10  issue related to adequacy which is the issue

          11  that arises from the representation by the

          12  Hare Wynn firm and by Mr. Somerville of Jay

          13  Johnston.  These issues go directly to the

          14  issues of attorney client privilege and

          15  protection of confidential information that of

          16  course is at the heart of a company's

          17  confidence and discussions with lawyers.  Jay

          18  John ton was general counsel at MedPartners.

          19  He was the company's lawyer.  As you can see

          20  on this slide we have got up, the conduct that

          21  was an issue in the underlying securities

          22  lawsuits occurred while he was the company's

          23  lawyer.  He was sued by MedPartners for

          24  damages after the securities litigation was

          25  filed.  He -- and I will talk about that in a
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           1  minute.  That does have some impact on his

           2  ability to use information that he gained

           3  during the time he was the company's lawyer.

           4  I just want to make sure the court understands

           5  and the record is clear that during the time

           6  Mr. Johnston serves as the company's lawyer he

           7  was not just aware of the securities

           8  litigation, he was personally involved in the

           9  developing the strategy to defend that

          10  litigation, in discussing with outside counsel

          11  how the company would respond to that

          12  litigation, in advising officers in the

          13  company and board in what the litigation meant

          14  to the company and how the company should

          15  respond and what the risks were relating to

          16  that litigation.  All the things that a lawyer

          17  normally does.  And he was the primary lawyer

          18  for the company in providing that advice.

          19              He oversaw the completion of all

          20  of the MedPartners transactions including the

          21  issuance of any public filings or press

          22  releases in connection with that.  He

          23  supervised all of the MedPartners public

          24  filings through March of 1998.  So some of

          25  these press releases, some of these filings
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           1  were press releases an filings that were made

           2  during the time that he was general counsel of

           3  the company.  And in that position of general

           4  counsel he would have reviewed and approved

           5  those filings an those press releases.  At

           6  least in some instances, he actively assisted

           7  with the defense of the claims that were

           8  asserted against the company.  He made

           9  presentations to the board of directors.  He

          10  participated in the selection of defense

          11  counsel.  He attended at least one meeting

          12  with MedPartners insurers in New York to

          13  discuss MedPartners strategy.  As Mr. McKee

          14  essentially admitted in his argument, the

          15  merits of the underlying claims would be a

          16  central issue in any trial of this case.  Mr.

          17  McKee said that the damages in this case would

          18  be measured by the difference between the

          19  amount that was paid to the plaintiff class in

          20  settlement of the underlying claims and what

          21  the plaintiff class probably would have gotten

          22  if they had known the true amount of the

          23  insurance.  Of course, we say that knew it or

          24  should have known it.  But if the plaintiffs

          25  were to prevail, that is what Mr. McKee says
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           1  the measure of damages would be.  To determine

           2  what the plaintiffs probably would have gotten

           3  had they known that fact, it would be

           4  important to know what was the basis of their

           5  claims, how likely were they to prevail, what

           6  were the defenses, how likely was the

           7  defendant to prevail on the claims that the

           8  plaintiffs were asserted.  All of those merit

           9  issues in that case, in this case, in any case

          10  go to the value of the settlement.  There's

          11  never been a case settled where the parties

          12  where the lawyers on each side didn't consider

          13  the merits of the case and how likely their

          14  client was to prevail in determining what they

          15  were willing to pay or what they were willing

          16  to accept.  Mr. McKee acknowledges by

          17  acknowledging that that would be a the measure

          18  of damages that those merits issues that Mr.

          19  Johnston was heavily involved in will be

          20  issues in this case.

          21              Now, the Hare Wynn firm and Mr.

          22  Somerville represented Mr. Johnston when he

          23  was sued by MedPartners.  He testified that he

          24  revealed any information to those lawyers

          25  regardless of what he thought about whether
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           1  the information was privileged or

           2  confidential.  And he was obviously privy to

           3  and aware of extensive and confidential and

           4  privileged information.  He admitted he shared

           5  with his lawyers all the information that

           6  could have been relevant to the claims

           7  asserted by MedPartners.  He said there was no

           8  information he declined to share with his

           9  lawyers because of any concern on his part

          10  because the information was protected by

          11  attorney client privilege.  The critical rule

          12  that the Court needs to review and look at

          13  that relates to this issue is rule 1 .6 of the

          14  rules of professional conduct.  That is the

          15  rule that talks about whether a lawyer can

          16  disclose confidential information and, if so,

          17  under what circumstances the lawyer may do

          18  that and what limitations there are on the

          19  lawyer to do that.

          20              I will just -- to give you a

          21  little bit of foreshadowing of where I'm going

          22  to get to because I understand that Mr. Hail,

          23  Hare Wynn firm, Mr. Somerville never

          24  represented MedPartners.  MedPartners was not
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          25  a client of theirs.  But rule 1 .6 binds them
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           1  in the same way it binds Mr. Johnston because

           2  Mr. Johnston was MedPartners's lawyer.  To the

           3  extent there's a limitation on his ability to

           4  disclose confidential information that binds

           5  Mr. Somerville and Haley as well.

           6              Rule 1 .6 dictates that Mr.

           7  Johnston must preserve the confidentiality of

           8  information he obtained.  Now, it would be

           9  pretty /OFRB that if MedPartners had not sued

          10  Mr. Johnson, Mr. Johnston could not have

          11  disclosed any of that confidential information

          12  or information protected by the attorney

          13  client information to anybody.  We would all

          14  agree with that.  Because he was the company's

          15  lawyer he was not permitted under the rules of

          16  professional responsibility to disclose any of

          17  that privileged information.  So the issue

          18  becomes because of the claims that were

          19  asserted against him by MedPartners, did he

          20  have the ability under the rules to disclose

          21  certain confidential or attorney client

          22  privileged information.  And the rule says

          23  yes, you do have the ability to do that.  But
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          24  the rules recognize an this is what they say.

          25  The disclosure can be, quote, no greater than
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           1  the lawyer reasonably believes is necessary to

           2  vindicate innocence.  Even if a lawyer is sued

           3  by his client, the lawyer is only permitted to

           4  use or disclose confidential or privileged

           5  information to the extent necessary to

           6  vindicate his innocence.  That's the issue,

           7  then, with respect to the information that Mr.

           8  Johnston had.

           9              It's important to note that a part

          10  from the lawsuit that was filed by

          11  MedPartners, there has never been an a waiver

          12  by MedPartners or Caremark of any privilege,

          13  attorney client privilege, privilege with

          14  respect to confidential information in any

          15  form as it relates to Mr. Johnston.  Now, rule

          16  1 .6 also says -- just to be clear, what I

          17  quoted and what I'm quoted are actually in the

          18  comments to the rule rather than the rule

          19  itself.  Rule 1 .6 also says that the comments

          20  also say that any disclosure of confidential

          21  information should be made in a manner which

          22  limits access to the information to the
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          23  tribunal or other persons having a need to

          24  know it such that a lawyer to avoid

          25  unnecessary disclosure of information relating
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           1  to a representation to limit disclosure to

           2  those having the need to know it and to obtain

           3  protective orders or make other arrangements

           4  minimizing the risk of disclosure.  Now,

           5  obviously, any claims between MedPartners and

           6  Mr. Johnston have long since been resolved.

           7  There are no claims presently existing between

           8  MedPartners or Caremark and Mr. Johnston is

           9  that would require any disclosure of

          10  confidential information or privileged

          11  information at this point in time.

          12              Now, just as Mr. Johnston cannot

          13  disclose that information beyond the limits of

          14  what rule 1 .6 allows, the Hare Wynn firm and

          15  Mr. Somerville cannot disclose that

          16  information beyond the limits of what rule 1.6

          17  allows.  The defendant's expert who will

          18  testify during the course of this hearing,

          19  professor Thomas Morgan, he is a leading

          20  scholar on legal ethics an professional

          21  obligations of lawyers.  He will testify that
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          22  it would be professionally improper for the

          23  Hare Wynn firm and the Somerville firm to use

          24  the information they obtained from Mr.

          25  Johnston in this class action.  Plaintiff's
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           1  counsel cannot both comply with the

           2  limitations on their use of that information

           3  and at the same time vigorously represent the

           4  clients they seek to represent in this case,

           5  the proposed class.

           6              Part of the discuss of one of the

           7  issues with respect to class certification of

           8  Rule 23 (b)(3) as Mr. McKee mentioned is

           9  manageability.  And one issue that relates to

          10  manageability in this case is this particular

          11  issue.  And that is whether the court is going

          12  to have to spend an inordinate amount of time

          13  as the proceedings continue to determine

          14  whether information that is being offered by

          15  plaintiff's counsel is information that

          16  remains confidential and privileged or is not

          17  under rule 1 .6.  That is not something that

          18  the court or that the case should be burdened

          19  with.  The court shouldn't be burdened with

          20  that in presiding over a class action in this
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          21  case.

          22              Now, another issue we talked about

          23  earlier was the issue relating to putative

          24  class counsel's representation of Lauriello

          25  both as a named plaintiff who was seeking to
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           1  be a class representative and also as a

           2  defendant in this case. Rule 1 .7 is pretty

           3  clear.  It says the lawyer shall not represent

           4  a client if it will be directly adverse to

           5  another client unless the lawyer reasonably

           6  leaves the representation will not adversely

           7  affect the relationship with the other client

           8  and each client consent separate consultation.

           9  The comments say, paragraph A prohibits

          10  representation of opposing parties in

          11  litigation.  The particulars in their argument

          12  and if their brief as far as I can tell don't

          13  dispute that that's exactly what putative

          14  class counsel did in this case.  They say it

          15  wasn't important because Lauriello wasn't a

          16  real defendant.  They say he's not a defendant

          17  or a plaintiff anymore so something happened

          18  in the past.  That is not something that

          19  should affect the determination of class
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          20  certification at this point.  But there is no

          21  dispute about the fact that what plaintiff's

          22  class counsel did, putative class counsel did

          23  violated rule 1 .78.  Now, the question is

          24  impact does that have an the class

          25  certification decision.  Obviously, to be
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           1  found to be adequate class counsel, class

           2  counsel has to have at the forefront the

           3  interests of the class.  That has to be the

           4  primary concern that class counsel has.  And

           5  in this case, in this very case, the lawyers

           6  who are seeking to become class counsel faced

           7  a situation where their loyalty was divided

           8  between the class on one hand and their

           9  individual class representative, putative

          10  class representative on the other hand.  The

          11  class on the one hand and Mr. Lauriello on the

          12  other.  They appeared on behalf of Mr.

          13  Lauriello as a defendant and filed a motion to

          14  dismiss the claims that were asserted against

          15  him by McArthur intervenors.  The court denied

          16  the motion to dismiss on March 4, 2008.  That

          17  was after there was not only a motion filed by

          18  there was full briefing on the motion and oral
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          19  argument on the motion.  In its ruling or as a

          20  result of this ruling, putative class counsel

          21  was unsuccessful in obtaining a victory for

          22  one of its clients, Mr. Lauriello, but was

          23  successful of obtaining a victory for the

          24  class that it seeks to represent.  With

          25  respect to whether they class was able to
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           1  assert claims against Mr. Lauriello.  That

           2  divided loyalty, that dual loyalty, that

           3  conflicting loyalty is an anathema adequate

           4  representation of a class.  A class must have

           5  the undivided loyalty of its lawyer.  It can't

           6  be represented by lawyers with divided

           7  loyalty.  The lead counsel agreement also

           8  demonstrates the inadequacy.  I know it's been

           9  discussed in the brief so I'm not going to go

          10  back through it.  But there are aspects of the

          11  lead counsel agreement that render putative

          12  class counsel inadequate in this case.

          13              The other basis for the Court to

          14  determine the putative class counsel is not

          15  adequate is a number of the lawyers whose

          16  firms seek to represent the class in this case

          17  will be witnesses in this case.  I think it's
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          18  got to be apparent based on what we have seen

          19  so far that that is not only likely to happen,

          20  it absolutely will happen.  Rule 3 .7 A says a

          21  lawyer shall not act as advocate at a trial in

          22  which the lawyer is likely to be a necessary

          23  witness.  So the rule is pretty

          24  straightforward.  The issues on which these

          25  lawyers will testify or the issues that will
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           1  be at the heart of any claim by the plaintiffs

           2  in this case.  In fact, the plaintiff's legal

           3  theory that the lawyers were agents of the

           4  class of the individual class members, that

           5  legal theory itself makes the lawyers

           6  necessary witnesses in this case.  What were

           7  the agents, the lawyers told?  When were they

           8  told it?  What did they understand?  What

           9  facts did they have that should have caused

          10  them to conduct further investigation?  Those

          11  are all issues that the lawyers are going to

          12  have to testify about.  They are necessary

          13  witnesses.

          14              Those issues go not only to

          15  reasonable reliance, but they also go to the

          16  statute of limitations defense that the
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          17  defendants have pled.  If if the lawyers are

          18  agents of the class and if the lawyers knew or

          19  should have known, knew or should have known

          20  of the misrepresentation or the suppression

          21  more than two years prior to the time this

          22  case was filed, then the defendants are

          23  entitled to have a judgment entered in their

          24  favor of the basis of the statute of

          25  limitations.  The statute would not longer be
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           1  tolled after the lawyers, as agents for the

           2  class, had knowledge of reason to know.  So

           3  they are critical witnesses on those issues.

           4              So the questions left is, is this

           5  a situation where individual lawyers are not

           6  permitted under the rules to serve as lawyers

           7  for the class or whether both the individual

           8  lawyers and their law firms are not permitted

           9  to serve as agents for the class.  Rule 3 .7

          10  that I referred to earlier says that where

          11  there is likely to be a substantial conflict

          12  between the testimony of the client and that

          13  of the lawyer or a member of the lawyer's

          14  firm, the representation is improper.  So I

          15  will use Mr. Haley and Hare Wynn as an
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          16  example.  If Mr. Haley's testimony is likely

          17  to be in substantial conflict with the

          18  testimony of his clients, then he cannot

          19  represent those clients.  The representation

          20  would be improper.  But it also says if the

          21  testimony of a member of the lawyer's firm, so

          22  if the testimony of a member of the Hare Wynn

          23  firm is likely to be in substantial conflict

          24  with the testimony of the client, then the

          25  representation is improper.  Another way of
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           1  saying the lawyer and the law firm are both

           2  disqualified if there's likely to be

           3  substantial conflict.  The Supreme Court has

           4  held just that.  In Ex Parte Brown, the

           5  Supreme Court said that if an attorney is

           6  disqualified and if he is being called to

           7  testify against his client.  An attorney is

           8  disqualified if he or a member of his firm

           9  will be called to testify about a central

          10  matter in the case.  There's no doubt they

          11  will.  The Supreme Court said Harkins and

          12  company versus Lewis that a lawyer may

          13  continue as representation of his client even

          14  when called as the witness so long as it is
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          15  not apparent that his testimony is or may be

          16  prejudicial to his client.  Here the

          17  plaintiffs claim that the plaintiff's lawyers

          18  representing the class in the underlying cases

          19  were defrauded about the availability of

          20  insurance.  And you have seen some of the

          21  evidence that the defendants would put on to

          22  say that's not the case.  And given the

          23  centrality of those issues and the importance

          24  of those issues to any trial of this case, the

          25  lawyers who were involved in the underlying
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           1  cases are critical witnesses.  What they were

           2  aware of, when they were aware of it, those

           3  kinds of factual questions are central to any

           4  claim in this case. We saw the toll and

           5  Squitieri letter to Lerach, Cauley and

           6  Selinger that raised these questions that all

           7  of the plaintiffs class lawyers should have

           8  been raising.  How much is the excess?  What

           9  does it cover?  How does its relate to the

          10  original policy amount?  We need to

          11  investigate this.  We need to get the policy

          12  and look at it.  We are going to object to the

          13  settlement unless we get this information.  Of
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          14  course, those were questions they were asking

          15  plaintiff's counsel, other lawyers

          16  representing the plaintiff's class.  They

          17  didn't ask Caremark or AIG.  They asked only

          18  of plaintiff's counsel.  Those are the kinds

          19  of questions that all of the lawyers

          20  representing the class should have been

          21  requesting.  Those are the kinds of issues

          22  that the lawyers will be required to testify

          23  during the trial of this case.  The final

          24  testimony.  We have talked about some of this

          25  earlier and there's only one point I want to
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           1  make in addition to the what I said earlier.

           2  Mr. McKee said in talking about the

           3  manageability of a class in this case, that

           4  any settlement fund or judgment fund that's

           5  established would be divided among the

           6  plaintiff class members based on their

           7  ownership interest in the company.  Well, you

           8  have got three different classes of ownership

           9  interest.  You have got the common

          10  stockholders which include all of the named

          11  class representatives. You have got the Taps

          12  class and the tender offer class.  How is it
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          13  you can determine the relative ownership

          14  percentages between those different people

          15  when they are not all the same class?  How

          16  does a Taps purchaser, how does his ownership

          17  interest compare to a common stock owner or to

          18  a tender offer class member?  There's no way

          19  to use some kind of formula to allocate any

          20  settlement or judgment.  Just as in the

          21  original action, each of these groups was not

          22  only represented by different plaintiff

          23  representatives, each of those classes was

          24  represented by different lawyers because their

          25  interests were not the same.  The taps class
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           1  an interest of making the percentage larger

           2  than the other portion.  Same with the other

           3  classes.  And the plaintiff representatives in

           4  this case all being common stockholders have

           5  an interest in making sure that the amount or

           6  the percentage of any settlement fund or

           7  judgment fund is allocated more toward the

           8  common stock class than to either of the other

           9  classes.  That's exactly the issue that Rule

          10  23 addresses in terms of the adequacy of the

          11  plaintiffs.  Are these plaintiffs going to,
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          12  again, have undivided loyalty to the entire

          13  class?  And they can't.  Their primary loyalty

          14  is going to be to those who are similarly

          15  situated to them, the common stockholders.

          16              Mr. McKee has agreed that the opt

          17  outs can't be part of the class.  It is our

          18  position that the nonclaimants also can't be

          19  part of the class because they did not rely on

          20  any misrepresentation of a material facts or

          21  suppression of a material fact in making a

          22  decision not to claim.  Even if they could be

          23  part of a class, if they could some how show

          24  that they suffered some damage, they can't be,

          25  again, represented by the same plaintiff

                                                          230

           1  representatives who are being proffered as

           2  class representatives in this case because of

           3  that difference between the two classes.

           4              We have gone through the reasons

           5  that the fraud claims that are asserted in

           6  this case can't be certified.  I'm not going

           7  to go through the slides.  We are going to

           8  provide you a set of slides as soon as I

           9  finish so you'll have these to use as you

          10  please.  The only thing I want to say in
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          11  summing up where we are, we kind of started

          12  the day with the plaintiffs making the

          13  argument that some how this case is different

          14  than every other case that has ever been

          15  decided related to class certification of

          16  fraud claims, and they use the word over and

          17  over, a unique case.  The reason they say it's

          18  a unique case is because they know if it's not

          19  a unique case, if it's the same kind of fraud

          20  case, any other fraud case is, they are not

          21  entitled to class certification, they know

          22  that.  So in order to try to some how escape

          23  the effects of established Supreme Court

          24  precedence in Alabama, they have to say this

          25  case is not like any other case because in any

                                                          231

           1  other case, class certification would be

           2  denied.  We believe it is like any other case.

           3  It is a fraud case.  As Chris said, it is a

           4  fraud on a bunch of people trying to collect

           5  money damages. Every fraud case on a bunch of

           6  people who are trying to collect money damages

           7  says the Alabama class action statute was

           8  passed the Alabama Supreme Court has said this

           9  is not a case that's appropriate for class
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          10  treatment.  Class certification in those cases

          11  is not appropriate.  We don't believe in this

          12  case it is appropriate.  We appreciate your

          13  patience with us.  We look forward to putting

          14  on our evidence to establish that class

          15  certification is not appropriate in this case.

          16              THE COURT:  Okay.  It is five

          17  until six.  Let's do this.  The hour is late.

          18  Do y'all need rulings from me on those matters

          19  you were unable to reach agreement on.  Well,

          20  let me just ask this.  Were y'all able to

          21  agree on any of these objections?

          22              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Your Honor, we

          23  are working on an agreement.  It would be

          24  helpful to be given the night so we could

          25  report back.  We will meet tomorrow morning

                                                          232

           1  before we begin and try to hammer out an

           2  agreement.  If we were able to, great.  If

           3  not, then that's what may happen as well.

           4              MR. HOLLADAY:  I'd say we made

           5  some progress.  I'm not aware of any reason

           6  that the few matters that are in dispute would

           7  keep us from putting on live testimony.

           8              MR. SOMERVILLE:  With all the
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           9  exhibits that each side has named to have as

          10  few areas of disagreement, that is something.

          11              THE COURT:  Well, I appreciate

          12  counsel.  I will just look forward to seeing

          13  everybody at 8:30 in the morning.

          14              MR. KING:  David misspoke and I

          15  don't want to that Jay Johnston was there

          16  during some of these press releases. I didn't

          17  think that was clear enough.  Jay Johnston

          18  left in the summer of 1998.  I didn't want

          19  there to be any -- he got his date off a year.

          20              MR. POWELL:  So he was not the

          21  general counsel during the press releases.

          22              MR. KING:  He was there during the

          23  underlying conduct.

          24              MR. POWELL:  We hand up the

          25  plaintiff's slides for the Court as well.

                                                          233

           1              THE COURT:  I do want to correct

           2  Mr. Hymer said in his earlier presentation

           3  that should you ever become a judge, you will

           4  learn that while on all appearances, all

           5  lawyers are your friends.  But in reality,

           6  none of you are.  Y'all have a good night.

           7  Thank you.
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           8              (Recess at 6:00 p.m.)
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                                                           1

           1         UNEDITED, UNPROOFREAD, UNCERTIFIED

           2                    ROUGH DRAFT

           3

           4  This transcript of proceedings is being

           5  produced in instant form.  There will be

           6  discrepancies in this form and the final form,

           7  because the instant form has not been edited,

           8  proofread, finalized, indexed or certified.

           9  There will also be a discrepancy in page and

          10  line numbers appearing on the instant form and

          11  the edited, proofread, finalized and certified

          12  form.

          13

          14  Day two of class certification hearing.

          15              (On the record at 8:35 a.m.)

          16              THE COURT:  Good morning.  I hope

          17  everyone had a good night.  Let me handle

          18  several matters before we get started.

          19  Initially I want to commend all counsel

          20  yesterday who spoke on behalf of your clients.

          21  Well done, thorough and professional

          22  presentations.  This was very helpful to the

          23  court to have that as we move forward to the
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          24  evidentiary matters and will be extremely

          25  helpful to the Court as I move forward with my

                                                           2

           1  rigorous analysis after we complete these

           2  proceedings perhaps Saturday.  I can't say

           3  having handled this case for nine years, I was

           4  surprised by much of anything.  Y'all have

           5  done your home work.  I try to do my home

           6  work.  I don't think that both sides could

           7  have better framed the issues.  That's what

           8  this Court expects from some of the finest

           9  lawyers in America out there before me.  So I

          10  compliment you for that as we move to the

          11  evidentiary stage.  First, we will adjourn

          12  today no later than 4:30.  We will start in

          13  the morning at 8:30 and we will adjust from

          14  there.  But yesterday going to almost six was

          15  really absolutely necessary.  Y'all realize

          16  that.  We needed to complete with opening

          17  statements before we moved into the

          18  evidentiary matters.

          19              Now, another matter that assisted

          20  me in making the decision to adjourn at 4:30

          21  is our court reporter, Stephanie.  I'm always

          22  concerned in a lengthy matter about the court
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          23  reporter coming down with some kind of carpal

          24  tunnel syndrome.  She knows and I know there's

          25  some deep pockets out there.  I'm not talking

                                                           3

           1  about your clients.  I'm talking about you.  I

           2  obviously thought with was your more humorous

           3  than you did.

           4              MR. PRATT:  Now that you thought

           5  it was humorous, we do as well.

           6              THE COURT:  I'm not surprised to

           7  gain that delayed reaction.  Now,

           8  procedurally, I want to continue what we

           9  started yesterday.  I will look to Mr. Powell

          10  and Mr. King to comment as it relates to any

          11  matter.  As you did yesterday, should either

          12  of you recognize the need to call on one of

          13  your co-counsel, then that's certainly

          14  appropriate.  But in the order and in order to

          15  provide continuity and some semblance of

          16  organization I will look to both lead counsel.

          17  If anyone has a thought, please pass a note to

          18  the respective co-counsel and I'm sure they

          19  will deal with it appropriately.

          20              All right.  Let me ask what --

          21  well, let me give you my ruling on the motion
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          22  to invoke the rule as to certain lawyers.  We

          23  have all been living this case for nine year

          24  s.  Some of you have been living this case for

          25  much longer than that.  Now, I thought long

                                                           4

           1  and hard and I don't know if you are like me

           2  as a litigator and now as a judge, I wake up

           3  in the middle of the night thinking about

           4  things.  This is one thing I thought about in

           5  the middle of the night.  This is entirely

           6  within my discretion, I recognize.  But I

           7  don't think that there is anything that these

           8  lawyers have not either discussed in their

           9  depositions or have not experienced throughout

          10  this matter which began in not the late

          11  nineties, but in the nineties.  And I'm going

          12  to allow these lawyers to remain in the

          13  courtroom.  I think it's appropriate under the

          14  circumstances.  Particularly, in view of -- I

          15  know if any of them take the stand, that they

          16  will be cross examined with all thoroughness

          17  down to the detail by out standing lawyers.

          18  And the fact that we have such quality counsel

          19  on both sides leads me to make this decision

          20  which I've wrestled with to be one that I
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          21  don't think is going to affect the out come of

          22  these matters.  It is up to the Court to

          23  discern the credibility of each witness, any

          24  kind of witness, expert or attorney or lay.  I

          25  believe this judge is capable of sorting

                                                           5

           1  out -- and I'm not saying there would be any,

           2  but any puffery or slanting of anything of

           3  that nature.  We all have our respective views

           4  on matters and on life.  So as it relates to

           5  the motion, I'm going to overrule,

           6  respectively.  I do so with all confidence

           7  this is the correct decision.  That's my

           8  decision.

           9              Now, everyone else, everyone else

          10  is excluded by the rule.  Mr. King.

          11              MR. KING:  Your Honor, might the

          12  parties experts -- I know this is within the

          13  court's discretion.  Might the party's experts

          14  listen to the other experts.

          15              THE COURT:  Let's hear from Mr.

          16  Powell.

          17              MR. POWELL:  Well, in terms of

          18  that, you know, obviously, we are going first

          19  because we have the burden of proof.  Our
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          20  experts will be testifying.  It may be that we

          21  would call an expert to rebut something.  It's

          22  hard for me to imagine that.  It seems the

          23  cleaner approach would be for the rule to be

          24  invoked as to the people that are not the

          25  lawyers in the case.  Again, everybody's been

                                                           6

           1  deposed.  Let's see how that lands.  I mean, I

           2  can't imagine that in the interest of

           3  fairness, the defense expert can watch the

           4  plaintiff expert testify and then be able to

           5  make specific comments about that testimony.

           6  You know, we've got the Dean of the law school

           7  who has got other responsibilities.  I think

           8  they have got one of their experts out in the

           9  hall way now who lives in DC or Maryland or

          10  somewhere.  It's not like he's attending to

          11  other matters while he's here.  In terms of

          12  scheduling it seems to me to be unfair to give

          13  them that advantage, particularly when we are

          14  going first.  I would urge the Court to hold

          15  to its ruling when the Court said everyone

          16  else.

          17              THE COURT:  Mr. King.

          18              MR. KING:  Your Honor, I do think
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          19  this is an issue that is pretty common now,

          20  that experts do listen to each other.  In

          21  terms of any unfair advantage I think it's

          22  just a time saver rather than our having to

          23  down load information.  So for that reason,

          24  especially given the Court's leniency, which I

          25  understand with respect to the other ruling, I

                                                           7

           1  think that would be a proper balance.

           2              THE COURT:  I'm going to grant

           3  defense counsel's motion.  This has become

           4  something that is increasingly allowed by

           5  Courts.  I think it would be helpful to the

           6  Court in its rigorous analysis.  So any and

           7  all experts may be in the courtroom.  Now, are

           8  you referring to hear other experts only, Mr.

           9  King?

          10              MR. KING:  Yes, sir, I think we

          11  can live with that.

          12              THE COURT:  I think that would be

          13  most appropriate, only to listen to other

          14  experts.  And I know I have to adhere Dean

          15  Randall preliminary vetting by plaintiff's

          16  counsel and perhaps defense counsel.  We'll

          17  see.  All right.  Then the last matter that I
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          18  have on my calendar -- oh, let me say while we

          19  are talking about experts.  I have reviewed

          20  the disclosure of defendant's experts.  I just

          21  missed it.  It was way back in April, April

          22  23.  So I appreciate you getting this to me,

          23  Mr. King.  I have reviewed their CVs as well

          24  as the extensive filings otherwise by defense

          25  counsel.

                                                           8

           1              Now, when we left last night,

           2  y'all asked for additional time to perhaps

           3  resolve certain matters involving the

           4  defendant's objections to plaintiff's witness

           5  and exhibit list.  Mr. Powell, Mr. King, are

           6  y'all prepared either yourselves or calling on

           7  designated counsel to provide the Court with

           8  what y'all have agreed to.  Hopefully Mr.

           9  Somerville handled that for us if I could

          10  defer to him to address the court on that

          11  issue.

          12              THE COURT:  Certainly.

          13              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Your Honor, we

          14  have reached agreement on most of the items.

          15  There are only a couple that are not agreed

          16  upon.  I have prepared an exhibit list with
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          17  offered, object to, admitted.  May I approach?

          18              THE COURT:  That would be helpful.

          19  Yes, please.  Thank you.

          20              MR. SOMERVILLE:  We took our

          21  exhibit list and just put offered, accepted

          22  and refused.  We have reached agreement

          23  regarding everything except numbers 14, 17,

          24  18 --

          25              THE COURT:  Slow down a little.

                                                           9

           1              MR. SOMERVILLE:  31, 32, 39, 40

           2  and 41.

           3              THE COURT:  Okay.  Is that correct

           4  Mr. Holladay?

           5              MR. HOLLADAY:  Yes, Your Honor.  I

           6  do concur that we have reached agreement as to

           7  everything but those.

           8              MR. SOMERVILLE:  One thing we have

           9  reached agreement on that's on here, we have

          10  agreed to file with the Court a disk

          11  containing all depositions taken in this case

          12  together with all exhibits offered in those

          13  depositions.  So I gave them a disk to review

          14  to ensure that that's what that has on it.

          15  After they have a chance to review it, we are
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          16  going to submit that to the court reporter and

          17  mark it as an exhibit.  There is an exhibit

          18  number for that I them and it's number 43.

          19              THE COURT:  All right.

          20              MR. SOMERVILLE:  A lot of these

          21  others at the beginning are duplicative

          22  because we arrived at that agreement late.

          23  The deposition of attorney Richard George,

          24  number 6, is in that.

          25              THE COURT:  So I'm clear, what are

                                                           10

           1  you saying as it relates to number 6?

           2              MR. HOLLADAY:  He's saying you

           3  don't need to the fool with it.

           4              THE COURT:  All right.

           5              MR. HOLLADAY:  Just to cut to the

           6  chase.

           7              MR. SOMERVILLE:  But we will

           8  complete this together and will give it to the

           9  court reporter as an exhibit completed with

          10  the offered, objected, admitted, refused

          11  depending on Your Honor's rulings so we can

          12  keep the record straight.

          13              THE COURT:  Thank you for working

          14  together on that.
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          15              MR. SOMERVILLE:  The items that we

          16  have disagreed on are, as I said, fairly

          17  limited.

          18              MR. HOLLADAY:  I'll be glad to

          19  just start telling you why we disagree because

          20  they sort of fit in categories.  It might be

          21  helpful if I took a minute and told the Court

          22  the reason we filed the objections in the

          23  first place.

          24              THE COURT:  Let me ask, is it

          25  mandatory that the Court rule on these matters

                                                           11

           1  at this moment or is this something that we

           2  could defer and precede with testimony?

           3              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, we

           4  could defer and proceed with testimony, be

           5  glad to take it up at lunch.  We have agreed

           6  before that no witness is going to be shown, I

           7  don't think any of these specific documents,

           8  although I may not be right about that.

           9              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Well, we have

          10  used some of these documents in our

          11  presentation already.  So we will agree for

          12  the purpose of our witnesses today, that we

          13  will not show any of these items.
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          14              THE COURT:  Listen, I do not want

          15  to handcuff plaintiff's counsel.  If you need

          16  a ruling from me on these matters now, then

          17  we'll proceed.

          18              MR. POWELL:  Judge, if I could be

          19  hard on that.  I'm going to be doing the

          20  examinations today.  I have not been part of

          21  these discussions.  If I get something

          22  something object and we'll deal with it then

          23  is the way I suggest we do that.  I don't

          24  think I'm going to with the people I intend to

          25  put on.  I don't think it's relevant.  I don't

                                                           12

           1  believe it is.  But if I do, it's certainly

           2  not in contravention of any agreement.  It's

           3  just a lack of knowledge of what's going on

           4  with that.  If I need it I will call for a

           5  ruling at that point, if that's okay with the

           6  Court.

           7              THE COURT:  And I appreciate it.

           8  On second thought, perhaps -- how long do you

           9  think this would take to argue these several

          10  matters.

          11              MR. HOLLADAY:  I think I can argue

          12  the basic position in ten or fifteen minutes,
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          13  maybe less than that.  The real problem we

          14  have and the real reason we filed the

          15  objections in the first place is that several

          16  of these designations, when you look at the

          17  list, are designations of broad categories of

          18  documents.  And that's the real problem we

          19  have.  They mainly relate to the arbitration.

          20              THE COURT:  Well, I noticed that.

          21  Let's go ahead and proceed, Mr. Somerville,

          22  with you and Mr. Holladay.  So Mr. Holladay,

          23  proceed.  Can you just go in order of 14, 17,

          24  18?

          25              MR. HOLLADAY:  I'll go in any

                                                           13

           1  order you'd like.  If I started globally, that

           2  would help us.

           3              THE COURT:  All right.  Let's do

           4  that.

           5              MR. HOLLADAY:  We did make a lot

           6  of progress trying to work out things with

           7  lawyers. We agreed here that we would not

           8  object to any of the depositions taken in this

           9  case and the testimony taken specifically in

          10  this case or any of the exhibits that were

          11  used as part of those depositions.  I will
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          12  tell you under different circumstances that

          13  would have been some of those exhibits that we

          14  may have fought about.  We agree it's limited

          15  to the purposes of this hearing.  The problem

          16  we had when we got this exhibit list is some

          17  of these are big categories.  For instance, 40

          18  is listed arbitration exhibits by computer

          19  disc without limitations.  Your Honor, there

          20  are literally hundreds of exhibits from that

          21  arbitration.  We could spend the next however

          22  much time we have left for this hearing doing

          23  nothing by organizing over these exhibits.

          24  And one Mr. Somerville and I were talking, one

          25  of the things we talked about was whether or

                                                           14

           1  not we could reach some agreement that we

           2  would just give us a list of the specific

           3  exhibits they needed.  I think he worked hard

           4  to try to do that.  They concluded that they

           5  didn't want to limit themselves in any way.

           6  The real problem we have with that is -- I

           7  know you are getting tired of everybody saying

           8  this is a unique case.

           9              THE COURT:  No.  I used that word

          10  yesterday myself.
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          11              MR. HOLLADAY:  One of the unique

          12  features about this case is we have this

          13  arbitration hearing out there that was a

          14  private proceeding between two insurance

          15  companies and their insured.  As to those

          16  three parties during that arbitration, there

          17  was never anything other than a complete

          18  identity of interest as it related to whatever

          19  the claims had been asserted against them in

          20  the underlying litigation.  Now, they had a

          21  fight amongst themselves about coverage but

          22  they had complete identity in terms of today

          23  of the insured interestingly is claiming

          24  thised hah been asserted in the underlying

          25  litigation.  One of the consequences of that

                                                           15

           1  was in this arbitration, both sides, because

           2  everybody was under the umbrella of the

           3  privilege as it relates to the claims of the

           4  adverse parties produced all kind of attorney

           5  client memos, all kind of things that would

           6  never ordinarily be produced in litigation.

           7  And they did that with the expectation that it

           8  was a private proceeding and it would go no

           9  further than was necessary for the three
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          10  arbitration panel.

          11              Now, fast-forward three years

          12  after 20 something days of testimony, the

          13  dispute gets resolved and these lawyers and

          14  other litigation against one of the insurers

          15  found out the transcript is out there.  Over

          16  the objection of that insurer, the AIG

          17  defendants, they were able to compel Judge

          18  Brown to let them have the arbitration

          19  transcript and all those exhibits.  So

          20  suddenly now, these lawyers have all kinds of

          21  otherwise privileged and confidential

          22  materials that I can assure you my client

          23  objected to and would have never waived the

          24  privilege as to those documents other than to

          25  our insurers who have a right to see what's in

                                                           16

           1  the file.  So now we come to this litigation

           2  knowing that our adversaries have a bunch of

           3  our privileged and attorney client

           4  information.  So I heard Mr. McKee -- and I

           5  understand why he is arguing -- argue waiver

           6  on a bunch of issues yesterday.  The last

           7  thing we can afford to do on the defense side

           8  is allow a blanket designation of thousands of
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           9  exhibits, many of which we think have attorney

          10  client privilege that remains.  I understand

          11  they don't agree on that.  Sometimes the Court

          12  is going to have that rule on that.  But there

          13  is case law out there that says compelled

          14  production of privileged materials over

          15  objection does not waive the privilege.  So

          16  the hear problem we have with these blanket

          17  designations are they include both testimony

          18  and documents that we believe are still

          19  subject to valid attorney client privilege and

          20  work product protection.  That's the reason

          21  tried to work with Mr. Somerville.  Mr. Powell

          22  is right.  His power point contained two

          23  Richard George time entries.  If you will

          24  look, Your Honor, Mr. George's time records

          25  are listed on here as number 17.  While I

                                                           17

           1  might dispute how relevant I think they are,

           2  those two time entries, to the class

           3  certification entries now, I see their point.

           4  If this was for those two time entries we

           5  would not have filed this relevancy objection

           6  as to those particular entries.  But I don't

           7  have a way without reviewing thousands of
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           8  pages to be able to say, yes, we have no

           9  objection to this one.  That's the bind we are

          10  in.  I realize it's a unique situation, but

          11  that's really at the heart of all of our

          12  objections here.  Having said that I'm happy

          13  to go through them one by one and just tell

          14  you.

          15              THE COURT:  Let's hear from Mr.

          16  Somerville to respond generally to your

          17  comments, then we will proceed one by one.

          18              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you.

          19              THE COURT:  Thank you.

          20              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Thank you, Your

          21  Honor.  In the Jay Johnston versus National

          22  Union case, Jay Johnson sued National Union

          23  and Caremark, MedPartners, for bad faith and

          24  for conspiring to take away directors and

          25  officers insurance that he had .  In this

                                                           18

           1  case, the defendants are arguing that there

           2  are privileged materials or confidential

           3  materials that we learned from Jay Johnston

           4  that supposedly arguably prevent us from

           5  continuing in this case.  In the Jay Johnston

           6  versus national Union case, we filed a motion
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           7  to compel from National Union production of an

           8  arbitration transcript and arbitration

           9  exhibits in which the general counsel for

          10  MedPartners testified unfetters.  He testified

          11  at length about the underlying litigation,

          12  this 98 securities litigation.  He talked

          13  about the risk of liability.  He talked about

          14  the damages.  He talked about his evaluation

          15  of the claim.  We put it up yesterday.  You

          16  better get your seat belt.  Numerous other

          17  witnesses testified in that same litigation

          18  and they had documents admitted in that

          19  arbitration that attorney client privilege

          20  materials that detailed the analysis of the

          21  lawyers in the '98 MedPartners securities

          22  litigation detail their evaluations.  Jay

          23  Johnston was not involved in any of these

          24  evaluations.  He was not involved in any of

          25  the impressions that were offered.  He did not

                                                           19

           1  testify.  Ed Hardin testified for example.  He

           2  was the general counsel of MedPartners.  Jack

           3  new man testified.  He was the chief defense

           4  counsel for MedPartners.  Richard George

           5  testified.  Other people who they worked with
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           6  testified regarding the evaluation of the

           7  claims and the liability in the underlying

           8  MedPartners securities litigation.

           9              We filed a motion to compel again

          10  in Jay Johnston versus National Union.  That

          11  was granted.  Here is our motion to compel, if

          12  I may.

          13              THE COURT:  Certainly.

          14              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Curiously, at

          15  this time it's our contention that MedPartners

          16  was a party to this litigation.  But as Your

          17  Honor can see, we filed the motion to compel.

          18  Tom Christian and Mike Kinney were both served

          19  with a copy of the motion.  The request for

          20  production detailed the documents sought,

          21  including number 8, documents correspondence

          22  and communications relating to any arbitration

          23  and or dispute with any excess insurance

          24  carrier relating to the Caremark litigation

          25  since 1987.  That motion, Your Honor, was

                                                           20

           1  granted sometime later, February 26 of 2003.

           2  And if Your Honor will look at page -- Judge

           3  Brown granted this motion.  Look at page

           4  three.  The order recites defendant shall
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           5  retain the right to assert the attorney client

           6  privilege, attorney work product doctrine or

           7  any other privilege with respect to any

           8  responsive document.  Defendant national union

           9  shall identify on a privileged log any and all

          10  documents with held on the basis of attorney

          11  client privilege, attorney work product or any

          12  other alleged privilege of nondisclosure.  If

          13  Your Honor will look down at the corner, both

          14  Mr. Christian and Mr. Kinney were served with

          15  this order.  No documents were identified as

          16  privileged or work product.  There was no

          17  designation.

          18              In September of 2003, after much

          19  wrangling, the documents, the entire

          20  arbitration transcript and exhibits were

          21  produced.

          22              THE COURT:  Say that again.

          23              MR. SOMERVILLE:  In September of

          24  2003, National Union produced the entire

          25  arbitration transcript and exhibits.  They did

                                                           21

           1  not designate any of that as confidential at

           2  that time.

           3              THE COURT:  So Judge Brown's order
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           4  was on February 26, 2003.  And it was

           5  September when this was produced?

           6              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Yes, Your Honor.

           7  And after much letter writing.  And it's our

           8  position in February of 2002, February 27th,

           9  we filed an amended complaint.  Caremark had

          10  been dismissed.  We filed an amended complaint

          11  that added them back into the case.  And they

          12  did not file any motion to dismiss until 2005.

          13  So they were in the case.  The arbitration

          14  transcript and exhibits were produced.  Your

          15  Honor say that yesterday in the presentation.

          16  September of 2003 was the first time anybody

          17  saw the unlimited policy.  That's where we

          18  learned of it.  Jay Johnston, just to remind

          19  you, had been fired from MedPartners well

          20  before that was ever purchased.  So these

          21  documents, the production of these documents

          22  and their content, the testimony by the

          23  general counsel by their chief outside defense

          24  lawyer in that underlying case, the analyses

          25  provided by the lawyers of the liability, the

                                                           22

           1  damages, all of these are attorney client

           2  privileged documents or were.  And they waived
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           3  the privilege.  We contend they waived it when

           4  they offered that testimony in the arbitration

           5  proceeding and certainly they waived it when

           6  they produced these documents to us from 2003.

           7              Furthermore, we made a document

           8  request in this very case.  The document

           9  request we made in this case was for this

          10  arbitration transcript and these exhibits.  So

          11  there would be no mistake about us getting

          12  something from the prior case, we wanted to

          13  make that request in this case so issue could

          14  be jointed in this case so they could offer

          15  any objection whatsoever.  And they produced

          16  those documents.  They are not subject to any

          17  confidential order and they have not asserted

          18  the attorney client privilege with respect to

          19  that production.

          20              THE COURT:  For the record, if you

          21  will delineate more specifically who those

          22  documents mean.

          23              MR. SOMERVILLE:  It's the

          24  arbitration transcript.  The arbitration was

          25  between AIG and MedPartners on one hand and

                                                           23

           1  Chubb on the other.  Chubb was the other
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           2  excess carrier.

           3              THE COURT:  Right.

           4              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Chubb refused to

           5  pay its layer of 15 million dollars that was

           6  sandwiched between the 50.  Chubb refused to

           7  pay.  So AIG sued Chubb to collect that 15

           8  million dollars.  That arbitration was about

           9  payment by Chubb of that excess layer.  In

          10  that arbitration, testimony was offered by

          11  MedPartners and AIG regarding the underlying

          12  litigation.  Every facet of the underlying

          13  litigation, how horrible the claims were for

          14  MedPartners.  And you heard the testimony

          15  again of Ed Hardin yesterday.  If any defense

          16  lawyer thinks that you are going to be able to

          17  defend those cases -- paraphrasing, you better

          18  get your seat belt on.  That was the testified

          19  that was offered.  In the arbitration

          20  transcript, there are so many references to

          21  these different evaluations of the defense

          22  lawyers of MedPartners, not Jay Johnston,

          23  other defense lawyers and their documents .

          24  It all goes to show, Your Honor, that

          25  MedPartners and AIG have waived any expect

                                                           24
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           1  nation of confidential and privilege with

           2  respect to these underlying materials.  To

           3  such an extent that they cannot claim that

           4  anything Jay Johnston supposedly told us, and

           5  we dispute that, but anything he supposedly

           6  told us still has any expectation of

           7  confidentiality or privilege.  There's

           8  thousands of pages of this which goes to show

           9  they voluntarily waived this privilege.

          10              In the court's vigorous

          11  analysis -- and the defense has maintained

          12  throughout that this Court has to conduct a

          13  rigorous analysis.  But in that, these

          14  transcripts and exhibits are the very material

          15  for this Court to consider.  The other

          16  category of waiver that we have talked about

          17  by MedPartners is MedPartners sued Jay

          18  Johnston, as Your Honor is aware, sued him in

          19  1998.  Sued him in a public proceeding.  There

          20  were two trials.  They sued -- MedPartners

          21  sued Jay for every action he took while he was

          22  outside counsel at Haskell Slaughter before he

          23  went in house an then while he was in house

          24  counsel.  So everything he did at MedPartners

          25  they sued him for.  Sued him for three billion

                                                           25
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           1  dollars.  In those trials, MedPartners offered

           2  the testimony of Richard Scrushy who was the

           3  interim CEO.  They offerer the testimony of

           4  Mack Crawford, offered the testimony of board

           5  members.  Offered the testimony of Gene Marsh

           6  who has been mentioned previously in this

           7  case, offered the testimony of another expert

           8  whom they paid 250 thousand dollars to, all to

           9  detail the wrong doing committed by Jay

          10  Johnston in the underlying fraud that was

          11  publicly aired.  There can be no expectation

          12  of any confidentiality of privilege with

          13  respect to anything Jay Johnston did because

          14  of this trial.  We are offered the arbitration

          15  transcripts and exhibits and the trial

          16  transcripts to show in this court's rigorous

          17  analysis that there is no expectation, there

          18  is to privilege that remains and there is no

          19  confidentiality with respect to anything done

          20  by Jay Johnston while at MedPartners.

          21              THE COURT:  You mentioned two

          22  trials.  I know Judge Noble tried a case.  You

          23  know, we never have talked specifics, but I

          24  knew -- you know every case going on in this

          25  courthouse as a judge.  Now, did Judge Noble
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           1  handle both trials or did judge Brown?

           2              MR. SOMERVILLE:  The two trials

           3  were in the same case.  I tried one case.  Jay

           4  Johnston hired me in February of 2001.  He had

           5  been represented by Powell Goldstein.  He

           6  hired me in February of 2001.  We tried one

           7  case and it was a mistrial.  In that mistrial,

           8  after several days of testimony, as I said,

           9  Your Honor, testimony by the general counsel

          10  of MedPartners about the actions of Jay

          11  Johnston while he was general counsel, the

          12  testimony by board members about the actions

          13  by the alleged misfeasance and malfeasance by

          14  Jay Johnston as general counsel.  The case

          15  ended in a mistrial.  Then I brought Mr.

          16  Haleyy and Mr. Cook in the fall of 2001 and we

          17  tried it again before Judge Noble and got a

          18  $3.8 million verdict and a defense verdict on

          19  the three billion dollars of claims against

          20  him.  That was affirmed by the Supreme Court

          21  of Alabama.

          22              So since 2001 for Jay Johnston

          23  certainly, we have always been adverse to

          24  MedPartners.  The claims that MedPartners

          25  injected into issue all dealt with Jay
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           1  Johnston's conduct as outside lawyer at

           2  Haskell Slaughter, in every transaction he

           3  dealt with.  They challenged his conduct and

           4  later as in-house counsel.  So there can be no

           5  expectation of any confidentiality or

           6  privilege.  We have thousands of pages of

           7  trial testimony in both of these trials.  The

           8  trial in 2001 and the trial in 2002 where

           9  MedPartners offered testimony bringing out

          10  publicly what occurred in the underlying

          11  MedPartners securities fraud.

          12              Just so Your Honor knows, Jay

          13  Johnston as general counsel was not aware of

          14  that fraud.  The fraud really took place out

          15  west.  As I testified in my deposition, he did

          16  not disclose to us any privileged or

          17  confidential information about any fraud.

          18              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, I want

          19  to object.  Mr. Somerville pining on his own

          20  credibility about issues that are going to be

          21  in dispute in front of the Court.

          22              MR. SOMERVILLE:  I'll withdraw

          23  that.

          24              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you.
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          25              MR. SOMERVILLE:  In any event, as

                                                           28

           1  Your Honor can see, the reason we offer these

           2  documents is to show -- curiously, the

           3  arbitration testimony and exhibits show also

           4  the extent to which AIG and MedPartners hid

           5  the unlimited insurance.

           6              THE COURT:  All right.  I suppose

           7  Mr. Holladay, you want to respond.

           8              MR. HOLLADAY:  I'll be very, very

           9  short.  One, we are not asserting any

          10  confidentiality objection to the public trial

          11  transcripts.  Our objection was strictly on

          12  relevancy ground and nothing to do with the

          13  class certification issues before the Court.

          14  We are certainly not trying to say the public

          15  trial transcripts are confidential.  As to the

          16  arbitration documents and exhibits, though, we

          17  continue to assert that they are subject to

          18  confidentiality concerns.  I don't think that

          19  it's that efficient for the Court to try to

          20  make blanket rulings now, but I do though that

          21  even Mr. Somerville's comments confirm there

          22  were privileged materials that were included

          23  in there, privileged testimony, otherwise
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          24  privileged testimony this was given during

          25  that proceeding.  Nobody disputes that the

                                                           29

           1  insurers and MedPartners, at least as relates

           2  to the plaintiff's claims both in underlying

           3  litigation and being pursued now were always

           4  aligned with one another and even today as

           5  relates to these lawyers trying to use that

           6  information against the companies.  Having

           7  said all that, there was a compelled

           8  production, I was not in the underlying case.

           9  It may be that Caremark was technically being

          10  cc'd.  The lawyers were told they did not have

          11  the to.  We may have to get Mr. Christian to

          12  confirm.  That's the reason there was no

          13  motion to dismiss until 2005.  I can say on

          14  behalf of my client MedPartners, Caremark we

          15  have never intentionally waived any attorney

          16  client privilege over these materials as

          17  relates to anybody attempting to use it to

          18  pursue the claims that were originally filed

          19  against us in 1998 and in this litigation.

          20  All that aside maybe there's a way to approach

          21  this differently.  As I hear Mr. Somerville,

          22  it sounds like the primary purpose for want
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          23  ing to use those materials is on this issue of

          24  whether there's anything that remains

          25  confidential within MedPartners that would

                                                           30

           1  preclude it from being used as part of this

           2  case or would impact these lawyers adequacy to

           3  represent the claims here.

           4              If that's the purpose and we can

           5  agree that nobody's ruling right now that are

           6  relevant to the merits of the case, they can

           7  be used in the merits of the case.  If we are

           8  solely talking about allowing the Court to

           9  review them, have access to them, to address

          10  the issue of whether things were previously

          11  litigated, were previously disputed and no

          12  longer we main confidential, I think we could

          13  live on the defense side with that sort of an

          14  approach to it.  That would protect us from

          15  not having waived any attorney client

          16  privilege and work product.  Your Honor, we

          17  haven't raised it before now.  This is the

          18  first time at issue.  There's lots of case law

          19  that says we.  If it's at issue.  That's why

          20  we are asserting it if all it's been offered

          21  for is confidentiality or that these issues
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          22  have already been aired in some forum, I think

          23  we could live with that.

          24              MR. POWELL:  Without prejudice to

          25  either side's position in the merits stage.

                                                           31

           1              MR. HOLLADAY:  Correct.

           2              MR. POWELL:  We agree.

           3              MR. HOLLADAY:  Without prejudice

           4  to either side.

           5              MR. POWELL:  We agree.

           6              THE COURT:  So are we saying that

           7  all of these matters can now be utilized in

           8  these proceeding.

           9              MR. HOLLADAY:  Solely for the

          10  purpose we have talked about to determine

          11  whether or not an issue has been previously

          12  litigated and put at issue in the other

          13  litigation without anybody's waiver.

          14              THE COURT:  I'm going to break

          15  right now for 20 minutes and see if y'all

          16  can -- we've made immense progress.  We are

          17  going to take a break until 9:45.  It's 925.

          18  I want you to see based upon what I just heard

          19  if y'all can reduce that to writing for the

          20  order of the Court.
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          21              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you.

          22              THE COURT:  Thank you so much.

          23              (Short recess.)

          24              THE COURT:  Let's hear from

          25  counsel.

                                                           32

           1              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, fill

           2  holiday for the defendants.  I think we have

           3  an agreement and I'll be happy to read in more

           4  or less to the Court what we have agreed on.

           5  And if Your Honor wants us to look over the

           6  order, we'll be glad to do that.  The Court

           7  having considered the defendant's objections

           8  to plaintiff's witness and exhibit list and

           9  the argument of counsel from the respective

          10  parties on those objections hereby ordered

          11  adjudges and decrees that the objected to

          12  materials will come in for class certification

          13  proceedings only without prejudice to the

          14  parties position on privilege, work product,

          15  confidentiality or other protection which

          16  currently exists as of the date of this order,

          17  which positions shall be preserved as to all

          18  parties.

          19              MR. POWELL:  It was my writing.
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          20  That's why I was looking over his shoulder.

          21              THE COURT:  All right.  And I ask

          22  plaintiff's counsel, is this the agreement?

          23              MR. POWELL:  It is the agreement,

          24  Your Honor.

          25              THE COURT:  And Mr. Holladay

                                                           33

           1  that's the agreement?

           2              MR. HOLLADAY:  Yes, sir.  That's

           3  the order we have been able to agree to.

           4              THE COURT:  I think it would be

           5  appropriate that the Court grants the order.

           6  I appreciate counsel working so arduously on

           7  this.  I think I will -- if you will give to

           8  the court reporter, give that to her, she'll

           9  make a Court exhibit.  Then I will enter it --

          10  well, I will document it memorialize it as an

          11  order.  It is so order based upon what counsel

          12  have jointly recommended to the Court.  And to

          13  make sure everybody understands, including the

          14  Court, all of these objections are hereby

          15  taken care of and resolved.  Those are I

          16  believe 14, 17, 31.

          17              MR. HOLLADAY:  18 is in there as

          18  well, Your Honor.
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          19              THE COURT:  All right.  14, 17,

          20  18, 31, 32, 39, 40 and 41.

          21              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, we

          22  agree.  The order covers all of these

          23  objections.

          24              THE COURT:  And it is so ordered.

          25  If you will hand that to the court reporter.

                                                           34

           1  I will have my staff prepare an appropriate

           2  order for review by counsel before I finally

           3  enter it.

           4              MR. HOLLADAY:  It's a combination

           5  of my illegible writing I will get something

           6  sketched out to the court reporter that

           7  hopefully will be read.

           8              THE COURT:  And I can tell from

           9  here it's no better than my handwriting.

          10              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you, Your

          11  Honor.  With that, am I correct in making the

          12  statement that the only remaining defendant's

          13  objection would be Mr. King, to the

          14  designation by the Court of Dean ran dell as

          15  an expert?

          16              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.

          17              THE COURT:  And there being no
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          18  plaintiff's objections, this resolves

          19  everything.  After hearing the examination as

          20  to the credentials of Dean Randall being

          21  tendered as an expert and perhaps

          22  cross-examination after that has been

          23  completed by plaintiff's and without going

          24  into the merits, then the Court will rule as

          25  it relates to Dean Randall and his ability to

                                                           35

           1  testify in this case involving those

           2  identified matters in the expert disclosure.

           3  Having revolved all of that, are we prepared

           4  to move forward in this case?

           5              MR. POWELL:  We are, Your Honor.

           6              THE COURT:  All right.

           7              MR. POWELL:  Let's have Dean

           8  Randall right now.

           9              THE COURT:  Step right up here,

          10  Dean.  Before you have a seat, after you raise

          11  your right hand and state your name for the

          12  record, the court reporter will administer the

          13  oath.

          14              THE WITNESS:  Kenneth Randall.

          15

          16  KENNETH C. RANDALL
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          17  was sworn and testified as follows:

          18

          19              THE COURT:  Have a seat.  I have

          20  this microphone on.  Mr. Powell.

          21              MR. POWELL:  Thank you, Your

          22  Honor.

          23  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL:

          24        Q.    Dean, I know Judge King and the

          25  Supreme Court of Alabama who will be

                                                           36

           1  potentially looking at this de novo is fully

           2  aware of who you are.  For the record, tell

           3  the Court your name, what you are doing, your

           4  educational background, your training and

           5  experience, please, sir.

           6        A.    Be happy to.  Kenneth C. Randall.

           7  For the past 18 years, I have served as Dean

           8  of the University of Alabama school of law the

           9  state's only public law school.  I have served

          10  on the law faculty for 27 years.  And since

          11  the early, held a professor of law.  For the

          12  past six or seven years special counsel to the

          13  university president.  I'm an active member of

          14  two bars.  With my supervisor's permission at

          15  times I'm allowed to engage in some law
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          16  practice which I do.  I have several business

          17  interests.  Work with the private equity group

          18  here in Birmingham.  I have several different

          19  degrees.  Four law degrees one from Hofstra

          20  University on Long Island, where I'm from,

          21  Yale and two from Columbia.  Over the past

          22  decade I have gone back to business school in

          23  the executive education department at Harvard,

          24  Columbia and University of Alabama in the

          25  business realm.

                                                           37

           1        Q.    Let's talk about your tenure as

           2  Dean at the law school.  Are you familiar with

           3  the U.S. news and world report rankings and

           4  analyses and judgments about various law

           5  schools in this country?

           6        A.    Yes, sir.

           7        Q.    Tell the Court a little bit about

           8  what that process is and your familiarity with

           9  it, sir.

          10        A.    About 20 years ago, US News and

          11  World Report started to rank graduate programs

          12  in the country including law schools.  When I

          13  took over as Dean with the law school at

          14  Alabama was ranked approximately number 85 in
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          15  the country.  And at that time probably there

          16  were 180 to 190.

          17        Q.    Remind us when that was.

          18        A.    1993.  Today University of Alabama

          19  law school is ranked within the top ten public

          20  law schools. All of the law schools which are

          21  about 210 we are ranked as the 29th today,

          22  which my staff tells me is the greater jump in

          23  rankings of any law school nationwide.

          24        Q.    Is that ranking in terms by the

          25  U.S. news and world report something that is
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           1  looked at by administrators, law faculty

           2  companies, in-house counsel, private

           3  practitioners as a fairly elite and

           4  authoritative analysis of the quality of the

           5  law school and its programs?

           6        A.    Yes, sir.

           7        Q.    In addition to the ranking as the

           8  29th best law school in the country and in the

           9  top ten public institutions in this country,

          10  is one of your duties as Dean is to interview,

          11  hire faculty?

          12        A.    Yes, sir.

          13        Q.    Does the university have -- does
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          14  the law school have an it faculty any

          15  professors or courses in the professional

          16  responsibility?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    What is your role, please, sir, in

          19  providing that type of educational opportunity

          20  to your students, that is the professional

          21  responsibility?

          22        A.    Well, the ABA standards require

          23  law schools to teach a course in legal ethics.

          24  Schools can go on and teach additional classes

          25  in legal ethics but this phenomenon of adding
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           1  that is post Watergate.  The teaching has

           2  really evolved.  The NPR was administered in

           3  1980.

           4        Q.    That's an acronym for what?

           5        A.    Really the bar examine for

           6  professional ethics. We are one of the first

           7  states in the union to require that.  But the

           8  teaching of ethics an legal education has

           9  evolved since the time that that course was

          10  first instituted.

          11        Q.    Share with the Court and the rest

          12  of us your knowledge and familiarity with the
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          13  evolution of ethics and what your

          14  understanding of that is?

          15        A.    Be happy to.  First of all,

          16  Alabama is if first state in the union that

          17  had a code o ethics.  If you look at history

          18  you will see Alabama credited with having

          19  established first code.  If you look at the

          20  ABA rules you can see shades of the first

          21  code.  The first code was created by the man

          22  who became governor of the State of Alabama.

          23  And the code was put in place in 1887.  I

          24  mean, you can look at 3 .7 the first code

          25  paragraph 25 both dealing with lawyers as
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           1  witnesses.  And you will see some great

           2  overlap.  So we were the first state that had

           3  a code.  Of course, the code has evolved.

           4        Q.    Is 3.7 implicated in this

           5  litigation?

           6        A.    Yes, sir.

           7        Q.    Go ahead, sir.

           8        A.    Law schools began teaching ethics

           9  more seriously after Watergate.  We had a

          10  President and his attorney general who were

          11  lawyers who were sent to prison or impeached.
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          12  One of the ideas was that it was because we

          13  didn't have ethical training in law schools.

          14  And we started to have really the multiple

          15  choice exam.  What law schools did initially

          16  and my first law degree is from 1981, so I

          17  have been at this for a while.  We're talking

          18  about 30 years or so.  I have inspected 20

          19  something law schools for accreditation.  So I

          20  have a good understanding of curriculum

          21  nationwide.  Legal and education both have

          22  evolved.  There was a time where the law was

          23  only taught theoretically as an academic.

          24  Legal ethics was taught abstractly largely to

          25  get you ready for the multi-choice exam.  But
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           1  that's what the test is.  However, legal

           2  education and the teaching has resolved at my

           3  law school.  We do teach still the historic

           4  class on legal ethics but it's hard to staff

           5  because the professors keep begging out of it

           6  because it's taught in the abstract.

           7  Processor Gene Marsh, Carl Andrews, Joseph

           8  Colquitt, all have asked not to teach this

           9  class.  I will give you an example from my own

          10  teaching, if I may of how we think it's a more
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          11  effective way of teaching legal ethics it's

          12  not how an ethics rule may happen to come up

          13  in a class.  It's not how I described it in my

          14  deposition.  Currently, I teach a class on the

          15  law of private equity and venture capital.

          16  Several rules that we talk about actively in

          17  class that I raise in class and can be raised

          18  in class. Obviously, what you teach each

          19  semester shifts.  Simultaneous to my work in

          20  this case where defendants raised questions

          21  about the reduction of the fee to the

          22  plaintiffs that was given to Mr. Lauriello for

          23  his loss of MedPartners stock, I was talking

          24  in my class about whether a lawyer could

          25  reduce his fee when being engaged by a new
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           1  venture.  So we talk about a lot about that in

           2  my class.  The question always comes up the

           3  founders is going to need an accountant and he

           4  is going to need a lawyer.  If you look at

           5  some of the best lawyers they are expensive.

           6  Is a lawyer allowed to reduce his fee.  The

           7  second question --

           8        Q.    So you are dealing with 1 .5 in

           9  the context of the classes that you teach?
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          10        A.    Exactly.  And I teach it in part

          11  of as a skills.  We don't teach just the

          12  theory of business.  We teach about what

          13  lawyers do when they get out into law

          14  practice.  Related to the fee, is the lawyer

          15  allowed to take an interest in a company.  So

          16  the normally charges three hundred dollars an

          17  hour can he go down to one hundred dollars an

          18  hour by two hundred shares of preferred stock

          19  in it.  So you deal with 1 .8 dealing with the

          20  ability of lawyers to engage in transactions

          21  with their clients.  Confidentiality issues

          22  come up, 1 .6 just regularly.  You talk about

          23  the comparison of confidentiality with the

          24  lawyer and non-lawyers.  We talk about

          25  nondisclosure agreements an the drafts.  We
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           1  talk about a person approaching the attorney

           2  client privilege.

           3        Q.    Are those rules implicated in this

           4  litigation?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.  And then a final one

           6  obvious in this case as we said before,

           7  implicated is the rule of a lawyer serving as

           8  a witness which comes under section three of
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           9  the Alabama code.  Many times at some point

          10  the lawyer gets asked the to go on the board

          11  of directors.  The question is should they.

          12  Well, what are the implicated.  It could be

          13  that there's a fight about that.  What's that

          14  lawyer's role?  Can he be called upon as a

          15  witness?  If he's a member of the board does

          16  that have an implication?  If he does become a

          17  witness to something, does that impute his

          18  entire firm being thrown out of the

          19  litigation.  If he's a Corp. late lawyer.

          20  Those are contextual ways that we link up

          21  ethics.  Then there's a whole category of

          22  professionalism.

          23        Q.    Let's talk about that.

          24        A.    We have a lot of testimony in this

          25  case about rule s of legal ethics.  And I view
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           1  those to be the floor of how a lawyer operates

           2  in his profession.  But they are sub assumed

           3  by the bigger concept of professionalism.

           4  Lawyers are supposed to adhere to the rules of

           5  professional conduct.  They can be disciplined

           6  when they are not.  But that doesn't really go

           7  to demeanor and decorum in the way the lawyers
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           8  deal with other folks.  That comes under the

           9  rubric of professionalism.  One of the things

          10  you see is a movement away from just looking

          11  at these rules, which lawyers know.  I have

          12  been a member of the bar since 1982, I guess,

          13  to the concept of professionalism.  So for

          14  example in my role as Dean, I have spoken,

          15  maid introductory remarks at two CLE

          16  conferences.  I have served under two chief

          17  justices.  In my role as Dean I'm asked to

          18  certify the ethical fiber of students who want

          19  to enter the profession of the State of

          20  Alabama.  I don't do that as a rubber stamp

          21  function.  I read files and meet applicants.

          22  I take it as a serious responsibility.

          23        Q.    In other words, if I remember

          24  correctly, your charged with the

          25  responsibility of making sure that each
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           1  entering student into your law school who

           2  wishes to practice law in the State of Alabama

           3  within certain period of time after entry into

           4  your school meets the ethical requirements of

           5  the state bar in order to eventually qualify

           6  to take the bar exam?
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           7        A.    Yes, sir.  It comes in a couple of

           8  stages. We have asked on an application.  We

           9  have had a process that is similar to the bar.

          10  One of the reasons for that is when our

          11  questions have deviated an our application

          12  from the state bar you'll have a student

          13  answering I have never done this and this and

          14  he gets to law school and he has to fill out

          15  the application and he's asked a different set

          16  of questions who he has the answer no, no, to.

          17  The question is what do you do with the

          18  student.  So you make some assessment of how a

          19  person's past behavior would comport with his

          20  ability to join the bar.  As an active member

          21  of the bar I'm asked by more students than any

          22  other professor to fill out an affidavit about

          23  the character and potential of this person.

          24  Again, a job that I take seriously.  Before

          25  their certified for the bar, yes undertake a
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           1  similar process.

           2        Q.    Let me take you back to this issue

           3  of the rules of professional responsibility,

           4  the ethics being the floor that is expected,

           5  the floor of the conduct that is expected of
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           6  lawyer versus a professional aspect.  Do you

           7  see those two and has your experience been

           8  they are extremely interrelated in terms of

           9  how one interacts are another.  I may need to

          10  make myself clear.  Are you involved in these

          11  issues?  I think you talked about that, but

          12  can you put more meat on those bones for us.

          13        A.    Absolutely.  Any discussion of

          14  professionalism consumes the rules of

          15  professional conduct.  I think it helped when

          16  you have had an active law practice, active

          17  business practice, understand how those rules

          18  work in a real world setting, not just an

          19  academic setting.  I think then they get

          20  raised up and we talk about professionalism,

          21  how lawyers deal with each other.  We have put

          22  on at Cumberland and all day conference on

          23  professionalism.  That's a higher standard and

          24  it goes to behavior manners and our bar has

          25  expended to about 14 thousand lawyers.
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           1        Q.    Dean, let's just drill down right

           2  to it.  In connection with your job as Dean of

           3  University of Alabama school of law, your job

           4  as professor teaching young law students the
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           5  courses that you teach, serving under chief

           6  justices on their professionalism committees,

           7  teaching and arranging seminars as the various

           8  institutions at the state and perhaps the

           9  country on ethics.  Evaluating the curriculum

          10  of differing law schools, not only your own

          11  but around the country, evaluating student's

          12  capabilities and capacities to comply with

          13  ethics rules to be eligible to take the bar,

          14  have you and are you intimately familiar with

          15  the Alabama rules of professional conduct?

          16        A.    Absolutely.

          17        Q.    For how long, sir, have you been

          18  so familiar with those?

          19        A.    Well, at least going back to when

          20  I became a member of the Alabama state bar,

          21  which was approximately 1989, 1990 or I guess

          22  pushing 25 years.

          23        Q.    And would it be a derogation of

          24  your responsibilities as Dean and all those oh

          25  qualifications that I just went to for you to
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           1  be unfamiliar with the Alabama rules of

           2  professional conduct?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.
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           4              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, at this

           5  point I will tender Dean Randall as an expert.

           6              MR. KING:  May we question him?

           7              THE COURT:  You may.

           8  VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION BY MR. KING:

           9        Q.    Good morning, Dean Randall.

          10        A.    Good morning.

          11        Q.    Dean, would you agree there are

          12  law professors in this state and country who

          13  devote a good portion of their teaching and

          14  scholarship to the rules of professional

          15  responsibility?

          16        A.    Yes, sir.

          17        Q.    There are folks who make that

          18  their specialty?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.

          20        Q.    And I know I saw you chatting with

          21  professor Tom Morgan this morning.  Did you

          22  know professor Morgan before?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    And are you aware that he's one of

          25  those law professors that devotes a good
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           1  portion of his teaching and scholarship

           2  actually to lawyering an rules of professional
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           3  responsibility?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.

           5        Q.    Don, if you could pull up the bio.

           6  I want us to take a look at your bio here,

           7  Dean Randall.  And I got this off the law

           8  school web site.  Your specialties, as we say

           9  down here, you have some areas of expertise.

          10  They are listed as business, corporate

          11  governance, corporations an international law;

          12  correct?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    And you don't list -- you also

          15  list your courses but you don't list anywhere

          16  on your bio either ethics or the rules of

          17  professional responsibility as a course that

          18  you have taught?

          19        A.    Not the traditional course yes,

          20  sir.

          21        Q.    And in fact, Dean Randall, it's

          22  true, I know from taking your deposition that

          23  you have not taught a professional ethics

          24  course in your entire 27 year correct?

          25        A.    If you define preparing students
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           1  for the NPR.
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           2        Q.    Or a course called professional

           3  ethics?

           4        A.    Correct.

           5        Q.    Or a course called legal ethics?

           6        A.    Correct.

           7        Q.    And you have never published an

           8  article of a paper on professional ethics?

           9        A.    Only if you include corporate

          10  governance in there.

          11        Q.    And you have never published on

          12  Rule 23?

          13        A.    Correct.

          14        Q.    But you have done a lot of

          15  publishing?

          16        A.    I used to publish as a professor.

          17        Q.    And none of that scholarship dealt

          18  with the field of professional ethics?

          19        A.    Correct.

          20        Q.    Neither of you two LLM degrees

          21  were in ethics?

          22        A.    They were both general LLMs.

          23        Q.    And you had said in your

          24  deposition that you wrote an article on

          25  HealthSouth?
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           1        A.    Yes, sir.

           2        Q.    That maybe it had something to do

           3  with lawyer ethics.  I read it.  Would you

           4  agree with me it doesn't?

           5        A.    It's about corporate governance.

           6        Q.    And that's one of your

           7  specialties?

           8        A.    Yes, sir.

           9        Q.    And professional responsibility is

          10  actually a mandatory class?

          11        A.    Correct.

          12        Q.    It's a second year class an called

          13  professional responsibility as I understand

          14  it?

          15        A.    It can be taken in either the

          16  second or third year.

          17        Q.    And from looking on the website it

          18  looks like four professors are going to teach

          19  that next fall.  Does that sound right?

          20        A.    No, sir.

          21        Q.    Doesn't sound right?

          22        A.    No, sir.

          23        Q.    The website says Steven Hobbs is

          24  teaching professional responsibility?

          25        A.    I don't think he's teaching it.
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           1  We offer one session a semester.  I don't

           2  recall professor Hobbs.  It's one a semester

           3  and not four a semester.

           4        Q.    How about Paul Horwitz?  Is he

           5  teaching?

           6        A.    That sounds right, but I don't

           7  have the schedule in front of me.

           8        Q.    In fact, I've got his syllabus

           9  here which I will -- may I approach the

          10  witness, Your Honor?

          11              THE COURT:  Please.

          12        Q.    I tell you what I'm going to do,

          13  Dean.  I'm going to give you this book.  That

          14  way I won't have to keep coming back and

          15  forth.  So if you will go behind tab D, that's

          16  a syllabus for Professor Horwitz.  It's

          17  actually the spring 11.  It will you agree

          18  actually teaches the rules of professional

          19  responsibility?

          20        A.    It surely makes reference to the

          21  rules.

          22        Q.    It's called legal profession.  And

          23  if you look at the syllabus starting on the

          24  second page where they go to scheduled

          25  assignments it appears the rule of
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           1  professional responsibility is discussed in

           2  virtually every session of the course?

           3        A.    Correct.

           4        Q.    A Joanne Brunt who is a visiting

           5  professor does she teach this course as well?

           6        A.    She has.  I don't know if it's

           7  teaching right now.

           8        Q.    Mona Himel?

           9        A.    She has.

          10        Q.    I have her spring syllabus here.

          11  If you will look behind Tab E at Exhibit 1205

          12  will you agree that her course also deals with

          13  the rules of professional responsibility?

          14        A.    Yes.  These are teachers who is

          15  classes I have visited and I'm familiar with

          16  their syllabus.

          17        Q.    Do you know if the lawyers for the

          18  plaintiffs contacted any of the faculty at

          19  your school who teach professional ethics to

          20  request that they come to the Court and give

          21  testimony on professional ethics before they

          22  contacted you?

          23        A.    I don't know that they called

          24  anyone and I have inferred they did not.

          25        Q.    And Dean Randall just quickly,
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           1  there's another fine law school in Birmingham

           2  and you mentioned Jones that we are all proud

           3  off and Cumberland?

           4        A.    Yes.  I also referred to that one.

           5        Q.    You did.  Will you agree with me

           6  that it has an excellent faculty some of whom

           7  have extensive background in teaching

           8  professional ethics in particular?

           9        A.    Yes.

          10        Q.    Familiar with governor Brewer who

          11  is a professional ethics professor?

          12        A.    Yes, sir.  He's a friend of mine.

          13        Q.    Do you know if any of those

          14  professors who actually teach ethics were

          15  contacted by these lawyers before they called

          16  on you?

          17        A.    No, sir.

          18        Q.    Now, you were contacted on a

          19  Friday in late February; correct?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    By John Somerville?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    And Mr. Somerville is a graduate

          24  and patron on the University of Alabama law
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          25  school?
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           1        A.    Yes, sir.

           2        Q.    As are members of the other firms

           3  who have retained you in this case?

           4        A.    On both sides, yes, sir.

           5        Q.    And when he contacted you, you had

           6  less than three weeks before your expert

           7  disclosure was due on March 15th?

           8              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, this

           9  seems more like impeachment.  I don't know

          10  where this is in terms of qualifications.

          11  Seems more like cross-examination.

          12              MR. KING:  Just laying some

          13  foundation, Your Honor.

          14              THE COURT:  Overruled.  I'm going

          15  to allow it.

          16        Q.    And you knew nothing about the

          17  case at the time; correct?

          18        A.    Correct.

          19        Q.    And you reviewed some materials.

          20  Here is the point.  You told me in your

          21  deposition what you did after you met with Mr.

          22  Somerville is you did -- you hit the library.

          23  You hit the law library to conduct legal
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          24  research on the various ethical issues that

          25  you were being asked to testify about?
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           1        A.    I don't remember any language.  I

           2  did do confirmatory research.  There was some

           3  testimony that he had not read any Alabama law

           4  and I did read Alabama law in preparation.

           5        Q.    You went to the library to conduct

           6  research on the various ethics issues?

           7        A.    Yes, I certainly did some research

           8  and confirmed past knowledge.

           9        Q.    And you didn't look at any

          10  materials authored by you; correct?

          11        A.    Correct.

          12        Q.    Because you have not authored any

          13  such materials?

          14        A.    Correct.

          15        Q.    Rather, you researched other

          16  materials just like any lawyer in this

          17  courtroom or Judge King or any ore good lawyer

          18  who passed the Alabama bar would go to educate

          19  yourself?

          20        A.    I primarily looked at a couple of

          21  Alabama law cases, not law review articles

          22  much by anybody but actually Alabama law at 55
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          23  I do sometimes have to go back and read a case

          24  to remind myself.

          25        Q.    As do we all.  And you indicated,
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           1  Dean, that you gained familiarity with the

           2  Alabama rules of professional conduct when you

           3  passed the Alabama bar; correct?

           4        A.    I did not have to sit for the

           5  Alabama bar examine.

           6        Q.    I misunderstood.  When you became

           7  a member of the Alabama bar?

           8        A.    Yes.  Because I thought it was my

           9  responsibility to understand the rules of

          10  professional conduct when joining the bar even

          11  if not required to take the bar exam.

          12        Q.    Have you ever taken the NPRE?

          13        A.    Yes, sir and I passed it.

          14              MR. KING:  No further questions on

          15  his qualification Your Honor.  The defendant

          16  submits that although Dean Randall is

          17  eminently qualified as a scholar on many

          18  subjects he's no more qualified than any other

          19  lawyer in this room to testify on those

          20  issues.  For that reason we continue to rely

          21  on your motion to exclude his testimony as an
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          22  expert witness.

          23              THE COURT:  All right.  I'm going

          24  to allow argument.  I will leave it up to

          25  plaintiff's counsel whether the Dean remains
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           1  among us or is excused.  It matters not to the

           2  Court but I would like to hear from both

           3  sides.  I will then make a ruling.

           4              MR. POWELL:  Now?

           5              THE COURT:  Yes.

           6              MR. POWELL:  The Dean can remain

           7  if he likes.

           8              THE COURT:  Stay right there.

           9              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, the Dean

          10  is obviously eminently qualified to teach

          11  ethics.  He says the ethics issues are

          12  intricately involved and the course material

          13  that he teaches.  He is responsible for the --

          14  he went through his qualifications in terms of

          15  ethics and professionalism, the committees

          16  that he spokes on.  He told the court he is

          17  intimately familiar with the rules an works

          18  with them on a daily basis.  In terms of

          19  argument I think he makes an argument better

          20  than I can make it.
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          21              THE COURT:  Mr. King.

          22              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.  Your Honor,

          23  what the Alabama Supreme Court requires is

          24  that an expert witness have expertise beyond

          25  over and above and beyond others based on
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           1  education, training or experience.  I cited

           2  the Furin case.  This is an aerospace

           3  engineer.  He had devoted extensive time and

           4  research to stud dying the cause of flooding.

           5  But the Court said an air row space engineer

           6  cannot qualify as an expert on flooding.  I

           7  cited the linkfelt case.  That case involved

           8  welds on a kiln breaking.  The witness was a

           9  licensed mechanical engineer.  But the witness

          10  didn't have the particularized expertise on

          11  the kiln at issue.  In swan strum, the

          12  aviation engineer who had very similar to Dean

          13  Randall had routinely encountered fire issues

          14  in connection with investigating aviation

          15  accidents.  None the less, since the testimony

          16  calls for cause and origin testimony, the

          17  court says a cause and origin expert should

          18  testify.  The same with the slay, the engineer

          19  with the collapsed ladder.  He was intimately
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          20  familiar with the engineer with how ladders

          21  cop lance.  What the Court has tried to do

          22  Your Honor is draw a distinction between those

          23  who are well qualified and have worked with

          24  something and those who have specialized in

          25  something.  And we submit that Dean Randall is
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           1  a well qualified lawyer and professor and deep

           2  who is on occasion as have we all worked with

           3  ethics.  That simply doesn't meet the standard

           4  that the Alabama Supreme Court has set.  For

           5  those reasons, we move to exclude his

           6  testimony.

           7              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell, anything

           8  further?

           9              MR. POWELL:  Just very briefly,

          10  the distinction here very clearly is the

          11  standard in the scientific cases unlike the

          12  case Mr. King cited to you is can the

          13  testimony help the trier of fact which is what

          14  you are in this case.  So clearly contrary to

          15  the aversion that he dabbles in ethics

          16  periodically, he's told the court he is

          17  intimately involved in the courses he teaches.

          18  He makes the argument much better than I can.
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          19              THE COURT:  Mr. King, anything

          20  further?

          21              MR. KING:  No, sir.

          22              THE COURT:  I thought about this

          23  long and hazard.  Is it Mr. Morgan that's in

          24  the courtroom?

          25              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.
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           1              THE COURT:  Glad to have you.  I

           2  have known Dean Randall primarily by

           3  reputation but have certainly had occasion to

           4  become acquainted with him.  And my father was

           5  a graduate at the University of Alabama law

           6  school in 1951, my late father.  I went to the

           7  Cumberland school of law after I returned in

           8  over seas and graduated in 76.  In reviewing

           9  Dean Randall's deposition and his CV and in

          10  listening to him on the stand, jump, the

          11  greatest jump in the academic community for

          12  the Alabama school of law to go in 1993 when

          13  he became Dean from the 85th to the 29th

          14  ranked law school in the country last year

          15  public and private and being at the top ten of

          16  all public institutions, I know somewhat about

          17  U.S. news an world report, I follow it.  I
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          18  happen to know more and most by virtue of my

          19  wife is a marketing manager at University of

          20  Alabama Birmingham.  Her women and infant

          21  center is in the top 20 each other.  She works

          22  hard to maintain that and to improve on it

          23  through her marketing efforts and other means.

          24  Now, my point is this, the Dean may not have

          25  taught professional responsibility but as Dean
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           1  his responsibility is that of retaining,

           2  supervising, monitoring, as he stated,

           3  professors who do, in fact, teach the rules of

           4  professional responsibility.  He is familiar

           5  with those.  He has been charged by two chief

           6  justices with being on the original panel as

           7  it relates to not only teaching the Alabama

           8  rules of professional responsibility but also

           9  to inculcate in the bar as a whole.  And as I

          10  understand and particularly the newest members

          11  of the bar a sense of professionalism in an

          12  effort to raise the ethical climate of our

          13  bar.

          14              Now, I suppose I could go on.  But

          15  in fact, Dean Randall by reputation is among

          16  the finest legal minds in the country.  He has
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          17  a reputation for being above board.  He

          18  certainly has a reputation for accomplishment

          19  in over seeing and improving year by year over

          20  the last 19 years the standard of the

          21  University of Alabama school of law.  Now, in

          22  virtually every jury trial, I have an expert.

          23  It may just be a doctor.  It may be an

          24  engineer.  It might be an architect.  I think

          25  I have seen it all.  And I'm sometimes called
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           1  on to deem an expert qualified, and that's my

           2  job.  I understand it.  Often, there's a

           3  concurrence and no objection, but I certainly

           4  respect defense counsel's right to object

           5  because I understand the importance of this

           6  matter as it relates to adequacy in this case.

           7              Now, in APJI dealing with 15.09,

           8  expert witness waivers, witnesses have

           9  testified this this case -- and this is a jury

          10  charge -- as experts and have been permitted

          11  to express an opinion and or draw a

          12  conclusion.  And I say to jurors.  In passing

          13  upon the facts you are not required to accept

          14  the conclusions or expressed opinions of

          15  expert witnesses but must determine for
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          16  yourselves the weight to be given to such

          17  testimony and evidence when considered in

          18  connection with all the other evidence

          19  material to the issues.  Now, I have granted

          20  defendant's motion over objection by

          21  plaintiff's counsel to allow our experts to

          22  hear one another.  And Dean Morgan is in the

          23  audience, has heard everything dealing with

          24  Dean Randall's qualifications and the

          25  arguments.  I think the wisdom of my decision
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           1  is confirmed already by granting the

           2  defendant's motion.  But as I understand it in

           3  reading the CVs, defense counsel have retained

           4  two ethics experts.

           5              MR. KING:  One is more of a Rule

           6  23 expert but professor Morgan is certainly an

           7  ethics expert that we have retained.

           8              THE COURT:  All right.  As does a

           9  jury week in and week out in this courthouse,

          10  most weeks in this courtroom, the jurors as

          11  the trier of the facts, are able to discount

          12  any expert's testimony or to assign a weight,

          13  to judge the credibility as I charge them to

          14  do so.  That is my function in this class
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          15  certification hearing of all witnesses, to

          16  assign the appropriate weight, to judge the

          17  credibility.  Dean Morgan is out there judging

          18  the credibility already of Dean Randall and

          19  what he has said.  The Court has a duty in its

          20  responsibility as the guardian of fiduciary of

          21  trustee of this class who are -- or proposed

          22  class -- who are the subject of these entire

          23  proceedings to, in defining and drafting and

          24  publishing my opinion whether on the one hand

          25  this matter should be certified when it goes
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           1  to the Alabama Supreme Court or on the other

           2  hand, if my decision should be not to certify

           3  when this matter goes to review to the Alabama

           4  Supreme Court.

           5              Now, it will be very helpful in my

           6  rigorous analysis to hear what Dean Morgan has

           7  to say about Dean Randall and perhaps

           8  professor --

           9              MR. KING:  Mr. Peer son, Your

          10  Honor.

          11              THE COURT:  Peer son to do

          12  likewise.  And if the plaintiffs so choose,

          13  arrange with Dean Randall.  This all would be
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          14  very helpful to the Court.  But I can't in

          15  good conscience do other than overrule

          16  defendant's motion with all due respect and

          17  your rights in bringing this motion.  But I

          18  think this is highly discretionary with this

          19  circuit judge, who in the scheme of things,

          20  must look at the total picture and what would

          21  be most helpful to my almost sacred role as

          22  the fiduciary of the class and potential

          23  class.  So it is without hesitation that I

          24  deem Dean Kenneth Randall as an expert.  I

          25  will assign the weight.  I will assign the
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           1  credibility to him as well as to the other

           2  experts in this case.  So with that, let's

           3  proceed, if you will, plaintiff's counsel, Mr.

           4  Powell, with the examination of Dean Randall

           5  as your first expert.

           6              MR. POWELL:  Yes, Your Honor.

           7  Dean, I meant to offer you earlier a bottle of

           8  water.

           9              THE COURT:  Now, Dean, I told

          10  everybody that I see they have this fancy blue

          11  water.  Mr. Powell indicates his is from

          12  Wal-Mart.  But I always buy Piggly Wiggly and
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          13  they still have Piggly Wiggly natural spring

          14  water on sale.  I'm almost replete with my

          15  Piggly Wiggly water.  And it tastes as good.

          16  I assure you.  Mr. Powell.

          17              MR. POWELL:  Thank you, Your

          18  Honor.

          19        Q.    Dean, I don't know that I asked

          20  you this and if I did for give me.  I just

          21  don't remember one way or the other.  In

          22  addition to your academic responsibilities and

          23  your teaching responsibilities, your

          24  administrative responsibilities you have also

          25  been a practicing lawyer, have you not?
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           1        A.    Yes, sir.

           2        Q.    Unlike in Mr. Morgan's deposition

           3  he has not practiced law.  Did you glean that

           4  from his deposition?

           5        A.    That's what I read, sir.

           6        Q.    Let's talk about the issues that

           7  are involved in this matter before Judge King.

           8  Mr. Chris King asked you when you were

           9  contacted and you indicated sometime I believe

          10  in February of this year.  You were contacted

          11  by Mr. Somerville and then that began the
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          12  process of your analyses of the issues in this

          13  litigation.  Is that generally the history

          14  that brought you to us?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.

          16        Q.    If you would, tell Judge King what

          17  was asked of you, what you have asked, what we

          18  asked you to do in terms of assisting him in

          19  deciding whether or not this class should be

          20  certified, the scope of your involvement, if

          21  you would.

          22        A.    Yes, sir.  Well, I'm not an expert

          23  on Rule 23.  What I was asked to lock at was

          24  under Rule 23 evaluating or assisting the

          25  Court evaluate the qualifications of these law
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           1  firms in terms of reputation, resources,

           2  ethical reputation, things that are relevant

           3  to the judge's determination.

           4        Q.    And at the time you were

           5  approached and hired and inquired about your

           6  issues to participate, were you generally

           7  familiar with the law firms involved?  And I

           8  will specifically the Hare Wynn Newell and

           9  Newton firm, John Somerville's firm and Jim

          10  North and Tim Francis?
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          11        A.    Yes, sir.

          12        Q.    And tell the Court, if you would,

          13  sort of how you came about the familiarity

          14  with those three law firms?

          15        A.    Well, I have been in Alabama for

          16  27 years and on the Alabama law faculty.  In

          17  my role as Dean, I'm charged with a

          18  substantial amount of external work and I

          19  greatly enjoy interacting within the

          20  profession.  Part of that is fund rising and

          21  part is knowing what's going on in the cutting

          22  edge of the profession.  I will spend -- for

          23  example a majority of lawyers are here in

          24  Birmingham and I will spend a couple, three

          25  days a week in Birmingham, getting to know
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           1  lawyers, speaking at firms, sometimes more

           2  informally, sometimes over lunch.  It's my job

           3  to understand the profession, particularly in

           4  this state.  Probably 70 or 80 percent of our

           5  graduates remain in the State of Alabama but I

           6  need to know what's going on in the

           7  profession.  Part of it has a fundraising

           8  aspect to it.  With state appropriate ration

           9  down, we do a lot of fundraising.  I have to
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          10  know who has an ability to give back to the

          11  law school.  I have felt like a fly on the

          12  wall as they speak to me about what's going on

          13  and what's going on.  I have been in a very

          14  unique position locking at law firms.

          15        Q.    Over that period of time have you

          16  become familiar with the reputation in terms

          17  of ethics, competence, researches of the three

          18  firms involved in this case?

          19        A.    Absolutely.

          20        Q.    Can you share what those

          21  reputations are?

          22        A.    Well, all three firms have an

          23  excellent reputation.  I get phone calls often

          24  about what firm would you hire, what kind of

          25  lawyer would you hire.  Anybody being asked
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           1  the question of class action, these are the

           2  kinds of firms that you would seek.  I don't

           3  mean to say negative about other firms. You

           4  would consider Hare Wynn class action.  Mr.

           5  North.  Haskell Slaughter.  And John

           6  Somerville, editor and chief of the Alabama

           7  law review, clerked for two terms with Judge

           8  Lynn, worked with Lightfoot Franklin, has been
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           9  successful in litigation.  These are firms

          10  that have outstanding credentials, impeccable

          11  ethical credentials.

          12        Q.    With that as a backdrop, was that

          13  a factor that assisted you in your decision,

          14  that is your familiarity with the reputation

          15  of the firms involved, did that assist you in

          16  your decision that you would indeed look at

          17  the issues presented?  Without making any

          18  decision at that time did they help you make a

          19  decision that yes, I will look at the issues

          20  presented?

          21        A.    Yes.  It allowed me to tell Mr.

          22  Somerville, I will meet with you.  But I

          23  needed to learn more about the case before I

          24  decided to participate.  That's what I have

          25  done in other instances.
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           1        Q.    And as I'm sure happened with you

           2  and as happened with most experts, you were

           3  provided, I take it a series of materials over

           4  a period of time?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    Would that be accurate?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.
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           8        Q.    And I think at one point in your

           9  deposition, at least we got an itemization of

          10  the materials you reviewed and we will submit

          11  that to the Court at the break.  But in any

          12  event, is it my accurate, is it fair to say

          13  that your opinions that you have developed in

          14  this case have evolved over a period of time

          15  as you reviewed different materials including

          16  exhibits, pleadings, deposition testimony and

          17  the like?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    In a general sense, then, tell

          20  Judge King the scope of your role in this

          21  case, what we asked you to determine.

          22        A.    Well, during the course of this

          23  long litigation, some ethics issues have been

          24  raised.  Plaintiff's counsel anticipated some.

          25  There was a submission by the defendants in I
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           1  think 2005 dealing with plaintiff's counsel

           2  potential the to serve as jurors.

           3  Plaintiff's -- jurors.

           4        A.    I'm sorry witness.  Plaintiff's

           5  counsel correctly anticipated other issues

           6  being raised that have been raised in the
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           7  briefs prepared for this week and I was asked

           8  to look at three to four categories of

           9  expected opposition.

          10        Q.    Let's go there, if we can now.

          11  Because we have provided the Court and we have

          12  provided the other side with disclosures.  I

          13  have looked at that and have been asked many

          14  questions in your deposition about the expert

          15  disclosure containing your anticipated areas

          16  of testimony; correct?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    The first one -- and let me just

          19  read it in for the record.

          20              MR. POWELL:  Let's put that up.

          21  204. , paragraph one.

          22        Q.    That counsel for the plaintiffs

          23  James finney, Sam Johnson, City of Birmingham

          24  retirement and relief system are adequate and

          25  sufficient to serve as class counsel pursuant
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           1  to the standards and requirements of Rule 23

           2  of the Alabama Rules of civil procedure.  Is

           3  that one of your areas of testimony in which

           4  you expect to opine?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.
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           6        Q.    In connection with that, if you

           7  would, tell the Court what you looked at and

           8  what you deemed was important in order to come

           9  to that conclusion?

          10        A.    Well, if we look further at that

          11  document, again, there were three to four

          12  general areas that I was asked to look at in

          13  addition to opining on the general reputations

          14  of these law firms, how they are viewed, my

          15  knowledge of the firms and the subject matter,

          16  class action work, the resources of the firms,

          17  the time that they already have devoted to the

          18  lawsuit and to drill down to the granular into

          19  the rules of professional conduct.

          20        Q.    So paragraph one is the conclusion

          21  you have reached in terms of the adequacy of

          22  the counsel seeking to be appointed class

          23  counsel in this case.  And then the subsequent

          24  three or four paragraphs are the drilled down

          25  to the granular material that you talked
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           1  about.

           2        A.    Yes, sir.

           3        Q.    Let's go ahead and drill down.

           4        A.    Thank you.
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           5        Q.    Let's start with paragraph two,

           6  which is next in your discussion close sure.

           7  It says that Hare Wynn, Newell and Newton's

           8  and North and associate's receipt of a fee and

           9  subsequent reduction of their fee to

          10  compensate John Lauriello for his losses in

          11  connection with MedPartners stock is not a

          12  violation of my ethical standard, is not a

          13  basis for disqualification and does not render

          14  them inadequate to serve as class counsel.

          15        A.    Yes, sir.

          16        Q.    How did they come to that opinion?

          17        A.    Well, I had awareness of these

          18  rules before the case. I did do confirmatory

          19  research.  There are really two aspects to the

          20  defendant's objection regarding the fee in the

          21  original case.  First, they have alleged that

          22  it's an excessive fee, that it's

          23  disproportionate to the amount of work that

          24  was done.  There's a problem with the overall

          25  fee.  I think it was between two or three
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           1  million dollars and then they raised a second

           2  point about the reduction of the fee, giving

           3  some funds to Mr. Lauriello to compensate him
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           4  for his loss of stock.  Under 1.5(e) of the

           5  code of professional conduct --

           6              MR. POWELL:  Do you have that.

           7        Q.    Go ahead.

           8        A.    Under 1.5(e), firms are allowed to

           9  come together and make a decision about the

          10  sharing of a fee in the case.  Really what's

          11  required is that the client here, Mr.

          12  Lauriello, consented to that sharing of the

          13  fee.  If you go deeper into the commentary on

          14  this rule it has language that says the firms

          15  are allowed to come together as long as the

          16  plaintiff has been told with no restriction

          17  whatsoever.  So unlike the rules of some other

          18  states which talks about a fee having to be

          19  proportionate to the amount of work done or

          20  that there been a joint representation that's

          21  not what the Alabama rules say.  Mr. Lauriello

          22  conformed and consented to this agreement

          23  between Milberg Weiss, the North law firm and

          24  Hare Wynn so that they really were allowed to

          25  share the fee however they wanted as long as
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           1  they had plaintiff's consent.  We do know that

           2  in this case, the two plaintiff's firms here
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           3  today did actually reduce their fee from 40 to

           4  35 percent and in a case where a matter is

           5  forwarded and there's a contingency fee of a

           6  third, a third of a third is sometimes a

           7  pretty typical benchmark of what a referring

           8  or forwarding order will get in a case and

           9  they reduced their fee from 35 to 33.3.  They

          10  are really close to the norm.  There's

          11  testimony that the plaintiff's counsel did a

          12  significant amount of work.  First of all,

          13  they were the first to file a case against

          14  MedPartners in the State of Alabama.  And at

          15  the time that was something of some great

          16  value.

          17        Q.    And what was -- this was done in

          18  1998.  What was the great value of the first

          19  to file class action case in Alabama?

          20        A.    They would be named class counsel.

          21  And I understand the Milberg Weiss firm

          22  contacted them, that they had some planning

          23  and strategy sessions in Atlanta.  Mr. Francis

          24  was asked during his deposition, he works with

          25  the North law firm, was asked how much time
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           1  did you put on this case.  He responded, well,
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           2  can I count time that I thought on this case?

           3  Defense counsel said yes.  And he said, well,

           4  then thousands of hours.  So there is

           5  testimony that the plaintiff's firms worked

           6  significantly on this matter.  I don't see it

           7  as excessive, inappropriate.  If you go

           8  through the prism of this rule, certainly

           9  nothing wrong with it.

          10        Q.    There's been some issue raised

          11  about a fee being obtained in a case where

          12  Milberg Weiss or from a client that Milberg

          13  Weiss represented Blankenship?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.

          15        Q.    There's been some criticism,

          16  frankly.  Not some but a lot of criticism of

          17  my partners and my colleagues in this case for

          18  taking a fee in a case for clientsover Milberg

          19  Weiss.  Do you see 1 .5 implicating that relay

          20  ship in any circumstance?

          21        A.    No, sir.

          22        Q.    Explain why.

          23        A.    During deposition I was asked

          24  whether Mr. Blankenship had consented to this

          25  combined representation.  I didn't see
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           1  testimony really either way.  If there was

           2  that obligation it would be Milberg Weiss and

           3  Mr. Blankenship.  When Milberg Weiss filed

           4  that action and then took material steps to

           5  settle it they actually were violating this

           6  agreement with plaintiff's counsel.  Before we

           7  take material steps in the case make

           8  significant judgments, we need your

           9  permission.  That did not occur in the case.

          10        Q.    Let's talk about that agreement

          11  for a few minutes, that joint prosecution

          12  agreement.  You had testified just a few

          13  minutes ago that based on the evidence that

          14  you had seen, particularly including Mr.

          15  Francis testimony about spending thousands of

          16  hours, the fact that the Lauriello case was

          17  the first to file in Alabama, a class action

          18  and there was value associated with that.  Do

          19  you see from time to time instances, frankly

          20  not time to time but a lot of times, instances

          21  where lawyers enter into fee sharing

          22  arrangements where they provide value to a

          23  case and agree to share fees because both are

          24  contributing to the over all litigation?

          25        A.    Yes, sir.  I think there's a great
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           1  analogy on the defense side where you have

           2  several defense counsel at a table and one

           3  person is taking the deposition and prepared

           4  all weekend.  They are all getting an hourly

           5  rate.  One is working in a different way than

           6  the others.

           7        Q.    I'm with you there.  That's

           8  perfectly responsive.  Do you see in the

           9  practice of law consistent with 1.5 that some

          10  lawyers will come to an arrangement with other

          11  lawyers whereby they agree to share a fee and

          12  they will each put in differing values,

          13  differing work to the litigation, they bring

          14  something to the litigation that may be

          15  unique?

          16        A.    Absolutely.  We also have to

          17  remember these cases were settled relatively

          18  fast an we really don't know if the time line

          19  had continued had there been litigation, the

          20  roles of the different law firms.

          21        Q.    You mentioned that you saw -- so

          22  let me ask to put up Exhibit 97 also.  You

          23  have seen this exhibit, I believe, have you

          24  not?

          25        A.    Yes, sir.
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           1        Q.    This is Judge Wynn's order

           2  regarding plaintiff's attorneys' fees?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    Let's go to the text of the order.

           5  If you will highlight that section.  Now, this

           6  court order was entered July 19, I believe, of

           7  1999.  Does that ring a bell with you?

           8        A.    Yes, sir.

           9        Q.    In that order, Judge Wynn

          10  considered the fee application of the law

          11  firms identified in his order.  Is that your

          12  understanding?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    And he went through the analysis

          15  that the Court does in terms of looking at the

          16  reasonableness and appropriateness of the fees

          17  relative to the result obtained?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    And you see that he specifically

          20  approved fee amounts to the various law firms

          21  and groups that are identified in exhibit 97?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    Then let's look at the paragraph

          24  underneath the amounts of money.  Settlement

          25  counsel -- and by the way, is it your
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           1  understanding that when this case was settled,

           2  prosecuted and settled, that neither the Hare

           3  firm, the North firm of the Somerville firm

           4  were settlement counsel?

           5        A.    Correct.

           6        Q.    Is that probably your

           7  understanding of why they are not listed in

           8  Judge Wynn's order?

           9        A.    Correct.

          10        Q.    Settlement counsel further agree

          11  that each firm or group of firms listed above

          12  shall be responsible for the allocation of

          13  their portion of the award to their co-counsel

          14  or referring counsel within their group.  Do

          15  you see that?

          16        A.    Yes, sir.

          17        Q.    In your opinion, then, is Judge

          18  Wynn ordering the co-counsel and referring

          19  counsel be paid by the lawyers who have been

          20  selected and identified and appointed class

          21  counsel?

          22        A.    Without a doubt.

          23        Q.    And when Judge Wynn approves these

          24  fees that are indicated here, in other words
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          25  the co-counsel or referring counsel are not
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           1  getting anymore money than what Judge Wynn has

           2  approved, are they?

           3        A.    No, sir.

           4        Q.    So whatever monies were paid

           5  pursuant to court order, did the payment of

           6  those monies, specifically those funds to

           7  Haley, to Hare Wynn, to Somerville or to

           8  Francis, have any negative impact opinion the

           9  class whatsoever?

          10        A.    No, sir.  Although I don't

          11  remember whether Mr. Somerville was involved.

          12        Q.    I got carried away, which happens.

          13              MR. PRATT:  Mr. Somerville wishes

          14  he were.

          15              MR. FRANCIS:  He's going to ask

          16  for his money tomorrow.

          17        A.    There was no harm done to the

          18  plaintiff's counsel.  There was a total amount

          19  that the court had approved and the allocation

          20  is set forth in the order.  I believe Judge

          21  Wynn knew about Hare Wynn's participation

          22  because Hare Wynn came to the judge because

          23  Judge Wynn and Hare Wynn, there's connections
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          24  and they wanted to make him aware.  So he was

          25  aware that within that group there would be an
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           1  allocation made internally to Hare Wynn.

           2        Q.    Exactly.  Okay.  In terms, then,

           3  of whether or not the Hare and North firms

           4  received an excessive fee in violation of rule

           5  1 .5, what is your opinion with respect to

           6  whether or not that was an excessive fee?

           7        A.    It was not an excessive fee.

           8        Q.    In any way whatsoever did the

           9  receipt of that fee violate any of the rules

          10  of Alabama professional responsibility?

          11        A.    In no way whatsoever.

          12        Q.    Go back to the disclosures,

          13  please.  We are continuing to drill down, as

          14  you described it.  The next issue that -- yes,

          15  sir?

          16        A.    I thought there was a second

          17  aspect of the reduction of the fee under

          18  paragraph two, sir.

          19        Q.    There was and I had it in my notes

          20  and completely overlooked it.  Let's go back

          21  to paragraph two.  That is the reduction of

          22  the fee.  If you would give us your thoughts
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          23  and opinions.

          24        A.    Subsequent to the settlement, Hare

          25  Wynn reduced their fee and gave approximately
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           1  $76,000, in that range, between 70 and 80, to

           2  the plaintiff Mr. Lauriello.  It's been

           3  submitted by defense counsel that that

           4  violates 1.5 as well as 5.4 dealing with

           5  sharing of fee with a non-lawyer.  I see

           6  nothing whatsoever in 1.5 that would prohibit

           7  a firm from reducing their fee.

           8        Q.    That happens all the time doesn't

           9  it?

          10        A.    That class total was not affected.

          11  Mr. Lauriello was the client of Hare Wynn and

          12  what's I think most important is he was given

          13  the exact amount of his loss in the

          14  MedPartners stock.  It wasn't given an

          15  excessive amount.  They contacted his

          16  stockbroker.  Sterne Agee and said what was

          17  his loss.  I don't see any quid pro quo or

          18  solicitation.  I don't see anything wrong with

          19  it.  We talk about this rule in my class.  We

          20  have a lot of material about excessive fees.

          21  Not a whole lot of material about the ability
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          22  of a lawyer to reduce his fees.  We do know

          23  that under rules of Alabama conduct you are

          24  allowed to have pro bono cases.  This is not a

          25  pro bono, but you are allowed to reduce your
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           1  fee.  Don't see any prohibition at all.  When

           2  you look at that provision of the code it has

           3  to do with the independence of counsel that a

           4  nonlawyer is not being paid a fee in a way

           5  that gets him involved in the decision making

           6  aspects of the case that would constitute as

           7  an authorized practice of law.  The fee was

           8  given or the reduction of the fee was given

           9  after the fact, after the case.  I mean, I

          10  think the 5.4 argument, frankly, is a

          11  nonstarter.

          12        Q.    In other words, is what you are

          13  saying is that Mr. Lauriello was provided

          14  funds that were identical to the market losses

          15  of the stock that he had that were not

          16  compensated for in the settlement?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    And so -- and that was done after

          19  the fact, I mean after the court approval and

          20  after the case was decided?
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          21        A.    Yes, sir.  And at that time

          22  plaintiff's counsel were not class counsel.

          23  The case had been dismissed at that point.

          24  Again, the total amount of the settlement was

          25  not impacted.
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           1        Q.    Did the payment to Mr. Lauriello

           2  to compensate for his market losses have any

           3  adverse impact on the class whatsoever?

           4        A.    No, sir.

           5        Q.    Is it you are understanding at the

           6  time that was made that Mr. Lauriello was not

           7  a class representative where payments to him

           8  would be approved by the Court but was just an

           9  individual client of the Hare and North firms?

          10        A.    Yes, sir, whose claims had been

          11  dismissed by the Court.

          12        Q.    Is that significant in any respect

          13  to your conclusions?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.  I don't see any ethical

          15  problem whatsoever professionalism problem

          16  whatsoever with the acceptance of the fee

          17  originally from the class settlement and then

          18  the reduction of the fee and then going

          19  forwards with Mr. Lauriello.
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          20              THE COURT:  Is this a good

          21  stopping point for lunch?

          22              MR. POWELL:  It is, Your Honor.

          23              THE COURT:  Ladies and gentlemen,

          24  we are going to break until one o'clock for

          25  lunch, an hour and a half.  We have had a
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           1  productive morning.  We will go to 4:30 today.

           2  If I'm needed prior to one o'clock, counsel

           3  will advise my law clerk.  I'll be eating in

           4  chambers.  Dean, you may step down.

           5              MR. POWELL:  Thank you, Your

           6  Honor.

           7              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you, Your

           8  Honor.

           9              THE COURT:  Oh, one matter.

          10  Recall that Tom Christian is only available

          11  today.

          12              MR. POWELL:  I meant to tell the

          13  Court earlier.  Drew helped me call him

          14  yesterday to release him from his subpoena and

          15  I wanted to inform him that he was released.

          16              THE COURT:  Thank you very much.

          17              (Lunch recess.)

          18              THE COURT:  Thank you once again
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          19  for your punctuality.  Dean, you remain under

          20  oath.  Mr. Powell.

          21              MR. POWELL:  Thank you, Your

          22  Honor.

          23        Q.    Dean Randall, when we broke for

          24  lunch or right before we broke for lunch and

          25  you reminded me and I appreciate your
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           1  reminding me of the second part of the

           2  opinions that you were talking about with

           3  respect to the fee matter and the issue on the

           4  reimbursement to Mr. Lauriello of the

           5  market -- actually identical market losses

           6  that he had sustained of the MedPartners

           7  stock.  So let's move on, then.  Put up 204.

           8  In the drilling down to the granular, using

           9  your words, in terms of why in your opinion,

          10  Hare Wynn North and is Somerville are adequate

          11  counsel.  Number three, that John S.

          12  Somerville's and John Haley's representation

          13  of former MedPartners's employees, including

          14  MedPartners's former general counsel is not a

          15  conflict is not a basis for disqualification

          16  and does not render them inadequate to serve

          17  as class counsel.  In connection with that
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          18  matter, can you share with the Court the bases

          19  for that opinion and the support that you have

          20  for that in terms of your opinions?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.  The defendants in their

          22  brief have raised the point of Mr. Haley and

          23  Mr. Somerville representing former counsel.

          24  He first was without of house and then in

          25  house, in a lawsuit between him or brought
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           1  against him by MedPartners and that that some

           2  how raises a conflict of interest in this case

           3  with a potential class in this case.  And I

           4  believe that this thing gets into the question

           5  of what they would have learned in

           6  confidentiality.  Alabama rules of

           7  professional conduct cover conflict of

           8  interest with rule 1.9.  I don't see any

           9  conflict here whatsoever.  Mr. Somerville and

          10  Mr. Haley have always been adverse to

          11  Caremark.  Their former client was not

          12  MedPartners.  Their former client was Jay

          13  Johnston.  I don't understand really the

          14  former client position.

          15        Q.    Let's take a look at the text of

          16  the rule.  Is it 1.6 or 1.9?
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          17        A.    Well, 1.6 is confidentiality.

          18        Q.    Let's look at that first.  Now,

          19  1.9 says conflict of interest of a former

          20  client. A lawyer whose had formally

          21  represented a client shall not there are

          22  represent another person in the same or

          23  substantially related in this which that

          24  client's interests are materially adverse.  Is

          25  that the case here at all?
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           1        A.    No.  The former client a Jefferson

           2  County, not MedPartners.  If you take a more

           3  pragmatic and practical approach, the

           4  relationship is directly between Somerville,

           5  Haley and Johnston and not MedPartners.

           6        Q.    And that's precisely what the

           7  rule, the title of the rule is, conflict of

           8  interest, former client?

           9        A.    Yes, sir.

          10        Q.    Is there any evidence anywhere in

          11  any form that either Haley or Somerville

          12  represented MedPartners?

          13        A.    No, sir.

          14        Q.    To the contrary, there's a lot of

          15  evidence that they've sued MedPartners or at
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          16  least been adverse to MedPartners a fair

          17  number of times; is that right?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    Was this issue of conflict of

          20  interest, this rule addressed in any

          21  jurisprudence by the Alabama Supreme Court?

          22        A.    Well, yes, sir.  I mean, with the

          23  Alabama Supreme Court says is if you are going

          24  to raise this rule, you need to have a direct

          25  relationship with the client.  And I think
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           1  it's the Tiffin case that's implicated here.

           2  I did look at that before my deposition.

           3        Q.    Let me ask this.  Is the title of

           4  the case Tiffin, Ex parte Robert A Tiffin in

           5  re Grady Price versus Tiffin Motor Homes, 879

           6  So.2d, for the Court, 1160.

           7              MR. POWELL:  If I may hand a copy

           8  of the case up to the Court.

           9              THE COURT:  Please.  Thank you,

          10  sir.

          11        Q.    Let me direct your attention to

          12  paragraphs -- well, let's look at paragraphs

          13  five and six of the decision.  This looks to

          14  be a minority shareholder suit brings
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          15  derivative claims.  Is that your

          16  understanding?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    Justice Woodall wrote the opinion

          19  for the Court.  Let me direct your attention

          20  to paragraphs five and six of the opinion of

          21  the Court.  Are you with me yet?

          22        A.    What page are you on?

          23        Q.    Paragraphs five and six.

          24        A.    Okay.

          25        Q.    In terms of what the party seeking
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           1  the disqualification, here would be the

           2  defendants seeking disqualification of these

           3  law firms for a conflict, what is it the

           4  Supreme Court says they must demonstrate in

           5  order to be successful?

           6        A.    Well, I will read from five and

           7  six directly from Justice Woodall's, "A party

           8  seeking disqualification for the conflict

           9  addressed in rule 1.7 must demonstrate, one,

          10  that it is a current client of the lawyer

          11  whose representation is challenged."

          12        Q.    Is that applicable here?

          13        A.    No, sir.  MedPartners has never
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          14  been a client.

          15        Q.    "That the party's interests

          16  conflict with the interests of the other

          17  client, or with the interests of the lawyer."

          18  Is that applicable here?

          19        A.    No, sir, again, it's not.

          20        Q.    The citation goes on, a former

          21  client seeking disqualification for the

          22  conflict addressed in Rule 1.9, on the board,

          23  must demonstrate that it had an

          24  attorney-client relationship with the attorney

          25  the former client seeks to disqualify and,
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           1  two, that the attorney representing the former

           2  client in a substantially related matter.  Is

           3  that --

           4        A.    I don't see it implicated at all.

           5  There was some testimony on the other side

           6  that this case had not been read.  This is a

           7  well known case.  Tiffin has a son that kicked

           8  a few footballs for Alabama a couple of

           9  seasons ago, and they are known to own motor

          10  homes.  It's a derivative suit.

          11        Q.    At the time Mr. Morgan's

          12  deposition was taken, he was not familiar with
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          13  the Tiffin case and had read no Alabama law.

          14  Is that your recollection of his testimony?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.

          16        Q.    That's pretty clear language.  But

          17  let me take it a step further just in an

          18  abundance of caution.  In an abundance of

          19  caution, can this matter or these matters be

          20  waived by a failure to raise them?

          21        A.    Yes, I think they can.  If a

          22  client is going to raise a conflict, it has to

          23  raise it consistently and timely.  And I

          24  understand that the Johnston case, Mr.

          25  Somerville and I believe Hare Wynn firm
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           1  represented Ms. Thrasher, who was secretary to

           2  the board of the company.  And it wasn't

           3  raised by MedPartners or Caremark.  It came

           4  after the Johnston case.  If there had been a

           5  conflict with MedPartners, it would have

           6  existed after the first case.  So you have the

           7  Thrasher case and I think there was a brief

           8  reference to a smaller litigation.

           9        Q.    The Berry case?

          10        A.    Yes.  So there was subsequent

          11  representations by these plaintiffs of
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          12  officers of MedPartners after Johnston.  But

          13  this issue does not get raised until recently.

          14  So first in terms of timeliness, this case was

          15  commenced a long time ago.  But there were

          16  cases in between the Johnston case and today's

          17  case where plaintiff's counsel were

          18  representing other employees, other officers

          19  or former officers of MedPartners.  I mean

          20  that's a type of a waiver.  If it wasn't a

          21  conflict then it isn't now.  I never

          22  understand us being able to cherry pick like

          23  that.

          24        Q.    Like them picking what cases we

          25  can be in and what cases we can't be it?
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           1        A.    Yes, sir.

           2        Q.    This case was filed in 2003.  You

           3  mentioned something about timeliness and you

           4  mentioned this had just been raised.  Is that

           5  the sort of thing you are talking about in

           6  terms of raising this in a timely fashion?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    And just to be sure all the bases

           9  are covered, is it your understanding that the

          10  matters that were litigated in the Thrasher
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          11  case that was a subsequent representation to

          12  the Johnston representation for the corporate

          13  secretary to the board, actually Jay

          14  Johnston's boss, that those matters were very

          15  similar and almost identical in nature to the

          16  matters litigated in the MedPartners versus

          17  Johnston case?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.  Indeed, when Mr.

          19  Johnston was sued, it was claimed that he had

          20  had wrongdoing in virtually every aspect of

          21  his representation both while at Haskell

          22  Slaughter and in-house.  It was a

          23  comprehensive lawsuit.  Mr. Somerville asked

          24  Mr. Johnson and he testified he was not aware

          25  of the case of omnibus as it was. I think he
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           1  even conceded that for matters aired in open

           2  court, a client cannot really claim, a former

           3  client has trouble claiming conflict or

           4  information.

           5        Q.    In the Tiffin case, the Supreme

           6  Court at the bottom of paragraphs enumerated

           7  seven and eight, says in other words, as a

           8  general rule, courts do not disqualify an

           9  attorney on the grounds of conflict of
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          10  interest unless the, open bracket, current or,

          11  closed bracket, current client moves for

          12  disqualification.  Is that further support?

          13        A.    Yes, absolutely.  The word client

          14  was emphasized and it stresses client.  That's

          15  the same thing at 1 .9, former client.

          16        Q.    In terms of this issue of

          17  confidentiality, do you have an appreciate

          18  about confidentiality issues and privilege

          19  issues?

          20        A.    Yes, sir.

          21        Q.    Just briefly as a predicate to

          22  your opinions tell the Court your appreciation

          23  of those issues?

          24        A.    We are really focuses on 1.6.  Mr.

          25  Morgan said neither Mr. Somerville or I didn't
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           1  understand these issues.  Confidentiality is

           2  an ethics issue.  Again, here I think some

           3  practical experience having served on

           4  corporate boards as I have and continue to do,

           5  helps because what learn what is confidential

           6  and what is not.

           7        Q.    You are not looking at the rule in

           8  a vacuum or in an ivory tower, in a sterile
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           9  setting.  You are looking at it in the real

          10  world environment and how lawyers and firms

          11  apply it on a daily basis?

          12        A.    Correct.

          13        Q.    Go ahead.

          14        A.    The defendants have claimed that

          15  these plaintiffs counsel will be materially

          16  limited because there's information that they

          17  gained in the former representation of Mr.

          18  Johnson 15 years ago and they are not allowed

          19  to use it so they've got some limitation.  I

          20  think it's been called baggage.  It first, the

          21  confidential information, hard for MedPartners

          22  really to claim it.  They are not a client of

          23  plaintiff's counsel.  Secondly, for the life

          24  of me, I cannot imagine any information that

          25  was not aired fully in open court in several
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           1  litigations and even in arbitration that

           2  hasn't been part of the public discourse.  I

           3  know Mr. Morgan has said section 59 of the

           4  requirement of the law governing lawyers,

           5  restatement of ethics to say that what does

           6  public discourse mean?  It has to be generally

           7  out in the public.  But if you look at common
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           8  tear to section 59 it says you have to look at

           9  the circumstances of the situation.  And for

          10  anyone who has an interest in what happened in

          11  the 1990, that information is in the public

          12  discourse.  It has been aired fully.  Also, I

          13  can't think of anything in a publicly traded

          14  company, not a closely held company, from

          15  1990s that all these years later would have

          16  any notion of business proprietary value.  We

          17  are not talking about the recipe to Coca-Cola.

          18  When Mr. Somerville asked Mr. Morgan about

          19  what could conceivably be information, he said

          20  I wasn't there in the room with you.  Just

          21  like the government can't say this is just a

          22  state secret.  You can't look at this.

          23  Defense could at least have to identify a

          24  category of information that today is

          25  material, you know, proprietary value what's
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           1  confidential.  I worked in a lot of companies,

           2  sit on corporate boards, started companies, I

           3  can't think of anything today that would be

           4  proprietary.  It's a publicly traded company

           5  and supposed to be transparent with only a few

           6  exceptions.
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           7        Q.    You talked about not only the

           8  restatement that Mr. Morgan cited but you

           9  drilled down even further in terms of the

          10  comments that were not discussed?

          11        A.    Yes, sir.

          12        Q.    The comments again referring back

          13  to the real world practice of law and not

          14  looking at a rule in the abstract with no

          15  applicability?

          16        A.    Yes, sir.

          17        Q.    The fact that MedPartners sued Mr.

          18  Johnston and claimed that Mr. Johnston was the

          19  architect of all of the ills suffered upon

          20  MedPartners that generated the 1998 securities

          21  litigation, does that play any role in your

          22  opinion, sir?

          23        A.    Yes, it does.  I mean --

          24        Q.    Explain that.

          25        A.    MedPartners had initiated the
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           1  communication of information that apparently

           2  now they are claims there's confidentiality.

           3  It was important enough for them to bring it

           4  out in open court and they opened the flood

           5  gates. Once you open the flood gates of this
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           6  information, several lawsuits, I don't know

           7  how you can close the flood gates.  It was not

           8  disclosed under seal.  It was not disclosed in

           9  the judge's chambers.  It was not limited.

          10  There were not parts of the information that

          11  said this was confidential.  We see this is

          12  litigation.  I have been an expert witness

          13  where I wasn't allowed to see stuff.

          14  Something was redacted. You see a set of

          15  documents number 19 is missing and I can't say

          16  that.  None of that has happened in this case.

          17  There's no allegation of that happening in

          18  this case.

          19        Q.    Are you aware of any -- well, let

          20  me back up and ask this.  MedPartners versus

          21  Johnston?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    MedPartners is the plaintiff.

          24  They would have the burden of proof?

          25        A.    Yes, sir.

                                                          101

           1        Q.    And you have heard or seen some

           2  evidence that MedPartners is claiming three

           3  billion dollars in damages as a result of the

           4  mall fee sense of their former general
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           5  counsel.  This is almost MedPartners would

           6  have the burden of going forward and proving

           7  the fraud that took place and accusing Mr.

           8  Johnston of that so they are offering that

           9  evidence in open court?

          10        A.    Absolutely.

          11        Q.    Are you aware of any efforts by

          12  MedPartners in that litigation to identify

          13  materials, evidence that was confidential and

          14  then they requested that the courtroom be

          15  cleared of anybody not associated with that

          16  particular witness or evidence, anything like

          17  that?

          18        A.    No, sir.

          19        Q.    Are you aware of any motion made

          20  by MedPartners that any evidence that they

          21  were offering against Mr. Johnston were

          22  confidential and asked the Court to keep them

          23  under seal in that respect?

          24        A.    No, sir.

          25        Q.    And you have already talked about
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           1  the subsequent representation for virtually

           2  identical issues of Mrs. Thrasher and Mr.

           3  Berry.  Are you aware in those cases, that is
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           4  the Thrasher or berry cases, that any motion

           5  was made by MedPartners to disqualify or

           6  handcuff Mr. Haley or Mr. Somerville because

           7  of their prior representation of Jay Johnston?

           8        A.    No, sir.

           9        Q.    Or any motion to the disqualify or

          10  raise the issue of conflict by virtue of any

          11  alleged confidential or privileged information

          12  that these lawyers may have obtained in their

          13  representation of Jay Johnston in the Thrasher

          14  or Berry litigation?

          15        A.    No, sir.

          16        Q.    In your opinion, Dean Randall, is

          17  the MedPartners failure to raise the issues of

          18  confidentiality and privilege in the

          19  MedPartners versus Johnston case, the failure

          20  to ask the Court to keep confidential what

          21  they consider materials under seal or the

          22  clear the courtroom in enforcement of a

          23  protective order their failure to raise the

          24  issues of confidentiality and privilege

          25  against these two guys in the Thrasher
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           1  litigation, their failure to raise

           2  confidentiality or privilege against these two
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           3  guys in the Berry litigation evidence of

           4  waiver?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.

           6        Q.    But now we have -- that was 2003.

           7  Now we have nine years later for the first

           8  time, oh, it's confidential, you are

           9  disqualified.  Is that the chronology as you

          10  understand it?

          11        A.    Absolutely.  It's like you have a

          12  conversation with somebody.  And then say, oh,

          13  what I said back in the nineties, did I tell

          14  you that was a secret?  Did I tell you that

          15  was confidential?  Oops.

          16        Q.    Thank you.  Have I exhausted

          17  number three, the representation of Mr.

          18  Johnston by Haley and Somerville not being a

          19  conflict and not a basis for disqualification?

          20  Have we explored your opinions with respect to

          21  that?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    Let's look at number four.  There

          24  is no reasonable basis for plaintiff's counsel

          25  to be the called as witnesses at trial, that
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           1  there is no basis for disqualification
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           2  pursuant to rule 3.706 the rules of

           3  professional responsibility and that it would

           4  be improper and untimely to disqualify

           5  plaintiff's counsel pursuant to rule 3 .7.

           6  Now, earlier in the first part of your

           7  testimony, you talked about your experience

           8  with 3 .7 in terms of the classes that you

           9  teach and in terms of the boards on which you

          10  serve.  So they are directly implicating

          11  something that you also have intimate

          12  familiarity with; is that right?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    3 .7 does come up in classes and

          15  in the real world in which you live?

          16        A.    Yes, sir.

          17        Q.    Would you explain to the Court

          18  what 3 .7 says?  A lawyer shall not act as

          19  advocate at a trial in which the lawyer is

          20  likely to be a necessary witness except where;

          21  the testimony relates to an uncontested issue,

          22  the testimony relating to the nature and value

          23  of legal services. We don't have that here, do

          24  we?

          25        A.    I think you can say it's at issue
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           1  here.

           2        Q.    The disqualification of the lawyer

           3  would work substantial hardship on the client.

           4  A lawyer may act as advocate in the trial in

           5  which another lawyer in the lawyer's firm is

           6  likely to be called as a witness unless

           7  precluded from doing so by Rule 1.7 or rule

           8  1.9?

           9        A.    1 .7 is the general rule and 1 .9

          10  is former client.

          11        Q.    Which we have already discussed

          12  that and there is no conflict issue and former

          13  client issue that is involved in this

          14  litigation, is there?

          15        A.    No, sir.

          16        Q.    Explain to the Court, then, why

          17  your view in your opinion both as the Dean as

          18  a professor and in the real world that Haley,

          19  Somerville and Francis are not in violation of

          20  3 .7 and should not be disqualified from

          21  participating as an advocate add merits based

          22  part of this case to the Court.

          23        A.    Yes, sir.  3 .7 is under the

          24  section three of the rules that has to do with

          25  the ethics of a lawyer serving as an advocate.
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           1  We want to look through what 3 .7 says.  First

           2  as a matter of timeliness, there is counsel

           3  opinion from the state bar of Alabama.  I

           4  think 1991 that talks about disqualifying a

           5  lawyer is untimely if it occurs during the

           6  pretrial process.

           7              MR. POWELL:  May I hand that up to

           8  the Court, the bar opinion?

           9              THE COURT:  Yes, sir.  Thank you.

          10        Q.    By the way, in anywhere in Mr.

          11  Morgan's deposition did he say or did you read

          12  where he said he read this bar opinion or even

          13  familiar with it?

          14        A.    No, sir.

          15        Q.    Let me direct your attention to

          16  the bottom of the first page.  I think you

          17  have looked at this before and familiar with

          18  it.  Isn't that right, sir?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.

          20        Q.    Tell us if you would or tell the

          21  Court the thrust of the bar opinion and how it

          22  is relevant to your opinions that 3 .7 is not

          23  implicated in this matter in the least.

          24        A.    I think it's explicit clear as

          25  it    .  The answer to question one this is a
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           1  lawyer raising questions about different

           2  phases of the trial.  Answer one, yes, the

           3  lawyer witness rule is not applicable to the

           4  pretrial phase of litigation.  That would be

           5  near the top of page two.  This is a real

           6  serious rule in that if a defense or could

           7  really be on either side which simply says,

           8  well, I may put in lawyer on the witness list.

           9  That would be a pretty easy way to disqualify

          10  the lawyer.  So there's a timely aspect to

          11  this.  It relates to the fact that the lawyer

          12  is likely to be a necessary witness.  The idea

          13  is that it is premature to determine whether

          14  he or she is likely to be a necessary witness

          15  until you get to trial.  And then you have to

          16  get into trial and this becomes an issue,

          17  there's a savings clause in a sense under B.

          18        Q.    Are you familiar with any relevant

          19  evidence that any of the three firms would

          20  have that would cause them to become under the

          21  rule a necessary witness?

          22        A.    No, sir.

          23        Q.    What is your understanding of the

          24  lynchpin of the Lauriello versus Caremark and

          25  AIG case?  What's the lynchpin issue as you
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           1  understand it to be?

           2        A.    The presence of excess or

           3  unlimited insurance coverage.

           4        Q.    Key to that, is it important in

           5  terms of that lynchpin as to the lawyer's

           6  knowledge of the coverage of the plaintiff's

           7  knowledge of the coverage.  What is your view?

           8        A.    First of all, we had testimony

           9  about this earlier.  Mr. Haley and Mr. Fransis

          10  did not have, were not settlement counsel.

          11  There's really nothing contested that they

          12  would be testifying in this case.  It's

          13  another way of saying really what would they

          14  be a witness about.  You see testimony that

          15  they were aware of a press release.

          16        Q.    They don't contest that, do they?

          17        A.    In fact, you can see that in the

          18  depositions.  They were aware of the press

          19  release.  They can even stipulate to that.  So

          20  if there is a question, if the defense in this

          21  case is that somehow all of the plaintiff's

          22  law firm did something wrong as a matter of

          23  fact, plaintiff's counsel really don't have

          24  any personal knowledge of any fact relevant to
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          25  this because they said they knew at the time
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           1  this was a press release.  I don't think

           2  there's anything that's being contested here.

           3        Q.    Did Haley or Francis or Somerville

           4  settle the case?

           5        A.    No, sir.

           6        Q.    Who settled the case?

           7        A.    It was Mr. Lerach of the Milberg

           8  Weiss firm.

           9        Q.    And what would Haley or Francies

          10  or Somerville have personal of about Lerach's

          11  negotiations and settlement with the

          12  defendants?  What would they have personal

          13  knowledge of?

          14              MR. KING:  Your Honor, I object to

          15  lack of foundation.  I think those witnesses

          16  should testify to that.

          17              MR. POWELL:  They are going to.

          18              THE COURT:  Sustain the objection.

          19        Q.    Let's talk about any other issues

          20  that you are aware of that the claim is they

          21  are a necessary witness.

          22        A.    First of all, if you have a law

          23  firm representing the plaintiffs, I guess the
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          24  question would be are there other sources of

          25  that evidence.  I don't think there's anything
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           1  being contested here.  I think it would be a

           2  hardship to the client.  Are there better

           3  sources to this information?  Well, certainly

           4  the settlement counsel would be a better

           5  source.  We also have testimony that there

           6  were 30 something law firms involved.  Assume

           7  not all of them are going to be called upon

           8  but they could be called upon.  I think it's a

           9  stretch to say that a couple of lawyers who

          10  were not settlement counsel are necessary on

          11  undisputed facts when there are 30 something

          12  other law firms.

          13        Q.    What about the issue of damages?

          14  Would these lawyers have any particularized as

          15  far as the evidence you have seen, any

          16  particularized information that they would be

          17  necessary witnesses on the issue of damages?

          18        A.    No, sir.

          19        Q.    Have you seen evidence that there

          20  are indeed MedPartners or former MedPartners

          21  employees, officers, counsel that have opined

          22  on the issue of damages?
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          23        A.    Yes, sir.  We have former

          24  employee, former member of the board of

          25  directors.  Mr. Ed Hardin testified about the
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           1  insurance issues, why the information was

           2  concealed.  They have firsthand knowledge and

           3  they have testified about that.  They talked

           4  about the disarray to their company, hold on

           5  to their seat belts.  I don't think

           6  plaintiffs' counsel have any personal direct

           7  knowledge to be able to testify about those

           8  material facts.

           9        Q.    And more fundamental -- let me ask

          10  it this way.  What is your view -- I'm going

          11  to try to the work this where you won't fuss

          12  at me, judge.

          13        Q.    As a plaintiff's lawyer

          14  prosecuting this case, if I have a decision to

          15  make about putting Haley on to talk about

          16  damages or putting on the board member of

          17  MedPartners who called it Birmingham's Enron

          18  and after peeling the onion back, it was

          19  sickening, who, in your opinion, would be a

          20  more believable witness in front of a jury in

          21  terms of necessity?
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          22              MR. KING:  Objection, Your Honor.

          23  I don't believe he's qualified to talk about

          24  that.

          25              THE COURT:  Sustained.
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           1              MR. POWELL:  The point is made,

           2  thank you.

           3        Q.    In other words, on the issue of

           4  damages, have you seen the evidence that there

           5  are multiple MedPartners former officers,

           6  board members or lawyers that have opined on

           7  the severity of the liability and the

           8  magnitude of the damage suffered by the

           9  shareholders?

          10        A.    Yes, sir.

          11        Q.    Insiders in the company that have

          12  opined on that?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    Not outside plaintiff's lawyers?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.

          16        Q.    Have we covered the lawyer as

          17  witness areas that's formed the basis of your

          18  opinion that there is no reasonable basis for

          19  plaintiff's counsel to be called as witnesses

          20  at trial and no basis for disqualification?
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          21        A.    Yes, sir.

          22        Q.    One other area that there has been

          23  criticism of is the lead counsel agreement

          24  with Mr. Vines, who is seated here, one of our

          25  colleagues now.  You have opinions about the
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           1  lead counsel agreement that you have expressed

           2  in your opinion and can you share those with

           3  Judge King as well?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.  Defendant's raise

           5  issues about that in fact particularly that

           6  Mr. Lauriello at one point was a defendant.

           7  That case no longer exists.  The plaintiff's

           8  pursuit of this class action is not to the

           9  detriment of anyone else.  Mr. Vines and his

          10  clients certainly can continue to be a

          11  watchdog or what's going on in this case.

          12  When I looked at some of that original cases,

          13  the case that included Mr. Lauriello, it

          14  looked like some postures among plaintiff's

          15  counsel about who was going to take the case.

          16  I thought he was put into the case, Mr.

          17  Lauriello, as part of that posturing.  I don't

          18  think it in any way harms, that is to say the

          19  agreement now between the firms and among the
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          20  firms in any way harms the class in being

          21  represented by this class counsel.  I don't

          22  see it at all.

          23        Q.    Let's drill down a little bit, if

          24  we can, on the issue of whether truly the

          25  interest of the class was adverse to the
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           1  interest of Mr. Lauriello.  I'll withdraw that

           2  and deal with it in another form.  Do you

           3  understand or have any information that the

           4  lead counsel agreement that was executed among

           5  the plaintiff's counsel and Mr. Vines was

           6  actually executed and submitted to Judge King?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    So it wasn't anything that was

           9  being hidden from anybody.  It was shared with

          10  a Court in an open fashion?

          11        A.    Yes, sir.  That agreement allowed

          12  the case to move forward.

          13        Q.    And in that agreement, did you see

          14  that Mr. Vines has not abdicated any

          15  responsibilities that he would have as

          16  counsel?

          17        A.    Absolutely.

          18        Q.    And he had a right to conduct
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          19  discovery and had a right to as you called it

          20  assigned the role of watchdog?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.

          22        Q.    And you heard him say it's his

          23  expectation to continue on in that role?

          24        A.    Yes, sir.  He's not promised

          25  anything.
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           1        Q.    Right.  There's another point.

           2  He's not promised anything?

           3        A.    No.

           4        Q.    Anything that he may obtain in

           5  terms of compensation this this matter has to

           6  be applied for by him and approved by Judge

           7  King?

           8        A.    Yes, sir.

           9        Q.    We are not doing it, are we?

          10        A.    No.  All the agreement says is

          11  these plaintiffs firms will not object to a

          12  percentage request by Mr. Vines of 7.5

          13  percent.

          14        Q.    But in terms of what Judge King

          15  does that's strictly up to him, isn't it?

          16        A.    Yes, sir.  Just like the judge in

          17  the original case had to approve that
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          18  settlement.

          19        Q.    I do want to get back to this

          20  matter of Lauriello as a defendant and whether

          21  or not truly his interest as a defendant was

          22  adverse to the class's interest.  Have you

          23  looked at that issue and have any opinions

          24  with respect to that?

          25              MR. KING:  Your Honor I'm going to
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           1  object to this because he didn't look at it

           2  before his deposition.  There's no opinion in

           3  his disclosure or any opinion in his

           4  deposition concerning -- he said in his

           5  deposition on page 180 the only opinions were

           6  number one the matters were distinction number

           7  two the claim was not based on the merits of

           8  posturing number three not a very good claim

           9  any way.  I would object to eliciting any

          10  opinions.

          11              MR. POWELL:  I'm going into just

          12  that.

          13              MR. KING:  I thought he said

          14  whether he was truly adverse, so I do object

          15  to his opinions about whether he was adverse

          16  as a defendant.  I don't object if he stays
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          17  within those.

          18              MR. POWELL:  Truly adverse could

          19  be posturing.

          20              THE COURT:  We will take it a

          21  question at a time.

          22        Q.    The question before you is, did

          23  you look at the issue in connection with these

          24  three matters that you have discussed in your

          25  deposition as to whether the interest of Mr.
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           1  Lauriello was truly adverse to the interests

           2  of the class?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    Tell the Court what your opinion

           5  is with respect to that.

           6        A.    I don't think that there's

           7  adversity there.

           8        Q.    And why is that, Dean?

           9        A.    The case had to do really with who

          10  is going to be prosecuting this case.  The

          11  plaintiffs in the case really are adverse to

          12  MedPartners.  They have similar claims.  It's

          13  a case about who is going to represent the

          14  plaintiffs, who is the best law firm to

          15  represent the plaintiffs in that case.  It's
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          16  been aired out.  We have Mr. Vines.  I read

          17  his deposition who said he was wrong about

          18  most of what he had put in that complaint,

          19  that he had subsequent information.  He didn't

          20  know it originally but he learned things and

          21  he had therefore made some mistakes hindsight

          22  in the original complaint.

          23              MR. POWELL:  Give me a minute.

          24              THE COURT:  Sure.

          25              MR. POWELL:  Thank you.  That's
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           1  all I have.

           2              THE COURT:  Cross-examination.

           3              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.  Thank you.

           4  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. KING:

           5        Q.    Dean Randall a couple of

           6  housekeeping matters.  How many hours,

           7  approximately, do you have invested in this

           8  matter?

           9        A.    I really don't know off the top of

          10  my head.

          11        Q.    Just give us your best judgment.

          12        A.    I'm going to ballpark it at 50

          13  hours.

          14        Q.    All right, sir.  And your rate is
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          15  five hundred dollars?

          16        A.    Yes, sir.  One hundred dollars

          17  less than Mr. Morgan.

          18        Q.    For starters, Dean Randall, would

          19  you agree with me that it is appropriate for

          20  the Court to examine the lawyers compliance

          21  with the rules of professional responsibility

          22  when examining adequacy under Rule 23?

          23        A.    Yes, sir.

          24        Q.    And I want to ask you some

          25  questions about the 1998 cases to start with.
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           1  Pull up 207, please.  We went over this, Dean

           2  Randall, at your deposition.  What 207 is, is

           3  it's two pages of text which was prepared by

           4  the plaintiff's lawyers that gives you a

           5  chronology, if you will, of what happened;

           6  correct?

           7        A.    I'll take your word for it.  It

           8  looks familiar but I cannot read that writing

           9  from here.  I can see Lauriello at the top and

          10  207 at the bottom.

          11              MR. KING:  I'll find a hard copy,

          12  if the Court will indulge me.

          13              THE COURT:  Certainly.
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          14        Q.    It's in your notebook.  If you

          15  will look at Tab H.

          16        A.    I'm with you now.

          17        Q.    All right.  Exhibit 207.

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    Now that you are looking at it up

          20  close, can you see that it is, in fact, a

          21  document that was prepared by plaintiff's

          22  counsel and given to you in connection with

          23  your work?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    And it has, what, about twenty
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           1  points.

           2        A.    Yes, sir.

           3        Q.    And as you understand it, the

           4  purpose of this was to help you with

           5  background on what happened when; correct?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    And if we start at the very first

           8  thing here, number one, it says that the air

           9  and North firms file on January 9, 1998 is

          10  that correct?

          11        A.    Yes, sir.

          12        Q.    Now, Dean Randall, will you agree
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          13  with me that by filing that case on January 9,

          14  1998, at that moment, the Hare and North firms

          15  assumed duties to the proposed class that they

          16  proposed to represent?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    Let's look at Exhibit 5.  That's

          19  Tab I in your notebook.  Now, this is --

          20  should be the very next one.  Are you there?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.

          22        Q.    This is one of the documents that

          23  you were provided by Mr. Somerville; correct?

          24        A.    Yes, sir.

          25        Q.    This is agreement with respect to
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           1  joint prosecution of certain securities

           2  litigation; correct?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    And this is the document by which

           5  the Hare and North firm got together with the

           6  milberg firm in connection with the

           7  MedPartners securities litigation; is that

           8  correct?

           9        A.    Yes, sir.

          10        Q.    And rather than leave their

          11  arrangement to chance or verbal memories, they
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          12  actually reduced their agreement to writing

          13  correct?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.

          15        Q.    And that's a good practice, isn't

          16  it, Dean Randall?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    And what they said in that

          19  document is that the firms which were three

          20  firms, the Hare firm, the North firm and the

          21  Milberg firm -- agreed to represent the class

          22  or classes of absent class members in one or

          23  more actions against MedPartners arising from

          24  purchase or acquisition of securities whether

          25  filed or here after filed by any of the firms
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           1  or any firm associated therewith; correct?

           2        A.    Yes, sir.

           3        Q.    Now, will you agree with me that

           4  in this document, the Hare and North firms

           5  agreed along with Milberg to represent a class

           6  including absent class members?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    And in fact, it says here in this

           9  last sentence that neither firm shall make

          10  commitments or take any material steps in such
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          11  litigation except as the firms shall agree;

          12  correct?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    Now, we know from exhibit 7 -- and

          15  we don't have to go back and look at it

          16  because I think you'll remember -- that

          17  Lauriello was actually dismissed and on appeal

          18  when the settlement agreement in the

          19  MedPartners securities action was reached?

          20        A.    Yes, sir.

          21        Q.    But Dean Randall, even though

          22  Lauriello case was on appeal, the Hare and

          23  North firms still had a duty to this class to

          24  make sure the settlement was fair, didn't

          25  they?
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           1        A.    Well, they were playing a role in

           2  the case.  I think different firms will play

           3  different roles an bring different value.

           4  They were not aware that this settlement was

           5  going on.  We have testimony that the

           6  settlement had been all but reached by the

           7  time they were told.  So I think they did not

           8  have a role in the settlement.  I think said

           9  earlier it would appear that Milberg Weiss
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          10  violated paragraph one by making commitments

          11  that did not tell them.

          12        Q.    Even though Lauriello was on

          13  appeal, would you agree with me that the Hare

          14  and North firms had a duty to that class to

          15  make sure the settlement was fair?

          16        A.    I'll put your question in context.

          17  The answer is yes in the roles in the firms.

          18        Q.    Now, did purported class rep John

          19  Lauriello also have a duty to this class at

          20  the time of the settlement?

          21        A.    The case had been dismissed.  I'm

          22  not really sure what his role would have been.

          23        Q.    Is it your position Dean Randall

          24  that John Lauriello did have a duty to this

          25  class at the time it was settled or that he
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           1  did not?

           2        A.    Did not.

           3        Q.    And you testified in your

           4  deposition that one way that the Hare Wynn and

           5  North firms discharged their duty was to rely

           6  on Milberg, a qualified law firm; correct?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    But the language -- will you agree
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           9  with me that that language of the writing that

          10  evidences the agreement between those three

          11  firms does not contain any language that

          12  delegates the duty to milberg to see that a

          13  settlement is fair?

          14        A.    Correct.

          15        Q.    In fact, Dean Randall, it says

          16  just the opposite.  It says that neither can

          17  make a commitment or take material steps

          18  except as they shall agree; correct?

          19        A.    Correct.

          20        Q.    Now, are you aware of another

          21  written agreement or any other written

          22  agreement which says that Hare Wynn and North

          23  will cede responsibility -- are you aware of

          24  any other agreement that says Hare Wynn and

          25  North are going to cede the duty they have to
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           1  make sure to this class that this settlement

           2  is fair, that they are going to cede that to

           3  Milberg Weiss?

           4        A.    I have seen no written agreement

           5  to that effect.

           6        Q.    Now, I'll ask you something I

           7  didn't ask you at your deposition.  In your
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           8  opinion, Dean, would it be reasonable for the

           9  Hare and North firms to rely on Milberg to

          10  fulfill the duty you concede they had to this

          11  class no matter what they learned about

          12  Milberg along the way?

          13        A.    That was a long question.

          14        Q.    Probably not a very good one.

          15  Would it be reasonable for Hare and North to

          16  rely on milberg to fulfill the duty you

          17  concede they had to this class no matter what

          18  Hare and North learned about Milberg along the

          19  way?

          20        A.    Well, I'll try to break that in

          21  two.  I think a level of reliance from these

          22  plaintiffs firms on milberg Weiss was

          23  reasonable.  I'm having trouble with the no

          24  matter what they learned along with way part.

          25        Q.    Is there anything Hare and North
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           1  could have possibly learned about Milberg's

           2  handling of that matter which would have made

           3  it no longer reasonable for them to simply

           4  punt any and all due diligence in connection

           5  with the settlement to Milberg?

           6        A.    As far as I know from the reading
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           7  I have done in this case, it's a hypothetical

           8  question.  I imagine there's something you

           9  could learn about them that would make you

          10  less reliant on them.  I don't know that I

          11  could think of it.  I hate to say, no, not

          12  anything.

          13        Q.    Let me back up and ask you this.

          14  What's your basis for saying that the Hare and

          15  North firm -- is it your testimony that there

          16  was some agreement between Hare and North and

          17  Milberg whereby Hare and North seeded their

          18  duty to make sure the settlement was fair to

          19  Milberg?

          20        A.    This is the only agreement that I

          21  have seen, sir.

          22        Q.    This being exhibit 5?

          23        A.    Yes, sir.  Excuse me.

          24        Q.    Thank you.  Now, what if Hare and

          25  North learned before the settlement occurred
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           1  or before it was approved -- what if Hare and

           2  North learned before the settlement was

           3  approved that Milberg had breached this

           4  agreement which is exhibit 5?  Would it still

           5  be reasonable for them to punt to Milberg?
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           6        A.    And by punt, you mean?

           7        Q.    Cede responsibility for insuring

           8  the fairness of the settlement to their

           9  co-counsel Milberg?

          10        A.    I'm going to answer that yes,

          11  because I think the barn door was open

          12  already.  They were told the settlement had

          13  been reached.  I think they still have some

          14  level of responsibility but the violation of

          15  the agreement tells them.

          16        Q.    So that's not enough, a breach of

          17  the agreement is not enough?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    By the way, Hare and North did

          20  learn of the proposed settlement well before

          21  the preliminary approval hearing; correct?

          22        A.    Can you define that?

          23        Q.    Sure.  By March, before the

          24  hearing in May, Hare Wynn had a draft of the

          25  stipulation in its hands?
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           1        A.    I believe that's true.

           2        Q.    What if Milberg Weiss had not just

           3  breached the joint prosecution agreement but

           4  what if Milberg Weiss had not acted in a
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           5  truthful manner toward Hare and North in their

           6  discussions with Hare and North and Hare and

           7  North knew it?  Would it still be reasonable

           8  for Hare and North to cede their duty to this

           9  class to Milberg?

          10        A.    Yes, currently.  If I were them I

          11  probably would never entered into agreement

          12  with Milberg Weiss in the future.  We are

          13  talking about this case and this timing and

          14  what was happening, yes, I think it was

          15  reasonable for them to cede.

          16        Q.    What if the Hare and North firms

          17  learned before the preliminary approval

          18  hearing that Milberg Weiss had defrauded the

          19  Hare and North firm.  Would it still be

          20  appropriate in your view for them to cede any

          21  responsibility they had to this class about

          22  the settlement to Milberg Weiss?

          23        A.    Well, first using your

          24  hypothetical that there's fraud I think their

          25  behavior in this case they need to consider
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           1  somewhat steps they had to take separately

           2  against Milberg Weiss.  My understanding is

           3  they had 30 something firms going along with
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           4  this settlement.

           5        Q.    You are saying that -- is there

           6  anything that Milberg could have done to put

           7  the Hare and North firms on notice, hey, we

           8  might need to look into this settlement?  Is

           9  there anything they could have done?

          10        A.    I think if there was lots of news

          11  about malpractice by Milberg weiss, some new

          12  news about the firms, plaintiff's would say we

          13  might want to drill down deeper on this.

          14        Q.    But as we leave this subject, I

          15  want to make sure that I have your opinion.

          16  It's your opinion that although there was

          17  nothing in any agreement that allowed the Hare

          18  and North firms to cede this responsibility,

          19  it was okay that they did so to Milberg?

          20        A.    I'm going to answer yes.  I think

          21  the characterization is unusual, but I'll take

          22  the question as stated.

          23        Q.    Let me switch gears.  I want to

          24  talk about the lawyer as witness issue.  For

          25  starters, would you agree that it is an
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           1  appropriate for Judge King to consider whether

           2  proposed counsel might be a witness when you
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           3  are looking at adequacy?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.

           5        Q.    And you told me in your deposition

           6  you didn't see how this rule was implicated

           7  here because you don't see the relevance of

           8  when plaintiff's counsel learned about

           9  insurance?

          10        A.    Yes, I did testify to that.

          11        Q.    Is that still your opinion?

          12        A.    Yes, sir.

          13        Q.    And I believe what you said is

          14  this, Dean.  You said the real relevance here

          15  is when plaintiffs themselves found out about

          16  the insurance; correct?

          17        A.    I'll take your word.  I haven't

          18  looked at it.  I don't know if you are talking

          19  about the complaint moving to the amended

          20  complaint.

          21        Q.    But in terms of whose knowledge

          22  you say is relevant here, you are saying not

          23  the lawyers, what matters is when the

          24  plaintiffs themselves were on notice of facts?

          25        A.    I testified to that, yes, sir.
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           1        Q.    And you said that in part, Dean,
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           2  because you told us that in your opinion,

           3  there's not an agency relationship between

           4  class an class counsel?

           5        A.    Yes.  I was incorrect in that

           6  statement.

           7        Q.    Is it now your statement today

           8  that there is such a relationship?

           9        A.    Yes, sir.

          10        Q.    Were you made aware after your

          11  deposition that the plaintiff's other expert

          12  had testified that there was?

          13        A.    No, sir.  I reread my deposition

          14  and saw that I screwed that up.

          15        Q.    Let me ask you a few agency

          16  questions if I can.  An agent's knowledge

          17  ordinarily is imputed to the principal; right?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    And not only an agent's knowledge

          20  but an agent's action or inaction while acting

          21  as an agent is actually imputed to the

          22  principal as well?

          23        A.    Within the scope of the

          24  relationship.  It's limited by the scope.

          25        Q.    That's the car wreck case.  If my
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           1  employee has a wreck in my vehicle on company

           2  time I'm responsible for it?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    So given the fact that your

           5  testimony today is there is an agency

           6  relationship between counsel and the class,

           7  what counsel knew or should have known about

           8  insurance and when is relevant, isn't it?

           9        A.    I think there's some confusion.

          10  This is a special kind of agency relationship

          11  where the lawyer is representing a client

          12  holding himself out to be an expert.  The

          13  lawyers knew at the time -- well, we have

          14  testimony about what the lawyers knew about

          15  the excess insurance.  I understood this case

          16  about the unlimited nature of the insurance.

          17        Q.    Maybe my question wasn't good.  If

          18  there was an agency relationship between

          19  counsel and class, as you now admit there is

          20  or contend there is, what counsel knew or

          21  should have known about insurance and

          22  particulars of the insurance is relevant,

          23  isn't it?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    But of course, Dean, even in an
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           1  agent's knowledge is imputed to a principal,

           2  the principal's knowledge still matters,

           3  doesn't it?

           4        A.    Yes.

           5        Q.    Use this example yesterday.  And I

           6  know you weren't here.  Let's say that I am

           7  buying a piece of property and I employ Phil

           8  as my agent to go buy it.  And he asks the

           9  seller of the property if there's

          10  environmental harm on the property or problems

          11  and the seller tells him no.  But I know there

          12  are problems and I buy it anyway.  Even though

          13  the seller misled my agent Phil, I still don't

          14  have a fraud claim, do I, because my knowledge

          15  also counts?

          16        A.    Sure.

          17        Q.    This is the wrong place to talk

          18  about but it's many my note.  Let me make sure

          19  I understand what your understanding of the

          20  Haley and Francis testimony about the press

          21  release is.  Are you basing your opinions on

          22  the fact that Mr. Haley did know about the

          23  press release back in '99 or that he didn't?

          24        A.    Think hard about what he said

          25  about the press release.  I believe he
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           1  testified that he knew about the press

           2  release, yes, sir.

           3        Q.    And is that your memory of the

           4  Francis testimony, too?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.

           6        Q.    And I think what you said is that

           7  makes a difference because everybody knew

           8  about it so why ask these two?

           9        A.    I think Mr. Haley said he had

          10  exaggerated when he said everybody knew about

          11  it but a lot lawyers knew about it so there

          12  could be other lawyers that could testify.

          13        Q.    Pull up Exhibit 1.  In this

          14  exhibit one here, Dean, I don't think that's

          15  in your notebook?

          16        A.    I don't think I have seen it

          17  before.  I'm going to have to squint to see

          18  it.

          19              MR. KING:  May I approach?

          20              THE COURT:  You may.

          21        Q.    If you have never seen it, I

          22  better give you a minute to look it over.

          23        A.    Okay.

          24        Q.    And you told us in your deposition

          25  that in your practice and legal career, you
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           1  have seen language in releases that companies

           2  do where the company says we have some

           3  litigation and if we lose, we are going to

           4  contest it vigorously but if we lose it is

           5  going to have a material adverse effect on our

           6  company.  You have seen language like that?

           7        A.    Yes, sir. I think you requested me

           8  questions about 10-K.

           9        Q.    Your memory about your deposition

          10  is better than mine.  You have seen that such

          11  disclosures are, in fact, in 10-K?

          12        A.    Yes, sir.

          13        Q.    That language that I just

          14  described is not that uncommon is securities

          15  litigation?

          16        A.    Correct.

          17        Q.    If we lose it is going to have a

          18  material adverse effect?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.

          20        Q.    Now, the language in this one that

          21  says right here in the heading, additional

          22  coverage insures that shareholder litigation

          23  presents no material adverse risk to the

          24  company, that's not typical language, is it?
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          25        A.    That would be unusual language.
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           1  You're right.  That's not usual language.  I

           2  will agree with you on that.

           3        Q.    And what that language is telling

           4  the reader is the company does not predict

           5  exposure; correct?

           6        A.    Or due to the insurance correct.

           7        Q.    In your experience, Dean Randall,

           8  would any company, especially a company that

           9  has been sued for securities fraud in over 20

          10  cases, ever say no material adverse risk to

          11  the company if there was any chance in the

          12  world that it might actually still have

          13  material exposure after it bought this

          14  insurance?

          15        A.    I don't recall any.

          16        Q.    No company is going to do that,

          17  are they?

          18        A.    I'd have to think about it.  You

          19  said have I seen it.  I would agree with you

          20  that this is unique language.

          21        Q.    Let me ask my question again.

          22        A.    I'm sorry.

          23              MR. KING:  Pull up exhibit 11.
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          24        Q.    I want to ask you about the 10-K

          25  of MedPartners, the '98 10-K that went out in
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           1  April of '99.  That should be behind Tab J.

           2        A.    Okay.

           3        Q.    This is what you meant when you

           4  were talking about -- this appears to be an

           5  annual report of MedPartners for the year

           6  1998?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    Turn to page 45.

           9        A.    Okay.  I'm on page 45.

          10        Q.    Are you reading paragraph 14?

          11        A.    Yes.  I think it's the first time

          12  I have read it.

          13        Q.    Sure.  Let me know when you have

          14  read it.

          15        A.    Okay.

          16              MR. POWELL:  What is that

          17  referring to?

          18              MR. KING:  This is exhibit 11.

          19        Q.    Are these the types of disclosures

          20  you would expect to see in an annual report?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.

          22        Q.    So if you combine the press
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          23  release which we saw as exhibit 1, it talks

          24  about the insurance and says no material

          25  adverse effect.  And then this document
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           1  discloses the premium for that insurance,

           2  doesn't it?

           3        A.    Yes.

           4        Q.    Let me switch gears on you, Dean.

           5  I want to move to this fee sharing issue with

           6  John Lauriello.

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    And again, just to start, you do

           9  agree that if a reduction in fee to compensate

          10  John Lauriello is an ethical violation, that

          11  would be relevant to the Court in looking at

          12  that?

          13        A.    I think the Court can certainly

          14  make an inquiry into this, yes, sir.

          15        Q.    Going back through your testimony

          16  on this issue, the Hare and North firms were

          17  to receive a fee in 1999 out of the award to

          18  the class; correct?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.

          20        Q.    And one component of that fee was

          21  a piece of that Milberg Weiss fee that the
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          22  Court approved in Exhibit 97 that you looked

          23  at during your direct examination?

          24        A.    Yes, sir.

          25        Q.    And there was another piece that
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           1  came from the Blankenship case; correct?

           2        A.    Yes, sir.

           3        Q.    Together they totaled over two and

           4  a half million dollars?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.

           6        Q.    And as you understand it and as

           7  was disclosed to you on exhibit 207, Mr.

           8  Lauriello got 2200 or so from the settlement?

           9        A.    Yes, sir.

          10        Q.    Now, have you looked at the

          11  stipulation of settlement itself?

          12        A.    Not over the last several days.  I

          13  can't really remember at what time I did.

          14        Q.    I'm going to tell you about a

          15  provision and see if it rings a bell.  Will

          16  you agree with me that John Lauriello had to

          17  go along with this settlement and agree to

          18  discussion miss his appeal in order for the

          19  global settlement to be consummated?

          20        A.    Had to?
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          21        Q.    Let me put it another way.  A

          22  condition of the global settlement, one of the

          23  conditions to that settlement was that John

          24  Lauriello had to agree to dismiss his appeal?

          25        A.    Yes.  That was part of the
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           1  agreement, yes.

           2        Q.    And in fact, if John Lauriello did

           3  not agree to dismiss his appeal, then the

           4  defendants had a right to blow up the whole

           5  settlement?

           6        A.    The plaintiff's counsel had the

           7  right to object to the settlement, yes, sir.

           8        Q.    What about the defendants?

           9        A.    Well, I suppose they could have

          10  agreed to rewrite the settlement.  I told you

          11  I need to look at that.

          12        Q.    I wasted time trying to save time.

          13  Go to exhibit 39, page 43.  That's behind Tab

          14  K, Dean.

          15        A.    Okay.

          16        Q.    It's a long document.  That's the

          17  stipulation so go to page 43.  You will see

          18  here that 7.1(g) -- that's page 43.  That's

          19  paragraph 7.1(g)?
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          20        A.    Yes, sir.

          21        Q.    It says that the appeal shall have

          22  been dismissed of Lauriello shall have been

          23  dismissed; correct?

          24        A.    Yes, sir.

          25        Q.    And if we go down to 7.5, the
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           1  first sentence, if not all the conditions

           2  satisfied in 7 .1, of which (g) is a

           3  subparagraph are met, then this stipulation

           4  shall been canceled and terminated?

           5        A.    I do not recall reading this

           6  language.

           7        Q.    I put you through that to ask you

           8  this question whether to agree to dismiss the

           9  appeal and let the settlement happen or to say

          10  no and blow to whole 56 million dollars

          11  settlement up in the end was John Lauriello's

          12  decision?

          13        A.    By in the end do you mean of all

          14  these other parties or just that he could have

          15  decided not to have his case dismissed.

          16        Q.    My question is if John Lauriello

          17  and his lawyers had decided we are not going

          18  to dismiss our appeal, that would have blown
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          19  up the whole settlement?

          20        A.    Unless as I read 7.5 the counsel

          21  for the different parties mutually agree in

          22  writing to proceed with the stipulation.

          23        Q.    And going back to 207, point

          24  number 17, you understand this the lawyers

          25  paid John Lauriello $76,870 out of their fee?
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           1        A.    Yes, sir.

           2        Q.    Now, you don't have any

           3  information that the Court was informed of

           4  this payment, do you?

           5        A.    No, sir.

           6        Q.    But Dean Randall, the lawyers

           7  didn't get a fee for -- let me ask it this

           8  way.  Go to exhibit 97.  I don't think it's in

           9  your book.  This is one that Mr. Powell showed

          10  you on your screen.  Remember this one?

          11        A.    Yes, sir, absolutely.

          12        Q.    Much of the Hare and North fee

          13  came out of this class counsel fee that Judge

          14  Wynn awarded Milberg Weiss; is that right?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.

          16        Q.    And where did that money come

          17  from?  Did it come from Mr. Lauriello?
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          18        A.    Did it come from Mr. Lauriello,

          19  no, sir.

          20        Q.    It came from the class, didn't it?

          21  It came from the funds that were paid to

          22  compensate the entire class; correct?

          23        A.    Yes, sir.

          24        Q.    What Judge Wynn did is he took

          25  about a third of that 56 million dollars that
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           1  was paid to the class, pulled it out and

           2  awarded it to the lawyers as an attorney's

           3  fee?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.

           5        Q.    So the fee -- and Hare and North

           6  got a fee in the Blankenship case but there

           7  was another component.  There was a class fee

           8  and then there was a Blankenship fee; correct?

           9        A.    Yes, sir.

          10        Q.    So the fee they got that they

          11  shared with Mr. Lauriello was a fee that had

          12  been obtained from elsewhere other than Mr.

          13  Lauriello; correct?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.

          15        Q.    Something I think you said on your

          16  direct, you said that it mattered that Mr.
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          17  Lauriello was not given more than his actual

          18  loss?

          19        A.    Correct.

          20        A.    Yes, sir.  I think it puts it in a

          21  different light or a favorable light.  When

          22  you asked the question did this money not come

          23  from Mr. Lauriello, well, he was part of the

          24  settlement of this case so the potential of

          25  this case was part of that overall settlement.
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           1        Q.    But the lawyers didn't get 1 .71

           2  million dollars for collecting 2200 from Mr.

           3  Lauriello?

           4        A.    Correct.

           5        Q.    Are you aware Dean Randall of the

           6  principal and class cases that no class member

           7  may receive any payment other than his

           8  prorated share without specific court

           9  approval?

          10        A.    I have heard reference to it.  I'm

          11  not here as an expert on Rule 23, sir.

          12        Q.    I asked you this in your

          13  deposition when we talked about fee

          14  reductions.  I just want to you confirm it for

          15  Judge King.  You said that there's nothing
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          16  wrong with a law firm making a named plaintiff

          17  in a class action an undisclosed payment of a

          18  million dollars to get that named plaintiff to

          19  go along with a proposed class settlement.  Is

          20  that still your opinion?

          21        A.    That sounds like a broad

          22  statement.  I'd have to look at the question.

          23  That doesn't sound like a great answer to that

          24  yes.

          25              MR. KING:  May I approach, Your
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           1  Honor.

           2              THE COURT:  Sure.

           3        Q.    Page 100, line ten.  Just confirm

           4  for the record.

           5        A.    Yes, sir.  This is my deposition.

           6        Q.    Thank you.  Question, let's assume

           7  that plaintiff Eloise Shackner was named

           8  plaintiff in a putative class action against

           9  MedPartners and that a settlement was reached

          10  in which it was disclosed to the court that

          11  Mrs. Shackner would get her share of whatever

          12  the claim administrator said she was due and

          13  instead and that shackner's lawyers would get

          14  a multi-million dollar fee.  But instead the
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          15  lawyers paid Ms. Shackner a million dollars of

          16  their fee.  Can you think of anything wrong

          17  with that scenario?  Answer, well, if the

          18  purpose of the law firm was to give

          19  Mrs. Shackner a portion of the reduction of

          20  the lawyer's fee, that would not seem to be --

          21  raise an issue?

          22        A.    That was not a good answer.  I

          23  can't remember if you had given me a series of

          24  hypotheticals.

          25        Q.    That would be wrong, wouldn't it,
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           1  Dean?

           2        A.    Yes, sir.

           3        Q.    Let me talk to you about the

           4  blankenship case.  Go back to exhibit 207.

           5  That's tab H.

           6        A.    I'm with you.

           7        Q.    Do you see there in paragraph four

           8  that you are told that Milberg filed the

           9  blankenship matter in '98 and that according

          10  to paragraph five, North and Hare firm were

          11  not even aware until July of 99 of Milberg's

          12  involvement in that case; correct?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.
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          14        Q.    So that tells us doesn't it Dean

          15  that Hare and North did not refer the

          16  Blankenship case to Milberg?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    Milberg did not refer the

          19  Blankenship case to the Hare and North firm;

          20  correct?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.

          22        Q.    In fact that says Milberg violated

          23  the agreement by not telling them about it

          24  correct?

          25        A.    Should have been covered by the
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           1  agreement.

           2        Q.    And you know from looking at the

           3  materials you have looked at, Dean, that the

           4  Hare and North firms accepted a fee of over

           5  eight hundred thousand dollars from that case?

           6        A.    Yes, sir.

           7        Q.    And I wasn't sure about your

           8  testimony on direct so let me make sure I

           9  understand it.  Are you telling the Court that

          10  that over eight hundred thousand dollar fee

          11  complied with rule 1.5?

          12        A.    Yes, sir.  Because it complied
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          13  with the agreement between Milberg Weiss and

          14  plaintiff's counsel here today.

          15        Q.    Let's take a look at 1.5(e).  You

          16  looked at that with Mr. Powell.  That's tab N.

          17  Tell me when you get there.

          18        A.    I'm there.

          19        Q.    The way this 1.5 reads is you've

          20  got four subsections that any division of fee

          21  has to comply with; is that correct?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    But it can comply with subsection

          24  one in any of three ways; right?

          25        A.    Yes, sir.
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           1        Q.    But even if it complies with

           2  subsection one, the fee in order to be

           3  compliant still has to comply with subsection

           4  2 and 3 and four; correct?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    So let's start with one.  Let's go

           7  with an easy one and go to C.  You have

           8  already testified that Hare and North didn't

           9  refer Blankenship to Milberg an Milberg didn't

          10  refer Blankenship to Hare and North, so C is

          11  out, isn't it?
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          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    All right.  And B talks about a

          14  written agreement with the client.  In this

          15  case, that would be Blankenship; correct?

          16        A.    I'd like to go back to C.  May I

          17  do that?

          18        Q.    Sure.

          19        A.    This is a case that's covered by

          20  an agreement and a case that should have been

          21  discussed with the Hare Wynn and North firms

          22  before filing.  I think you have to put C in

          23  that context.  Strictly speaking, it was not

          24  referred or forwarded but there was an

          25  agreement that should have covered this case.
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           1        Q.    So because it should have been

           2  referred and wasn't, is it your testimony that

           3  it was referred?

           4        A.    My testimony is -- I think it's

           5  clear.  We do have the put these rules in the

           6  context of what really has happened.

           7        Q.    Let me try to shortcut it.  Which

           8  one of these three sub parts of one do you say

           9  the Blankenship fee complied with?

          10        A.    You have a couple of options
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          11  there.  With question is with the client, who

          12  is the client.  They have agreed that, in a

          13  sense, they are representing collectively any

          14  client who is suing MedPartners.  C is the one

          15  that is however the most relevant here.

          16        Q.    Okay.  So you know there's no

          17  written agreement with Blankenship to allow

          18  Hare and North to share this fee?

          19        A.    No, sir.  I don't know that.

          20        Q.    Do you know of one?

          21        A.    I don't know of one one way or the

          22  other.

          23        Q.    So you are not relying on B when

          24  you testified this fee was complaint?

          25        A.    We don't know about that.  The
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           1  agreement would have been between Milberg

           2  Weiss and Blankenship.

           3        Q.    I guess what I'm trying to do, I'm

           4  trying to get you to explain to me which prong

           5  of one, in your opinion, the Blankenship fee

           6  complied with.  There are three choices, A, B

           7  or C.

           8        A.    C, for reasons I just discussed,

           9  putting this in the context of where a lawsuit
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          10  was not disclosed to the Hare Wynn and North

          11  firms.

          12        Q.    Let's go to two because it's got

          13  to do one and two and three and four?

          14        A.    Correct.

          15        Q.    Two, the client, that's

          16  Blankenship?

          17        A.    Correct.

          18        Q.    Is advised of and does not object

          19  to the participation of all the lawyers

          20  involved.  What evidence do you have for the

          21  Court that two was complied with?

          22        A.    We are unaware of any information

          23  in either direction, sir.

          24        Q.    Well, Dean, with all respect --

          25  I'll with draw the question.
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           1              THE WITNESS:  Judge, may I ask

           2  counsel for a second bottle of water?

           3              THE COURT:  Sure.

           4        Q.    After you take a drink, if you

           5  will go to tab M.

           6        A.    Okay.

           7        Q.    Have you seen the affidavit of

           8  Allen S.  Gassman?
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           9        A.    No, sir.

          10        Q.    This is exhibit 1012.  I want you

          11  to take a minute and read that.  It's only a

          12  couple of pages.  I'm just going to ask about

          13  the affidavit.  Go to paragraph seven.

          14        A.    I'm with you.

          15        Q.    Mr. Gassman, you now know from

          16  reading his affidavit, was the local lawyer

          17  for the Blankenship plaintiffs?

          18        A.    Correct.

          19        Q.    And he has testified here in

          20  paragraph seven that to the best of my

          21  knowledge, no law firms other than the Gassman

          22  firm, Milberg Weiss and Timothy Coyle, that's

          23  another Birmingham lawyer, represented the

          24  plaintiffs in the Blankenship litigation.  Do

          25  you see that?
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           1        A.    Yes, sir.

           2        Q.    Next page, paragraph 12, if the

           3  Hare Wynn and/or North firms received any fees

           4  in connection with the Blankenship settlement,

           5  then to the best of my knowledge, none of the

           6  plaintiffs in the Blankenship matter were made

           7  aware of that fact either through me or anyone
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           8  else.  Do you see that?

           9        A.    Yes, sir, I do.

          10        Q.    Let's go back to 1.5(e).

          11        A.    Mr. King, what exhibit is that?

          12        Q.    Go back to tab N.

          13        A.    Okay.

          14        Q.    So will you agree with me after

          15  seeing this affidavit that unless Mr. Gassman

          16  is telling a fib, Blankenship was not advised

          17  of the participation of the Hare firm or the

          18  North firm?

          19        A.    That's what the affidavit says.

          20        Q.    Therefore, that 833 thousand

          21  dollars fee was not received in compliance

          22  with Rule 1.5?

          23        A.    Again, I stated a couple of times

          24  today, I think that's the responsibility of

          25  Milberg Weiss.  Hard to blame these firms when
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           1  that case wasn't brought to their attention.

           2        Q.    Well, they could have done

           3  something when the check came in?

           4        A.    I'm not following.

           5        Q.    It was the decision of Hare and

           6  North when they got a check for a case they
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           7  didn't know about, they had an option to do

           8  some due diligence about whether the rule had

           9  been complied with?

          10        A.    Well, the agreement had been

          11  violated between Milberg Weiss.  Milberg Weiss

          12  violated its agreement.

          13        Q.    Let me change subjects on you.

          14              THE COURT:  We are going to take a

          15  break until three o'clock.  You may step down,

          16  Dean.

          17              (Short recess.)

          18              THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. King.

          19              MR. KING:  Thank you, Your Honor.

          20        Q.    Dean Randall, I want to talk with

          21  you about the Hare and Somerville firm's

          22  representation of Jay Johnston?

          23        A.    Yes, sir.

          24        Q.    Pull up 206.  That's going to be

          25  not in your book.  What this is -- you recall
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           1  that at your deposition, we asked you what

           2  materials you had been provided, and you

           3  provided us with a list of those case

           4  materials; right?

           5        A.    Yes.
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           6        Q.    Does this appear to be that list?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    And one of the things you said you

           9  had been provided is defendant's submission in

          10  connection with a potential conflict of

          11  interest involving plaintiff's counsel dated

          12  May 28, 2004; correct?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    And I believe you told us that you

          15  had reviewed that document?

          16        A.    Yes, sir.

          17        Q.    So it wouldn't be correct, would

          18  it, to say that defendants waited all these

          19  many years until recently to raise the

          20  conflict issues before the court, would it?

          21        A.    Mr. King, I thought I said that in

          22  relation to the confidential information only.

          23  I think it limited it to that.  And I don't

          24  recall if your submission talked about

          25  confidential.  I didn't recall that.
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           1        Q.    But you are not intending to

           2  suggest that defendant's waited all these many

           3  years to raise any conflict with Judge King?

           4        A.    What they raised in 2004, I
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           5  thought we were only referring to one aspect

           6  of this case, confidential information.

           7        Q.    Now, I think you said this but

           8  just to confirm.  The same securities fraud

           9  type allegations that were in the initial

          10  MedPartners security cases were at issue in

          11  the case brought against Jay Johnston;

          12  correct?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    And you assumed for purpose of

          15  your testimony and opinion that he discussed

          16  those various securities violations the same

          17  ones alleged in the shareholder cases, with

          18  the Hare and Somerville firms?

          19        A.    I think that's a reasonable

          20  assumption, yes, sir.

          21        Q.    Let me ask you a hypothetical.

          22  Well, let me ask you this first.  Have you

          23  actually read the transcript of either of the

          24  two Jay Johnston trials?

          25        A.    No, sir.
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           1        Q.    Do you have any information about

           2  that case other than what was provided to you

           3  in that list which is exhibit 208?
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           4        A.    No, sir.

           5        Q.    Have you seen any pleadings at all

           6  from the Thrasher case?

           7        A.    No, I don't recall any that would

           8  have been referred to in the documents listed.

           9        Q.    You have not read any transcripts

          10  from the Tracy Thrasher case?

          11        A.    No, sir.

          12        Q.    So you are not this a position to

          13  tell the Court, are you, what precise matters

          14  were at issue in the Tracy Thrasher case?

          15        A.    Only what was represented in the

          16  deposition, sir.

          17        Q.    And that would be the deposition

          18  of John Somerville that you are referring to?

          19        Q.    Whose deposition are you referring

          20  to?

          21        A.    That's what I can remember, it

          22  would have been one of the plaintiff's

          23  counsel.

          24        Q.    From your list that I showed you?

          25        A.    Yes.  All I know is it would be
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           1  behavior from the same period, same company.

           2        Q.    Let's go back to 206.  Just to
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           3  confirm, there are no pleadings, depositions

           4  or other documents from any litigation by

           5  Tracy Thrasher or they other MedPartners

           6  person Keith Berry on your list?

           7        A.    No, sir except what would have

           8  referred.  No pleadings are listed there.

           9        Q.    Let me ask you a hypothetical now.

          10  Assume that I represent a doctor and that

          11  doctor properly shares with me as his lawyer

          12  some medical records containing confidential

          13  information about some of his patients.  It

          14  was appropriate for him to share it with his

          15  lawyer.  Can I, as a lawyer, take the

          16  information I learned from one of these

          17  medical records and then sue that patient on

          18  behalf of another client based on the

          19  confidential information I received from that

          20  doctor client?

          21        A.    I think this was a question you

          22  asked Mr. Somerville in his deposition.

          23  Again, we are going by your hypothetical that.

          24  The answer to that would be no.

          25        Q.    Jay Johnston, as you know, was the
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           1  general counsel of MedPartners.  Could he file
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           2  this case, this case we are in about today --

           3  terrible question.  Could he file the current

           4  case as a lawyer?

           5        A.    You know, I think he could have

           6  more difficulty because he did have a direct

           7  client relationship with MedPartners.  It's

           8  true it's a long time ago but I think he would

           9  have difficulty under 1.9.

          10        Q.    Now, you are familiar with claims

          11  made by the intervenors represented by Mr.

          12  Vines in this lawsuit?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    And some of those claims were that

          15  Mr. Lauriello himself and his lawyers for

          16  culpable in connection with the '99

          17  settlement?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    You have seen this complaint in

          20  intervention, I believe.

          21        A.    Yes, sir, I have.

          22        Q.    It says what it says.  But let's

          23  just confirm for the record that it was filed

          24  on March 19th of 2007; right?

          25        A.    Yes, sir.
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           1        Q.    And that complaint named John

           2  Lauriello as a named defendant; correct?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    And it was brought, Dean Randall

           5  purportedly on behalf of the same class that

           6  these lawyers are proposing that they respect

           7  in this case; correct?

           8        A.    Correct.

           9        Q.    And if we go to exhibit 20, which

          10  is tab Q, a motion to dismiss Mr. Lauriello as

          11  a defendant was filed on January 3, 2008;

          12  correct?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    And of counsel were Mr.

          15  Somerville, the Hare Wynn form and the North

          16  and associates firm; correct?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    So each of those firms who are now

          19  attempting to represent the purported class in

          20  the case filed a motion to dismiss defendant

          21  John Lauriello in this case?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    And if we go to exhibit 141, which

          24  is tab R, on March 4, 2008 this Court denied

          25  the motion to dismiss; correct?
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           1        A.    Yes.

           2        Q.    So at that point, John Lauriello

           3  had been a defendant in this case represented

           4  by those three law firms for just a few days

           5  short of a year; correct?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    I believe I heard you testify that

           8  it was not a violation of Rule 1.7 for the

           9  same three law firms to represent both the

          10  purported class and an actual defendant in

          11  this lawsuit.  Is that your testimony?

          12        A.    By defendant, do you mean the

          13  former defendant Mr. Lauriello, yes, that's

          14  right.

          15        Q.    Was it in violation of 1.7 for

          16  that year we have talked about?  I know

          17  there's some reference to the fact that he's

          18  no longer a party.  Let me ask you this first.

          19  You understand he was actually dismissed in

          20  the spring of '09 after the lead counsel

          21  agreement was executed?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    So he was a party for about two

          24  years in this lawsuit?

          25        A.    Okay.
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           1        Q.    First question, was it a violation

           2  of 1.7 for the same three law firms to

           3  represent the purported class and defendant

           4  Lauriello during that two year period?

           5        A.    Well, when you say the purported

           6  class, of course, we had not had class

           7  certification and John Lauriello never has

           8  been a class representative.

           9        Q.    I don't think that's right but

          10  let's move on.  My question was, was it okay

          11  under Rule 1.7 for that two year period for

          12  these three law firms to represent purported

          13  class and defendant John Lauriello in the same

          14  lawsuit?

          15        A.    You know, I think it is.  We had

          16  no one report that as an ethical problem to

          17  the Alabama state bar, Tony McLane.  I'm

          18  trying to follow the relevance of it.  No one

          19  filed or made that complaint to the bar.

          20        Q.    So is it your opinion that it's

          21  not a violation because nobody complained

          22  about it?

          23        A.    No.  My testimony is that there

          24  seems to be some gray consensus in the room

          25  that it was a violation.  No one reported it
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           1  to the state bar.  I don't think it ice a

           2  violation and I assume it would be a lawyer's

           3  responsibility if he thought it was to bring

           4  it to the Alabama state bar.  I have no

           5  knowledge of that happening.

           6        Q.    What I'm trying to drill down on,

           7  not about my opinion about what should have or

           8  the other lawyers should have done.  In your

           9  opinion as an ethics expert, did representing

          10  both the plaintiffs and a defendant for two

          11  years in the same lawsuit comply with Rule

          12  1.7?

          13        A.    I can object the your question.

          14  You are calling it the same lawsuit.  I think

          15  we are dealing with a different subject

          16  matter.

          17        Q.    So on what subject matter was Mr.

          18  Lauriello made a defendant?

          19        A.    On his ability, the plaintiff's

          20  counsel's ability to represent the class or to

          21  be class representatives.

          22        Q.    And truth --

          23        A.    A different matter than what is at

          24  issue primarily in this case which is the
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          25  unlimited insurance coverage.
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           1        Q.    The claim against Mr. Lauriello

           2  was this, wasn't it, that as a purported class

           3  rep back in '99, he had a duty to the class to

           4  make sure that the settlement was fair and

           5  reasonable and he breached that duty.  That's

           6  what he got sued for?

           7        A.    That's one of the complaints in

           8  the filed by Mr. Vines.

           9        Q.    Is is it your testimony that

          10  that's a different matter than this matter?

          11        A.    I tried to move many times today

          12  to what I think is a more practical approach.

          13  Mr. Vines says I learned information and that

          14  lawsuit didn't have merit.  I was incorrect.

          15  I'm trying to put it in a practical context.

          16        Q.    Isn't it true that it didn't

          17  matter whether the claim is good, great or

          18  terrible.  As a lawyer, I can't represent a

          19  plaintiff and a defendant in the very same

          20  lawsuit under Rule 1.7?

          21        A.    We have now said it several times

          22  that that is normally rule -- there are

          23  exceptions and this is a very special
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          24  situation.  We now that case was filed largely

          25  over who is going to take the lawsuit.
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           1        Q.    Well, is there anything in rule

           2  1.7 that says -- because I'll tell you I think

           3  a lot of the claims against my clients are

           4  good.  Is there anything in the rule that

           5  allows me not to follow Rule 1.7 if I think

           6  it's a crummy claim?

           7        A.    You are supposed to follow 1 .7.

           8  Mr. Vines put will Lauriello as a defendant in

           9  a postures over this lawsuit over who would be

          10  plaintiff's counsel in this lawsuit.

          11        Q.    And what your testimony is, is it

          12  matter in determining if I have to follow Rule

          13  1.7 which means I can't be on both sides of

          14  the lawsuit, it matters what the motivation of

          15  my opponent is?

          16        A.    That lawsuit is not an existence

          17  anymore today.

          18        Q.    That's why I want to talk to you

          19  about that two years.  During the two year

          20  period where they were representing plaintiffs

          21  in a case where this case number and a

          22  defendant in a case with this case number, the
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          23  last year of which is defendant's claim had

          24  survived a motion to dismiss, was that

          25  compliant with Rule 1.7?
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           1        A.    I think under the special

           2  circumstances of this case it was.  And again,

           3  adding fraud as a claim for the certified

           4  class has not yet occurred.  That's what this

           5  hearing is about.

           6        Q.    Look at Rule 1.7, tab S.  Let's go

           7  to the comment on the next page.  There's a

           8  section on litigation that says conflicts in

           9  litigation.  Would you read out loud the first

          10  sentence of that comment?

          11        A.    Conflicts in litigation.

          12  Paragraph A prohibits representation of

          13  opposing parties in litigation.  Is that the

          14  only sentence, sir.

          15        Q.    Yes, sir.  That's the one I wanted

          16  you to read.  Dean Randall, can you point the

          17  Court to any authority to support your

          18  proposition that if it's not a good claim or

          19  if the motives of your opponent are not pure,

          20  then you can represent parties on both sides

          21  of the same lawsuit?
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          22        A.    What I have testified before is I

          23  don't think these parties are adverse as to

          24  the claims before the Court today.

          25        Q.    Let me rephrase my question.
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           1  During the two year period when Mr. Lauriello

           2  was a defendant in this case, can you point

           3  Judge King to any support in your research for

           4  the proposition that Mr. Vines motives

           5  mattered or that it wouldn't -- in that two

           6  year period, can you point the Court to

           7  anything that supports your position that Rule

           8  1.7 wasn't violated due to Mr. Vines motive or

           9  the strength of his claim?

          10        A.    We have really been at this over

          11  and over.  As I've said, I think it was a

          12  different subject matter and this class has

          13  not been certified in terms of the fraud

          14  claim.  So to say that these plaintiffs

          15  counsel were really representing those same

          16  matters on the same matter, I have rejected

          17  that premise a couple of times Mr. King.

          18        Q.    And I'm sure the delay is my fault

          19  and I apologize.  Those three firms

          20  represented Mr. Johnston, one of their
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          21  plaintiffs, correct in claims concerning -- as

          22  an individual?

          23        Q.    I'm going to change class rep

          24  ares.  There are three proposed class reps in

          25  this case, Sam Johnson, Dr. Finney and the is
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           1  a named plaintiff in this lawsuit.  Dr. Finney

           2  without the certification of any class is

           3  asserting claims in connection with the

           4  settlement of the 1999 MedPartners securities

           5  litigation, isn't he?

           6        A.    Yes, sir.

           7        Q.    He is represented by these three

           8  law firms correct?

           9        A.    Yes, sir.

          10        Q.    And John Lauriello is still a

          11  named plaintiff now.  He was a named plaintiff

          12  then and is a named plaintiff now although he

          13  is not a proposed class rep; right?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.

          15        Q.    Here is my question.  I'm looking

          16  for anything that might help the Court or me

          17  in terms of anything you have to show us that

          18  would support your theory that it was okay for

          19  the lawyers to be on both sides of this
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          20  lawsuit for two years?

          21        A.    Excuse me.  I'll simply stand by

          22  what I already said.  I don't have anything

          23  additional to add to that.

          24        Q.    Thank you, sir.  A couple of other

          25  things.  Mr. Powell showed you a bar opinion
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           1  on lawyers as witnesses.  That doesn't deal

           2  with class actions, does it?

           3        A.    No, it does not, sir.

           4        Q.    And what you use that opinion for

           5  as I understand it is to support your opinion

           6  that it's premature at this time for Judge

           7  King to pass on this lawyers as witnesses?

           8        A.    It's one of the things I rely on,

           9  yes, sir.

          10        Q.    Now, this 1991-19 did not involve

          11  a class action, did it?

          12        A.    No, sir.

          13        Q.    Can you think of any way that it

          14  matters that this is a class action that

          15  changes your opinion?

          16        A.    I think the relevance to the class

          17  action, is that we have more attorneys on

          18  plaintiff's side and that's where the
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          19  non-imputation becomes relevant.  So I think

          20  there's less of a danger of getting into

          21  litigation than when you have a solo

          22  practitioner.

          23        Q.    I guess here is what I was trying

          24  to ask.  If the Court were to take your advice

          25  and say I'm just going to deal with this
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           1  letter and certify this class and appoint

           2  these law firms as class counsel, what would

           3  happen if at trial when you advocate he should

           4  look at this he determined that they are

           5  necessary witnesses and their firms are

           6  disqualified under Rule 1.6?

           7        A.    I don't think there's imputation

           8  on this issue.  I assume if that happened the

           9  lawyers would not participate.  Mr. Powell

          10  would take over and Mr. Pratt and Mr. North.

          11        Q.    Last topic.  Let's go to exhibit

          12  45.  That's tab O.  This is the motion filed

          13  by Mr. Vines to disqualify the three proposed

          14  class lawyers in this case; correct?

          15        A.    Give me the tab again.

          16        Q.    It's tab O?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.  I'm with you now.
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          18        Q.    That file stamp is hard to read.

          19  But will you go to the back and tell us when

          20  that motion to disqualify was filed?

          21        A.    It's taking me a while to find

          22  that, Mr. King.  The 4th day of February,

          23  2009.

          24        Q.    I want the to ask you some

          25  questions.  Go to page eight.  Right here
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           1  where it says page 43 of the settlement

           2  agreement.  Do you see that?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    This is in Mr. Vines' motion.  But

           5  for the agreement of Lauriello and his counsel

           6  to dismiss there would not and could not have

           7  been any settlement; right?

           8        A.    That's what it said.

           9        Q.    So Mr. Vines was right about that?

          10        A.    No, sir.  I think we went on with

          11  respect to Mr. Vines.  I can't remember

          12  whether this is something that he has said he

          13  may have been mistaken about.  I thought when

          14  we looked at this agreement that the parties

          15  could have come back and agreed.  There was a

          16  final sentence at the bottom of the page that
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          17  gave them that option.

          18        Q.    That's right.  Let's go to page

          19  nine.  Look at the 7 A.  That was true;

          20  correct.  Talking about the underlying

          21  settlement?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    Go to paragraph eight.

          24        A.    I'm not sure if I have independent

          25  knowledge of that.  I have read it correctly.
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           1  I can't remember that there was a 50 million

           2  dollar policy limit and six over.

           3        Q.    Let's go to page 13.

           4        A.    I'm with you, sir.

           5        Q.    The very first sentence there that

           6  Mr. Vines wrote with a record cite.  That's

           7  true, isn't it?

           8        A.    Yes.  I suppose the plaintiff's

           9  counsel at that point could have done some

          10  confirmatory discovery.  They really were not

          11  able to do other types of discovery.  At this

          12  point that case had been dismissed.

          13        Q.    Go to page 16.  Go to the fourth

          14  paragraph, when Lauriello was named.  This

          15  says when Lauriello, that's John Lauriello was
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          16  named as class representative in the 1998

          17  Lauriello case, he himself apart from his

          18  lawyers assumed fiduciary responsibilities to

          19  the class he sought to represent.  There's a

          20  cite to newberg.  Is this a true statement?

          21        A.    Yes.  You have read it correctly.

          22        Q.    Do you have any reason to disagree

          23  with newberg about that?

          24        A.    No.  What the paragraph doesn't

          25  say is the case was dismissed but we are
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           1  making a statement about when it was first

           2  brought.  I don't hold myself out to be an

           3  expert on Rule 23.  I think that's for

           4  Dr. Rubenstein for the plaintiffs.

           5        Q.    There can be no question that

           6  Lauriello had sufficient knowledge and

           7  experience to represent the class, however, he

           8  completely abdicated his responsibility to the

           9  class to his lawyers, who proceeded to breach

          10  their and Lauriello's fiduciary duty to the

          11  class.  Coyou see that?

          12        A.    I sure do see it.

          13        Q.    And if we keep reading the next

          14  paragraph, under the particular facts of this
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          15  case, Lauriello independently of his lawyers,

          16  had a fiduciary duty to the class to insist at

          17  least that his lawyers under take adequate

          18  discovery and investigation into the amount

          19  and extent of the noun additional excess

          20  insurance coverage purchased so on and so

          21  forth.  Do you see that?

          22        A.    Yes, I do.

          23        Q.    That's what Mr. Vines filed.  Are

          24  these the claims against John Lauriello you

          25  said were not serious or not good?
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           1        A.    I don't think I said they were not

           2  serious.  They are serious claims.  They do

           3  have a connection obviously to what this case

           4  is about.  To me what's been compelling is Mr.

           5  Vines deposition testimony that he was

           6  incorrect about that.

           7        Q.    Put up exhibit 21.  That's tab T.

           8  You have seen this.  This is the lead counsel

           9  agreement.

          10        A.    I sure have.

          11        Q.    And it is dated February 25;

          12  correct?

          13        A.    2009.
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          14        Q.    That's 21 days after the last

          15  pleading we looked at the motion to dismissdis

          16  make these claims against John Lauriello

          17  correct?

          18        A.    Yes.

          19        Q.    One of the things you say you rely

          20  on is that Mr. Vines recanted his allegations,

          21  said he was wrong after reviewing new

          22  information; right?

          23        A.    Yes, sir.

          24        Q.    What changed?  What new fact came

          25  out in what was then a five and a half year

                                                          174

           1  old lawsuit?  What new fact came out between

           2  February 4 and February 25?

           3        A.    I'm unaware of here.  I think Mr.

           4  Vines can speak to that better than I can.

           5              MR. KING:  Your Honor, my I confer

           6  with my co-counsel, please?

           7              THE COURT:  Certainly.

           8              MR. KING:  No further questions.

           9  Thank you, sir.

          10              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell.

          11              MR. KING:  Your Honor, Caremark's

          12  lawyer may have some.
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          13              THE COURT:  Oh, I apologize.

          14  Please.

          15  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. THORNTON.

          16        Q.    Dean Randall, I have got just a

          17  few questions I want to clarify the record on,

          18  things that Mr. King touched on.  Now, as I

          19  understand it, you have not ever personally

          20  read either one of the Johnston trial

          21  transcripts; is that correct?

          22        A.    Correct.

          23        Q.    Nor have you read any pleadings or

          24  transcripts from the Thrasher case?

          25        A.    Correct.
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           1        Q.    Nor from the Berry case?

           2        A.    Correct.

           3        Q.    Am I also correct -- what

           4  information do you have or were you provided

           5  about any confidential or privileged

           6  information that Jay Johnston shared with his

           7  lawyers at Hare Wynn and Mr. Somerville in

           8  connection with that litigation?

           9        A.    Only what I would have read in the

          10  deposition transcripts.

          11        Q.    So you haven't actually compared
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          12  the information at issue in the Johnston

          13  trials with the information at issue in the

          14  Thrasher because you never read the

          15  transcripts?

          16        A.    No.  That's why I said this

          17  morning I cannot imagine the category of

          18  information.

          19        Q.    That's the point you are

          20  imagining?

          21        A.    Well, as a person who had

          22  experience in corporate matters, I'm trying to

          23  think of categories where there would be

          24  confidential information in a publicly traded

          25  company.
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           1        Q.    But instead of imagining you could

           2  have read the transcripts, couldn't you?

           3        A.    I could.  I think there's

           4  testimony -- an I assuming it's accurate that

           5  the case against Mr. Lauriello was

           6  comprehensive.  I think the logic I'm using

           7  the reasonable.

           8              MR. POWELL:  Johnston.

           9        A.    I'm sorry.

          10        Q.    Am I correct that this Court
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          11  should understand you have rendered certain

          12  opinions about waiver?  Am I correct that you

          13  have not done any personal analysis of the

          14  testimony and evidence that was submitted in

          15  any of these three proceedings an a basis for

          16  your opinions on waiver?

          17        A.    I have previously testified that I

          18  have not seen transcripts.

          19        Q.    And you are just assuming identity

          20  of issues as the basis of waiver?

          21        A.    I think it has to do with

          22  experience and the comprehensive nature of the

          23  lawsuit against Mr. Johnston.  That is to say

          24  if it affected everything that was at issue in

          25  those fraud cases, everything he ever did
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           1  consisted of malfeasence that information

           2  relevant to the malfeasense would have been

           3  brought up in Court.

           4        Q.    But you don't know?

           5        A.    I have not read the transcript.

           6        Q.    So the Court should understand

           7  clearly that the opinions you have expressed

           8  about waiver are based upon assumptions about

           9  what must have been put on evidence or into
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          10  the trial transcripts?

          11        A.    I think we have deposition

          12  testimony from Mr. Morgan that neither him or

          13  I today have read those transcripts.  Correct.

          14        Q.    And I think you just told me that

          15  you don't have any information about what

          16  confidential of privilege information Mr.

          17  Johnston may have shared with his attorneys in

          18  that case.  I'm just repeating what you told

          19  me?

          20        A.    I do not have any direct

          21  information on that, correct.

          22              MR. THORNTON:  Nothing further,

          23  Your Honor.  Thank you.

          24  REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL:

          25        Q.    Dean, I would like to first direct
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           1  your attention to that exhibit that you were

           2  shown, the exhibit 1 to the Johnston

           3  deposition which is a press release.  Let's

           4  start there.  Do you know where it is in your

           5  notebook?

           6              MR. KING:  It's loose up there.

           7        A.    Well, having seen it once I can

           8  see it.  That's larger print.
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           9        Q.    Highlight the additional coverage

          10  top there.  I believe you indicated that you

          11  had seen that and that that was an unusual or

          12  a different sort of language that was

          13  significant in terms of your experience?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.  Language in a press

          15  release is different than a 10-K.

          16        Q.    And that language is additional

          17  coverage ensures that shareholder litigation

          18  presents no material adverse risk to the

          19  company.  And the date of that release was

          20  what, sir?

          21        A.    December 17, 1998.

          22        Q.    Let's keep that in mind.  Go to

          23  slide 31.  Dean Randall, have you seen this,

          24  being the deck sheet for the LMU with the

          25  effective date, MedPartners the insured,
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           1  September 30, 1998 as the effective date,

           2  policy limit, unlimited liability?

           3        A.    Yes, sir, I do.

           4        Q.    And the insured the MedPartners

           5  with coverage catastrophe equity protection

           6  coverage for pending actions as defined in

           7  a2567ed enforcement?
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           8        A.    Yes, sir.

           9        Q.    And effective date being September

          10  30, 1998?

          11        A.    Yes, sir.

          12        Q.    Let's go to slide 32.  As part of

          13  the contract for that issuance of the

          14  unlimited liability coverage, did you see the

          15  insured, that would be AIG, has the right to

          16  cancel such coverage and refund such premium

          17  in the event the company is required to and

          18  does disclose the material terms of such

          19  coverage for accounting, legal or other

          20  purposes before December 15, 1998?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.  Two days before the

          22  press release.

          23        Q.    Go on to slide 33.  Further as

          24  part of the contract signed off on by counsel

          25  for MedPartners, the company, MedPartners, and
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           1  the insurer, AIG, shall maintain the

           2  confidentiality of the issuance and provisions

           3  of the insurance agreement provided however

           4  that commencing December 15, 1998 MedPartners

           5  shall been entitle to make an announcement

           6  form attached hereto as exhibit A?
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           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    The Court has seen the press

           9  release and the Court has seen the comments

          10  made by general counsel for MedPartners.  So

          11  we have got the effective date of September

          12  30th; right?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    The contractual provision

          15  preventing any discussion by contract until

          16  December 15?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    Go to exhibit 153.  Dean, do you

          19  see exhibit 153 is a fax from Mr. William

          20  Lerach dated November 6th?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.

          22        Q.    At 11:30 a.m. to Mr. Richard

          23  George of MedPartners?

          24        A.    Yes, sir.

          25        Q.    And Mr. Lerach is confirming with
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           1  Mr. George the terms of the deal?

           2        A.    Yes, sir.

           3        Q.    65 million in cash all federal,

           4  state claims and derivative claims, interest

           5  on 50 as of 1215.  Memorandum of understanding
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           6  signed January 15.  Keep secret until 115 so

           7  National Union can try to get 15 million from

           8  Chubb.  National Union guarantees all 65

           9  million.  Shoot for hearing 315 settle in

          10  state court.  Do you see that?

          11        A.    Yes.

          12        Q.    And you have seen Mr. Lerach's

          13  testimony of January 2012 where he says the

          14  essential settlement terms are embodied in the

          15  fax?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    This baby is off my plate.  The

          18  same date, November 6th, if you will go to

          19  slide 45.  A time sheet for Mr. George,

          20  insurance company.  November 6, 1998, the same

          21  date as the fax.  Do you see Mr. George is

          22  billing MedPartners for a telephone conference

          23  with Lerach regarding possible settlement and

          24  with Mr. Newman regarding his meeting with

          25  Chubb, etc.  Same date?
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           1        A.    Yes, sir.

           2        Q.    Go to slide 46.  Again, another

           3  time sheet for Mr. George dated December 2,

           4  1998, some almost month after the deal is
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           5  struck?

           6        A.    Uh-huh.

           7        Q.    And Mr. George is billing

           8  MedPartners for a conversation with somebody

           9  named SCMIMKAT and Lerach regarding what?

          10        A.    Interim funding of settlement.

          11        Q.    So then, we have got a term sheet

          12  of November 6th.  We have got the plaintiff's

          13  lawyer saying that the baby is now off my

          14  plate.  We have a conversation between Lerach

          15  and George on November 6th about settlement.

          16  We have a conversation with Lerach and George

          17  again about interim funding of the settlement.

          18  So then is there any question in your mind

          19  that a press release done after the essential

          20  terms of the settlement are struck and the

          21  company knows what the terms of that

          22  settlement are, would state in a press release

          23  that additional coverage insurances that

          24  shareholder litigation presents no material

          25  adverse risk to the company.
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           1              MR. KING:  We object the lack of

           2  foundation about why the company would send

           3  out a release.
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           4              MR. POWELL:  I asked in his hind.

           5              THE COURT:  Re-ask the question.

           6        Q.    Given the history that I just gave

           7  to you, that the effective date of the LMI is

           8  September 30th with unlimited liability

           9  coverage, the essential terms of the deal are

          10  made on November 6th and a conversation with

          11  Mr. George and Mr. Lerach that same day, the

          12  deal terms are reduced to writing and faxed to

          13  Mr. George.  A conversation is had on December

          14  2 about interim funding of the settlement.  Is

          15  there any question in your mind that then as

          16  of December 2nd and certainly when this

          17  release was entered on December 17th, that as

          18  a shareholder perhaps, or anybody else, that

          19  it is safe to assert that the additional

          20  coverage having known the terms of the

          21  settlement ensures the their holder litigation

          22  presents no material adverse risk to the

          23  company?

          24        A.    That well explains that unusual

          25  language.
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           1        Q.    Because by then the deal was done?

           2        A.    Yes, sir.
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           3        Q.    And once the deal is done, there

           4  is no material adverse risk, is there?

           5        A.    No, sir.

           6              MR. POWELL:  That's all.  Thank

           7  you, sir.

           8              MR. KING:  Redirect briefly, Your

           9  Honor.

          10  REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. KING:

          11        Q.    I know you said you are not a Rule

          12  23 expert.  But is a class settlement done

          13  before the Court approves it?

          14        A.    It's not final.  It needs court

          15  approval.

          16        Q.    Is a class settlement done before

          17  the parties even sign a piece of paper

          18  agreeing to the memorandum of understanding?

          19        A.    It needed memorialization after

          20  that.

          21        Q.    Sure.  After the press release.

          22  You are not saying that any company would

          23  issue a press release saying we have bought

          24  this insurance and we are saying there's no

          25  material adverse risk when we don't have a
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           1  piece of paper confirming a settlement
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           2  agreement?

           3        A.    I'm not following you.

           4        Q.    You are not testifying Dean

           5  Randall that an explanation for that press

           6  release, exhibit one, is that MedPartners

           7  would have put out a release saying the

           8  lawsuit no longer represents any material risk

           9  because they had a hand shake deal with Mr.

          10  Lerach before a memorandum of understanding

          11  was executed, before a stipulation was

          12  executed, before preliminary approval or

          13  before final approval?

          14        A.    First, I'm not sure I can really

          15  speculate as to what MedPartners's thinking

          16  was.  I understood from Mr. Lerach's testimony

          17  that he settled cases with this insurance

          18  company all the time.  The fax says under the

          19  normal terms, so you would think that's a

          20  pretty darn firm handshake, but I can't

          21  speculate about their press release.

          22        Q.    The class settlement is not done

          23  until the court approvals?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25              MR. KING:  Nothing further.

                                                          186
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           1              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell, anything

           2  further?

           3              MR. POWELL:  Nothing further.

           4              THE COURT:  May Dean Randall be

           5  excused and released subject to further

           6  proceedings?

           7              MR. POWELL:  Yes, sir.

           8              THE COURT:  Thank you, Dean.  Next

           9  matter, Mr. Powell.

          10              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, we call

          11  Justice Cook.

          12              THE COURT:  Step up here, please,

          13  sir.  Identify yourself for the court

          14  reporter.

          15              THE WITNESS:  Ralph E. Cook.

          16  RALPH D. COOK

          17  was sworn and testified as follows:

          18

          19              THE COURT:  Please have a seat.

          20  Answer these lawyers' questions, please, sir.

          21  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL:

          22        Q.    Justice Cook, for the record, tell

          23  all of us your name.

          24        A.    Ralph D. Cook, an attorney with

          25  Hare Wynn Newell and Newton.
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           1        Q.    Before you joined our law firm,

           2  would you tell your colleague here on the

           3  bench and your former colleagues in Montgomery

           4  a little bit about your experience?

           5        A.    I joined Hare Wynn in February of

           6  2001 from.  From 1993 until January of 2001, I

           7  was a Justice, Associate Justice on the

           8  Supreme Court of Alabama.  From 1981 until

           9  1993, I was a Circuit Judge in the Bessemer

          10  Division of Jefferson County, Alabama.  And

          11  from 1977 through 1981, I was a District Judge

          12  in the District Court in Bessemer.

          13        Q.    And you are a member of the

          14  Alabama state bar?

          15        A.    I am as well as the California

          16  state bar.

          17        Q.    Justice Cook, when you joined our

          18  law firm -- let me go into a little bit more

          19  about this.  You are also a member of some

          20  professional organizations or associations?

          21        A.    I am.

          22        Q.    Can you briefly go through the

          23  ones that you are members or a fellow member?

          24        A.    The American college of trial

          25  lawyers.  I've indicated I'm a member of the
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           1  Alabama bar and California bar.  Former member

           2  of the Bessemer bar.

           3        Q.    The American college of trial

           4  lawyers, tell the judge about that and what it

           5  involves in terms of your fellowship.

           6        A.    Well, the American college of

           7  trial lawyers is an esteemed organization of

           8  top shelf lawyers from around the country both

           9  plaintiff and defense lawyers.  Some of the

          10  fellows are also in this courtroom.

          11        Q.    Mr. King is a fellow, is he not?

          12        A.    He is and so are you.

          13        Q.    And you have been a fellow in the

          14  college for some years now; is that correct?

          15        A.    That's correct.

          16        Q.    When you joined the Hare Wynn

          17  firm, Justice Cook, were you immediately sort

          18  of thrown into the law practice of the firm

          19  and under taking representation of clients?

          20        A.    I was.  I didn't get too much of a

          21  chance to decide what I wanted to do.  I had

          22  to start offer right away working on cases.

          23        Q.    And is one of the cases that you

          24  were asked to participate in a case involving

          25  Jay Johnston?
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           1        A.    That's correct.  Along with John

           2  Haley, Bruce McKee and John Somerville.

           3        Q.    And tell us if you would something

           4  about that litigation in terms of what it was

           5  about and what your role was.

           6        A.    We got involved in the case when I

           7  say we, Hare Wynn became involved in the case

           8  in September of 2001.  As I understand it, in

           9  John Somerville became involved in the case a

          10  few months earlier, tried the case in May and

          11  it ended in a mistrial.  Then he asked us to

          12  get into the case.  It was a case brought by

          13  MedPartners.  After Jay Johnston left the

          14  company in July of 1998 MedPartners accused

          15  Jay Johnston of breach of fiduciary duties in

          16  regard to his prior position as general

          17  counsel to the company.  Jay Johnston filed a

          18  counter claim and asserted that MedPartners

          19  has breached the employment agreement that he

          20  had with the company and asked for a severance

          21  pay and he also asked for his stock options.

          22        Q.    So as the case was postured when

          23  you got into it and the Hare Wynn firm got

          24  into it, MedPartners was the plaintiff.  Jay
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           1  made by MedPartners against Jay Johnston for

           2  breach of fiduciary duty.  And the nature of

           3  the allegations of breach of that duty

           4  involved what type of conduct, please, sir?

           5        A.    The company claimed that Jay

           6  Johnston while he was general counsel was

           7  asleep at the switch and allowed a fraud to

           8  occur in the company for which the original

           9  Lauriello lawsuit and a number of other cases

          10  that have been testified about here in this

          11  courtroom were filed.  There was an allegation

          12  that this company had experienced damages of

          13  up to 3 .2 billion dollars for which they

          14  claim Jay Johnston was responsible in large

          15  part for.

          16        Q.    Were the claims that MedPartners

          17  made against Mr. Johnston arose out of claimed

          18  malfeasense that gave rise to the underlying

          19  1998 MedPartners security litigation?

          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    Talking about the posture of the

          22  case.  In response to those allegations, did

          23  you and the Hare firm and Mr. Somerville under
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          24  take to defends Mr. Johnston against those

          25  allegations?
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           1        A.    We did.  We defended Jay Johnston

           2  against the claims brought against him as well

           3  as we prosecuted Mr. Johnston's counter

           4  claimss.

           5        Q.    There was a counter claim and that

           6  was for?

           7        A.    For breach of contract which was

           8  his severance pay as well as stock options.

           9        Q.    And that notice of appearance as

          10  involvement was in the fall of 2001?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    Did the case proceed to trial?

          13        A.    The case provided to trial.  The

          14  case was tried the latter part of January 2002

          15  before Judge Noble in this courthouse.

          16        Q.    Did you participate in that trial

          17  as counsel for Mr. Johnston?

          18        A.    I did.

          19        Q.    In that trial, did MedPartners put

          20  on evidence of the alleged claim malfeasense

          21  and breach of fiduciary duty against Mr.

          22  Johnson?
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          23        A.    As the plaintiff in the case

          24  MedPartners went first.  MedPartners went on

          25  in its case all of the evidence that they
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           1  asserted that would prove that Jay Johnston

           2  was guilty of breach of his duties and his

           3  responsibilities to the company.  It was

           4  largely as I remember a document case.  All of

           5  the evidence the fraud occurred, if I recall,

           6  and I recall it rather specifically in the

           7  west coat of the company.  So the company put

           8  in all of the documents that they thought was

           9  necessary in order to prove Jay Johnston's

          10  responsibility for fraud.

          11        Q.    Did any of the company officials

          12  or officer or accountants testify against Mr.

          13  Johnson?

          14        A.    They did.  I recall rather

          15  specifically the CEO of the company Mack

          16  Crawford testified because I cross-examined

          17  him.  I remember Mr. Newhall who was a board

          18  member testified in the case.  I remember

          19  stewart dud Lee who was an accountant who

          20  testified as to the extent of the damages

          21  against the company.  And I may add that Mack
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          23  actions cost the company about 3 .2 billion

          24  dollars.  So I remember those individuals

          25  testifying.
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           1        Q.    At any time during the

           2  presentation of the MedPartners evidence in

           3  their case -- by the way who represented

           4  MedPartners in that litigation?

           5        A.    Tom Christian and Sharon stewart

           6  in Birmingham and Mike Kinney and Phil Stein

           7  of /AUS din and /PWURG in Atlanta.

           8        Q.    At any time during the

           9  presentation of the MedPartners evidence, was

          10  a question made by counsel for MedPartners

          11  that Judge Noble clear the courtroom of

          12  anybody in the courtroom that was not directly

          13  participatory in the trial?

          14        A.    No, sir.

          15        Q.    Was there ever any order sought or

          16  order obtained sealing as confidential any of

          17  the evidence or records proffered by

          18  MedPartners this in that litigation?

          19        A.    No, sir.

          20        Q.    Now, you are aware, are you not,
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          21  sir, that that procedure is available in

          22  litigation?

          23        A.    I'm very familiar with that, yes,

          24  sir.

          25        Q.    In fact, you have been involved in
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           1  some litigation where that's been involved?

           2        A.    I have.

           3        Q.    Give Judge King your experience

           4  when that kind of request is made by a company

           5  who claims they do have confidential

           6  information they need in litigation but I want

           7  to it remain confidential.

           8        A.    A few years back, 2007 when the

           9  HealthSouth case was tried.  The years fly

          10  past and I'm not so sure about the date.

          11        Q.    Is that Tucker?

          12        A.    Yes.  I was also co-counsel that

          13  case.  I remember Mr. Jay gray who is the

          14  current President of HealthSouth was called to

          15  testify in that case.  There was some question

          16  about his testimony may contain some company

          17  secrets, confidential information.  Judge horn

          18  was the presiding judge and judge horn decided

          19  the best way to protect that testimony was to
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          20  clear the courtroom.

          21        Q.    Who asked judge horn to clear the

          22  courtroom?

          23        A.    That was a plaintiff's request.

          24  We were in the case with brad Lee arant.  Mr.

          25  Hymer was the lawyer that was assigned to the
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           1  case from bradley Arant and it was a joint

           2  plaintiff's request.

           3        Q.    Did judge horn do the request that

           4  you made?

           5        A.    He did.

           6        Q.    And the testimony that was

           7  confidential was heard only by the

           8  participants?

           9        A.    That's correct.

          10        Q.    Let's go back to the Johnston

          11  trial.  In that case, then, you indicated the

          12  company officers, directors testified and what

          13  about Mr. Scrushy?  Did he testify?

          14        A.    He did testify.

          15        Q.    And he made similar allegations

          16  against Mr. Johnston that had been made by the

          17  other officers?

          18        A.    He did.
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          19        Q.    In connection with that litigation

          20  as a core lair, was there also some litigation

          21  that you were involved in involving Johnston

          22  and National Union insurance company, one of

          23  the AIG companies?

          24        A.    Yes, sir.  That was a couple of

          25  years later.  Let me refresh my recollection.
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           1  I wrote this down.  Johnston versus National

           2  Union -- no, I didn't write it down.  I

           3  believe it was filed in 2003.

           4        Q.    Let me get back to MedPartners

           5  versus Johnston.  You indicated that most of

           6  the evidentiary materials that MedPartners has

           7  proffered were in the form of documents.  Is

           8  that generally right?

           9        A.    That's correct.

          10        Q.    Is the information that you

          11  obtained in defense of Mr. Johnston, did some

          12  of that come from the documents that

          13  MedPartners was utilizing in the trial?

          14        A.    Absolutely.  Most of it came from

          15  the documents that MedPartners produced.  Jay

          16  Johnston had no documents so we had to request

          17  documents from MedPartners.  Mr. Johnston knew
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          18  what he needed to help us defend his case but

          19  it all came from MedPartners.

          20        Q.    As I understand it Mr. Johnston

          21  left the company in the summer of 98?

          22        A.    In July of 1998.

          23        Q.    And you and the Hare firm and

          24  Somerville was involved in 2001 together?

          25        A.    That's correct.
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           1        Q.    So he'd been gone for some three

           2  years or better?

           3        A.    Three years.

           4        Q.    And he did not have documents with

           5  him at the time he hired you?

           6        A.    That's correct.

           7        Q.    So the information you sought to

           8  obtain in defense of him came from the

           9  MedPartners?

          10        A.    That's correct.

          11        Q.    Was he helpful in assisting you

          12  with what documents might be important or

          13  might be relevant or where the documents might

          14  be?

          15        A.    He was very helpful.  He had no

          16  documents so he told us what he needed so we
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          17  knew what the ask her.

          18        Q.    Was he helpful in telling you what

          19  the contest was?

          20        A.    He was.

          21        Q.    When MedPartners puts on their

          22  case and you are defending it and you are

          23  prosecuting the counter claim?

          24        A.    That's correct.

          25        Q.    The counter claim is for the
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           1  breach of contract and the breach was the

           2  employment agreement?

           3        A.    That's correct.

           4        Q.    You said something about stock

           5  options.

           6        A.    Stock options were separated out

           7  and not tried as part of the case.  It was

           8  tried to 2002.  We tried that later.

           9        Q.    What was tried in 2002, the breach

          10  of contract?

          11        A.    Breach of contract.  We had an a

          12  claim of fraud in the case.  So breach of

          13  contract add fraud.

          14        Q.    Over against MedPartners?

          15        A.    That's right.
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          16        Q.    Did you put on evidence to support

          17  those claims asserted in the counter claim?

          18        A.    We did.

          19        Q.    At any time during the trial of

          20  this case was any document claimed to have

          21  been confidential or privileged, any

          22  protective order sought to preclude its

          23  utilization other than in that litigation?

          24        A.    I don't recall that occurring.

          25        Q.    The jury found in Mr. Johnston's
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           1  favor, as I recall?

           2        A.    The jury returned the verdict of

           3  3.8 million dollars.

           4        Q.    On the counter claim?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    And a verdict for Mr. Johnson and

           7  the plaintiff's claims by MedPartners against

           8  him?

           9        A.    That's correct.

          10        Q.    Now, after that litigation or some

          11  time around that litigation, was a claim made

          12  by Mr. Johnston to National Union or one of

          13  the AIG companies to defend and indemnify him

          14  on the D and O policy for the claims made
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          15  against him?

          16        A.    Mr. Johnston claimed that AIG owed

          17  him a defense under the officers and directors

          18  policy and the company refused to provide a

          19  defense.  So the National Union case was filed

          20  I think before -- I said 2003.  I believe in

          21  2002.

          22        Q.    Do you recall in that

          23  litigation -- that is the Johnston versus

          24  National Union fire -- the basis for

          25  national's union refusal to indemnify?
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           1        A.    National Union claimed that Jay

           2  Johnston took pretty much the same position as

           3  the company and declined to provide

           4  representation for him.  So the lawsuit was

           5  filed by Jay Johnston because Jay alleged the

           6  National Union was in breach of the insurance

           7  contract and he sued them for bad faith.

           8        Q.    Did they take any position that

           9  the extent of the litigation had become

          10  exhausted during the underlying litigation?

          11        A.    They did.

          12        Q.    On February 7, 2002 do you see the

          13  National Union motion for summary judgment?
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          14        A.    I do.  And I remember that

          15  pleading.

          16        Q.    And is one of the bases for their

          17  asking the Court to grant summary judgment to

          18  get out of the litigation and owe no duty to

          19  defend or indemnify that this policies on

          20  which Mr. Johnston was claiming coverage the

          21  limits were exhausted to settle the securities

          22  litigation of 1998?

          23        A.    Yes, sir. I recall that quite

          24  well.

          25        Q.    And further, do you recall any
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           1  representations that were made on a petition

           2  for writ of mandamus to the Alabama Supreme

           3  Court?

           4        A.    I do.

           5        Q.    And did the company take

           6  positions, that is National Union fire, an AIG

           7  company, that there was no duty to defend or

           8  indemnify because of an exhaustion of policy

           9  limits?

          10        A.    The same as asserted in that

          11  pleading.

          12        Q.    Show slide 63, please.  And is
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          13  this the breach of the company in response to

          14  Mr. Johnson's petition for writ of mandamus?

          15        A.    It is.

          16        Q.    Exhausting the liability

          17  liabilities of the D and O policy in

          18  settlement of the securities litigation there

          19  by leaving no available limits to defend and

          20  indemnify for the claims made by Caremark

          21  against Mr. Johnston?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    Let's move on, if we can -- first

          24  off, we know now that that assertion in the

          25  Supreme Court about the exhaust of limits is
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           1  not accurate?

           2        A.    We do because of the LMU.

           3        Q.    Let's move forward to 2003.  Do

           4  you know an individual by the name of Tracy

           5  Thrasher?

           6        A.    I do.  I was involved in that

           7  case.

           8        Q.    Tell the court who that is.

           9        A.    A former corporate secretary of

          10  MedPartners.

          11        Q.    Was she Mr. Johnston's superior in
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          12  the company?

          13        A.    She was.

          14        Q.    Did you undertake, along with Mr.

          15  Haley and Mr. Somerville, representation of

          16  Mr. Thrasher?

          17        A.    That is correct.

          18        Q.    Tell the Court what the nature of

          19  the claims were that Mrs. Thrasher had against

          20  MedPartners by then Caremark?

          21        A.    Mrs. Thrasher was terminated by

          22  Caremark I believe in September of 1998.

          23  Mrs. Thrasher also had an employment agreement

          24  and she sought compensation from Caremark for

          25  severance benefits as well as stock option
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           1  benefits.

           2        Q.    Put up exhibit 33, please.

           3  Justice Cook, if you will look has this got on

           4  exhibit number.

           5              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Exhibit 33 from

           6  our exhibit list.

           7              MR. POWELL:  We'll call it exhibit

           8  33, then.  Look at exhibit 33 with me.  Is

           9  this the complaint that was filed in the Tracy

          10  Thrasher versus Caremark filed on August 12,
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          11  2003.

          12        A.    It is.

          13        Q.    This would be some almost two

          14  years after you under took representation of

          15  Jay Johnston and almost 18 months following

          16  the trial in 2002 of the Caremark MedPartners

          17  versus Johnston matter?

          18        A.    That's correct.

          19        Q.    By the way, did MedPartners versus

          20  Johnston judgment for the defendant on the

          21  counter claim and on the over lying claim, was

          22  that appealed to the Alabama Supreme Court?

          23        A.    It was and it was affirmed.

          24        Q.    Was it affirmed before the

          25  Thrasher case?
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           1        A.    I don't recall.

           2        Q.    Was there any motion made or any

           3  protection sought in the appellate record to

           4  the Supreme Court to protect as confidential

           5  any documents or evidentiary materials offered

           6  by MedPartners in the Supreme Court of Alabama

           7  in the the Johnston matter?

           8        A.    No.

           9        Q.    Let's look through this complaint.
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          10  You indicated that Mrs. Thrasher was the

          11  corporate secretary of the company?

          12        A.    That's correct.

          13        Q.    And if you will go to the next

          14  page, please.  On paragraph six, the complaint

          15  indicates that Mrs. Thrasher was provided an

          16  employment agreement dated July of 1996 that

          17  provided benefits in the event her employment

          18  was terminated.  Then you talk about some

          19  types of benefits.  Three times base salary,

          20  bonus, other benefits, total of 2 .6 million

          21  dollars?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    How did the claims here about

          24  employment agreements fit, if they did at all

          25  with those of Jay Johnston?
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           1        A.    Virtually identical.  Jay's

           2  numbers were different from Tracy's by the

           3  language in the contracts were virtually the

           4  same.

           5        Q.    Let's look at paragraph 12.  In

           6  this litigation for Mrs. Thrasher, was the

           7  claim also made that she was provided stock

           8  options and that she was wanting to exercise
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           9  and that her options had vested at the time of

          10  her termination in September of 1998?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    Does it list here on the complaint

          13  the contracts or option numbers that were

          14  subject to the claims?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.

          16        Q.    How did the claim for stock

          17  options in the Thrasher litigation, if they

          18  did, mesh or similar to those claimed by Mr.

          19  Johnston two years before?

          20        A.    In so far as the number of

          21  options, there were some differences.  The

          22  base.  The claims for virtually identical.

          23        Q.    Move to count one, please.  Here

          24  we have the counts of the complaint for

          25  Mrs. Thrasher about breach of the employment
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           1  agreement which included the stock options an

           2  the misrepresentation.  How did those claims,

           3  if they did, were they similar if they were,

           4  to those asserted in the counter claim that

           5  you had for Mr. Johnston?

           6        A.    Very similar to the claims

           7  asserted by Mr. Johnston.
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           8        Q.    The evidence that you used in the

           9  prosecution of Thrasher versus Caremark for

          10  breach of contract, stock options, fraud, the

          11  evidence that you used in that litigation, how

          12  did it differ, if at all, from the evidence

          13  you used in the prosecution of the counter

          14  claim or John ton and MedPartners?

          15        A.    The issue in the case in both

          16  cases, MedPartners took the position that the

          17  employment agreements had not been properly

          18  adopted, that they had not been approved by

          19  the board of directors.  So basically, the

          20  approach in order to prove that the contracts

          21  were valid were virtually the same.  I

          22  remember we called in Jay Johnston's case the

          23  former president Larry house.  There's one

          24  other thing I need to point out about Thrasher

          25  case.  Although it was filed in the circuit
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           1  court of Jefferson County, the employment

           2  agreement add an arbitration clause in it.  So

           3  Thrasher case was transferred to arbitration.

           4        Q.    And that's where it was handled?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    In terms of the evidence that you
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           7  used, was the evidence that you used in

           8  Thrasher similar to or different in any

           9  material respect than the evidence you used to

          10  prosecute the claims of Jay Johnston?

          11        A.    Very similar.

          12        Q.    Who represented Caremark in the

          13  Thrasher matter?

          14        A.    It was Tom Christian.

          15        Q.    The same lawyer that represented

          16  MedPartners in the Johnston matter?

          17        A.    Yes.  It was Tom Christian and

          18  Alston and /PWERG.

          19        Q.    When the Thrasher case was filed,

          20  did MedPartners ever file any motion or seek

          21  any relief claiming that you and Mr. Haley and

          22  Mr. Somerville were some how disqualified from

          23  representing her because of your prior

          24  representation of Jay Johnston?

          25        A.    I have an a very clear memory
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           1  about that and no, they did not.

           2        Q.    Did they ever file a motion for

           3  protective order that kept you or handcuffed

           4  you or Haley or Somerville from using any

           5  information that you may have gleaned from
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           6  your representation of Johnston in the

           7  representation of Thrasher?

           8        A.    None.

           9        Q.    Was there any effort by

          10  MedPartners to have the Court hamstring you or

          11  restrict you in any fashion in representing

          12  Thrasher because of a prior representation of

          13  Johnston?

          14        A.    No.

          15        Q.    Was there ever even an a

          16  suggestion that it would be and was improper

          17  for you and Mr. Haley and Mr. Somerville to

          18  represent Tracy Thrasher by virtue of your

          19  prior representation of Mr. Johnston?

          20        A.    No, none at all.

          21        Q.    Let's move to a gentleman by the

          22  name of Berry.

          23        A.    Keith Berry.

          24              THE COURT:  Would this be a good

          25  stopping point, Mr. Powell?
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           1              MR. POWELL:  We can, sure.  I know

           2  the Court said 4:30.  I can do that first

           3  thing in the morning.

           4              THE COURT:  Let's do that.  The
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           5  witness may step down.  We will start again at

           6  8:30 in the morning.  Now, let me get a gauge

           7  from plaintiff's counsel and defense counsel,

           8  Mr. King, as to where we are, how much more

           9  time will be involved.  Will we complete this

          10  Saturday?

          11              MR. POWELL:  I was going to finish

          12  this morning.

          13              THE COURT:  I recall.

          14              MR. HYMER:  He's proven the truth

          15  of what you said, no lawyer can estimate.

          16              MR. POWELL:  I just didn't know

          17  they were going to make such a long opening

          18  statement.  My expectation, unless something

          19  changes, is that Justice Cook is our final

          20  live witness.  Then I don't want to delay

          21  things.  If the Court will allow us to keep

          22  the record open and us do our evidentiary

          23  submissions and housekeeping without delaying

          24  their testimony.  Then I can finish that when

          25  Justice Cook is finished.  I can finish our

                                                          210

           1  presentation.  If you will allow me to leave

           2  the record open depending on how long they're

           3  going to take with him.
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           4              MR. KING:  Your Honor, everything

           5  we have done has taken longer than I thought

           6  it would.

           7              THE COURT:  And I understand.  I

           8  knew this was going to happen.  I'm not being

           9  critical.

          10              MR. KING:  I think it is going to

          11  be real tough to finish even Saturday.  I

          12  really think we are looking at probably five

          13  live witnesses.  An expert or two, maybe six

          14  live witnesses so it is going to be tough.  We

          15  will do whatever the court wants.  We will

          16  press on through Saturday.  Whatever you want

          17  to do.  If you want to get us another couple

          18  of days.

          19              THE COURT:  It is what it is.  I'm

          20  not surprised by any prediction.  I don't hold

          21  you to it, as I told you, no lawyer has gotten

          22  it right.  I never got it right when I was

          23  trying cases.  The unforeseen occur.  So we

          24  will plan on going Saturday from 8:30 to 3:30.

          25  We may go until five or so tomorrow night.
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           1  But I recognize everyone has preparation to do

           2  during the evening.
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           3              Now, beyond Saturday, let's hear

           4  counsel's suggestion as it relates to the next

           5  court day.  We will rule out Sunday morning.

           6  I'm not going to prohibit or interfere with

           7  any religious activity.  I hope we are not

           8  doing that an Saturday.  If we are, tell me.

           9              MR. HYMER:  Judge, the only thing

          10  I want to mention to you, I feel it's

          11  necessary for me to do this.  Because I am

          12  going to be unavailable on Saturday.  I have

          13  an arbitration in Atlanta.  I set aside this

          14  time.  But I have to be in Atlanta Saturday to

          15  prepare for that and gone the next two weeks.

          16  Our side does not mind going forward on

          17  Saturday without me, but I did not want you to

          18  take any absence as some indication that I

          19  wasn't concerned about this or didn't see the

          20  need to be here personally.  I, of course,

          21  would be here if I could do that.  I wanted to

          22  say that so if I wasn't here, you would know.

          23              THE COURT:  I understand that.

          24  Let me say this.  Is that satisfactory to the

          25  defense?
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           1              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, we
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           2  would have a slight preference for David to be

           3  here.  We would like to do everything possible

           4  to get this expedite and over with.  We

           5  appreciate your patience. I will say that

           6  going Saturday and knowing that we are very

           7  unlikely to finish puts us in a tough spot.

           8  Our last two witnesses would be the two

           9  experts was we told they needed to be here

          10  today.  We will do whatever we have to do and

          11  what's best for the Court.  We are happy to

          12  try to pick two days to come back and finish.

          13  I think it's very unlikely by 3:30 on

          14  Saturday.  In a perfect world we would like

          15  David here.

          16              THE COURT:  Let me ask Mr. Hymer,

          17  is there any ability to delay that other

          18  proceeding for a couple of days or a day.

          19              MR. HYMER:  Your Honor, it's the

          20  HealthSouth arbitration been doing on for two

          21  years. There are three arbitrators, one who is

          22  a former judge in Colorado one a former

          23  federal judge in New Jersey.  There multiple

          24  law firms involved.  These dates have been set

          25  for many months.  Given the dates we have and

                                                          213
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           1  the need to try to work the schedules of

           2  everything we have dates set through December

           3  of this year that really can't be moved.  And

           4  I apologize about that.  I didn't anticipate

           5  that this would go on past Friday.

           6              THE COURT:  And y'all told me long

           7  ago we needed three days.  As I said, this is

           8  no total surprise.  Here is this court's

           9  dilemma, however.  For some months I have

          10  reserved these three days. I have always told

          11  my staff to schedule me as lightly as possible

          12  in the month of June so that I might work at

          13  least 75 percent of my time in drafting the

          14  order that you all are seeking one way or the

          15  other.  So I am not trying as many cases.  We

          16  have long since advised counsel that Judge

          17  King is booked through the month of June.  So

          18  I have put summary judgment motions into July.

          19  I have really over booked myself in July and

          20  August to accommodate this nine year

          21  situation.  So I would say that it would be

          22  more difficult -- well, it would be as

          23  difficult for me as it would for these

          24  esteemed arbitrators to reschedule and for all

          25  of you to reschedule.  So I need to march on

                                                          214
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           1  one way or the other.  Now, any way that --

           2  I'm just going to have to leave it to both

           3  sides to figure out how best to handle it.

           4  Mr. King.

           5              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.  We need to

           6  check with our experts over night because we

           7  need to mange sure when they are available.

           8  Is the Court's thought that we press on just

           9  try to get it done next week?  Does the Court

          10  have some time?

          11              THE COURT:  I want to finish.

          12  Something told me to leave Monday open.  I do

          13  have two nonjury trials on Tuesday.  I can try

          14  those Friday afternoon if I need to.  I want

          15  to keep moving.  Y'all talk about this

          16  overnight, all of you.

          17              MR. KING:  We'll report to you

          18  first thing in the morning.

          19              MR. VINES:  Judge, one thing, I'm

          20  not really a player here.  Judge Ramsey's got

          21  a case set June 11th and Judge Ramsey this

          22  past this week had five summary judgments an

          23  three motions to exclude on a case set June

          24  11th.  I don't know what to do.

          25              THE COURT:  When is this set?
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           1              MR. VINES:  Tomorrow at one

           2  o'clock in his court.  All the motions and

           3  everything have been filed.  I don't know what

           4  to do about it.

           5              THE COURT:  Well, I'll be glad to

           6  talk to Judge Ramsey or let you handle it.

           7  He's reasonable.

           8              MR. POWELL:  Would you excuse Mr.

           9  Vines for the proceedings tomorrow afternoon

          10  if he need to handle that other matter?

          11              THE COURT:  Sure.

          12              MR. PRATT:  That would make the

          13  most sense.

          14              THE COURT:  Sure.  If that's fine

          15  with you and your client.

          16              MR. VINES:  It is.  And I talked

          17  to her about it.  She'd be here too.

          18              MR. POWELL:  When we are

          19  discussing it is court's inclination to to get

          20  one day than two days. You have /WHR-R talked

          21  about going Saturday.  I think we're geared up

          22  to go Saturday one way or the other.  So

          23  wouldn't it be easier in the terms of could go

          24  forward on Saturday which has been talked

          25  about have the very beginning and then
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           1  possibly take Monday as well.

           2              MR. KING:  To finish.  That's my

           3  personal preference, but I need to make sure

           4  the experts are on board.

           5              THE COURT:  I would prefer not to

           6  work on Sunday myself, but I'm willing to in

           7  order to move forward, at least Sunday

           8  afternoon.  I have previously talked to

           9  Stephanie and she's on board with whatever we

          10  need to do.  We will talk at 8:30 in the

          11  morning.

          12              (Adjourned at 4:45 p.m.)

          13

          14

          15

          16

          17

          18

          19

          20

          21

          22

          23

          24
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                                                           1

           1         UNEDITED, UNPROOFREAD, UNCERTIFIED

           2                    ROUGH DRAFT

           3

           4  This transcript of proceedings is being

           5  produced in instant form.  There will be

           6  discrepancies in this form and the final form,

           7  because the instant form has not been edited,

           8  proofread, finalized, indexed or certified.

           9  There will also be a discrepancy in page and

          10  line numbers appearing on the instant form and

          11  the edited, proofread, finalized and certified

          12  form.

          13

          14  Day three of class certification hearing.

          15              (On the record at 8:40 a.m.)

          16              THE COURT:  Before we get started,

          17  let's readdress the matter of the timetable

          18  for completion.  Have y'all had the

          19  opportunity to take about that.

          20              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, we have.

          21  Chris an I spoke earlier this morning.  We are

          22  ready prepared to go forward tomorrow and

          23  Monday and Mr. King is as well.
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          24              MR. KING:  Your Honor, if you will

          25  forgive David and Bob will be out Monday, too.

                                                           2

           1  But Friday and Monday works for us.

           2              THE COURT:  Mr. Pratt.

           3              MR. PRATT:  Yes, Your Honor, I

           4  will not be able to be here Monday.  I'm not

           5  essential and certainly can continue it's

           6  because of a conflict.

           7              THE COURT:  Sure.  Now, I have

           8  talked to our court reporter this morning.  I

           9  asked her, Stephanie, are you available should

          10  we have to go into the evening hours tonight.

          11  She is.  I am.  I don't know if y'all are.  It

          12  occurred to me to broach that subject in light

          13  of now two counsel on the defense side being

          14  unavailable starting tomorrow.  If that would

          15  assist, can we take an hour for lunch rather

          16  than an hour and a half.  Let me hear from

          17  you.  And let me say this.  I know from

          18  experience as a lawyer and a judge that you

          19  need an hour and a half or lunch.  There's

          20  just so much you can do in one day.  I make

          21  that offer because I certainly don't want to

          22  penalize defense.  Now Mr. Pratt cannot be
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          23  available Monday.  I must remind everybody

          24  that y'all asked for three days and assured me

          25  it would be accomplished and it can't.

                                                           3

           1              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, as you

           2  know, this is a tremendously huge piece of

           3  litigation, probably the biggest I have ever

           4  touched in my career.  It's important to

           5  everybody.  I know the Court has a schedule

           6  and we are doing everything we can do comply

           7  with your calendar.  At the same time, there

           8  is such a mass amount of information that we

           9  feel compelled to present to you and present

          10  to you in a logical fashion so that we just

          11  don't document dump on the Court.  That takes

          12  time.  As you know from experience, we do a

          13  lot of our work not just here but after hours.

          14  We are coming back to court in the morning at

          15  8:30.  If we work in here tonight with all due

          16  respect, it could compromise the quality of

          17  what I can do tomorrow.  I can only do so

          18  much.  I would hope that we have a very long

          19  productive day today and that we will have a

          20  similar day tomorrow.  Certainly in my view,

          21  if need be, it would be better in terms of
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          22  completion if we complete Monday when ever

          23  that may.  I guess I'm asking the Court to

          24  consider going Monday night, if need be,

          25  rather than kind of sandwiched in the middle

                                                           4

           1  of the presentation.

           2              THE COURT:  Mr. King.

           3              MR. KING:  Without talking to my

           4  colleagues, I concur.

           5              THE COURT:  Listen, I concur too.

           6  I knew what you were going to say.  I

           7  understand this is of the highest magnitude.

           8  There's just so much any of us can do in one

           9  day.  I don't see, well, there may be one

          10  young lawyer out there, I don't know.  But

          11  there aren't --

          12              MR. POWELL:  Now, Judge, don't let

          13  this gray hair fool you.

          14              THE COURT:  Well will go to five

          15  tonight.  Is that satisfactory?  Then we'll

          16  take an hour and 15 minutes for lunch.  We

          17  have a witness on the stand.  You remain under

          18  oath.

          19              THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.

          20  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL:(Continued)
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          21        Q.    Good morning, Justice Cook.

          22        A.    Good morning.

          23        Q.    Yesterday, when you were

          24  testifying, I had neglected to discuss with

          25  you and let you talk to Judge King about some

                                                           5

           1  of your experiences in the ethics realm of the

           2  law practice.  So if you would, give Judge

           3  King the benefit of some of the experiences

           4  you have had in terms of dealing with ethics

           5  in the real world.

           6        A.    During my years as a Supreme Court

           7  Justice, as all Alabama lawyers know, that

           8  once a case is tried before a disciplinary

           9  panel at the Alabama state bar, the aggrieved

          10  party or the charged party has a right to

          11  appeal to the Alabama Supreme Court, that was

          12  done a number of times.  So I have reviewed a

          13  number of cases while I was on the Court to

          14  determine their sufficiency as well as their

          15  adequacy in light of the circumstances and

          16  conditions under which the alleged infraction

          17  was alleged to have occurred.

          18        Q.    In the Court's review or in your

          19  experience, when the Court reviews those
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          20  issues, do you look at the bright line rule or

          21  do you look at it in the context of the

          22  application to the rule or to the facts of the

          23  case?

          24        A.    You do both.  You look at the

          25  bright line rule as well as you look at the

                                                           6

           1  rule in the context of the facts that have

           2  come up to you from the bar.

           3        Q.    And I interrupted you and I

           4  apologize.  You were talking about your

           5  experiences other than your role as associate

           6  justice of the Supreme Court.

           7        A.    Yesterday, I just neglected to

           8  comment on.  I have served over the last four

           9  or five years on the disciplinary rules

          10  committee the Alabama state bar and I have

          11  been chair of the committee of the last two

          12  years.  And in that capacity I have made

          13  presentation to the committee.  That committee

          14  is charged with making recommendation to the

          15  board bar commission for recommendation to the

          16  Alabama Supreme Court changes that should be

          17  made in the Alabama rules of professional

          18  procedure.  And three to four years ago, I
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          19  appeared before the bar commissioners with the

          20  recommendation of some changes.  This year I

          21  appeared with recommendations as relates to

          22  two changes regarding trust accounts.

          23        Q.    So in terms of your experience not

          24  only as a lawyer, but as a Supreme Court

          25  justice, you have had an intimate working

                                                           7

           1  familiarity with the Alabama rules of

           2  professional conduct and their application?

           3        A.    Absolutely.

           4        Q.    In addition to those experiences,

           5  have you had academic experience as well?

           6        A.    Yes.  I was dean and law professor

           7  at Miles Law School for 24 years and taught a

           8  number of courses.  Primarily in the last part

           9  of that, I left there in 1999 from '75 to '99.

          10  The last few years a taught torts.  In the

          11  earlier years I taught constitutional law,

          12  criminal law and criminal procedure.

          13        Q.    Let me switch gears with you now.

          14  Yesterday we talked about the Johnston

          15  litigation.

          16        A.    Yes, sir.

          17        Q.    By the way, let's go back to that,
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          18  if I can, for a minute.  In addition to

          19  MedPartners v. Johnston, that is where

          20  MedPartners had sued Jay, there were -- was

          21  there in that litigation a claim by Mr.

          22  Johnston that MedPartners had missed the

          23  statute of limitations in filing the lawsuit

          24  against Mr. Johnston because they had gone

          25  beyond statute provided in the Alabama Legal

                                                           8

           1  Services Liabilities Act?

           2        A.    Yes, sir, there was.

           3              MR. POWELL:  Put up number 55.

           4        A.    That's the brief in support of the

           5  motion.

           6        Q.    It should be the motion for

           7  summary judgment.  Here we go.  Now, let's

           8  look.  This is the motion for summary judgment

           9  in the MedPartners versus Johnston case.  This

          10  is the one that was pending in front of Judge

          11  Noble; is that right?

          12        A.    That's correct.

          13        Q.    Let's go down to paragraph two.

          14  Now, this is Mr. Johnston's motion for summary

          15  judgment.  This is the defendant counterclaim

          16  plaintiff J. Brook Johnston.  Pursuant to the
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          17  Alabama legal services liability act, he's

          18  entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.

          19  Then let's go to the narrative summary down at

          20  the bottom, the first paragraph there.  Mr.

          21  Johnston states to the Court in the brief or

          22  in the motion that during all the times

          23  relevant to the times asserted by MedPartners,

          24  that Mr. Johnston served as outside counsel or

          25  as general counsel to the company.  Do you

                                                           9

           1  recall that, sir?

           2        A.    Yes.  Before Johnston went in

           3  house, Jay was with the firm of Haskell

           4  Slaughter and served as outside counsel to

           5  MedPartners.

           6        Q.    And he sought dismissal of the

           7  claims on the basis of statute of limitations

           8  issues among others?

           9        A.    That's correct.  The Alabama Legal

          10  Services Act provides the all services

          11  rendered by a lawyer whether contract tort or

          12  or otherwise shall be brought under the

          13  Alabama Legal Services Act.  So this motion

          14  for summary judgment which is premised on the

          15  basis that more than two years had experienced
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          16  since the time that Jay last rendered services

          17  to MedPartners.  As a consequence, the summary

          18  judgment should be granted for certain claims

          19  in MedPartners's complaint.  Let me point out

          20  also, Mr. Powell.  If you go back to the

          21  filing of the motion of summary judgment, it

          22  was filed before we actually got into the

          23  case.  But I became very familiar with it.  It

          24  was filed February 27, 2001 but Mr.

          25  Somerville.

                                                           10

           1        Q.    Right.

           2        A.    And we didn't get into the case

           3  until September of 2001.  But I came very

           4  familiar with this.

           5        Q.    Okay.  Well, MedPartners and

           6  Caremark disagreed, didn't they?

           7        A.    Yes, sir.

           8        Q.    Let's see Exhibit 56.  Now, they

           9  responded on March 12, 2001.  Caremark

          10  formerly known as MedPartners versus Jay

          11  Johnston.  This is their memorandum cop

          12  situation to J. Brook Johnston, Jr.'s motion

          13  for partial summary judgment.  Let's go to the

          14  next page.  Now, in the second paragraph, even
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          15  a cursory review, did MedPartners in 2001 in

          16  response to the claims that he was acting as

          17  counsel take the position in Court that the

          18  third amended complaint, that MedPartners

          19  third amended complaints makes it immediately

          20  apparent that MedPartners's allegations relate

          21  to acts under taken by Johnston for his

          22  improper personal benefit and breaches by

          23  Johnston of his duties as an executive officer

          24  of the company, Johnston's overbroad reading

          25  of the act.  That's the legal services

                                                           11

           1  liabilities act?

           2        A.    Correct.

           3        Q.    Is contrary to the statutory text

           4  and was soundly rejected by the Alabama

           5  Supreme Court.

           6        A.    Yes.  That's correct.

           7        Q.    Go to page six.  Like wise, the

           8  definition paragraph.  Did MedPartners further

           9  take the position.  MedPartners has asserted

          10  no claim against Johnston for legal

          11  malpractice.  Nor has the company otherwise

          12  ever claimed that the damages for which it

          13  seeks redress were caused specifically by a
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          14  violation of the standard of care applicable

          15  to a legal services provider.  By contrast,

          16  MedPartners repeatedly alleges in his third

          17  amended complaint that it has suffered damage

          18  as a result of Johnston's participation in a

          19  scheme to promote his and other officers

          20  personal enrichment and as a result of

          21  Johnston's breaches of his duties as an

          22  officer of the company.  Did they take that

          23  position?

          24        A.    Absolutely.

          25        Q.    Did they further take the position

                                                           12

           1  that the breaches of his duty included by were

           2  not limited to failing to notify the board of

           3  numerous adverse facts of which he had become

           4  aware as an executive manager?

           5        A.    That's correct.

           6        Q.    Did they further take the position

           7  that this conduct that they accused him of --

           8  and they were accused him or three billion

           9  dollars of damage?

          10        A.    That's correct.

          11        Q.    Did they take the position that

          12  that conduct had nothing whatsoever to do with
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          13  the provision of legal services because

          14  Johnston in pursuit of personal gain?

          15        A.    They took the position that Jay

          16  Johnston was liable to them because of

          17  misfeasance, malfeasance and not as corporate

          18  counsel.

          19        Q.    Judge Noble, what did he do on the

          20  summary judgment?

          21        A.    I believe Judge Noble, it was

          22  Johnston's motion for summary judgment and it

          23  was overruled.

          24        Q.    So when you tried the case almost

          25  a year later and you were in the trenches, you

                                                           13

           1  were in the well of the courtroom, you weren't

           2  some bystander on the sidelines watching or

           3  looking behind, were you?

           4        A.    That's correct.  I was actively

           5  involved in the case.  Including Jay Johnston,

           6  cross-examination of Mack Crawford and

           7  cross-examination of Richard Scrushy and other

           8  witnesses.

           9        Q.    So in that trial, the claims that

          10  MedPartners made and the evidence that they

          11  put forward, did they have anything to do with
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          12  Jay's role as general counsel of the firm in

          13  the providing of legal services or his role in

          14  the officer of the company?

          15        A.    MedPartners took the position that

          16  Jay's alleged misfeasance and nonfeasance was

          17  an effort by him to enrich himself for his

          18  personal benefit.  They made so claim that his

          19  efforts resulted from his fulfilling of his

          20  legal responsibilities as a lawyer to the

          21  company.

          22        Q.    So the conduct for which he was

          23  charged as causing three billion dollars worth

          24  of damage to the company was conduct not

          25  involving the provision of legal services but

                                                           14

           1  was conduct involving his role as an executive

           2  officer?

           3        A.    That is the position MedPartners

           4  took.

           5        Q.    And that's the evidentiary basis

           6  on which they tried and attempted to prove

           7  their case?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    And failed?

          10        A.    That's correct.
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          11        Q.    Now, we also talked somewhat

          12  generally yesterday about the National Union

          13  litigation, Johnston versus National Union?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.

          15        Q.    There was some discussion about

          16  that.  So let me see if I can tie all those

          17  loose ends up for us?

          18        A.    Mr. Powell, I want to make a

          19  correction.  Yesterday I said National Union

          20  was filed in either 2002 or 2003.  I looked

          21  last night and it was 2001.

          22        Q.    I don't think he was going to fuss

          23  at you for missing it by a year.

          24        Q.    In the case, the National Union

          25  case, was an amendment filed -- judge Karl

                                                           15

           1  dismissed from that litigation sometime in

           2  2002?

           3        A.    I guess at the ends of his tune

           4  year as I recall, Caremark was dismissed from

           5  the case.

           6        Q.    Then from February of 2002, was an

           7  amendment filed adding Caremark back into the

           8  case with differing allegations as of February

           9  of 2002?
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          10        A.    Yes, sir, that was filed on

          11  February 27 or is that 22.

          12        Q.    It looks 27 to me.  So Caremark

          13  comes back into the case then in the National

          14  Union case in February of 2002?

          15        A.    That's correct.

          16        Q.    Now, as that case proceeded on

          17  through discovery -- again, I think I asked

          18  you this yesterday but let's make sure as I'm

          19  trying to tie all the loose ends, as that case

          20  proceeded through discovery, of course, the

          21  MedPartners versus Johnston case was tried

          22  sometime in this time frame, was it not?

          23        A.    It was tried in January and

          24  February of 2002.

          25        Q.    So in this case, though, as we

                                                           16

           1  understand it, there was no motion made by

           2  National Union as of the time they were in the

           3  case to disqualify of handcuff yours or John

           4  Haley's or John Somerville's representation?

           5        A.    That's correct.

           6        Q.    Then you put Caremark back in the

           7  case.  The case rocks on through discovery.

           8  At any time during that timeframe, did
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           9  Caremark raise the issue of you are

          10  disqualified or handcuffed or incompetent or

          11  incapable or have confidential information and

          12  you shouldn't be in this case so judge dismiss

          13  them they have got a conflict.  Any of that

          14  happen?

          15        A.    Caremark did not.

          16        Q.    And then was a request for

          17  production of documents, once again, filed in

          18  this litigation seeks insurance coverage and

          19  insurance policies?

          20        A.    It was.  There was also a motion

          21  to compel filed.

          22        Q.    Let's look at exhibit 51.  I take

          23  it the motion to compel looked like it was

          24  filed December 30, 2002?

          25        A.    That's correct.

                                                           17

           1        Q.    So you go to Court.  The motion is

           2  filed by Mr. Haley.  He's after them pretty

           3  good, isn't he?

           4        A.    Yes, he is.

           5        Q.    Filed by Mr. Haley asking the

           6  Court to make them do what the law says they

           7  ought to do; right?
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           8        A.    And elicited documents to be

           9  produced.

          10        Q.    And Judge Brown looks at the

          11  motion, takes argument.  Put up 54, please.

          12  So on February 26th, there's some filing dates

          13  up here.

          14        A.    I can tell you what they mean.

          15  Judge Brown stamped it filed in open court by

          16  his filing and then some weeks later -- Judge

          17  Brown filed in open Court on the 26th of

          18  February of 2003 and then some weeks later for

          19  the official finally it finally made it to the

          20  clerk's office and they stamped it.

          21        Q.    Judge Brown enters his order and

          22  his order is number 54; correct?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24        Q.    And his order is that the

          25  insurance policies that have been requested be

                                                           18

           1  produced?

           2        A.    I believe that was number eight in

           3  his order, plaintiff's motion to compel is

           4  granted.  Attached to the motion to compel

           5  number eight reads documents correspondence

           6  and communications relating to any arbitration
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           7  or dispute with any insurance carrier related

           8  to Caremark since 1987.  So he ordered the

           9  insurance policies to be produced.

          10        Q.    Did he also in that order require

          11  that if there was anything that was claimed

          12  confidential or privileged to be identified on

          13  a privileged log?  And I will direct your

          14  attention to the last paragraph of page three

          15  and the first sentence on page four.

          16        A.    Yes, sir.  He provided in that

          17  order -- I'll read it.  Defendant National

          18  Union shall retain the right to assert the

          19  attorney client privilege attorney work

          20  product doctrine or any other privilege.

          21  Defendant National Union shall identify of a

          22  privilege log any and all documents with held

          23  on the basis of the attorney client privilege

          24  attorney work product doctrine or any other

          25  alleged privilege of nondisclosure.

                                                           19

           1        Q.    Was that done?

           2        A.    I do not recall there ever being a

           3  privileged log provided by National Union.

           4        Q.    At the time this hearing was held

           5  in February of 2003, we'd already seen that
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           6  Caremark had been added back into the case a

           7  year earlier?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    And indeed, were counsel for

          10  Caremark copied on this order?

          11        A.    If you look at page four, the

          12  copies went to Britton Monroe, who was counsel

          13  for National Union; of course, plaintiff's

          14  counsel Haley and Somerville and to Caremark's

          15  counsel, Tom Christian and Mike Kenny.

          16        Q.    Justice Cook is it a result of

          17  this order that finally the LMU was produced?

          18        A.    Is that your question?

          19        Q.    Yes, sir.

          20        A.    The LMU was produced along with

          21  numerous other documents.  After some period

          22  of time of going through the documents we

          23  found it.

          24        Q.    Okay.  In 2003?

          25        A.    It was found in September of 2003

                                                           20

           1  and this action was filed in October of 2003,

           2  that I called Lauriello to.

           3        Q.    About a month to six weeks later?

           4        A.    That's correct.
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           5        Q.    So you guys didn't let any grass

           6  grow under your feet?

           7        A.    No, sir.  We understand the

           8  discovery rule as it relates to fraud.

           9        Q.    Let me switch gears with you now

          10  on to something else.  Yesterday we talked --

          11  and I think I'm through with Johnston for

          12  now -- about Thrasher?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    And we talked about the Thrasher

          15  claims, the claims for breach of contract,

          16  claims for stock options and the claims for

          17  fraud that were asserted.  And I think you

          18  also said that pursuant to the contract of

          19  employment, that the case was moved to

          20  arbitration?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    And in the arbitration proceeding,

          23  did Caremark, MedPartners, file an answer?

          24        A.    It did.

          25        Q.    Let's have 52, please.

                                                           21

           1              MR. POWELL:  May I hand this to

           2  the Court?

           3              THE COURT:  Yes, please.  Thank
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           4  you, sir.

           5        Q.    Is this the answering statement,

           6  Justice Cook, of Caremark and the counter

           7  claims that they asserted against

           8  Mrs. Thrasher?

           9        A.    It is.

          10        Q.    Look at page two, the employment

          11  agreement claim.  Does that assert their

          12  response in the answer to the employment

          13  agreement claim by Mrs. Thrasher?

          14        A.    That's correct.

          15        Q.    Is it similar to those of the

          16  Johnston litigation?

          17        A.    The allegations are very, very

          18  similar to the allegations that Caremark

          19  asserted in the Johnston case.

          20        Q.    And that the Johnston asserted as

          21  to MedPartners?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    Let's go to the next page, please.

          24  Three stock options related claims.  Is that

          25  the position and response of Caremark with

                                                           22

           1  respect to those claims asserted by Thrasher?

           2        A.    Yes, sir.
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           3        Q.    And are those issues similar or

           4  identical in nature to those asserted in the

           5  Johnston litigation?

           6        A.    Very, very close.

           7        Q.    And if you will go to page four.

           8  Is this a summary of the issues presented to

           9  the arbitration panel in the Thrasher

          10  litigation?

          11        A.    Yes.

          12        Q.    And are those similar in nature of

          13  identical to those that were actually tried in

          14  the Johnston litigation?

          15        A.    Yes.  Very close.

          16        Q.    And I think I asked you this

          17  yesterday but to try it all up again.  At any

          18  time during the Thrasher proceedings whether

          19  it was in Jefferson County or in front of the

          20  arbitration panel did Caremark ever take the

          21  position that you or Haley O Somerville were

          22  disqualified or incapable, had conflicts

          23  because of your prior representation of Jay

          24  Johnston?

          25        A.    Absolutely not.

                                                           23

           1        Q.    Did they ever ask the Court or the
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           2  arbitration counsel to remove you as counsel

           3  for Mrs. Thrasher because of your prior

           4  representation of Jay Johnston?

           5        A.    That did not occur.

           6        Q.    Let me ask you this.  Were you

           7  able to use in the successful prosecution of

           8  Mrs. Thrasher's claims the information that

           9  you were able to obtain in the Johnston

          10  litigation?

          11        A.    My recollection is that Tracy

          12  Thrasher's case we could use some of the

          13  information we obtained in Jay Johnston's case

          14  but we also obtained information that was

          15  pertinent to her case.

          16        Q.    Sure.

          17        A.    And we also used public records in

          18  both the Thrasher case as well as in

          19  Johnston's case.  As a matter of fact, we go a

          20  lot of those from online, the 10-K and so

          21  forth.

          22        Q.    Briefly, let me address the Berry

          23  matter.  Is it Keith or Kevin?

          24        A.    Keith.  I want to point out one

          25  other thing this document shows.  There was a

                                                           24
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           1  counter claim also asserted by Caremark

           2  against Tracy Thrasher.

           3        Q.    You're right.

           4              MR. PRATT:  State for the record

           5  which document.

           6        A.    The answer in the Tracy Thrasher

           7  case.

           8        Q.    Is this the counterclaim in

           9  arbitration that Caremark filed against

          10  Mrs. Thrasher?

          11        A.    It is.  As you can see for breach

          12  of fiduciary duties an breach of employment

          13  agreement similar allegations were made

          14  against Jay Johnston.

          15        Q.    That was one of his corporate

          16  officer by failing to prevent correct or

          17  expose fraudulent conduct and statements of

          18  which he was aware in the performance of her

          19  duties?

          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    She wasn't an attorney, was she?

          22        A.    No.

          23        Q.    Those sound similar to Mr.

          24  Johnston?

          25        A.    Yes.

                                                           25
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           1        Q.    Failing to notify the board of

           2  what was going on?

           3        A.    They are.  There's a significant

           4  different here.  The claim against

           5  Mrs. Thrasher was substantial damages in

           6  excess of five million.  In the trial of

           7  Johnston, it was intimated in the billions.

           8        Q.    So really the only difference in

           9  the Thrasher litigation and the Johnston

          10  litigation was the addendum that Caremark was

          11  seeking against its former employees?

          12        A.    Yes, sir.

          13        Q.    Let's shift gears again.  Justice

          14  Cook, you indicated that you had been with our

          15  law firm since 2001.  We were so fortunate to

          16  get you and fortunate to still have you.  So

          17  I'd like to have you talk to Judge King for

          18  the record.  I know he is intimately familiar

          19  with our firm, with Mr. Francis' firm and Mr.

          20  Somerville and his firm.  But for the record,

          21  I think it's our burden and we need to put

          22  some things in the record about competence and

          23  qualifications of us to serve as class

          24  counsel.

          25        A.    Be delighted to do that.  Before I
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           1  distracted you, we were going to talk about

           2  Keith Berry.

           3        Q.    We were.  Keith Berry, was Mr.

           4  Berry a former employee of MedPartners?

           5        A.    Mr. Berry was a former officer at

           6  MedPartners who was fired in 1998.

           7        Q.    And did Mr. Berry at some point

           8  during some litigation seek to obtain

           9  representation from you and Mr. Haley and Mr.

          10  Somerville?

          11        A.    Yes, sir.  And Mr. Berry's case

          12  was different from Jay Johnston's case and

          13  Tracy Thrasher's case.

          14        Q.    In what respect?

          15        A.    Mr. Berry was represented in the

          16  trial Court but compel Waller and pore.

          17        A.    It was before Judge Helen Shores

          18  Lee.  Caremark defended on the basis that

          19  there was a nondisclosure, a noncompetition

          20  provision in Mr. Berry's contract that they

          21  allege was broken.  They moved for summary

          22  judgment and Judge Lee granted it.  Then cam

          23  bell took an appeal to the Alabama supreme

          24  court.  That was in 2005.  On original

          25  deliverance from the Alabama Supreme Court it
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           1  was an affirmance without opinion.  There

           2  Berry then came to us an asked us if we would

           3  file an application for rehearing.  So we got

           4  into the Berry case in September of '05 in the

           5  application for rehearing was filed.

           6        Q.    Were the claims in the Berry

           7  litigation similar in nature to those of the

           8  Johnston and Thrasher litigation?

           9        A.    Mr. Berry, if he had gotten the

          10  summary judgment over turned, was also looking

          11  to litigate his stock options.  But his

          12  immediate problem was the summary judgment

          13  that had been granted against him.

          14        Q.    But in terms of the claims he was

          15  making against MedPartners or Caremark that

          16  went out on summary judgment, were those

          17  claims similar?

          18        A.    I think he was asking for benefits

          19  under his contract and stock options.

          20        Q.    Did you file on behalf of the firm

          21  a notice of appearance and brief in the

          22  Supreme Court of Alabama on behalf of Mr.

          23  Berry?

          24        A.    We did.  Mr. McKee filed the
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          25  brief, the application for rehearing.

                                                           28

           1        Q.    Did Caremark respond to it?

           2        A.    They did.

           3        Q.    In their response filed by Hare

           4  Wynn, did Caremark raise in any manner that

           5  Hare Wynn or Somerville or anybody else was

           6  disqualified or suffering from a conflict that

           7  would prevent representing Mr. Berry because

           8  of any prior litigation of either Mr.

           9  Johnston, Mr. Thrasher or any other employee?

          10        A.    They did not.  Caremark was

          11  represented by the Starnes firm, Mike

          12  Atchison.  Their focus and their response to

          13  our application for rehearing was focused on

          14  the fact that the circuit court correctly

          15  granted summary judgment.

          16        Q.    And I understand that.  What I'm

          17  interested in obviously is waiver.  So my

          18  question again, in their response to the

          19  application for rehearing, any independent

          20  motion in front of the Supreme Court, once you

          21  filed your notice of appearance and petition

          22  for rehearing, did Caremark raise the issue

          23  that you were incapable, disqualified
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          24  conflicted and not able to represent Mr. Berry

          25  because of former representation of Mr.

                                                           29

           1  Johnston or Thrasher?

           2        A.    They did not.

           3        Q.    Can I change gears now?  Did I get

           4  everything?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.

           6              MR. PRATT:  Good thing we have

           7  smart witnesses.

           8        Q.    If you will put up Exhibit 53.

           9  Justice Cook, this exhibit is appendix to the

          10  brief that was filed for the Court.  The Court

          11  has it, I assume in the massive filings that

          12  have been submitted.

          13              THE COURT:  I've read it.

          14        Q.    You have read this exhibit and are

          15  very familiar with it, are you not?

          16        A.    I am.

          17        Q.    In your eleven years as a partner

          18  in the Hare Wynn law firm, does it fairly and

          19  accurately describe the firm's experiences in

          20  terms of his history, its litigation

          21  experience, partners qualifications,

          22  associates role in performance of their jobs
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          23  at the law firm?

          24        A.    It does.

          25        Q.    Just to highlight some of the

                                                           30

           1  things that may be important in terms of the

           2  Court's analysis of whether the lawyer seeking

           3  appointment as class counsel are adequate to

           4  serve as class counsel, can you give us an

           5  over view of the qualifications as you see

           6  them as out lined in 53 of our law firm's

           7  abilities and competence?

           8        A.    I can say this without any bias

           9  that the Hare Wynn Newell and Newton law firm

          10  has some very accomplished trial lawyers.  A

          11  number of cases have been tried across this

          12  country and across the state with Hare Wynn

          13  lawyers that have been successful.  This

          14  appendix lists a number of those cases.  One

          15  of the things I want to comment on in

          16  particular that the appendix points out is

          17  that in 2010, 90 percent of the Hare Wynn

          18  lawyers were involved in jury trials.  There

          19  were four cases highlighted.  Schafer versus

          20  Bayer CropScience with a 47.9 million dollar

          21  verdict.
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          22        Q.    That case was appealed?

          23        A.    And affirmed.

          24        Q.    The Polston versus Ford Motor

          25  company, 19.1 million dollar verdict.
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           1        A.    Golden versus Jalisco Restaurant,

           2  37.5 million dollars.  Davis for BMCE and Shay

           3  Samples tried that case, a 3.2 million dollar

           4  verdict.

           5        Q.    Those were all tried in 2010?

           6        A.    That's correct.

           7        Q.    In terms of professional

           8  organizations and societies, have the lawyers

           9  in the firm been recognized by those groups.

          10  I know you talked about the American college.

          11  Are there others that you are familiar with?

          12        A.    Yes.  Go to the next page.  At the

          13  top of that document, there's a list of

          14  various organizations that members of the firm

          15  are in.  We have several lawyers that are

          16  fellows in the American college of trial

          17  lawyers. We were fortunate to receive U.S.

          18  News best lawyers in America.  We were

          19  recognized best lawyers of America.  The Law

          20  Dragon 500 leading lawyers in America.  I
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          21  believe in 2010, 2011, there's a crew that

          22  came here and photographed me and I appeared

          23  in that publication.  The international

          24  society of barristers.  We have one or two

          25  lawyer s members of that.  Birmingham
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           1  magazines best lawyers in Birmingham.  We have

           2  a number of lawyers recognized as

           3  Superlawyers.  A number of lawyers received

           4  the Martindale-Hubble AV preeminent and

           5  Chambers USA.  The Benchman litigation.

           6        Q.    Let's talk about complex

           7  litigation in class actions.  Has the firm had

           8  a diverse experiences in dealing and handling

           9  as class counsel in class action cases but

          10  also as lead or leadership group counsel in

          11  complex litigation?

          12        A.    In both, yes, sir, in a number of

          13  cases.

          14        Q.    In terms of recognition by

          15  national organizations, has the firm been

          16  recognized as leaders in handling of complex

          17  litigation and class action litigation?

          18        A.    Yes, sir that's correct.

          19        Q.    Bet the company litigation?
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          20        A.    Yes.  Bet the company litigation.

          21        Q.    Commercial litigation?

          22        A.    Commercial litigation, securities

          23  litigation, securities litigation, aviation

          24  litigation.  Employment litigation.

          25  Whistleblower cases, products liability cases,

                                                           33

           1  injury cases.

           2        Q.    In addition to those areas, does

           3  the firm currently represent the attorneys

           4  general of several states in their claims

           5  against MERCK pharmaceuticals?

           6        A.    Yes, sir.

           7        Q.    Is the Commonwealth of Kentucky

           8  one in which we have a lead one?

           9        A.    That is correct.

          10        Q.    Is the state of Alaska?

          11        A.    That is correct.

          12        Q.    Not a lead role but the lead role?

          13        A.    That is correct.

          14        Q.    Proceeding on in the complex

          15  litigation arena, and don't be modest, tell

          16  the Court about the firm's role in the

          17  HealthSouth Scrushy battle?

          18        A.    I mentioned that on yesterday.
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          19  That case was filed in August of 2002 and it

          20  was a case that was heard by judge horn.  The

          21  firm had a lead role in that case.  In August

          22  of 2002 I recall specifically John Somerville

          23  and I spent most of the night drafting the

          24  complaint.  After we filed the case, there was

          25  a raid by the FBI in March of 2003 and cases

                                                           34

           1  filed in Delaware and one in federal Court.

           2  Judge horn and Judge Bowdry and the Delaware

           3  Court told us to get together and work out our

           4  differences.  We formed the tucker group.  We

           5  were adverse to HealthSouth at the time.  As

           6  we worked through the case, we worked out of

           7  differences with HealthSouth.  David Hymer

           8  successfully prosecuted the case against

           9  Richard Scrushy.  That case was tried in 2009.

          10  We received in 2.8 billion dollar.

          11        Q.    Would that consider that complex

          12  litigation?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.  I might also point out

          14  that there were three other aspects of that

          15  case. We tried a portion of it in Delaware

          16  where Richard Scrushy had obtained a 25

          17  million dollar loan from HealthSouth, and we
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          18  got a summary judgment against him there.  We

          19  tried the bonuses that Richard Scrushy

          20  received on the basis of the fraudulent

          21  numbers.  There was a 52 million dollar

          22  recovery.  That was in Judge Horn's court.  We

          23  prosecuted the case against UBS.  Was that

          24  settlement confidential?

          25              MR. HYMER:  No, it was disclosed.
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           1        A.    It was in excess of a hundred

           2  million dollars in this case.  Of course, the

           3  /AS act and we 2 .8 billion dollar judgment.

           4        Q.    So we recovered in more than three

           5  hundred million dollars from HealthSouth?

           6        Q.    Notwithstanding my fumbling with

           7  exhibit numbers, does the firm have

           8  technological ability to assimilate massive

           9  amounts of documents, but to review them,

          10  familiarize the trial lawyer with the data

          11  bases and be able to assimilate and portray

          12  the evidence in a manner that juries can

          13  understand and appreciate?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.  And I can give you a

          15  specific example of that.  Shortly after I

          16  tame to the firm, John Haley and myself worked
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          17  on a case that was a collective action against

          18  CVS where we alleged a violation that the

          19  pharmacies were under paid.  We went up to

          20  Rhode Island and they give us magnetic tape

          21  and we brought it back to our information

          22  services department and they straightened it

          23  out in no time so we were able to state pretty

          24  specifically what our claims were that they

          25  under paid these pharmacies.  Shortly after
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           1  that we settled that case.

           2        Q.    That's an example.  And I know by

           3  hearing what we call around the office hall

           4  talk, that's not the only time they have come

           5  to our rescue?

           6        A.    Absolutely.  All of the lawyers

           7  have been able to use them to our benefit.

           8        Q.    I know you heard the story where I

           9  was getting ready to do opening statement and

          10  the defense exhibited to one of my objects

          11  like a bull's eye on the back of Bayer

          12  CropScience.  And Dax in three minutes fixed

          13  it to where it was acceptable to the Court.

          14  You heard that story?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.
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          16        Q.    And speaking of the Arkansas

          17  experience.  Tell the Court for the record

          18  about that.

          19        A.    We represented over 2500 rice

          20  farmers in Arkansas.  That case was settled at

          21  the end of last year for 750 million dollars,

          22  plus or minus a few dollars.  And you were

          23  lead counsel in that case.

          24        Q.    Thank you, sir.  Oil litigation,

          25  have we taken a major role in serving as class
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           1  counsel for under payment of oil royalties not

           2  only the private landowners?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.  You were involved in

           4  the cases against shell oil.  The firm also

           5  handled the BP cases where the allegation in

           6  those cases is price discrimination and

           7  antitrust claim under the Robert packman act.

           8  And represented every independent BP dealer in

           9  Alabama, in Birmingham Mobile and Montgomery.

          10  We also had some clients in Memphis, Tennessee

          11  and Charlotte around the country.

          12        Q.    Birmingham Steel versus Tennessee

          13  Valley Authority.  Tell the Court a little bit

          14  about that litigation and how we were involved
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          15  in that.

          16        A.    That was a class action.  The

          17  plaintiff class was approximately four hundred

          18  industrial customers.  The allegation was the

          19  TVA breached the contracts by charging more

          20  than they should have charged to those

          21  industrial customers.  The case was settled of

          22  18 million dollars and it represented a near

          23  hundred percent recovery for those clients.

          24        Q.    In addition to those cases, are we

          25  still involved in the fiber optic class action
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           1  litigation that's going on all over the

           2  country?

           3        A.    Those are trespass cases where the

           4  allegation is our class is composed of people

           5  who allege that these fiber optic companies

           6  buried cable on their land without permission.

           7  So those cases are pending.  We have a lead

           8  role in those cases.

           9        Q.    And we are hoping their finally

          10  getting resolved?

          11        A.    Hope so.

          12        Q.    Is the firm involved in any

          13  respect in the Alabama state bar, the
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          14  Birmingham bar, ethics issues with respect to

          15  the bar association?  Has the firm had

          16  involvement in that?

          17        A.    A number of our lawyers -- let me

          18  refresh my recollection, we have had a number

          19  of lawyers, President, eight lawyers that were

          20  President of the Alabama association of

          21  justice.  We have had two lawyers that are

          22  President of the Alabama state bar including

          23  Jim Pratt.

          24        Q.    He is current President of the

          25  Alabama state bar?
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           1        A.    Yes.  We have had Presidents of

           2  the Birmingham bar association.  Four members

           3  to serve as President of the Birmingham bar

           4  association.

           5        Q.    What about ethics issues and

           6  ethics commissions, disciplinary commissions,

           7  bar commissioners.  Is the firm involved in

           8  members of the board of bar commissioners that

           9  deal with ethics on a regular basis?

          10        A.    Yes, sir.  When Shay Samples was

          11  President of the bar Birmingham, he was

          12  actual.  Jim Pratt for the last several years
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          13  has been involved and has served as a member

          14  of the disciplinary commission of disciplinary

          15  board for the Alabama bar and heard numb us

          16  ethics complaints against lawyers.

          17        Q.    I guess it would be sort of

          18  foolish to ask.  If you are going to be on the

          19  board of disciplinary commissioners and

          20  administer discipline or evaluate you best be

          21  dad gum familiar with the rules?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    Exhibit 53, I want us to cover

          24  this.

          25              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, we will
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           1  offer that as an exhibit.  And we'll do that

           2  now.

           3        Q.    We also include in that exhibit

           4  the history, experience and competence of Mr.

           5  Somerville and his firm, Somerville, LLC, and

           6  Mr. Jim North and Mr. Tim Francis as well?

           7        A.    Yes, sir, we do.

           8        Q.    And you are familiar with those

           9  firms?

          10        A.    I am.

          11        Q.    You have been sort of joined at
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          12  the hip with them?

          13        A.    That is correct.  We tried a lot

          14  of cases together.

          15        Q.    If you will, I know this the

          16  document will give a broad overview.  Tell the

          17  judge what your personal and professional

          18  experience has been with these two guys.

          19        A.    We have tried a number of cases

          20  together, John Somerville and the Hare Wynn

          21  firm and Tim Francis. We have been working for

          22  several years. They are both A 1 lawyers that

          23  had significant experience with class actions.

          24  They understand it.  We have worked very

          25  successfully together.
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           1              MR. POWELL:  Justice Cook, if you

           2  will answer their questions, that's all I

           3  have, sir.

           4              THE COURT:  Would this be a good

           5  time for a break, Mr. Hymer?

           6              MR. HYMER:  Sure.

           7              THE COURT:  I'm going to

           8  abbreviate the breaks from 20 to 15 minutes.

           9  We will get started back at ten o'clock.

          10  Thank you so much.
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          11              (Short recess.)

          12              THE COURT:  Mr. Hymer, your

          13  witness.

          14              MR. HYMER:  Thank you.

          15  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. HYMER:

          16        Q.    Judge Cook, good morning.

          17        A.    Good morning.

          18        Q.    I need -- before I ask you a few

          19  questions, just for the record and so Judge

          20  King won't have to worry about this particular

          21  issue, defendants do not question the

          22  competence, the ability, the experience of the

          23  three firms on the plaintiff's side of this

          24  case or any of the lawyers in those firms to

          25  handle a case like this if a class is
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           1  certified.  Just to be clear, the only issue

           2  we are raising with respect to adequacy is

           3  whether or not under the particular facts and

           4  circumstances of the case these lawyers

           5  satisfy the adequacy requirement under Rule 23

           6  with respect to this particular class

           7  asserting these particular claims against

           8  these particular defendants.  I didn't want

           9  there to be any mistake in anybody's mind
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          10  about that because we certainly respect all of

          11  these firms and these lawyers.  We, as I said

          12  earlier, have friendships with these lawyers.

          13  I gnome judge cook and Judge King, you both

          14  understand that?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.  Thank you, Mr. Hymer.

          16  Appreciate those remarks.

          17        Q.    I was thinking if I got sworn in

          18  I'd have to testify to a lot of the same

          19  things you did.  I do think I'll be brief.

          20  Let me ask you, first of all, Judge Cook about

          21  your firm's representation of Jay Johnston.

          22  As I understand it, according to your

          23  testimony, by the time the Hare Wynn firm

          24  became involved in that representation, Mr.

          25  Johnston had already been represented by John
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           1  Somerville in connection with Mr. Johnston's

           2  dispute with MedPartners; is that right?

           3        A.    That's correct.  Also by a firm in

           4  Atlanta before Mr. Somerville.

           5        Q.    I guess obviously since there had

           6  been an actual trial of this case before Hare

           7  Wynn became involved, a lot of discovery had

           8  also taken place in connection with that
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           9  action before Hare Wynn became involved?

          10        A.    Yes, sir.  I imagine that's true.

          11        Q.    I guess it's obvious but whatever

          12  confidential of privileged information Mr.

          13  Johnston may have communicated to Mr.

          14  Somerville before the Hare Wynn firm became

          15  involved would not be something that you or

          16  the other Hare Wynn lawyers would know about

          17  based on your own personal knowledge; is that

          18  right?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.  If there was any

          20  confidential information communicated, if it

          21  occurred before we got into the case, no, sir,

          22  I wouldn't know about that.

          23        Q.    And when Hare Wynn did become

          24  involved in the case after the first trial,

          25  obviously the lawyers at Hare Wynn working on
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           1  that matter under that Mr. Johnston had been

           2  the general counsel at MedPartners during the

           3  time of his employment at MedPartners; is that

           4  right?

           5        A.    That's correct.

           6        Q.    And you and the other lawyers from

           7  Hare Wynn would have recognized that as
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           8  general counsel at MedPartners Mr. Johnston

           9  would have been privy to a significant amount

          10  of confidential and privileged information;

          11  correct?

          12        A.    Generally speaking, you would

          13  think the general counsel would have access to

          14  confidential information.

          15        Q.    And once Hare Wynn began

          16  representing Mr. Johnston, I assume there were

          17  numerous occasions when you or Mr. Haley and

          18  maybe along with Mr. Somerville would meet

          19  with Mr. Johnston to discuss various things in

          20  preparation for the next trial of his case; is

          21  that right?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    Do you recall during that time

          24  period leading up to the second trial often

          25  you and Mr. Haley met with Mr. Johnston?
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           1        A.    Fairly regularly.

           2        Q.    Can you describe for us the first

           3  of all, the length of those meetings?  Would

           4  you immediate with him for an hour, half an

           5  hour, after a day?

           6        A.    I guess it would depend on the
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           7  issues we were discussing.

           8        Q.    Would there been meeting that were

           9  fairly extensive?

          10        A.    That's a fair description.

          11        Q.    As his lawyers, you tried to

          12  obtain from him any information that he might

          13  have that you thought might be relevant to

          14  either his counter claim or to his defense of

          15  MedPartners claims asserted against him; is

          16  that right?

          17        A.    What we sought to do was to

          18  provide him a defense for the claims being

          19  asserted as well as to prosecute his breach of

          20  contract claims.

          21        Q.    In doing that, you were meeting

          22  with him.  One purpose of meeting with him was

          23  to obtain information from him that might help

          24  you no representing him to the fullest of your

          25  capabilities?
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           1        A.    We were to help do defend the

           2  claims as well as prosecute the claims against

           3  him.

           4        Q.    And when you and others at your

           5  firm or Mr. Somerville talked with Mr.
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           6  Johnston, you didn't get the sense that he was

           7  in any way holding back information or

           8  unwilling to disclose particular information,

           9  did you?

          10        A.    I think he responded to our

          11  inquiries to tell us what we needed to

          12  represent him.

          13        Q.    Now, did you during the course of

          14  your discussions with Mr. Johnston, during the

          15  time that you represented him, attempt to

          16  determine what portions of the information he

          17  was telling you were contained confidential or

          18  privileged information and what portions of

          19  that information did not contain confidential

          20  of privileged information?

          21        A.    You know, Mr. Hymer, without a

          22  description of what might be defined as

          23  confidential, I think what we did was, there

          24  was never asserted based on my recollection,

          25  that information should be designated as
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           1  confidential.  I don't recall a privileged log

           2  in the case.  I don't recall any requests by

           3  counsel to the Court to enter a protective

           4  order or to do something in camera.  I just
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           5  need help with what you're calling

           6  confidential.

           7        Q.    And I'm focusing specifically on

           8  what Mr. Johnson may have told you or his

           9  other lawyers as opposed to documents or

          10  information that may have been requested

          11  directly from Caremark, because obviously

          12  Caremark was not present when Mr. Johnston was

          13  talking with his lawyers; correct?

          14        A.    Well, let me give you the flavor

          15  of what happened.  Mr. Johnston testified on

          16  direct as to what occurred.  There were

          17  minutes of the corporation that were used to

          18  back up his claim that the employment

          19  agreement had been adopted.  There were 10-Ks.

          20  What's the quarter file called?

          21        Q.    Qs?

          22        A.    10-K and 10-Q.  Some of that we

          23  got from online and some from the corporation.

          24  We got documents from the corporation. We had

          25  Larry House to testify that the contract had
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           1  been duly adopted and properly adopted.  So

           2  from the plaintiff's perspective, that's how

           3  we approached the case and of course defended
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           4  it.  They put on a lot of stuff regarding the

           5  fraud from the west coast and we used

           6  documents to defend that and cross-examine

           7  their witnesses.  That's how the case was

           8  tried.

           9        Q.    I take it from what you said,

          10  then, a lot of the documents and information

          11  used in the trial of this case were documents

          12  and information that were publicly available

          13  to anyone such as SEC filings, information you

          14  got off of Edgar, which is the SEC website

          15  that lets anybody go to that website and

          16  download filings from any company?

          17        A.    That's correct.

          18        Q.    And then some of the information

          19  you would have obtained is information from

          20  Jay Johnston or he would have told you where

          21  to go look for particular information or what

          22  to ask MedPartners to produce or provide?

          23        A.    Jay told us specific instances of

          24  things that we might ask for in terms of

          25  discovery.
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           1        Q.    And I take it nobody except a

           2  running tab of this is the information we have
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           3  eve gotten from Jay Johnston.  We believe this

           4  is the confidential portion or this is the

           5  privileged portion and this is the other

           6  portion?

           7        A.    It was never raised.

           8        Q.    During the time period that you

           9  were representing Mr. Johnston in connection

          10  with his lawsuit against MedPartners, were you

          11  or to your knowledge any of the other lawyers

          12  who were representing Mr. Johnston concerned

          13  about what information may have been

          14  privileged or confidential?

          15        A.    Well, based upon my general

          16  knowledge about the trial of cases, I think

          17  that if there's going to be an assertion of

          18  privilege, then it should come from the party

          19  who is concerned about that.  So that's why I

          20  say that there was no motion that I recall

          21  that was filed or requests for the judge to

          22  review documents in camera, no privilege log

          23  and no protective order.

          24        Q.    Now, you testified earlier that

          25  although Mr. Johnston was general counsel at
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           1  MedPartners, that many of the claims or at
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           2  least MedPartners's lawyers at the time took

           3  the position that the claims asserted against

           4  him were at least some of the claims asserted

           5  against him were not asserted against him in

           6  his capacity as a lawyer.  Do you recall that

           7  testimony?

           8        A.    Yes, sir.  I recall that.

           9        Q.    But you are aware that the

          10  executive office that Mr. Johnston held was

          11  general counsel?

          12        A.    That's correct.

          13        Q.    And I know you weren't in his

          14  deposition that was given in this case that

          15  we're here in today.  But have you read that

          16  deposition?

          17        A.    I have not.

          18        Q.    Were you aware of his testimony

          19  that he was -- at least it was his belief this

          20  he was sued for everything he did as general

          21  counsel and outside counsel when he was at

          22  Haskell Slaughter?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    Now, as I understand it, the Hare

          25  Wynn firm represented Mr. Johnston through the

                                                           51
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           1  second trial and a verdict was rendered in

           2  favor of Mr. Johnston?

           3        A.    That's correct.

           4        Q.    And I assume that verdict was

           5  appealed and the Supreme Court affirmed it?

           6        A.    That's correct.

           7        Q.    Do you recall when the Alabama

           8  Supreme Court affirmed it, approximately?

           9        A.    I do not.

          10        Q.    The trial was in?

          11        A.    2002.

          12        Q.    Okay.

          13        A.    So it could have been 2003, 2004.

          14  If you would allow me to consult with Bruce

          15  McKee since he wrote the brief.

          16              MR. MCKEE:  I don't remember the

          17  year.  I would guess '04.

          18        Q.    We can look that up.  In your

          19  involvement with Mr. Johnston with respect to

          20  his claims against MedPartners cease at that

          21  time?

          22        A.    No, sir.

          23        Q.    The claims that continued were the

          24  claims relating to the insurance coverage?

          25        A.    No.  We had several claims that
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           1  remained.  We litigated his stock options

           2  claims before Judge Noble.  We filed the suit

           3  against National Union in 2001.  I believe

           4  that was it.

           5        Q.    And when were all of those cases

           6  resolved, finally resolved?

           7        A.    Again, I need some help.  Since we

           8  are talking about dates, that's --

           9              MR. SOMERVILLE:  I think

          10  everything was resolved finally in 2004 or

          11  2005.

          12        Q.    So seven or eight years ago?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    Is there any way for you to go

          15  back and determine now in 2012 what

          16  information you may have gotten from Mr.

          17  Johnston as opposed to what information you

          18  may have gotten from some other source prior

          19  to the resolution of those matters in 2004 or

          20  2005?

          21        A.    Mr. Hymer, my guesstimate is there

          22  are fifty to a hundred boxes of stuff

          23  somewhere.  I think it's in storage.  It would

          24  be difficult for us to go back through those

          25  boxes and try to discern where it came from.
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           1        Q.    Now, you testified an a little bit

           2  about Tracy Thrasher's case.  I want to ask

           3  you a few questions about that.  As I

           4  understand it, Mrs. Thrasher was the head of

           5  the human resources department at Caremark; is

           6  that right?

           7        A.    She was corporate secretary.

           8        Q.    Okay.

           9        A.    She was corporate secretary.

          10        Q.    Did she also hold the title of

          11  vice president over human resources?

          12        A.    She held the title of executive

          13  Vice President, I recall that.

          14        Q.    Her job duties did not require her

          15  to be familiar in the sense that she would

          16  assist in responding to litigation initiated

          17  by or served against the company?

          18        A.    No.  But Jay reported to her.

          19        Q.    Do you know whether it was her job

          20  to perform due diligence on various

          21  acquisition deals that MedPartners may have

          22  been engaged in?

          23        A.    I don't recall that specifically

          24  whether or not she was ever a member of the

          25  due diligence teams.
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           1        Q.    As I understood your testimony in

           2  response to questions Mr. Powell asked you

           3  this morning, you said that in representing

           4  Mrs. Thrasher, you used some portion of the

           5  information you had obtained from your

           6  representation of Jay Johnston; is that right?

           7        A.    Well, let me clarify that.  In

           8  Mrs. Thrasher's case, just as in Mr.

           9  Johnston's case, an issue was the validity of

          10  the employment agreement.  So we had gone

          11  through the process to establish the validity

          12  of Mr. Johnston's employment agreement.  So we

          13  used the same process in the Thrasher case.

          14        Q.    That's the information you were

          15  referring to?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    Now, let me ask you about the

          18  Berry case.  As I understand it, the Hare Wynn

          19  firm got into the Berry case at kind of a late

          20  date; is that right?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    And the central issue in the Berry

          23  case related to a noncompete provision that

          24  Mr. Berry had signed and whether that
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          25  provision was or enforceable?
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           1        A.    Was or was it violated.

           2        Q.    Was or was not breached?

           3        A.    Uh-huh.

           4        Q.    And the case was pending in

           5  circuit court.  MedPartners filed a motion for

           6  summary judgment saying that the noncompete

           7  provision had been breached?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    And the trial Court granted the

          10  motion for summary judgment?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    Mr. Berry's lawyers who at the

          13  time were not Hare Wynn?

          14        A.    That's correct.

          15        Q.    Mr. Berry's lawyers appealed that

          16  to the Alabama Supreme Court?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    Briefed it?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.

          20        Q.    And the Supreme Court issued a

          21  decision affirming the summary judgment

          22  entered in favor of MedPartners or Caremark?

          23        A.    That's correct.
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          24        Q.    And it was after the Alabama

          25  Supreme Court affirmed the summary judgment
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           1  entered in favor of Caremark or MedPartners

           2  that your firm was brought in?

           3        A.    That's right.

           4        Q.    And so at that point, the first

           5  thing had to be done was file a petition for

           6  rehearing with the Alabama Supreme Court?

           7        A.    That's correct.

           8        Q.    Your firm was involved in filing

           9  that petition for rehearing?

          10        A.    That's correct.

          11        Q.    And the petition for rehearing

          12  related specifically to and solely to whether

          13  the summary judgment entered by the trial

          14  Court with a finding that Mr. Berry had

          15  breached his noncompete agreement was the

          16  correct decision?

          17        A.    Yes.  In summary, yes.

          18        Q.    And after that petition for

          19  rehearing was filed, it was I guess denied by

          20  the Court and the summary judgment was upheld?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    At that point did Hare Wynn's
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          23  involvement in representing Mr. Berry cease?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    Now, I want to ask you a little
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           1  bit about the National Union case, because it

           2  has a little bit of a peculiar history.  Would

           3  you agree with that?

           4        A.    Define that for me.

           5        Q.    Do you recall that in January of

           6  2002, Caremark was dismissed from the National

           7  Union case with prejudice?

           8        A.    Yes, sir.  But I point out to you,

           9  look at that order and it's not a -- what do

          10  you call it.

          11        A.    54(b).  It was not a 54(b).

          12        Q.    Right.  And I don't have the

          13  ability to put it up on the screen.

          14              MR. HYMER:  Do you mind if I come

          15  up and show Judge Cook this?

          16              THE COURT:  No problem at all.

          17        Q.    If you don't mind, Judge Cook, I'm

          18  going to stand here with you.

          19              MR. SOMERVILLE:  We have a copy of

          20  it.

          21              MR. HYMER:  Is this an exhibit
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          22  already?

          23              MR. SOMERVILLE:  Yes.

          24              (Plaintiff's Exhibit 44 was marked

          25  for identification.)
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           1        Q.    I show you what I have marked as

           2  Plaintiff's Exhibit 44.  Is that an excerpt

           3  from what I've always called the case action

           4  summary?

           5        A.    Yes, sir, it is.

           6        Q.    From the courthouse here in

           7  Jefferson County?

           8        A.    It is.

           9        Q.    And it relates to the J. Brook

          10  Johnston case?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    And there's a handwritten entry

          13  there where Judge Carl, who was a Jefferson

          14  County Circuit Judge at the time; is that

          15  right?

          16        A.    That's correct.

          17        Q.    Judge Carl entered an order, I

          18  guess, directly on the case action summary; is

          19  that right?

          20        A.    That's correct.
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          21        Q.    And the order is dated January 8,

          22  2002?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24        Q.    And I know Judge Carl's

          25  handwriting is hard to read sometimes.  The
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           1  way I read it was the motion to dismiss filed

           2  11/13/01 which was treated as a motion for

           3  summary judgment pursuant to the order of this

           4  Court entered 121201 is granted and defendant

           5  Caremark is dismissed from the action with

           6  prejudice?

           7        A.    Yes, sir that's correct.

           8        Q.    Okay.  So Caremark was dismissed

           9  with prejudice by Judge Carl on January 8,

          10  2002?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    And then after that, there was an

          13  amended complaint filed by Mr. Johnston that

          14  added Caremark back into the case?

          15        A.    That's correct.  I think that

          16  document was put up on the board.  I think it

          17  was February.

          18        Q.    And Mr. Powell showed you a number

          19  of documents that were filed or part of the
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          20  National Union case.  One of them was a

          21  memorandum in support of a motion for summary

          22  judgment that I think was marked exhibit 24.

          23  Do you recall that?

          24        A.    Memorandum in support of a motion

          25  for summary judgment in the National Union
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           1  case?

           2        Q.    Right.  I may have it wrong.  It

           3  was exhibit 24 which was dated February 7,

           4  2002.  Sorry.  It was National Union's motion

           5  for summary judgment dated February 7, 2002?

           6              MR. PRATT:  It's up on the screen.

           7        Q.    There it is.  Thank you.  Do you

           8  remember Mr. Powell showing you this document?

           9        A.    Yes, I do.

          10        Q.    And it's dated February 7?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    That would have been after the

          13  date of Judge Carl's order which was January

          14  8, 2002?

          15        A.    Yes.  But this is National Union's

          16  memorandum.  The order dealt with Caremark.

          17        Q.    I understand.  At this time

          18  Caremark had already been dismissed with
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          19  prejudice by Judge Carl?

          20        A.    In an offratory order, yes, sir.

          21        Q.    Judge Carl actually granted a

          22  summary judgment motion although he had not

          23  certified the motion as final.  He granted the

          24  summary judgment motion resulting in the

          25  dismissal of Caremark with prejudice?
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           1        A.    That's correct.

           2        Q.    Prior to the time exhibit 24 was

           3  filed?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.

           5        Q.    And then Mr. Powell also showed

           6  you exhibit 29, which was I believe National

           7  Union's opposition to a mandamus petition that

           8  had been filed by Mr. Johnston; is that right?

           9  Respondent's brief?

          10        A.    Yes.  That's correct.

          11        Q.    And that exhibit is number 29.  I

          12  believe that exhibit was served on March 21,

          13  2002; is that right?

          14        A.    That's correct.

          15        Q.    And that also would have been

          16  after the date of Judge Carl's order?

          17        A.    That's correct.
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          18        Q.    And then Mr. Powell also showed

          19  you an order that judge Brown entered in

          20  February of 2003 on a motion to compel.  I

          21  guess by that time, Judge Carl had left the

          22  bench and judge Brown had taken over the case?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24              MR. HYMER:  I don't know what

          25  exhibit.
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           1              MR. SOMERVILLE:  It's 54.

           2        Q.    Exhibit 54, do you recall the

           3  motion to compel and the order that Mr. Powell

           4  showed you?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.

           6        Q.    And do you remember there were two

           7  different dates on exhibit 54 that Judge

           8  Brown, I guess from the bench, filed it in

           9  open court and then it got filed in the

          10  clerk's office at a later date.  In any event,

          11  Judge Brown entered the order from the bench

          12  on February 26th of 2003?

          13        A.    That's correct.

          14        Q.    And that would have been after

          15  Judge Carl's order?

          16        A.    That's correct.
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          17        Q.    I can let you look at the whole

          18  thing, but do you recall that Caremark or

          19  MedPartners was never mentioned in the order?

          20        A.    In the order of Judge Brown?

          21        Q.    Yes.  The order on the motion to

          22  compel.

          23        A.    In the introductory paragraph,

          24  Caremark is not listed in the introductory

          25  paragraph.  No, sir, Caremark is not
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           1  mentioned.  But counsel for Caremark was

           2  served.

           3        Q.    Right.  The order doesn't direct

           4  Caremark to do anything?

           5        A.    It's a motion to compel against

           6  National Union.

           7        Q.    Now, are you aware of any action

           8  that was taken against Caremark after the date

           9  that Judge Carl entered his summary judgment

          10  order other than the filing of the amended

          11  complaint which, again, named Caremark as a

          12  defendant?

          13        A.    Well, the strategy at that time

          14  was to bring them back in the case through the

          15  amended complaint.  That's why we filed the
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          16  amended complaint.

          17        Q.    But I guess my question is, was

          18  there any discovery directed to Caremark after

          19  that time?  Were there any deposition notices

          20  directed to Caremark after that time, anything

          21  along those lines?

          22        A.    You are testing my memory, Mr.

          23  Hymer.  I would have to have access to the

          24  file to be able to answer that accurately.

          25        Q.    Okay.

                                                           64

           1              MR. HYMER:  Thank you so much.  I

           2  appreciate you answering my questions.

           3  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. KING:

           4        Q.    Justice Cook, I'll be very brief.

           5  If I could also ask for Dax's assistance.

           6              MR. POWELL:  We are a full service

           7  plaintiff's firm.

           8        Q.    Slide 26.  This is something Mr.

           9  Powell showed you.  Yesterday, Justice Cook,

          10  you were shown a couple of documents from the

          11  Johnston versus National Union case filed by

          12  National Union in which National Union said

          13  it's policy limits were exhausted?

          14        A.    Yes, sir, I recall that.
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          15        Q.    And that was one of the defenses

          16  that National Union as a defendant had raised

          17  in that case?

          18        A.    That's correct.

          19        Q.    The other one I think you

          20  mentioned yesterday was the insured versus

          21  insured exclusion?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    And the defendant that made those

          24  representations was National Union; correct?

          25        A.    Yes.  That's correct.
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           1        Q.    And I may be testing you memory

           2  here in this case.  Let me see if this rings a

           3  bell with you.  The underlying 50 million

           4  dollars in insurance coverage that was

           5  available before the purchase of the excess

           6  policy that we've been talking about for a

           7  couple of days, shook out this way.  Do you

           8  recall that the first 25 million of the 50 was

           9  a policy issued by National Union?

          10        A.    Yes, sir, I do recall that.

          11        Q.    And then that next 15, the part

          12  between 25 and 40 was issued by Chubb or some

          13  Chubb company?
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          14        A.    It was Chubb, National Union,

          15  Federal.  I don't remember the order.

          16        Q.    But do you remember at least there

          17  were two National Union policies in that 50

          18  million dollar tower?

          19        A.    Yes, one on top and one on the

          20  bottom.

          21        Q.    It was the zero to 25 that was

          22  National Union and the 40 to 50.  Exhibit 104.

          23  We have also seen this this week.  This is

          24  what the called the LMU sometimes?

          25        A.    Yes, sir.

                                                           66

           1        Q.    If you will look at this first

           2  paragraph, it was issued by a company called

           3  American International Specialty Lines

           4  Insurance Company?

           5        A.    We called it AISLIC.

           6        Q.    Just to confirm to the Court, at

           7  the time National Union made the

           8  representation in the Johnston, National Union

           9  case, that its limited had been exhausted,

          10  it's true that AISLIC was not a party to the

          11  Johnston case, isn't it?

          12        A.    In 2001, when we filed the
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          13  complaint against National Union, we had no

          14  idea that AISLIC was involved in the case.  We

          15  didn't learn that until after we received the

          16  LMU in September of 2003.

          17        Q.    So I guess it goes without saying

          18  but for the record y'all had named AISLIC as a

          19  defendant in the Johnston case as of 2002;

          20  correct?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22              MR. KING:  Thank you, sir.  No

          23  further questions.

          24  REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL:

          25        Q.    Pull up slide 43.  Justice Cook,
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           1  you have seen exhibit 153 which we have as

           2  slide 43.  Is that right?

           3        A.    I have seen it before.

           4        Q.    This is the terms of the

           5  settlement that Mr. Lerach reached with

           6  Richard George?

           7        A.    That's correct.

           8        Q.    Mr. King just asked you if the

           9  limits had had been exhausted.  But indeed

          10  National Union was guaranteed the entire 65

          11  million dollars in this deal?
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          12        A.    That's correct.

          13        Q.    As evidenced by paragraph four of

          14  the fax from Mr. Lerach to Mr. George at AIG?

          15        A.    That is correct.

          16              MR. POWELL:  That's all I have.

          17  Thank you.

          18              THE COURT:  Anything further?

          19              MR. HYMER:  Nothing further.

          20              MR. KING:  Nothing further.

          21              THE COURT:  Justice Cook, you may

          22  step down.  Next witness.

          23              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, that is

          24  all of the live testimony that we have.  We do

          25  offer at this time Exhibits 1 through 56 from
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           1  our witness list which includes the exhibits

           2  we discussed yesterday, the exhibits we marked

           3  today.  Included in those are the entire full

           4  deposition transcripts of Mr. Haley, Mr.

           5  Francis, Mr. Somerville, Mr. Vines.  We

           6  included also pursuant to agreement with the

           7  defendants all the depositions and exhibits

           8  taken in this case and marked as Exhibit 43 on

           9  a disc we now offer.  In addition to that, I

          10  would ask just so my housekeeping is tidy and
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          11  in order that the Court allow our part of the

          12  record to remain open so that if I have missed

          13  something, we are not prejudiced by my

          14  omission.

          15              THE COURT:  Okay.  Let me see if

          16  there's any response from defense counsel as

          17  to Mr. Powell's request.

          18              MR. KING:  First of all, Your

          19  Honor, we have no objection to the offer of

          20  proof they have just made.  We also have no

          21  objection to leaving the record open as long

          22  as it's closed at some point certain so we can

          23  be sure thereafter to be able to get our ducks

          24  in a row.

          25              MR. KING:  So maybe tomorrow
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           1  afternoon.  We'll talk about that.

           2              THE COURT:  I understand.  So

           3  everything that Mr. Powell in behalf of the

           4  plaintiffs is hereby admitted without

           5  opposition.  And as to the request of the

           6  record remaining open in the event that Mr.

           7  Powell and plaintiff's counsel have missed

           8  something, if you will, then defense counsel

           9  through Mr. King has no opposition as long as
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          10  there is a close sure to be negotiated between

          11  Mr. Powell and Mr. King.  Is that correct?

          12              MR. POWELL:  That's fine with us.

          13              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.

          14              MR. POWELL:  The Court can take

          15  judicial notice that I have missed a few

          16  things.

          17              THE COURT:  No comment.  Mr. King.

          18              MR. KING:  Your Honor, one of the

          19  items that the plaintiffs have offered is the

          20  deposition testimony of their other expert who

          21  the plaintiffs have chosen not to bring live.

          22  As part of the plaintiff's case, we have a

          23  clip of cross-examination of that expert that

          24  we would like to show.  And I think we need to

          25  sequence it now before we proceed in our case.
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           1  With the Court's permission, we can get it

           2  down before lunch.

           3              THE COURT:  How long is it?

           4              MR. KING:  It's one hour.

           5              THE COURT:  Do you need Stephanie

           6  to transcribe it?

           7              MR. KRUGMAN:  Your Honor, we will

           8  provide page and line numbers to the Court.  I
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           9  wanted to make sure I got page and line

          10  numbers to the plaintiffs, so I wrote it out.

          11  This is what we will be showing.  We will get

          12  you a copy after lunch, I think.

          13              THE COURT:  Very fine.  Any

          14  opportunity we can give the court reporter to

          15  rest her body, I know she will greatly

          16  appreciate.  We're grateful to counsel for

          17  that.  Then Mr. Powell and defense counsel

          18  through Mr. King, y'all just get with

          19  Stephanie on all of these exhibits.

          20              MR. POWELL:  We will, Your Honor.

          21              THE COURT:  And I will at the very

          22  end, as in any proceeding, confirm that you

          23  are satisfied that everything that Stephanie

          24  has in her possession for the Court as the

          25  duly appointed court reporter that each side
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           1  is satisfied that that the appropriate record

           2  of offered and admitted exhibits have in fact

           3  been duly noted by the court reporter.  All

           4  right.

           5              MR. KRUGMAN:  I have one other

           6  housekeeping matter.  I have a little bit of a

           7  throat problem.  I'm going to try to not be
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           8  too raspy.  There are five exhibits that are

           9  going to be shown that will come up during the

          10  clip.  They are all in evidence.  I'm handing

          11  out for everybody's convenience copies of

          12  those exhibits.

          13              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.  We

          14  are going an hour which will place us at an

          15  hour and 45 minutes since the ten o'clock

          16  break.  Can everybody make it that long as far

          17  as comfort?

          18              MR. POWELL:  Can we have three

          19  minutes before we start the hour?

          20              THE COURT:  I think y'all caught

          21  the drift.  Let's reconvene as quickly as we

          22  can.

          23              (Short recess.)

          24              THE COURT:  We are ready to

          25  proceed.  For the record, the defense
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           1  attorneys have joined the many plaintiff's

           2  attorneys in the jury box.

           3              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, they

           4  finally see the light of day.

           5              THE COURT:  Any of you willing to

           6  take the jury in the box?
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           7              MR. HYMER:  I think it would be

           8  hung.

           9              THE COURT:  All right.  Let's

          10  proceed.

          11              (Video of cross-examination by

          12  Rubenstein shown.)

          13              MR. KRUGMAN:  That's the end of

          14  the clips, Your Honor.

          15              THE COURT:  Before we break for

          16  lunch, my staff has worked hard this morning

          17  to tie down everything we need to enter the

          18  courthouse in the morning.  I'm going to ask

          19  my law clerk to give you a brief on what's

          20  required.

          21              (Discussion held off the record.)

          22              THE COURT:  With that, we are

          23  going to adjourn until 1:15.

          24              (Lunch recess.)

          25              THE COURT:  Mr. King.
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           1              MR. KING:  Your Honor, we

           2  neglected to play three minutes of Mr.

           3  Rubenstein.  We typed on what we actually

           4  played.  We propose to make this a court

           5  exhibit.  This is Court Exhibit 2, Your Honor.
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           6  I think we have three minutes that we just

           7  need to play.

           8              (Deposition continued.)

           9              THE COURT:  That's it?

          10              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.

          11              MR. KRUGMAN:  Good afternoon, Your

          12  Honor.  Defendant's call John Haley.

          13              THE COURT:  Mr. Haley, before you

          14  have a seat if you will raise your right hand

          15  and state your name.

          16              THE WITNESS:  John Haley.

          17  JOHN HALEY

          18  was sworn and testified as follows:

          19

          20              THE COURT:  Please answer these

          21  lawyers' questions.  I have turned on the

          22  microphone, Mr. Haley.

          23  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. KRUGMAN:

          24        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Haley.

          25        A.    Good afternoon.
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           1        Q.    If I harumph and you can't hear

           2  me, just tell me and I'll do the best I can to

           3  restate it without a harumph.

           4        A.    I can tell I'm going to have
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           5  trouble.

           6        Q.    You and your firm, along with Mr.

           7  North's firm and Mr. Somerville, seek to be

           8  plaintiff's class counsel in the matter before

           9  the Court; correct?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    And you were previously counsel in

          12  a case called Lauriello against MedPartners?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    We can call that Lauriello one if

          15  that's okay?

          16        A.    That's fine.

          17        Q.    Lauriello one is part of what we

          18  were calling here the 1998 MedPartners

          19  securities litigation; right?

          20        A.    Yes, sir.

          21        Q.    Now, I'd like to start with the

          22  filing of Lauriello one in January of 1998.

          23  You filed that as you recall on January 9,

          24  1998 in Jefferson County?

          25        A.    The date I don't recall.  But I
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           1  know that it was early January.

           2        Q.    If you want to check the date, we

           3  can put up an exhibit?
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           4        A.    You asked if I recalled.  I don't

           5  recall the exact date.

           6        Q.    But the complaint was drafted by

           7  Jim Gunther, correct, principally?

           8        A.    And Bruce McKee.

           9        Q.    But you signed it and it was

          10  filed?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    A couple of days later, Mr.

          13  North's firm joined you as counsel?

          14        A.    I think Mr. North's firm was

          15  already co-counsel with us.  Whether they

          16  signed the complaint the day it was filed or

          17  joined us two days later, but they were

          18  co-counsel as we were drafting the complaint.

          19        Q.    Fair enough.  And at the time you

          20  had filed very few securities class actions?

          21        A.    That is correct.

          22        Q.    You remembered one at your

          23  deposition called KinderCare?

          24        A.    I still do not recall.

          25        Q.    As of about that time, if there
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           1  was -- it was at most one it was KinderCare

           2  and it was before; correct?
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           3        A.    As far as class actions.  It may

           4  have been a securities claim in some of my

           5  other complaints but never in a public setting

           6  against a public company.

           7        Q.    And never as a class action?

           8        A.    Correct.

           9        Q.    And the KinderCare case, whenever

          10  it was, was dismissed very quickly on a

          11  motion?

          12        A.    It was.

          13        Q.    And when you filed Lauriello one,

          14  Mr. Gunther suggested that you might want to

          15  associate co-counsel?

          16        A.    He did.

          17        Q.    And he knew some folks at the New

          18  York office at Milberg Weiss because he worked

          19  up in New York?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    And he set up a meeting in Atlanta

          22  between your folks and the people from Milberg

          23  Weiss?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    And they agreed to join as
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           1  co-counsel?
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           2        A.    Yes.

           3        Q.    And you and they entered a joint

           4  prosecution agreement that would set out how

           5  the case would be handled and how fees would

           6  be divided and how any other cases that

           7  related to MedPartners would be handled;

           8  correct?

           9        A.    Yes.

          10        Q.    And that's exhibit 154.  The

          11  preamble says that this is an agreement

          12  regarding the joint representation of parties

          13  plaintiffs and absent class members in

          14  securities litigation involving MedPartners;

          15  correct?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    In particular, you at the time

          18  knew that you were taking on representation of

          19  absent class members if you ever got a class

          20  certified?

          21        A.    Yes.

          22        Q.    And you and the Milberg Weiss

          23  folks agreed that none of you would file any

          24  lawsuits about the purchase or acquisition of

          25  securities at MedPartners without the written

                                                           78
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           1  consent of all of you correct?  That paragraph

           2  there?

           3        A.    The agreement says what it says.

           4        Q.    It does but you understood what

           5  the agreement was at the time and you entered

           6  into it?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    And none of you -- and you jointly

           9  supervised and managed the prosecution

          10  jointly; correct?

          11        A.    The agreement called for that,

          12  yes, sir.

          13        Q.    And neither of you, none of you --

          14  because there were three firms involved?

          15        A.    That's correct.

          16        Q.    None of you would make any

          17  commitments in the litigation, material

          18  commitments without the consent.

          19        A.    That's what we agreed.

          20        Q.    You pooled net of expenses and

          21  split them 60 percent to Milberg Weiss and the

          22  rest split between you and Mr. North's firm?

          23        A.    That's what we agreed to.

          24        Q.    Now, shortly after Lauriello one

          25  was filed the defendants moved to dismiss?
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           1        A.    They did.

           2        Q.    And Milberg Weiss took lead in the

           3  the motion?

           4        A.    They did.

           5        Q.    And Judge Rogers granted the

           6  motion?

           7        A.    He did.

           8              MR. POWELL:  Do you want a bottle

           9  of water?

          10              THE WITNESS:  Yes.

          11        Q.    And as a result, you never took

          12  any discovery in the case; correct?

          13        A.    We filed discovery.  We never took

          14  any.

          15        Q.    You never got it because on the

          16  day, the very day you were set to go over the

          17  MedPartners and take a look at the documents

          18  that they were going to produce the motion to

          19  dismiss was granted; right?

          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    And Ed Hardin called you up and

          22  said, you lost, don't come or words to that

          23  effect?

          24        A.    He told us that we had lost and

          25  not to come.
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           1        Q.    And perfectly ordinary you would

           2  have done the same thing to him if the

           3  positions would have been reversed?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.

           5        Q.    Mr. Haley, you and I together are

           6  going to be very interesting this afternoon.

           7  So you were dismissed and you filed an appeal?

           8        A.    We did.

           9        Q.    And Milberg Weiss handled most of

          10  the briefing on the appeal?

          11        A.    Milberg Weiss took the lead.

          12  Bruce McKee handles appellate work and Tim

          13  Francis and Jim North took the responsibility

          14  for the appellate work.

          15        Q.    But basically, Milberg Weiss

          16  prepared the briefs with comments from your

          17  firm?

          18        A.    I think that's accurate, although

          19  if you work with Jim North, you quickly learn

          20  that he is going to have his input in the

          21  brief writing.

          22        Q.    And he did in this case?

          23        A.    I'm sure that he did.

          24        Q.    You told us at your deposition

          25  that it was Milberg Weiss is /KHEPBTs from
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           1  your firms and that's still true, isn't it?

           2        A.    I think that's accurate.

           3        Q.    But whoever did however much on

           4  the appeal, the appeal was eventually

           5  submitted, no oral argument?

           6        A.    No oral argument.

           7        Q.    And the case was appealed an?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    And as far as you were concerned

          10  at that point, your case was dormant?

          11        A.    That is correct.

          12        Q.    Just waiting for the Supreme

          13  Court, nothing else was going on?

          14        A.    That was my understanding.

          15        Q.    Now, let's roll forward to

          16  sometime in early 1999.

          17        A.    Okay.

          18        Q.    You are still waiting for the

          19  Supreme Court.  Nothing's happened there.

          20  Then all of a sudden, you hear from Mr.

          21  Francis that MedPartners cases have been

          22  settled; correct?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    And you did not hear from Milberg
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          25  Weiss, did you?
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           1        A.    I did not.

           2        Q.    Mr. Francis hadn't heard back from

           3  Milberg Weiss, to the best of your knowledge

           4  either, had he?

           5        A.    I think that is correct.

           6        Q.    He heard about it from one of the

           7  other lawyers on the case?

           8        A.    That's correct.  My understanding.

           9        Q.    Your understanding.  But that's

          10  what you understood at the time and what you

          11  testified to before; right?

          12        A.    Yes, sir.

          13        Q.    And it surprised you that the case

          14  had been settled, didn't it?

          15        A.    Very much so.

          16        Q.    And not only this they had been

          17  settled by they had been settled by Milberg

          18  Weiss; correct?

          19        A.    Correct.

          20        Q.    Who you had an agreement with;

          21  correct?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    And they had been settled, as you
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          24  understood it, at the time by Bill Lerach;

          25  right?
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           1        A.    Whether I had that understanding

           2  at the time I learned the case was settled, I

           3  do not know.

           4        Q.    Do you recall testifying at your

           5  deposition that that was your understanding at

           6  the time?

           7        A.    I learned at some point in time

           8  shortly around that period of time that there

           9  was a lawyer named Bill Lerach that had

          10  settled the case.

          11        Q.    So it was in that time frame?

          12        A.    That is correct.

          13        Q.    And he was a partner at Milberg

          14  Weiss?

          15        A.    That was my understanding.

          16        Q.    And he had settled the case

          17  without consulting you; correct?

          18        A.    That is correct.

          19        Q.    That was contrary to your

          20  agreement with Milberg Weiss; correct?

          21        A.    It did not comply with the terms

          22  of the agreement that's correct.
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          23        Q.    Because settlement is a material

          24  step?

          25        A.    It is.
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           1        Q.    And even talking about settlement

           2  is a material step, isn't it, in any kind of

           3  serious way?

           4        A.    You know, I have had this dispute.

           5  I can't answer that question.  I think there

           6  are occasions when lawyers talk about

           7  settlement of a case with other lawyers that

           8  they know.  But definitely talking about

           9  settlement is a significant fact in a case.

          10        Q.    And taking serious steps toward

          11  not only talking about settlement but actually

          12  putting one together is certainly a material

          13  step?

          14        A.    It is.

          15        Q.    But it didn't really bother you

          16  that he did settled the case without you?

          17        A.    It did not.

          18        Q.    You were just amazed that they had

          19  just been able to settle a case that had just

          20  been dismissed?

          21        A.    That is correct.
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          22        Q.    When you learned that they not

          23  only settle that case that had been dismissed

          24  but as part of a class action settlement for

          25  65 million dollars, you were just plain
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           1  elated, weren't you?

           2        A.    I was.

           3        Q.    That was the only fair way you had

           4  to put it is elated; correct?

           5        A.    That is correct.

           6        Q.    And in your view, it confirmed the

           7  wisdom of bringing on the Milberg Weiss firm?

           8        A.    It did.

           9        Q.    These guys were good?

          10        A.    That was my understanding.

          11        Q.    Now, let's take a look at the

          12  original complaint in this case, Mr. Haley.

          13  It's 1051.

          14              MR. KRUGMAN:  Your Honor, it is

          15  going to take me a second because I need to

          16  pull it out.  May I approach?

          17              THE COURT:  You may.

          18        Q.    Now, take a look at page 36 of

          19  1051.

          20        A.    Yes.
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          21        Q.    Is that your signature?

          22        A.    It is.

          23        Q.    As of October 2003, exhibit 1051

          24  reflected the claim that you wanted to bring

          25  on behalf of the class that you seek to
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           1  certify here; correct?

           2        A.    It stated our claim, yes.

           3        Q.    And take a look at pages 32 and

           4  33, if you would.

           5        A.    All right.

           6        Q.    The complaint is pleaded in two

           7  counts; correct?

           8        A.    Yes.

           9        Q.    Misrepresentation in the first

          10  count and suppression in the second count;

          11  right?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    Let's take a look at the

          14  misrepresentation count.  That's count one.

          15  I'm going to read to you paragraph 80.  As

          16  described herein, defendants intentionally

          17  recklessly and/or negligently misrepresented

          18  and conspired to misrepresent that MedPartners

          19  had 50 million dollars in insurance coverage
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          20  limits that were available to pay a settlement

          21  or judgment in the 1998 MedPartners securities

          22  litigation.  Such misrepresentations were

          23  material.  That's what it says; correct?

          24        A.    It does.

          25        Q.    So in October of 2003, the
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           1  misrepresentation claim that you wanted to

           2  bring on behalf of the class you seek to

           3  represent here was that AIG and Caremark had

           4  misrepresented that MedPartners had 50 million

           5  dollars in insurance coverage limits that were

           6  available to pay the settlement to judgment in

           7  the 1998 MedPartners litigation?

           8        A.    That's correct.  They, in fact,

           9  had unlimited insurance coverage.

          10        Q.    But the misrepresentation that you

          11  are alleging here is that it was 50 correct.

          12  That's what it says?

          13        A.    They represented that they had 50

          14  million dollars in coverage and, in fact, that

          15  was not true.

          16        Q.    But I want to make sure we're

          17  clear.  We are focusing on what the

          18  misrepresentation was as opposed to why it was
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          19  not true.  The misrepresentation you are

          20  alleging is that they said 50 million;

          21  correct?

          22        A.    That's what I said.

          23        Q.    And take a look a couple of

          24  paragraphs up to paragraph 78, which is your

          25  pleading about the tolling of the statute of
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           1  limitations.  Do you see that?

           2        A.    I did.

           3        Q.    Further, AIG and MedPartners

           4  agreed in October of 1998 to keep the LMU

           5  secret, counsel for plaintiff and the members

           6  of the class did not discover the fraudulent

           7  acts of defendants until the LMU was produced

           8  in the Johnston case.  That's what it says;

           9  correct?

          10        A.    It does.  Well, it says more.  But

          11  what you read is correct.

          12        Q.    Fair enough.  And I want to roll

          13  forward a little bit again.  After the

          14  original complaint was filed, the defendants

          15  moved to dismiss on statute of limitation

          16  grounds.  Do you recall that?

          17        A.    Do I recall no.
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          18        Q.    Do you have any doubt that it

          19  happened?

          20        A.    No.

          21        Q.    Do you have any reason to doubt

          22  the defendants attached the 1998 press release

          23  to their brief?

          24        A.    No.

          25        Q.    And the motion was ultimately set
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           1  to be argued before Judge King on June 11?

           2        A.    I recall we had a hearing.

           3        Q.    And the date has been bounced

           4  around in these proceedings as June 11 because

           5  there's been some discussion particular of

           6  what I'm about to ask you about; correct?  You

           7  don't know what I'm about to ask you about.

           8  I'll ask you.  A week before the argument on

           9  June 4, you filed a first amended complaint.

          10  Do you recall that?

          11        A.    I recall filing an amended

          12  complaint.  The date I don't recall.

          13        Q.    Do you recall that it was shortly

          14  before the argument?

          15        A.    I do not recall that.

          16        Q.    Look in your binder at exhibit 24.
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          17        A.    I'm not saying.  I just don't

          18  recall.

          19        Q.    This is where I want to focus on

          20  the dates.  We have it up there.  I think

          21  those are our file stamps.  Let's go to the

          22  end.  Theirs is certificate of service, fourth

          23  day of June?

          24        A.    That is correct.

          25        Q.    So that is a week before the
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           1  argument of the motion to dismiss before Judge

           2  King; correct?

           3        A.    If the hearing was on the 11th,

           4  that would be seven days.

           5        Q.    Now, do you have exhibit 24 in

           6  front of you in the binder?  I'll give you a

           7  copy if you don't.

           8              MR. POWELL:  Is that what you have

           9  on the screen?

          10              MR. KRUGMAN:  It is.

          11        A.    Ed, if this has 24, I don't see

          12  it.

          13              MR. KRUGMAN:  If I can approach,

          14  I'll give him another one.

          15              THE COURT:  Certainly.
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          16        Q.    Let's turn to page 32 of exhibit

          17  24, please.

          18        A.    Okay.

          19        Q.    Paragraph 80 looks to be

          20  unchanged, doesn't it, from the original

          21  complaint.  You can compare them.  I think

          22  they are unchanged.  In particular my question

          23  to you is it still says 50 million dollars

          24  correct?

          25        A.    I took your word for it.
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           1        Q.    Please take a look at paragraph 80

           2  of the first amended complaint.  Agree with me

           3  that it says 50 million dollars?

           4        A.    I think they are the same.

           5        Q.    Now move up to paragraph 78 of

           6  exhibit 24, and take a look at the first two

           7  sentences there.  That says in the second

           8  sentence, plaintiff Lauriello and the members

           9  of the class did not discover the fraudulent

          10  acts, and goes forward.  That's a change,

          11  isn't it?

          12        A.    It is.

          13        Q.    The change was originally you

          14  alleged that counsel could not discover and
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          15  you took out counsel and put in Lauriello;

          16  correct?

          17        A.    I did.

          18        Q.    Now, a week after you filed this

          19  first amended complaint, roll forward, are you

          20  with me?

          21        A.    No.

          22        Q.    Let's step back.

          23        A.    I'm sorry.

          24        Q.    I want to now talk about the

          25  argument of the motion to dismiss before Judge
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           1  King which was on June 11, 2004.  With me now?

           2        A.    I am.

           3        Q.    And you led off the argument for

           4  the plaintiff; right?

           5        A.    I don't recall.

           6        Q.    Jere White had argued for our

           7  side.  You recall arguing, do you not?

           8        A.    I do.

           9        Q.    And Jere had argued that the press

          10  release, the December 1998 press release meant

          11  that the excess policy was disclosed in 1998

          12  and the statute of limitations on Mr.

          13  Lauriello's claim had therefore expired.  Do
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          14  you recall that in general?

          15        A.    In general.

          16        Q.    And you told Judge King the

          17  following, didn't you?  Of course we knew

          18  there was excess coverage.  Everybody knew

          19  that because they had these press releases.

          20  What we did not know was that that excess

          21  coverage was unlimited because they told the

          22  plaintiffs it was 65 million; correct?

          23        A.    Correct.

          24        Q.    You remember saying that?

          25        A.    I don't remember saying it but
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           1  I've seen it several times.  That's in

           2  substance what I said.

           3        Q.    Now, at the time of the settlement

           4  back in 1999, you personally didn't know about

           5  those press releases, did you?

           6        A.    That is correct.

           7        Q.    So when you told Judge King

           8  everybody knew that, talking about the excess

           9  policy, because they had these press releases,

          10  you weren't part of the everybody who knew

          11  about the press releases; correct?

          12        A.    I did not personally know about
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          13  the press releases.  In securities cases, if

          14  there is a public disclosure, when a company

          15  makes a public disclosure, the shareholders

          16  are charged with knowledge of what the company

          17  puts out in its financial documents.  So we

          18  were charged with knowledge of that, or the

          19  plaintiffs' lawyers should have been aware of

          20  it.  And in fact we know now they did know

          21  about I want.

          22        Q.    But you told Judge King, of course

          23  we knew there was excess coverage.  Everybody

          24  knew there was excess coverage.  Are you

          25  saying somebody else who knew and not
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           1  including you?

           2        A.    Anybody aware at that hearing the

           3  coverage was represented as 50 million and

           4  then there was an excess that took it to 65.

           5  That's what was said in the hearing in front

           6  of Judge Wynn.  I knew that.

           7        Q.    Which hearing was that?

           8        A.    The affidavits of Selinger and

           9  Gene Cauley made perfectly clear what the

          10  coverage was an they were getting all of the

          11  insurance coverage.
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          12        Q.    But in saying to Judge King on

          13  June 11, 2004 that everybody knew about the

          14  excess insurance because they had these press

          15  releases, you overstated your case, didn't

          16  you?

          17        A.    I may have.

          18        Q.    Now I'm going to roll forward

          19  again a little bit.  This case was not Alabama

          20  Supreme Court in 2005 and 2006.  Do you recall

          21  that?

          22        A.    I remember it was in the Supreme

          23  Court.

          24        Q.    And the dates are what they are.

          25  And the defendants in the Supreme Court
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           1  suggested to the Court that your

           2  misrepresentation allegations in this case

           3  were a moving tar get.  Do you recall that?

           4        A.    That the defendants took that

           5  position?

           6        Q.    Yes.

           7        A.    I don't recall that.  Y'all have

           8  taken that position all along.  I don't recall

           9  you telling the Supreme Court.

          10        Q.    Fair enough.  Let's take a look at
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          11  pages 16 and 17 of the brief.  On the top of

          12  page 17.  Precisely what misrepresentations

          13  are alleged to have been made by the

          14  defendants has been a moving target.  Do you

          15  see that?

          16        A.    I see it.

          17        Q.    The complaint alleges 50 million

          18  and then you see that?

          19        A.    I see that.

          20        Q.    And then there's the quote from

          21  the argument before Judge King that we just

          22  went through.  See that?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    And it says the plaintiff has now

          25  taken a third position, that Judge Wynn was
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           1  told that coverage limits were 56 million.  So

           2  your misations allegation were a moving

           3  target; correct?

           4        A.    That was the position that the

           5  defendants took.

           6        Q.    And you responded to that

           7  position, didn't you?

           8        A.    I assume we did if you're going to

           9  ask me about it.
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          10        Q.    What I have here is excerpts from

          11  your appeal to the Supreme Court.  At page 39

          12  of the the excerpt, you said the claim is AIG

          13  and MedPartners settled the 1999 class --

          14        Q.    Wait a minute.  You're at the top.

          15  I see it.

          16        Q.    Thus the claim is -- right after

          17  the call to footnote 43?

          18        A.    Yes.

          19        Q.    Thus the claim is AIG and

          20  MedPartners settled the 1999 class for 56

          21  million dollars by representing and

          22  suppressing that this was the limits of of

          23  insurance when the truth was that AIG had

          24  issued an unlimited insurance policy to

          25  MedPartners.  Do you see that?
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           1        A.    Yes.

           2        Q.    You wrote it in all capital

           3  letters to make sure that everybody got it?

           4        A.    We put it in all capital letters.

           5        Q.    And then at page 40, which is

           6  still in the excerpt, you said that

           7  MedPartners's lawyers represented that the

           8  additional coverage was 15 million meaning a
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           9  total of 65 million.  Do you see that?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    And you dropped a footnote that

          12  says, for example, see C797 which you'll agree

          13  with me is a citation to the record on appeal;

          14  is that correct?

          15        A.    That is correct.

          16        Q.    And do you remember that the cited

          17  page of the record on appeal was from the

          18  December 1999 hearing between AIG and Chubb

          19  that started off the arbitration?

          20        A.    I don't have any recollection.

          21        Q.    This is an excerpt less eight or

          22  so pages of the record on appeal the Alabama

          23  Supreme Court from 791 to 800.  You'll agree

          24  with me on page 797 which is three or so pages

          25  from the end is where Mike Atchison says a
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           1  third layer of excess coverage from National

           2  Union?

           3        A.    That was what he told judge

           4  Nelson.

           5        Q.    And you've heard about that and I

           6  suspect we'll hear about it some more.

           7        A.    I'll assert you will.
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           8        Q.    And I'll assert that we heard that

           9  Mike Atchison corrected that later in the

          10  transcript; right?

          11        A.    He did.

          12        Q.    For whatever reason and for

          13  whatever motives, by the time that hearing was

          14  over, judge Nelson knew that was an unlimited

          15  policy that had been purchased; correct?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    That hearing took place December

          18  of '99, a little bit less than five months

          19  after the final approval of the settlement

          20  correct?

          21        A.    That would be correct.

          22        Q.    Now I want to focus on the time

          23  period before the settlement.  Let's focus on

          24  the time frame before the May 3, 1999

          25  preliminary hearing.
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           1        A.    Okay.

           2        Q.    You were not at that hearing, were

           3  you?

           4        A.    I was not.  Jim Gunther from my

           5  office attended.

           6        Q.    In the time frame before the May
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           7  3, 1999 preliminary hearing, nobody at

           8  MedPartners told you that the insurance limits

           9  were 65 million dollars; correct?

          10        A.    That is correct.

          11        Q.    Correct me if I'm wrong, but you

          12  never spoke to anybody from AIG at all?

          13        A.    That is correct.

          14        Q.    So nobody at AIG told you 65

          15  million dollars?

          16        A.    That is correct.

          17        Q.    At some point prior to then or in

          18  that time frame, you had heard from Jack Drake

          19  that the settlement was?

          20        A.    Or Tim Francis.  It could have

          21  been both of them told you.

          22        Q.    You have Jack Drake's name

          23  associated with some place in your memory?

          24        A.    Jack was a big player once we were

          25  booted out.  And I know that jack told me
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           1  about the litigation.

           2        Q.    But you don't have a specific

           3  recollection of his telling you that they got

           4  all the insurance?

           5        A.    I do not.  That's my best
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           6  understanding but a specific recollection, no.

           7        Q.    And after the May 3 preliminary

           8  hearing, it was word on the street in the

           9  Birmingham legal community that there was a 65

          10  million dollars settlement and that plaintiffs

          11  lawyers had gotten more than the amount of the

          12  insurance; right?

          13        A.    I think that is accurate.  I know

          14  that Jim Gunther and Tim Francis both went to

          15  the hearing and told me they had gotten 65

          16  million dollars.

          17        Q.    But it was more than that.  It was

          18  common discussion in the Birmingham legal

          19  community, wasn't it?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    Now, go back, Milberg Weiss was

          22  your co-counsel and they settled the case;

          23  correct?

          24        A.    They were our co-counsel that's

          25  correct in the Lauriello case.
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           1        Q.    Right.  And neither Bill Lerach

           2  nor any other lawyer at Milberg Weiss ever

           3  told you in either words or substance that

           4  they had settled for all the insurance money
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           5  plus some, did they?

           6        A.    At what point in time?

           7        Q.    At any point.

           8        A.    I know that they did not before

           9  the preliminary hearing.  We had a dispute

          10  with Bill Lerach about our fee.  Bill Lerach

          11  may have joined the conversations that about

          12  the fee and represented to us that they had

          13  gotten all of the insurance.  I do not recall

          14  but I know that during that conversation, he

          15  explained that it was an excellent settlement.

          16        Q.    He did say that?

          17        A.    He did.

          18        Q.    And as you told us at your

          19  deposition, you do not have a recollection one

          20  way or the other about his saying 65 million

          21  was all the insurance?

          22        A.    I do not.

          23        Q.    But you do recall him saying it

          24  was an excellent settlement?

          25        A.    That is correct.
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           1        Q.    Now, let's roll forward a little

           2  bit, although from that conversation with Mr.

           3  Lerach I'm not going to roll very far.  That
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           4  was on July 8th approximately?

           5        A.    I think I've seen a letter with

           6  that date.

           7        Q.    And we'll talk more about that

           8  later.  Right now we are talking about the

           9  insurance.  It was your understanding the next

          10  day at the July 9 final settlement hearing

          11  that the case had settled for all the

          12  insurance money plus some, but you don't know

          13  when you got that understanding.  Is that a

          14  fair statement?

          15        A.    No, that's not fair.  At that

          16  hearing I was absolutely convinced that they

          17  had gotten all of the insurance and that the

          18  settlement was 65 million dollars.

          19        Q.    By the time you got to the hearing

          20  and were at the hearing that was your

          21  understanding.  But you don't have a specific

          22  recollection of when and how it became your

          23  understanding prior to that?

          24        A.    That is not accurate.  Tim Francis

          25  an Jim Gunther attended the preliminary
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           1  hearing.  They reported to me that 65 million

           2  dollars was being paid and that was all of the
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           3  insurance.

           4        Q.    So as of the preliminary fairness

           5  hearing you had that understanding?

           6        A.    Absolutely.

           7        Q.    Now, having gotten that report you

           8  never asked Milberg Weiss for any insurance

           9  policies, did you?

          10        A.    I did not.

          11        Q.    And you never asked Milberg Weiss

          12  or any other plaintiffs' counsel if they

          13  received copies of insurance policies, did

          14  you?

          15        A.    I did not.

          16        Q.    And you never asked Milberg Weiss

          17  or any other plaintiff's counsel if they

          18  performed any type of confirmatory discovery?

          19        A.    I did not.

          20        Q.    And neither you nor the North firm

          21  did any confirmatory discovery on your own;

          22  correct?

          23        A.    We did not other than attending

          24  the hearings.

          25        Q.    Attending the hearings, do you
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           1  understand what I mean by confirmatory
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           2  discovery?  Discovery taken pursuant to some

           3  form of discovery mechanism, whether it's

           4  formal or informal, by deposition or document

           5  production to get confirmation of things that

           6  are said in settlement discussions so people

           7  who are settling can have confidence going

           8  forward based on those representations.

           9  That's what --

          10        A.    It could be.

          11        Q.    And you did not take any of that?

          12        A.    I did not do what you just said.

          13        Q.    And you did not suggest to Milberg

          14  Weiss that they do that, did you?

          15        A.    No.

          16        Q.    The settlement was for a

          17  significant amount of money and you just

          18  decided to leave it alone; correct?

          19        A.    No.

          20        Q.    Let's see on that.  (Playing part

          21  of the deposition of Mr. Haley.)  And more

          22  particularly Bill Lerach rack had negotiated

          23  settlement did you personally make any effort

          24  to communicate with anyone at Milberg Weiss to

          25  see what had happened with the settlement
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           1  discussion?

           2        A.    No.

           3        Q.    Why not?

           4        A.    Our case was on appeal.  We had

           5  been dismissed.  The amount of money that was

           6  being paid was -- at least in my judgment was

           7  a significant amount of money from what we had

           8  been told, and we just -- I didn't contact

           9  Milberg Weiss.

          10        Q.    You did not?

          11        A.    I did not."

          12        Q.    And when Jim Gunther of your firm

          13  reached out to Milberg Weiss and offered to

          14  help with the settlement drafts, he was told

          15  they didn't need his help; correct?

          16        A.    I think that's probably accurate.

          17  But I instructed Jim to do what was necessary

          18  to help if we could be of any assistance, we

          19  were there ready willing and able to help.

          20        Q.    And they basically told him that

          21  they didn't need his help; right?

          22        A.    That's my understanding.

          23        Q.    And you let it sit there.  You

          24  didn't press it?

          25        A.    I did not.
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           1        Q.    And you didn't have any

           2  discussions about the draft settlement papers

           3  with anyone from the North firm; correct?

           4        A.    I know that Jim North and Tim

           5  Francis and I were aware of the papers.  And

           6  I'm sure we discussed it.  Whether or not we

           7  reviewed it in detail, I just don't recall.

           8        Q.    By the time of the final

           9  settlement approval hearing on July 9, you did

          10  satisfy yourself, did you not, that Milberg

          11  Weiss and the other plaintiff's lawyers had

          12  received accurate and complete information

          13  about the amount of available insurance;

          14  correct?

          15        A.    I was satisfied that they had

          16  found the amount of the insurance and the

          17  ability of MedPartners to pay.

          18        Q.    And you did that by sitting in

          19  court and listening to the lawyers and relying

          20  on them and their reputations?

          21        A.    That was the Court's job, yes.

          22        Q.    I'm asking you about what you did,

          23  Mr. Haley.

          24        A.    Okay.

          25        Q.    All you did -- the second question
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           1  is all.  What you did was sit in court, listen

           2  to the lawyers and rely on them and their

           3  reputations, true of false?

           4        A.    And also the fact that they would

           5  tell the truth to the Court, yes.

           6        Q.    That's all you did; correct?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    Now --

           9        A.    Well, let me say that.  I attended

          10  the hearing and heard what you took place.

          11  There are a lot of things that you can realize

          12  by doing that.  I was in attendance an heard

          13  what took place.

          14        Q.    And based on being in that hearing

          15  and what took place there, you satisfied

          16  yourself that on Milberg Weiss and the other

          17  plaintiff's lawyers had received accurate and

          18  complete information about the amount of

          19  available insurance; true?

          20        A.    I thought that was the case, yes,

          21  sir.

          22        Q.    And it is also true that being

          23  there and being in the hearing and listening

          24  is all you did to satisfy yourself of that;

          25  correct?
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           1        A.    You can't eliminate my experience

           2  and all the knowledge that I have with regard

           3  to what I was hearing there in the courtroom

           4  and taking place and what I would have

           5  expected to have occurred before we got to

           6  that point.  So I was there.  I heard what was

           7  said just like Judge Wynn did.

           8              (Video played.)

           9        Q.    "Let me ask you this.  What did

          10  you do, as one of the lawyers who is going to

          11  be receiving a fee, to satisfy yourself that

          12  the lawyers representing the plaintiffs had

          13  received accurate and complete information

          14  about the amount of available insurance other

          15  than sit there in court and listen to what

          16  others said?

          17        A.    Okay.  I did that.  I sat there in

          18  court and I heard what they said.  I also was

          19  familiar with the reputation of the lawyers

          20  and that were involved so that I was satisfied

          21  that the lawyers that were handling the

          22  settlement were competent lawyers and would do

          23  what was necessary as far as they could to

          24  obtain the insurance information from the
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          25  defendant and the -- to check the financial

                                                          109

           1  viability of MedPartners.

           2        Q.    Is that it?

           3        A.    That's it."

           4        Q.    Now, you allege in the complaint

           5  in this action and the first amended

           6  complaint.  It's exhibit 24.  Go to page 21 of

           7  that, please.  It's the first amended

           8  complaint.  Do you have that?

           9        A.    I have it.

          10        Q.    Good.  Okay.  Bring up paragraph

          11  58.  Plaintiff avers the Bill Lerach of the

          12  law firm of Milberg Weiss, Shebad Hynes and

          13  Lerach and Neil Selinger of the law firm of

          14  Lowey Dannenberg was lead counsel for the

          15  plaintiff class and negotiated the 56 million

          16  dollars settlement of the MedPartners

          17  litigation.  See that?

          18        A.    I see that.

          19        Q.    You would include Gene Cauley in

          20  that group.  Is that a fair statement?

          21        A.    That is correct.

          22        Q.    And bring up paragraph 59, please.

          23  In paragraph 59 that you allege with respect
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          24  to the limits of insurance that each of the

          25  defendants represented to counsel for the
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           1  settling class that limit of insurance

           2  available to MedPartners was 50 million

           3  dollars and further represented that

           4  MedPartners did not have the financial ability

           5  to pay a substantial judgment.  Do you see

           6  that?

           7        A.    I do.

           8        Q.    And you agree with me that counsel

           9  for the settling class there refers to the

          10  people in the previous paragraph, Bill Lerach

          11  and Neil Selinger; correct?

          12        A.    That is correct.

          13        Q.    And you didn't know it at the time

          14  that you were sitting in the Judge Wynn's

          15  courtroom on July 9 but you know it now that

          16  on February 10, 1999 particulars Lerach,

          17  Cauley and Selinger got a letter about the

          18  press release and the MedPartners excess

          19  policy from lawyers Toll and Squitieri;

          20  correct?

          21        A.    I did know it then.

          22        Q.    It was exhibit 12 at your
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          23  deposition.  Go to the second page.  Starting

          24  with we understand -- you have been in court

          25  when this paragraph has been read more than
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           1  once.  We know what it says right, Mr. Haley?

           2        A.    I know what it says.

           3        Q.    This is the paragraph and Messers

           4  Toll and Squitieri are talking about the

           5  December 17, 1998 press release, the excess

           6  insurance agreement and thus if National Union

           7  had taken over the defense and was exposed to

           8  potentially 750 million dollars in damages

           9  what led you to conclude that 65 million was a

          10  fair and reasonable result; correct?

          11        A.    That's what it says.

          12        Q.    You agree, do you not, Mr. Haley,

          13  that Exhibit 93, that portion of it, was

          14  sufficient notice to Messers Lerach, Selinger

          15  and Cauley, in they cared about insurance to

          16  go to AIG and MedPartners and ask the

          17  questions that Toll and Squitieri had asked

          18  them; correct?

          19        A.    If they had not already gotten

          20  that answer.

          21        Q.    One way or the other you have got
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          22  to know the answer?

          23        A.    If you are going to represent to

          24  the Court the amount of insurance, then

          25  lawyers have a responsibility to find out what
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           1  it is.

           2        Q.    But you don't know whether Messers

           3  Lerach, Cauley or Selinger fulfilled that duty

           4  because you never asked them; correct?

           5        A.    Did I ever ask Lerach, Cauley and

           6  Selinger?

           7        Q.    What they did to find out about

           8  insurance.

           9        A.    I did not before the settlement.

          10              MR. KRUGMAN:  Your Honor, if this

          11  is a good time for a break it works for me.

          12              THE COURT:  We will take a break

          13  until 25 to three.  Thank you very much.  You

          14  may step down.

          15              (Short recess.)

          16              THE COURT:  Y'all have a seat.

          17        Q.    Mr. Haley, we are going to go back

          18  to July 9, final approval hearing.  At that

          19  time you recall you were sitting in court on

          20  that day because you were there because you
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          21  had a fee dispute with Mr. Lerach; correct?

          22        A.    That's one of the reasons.

          23        Q.    And the day before the hearing,

          24  you had written to Mr. Lerach to tell him that

          25  you had a dispute?
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           1        A.    We did.  Or I did.

           2        Q.    Excuse me?

           3        A.    I did write it.

           4        Q.    And that's exhibit 7.  The first

           5  two paragraphs, please.  Based on our

           6  conversation with you on Tuesday.  So was that

           7  conversation on Tuesday that conversation you

           8  were recalling or had there been a second one?

           9        A.    I don't recall.

          10        Q.    Both this firm and the firm of

          11  James L. North and Associates dispute the

          12  attorneys fees to be awarded them from the

          13  settlement of the MedPartners litigation.  It

          14  is completely contrary to our understanding of

          15  our efforts to resolving this matter.  Our

          16  agreement does not permit your firm to the

          17  agree to a distribution of attorneys fees

          18  absent our consent.  We do not know what

          19  distribution has been talked about with will
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          20  not agree to any allocation contrary to the

          21  letter.

          22        A.    I wrote that.

          23        Q.    You agreed Mr. Lerach had lied to

          24  Mr. Francis about what fee Milberg Weiss was

          25  getting and what fee you and Mr. North would

                                                          114

           1  get under your fee split agreement; correct?

           2        A.    Mr. Lerach had told us that he was

           3  not giving any fee.  So therefore we would not

           4  be getting any fee.

           5        Q.    I'm going to play a few pages of

           6  Mr. Francis's testimony because I'm sure that

           7  after the conversations that he's testifying

           8  about.  I'm going to ask the witness.  I'll

           9  ask you after I play it.  No comment.  I'm

          10  just playing.  I was about to say I'm sure

          11  that -- and then I realized -- the

          12  conversation?

          13              (Video played from Tim Francis

          14  depo.)  Me /H*EBGS is that it was belock /ABG

          15  Jim North and Tim Francis.

          16        Q.    And what was the focus during the

          17  July 8th conversation?

          18        A.    The July 8th hearing, the
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          19  settlement was all by done, and we were just

          20  discussing the division of the fee.  So I

          21  can't -- did he reference these cases or

          22  this -- I just -- it didn't mean anything to

          23  us.  It was not material to the discussion.

          24        Q.    And did he tell you specifically a

          25  number of what he was getting out of it?
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           1        A.    We didn't get that far.  I think

           2  he alluded to the fact that because of his

           3  involvement in some other cases that he wasn't

           4  getting anything out of the case.

           5        Q.    Anything out of the case?

           6        A.    Cases or MedPartners litigation.

           7  Again, the cases or case was not -- to me,

           8  they -- you may, they were synonymous.  The

           9  litigation or the cases, however you want to

          10  explain it, we're talking about twenty some

          11  add cases that had been filed in my mind.

          12        Q.    But he said he wasn't getting any

          13  out of out?

          14        A.    That's my -- that's my

          15  recollection.

          16        Q.    And you don't recall whether or

          17  not he ever gave you a figure saying I'm not
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          18  even getting two million dollars or -- did he

          19  pick a number?

          20        A.    He didn't pick a number.

          21        Q.    He said I'm not getting anything

          22  out the cases?

          23        A.    That was the impression I took.

          24        Q.    And was he telling you that 35

          25  percent of nothing is nothing?
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           1        A.    I think we mentioned earlier we

           2  are weren't discussing the percentages at the

           3  time.  That wasn't the point of the -- the

           4  point of the case.

           5        Q.    You're right.  The math is right.

           6  35 percent of nothing is nothing?

           7        Q.    Thank you.

           8        A.    But that --

           9        Q.    That's what I'm really trying to

          10  get at.  Did he give you guys a number to say

          11  this is what you guys will get as a result of

          12  our arrangement?

          13        A.    Excuse me.  Yes it was zero.

          14        Q.    So he could you you /-RPBT

          15  /KPWOUPBG to get anything?

          16        Q.    That's correct?
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          17        Q.    So he could you you weren't

          18  getting anything because he went getting

          19  anything?

          20        A.    That's correct.  Well, I think I

          21  think the second part of it follows the first

          22  part.  His important was he was not getting

          23  anything out of cases or out of the

          24  litigation.

          25        Q.    So whenever this conversation
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           1  ended, you and Mr. North's understanding was

           2  that your firm and the Hare Wynn firm would be

           3  getting nothing?

           4        A.    That is correct.

           5        Q.    And I take it it was that

           6  understanding that you would be getting --

           7  that your firm and the Hare Wynn firm would

           8  get nothing that led you to you filing the

           9  pleading with the court advising that you had

          10  a fee dispute or had that already been filed?

          11        A.    Well, the Hare Wynn firm filed

          12  something with the Court.  We did not.

          13        Q.    I'm sorry.  Thank you.  But is

          14  that what caused that to be filed?

          15        A.    That's when we realized we had a
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          16  dispute, yes.

          17        Q.    What was your response when Mr.

          18  Lerach advised you and Mr. North that there

          19  would be no fee?

          20        A.    That we would do -- we would look

          21  into it and we would be back in touch.

          22        Q.    And what did you guys do as a

          23  result?

          24        A.    We went to the University of

          25  Alabama alumni meeting that -- within an hour
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           1  and a half of our conversation with Lerach --

           2  it was at five o'clock and our con

           3  conversation with low lack was that afternoon.

           4  And at that meeting, just quince dense, his

           5  name continues to come up, I ran into Clay

           6  Ragsdale and I told Clay Ragsdale about my

           7  conversation and he informed me that Lerach

           8  was getting over four million dollars from the

           9  stock the case an he wasn't quite clear what

          10  he was getting on the individual cases." (End)

          11        Q.    And Mr. Francis reported that

          12  conversation to you shortly after it happened,

          13  those two conversations to you shortly after

          14  they happened; correct?
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          15        A.    I talked with Tim.

          16        Q.    You knew shortly after those

          17  conversations that Mr. Lerach had told you he

          18  was getting nothing so you were getting

          19  nothing and you were told by Clay Ragsdale

          20  what are you talking about he was getting four

          21  million dollars?

          22        A.    Lerach told us he wasn't getting a

          23  fee.  What Mr. Was Lauriello or MedPartners

          24  litigation I don't know.  He just told us that

          25  he wasn't getting anything so we had a fee
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           1  dispute with him.

           2        Q.    And you wrote the letter.  Let's

           3  get exhibit 7 back up.  You wrote the letter

           4  that is exhibit 7 as a consequence correct?

           5        A.    Well, there was several

           6  conversations.  We had conversations with Bill

           7  Lerach before the July 9th hearing.  I think

           8  Tim had a conversation with him after wards.

           9  I don't recall the conversation after wards

          10  but it may have been me.  But I don't recall

          11  that.

          12        Q.    Fair enough.  The precipitating

          13  event for the July 8 letter that is exhibit 7
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          14  was what you had heard from Mr. Francis about

          15  his conversations with Mr. Lerach and Mr.

          16  Ragsdale and perhaps a conversation with Mr.

          17  Lerach in the middle there?

          18        A.    I don't think that's accurate.

          19  Your question is not correct.

          20        Q.    You concluded that you had a fee

          21  dispute as a result of in part Mr. Francis'

          22  conversation with Mr. Lerach and a subsequent

          23  conversation with Mr. Ragsdale; correct?

          24        A.    We had -- I knew that we had a fee

          25  dispute because I was on the telephone with
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           1  Bill Lerach before the hearing.  That's when I

           2  wrote him the letter and told him we have a

           3  dispute.  I don't know -- at that hearing I

           4  don't know whether they had already allocated

           5  Bill Lerach was going to get or not.  I

           6  took -- that took place after the hearing so

           7  that when Tim learned that he was getting

           8  whatever amount it was, that that took place

           9  sometime after the July 9th hearing.

          10        Q.    Whatever Mr. Francis' testimony

          11  about the timing is, it is.  But your

          12  recollection is you weren't sure what the
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          13  accurate allocation to Mr. Lerach was going to

          14  be at that time; correct?

          15        A.    At the July 9th hearing we did not

          16  know what the allocation was going to be.

          17        Q.    But you knew you had a dispute

          18  because it looked like he was trying to stiff

          19  you?

          20        A.    That is correct.  That's one way

          21  to put it.

          22        Q.    I should have asked it that way

          23  the first time.  And let's take the third and

          24  fourth paragraphs.  You pointed out to Mr.

          25  Lerach the stipulation of settlement provides
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           1  that Judge Wynn was to resolve fee disputes,

           2  that Judge Wynn had relations to win and win

           3  in your firm and there were two of them and

           4  that he recuses for your firm; correct?

           5        A.    I did.

           6        Q.    You said you did not think until

           7  this moment that there was anything that

           8  needed to be before Judge Wynn but now you

           9  feel compelled to put him on notice that he

          10  will have to recuse?

          11        A.    Judge Wynn was reserving to
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          12  himself to resolves attorney fees advised.  As

          13  soon as we learned we advised Judge Wynn.  Up

          14  until that point in time he had no idea our

          15  firm was involved because we hadn't made any

          16  appearance in that case.

          17        Q.    And you understood at the time you

          18  wrote exhibit 7 that Mr. Lerach would perceive

          19  your comments about Judge Wynn as a threat to

          20  blow up the settlement; correct?

          21        A.    I did not.

          22        Q.    Mr. Lerach told you he perceived

          23  the comments?

          24        A.    That's what he perceived.

          25        Q.    And he wrote you to that effect?
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           1        A.    He did.

           2        Q.    One of the things that Mr. Lerach

           3  said to you on the second page, last

           4  paragraph.  Any attempt to derail the hearing.

           5  So he was perceiving this you were attempting

           6  to derail the hearing?

           7        A.    That's what he perceived it has.

           8        Q.    Would be taken in bad faith and

           9  conflicting with your duties to the class and

          10  potential to cause significant damage to class
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          11  members.  Now, another thing that Mr. Lerach

          12  said in that letter -- let's go back to the

          13  first page -- was that when Milberg Weiss had

          14  an opportunity to represent a group of

          15  doctors, the Blankenship action, my partner

          16  Steve Schulman and I discussed that with you.

          17  Do you see that?

          18        A.    I do.

          19        Q.    That wasn't true, was it?

          20        A.    He did not discuss it with me nor

          21  did Steve Schulman discuss it with me.

          22        Q.    And the return over from the

          23  bottom of that page to the top of the next

          24  page, he said that the modification of the fee

          25  sharing agreement from 60/60 to 65/35 had been
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           1  negotiated in terms to have filing of

           2  Blankenship?

           3        A.    I see that.

           4        Q.    That wasn't true, was it?

           5        A.    He did not negotiate that with me.

           6  It is true that the fee was modified but he

           7  did not negotiate it with me.

           8        Q.    And to your understanding at the

           9  time was that the filing of Blankenship had
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          10  had nothing to do with the negotiation of the

          11  fee; correct, the renegotiation of the fee?

          12        A.    I did not --

          13        Q.    Let me strike that.  Your

          14  understanding at the time was that the

          15  renegotiation did not occur in conjunction

          16  with the filing of Blankenship correct?

          17        A.    That is correct.

          18        Q.    So when you were sitting in the

          19  July 9 hearing before Judge Wynn, you now that

          20  Mr. Lerach had not told the truth to Mr.

          21  Francis about whether Milberg Weiss was

          22  getting a fee out of MedPartners; correct?

          23        A.    That is not accurate.

          24        Q.    You had understood that he had had

          25  a conversation with Mr. Francis that Mr.
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           1  Francis recalled quite clearly and distinctly

           2  in which he said he was getting nothing.  And

           3  knock was not the correct statement?

           4        A.    We did not know at that time

           5  whether he was getting anything or not.  Okay.

           6  So at that point in time we didn't know

           7  whether it was a true statement or not.

           8        Q.    But he had made to Mr. Francis
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           9  prior to the July 9 hearing the statement that

          10  he was getting nothing correct?

          11        A.    That's what he had said.

          12        Q.    And you also knew at that point

          13  whatever the ultimate truth might turn out to

          14  be about what the fee award was, Clay Ragsdale

          15  told Mr. Francis that the fee was four million

          16  dollars?

          17        A.    You are getting it out of

          18  sequence.  We did not know whether or not the

          19  plaintiffs committee was going to allocate any

          20  money to Milberg Weiss or not.  We didn't know

          21  how much anybody was getting.  We had been

          22  told that Bill Lerach was not getting anything

          23  out of it but Bill Lerach.  It was our

          24  understanding as I sit forth in my letter, it

          25  was our understanding that Bill Lerach was the
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           1  primary moving force in the settlement and it

           2  was because of him that the case had been

           3  settlement we thought that if that was the

           4  situation, he ought to get paid out of the

           5  settlement or the attorneys fees that were

           6  being awarded by Judge Wynn.  At that hearing

           7  we did not know the answer to that question.
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           8        Q.    So it is your testimony that Mr.

           9  Francis's conversation with Mr. Ragsdale as

          10  reported to you occurred after the July 9

          11  hearing?

          12        A.    The conversation about how much

          13  Bill Lerach was getting from the attorneys fee

          14  fund occurred after the July 9 hearing, that's

          15  my understanding of it now, I may be mistaken

          16  but that's my understanding because nobody

          17  told us that there had been any allocation at

          18  the hearing among the attorneys and that was

          19  going to take place afterwards.

          20        Q.    At some point we will hear from

          21  Mr. Francis. I thought we already had.

          22        A.    You did.

          23        Q.    And we'll move forward.  You had

          24  concern about Milberg Weiss' dealing squarely

          25  with you.  Is that a fair statement of July 9?
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           1        A.    We thought they might breach our

           2  fee agreement that we had reached with them.

           3        Q.    And you went to the hearing on

           4  July 9, at least in part to raise with Judge

           5  Wynn the fee dispute; correct?

           6        A.    We made Judge Wynn aware that we
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           7  had a dispute before the hearing about that

           8  there might be a potential fee dispute.

           9        Q.    And at the hearing, Judge Wynn at

          10  the urging of Gusty Yearout said I'm here to

          11  approve the settlement, I'll deal with these

          12  letter.  Do you recall that?

          13        A.    It was my understanding that Judge

          14  Wynn made clear that if there was a fee

          15  dispute between the Hare Wynn firm and Milberg

          16  Weiss or anyone else, then at that point in

          17  time he would defer that decision or refer it,

          18  not defer but refer to another judge.

          19        Q.    But he was not going to hold up

          20  the settlement?

          21        A.    That is correct.  He thought those

          22  were two separate and complete things, the

          23  allocation of the fee and whether he received

          24  anything didn't have anything to do with the

          25  determination of the fee with regard to the
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           1  representation of the settlement counsel.

           2        Q.    And you have told us I think in

           3  written discovery and maybe elsewhere that the

           4  references in transcript of the July 9 hearing

           5  to Mr. Christian at least in the beginning
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           6  part are references to you speaking; correct?

           7        A.    I spoke at the hearing.  I don't

           8  recall if the record is correct or not.  I

           9  spoke at that hearing and I made our position

          10  known.

          11        Q.    Did Mr. North speak at the

          12  hearing?

          13        A.    I don't recall.

          14        Q.    Because somebody who is referred

          15  to as Mr. North -- and the only reason I'm

          16  asking is there was confusion as to whether or

          17  not the court reporter got that he was

          18  speaking right?

          19        A.    My best recollection and I could

          20  be mistaken is that both Mr. North and I

          21  spoke.

          22        Q.    So it was -- it was Mr. North,

          23  then, because that's what the transcript says

          24  who told Judge Wynn before he decided to defer

          25  dealing with fees until after he had dealt
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           1  with the settlement because he couldn't do

           2  that because somebody might mandamus him?

           3        A.    That I do not recall.  You'll have

           4  to show me that.  I just don't know what you
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           5  are talking about now.

           6        Q.    The transcript page is 18.  This

           7  is a mini script.  Mr. North, no, you don't.

           8  But I really think that it's inappropriate for

           9  us to go ahead with this issue pending,

          10  because anything the judge does sort of puts

          11  it in question on an appeal or a mandamus or

          12  that kind of thing.  Do you recall that

          13  comment being made?

          14        A.    I do not recall it.

          15        Q.    The transcript says what it says.

          16  Now I want to shift gears on subject matter.

          17  We are still at the hearing.  The memorandum

          18  of understanding that was signed back in

          19  January of 1999 provides for an over all

          20  payment of 65 million dollars to settle all of

          21  the actions correct?

          22        A.    Correct.

          23        Q.    It did not break that amount out

          24  at all correct?

          25        A.    I don't recall that.  I know it
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           1  did break it down somewhere along the lines.

           2  Whether the original document did I don't

           3  recall.
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           4        Q.    It's exhibit 109, which we have

           5  here.  As far as I can tell it doesn't break

           6  it down.  Certainly the first paragraph says

           7  the cash settlement of 65 million dollars

           8  talks about the settlement, doesn't it?

           9        A.    It does.

          10        Q.    We can take it for the moment that

          11  it didn't break it down.  But that 65 million

          12  didn't go all to the class action?

          13        A.    It did not.

          14        Q.    Nine million went to the

          15  Blankenships; correct?

          16        A.    I know there was 56 million in

          17  Judge Wynn and nine million somewhere else.

          18  Whether it's Blankenship I can't tell you.

          19        Q.    You got a fee from Blankenship,

          20  didn't you?

          21        A.    I know Bill Lerach broke down the

          22  fee that he was getting and he allocated a

          23  portion to Hare Wynn.

          24        Q.    He broke it down.  Let's get the

          25  point.  He broke it down on the basis of 65
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           1  percent to him and 35 percent to you of all of

           2  the fees that he got?
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           3        A.    That is correct.

           4        Q.    Some of the fees that he got were

           5  for Blankenship; correct?

           6        A.    That's correct.

           7        Q.    And at the time that Judge Wynn

           8  was approving the settlement of the class of

           9  derivative actions, you saw an issue out

          10  standing as to whether it was a fair

          11  allocation to put nine million into one case

          12  an 56 million into another case correct?

          13        A.    Judge Wynn was being asked to

          14  approve that so, yes, it was being put in

          15  front of him.  Is the 56 million here and the

          16  nine million there fair.

          17        Q.    And that's your recollection is he

          18  was asked to address that issue; is that

          19  right?

          20        A.    I think that was one of the issues

          21  that he had before him.  That's why the whole

          22  65 million dollars was presented to him, as

          23  the way I understood that it took place.  We

          24  had to know where the over nine million

          25  dollars was going because it was not going to
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           1  the class that he was being asked to approve.
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           2        Q.    So he had to decide whether it was

           3  fair to take the nine and give it somewhere

           4  else?

           5        A.    That's correct.

           6        Q.    And you saw had the sub classes

           7  and issues?

           8        A.    That was an issue that was

           9  addressed in front of the court and experts

          10  testified about.

          11        Q.    And as we have heard here there

          12  was a common stock options class, there was a

          13  tabs sub class and there was a tender offer

          14  sub class.  Do you recall that conversation?

          15        A.    That was what was presented to

          16  Judge Wynn.

          17        Q.    And he did pass on and he had to

          18  pass an did pass on the allocation among those

          19  three sub classes?

          20        A.    He did.

          21        Q.    He had to decide that that

          22  allocation was fair?

          23        A.    I think that he did.

          24        Q.    And one of the reasons you were

          25  satisfied that that issue was being handled

                                                          132
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           1  okay without your involvement was because each

           2  of the sub classes had its own separate

           3  representation; correct?

           4        A.    The the Lauriello complaint, to

           5  make it perfectly clear, the Lauriello

           6  complaint was for all of the investors.  We

           7  had included in our definition of the class

           8  the tabs, the common stock, all of the people

           9  that had securities.  Our definition of the

          10  class was so broad that it included everybody.

          11  In federal court there was tabs cases and

          12  stock cases.  The judge in the federal court

          13  had appointed lawyers to represent those

          14  particular classes, one taps an one common

          15  shareholders.  The case in front of Judge

          16  Wynn, the lawyers there represented the taps

          17  group of plaintiffs.  So the answer is yes,

          18  those were issues that were addressed at the

          19  hearing in front of Judge Wynn with regard to

          20  the allocation of the total 65 million

          21  dollars.

          22        Q.    And the taps people had their

          23  lawyers looking out of them and the common

          24  stock people had people looking out for their

          25  interests?
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           1        A.    Yes.

           2        Q.    Now, you were aware and it sounds

           3  like you might not have been that Judge Wynn

           4  was told he didn't have to pass on the

           5  allocation of nine million to Blankenship?

           6        A.    You know, I think that Judge Wynn

           7  had to look at to determine whether or not

           8  nine million dollars out of the 65 which was

           9  all of the insurance proceeds, was that fair.

          10  So I think it was presented to Judge Wynn.

          11  That's why they made reference to it.

          12        Q.    Did they make reference to that in

          13  the final fairness hearing that you were

          14  present at?

          15        A.    It was presented that there was 65

          16  million dollars.  Judge Wynn was not being

          17  asked to say that the nine million dollars was

          18  a fair amount for all of the members of that

          19  class.  But he did have to take it into

          20  consideration in determining whether or not

          21  out of the 65 million dollars the 56 was a

          22  fair allocation to what he was dealing with.

          23        Q.    And if I told you that there was

          24  no mention of Blankenship of the nine million

          25  dollars at the July 9 fairness hearing would
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           1  that change your testimony?

           2        A.    I think my recollection is that it

           3  was explained to the judge that there was 65

           4  million dollars total being paid in the

           5  settlement.  56 million dollars was in the

           6  class action that he had to approve and then

           7  nine million dollars was going to settle

           8  another lawsuit that was not necessary for him

           9  to approve, that that was a fair amount for

          10  those people receiving that money.  But he did

          11  have to approve that the 56 million dollars

          12  that was in front of him he did have to

          13  approve that.

          14        Q.    He was told that at the

          15  preliminary fairness hearing, not at the final

          16  fairness hearing; correct?

          17        A.    No, I don't recall that.  I just

          18  know that in the papers, it's explained to the

          19  judge that there was 65 million dollars being

          20  paid total, that he didn't have to pass on the

          21  nine million dollars but he did have to

          22  approve the 56 million.

          23        Q.    Now, your firm ended up getting a

          24  fee from the Blankenship piece of the

          25  settlement correct?
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           1        A.    That's my understanding.

           2        Q.    You split about 815 thousand

           3  dollars plus or minus a few thousand Mr.

           4  Blankenship.  Do you recall that?

           5        A.    I recall the total fee was around

           6  a million dollars to my firm and a million

           7  dollars to North.

           8        Q.    About a million and a quarter

           9  each?

          10        A.    Could have been.

          11        Q.    And some substantial portion of it

          12  was from the class an some substantial portion

          13  was from Blankenship.  Fair statement?

          14        A.    That's fair.

          15        Q.    Your work did no work at all on

          16  Blankenship; correct?

          17        A.    We worked on the MedPartners

          18  litigation.  The particular case as

          19  Blankenship we did not.  But we had worked on

          20  MedPartners litigation.  We worked with

          21  Milberg Weiss about getting expert witnesses.

          22  So whether or not that information was

          23  beneficial to Blankenship I assume that it

          24  was.
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          25        Q.    Now, until the fee dispute with
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           1  Lerach and Milberg, you didn't even know the

           2  blankenship plaintiffs existed?

           3        A.    I didn't know.

           4        Q.    And the Padilla case, which was

           5  the tender offer class, you didn't know they

           6  existed either, did you?

           7        A.    I did not know that Milberg Weiss

           8  was handling those.  It may have been in the

           9  documents, but I did not focus that those

          10  other cases were being handled by the Milberg

          11  Weiss firm.  I thought that Milberg Weiss was

          12  in the Lauriello case.

          13        Q.    And your firm certainly had no

          14  written agreement with the Blankenship

          15  plaintiffs whereby your firm and Milberg Weiss

          16  assumed joint responsibility for the

          17  representation of the blankenship plaintiffs

          18  correct?

          19        A.    We had agreement with the Milberg

          20  Weiss firm.  We did not have a written

          21  agreement with the Blankenship.

          22        Q.    Or any other agreement to your

          23  knowledge?
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          24        A.    We had one agreement with Milberg

          25  Weiss.
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           1        Q.    And that was it?

           2        A.    That was it.

           3        Q.    You did not refer the Blankenship

           4  case to Milberg Weiss, did you?

           5        A.    I did not.

           6        Q.    In fact, when it came to them,

           7  they got Alabama counsel other than you to

           8  handle it; correct?

           9        A.    That's my understanding.

          10        Q.    And that was --

          11        A.    Well, I don't even know that I had

          12  that understanding.  I know they paid another

          13  lawyer.

          14        Q.    And there was a lawyer in Florida

          15  who you have seen mention of called Mr.

          16  Gassman who you know they paid?

          17        A.    Yes.

          18        Q.    And you didn't know who Mr.

          19  Gassman was until recently in conjunction with

          20  that action.  Is that a fair statement?

          21        A.    That is correct.

          22        Q.    So I want to go back, shifting
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          23  gears again, to the complaints in this action

          24  and what the misrepresentation claim is or is

          25  not.  When we left it, we are up in Alabama
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           1  Supreme Court and defendants had talked about

           2  a moving target.  You had put in capital

           3  letters.  Then eventually we are back down

           4  before Judge King.  That was about 2006.  You

           5  filed a few amendments to the complaint since

           6  that time; correct?

           7        A.    I assume if you asked the question

           8  that way, we did.  I don't specifically

           9  recall.  Yes, we have.

          10        Q.    You added three plaintiffs?

          11        A.    We did.

          12        Q.    And that was in 2007?

          13        A.    We did.  That is correct.

          14        Q.    And you in 2009 you filed an

          15  amendment to with draw Mr. Lauriello's request

          16  to be a class representation?

          17        A.    We did.

          18        Q.    And at some point, you filed an

          19  amendment to say Caremark to CVS Caremark?

          20        A.    That is correct.

          21        Q.    None of those filings changes
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          22  paragraph 80 of the complaint or the first

          23  amended complaint?

          24        A.    I don't think so.

          25        Q.    That y'all just adopt the previous
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           1  allegations?

           2        A.    I think that's correct.

           3        Q.    So the operative misrepresentation

           4  claim as you have pleaded it today which is

           5  the misrepresentation claim that Judge King

           6  has to do a rigorous analysis is that AIG and

           7  MedPartners misrepresented that MedPartners

           8  had 50 million dollars in insurance coverage

           9  limits that were available to pay a settlement

          10  or judgment in the 1998 MedPartners securities

          11  litigation; correct?

          12        A.    That's what our complaint says.

          13        Q.    Now, take a look at the complaint.

          14  It's exhibit 1051, the original.

          15        A.    The original complaint?

          16        Q.    Right.  And turn to page 7,

          17  please, and take a look at paragraph 20.  It

          18  says the claims asserted by the names

          19  plaintiff are typical of the claims of the

          20  members of the class as required by Rule 23 A
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          21  3.  In that he like all class members were

          22  members of the 1998 settlement class

          23  participated in the class action settlement of

          24  the 1998 MedPartners securities litigation,

          25  voluntarily dismissed or otherwise allowed
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           1  dismissal of claims an or appealed and was

           2  damaged by defendant's wrongful conduct.  See

           3  that?

           4        A.    I do.

           5        Q.    And the named plaintiff then in

           6  2003 is Mr. Lauriello and only Mr. Lauriello;

           7  correct?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    Now turn to page 19, please.

          10        A.    Page 19?

          11        Q.    19, yes.  Paragraph 52.  It says

          12  plaintiff in the class reasonably and or

          13  justifiably relied upon -- the last sentence.

          14  Plaintiff in the class reasonably and/or

          15  justifiably relied upon these

          16  misrepresentations and suppressions to their

          17  detriment and suffered damages as a proximate

          18  result there of.  Do you see that?

          19        A.    I do.
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          20        Q.    So in these two places you allege

          21  that Mr. Lauriello suffered damages by reason

          22  of the misrepresentations and suppressions

          23  right?

          24        A.    I do.

          25        Q.    And in paragraph 20 you further
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           1  allege that the way he suffered damage was

           2  typical of the way the class was damaged;

           3  correct?

           4        A.    Where are you?

           5        Q.    Paragraph 20, page seven.

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    Neither of those allegations is

           8  true, is it?

           9        A.    I think the claims he asserts are

          10  just like the other claims.

          11        Q.    Mr. Lauriello wasn't damaged --

          12        A.    I think --

          13        Q.    Mr. Lauriello wasn't damaged in

          14  the slightest by the settlement, was he?

          15        A.    I think that he was.

          16        Q.    But you and Mr. North paid him

          17  more than 76 thousand dollars?

          18        A.    We reduced our fee to make our
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          19  client whole, that's correct.

          20        Q.    And in particular, we'll talk

          21  about the characterization in a minute.  But

          22  in particular you made your client whole;

          23  correct?

          24        A.    We did.

          25        Q.    And on top of that, he was more
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           1  than whole, wasn't he.  Although he was

           2  supposed to giver you back the $2200 that he

           3  got from the class he didn't and nobody cared

           4  right?

           5        A.    Well --

           6        Q.    For $2200 you weren't going to

           7  chase a good friend and business associate?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    And that happened in 1999, maybe

          10  2000 he got the check; is that right?

          11        A.    '99.

          12        Q.    In particular, it all happened

          13  before you signed the complaint in 2003?

          14        A.    That is correct.

          15        Q.    So unless I'm missing something,

          16  Mr. Lauriello had been made whole and

          17  therefore wasn't damaged; correct?
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          18        A.    He still had damage as we call it.

          19        Q.    Somebody who had been made whole

          20  had damage.  Is that your testimony?

          21        A.    Well.

          22        Q.    Is it your testimony that somebody

          23  who had been made whole had damages?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    And that those damages, the
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           1  damages he had were typical of the damages of

           2  the tens of thousands of class members who

           3  hadn't been made whole?

           4        A.    I think Mr. Lauriello has an

           5  ordinary member of the class were proximately

           6  76 thousand dollars.  Okay.  So I think that's

           7  damage that he had sustained.  The fact that

           8  Hare Wynn newel and now ton and Jim North

           9  reduced our fee to compensate him, I would say

          10  to you, sir, is a collateral payment to him

          11  from a source that the defendant would not be

          12  able to take any benefit from that /#235EU789.

          13        Q.    It is collateral and therefore not

          14  directly related to the claim that he was

          15  pursuing; correct?  Your testimony is that

          16  there is collateral source payment.  That's
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          17  the reason those allegations are true;

          18  correct?

          19        A.    Also he suffered damages so he

          20  would be entitled to recover for punitive

          21  damages.  The fact that he had suffered, he

          22  may not have any financial law but he had

          23  suffered.  So under the law there's no

          24  question that he would be entitled to recover

          25  damages.
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           1        Q.    So it your testimony that the

           2  allegation in paragraph 20 and paragraph 52

           3  that Mr. Lauriello had suffered damages is

           4  that he had suffered a harm for which he was

           5  entitled to punitive damages even though you

           6  had made him whole.  Is that your testimony,

           7  sir?

           8        A.    That is correct.

           9        Q.    And that he was, in fact, typical

          10  of the plaintiff class; correct?

          11        A.    At the time we thought that he

          12  was.  We analyzed it further and we

          13  substituted other people who we had no doubt

          14  that this argument would be made.  So we

          15  substituted other people that clearly that
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          16  argument could not be made so these are no

          17  longer issues in front of Judge King.

          18        Q.    Now, you never told Judge Wynn

          19  that you were going to reduce your fee?

          20        A.    We did not.

          21        Q.    And make Mr. Lauriello whole, did

          22  you?

          23        A.    We did not.

          24        Q.    Do you know who Isabel Griffen is?

          25        A.    Do you know her?

                                                          145

           1        Q.    Do you know who he is?

           2        A.    No.

           3        Q.    Gene Cauley's client, a taps

           4  representative.  Do you recall that?

           5        A.    I recall that but I did not know

           6  her.

           7        Q.    And you recall, don't you, that in

           8  their brief in support of the settlement, the

           9  plaintiffs counsel requested a special

          10  incentive award to Ms. Griffen of ten thousand

          11  dollars?

          12        A.    She was appointed the class

          13  representative and they requested an award for

          14  her as class representative.
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          15        Q.    And she had done a lot of work in

          16  the litigation; correct, or so they said?

          17        A.    That's what they said.

          18        Q.    And she sat for a deposition while

          19  her husband was seriously ill with cancer;

          20  correct?

          21        A.    That's what was represented to

          22  Judge Wynn.

          23        Q.    And in the brief they asked for

          24  ten thousand dollars an Judge Wynn did better

          25  and awarded 25 thousand dollars?
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           1        Q.    I don't recall.  She was awarded a

           2  fee for being the named class representative

           3  in that case?

           4        Q.    And my math is right, the 76

           5  thousand dollars that Mr. Lauriello got, just

           6  about three times 25; right?

           7        A.    That's the math.

           8        Q.    Now I want to jump forward to late

           9  2003, early 2004 when you filed this action

          10  and Mr. Vines filed the McArthur action.  And

          11  at the time you filed this action Mr.

          12  Lauriello was the only plaintiff; correct?

          13        A.    That is correct.
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          14        Q.    And Mr. Vines filed about two

          15  weeks later; correct?

          16        A.    That's my best recollection.

          17        Q.    And his case was assigned to Judge

          18  Vowell?

          19        A.    That is correct.

          20        Q.    And you sought to intervene before

          21  Judge Vowell, didn't you?

          22        A.    We did.

          23        Q.    And you moved before Judge Vowell

          24  to abate Mr. Vines action.  Do you recall

          25  that?
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           1        A.    Absolutely.

           2        Q.    And you moved on the basis that

           3  you were the first filed action and Judge

           4  Vowell didn't have jurisdiction because of

           5  that?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    Your first file position was

           8  gotten with Mr. Lauriello and only with Mr.

           9  Lauriello; correct?

          10        A.    That's correct.

          11        Q.    So if you had focused on and

          12  concluded what you later concluded that there
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          13  was some issue perhaps about Mr. Lauriello and

          14  whether he had suffered damages, you would not

          15  have been before Judge Vowell, would you?

          16        A.    I'm sorry.  I didn't understand

          17  that.

          18        Q.    You didn't tell Judge Vowell that

          19  you made Mr. Lauriello whole when you

          20  intervened to first file, did you?

          21        A.    No, I did not.

          22        Q.    Judge Vowell granted the motion to

          23  abate?

          24        A.    He did.

          25        Q.    And Mr. Vines moved to intervene
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           1  in this action?

           2        A.    He did.

           3        Q.    That went to the Alabama Supreme

           4  Court?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    And the Supreme Court said that

           7  Mr. McArthur, Mr. Vines client, had to be

           8  allowed to intervene because his interests and

           9  those of the other purported class members

          10  might not otherwise be adequately protected.

          11  Do you recall that?
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          12        A.    I recall they said he could

          13  intervene.

          14        Q.    Because it was necessary to

          15  protect his interests as intervenor and the

          16  interests of the absent class members?

          17        A.    I don't recall specifically.

          18        Q.    The case came back down to this

          19  Court and you and Mr. Vines filed motions to

          20  disqualify each other.  Do you recall that?

          21        A.    I recall that.

          22        Q.    And then you resolved your

          23  differences with Mr. Vines?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    And he gave up his right to seek
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           1  the represent the class and you agreed that

           2  you would not object to an application of up

           3  to seven and a half percent?

           4        A.    We entered into an agreement which

           5  we furnished to the court.  It says what it

           6  does.

           7        Q.    Those are two of the terms, aren't

           8  they?

           9        A.    As far as I remember they are.

          10  But I don't know that they are put in the same
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          11  manner in which you put it.  We set it out

          12  specifically and furnished it to Judge King.

          13              MR. KRUGMAN:  This would be a good

          14  time for a break, Your Honor.

          15              THE COURT:  We will break for 15

          16  minutes until 20 to four.  Then we will go to

          17  five o'clock.

          18              (Short recess.)

          19        Q.    Mr. Haley, I'm going to shift

          20  gears.

          21        A.    Again?

          22        Q.    Again.  It's a standard and I like

          23  it.  We'll talk about Johnston for a little

          24  bit.  You represented J. Brook Johnston?

          25        A.    I did.
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           1        Q.    And he was MedPartners' general

           2  counsel for a period of time?

           3        A.    He was.

           4        Q.    To around 1998?

           5        A.    That's about right.

           6        Q.    Justice Cook testified and Mr.

           7  McKee and Mr. Somerville represented Mr.

           8  Johnston in a case brought against him by

           9  MedPartners; is that correct?
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          10        A.    That is correct.

          11        Q.    You first appeared in that case in

          12  August or September of 2001?

          13        A.    I think it was September or

          14  October.

          15        Q.    In that time frame?

          16        A.    For Mr. Johnston that is correct.

          17        Q.    The case had been mistried and it

          18  was set for trial again in?

          19        A.    I believe in October or November.

          20        Q.    And whenever it was you came in

          21  about 60 days before the new trial setting;

          22  right?

          23        A.    I think that's about right.

          24        Q.    And you ultimately took that case

          25  to trial?
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           1        A.    I did.

           2        Q.    And it was your understanding, was

           3  it not, that MedPartners had sued Mr. Johnston

           4  were everything he had done while he was

           5  general counsel?

           6        A.    I was fighting to find out what

           7  they were suing him for and I couldn't get it

           8  done.  At trial I found out they sued him for
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           9  everything he had done while a lawyer at

          10  MedPartners or an officer or director.

          11  Anything that he had contact with MedPartners

          12  about they were claiming he didn't do it.

          13        Q.    And that included a number of

          14  transactions while general counsel?

          15        A.    That is correct.

          16        Q.    And a number of securities

          17  offerings while he was general counsel?

          18        A.    That is correct.

          19        Q.    In some of the transactions and

          20  some of the securities was in the 1998

          21  MedPartners securities litigation; correct?

          22        A.    I'll have to think about that.

          23  Probably so.  The taps offerings were

          24  definitely a part of it.  The securities

          25  claims were just cooking the books.
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           1        Q.    But the M and A transactions were

           2  people suing because they got MedPartners

           3  stock?

           4        A.    They did.

           5        Q.    And I think Mr. Finney may be one

           6  of them?

           7        A.    It could be.
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           8        Q.    Dr. Finney.

           9        A.    He likes to be called Jimmy.

          10        Q.    I don't know him well enough.

          11        A.    Neither do I.

          12        Q.    And Mr. Johnston was deposed in

          13  this case; correct?

          14        A.    In this case, yes.

          15        Q.    And you sat through his

          16  deposition?

          17        A.    I did.

          18        Q.    And you identified you as his

          19  counsel at that deposition?

          20        A.    I think Jay considers me counsel

          21  for anything he did.

          22        Q.    While general counsel he oversaw

          23  the completion of all transactions involving

          24  MedPartners including any public filings or

          25  press releases relating to those transactions?
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           1        A.    He oversaw it.  That is correct.

           2        Q.    And you have every reason to think

           3  he was testifying accurately?

           4        A.    I think he did oversee it.

           5        Q.    And some of the transactions where

           6  he handled or over saw the public disclosure
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           7  were also some of the transactions that were

           8  at issue in the 1998 securities litigation;

           9  correct?

          10        A.    They said everything that, every

          11  transaction that he was involved in they said

          12  was fraudulent.

          13        Q.    The securities claimed involved

          14  disclosure and he was overseeing the

          15  disclosure; correct?

          16        A.    I'm not sure I understand that

          17  question.

          18        Q.    He was overseeing the press

          19  releases and the public filings; correct?

          20        A.    He did do that.

          21        Q.    And the securities transactions

          22  involve public filings?

          23        A.    They do.

          24        Q.    He was general counsel when -- in

          25  fact, he was general counsel of MedPartners
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           1  the day you filed Lauriello one and sued

           2  MedPartners; correct?

           3        A.    He was.

           4        Q.    And he had -- and continued to be

           5  general counsel through July or something;
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           6  correct?

           7        A.    That's debatable.

           8        Q.    At some point he was on the outs

           9  but there was a period of time after the suits

          10  were filed, in the first couple of months

          11  where he was still actively the general

          12  counsel; true?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    The July date may be a formal

          15  date.  But there was that period of time where

          16  he was actively general counsel after the

          17  suits were filed; correct?

          18        A.    Correct.

          19        Q.    And he testified at his

          20  deposition, you recall, that you testified

          21  regarding the claims in that litigation?

          22        A.    I think that he did.

          23        Q.    And he also participated in

          24  MedPartners selection of defense counsel for

          25  that litigation?
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           1        A.    That's correct.

           2        Q.    And MedPartners D and O insurance

           3  was at issue or importance in Mr. Johnston's

           4  case; correct?
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           5        A.    Yes, they were.

           6        Q.    And the SEC filings and press

           7  release were at issue and of importance to Mr.

           8  Johnston's case; correct?

           9        A.    Yes.

          10        Q.    And you reviewed some of those SEC

          11  filings in connection with that case; correct?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    And it was your understanding, was

          14  it not, that Mr. Johnston shared with you

          15  whatever information was necessary to defends

          16  the claims that had been asserted against him

          17  even if it might have otherwise been

          18  confidential?

          19        A.    To defend the claims that were

          20  brought against Jay, we thought he had the

          21  right to disclose anything to us.

          22        Q.    And he disclosed whatever you

          23  asked to him?

          24        A.    He disclosed information the to

          25  defend the claims that were brought against
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           1  him.

           2        Q.    And the information that he

           3  disclosed to you was information that would in
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           4  other circumstances, in circumstances other

           5  than a suit between a company and its former

           6  lawyer, the information he disclosed to you

           7  was information that would in those other

           8  circumstances have been privileged and

           9  confidential; true?

          10        A.    Since this subject came up, I have

          11  thought about that a long time.  I'm not sure

          12  that's an accurate statement.

          13        Q.    You thought it was an accurate

          14  statement at your deposition; correct?

          15        A.    I may have.  But I don't think

          16  that Jay disclosed anything to us that was

          17  confidential.

          18        Q.    You agree that this is something

          19  that has -- your testimony is different now

          20  than it was at your deposition; correct?

          21        A.    I think Jay disclosed to us a lot

          22  of information that we think is confidential

          23  between us and Jay Johnston.

          24        Q.    Excuse me.  My question to you

          25  was -- because I don't want to go on at
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           1  length.  I just want you to agree with me if

           2  it was true that this was different at your
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           3  deposition?

           4        A.    I don't recall what I said in my

           5  deposition about that.

           6        Q.    Let's take a look.

           7        A.    Okay.

           8        Q.    I'm at page 146, line seven.  I'm

           9  not asking you right now what he said.  --

          10  sorry.  Let me back up a little bit.

          11  Referring to Mr. Johnston.  14516.  He also

          12  testified that he had been advised that it was

          13  permissible for him to disclose what had

          14  otherwise the confidential or privileged

          15  MedPartners information in the defense of the

          16  claims asserted against him.  Do you recall

          17  that testimony and you answered yes.  And your

          18  firm gave him that advise, you answered yes.

          19  Okay.  He had the absolute right to disclose

          20  it to his attorneys.  Question, and I'm not

          21  asking you right now what he said but it your

          22  impression that he, in fact, did share with

          23  you whatever information was necessary to

          24  defend the claims that /E /H been asserted

          25  against him even if it might otherwise have
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           1  been privileged or confidential.  Answer,
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           2  that's correct.  Do you recall that testimony,

           3  sir?

           4        A.    No.  But I think that's exactly

           5  what I just said.

           6        Q.    We can discuss that later.  We

           7  have agreed on what you have testified now and

           8  then.  Whatever information he shared with

           9  you, you shared with Justice Cook and Mr.

          10  Somerville and Mr. McKee; correct?

          11        A.    Not necessarily.  Jay may have

          12  told me things that I didn't share with them.

          13        Q.    You made no effort on the basis of

          14  specific MedPartners privilege or MedPartners

          15  confidentiality to shield any of the other

          16  lawyers who were representing Mr. Johnston

          17  from information he disclosed to you.  Is that

          18  a fair statement?

          19        A.    That's a fair statement.

          20        Q.    Shifting gears again.  I want to

          21  go back to the payment you made to Mr.

          22  Lauriello.

          23        A.    Okay.

          24        Q.    You were concerned at the time you

          25  made the payment as to whether it was
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           1  acceptable to do it; correct?

           2        A.    We addressed the issue yes.

           3        Q.    And you had discussions as to what

           4  you could and couldn't do internally in your

           5  firm?

           6        A.    We did.

           7        Q.    You knew rule 5.4 A prohibits

           8  sharing a fee with a nonlawyer; correct?

           9        A.    Yes.

          10        Q.    But it was in your view a

          11  reduction of a fee and therefore it was not a

          12  sharing.  Do I have that correct?

          13        A.    John Lauriello was our client and

          14  we represented him.  That is correct.

          15        Q.    I want to make sure that I

          16  understand this.  It was your view that it was

          17  not a sharing of a fee -- he is not a lawyer;

          18  correct?

          19        A.    John is not a lawyer.

          20        Q.    And it is your view that your

          21  payment to him of 76 thousand dollars and

          22  change was not a sharing of a fee with a

          23  nonlawyer, Mr. Lauriello, because it was a

          24  reduction in your fee to him; correct?

          25        A.    It was through the Lauriello case
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           1  and we had generated a recovery and we thought

           2  that John was our individual client and we had

           3  the right to reduce your fee to compensate him

           4  for the damages in the lawsuit that we were

           5  handling for him.

           6        Q.    And you -- you used the word

           7  reduced in there.  I just want to make sure we

           8  have a clear record.  You concluded it was

           9  acceptable because you concluded that it was a

          10  fee reduction and not a fee sharing; correct?

          11        A.    That is correct.

          12        Q.    And when you were asked about this

          13  at your deposition, you said you reduce your

          14  fees on a regular basis to get more money for

          15  your clients or for whatever reason?

          16        A.    I do and we do.

          17        Q.    You recall it and you do it?

          18        A.    Yes.

          19        Q.    And when you do that, Mr. Haley,

          20  are you not reducing the obligation of your

          21  client to pay you either from a judgment or

          22  settlement or you don't do much hourly work

          23  but a fee on some other basis; correct?

          24        A.    I don't know that I understand the

          25  question.
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           1        Q.    When you reduce a fee to a client,

           2  what you are doing is reducing the client's

           3  obligation to pay you a fee; correct?

           4        A.    I don't know.

           5        Q.    Did you know --

           6        A.    I just don't know the answer.

           7  That's difficult because in today's world with

           8  collateral payments and the handling of

           9  subrogation claims and those issues, Blue

          10  Cross has a right to recover it money.  It has

          11  an obligation to pay an attorney's fee.  It is

          12  not as black and white as you want to put it.

          13        Q.    Well, Mr. McKee said in his

          14  opening that lawyers have aright the adjust

          15  their fee so as to the increase the fee so the

          16  client can net a higher portion.  You heard

          17  him say that; right?

          18        A.    Yes.

          19        Q.    So Mr. Lauriello wasn't paying you

          20  at all, was he?

          21        A.    It was only because of our

          22  representation of John Lauriello that we were

          23  involved in the MedPartners securities

          24  litigation.

          25        Q.    And Mr. Lauriello had in effect
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           1  done your firm a service by being a plaintiff

           2  in a situation that generated you a very

           3  substantial fee?

           4        A.    Every client does my firm a

           5  service by allowing us the privilege and

           6  opportunity to represent them.

           7        Q.    And the circumstances here were

           8  that when Mr. Lauriello permitted you to

           9  represent him, some year and a half or so

          10  later, you got two and a half million dollars

          11  correct?

          12        A.    We did.  I hope it happens more

          13  often.

          14        Q.    And what he got from the

          15  settlement here -- and you got two and a half

          16  million dollars out of the settlements,

          17  because we have to include Blankenship

          18  correct?

          19        A.    That's correct.

          20        Q.    And what he got from the

          21  settlement was 2356 dollars.  There's been

          22  different numbers around.  Whatever it is

          23  somewhere in the range of 2200 or 2300?

          24        A.    As a result of John Lauriello
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          25  hiring us, he recovered the full amount of his
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           1  damages.

           2        Q.    Because?

           3        A.    Because we represented John

           4  Lauriello to get back his damages.  That's

           5  what we did.

           6        Q.    It was Milberg Weiss that paid you

           7  the two and a half million dollars; correct?

           8        A.    That is correct.

           9        Q.    And you didn't reduce you fee to

          10  them?  You didn't reduce --

          11        A.    Well, you saw we did reduce our

          12  fee at one point in time.

          13        Q.    Correct.  After you got the -- you

          14  about 1.7 million dollars of the fee was from

          15  the class actions and eight hundred thousand

          16  dollars or so was from Blankenship?

          17        A.    There's a better that Bill Lerach

          18  wrote to us where he calculated the amount

          19  Milberg Weiss owed to our firm.  I don't

          20  recall the details.  I don't recall anything

          21  other than what's in there.

          22        Q.    Second page.  So he actually

          23  doesn't calculate your 35 percent buzz he does
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          24  do a split a net fee on the class action at

          25  the top of 4,777 thousand dollars and a net
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           1  fee in Blankenship of 2,333 thousand and you

           2  get to about 1.7 and eight hundred thousand

           3  dollars?

           4        A.    He did the calculation.

           5        Q.    You didn't reduce your fee to the

           6  Blankenship plaintiffs, did you?  You didn't

           7  call them up and give that back?

           8        A.    No.

           9        Q.    And you didn't return any funds to

          10  the class action escrow?

          11        A.    No.

          12        Q.    Now, the 1.7 million fee from the

          13  class actions that you and the North firm

          14  split was not based in any way on the number

          15  of hours you had expended in the matter, was

          16  it?

          17        A.    It was not, nor was the award to

          18  the class counsel in the MedPartners

          19  litigation.  It was based upon the recovery

          20  percentage.

          21        Q.    Well, let's put up 107, please.

          22  Bottom of page three, last paragraph.  This is
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          23  Judge Wynn's order of May 10, 1999?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    And he is saying that one of the
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           1  things that need to be provided to him -- by

           2  the way, this is the statement order, isn't

           3  it, in which he talked about getting

           4  information on the financial status of

           5  MedPartners?

           6        A.    He wanted the insurance policies

           7  too.

           8        Q.    One of the things he said is he is

           9  to be supplied with detailed affidavits and

          10  issues rein/TPHR addition to meaningful

          11  compensable time went by attorneys and

          12  paralegals involved herein on the above

          13  descriptions of work performed.  Do you see

          14  that?

          15        A.    I do.

          16        Q.    And you knew that there was a

          17  request for you to submit hours with regard to

          18  what you had done in the MedPartners

          19  securities litigation and the affidavit was

          20  supposed to go to Keith Park; correct?

          21        A.    We talked with Keith Park and he
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          22  said we did not need to submit our hours.

          23        Q.    You were told that there was an

          24  affidavit that was supposed to go to Keith

          25  Park.  True or false?
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           1        A.    False.

           2        Q.    Let's take a look at your

           3  deposition, Mr. Haley.

           4        A.    We did submit the expenses but not

           5  the hours.

           6        Q.    The North firm submitted you

           7  expenses. You didn't submit those; is that

           8  correct?

           9        A.    They were expenses that my firm

          10  expended and Jim North.

          11        Q.    I'm reading from page 88, line 14.

          12              MR. POWELL:  Can he show the

          13  witness what he is referring to?

          14        Q.    If I can stand behind you, Mr.

          15  Haley, and I'll read with you.

          16        A.    Okay.  Did you speak at all with

          17  Mr. Park prior to that final hearing.  And you

          18  answered not in preparation for the hearing.

          19  I do.

          20        Q.    Did you speak with him for any
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          21  other reason, I may have introduced myself but

          22  that /WOUR been the extent of it.  Question,

          23  just casual conversation.  Answer, I did not

          24  know Mr. Park, I did he waif at some point in

          25  time there was a request for us to submit
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           1  hours with regard to what we had done and it

           2  was supposed to go to Keith Park.  Do you see

           3  that?

           4        A.    I do.

           5        Q.    That was your testimony then?

           6        A.    That's what I said.  If I did, I

           7  was mistaken.  Tim Francis, I believe, is the

           8  one that had a conversation with Keith.  I was

           9  told that we did not need to submit our hours,

          10  whether it was a conversation with Keith Park

          11  or Tim Francis relayed to me that wasn't going

          12  to be necessary but we did need to submit our

          13  expenses and that's what we did.

          14        Q.    In fact, what you -- it was you

          15  who told Mr. Park that you didn't need to do

          16  it because your agreement was with Milberg

          17  Weiss and you were going to get a percentage

          18  of what they got; correct?

          19        A.    I don't have a recollection of
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          20  talking with Keith Park.  I do have a specific

          21  recollection, though, of thinking that someone

          22  from our group did talk with Keith Park.  I

          23  don't think it was me.  I think it was Tim.

          24  And at that point in time I was told that we

          25  did not need to submit our hours.  Now,
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           1  whether or not we called him and told him that

           2  we didn't think we needed to submit hours

           3  because we had a deal with Milberg Weiss, I

           4  don't have that recollection.  But I do know

           5  that we did not submit our hours.  And I do

           6  know that it was my thinking was it was wasn't

           7  required because Milberg Weiss was submitting

           8  their time records.  So that's all I know.

           9  That's my recollection of that.

          10        Q.    At your deposition, do you agree

          11  with me?

          12              MR. KRUGMAN:  If I can approach

          13  again.

          14              THE COURT:  Sure.

          15        Q.    You testified that we told him

          16  that our agreement was with Milberg Weiss.

          17  Now you are not sure which way it went?

          18        A.    I did testify then.  If I said
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          19  that, I could be wrong.  I just know the

          20  subject was discussed.  Whether he brought it

          21  up or we did I can't tell.

          22        Q.    And that was your understanding?

          23        A.    That was my understanding.

          24        Q.    In fact, you couldn't have

          25  submitted hours because at that time your firm
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           1  didn't keep time records; correct?

           2        A.    We did not keep time records.

           3        Q.    Now, you never told Judge Wynn

           4  that you hadn't submitted your hours to Mr.

           5  Park, did you?

           6        A.    No.

           7        Q.    In fact, Judge Wynn was told

           8  exactly the opposite, wasn't he?

           9        A.    I don't recall that.

          10        Q.    Let's have exhibit 18 up, please,

          11  page 38.  The middle of the paragraph.  Each

          12  firm representing plaintiffs in the action

          13  comprising the litigation.  Let's stop there

          14  for a second, Mr. Haley.  You have no doubt,

          15  do you, that your Lauriello case was one of

          16  the actions comprising the litigation, do you?

          17        A.    We had the lawsuit that was filed
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          18  so yes.

          19        Q.    Right.  The Lauriello case, the

          20  defined term litigation with a capital L.

          21  included your case Lauriello; correct?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    As has provided plaintiffs'

          24  settlement counsel and was Mr. Park and Mr.

          25  Cauley and Mr. Selinger, but really Mr. Park
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           1  correct?

           2        A.    Correct.

           3        Q.    With an affidavit setting forth

           4  the number of hours expended by that firm in

           5  prosecuting the litigation as well as a

           6  detailed description of the expenses that firm

           7  incurred.  That statement is not true, is it,

           8  Mr. Haley?

           9        A.    We did not submit -- I did not

          10  submit the hours that my firm had expended.

          11        Q.    And Judge Wynn asked for hours an

          12  you had not submitted them; correct?

          13        A.    I had not submitted them.

          14              MR. KRUGMAN:  I have no further

          15  questions.

          16              THE COURT:  Any further
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          17  examination by the defense?

          18              MR. THORNTON:  No, Your Honor.

          19              THE COURT:  Plaintiff's counsel.

          20  CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL.

          21        Q.    The order that the lawyer just

          22  referred to about submission of hours and

          23  expenses was not sent to Hare Wynn Newell and

          24  Newton or North and Associates, was it, sir?

          25        A.    It was not.
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           1        Q.    Let's make sure we are clear on

           2  that.  107.  Those are the lawyers who were

           3  copied on the order with respect to hours and

           4  expenses?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    And I don't see anywhere Hare Wynn

           7  or North, do you?

           8        A.    We were not copied.

           9        Q.    We are not counsel in front of

          10  Judge Wynn at the time, were you?

          11        A.    We were not.  If we had been

          12  counsel and had not been handling it.

          13        Q.    That's right.  That Mr. King

          14  addressed with Justice Cook this morning.

          15  That is the idea that -- and you were here and
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          16  I want to ask you to set the stage for this.

          17  Do you remember when Justice Cook was on the

          18  stand and I was asking him questions about the

          19  representations that were made to the circuit

          20  court of Jefferson County.  And then

          21  subsequently to the Supreme Court of Alabama

          22  that National Union had exhausted its D andO

          23  coverage in the underlying MedPartners

          24  security litigation and therefore had no duty

          25  to defend and indemnify Jay Johnston in the
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           1  cases brought against him.  Do you recall that

           2  colloquy that I had with Justice Cook?

           3        A.    I do.

           4        Q.    And then do you recall Mr. King's

           5  examination of Justice Cook where he showed

           6  something about indeed it wasn't National

           7  Union who had issued the excess policy, the

           8  LMU but it was some company named AISLIC or

           9  something like that?

          10        A.    Yes.  We usually call it --

          11        Q.    Don't call it what you usually

          12  call it, but you know what I'm talking about?

          13        A.    It's close.

          14        Q.    And the point being or attempted
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          15  to be made was that the representations by

          16  National Union to the circuit court here and

          17  the Supreme Court of Alabama that a coverage

          18  had been exhausted was in fact true.  Do you

          19  recall that?

          20        A.    I remember that.

          21        Q.    But interestingly, when we look at

          22  the representations made beginning on December

          23  17th of 1998, let's look at slide 35.  The

          24  press release, it doesn't say a dad gum thing

          25  in there about AISLIC, does it?
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           1        A.    Not a word.

           2        Q.    Today MedPartners announced that

           3  it has entered into an excess insurance

           4  coverage agreement with National Union fire

           5  insurance company of Pittsburg.

           6        A.    It says National Union.

           7        Q.    Pursuant to which National Union

           8  will assume financial responsibility for the

           9  defense and ultimate resolution of the claims

          10  pending against the company and other

          11  defendants in the following cases.  And then

          12  talks about the shareholder litigation arising

          13  out of a January 1998 announcement.  So it
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          14  doesn't say anything about AISLIC in there.

          15  It talks about National Union.

          16        A.    Always National Union until we

          17  discover covered the fraud.

          18        Q.    Now we know that's not accurate

          19  either?

          20        A.    It is absolutely untrue that

          21  National Union issued that excess policy.

          22        Q.    In fact, the CEO, Mac Crawford

          23  President and CEO noted quote, we are pleased

          24  with the agreement with National Union which

          25  allowed MedPartners to put the uncertainly and
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           1  contingent liability of this body of

           2  litigation blind us.  We can now move forward

           3  focusing on executing our business plan

           4  knowing that this litigation presents no

           5  material financial adverse risk to the

           6  company; right?

           7        A.    That's what he said.

           8        Q.    That's not what the company said

           9  to the circuit court of Jefferson County is

          10  it?

          11        A.    It is not.

          12        Q.    It is not what the company said or
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          13  the CEO of the company said to the Supreme

          14  Court of Alabama, is it?

          15        A.    It is not.

          16              MR. POWELL:  No further questions.

          17              MR. KRUGMAN:  Nothing further,

          18  Your Honor.

          19              THE COURT:  You may step down, Mr.

          20  Haley.  Next witness.

          21              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, the

          22  defendants would like to call Tim Francis.

          23              MR. HOLLADAY:  I think we'll have

          24  all of these on computer, but if we don't

          25  we'll have the notebooks.  I also just in case
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           1  it comes up there's a copy of his deposition.

           2              THE COURT:  Mr. Francis, if you

           3  will raise your hand and state your name.

           4              THE WITNESS:  James Timothy

           5  Francis.

           6              THE COURT:  And the court reporter

           7  will administer the oath.

           8  JAMES TIMOTHY FRANCIS,

           9  Having been first duly sworn,

          10  testified as follows:

          11              THE COURT:  Please have a seat and
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          12  answer the lawyers' questions.  Counsel.

          13  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOLLADAY:

          14        Q.    Good afternoon, Mr. Francis.

          15        A.    Good afternoon, Mr. Holladay.

          16        Q.    I know it's late and I'm going to

          17  try to be clear.  If any of my questions

          18  aren't clear, will you tell me and I'll try to

          19  move this along.  There will necessarily be

          20  some overlap since your firm and the Hare Wynn

          21  firm are involved together and had different

          22  roles at different times.  But I will try to

          23  reduce that as much as I can.

          24        A.    Thank you.

          25        Q.    Mr. Francis, you and your firm and
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           1  Mr. Somerville have asked to be appointed

           2  plaintiff's class counsel in the matter

           3  currently pending before this court; correct?

           4        A.    That's correct.

           5        Q.    And you and your partner Mr. North

           6  were also two of the lawyers who represented

           7  John Lauriello in connection with the putative

           8  class action that was filed against

           9  MedPartners and Larry House in the circuit

          10  court of Jefferson County on or about January
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          11  1998?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    And the lawyers working with you

          14  on that case at the time it was filed were Mr.

          15  Haley, Mr. Gunther and Mr. McKee at Hare

          16  Wayne; is that right?

          17        A.    That's correct.

          18        Q.    And that lawsuit which was styled

          19  Lauriello versus MedPartners was one of the

          20  twenty or so lawsuits filed back in 1998 which

          21  became known as the MedPartners securities

          22  litigation correct?

          23        A.    Correct.

          24        Q.    Several weeks after you guys filed

          25  the original complaint, you guys filed an
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           1  amended and restated complaint; correct?

           2        A.    That's correct.

           3        Q.    And in that amended restated class

           4  action complaint, you sought to represent John

           5  Lauriello and other similarly situated who

           6  purchased MedPartners securities against

           7  several defendants including Larry house,

           8  MedPartners, rich oar screw think, Harold

           9  knight and Mark WAGAR; is that correct?
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          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    The Harold Knight there, is that

          12  the same Harold Knight later represented by

          13  Mr. Somerville and later yet by Mr. Somerville

          14  and the Hare Wynn firm in litigation that Mr.

          15  Knight had against MedPartners?

          16        A.    I don't have personal knowledge of

          17  that.  I assume it's so, but I do not have

          18  personal knowledge of that.

          19        Q.    At some point after the Lauriello

          20  case was filed back in 1998 your firm and the

          21  Hare Wynn firm associated the Milberg Weiss

          22  firm to work with you in the case?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24        Q.    And as a result of your

          25  involvement in the 1998 Lauriello versus
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           1  MedPartners case in your association with the

           2  Milberg Weiss firm in that litigation, your

           3  firm and the Hare Wynn firm eventually split

           4  attorneys fees a little over two and a half

           5  million dollars?

           6        A.    That's correct.

           7        Q.    As I understand it, Mr. Francis,

           8  Jim Gunther at the Hare Wynn firm, who was
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           9  working on the Lauriello case with you guys at

          10  the time, had some contacts at the Milberg

          11  Weiss firm?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    One of those contacts was Steve

          14  Schulman?

          15        A.    Either he or Rob Wallner that

          16  Gunther had a relationship with.

          17        Q.    But as part of that, you had not

          18  had any dealings with anyone at Milberg Weiss?

          19        A.    That is correct.

          20        Q.    You guys were able to set up a

          21  meeting over in Atlanta?

          22        A.    Correct.

          23        Q.    You attended that meeting along

          24  with Mr. North, Mr. Haley, Mr. Gunther and Mr.

          25  Schulman and Mr. Wallner came down from
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           1  Milberg Weiss.  Is that your recollection?

           2        A.    Yes.  As I said in my deposition I

           3  think Mr. McKee may have been there.  Not sure

           4  about that.

           5        Q.    Got any better memory today?

           6        A.    No, I don't.  I still think he

           7  could have been there.
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           8        Q.    That meeting lasted a couple of

           9  hours?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    Y'all talked about strategy for

          12  the case?

          13        A.    We did.

          14        Q.    And you couldn't remember when you

          15  left the meeting if you had reached an /ABG

          16  account agreement.  But at some point after

          17  that you did, in fact, reach an agreement in

          18  principal about that?

          19        A.    Yes.

          20        Q.    That's exhibit 5.  Mr. Francis,

          21  you have seen this document many times before

          22  and you are very familiar with it?

          23        A.    I am.

          24        Q.    Since we blew up and highlighted

          25  during Mr. Haley, we don't do it again.  Among
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           1  the things that the join prosecution agreement

           2  provided for was the three firms working

           3  together would jointly supervise and manage

           4  the litigation?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    None of the firms would make any
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           7  commitments or take any material steps except

           8  as the firms should all agree?

           9        A.    Yes.

          10        Q.    The agreement specifically

          11  provided that the firms would not file any

          12  other lawsuits whether individual or class in

          13  any state or federal court relating to the

          14  subject matter of the MedPartners litigation

          15  without the consent of all firms?

          16        A.    Correct.

          17        Q.    Finally, the agreement provided

          18  for 6040 split of the fees with the Milberg

          19  Weiss getting 60 and the Hare Wynn and the

          20  North firms sharing the other 40 percent?

          21        A.    Correct.

          22        Q.    At any time while you guys were

          23  meeting in Atlanta or negotiating back and

          24  forth and talking about this document, did any

          25  of the lawyers you dealt with at Milberg Weiss
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           1  tell you -- the words whether filed, that

           2  would imply even if the lawsuit has already

           3  been filed this agreement would apply to it;

           4  correct?

           5        A.    That's correct.
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           6        Q.    Did anybody at the Milberg Weiss

           7  firm at any point in time while y'all were

           8  talking about this agreement that they had in

           9  fact already filed in December a lawsuit

          10  against MedPartners styled Padilla?

          11        A.    No.

          12        Q.    Do you remember when you first

          13  learned about that?

          14        A.    When I first learned.

          15        Q.    About the Padilla?

          16        A.    That Milberg filed it.  I would

          17  have noticed Padilla in the spring of 99 shows

          18  up.

          19        Q.    And even when you saw it showing

          20  up on the list of cases, the certificate of

          21  service you still had no idea that the Milberg

          22  Weiss firm was involved in the case?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24        Q.    And nobody told you at any time

          25  before the first fairness hearing that Milberg
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           1  Weiss in fact was involved in the pa dill low

           2  case an indeed that case had been filed before

           3  you entered into this agreement?

           4        A.    That is correct.
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           5        Q.    At some point after you guys

           6  amended the complaint again, I think, the

           7  defendants filed a motion to dismiss the case?

           8        A.    Right.

           9        Q.    And again I know you heard part of

          10  Mr. Haley's testimony.  I'm not going to refer

          11  to it because I want the too get what you

          12  remember.  Is it your recollection that

          13  Milberg Weiss took the lead in responding to

          14  the motion to dismiss?

          15        A.    They took the lead in drafting the

          16  papers.

          17        Q.    And your role and Mr. North's role

          18  was primarily to review what they had drafted?

          19        A.    Well, we could make editions to it

          20  but primarily to review and comment.

          21        Q.    And had that been similar to the

          22  role you and Mr. North played in the actual

          23  drafting of the complaint itself?

          24        A.    Well, yes.

          25        Q.    As I recall from your testimony
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           1  earlier, you guys filed a lawsuit on or about

           2  January 9th?

           3        A.    Well, Mr. Lauriello we were
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           4  actually tenants in his building.  He got on

           5  the elevator on the afternoon of July 8th or

           6  January 8th complaining about all this money

           7  in MedPartners stock.  And North and I said

           8  let's talk about it and went and met with

           9  Haley.  Jim Gunther was a young lawyer at the

          10  Hare Wynn firm.  I think Jim Gunther spent all

          11  night and filed the complaint the next

          12  morning.

          13        Q.    I think your recollection was you

          14  guys filed the complaint within hours?

          15        A.    Well, it was the next morning.

          16        Q.    We weren't talking about days.  It

          17  was within 24 hours is your best recollection?

          18        A.    Yes.  We talked with Lauriello for

          19  probably five to seven p.m. and it was filed

          20  at eight o'clock the next morning.

          21        Q.    Mr. Gunther and Mr. McKee were the

          22  primary drafters of the complaint?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    And you would have provided some

          25  input?
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           1        A.    At that time.  But most of our

           2  input would have been talking about the
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           3  allegation in the complaint prior to us

           4  drafting it.  I didn't go in there and five in

           5  the morning to review it.

           6        Q.    And you didn't stay up all night

           7  to help with the drafting?

           8        A.    I did not.

           9        Q.    Going back to the motion to

          10  dismiss, Judge Dan Rogers ultimately heard

          11  argument in the courthouse?

          12        A.    He did.

          13        Q.    And your recollection is you

          14  attended the argument but you had no speaking

          15  role; is that right?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    And on April 17th -- let's look at

          18  exhibit 67 -- Judge Rogers granted the motion?

          19        A.    Yes.

          20        Q.    And on the certificate of service

          21  we have got here, of course, Mr. Haley, Mr.

          22  Gunther, Mr. North, you, and then we have got

          23  Mr. Weiss and Mr. Wallner and Mr. Fredericks,

          24  all three of those lawyers are with the

          25  Milberg Weiss firm; is that correct?
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           1        A.    Yes.
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           2        Q.    And by then, bill /PHERG was

           3  formally in the case and apparently had had

           4  three different lawyers enter a notice of

           5  appearance.  Is that your recollection?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    And at any point in time, you met

           8  with Mr. Wallner and your first visit over to

           9  Atlanta?

          10        A.    We did.

          11        Q.    Had you had any subsequent

          12  conversations with him about the case that you

          13  can recall from the time you met over in

          14  Atlanta and the time that the judge entered

          15  this order dismissing the case in April?

          16        A.    I think the operative word of your

          17  question is recall, no.  But I know that we

          18  did.

          19        Q.    How about with Mr. Weiss an Mr.

          20  Fred Ricks?  Do you recall meeting either one

          21  of them or having conversation specifics with

          22  them?

          23        A.    I met Mr. Fredericks, did not meet

          24  Mr. Weiss.

          25        Q.    What were the circumstances?
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           1        A.    I believe he attended the motion

           2  to dismiss.

           3        Q.    Did he argue it?

           4        A.    I believe Mr. Wallner argued it

           5  but I'm not sure about that.

           6        Q.    And as we have talked about even

           7  yet today the motion to dismiss was granted

           8  before MedPartners responded to the discovery

           9  that you guys had served and that Mr. Powell

          10  put up on the board during his opening

          11  statement; correct?

          12        A.    It was before they produced

          13  documents.  Now, whether they filed a formal

          14  written response I'm not sure.

          15        Q.    But it was before they were going

          16  to provide you guys with documents?

          17        A.    Correct.

          18        Q.    And there was a call made and said

          19  don't bother?

          20        A.    That's right.

          21        Q.    And you guys understood that?

          22        A.    We did.

          23        Q.    Would have done the same thing?

          24        A.    We would have.  Have done it.

          25        Q.    After Judge Rogers entered the
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           1  dismissal order your firm, the Hare Wynn firm

           2  and the Milberg firm appealed that ruling to

           3  the Alabama Supreme Court; is that right?

           4        A.    We did.

           5        Q.    And as I understand it, once again

           6  the Milberg Weiss firm took the lead in

           7  drafting the briefing?

           8        A.    That's right.

           9        Q.    Your role would have been to

          10  review and comment?

          11        A.    Correct.

          12        Q.    Mr. North's role would have been

          13  to review and comment?

          14        A.    That's correct.

          15        Q.    At any time while this litigation

          16  was going on, did anybody at your firm or at

          17  the firm work on the case other than you and

          18  Mr. North?

          19        A.    No.

          20        Q.    The appeal that you guys filed

          21  after the dismissal was still pending in the

          22  Alabama Supreme Court when you learned

          23  sometime in February of 1999 that the

          24  MedPartners securities litigation including

          25  the Lauriello case had been settled?
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           1        A.    That they had reached an agreement

           2  to settle.

           3        Q.    Because in a class action you

           4  don't have a final settlement and agreement

           5  until you have got court approval?

           6        A.    Correct.

           7        Q.    But you knew there was a tentative

           8  agreement or a putative agreement?

           9        A.    We were told that by Mr. Lerach.

          10  Excuse me.  We were told that by Mr. Ragsdale.

          11        Q.    We'll get there in just a minute.

          12  Now, at no time while the appeal was pending

          13  in the Alabama Supreme Court did you or Mr.

          14  North ever attempt to with draw as counsel for

          15  Mr. Lauriello in the putative class you were

          16  trying to represent?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    And the Hare Wynn firm never

          19  sought to withdraw, did they?

          20        A.    No.

          21        Q.    And the Milberg Weiss firm never

          22  sought to withdraw, did they?

          23        A.    No.

          24        Q.    And in fact, you and Mr. North

          25  remained counsel of record and were still
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           1  seeking to represent the putative class that

           2  you had sued on behalf of at the time that you

           3  learned the cases had been tentatively

           4  settled?

           5        A.    I can't agree with that.  The case

           6  was on appeal.  Will you restate the question?

           7        Q.    Sure.  At no time prior to you

           8  hearing from Mr. Ragsdale that the case had

           9  settled did you and Mr. North attempt to with

          10  draw from your representation of Mr. Lauriello

          11  and the putative class on whose behalf you had

          12  sued?

          13        A.    That's correct.

          14        Q.    Mr. Francis, I'm hoping we can

          15  agree that your duties and obligations to Mr.

          16  Lauriello were the same while the case was on

          17  appeal as in the Supreme Court?

          18        A.    I do.

          19        Q.    Can we also agree that your duties

          20  and obligations to the putative class you were

          21  seeking to represent when you filed the

          22  Lauriello case did not change just because the

          23  case was on appeal?

          24        A.    I don't agree with that.
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          25        Q.    Why is the basis for you not
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           1  agreeing with that?

           2        A.    Because there were twenty some odd

           3  other cases that had active ability to

           4  represent the class, active ability to conduct

           5  discovery.  We had no ability to conduct

           6  discovery or do anything else, move or class

           7  certification while other lawyers were doing

           8  that.  As a practical matter or

           9  responsibilities did change to the putative

          10  class.

          11        Q.    I understand that's Tim Francis's

          12  view of the law.  Do you have a case you can

          13  give that --

          14        A.    No.  Our duties stayed the same.

          15        Q.    So you've got no legal authority

          16  you can point me to for that?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    You were sitting in here.  You saw

          19  the deposition of Mr. Rubenstein or Professor

          20  Rubenstein?

          21        A.    I did.

          22        Q.    You were at his deposition up in

          23  Boston when it was taken?
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          24        A.    I did.

          25        Q.    You heard his testimony?
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           1        A.    I did.

           2        Q.    And you believe you had a duty

           3  still?

           4        A.    That wasn't a question.  Mr.

           5  Rubenstein's testimony was that we had some

           6  duty.  You didn't ask him to define a duty.  I

           7  don't think it was the same as we had.

           8        Q.    We are going to come back to that

           9  because I believe that's what his testimony

          10  was.

          11        A.    I'd like to look at it too.

          12  (Video played.)

          13        Q.    And that appeal was pending in

          14  front of the Alabama Supreme Court?

          15        A.    I think that's right too yes.

          16  That's my memory.  Question, and would you

          17  agree with me that even though the case has

          18  been dismissed an Lauriello still lawyers

          19  representing the putative class fill mad and

          20  cone /-TD from same duties of counsel they had

          21  before it got dismissed.

          22        A.    , yes, Lauriello is a tricky
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          23  situation because, again, there are twenty

          24  separate cases at that point and there are --

          25  so what I said a minute ago was that many
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           1  lawyers do and probably should consider

           2  themselves class counsel even before a class

           3  is certified because of the ramifications of

           4  what you are doing when you file a putative

           5  class action it's tricky when you know there

           6  are twenty separate cases everybody is running

           7  class counsel.  Everyone could /SHEU about the

           8  bigger picture but if there are other lawyers

           9  negotiating for the class, and you're one set

          10  of class counsel as part of all of the that,

          11  it -- it changes the duties a little bit.  For

          12  instance, I think in this case, as you showed

          13  me in these letters I hadn't really focused on

          14  all this very carefully but the Cohen Milstein

          15  letter you showed me earlier suggested that

          16  they thought of themselves as representatives

          17  of some subclasses and one of the classes.

          18  And so you might, in a big picture case like

          19  this, the lawyers might imagine themselves

          20  serving different interests among the

          21  classes."
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          22              The rest of it, I don't think, is

          23  all that relevant to this point.  But his his

          24  initial answer to my question about the same

          25  duties was yes, wasn't it?
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           1        A.    Well, I think he explained about

           2  the same thing I did.  When you have twenty

           3  other law firms trying to represent the class

           4  and you don't have any right to take any

           5  discovery and you don't have any right to seek

           6  class certification, I think the duties do

           7  change.

           8        Q.    Let's talk about that a minute.

           9  The Cohen Milstein firm at the time, they were

          10  in an active case in federal court, but they

          11  were in federal court in a case where no

          12  discovery had been allowed to take place yet;

          13  correct?

          14        A.    I think they had been named class

          15  counsel for the taps class, had they not?

          16        Q.    And the settlement was announced

          17  shortly thereafterwards.  Are you aware of any

          18  discovery that took place in the federal

          19  court?

          20        A.    I'm not aware of any discovery
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          21  that took place in the federal court.  But I

          22  know they were appointed class counsel for

          23  taps, something we never were.

          24        Q.    Is it your belief that if you had

          25  gone to Judge Wynn and asked to do some
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           1  confirmatory discovery about this settlement,

           2  he would have told you no?

           3        A.    Well, first of all, we didn't have

           4  standing to do that.  We didn't have an active

           5  case in front of him at that time.  Our case

           6  was in front of Judge Rogers.  So Milberg, who

           7  we went into in this joint prosecution

           8  agreement with, we came to find out did have

           9  an active case at that point in time.  We

          10  hired them as the most preemminent securities

          11  law firm in the United States at the time.

          12  And we thought they did a great job for the

          13  class in retaining them and hiring them and

          14  working with them on the case.  They had the

          15  right to do that, and they could have done

          16  what they thought was necessary.  But we had

          17  full faith in Mr. Lerach that he could get it

          18  down.

          19        Q.    We'll talk more about your full
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          20  faith in Mr. Lerach.  But you do agree, given

          21  the joint prosecution agreement -- and we can

          22  put it back up.  It's exhibit 5.  You had

          23  every right under that joint prosecution

          24  agreement to call up Mr. Lerach and say, we

          25  want confirmatory discovery done, didn't you?
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           1        A.    Yes, we did.

           2        Q.    Mr. Francis, as I understand it,

           3  you were the first one in your firm or the

           4  Hare Wynn firm to learn that a settlement had

           5  been reached in the MedPartners securities

           6  litigation; is that right?

           7        A.    I believe that to be the case.

           8        Q.    And you learned of that settlement

           9  in what you have described as a two minute

          10  conversation on the street with Clay Ragsdale?

          11        A.    That's correct.

          12        Q.    And is it your recollection that

          13  at the time Mr. Ragsdale advised you that a

          14  tentative settlement had been reached, he

          15  didn't give you a specific dollar figure of

          16  the settlement and tell you how the settlement

          17  was going to be allocated?

          18        A.    Those are two separate questions.
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          19        Q.    I can break them up.  We can do

          20  them one at a time.  I was trying to speed it

          21  along.

          22        A.    I think my testimony in my

          23  deposition and what I was going to reaffirm

          24  today is he told me that they had gotten

          25  policy limits and the settlement of the class
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           1  action was somewhere in the mid 50 million

           2  dollar range and there was some individual

           3  cases involved.

           4        Q.    So as we sit here today, your

           5  recollection is he told you specifically it

           6  was in the mid 50s range?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    And he told you they got the

           9  policy limits and some?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    Those are the two things you

          12  distinctly remember from that conversation?

          13        A.    Policy limits, as you know, is a

          14  term of art in the legal profession.  That's a

          15  phrase you here all the time.  It meant

          16  something to me, but it wasn't some lightbulb

          17  that went off.
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          18        Q.    And it wasn't a lightbulb that

          19  went off because at the time he told you they

          20  had gotten the policy limits, you, Tim

          21  Francis, had absolutely no idea what the

          22  policy limits were, did you?

          23        A.    Well, I think, again, if you go

          24  back and look at my deposition, I had been

          25  practices securities law for probably 15 years
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           1  at the time.  I was very familiar with what D

           2  andO coverage was or was normal in the

           3  publicly traded companies.  And I think I told

           4  you it's usually in the general range of 50

           5  million dollars.

           6        Q.    I know you told me that's what you

           7  usually thought and assumed.  I'm asking if

           8  you, Tim Francis, had personal knowledge at

           9  that time as to what the actual policy limits

          10  were that were available to settle the

          11  MedPartners securities litigation.

          12        A.    Are you asking this in a vacuum

          13  that I don't consider what my experience was

          14  or anything like that or what my knowledge is?

          15        Q.    I'm asking you if you had seen a

          16  piece of paper or been told by anyone a
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          17  specific dollar amount of the policy limits

          18  that were available in the MedPartners

          19  securities litigation when you first heard

          20  about the settlement from Mr. Ragsdale in

          21  February?

          22        A.    Mr. Ragsdale did not tell me that

          23  there was 50 million dollars policy limits.

          24  He told me they had gotten policy limits and

          25  the settlement was in the mid 50 million
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           1  dollar range.  I deduced from that that they

           2  had 50 million dollars in coverage.

           3        Q.    But again, you didn't have any

           4  personal knowledge of that?

           5        A.    No, but I didn't smell a rat at

           6  the time either.  I just knew they got 50

           7  million dollars of coverage.

           8        Q.    The question is very simple.  You

           9  didn't know what it was?

          10        A.    You guys make nothing simple.

          11        Q.    You didn't have personal knowledge

          12  of what the policy limits were at the time?

          13        A.    I did not.

          14        Q.    And you didn't ask Mr. Ragsdale

          15  when he told you that what he meant by policy
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          16  limits, did you?

          17        A.    No, I did not.

          18        Q.    In fact, at no time after you

          19  learned the case had settled did you ever ask

          20  Mr. Ragsdale what the policy limits were or

          21  what diligence, if any, he made to learn about

          22  the policy limits, did you?

          23        A.    No.

          24        Q.    As I understand it, Mr. Francis,

          25  your best recollection is that you learned
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           1  about the settlement mid to late February

           2  1999?

           3        A.    Well, as you recall, my testimony

           4  was that Mr. Lerach had called Mr. North and

           5  myself in or about mid February.  And then my

           6  conversation with Ragsdale was a few days

           7  after that, a week or so after that.  I think

           8  the only time frame I had given you was the

           9  initial call from Mr. Lerach.

          10        Q.    That's right.  And I assumed if it

          11  was a few days after that, that would have

          12  made it mid to late February.  Is that fair?

          13        A.    It's fair.

          14        Q.    And at the time Mr. Ragsdale told
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          15  you that a tentative settlement had been

          16  reached, you didn't ask him who had negotiated

          17  the settlement, did you?

          18        A.    No, I did not.

          19        Q.    And one of the reasons you didn't

          20  ask him who had negotiated the settlement

          21  because, as you just referenced, you had had a

          22  conversation a few days before with Mr.

          23  Lerach, and he had indicated to you during

          24  that conversation that he might be able to get

          25  the case settled; is that right?
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           1        A.    That's correct.

           2        Q.    After learning from Mr. Ragsdale

           3  that the case had settled and suspecting that

           4  Bill Lerach had probably been the one who

           5  settled it -- and by the way, you knew at the

           6  time Mr. Lerach was with the Milberg Weiss

           7  firm?

           8        A.    Oh, yes.

           9        Q.    And you knew that it was the same

          10  Milberg Weiss firm that you guys had the joint

          11  prosecution agreement with; correct?

          12        A.    Correct.

          13        Q.    But even though you knew that, you
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          14  didn't pick up the phone and call Mr. Lerach

          15  to ask him if, in fact, the case had been

          16  settled, did you?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    And in fact, you didn't pick up

          19  the phone and call anybody at the Milberg

          20  Weiss firm to ask if, in fact, the case had

          21  been settled, did you?

          22        A.    I did not.

          23        Q.    And you knew by now, you knew Mr.

          24  Schulman personally, Mr. Wallner personally,

          25  Mr. Fredericks personally, and you knew Mr.
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           1  Weiss was on the pleadings?

           2        A.    Right.

           3        Q.    So you had five or six people you

           4  could have called and you called none?

           5        A.    Well, we talked to Jim Gunther

           6  about it, who made phone calls.  He knew them

           7  a lot better than we did.

           8        Q.    Right now I'm focusing on what

           9  you, Tim Francis, knew.  Did you, Tim Francis,

          10  call anybody?

          11        A.    I contacted the Hare Wynn firm and

          12  I talked to Mr. Gunther about it.
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          13        Q.    To your knowledge, did Mr. North

          14  call anybody at the Milberg Weiss firm after

          15  you told him the case had settled to see what

          16  they knew about it?

          17        A.    I don't think so.

          18        Q.    Mr. Francis, did you yourself do

          19  any independent work or research of any kind

          20  to evaluate or assess the adequacy of the

          21  settlement between the time you learned of it

          22  and the May 1999 preliminary fairness hearing?

          23        A.    No.

          24        Q.    And are you aware of any work,

          25  independent work or research of any kind that
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           1  Mr. North did during that same time frame to

           2  evaluate or assess the adequacy of the

           3  settlement?

           4        A.    No.

           5        Q.    After learning from Mr. Ragsdale

           6  about the settlement and before the May 3rd

           7  preliminary fairness hearing, you did not talk

           8  to any Caremark lawyer about the settlement,

           9  did you?

          10        A.    No.

          11        Q.    You didn't talk to any Caremark
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          12  employee or MedPartners employee about the

          13  settlement, did you?

          14        A.    No.

          15        Q.    Didn't talk to anybody from the

          16  insurers about the settlement, did you?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    After learning about the

          19  settlement, did you ever call Mr. Lerach?  Did

          20  you personally ever call Mr. Lerach or anybody

          21  else at Milberg Weiss asking for documents

          22  related to the settlement?

          23        A.    No.  We received documents.

          24        Q.    We'll get there.  Did Mr. North

          25  make such a call, as best you know?
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           1        A.    No.

           2        Q.    You mentioned before, though, that

           3  Mr. Gunther did reach out and make a call to

           4  somebody at Milberg Weiss?

           5        A.    Right.

           6        Q.    Do you know who he called?

           7        A.    There's correspondence.  I think

           8  it was with Steve Schulman.

           9        Q.    Do you know what he asked for?

          10        A.    I can't recall.
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          11        Q.    Do you know what he got?

          12        A.    I know we saw the stipulation of

          13  settlement at some point.

          14        Q.    After learning about the

          15  settlement, Mr. Francis, you nor Mr. North

          16  never contacted MedPartners or its lawyers and

          17  asked them to make any documents available to

          18  you related to the settlement, did you?

          19        A.    We did not.

          20        Q.    Do you know as we sit here today

          21  if, in fact, any lawyer on the plaintiffs'

          22  side ever asked for documents from MedPartners

          23  in conjunction with the settlement?

          24        A.    Well, I know there are document

          25  requests that were filed right after the cases
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           1  were filed.  I know that MedPartners had a

           2  duty to supplement those responses.  I don't

           3  see a distinction between the settlement and

           4  not a settlement.

           5        Q.    Must have been a bad question.

           6  It's not the question I meant to ask.  Let me

           7  try to be clear.  Do you know of any lawyer on

           8  the plaintiff's side, after the memorandum of

           9  understanding was signed on January 15, 1999,
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          10  and before the preliminary fairness hearing,

          11  who made a specific request to MedPartners or

          12  its lawyers for documents to review in

          13  connection with the settlement?

          14        A.    That's after the memorandum?

          15        Q.    After the memorandum of

          16  understanding was signed.

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    Do you know if, in fact, any

          19  plaintiff's lawyers ever reviewed any such

          20  documents as part of any sort of confirmatory

          21  discovery process?

          22        A.    I believe you could review

          23  documents that you received prior to

          24  settlement to confirm what you've been told in

          25  the settlement.  For instance, they'd been
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           1  told there's 50 million dollars in coverage.

           2  And Mr. Newman testified he have them the

           3  policy of 50 million dollars coverage, and

           4  they go back and review it again.  I think

           5  that's confirmatory discovery.

           6        Q.    Mr. Francis, again, I'm being very

           7  precise in my questions.  Maybe it's a sign I

           8  need to ask the judge to stop, but let's see
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           9  if we can get to a stopping place before I do

          10  that.  Are you aware of any documents that

          11  were requested and reviewed by plaintiff's

          12  lawyers between the time the memorandum of

          13  understanding was signed on January 15, 1999

          14  and the preliminary fairness hearing in May of

          15  1999?

          16        A.    No.

          17        Q.    Other than conversations that may

          18  have taken place between yourself and Mr.

          19  North and lawyers at the Hare Wynn firm about

          20  having Mr. Gunther call and ask for documents

          21  related to settlement, do you recall having

          22  any other discussion with either Mr. North or

          23  the lawyers at the Hare Wynn firm about

          24  whether or not any type of confirmatory

          25  discovery should have been done to evaluate or
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           1  assess the fairness of the settlement?

           2        A.    No.

           3              MR. HOLLADAY:  Judge, I think

           4  we're at a pretty good spot on my outline, if

           5  that works alright with the Court.

           6              THE COURT:  That's certainly

           7  permissible.  We're close to five.  You may
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           8  step down, Mr. Francis.

           9              Tomorrow morning is Saturday.  So

          10  as we stated, special arrangements have been

          11  made with the Jefferson County courthouse

          12  personnel.  My law clerk Drew will be on the

          13  ground floor at eight.  That is located

          14  underneath the steps, so you can walk either

          15  to the left or right of the steps.

          16              Now, we have attempted to learn

          17  officially whether the City of Birmingham will

          18  require you to feed your meters.  Several have

          19  said that they never do feed their meters on

          20  Saturday but I would say to those from out of

          21  town, out of an abundance of caution, if you

          22  want to feed your meter, go ahead.  I don't

          23  think it's necessary, but I'm not going to be

          24  a guarantor.

          25              MR. POWELL:  We could use the
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           1  revenue, Your Honor.

           2              THE COURT:  There's parking on the

           3  street.  It should be ample at eight o'clock

           4  tomorrow morning.  We will get started

           5  precisely at 8:30.  Thank you very much.

           6              (Adjourned at 4:55 p.m.)
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                                                           1

           1         UNEDITED, UNPROOFREAD, UNCERTIFIED

           2                    ROUGH DRAFT

           3

           4  This transcript of proceedings is being

           5  produced in instant form.  There will be

           6  discrepancies in this form and the final form,

           7  because the instant form has not been edited,

           8  proofread, finalized, indexed or certified.

           9  There will also be a discrepancy in page and

          10  line numbers appearing on the instant form and

          11  the edited, proofread, finalized and certified

          12  form.

          13

          14  Day four of class certification hearing.

          15              (On the record at 8:30 a.m.)

          16              THE COURT:  Mr. Francis, you

          17  remain under oath.  Your witness, Mr.

          18  Holladay.

          19  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOLLADAY: (Cont'd)

          20        Q.    Good morning, Mr. Francis.

          21        A.    Good morning.

          22        Q.    Mr. Francis, right before we get

          23  yesterday afternoon, you were explaining to me
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          24  that you did not believe that the duties and

          25  obligations that you and your co-counsel had

                                                           2

           1  to the putative class you were seeking to

           2  represent in Lauriello one was the same while

           3  the case was on appeal as it had been while

           4  your case was still pending in circuit court.

           5  I think I understand that testimony now.  But

           6  I want to ask you this to make sure we are

           7  clear.  You still believed and understood that

           8  you had some duty or obligation as a lawyer

           9  still representing a client in the case to

          10  investigate the fairness of the settlement?

          11        A.    I think that's fair.

          12        Q.    And in fact, you had that duty or

          13  obligation because you were still representing

          14  Mr. Lauriello, who was a putative class

          15  member; right?

          16        A.    Right.

          17        Q.    And while your --

          18        A.    Well, he was our individual client

          19  also.

          20        Q.    And he was a member of the

          21  putative class; correct?

          22        A.    Right.
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          23        Q.    And you also still had some duties

          24  an obligations to the class you had been

          25  seeking to represent even if they weren't the

                                                           3

           1  same while the case was pending in state

           2  court?

           3        A.    I think that's fair.

           4        Q.    I want to continue to talk about

           5  those things that you did or didn't do between

           6  the time that you learned of the settlement

           7  and the first fairness hearing.  So we are

           8  still focused on the time frame now between

           9  mid to late February when you had your

          10  conversation with Mr. Ragsdale and the first

          11  hearing on May 3, 1999; all right?

          12        A.    All right.

          13        Q.    You told me already that during

          14  that time period you didn't have any

          15  conversations with Mr. Ragsdale about the

          16  amount, dollar amount of insurance coverage.

          17  Did you have a conversation with any other

          18  plaintiff's lawyers involved in any way in the

          19  case about the dollar amount of insurance

          20  coverage between when you learned of the

          21  settlement and the first fairness hearing?
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          22        A.    I had conversations with Hare Wynn

          23  lawyers, Mr. Haley or Mr. Gunther that they

          24  were paying policy limits.

          25        Q.    I understand you may have talked

                                                           4

           1  about policy limits.  But did you have a

           2  discussion with them about what those specific

           3  dollar policy limits were?

           4        A.    As I testified yesterday and in my

           5  deposition, I'll call it educated assumption

           6  was that it was 50 million dollars.  But I had

           7  not been told that.

           8        Q.    And in your conversations with Mr.

           9  Haley and the others at Hare Wynn and or Mr.

          10  North, did any of those lawyers ever tell you

          11  that they had, in fact, been told a specific

          12  dollar amount that constituted the policy

          13  limits of insurance coverage?

          14        A.    No.

          15        Q.    And in addition to plaintiff's

          16  lawyers, you really don't recall talking to

          17  anybody during that time period between when

          18  you learned of the settlement and the first

          19  fairness hearing about what the specific

          20  dollar amount of the coverage was, do you?
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          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    Now, during this period of time,

          23  again, learning of the settlement and the

          24  fairness hearing, you had not looked at or

          25  seen any press releases or public filings that

                                                           5

           1  referred to the excess insurance coverage; is

           2  that right?

           3        A.    That's right.

           4        Q.    So for instance, Exhibit 1, Mr.

           5  Francis, you have had not seen this press

           6  release at any time before the preliminary

           7  fairness hearing?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    And you had not gone and looked at

          10  any of the public filings that MedPartners had

          11  made between January 1999 and the preliminary

          12  fairness hearing on May 3, 1999 which

          13  discussed or disclosed in any way the excess

          14  insurance coverage; is that right?

          15        A.    That's right.

          16        Q.    My recollection is that you told

          17  us yesterday that by the time this lawsuit

          18  rolled around, you had been doing securities

          19  related litigation work for about 15 years; is
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          20  that right?

          21        A.    Yes.

          22        Q.    So by that time, you were well

          23  aware that public companies like MedPartners

          24  routinely have to make public filings with the

          25  SEC?

                                                           6

           1        A.    Correct.

           2        Q.    And you know that those public

           3  filings contained information about the

           4  company's financial condition?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    You knew that those public filings

           7  or certain of those, particularly 10-Ks and

           8  10-Qs often contain specific information about

           9  the company involved; correct?

          10        A.    Correct.

          11        Q.    And you were also away by that

          12  time that certain of those types of public

          13  filings that are on file contain information

          14  regarding the company's insurance coverage?

          15        A.    Yes.

          16        Q.    But you didn't at any time during

          17  this time period from learning of the

          18  settlement through May 3rd go yourself to look
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          19  at those public filings so see what might be

          20  in those filings about either the litigation

          21  or the insurance coverage?

          22        A.    As I testified yesterday and in my

          23  deposition our case had been dismissed. We had

          24  no standing to go to court.  In fact, the

          25  court had lost jurisdiction of our case.  The

                                                           7

           1  trial court loses jurisdiction once the appeal

           2  is filed.  We had retained the law firm to

           3  prosecute these claims.  To my knowledge,

           4  until late February, we weren't even in the

           5  case.  Mr. Lerach was not in the case and all

           6  efforts were designed to get our case moving

           7  out of the appellate court.  Until that time,

           8  we did not as I said have standing and the

           9  court did not have jurisdiction over our case.

          10  And I'm very aware of what you're saying.

          11  I've done it in many cases.  But in this case

          12  we were dead.  And our goal and strategy was

          13  to try the get the case out of appellate

          14  court.

          15        Q.    Mr. Francis, I understand your

          16  position.  I was asking a pretty simple

          17  straightforward answer and I think the answer
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          18  is you did not.

          19        A.    I did not for good reason.

          20        Q.    And we are going to come back to

          21  the issue of standing.  At some point in time,

          22  you guys had a fee dispute over the fee?

          23        A.    We did.

          24        Q.    And you didn't hesitate one minute

          25  in going to Judge Wynn to talk to him about

                                                           8

           1  your fee dispute.

           2        A.    Well, I --

           3        Q.    Yes or no?

           4              MR. POWELL:  He doesn't have to

           5  answer yes or no.

           6        A.    Judge Wynn is the brother of one

           7  of their partners and the son of one of their

           8  partners at the time.  They felt like they had

           9  an obligation to explain to Judge Wynn that

          10  there was a potential issue there.  That's the

          11  only reason they went to Judge Wynn.

          12        Q.    But my point is when you had an

          13  issue --

          14        A.    No, I did not.

          15        Q.    Please let me finish my question.

          16  When you and the Hare Wynn firm realized you
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          17  had a dispute that required Court intervention

          18  to get you some relief or at least be aware of

          19  the issue there was no question that Judge

          20  Wynn was who you needed to go to the raise

          21  that dispute; right?

          22        A.    I did not.

          23        Q.    I know you did not?

          24        A.    But you said you; right?  Do you

          25  want her to read it back?

                                                           9

           1        Q.    Did you and co-counsel have delay

           2  going to Judge Wynn?

           3        A.    Pardon?

           4        Q.    Did you advise the Court through

           5  your co-counsel that in fact your firm and the

           6  Hare Wynn firm had a dispute?

           7        A.    Mr. Haley did.

           8        Q.    All right.  And the reason it was

           9  brought to Judge Wynn was because of Judge

          10  Wynn's connection to the firm, not for any

          11  other reason?

          12        Q.    Because he was presiding over the

          13  the settlement and the only court official who

          14  could have addressed it?

          15        A.    That's not correct.  It was
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          16  brought to Judge Wynn because of his

          17  connection with the firm.  That's the only

          18  reason they went to him at the time.

          19        Q.    To your knowledge, did any other

          20  judge hold any hearings or resolve any issues

          21  related to the settlement or the MedPartners

          22  securities litigation other than Judge Wynn?

          23        A.    Well, I think Judge Buttram had

          24  some hearings about dismissing his cases.

          25        Q.    Did he hold a fairness hearing?

                                                           10

           1        A.    I didn't think that was your

           2  question.

           3        Q.    All the hearings you know about

           4  the settlement and attorney fees occurred in

           5  front of Judge Wynn; correct?

           6        A.    I believe that's right.

           7        Q.    Up until now, we've focused on the

           8  time period between your learning of the

           9  settlement and ask you about the time between

          10  the preliminary fairness hearing on May 3rd

          11  and the final fairness hearing on July 9th.

          12  At any time, Mr. Francis, between those two

          13  hearings did you have any discussions with

          14  plaintiff's lawyers about the specific amount
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          15  of insurance coverage that was available for

          16  the settlement of the MedPartners securities

          17  litigation?

          18        A.    I had conversations with -- Mr.

          19  Haley did not attend the preliminary fairness

          20  hearing and I attended along with Mr. Gunther.

          21  We talked with Mr. Haley about representations

          22  made about the preliminary fairness hearing

          23  regarding the fact that the policy limits of

          24  insurance was being paid.

          25        Q.    So you discussed whether or not

                                                           11

           1  policy limits were being paid?

           2        A.    That's correct.

           3        Q.    My question is a little bit

           4  different.  Did you have any specific

           5  discussion about what the exact dollar amount

           6  of those insurance proceeds were or insurance

           7  coverage was?

           8        A.    My best judgment is that I

           9  discussed the fact that they had 50 million

          10  dollars coverage because that was my belief

          11  from the day I saw Mr. Ragsdale on the street.

          12        Q.    And let's go at it this way.

          13  Between the preliminary fairness hearing and
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          14  the final fairness hearing, had any lawyer or

          15  representive of MedPartners told you that

          16  there was 50 million dollars of insurance

          17  coverage and that was the policy limits?

          18        A.    No.

          19        Q.    And between those two hearings did

          20  you have any discussions with any lawyer

          21  representing the insurance company or any

          22  other type of representative at the insurance

          23  companies involved who told you that 50

          24  million dollars was the limit of the coverage?

          25        A.    No.

                                                           12

           1        Q.    And again, your assumption about

           2  the 50 million dollars being the policy limits

           3  was based on your general experience and not

           4  specifically what someone said to you, Tim

           5  Francis, in this case?

           6        A.    No.  Mr. Ragsdale told me that the

           7  case had been settled for policy limits and

           8  then some.  He told me in the mid 50s.  So

           9  from that I gleaned there was 50 million

          10  dollars coverage.  That confirmed my training

          11  and experience in the field.

          12        Q.    I really don't want to quibble
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          13  with you.  Mr. Ragsdale never did say to you

          14  there's 50 million dollars of coverage, did

          15  he?

          16        A.    No.  He told me --

          17        Q.    Thank you.

          18        A.    I'm going to tell you what he told

          19  me.  He told me the case was being settled for

          20  50 million and some.  I take that as meaning

          21  there's 50 million dollars in coverage.

          22        Q.    Let's shift again.  At some point

          23  after you learned that the case had been

          24  settled and before the final approval of the

          25  settlement you learned that there were

                                                           13

           1  additional lawyers outside the Milberg Weiss

           2  firm who had been appointed as settlement

           3  counsel for the class; correct?

           4        A.    Yes.

           5        Q.    And you knew at least two of those

           6  lawyers --

           7        A.    Well, they weren't actually

           8  appointed until the final hearing.

           9        Q.    Fair enough.  I think they may

          10  have been appointed --

          11        A.    At preliminary.
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          12        Q.    Fair enough.  And two of those

          13  lawyers were Gene Cauley, first name was

          14  Steven, and Neil Selinger; correct?

          15        A.    That's correct.

          16        Q.    At any time between your learning

          17  of the settlement and its final approval, did

          18  you ever have any discussions with either Mr.

          19  Cauley or Mr. Selinger about the amount of

          20  insurance --

          21        A.    No.

          22        Q.    -- that was available?  And did

          23  you ever have any discussions with either Mr.

          24  Cauley or Mr. Selinger about any of the terms

          25  and conditions of the settlement or how it was

                                                           14

           1  negotiated?

           2        A.    I'm sorry?

           3        Q.    Did you ever have any discussions

           4  with Mr. Cauley and Mr. Selinger between the

           5  time you learned of the settlement and final

           6  approval hearing about any terms and

           7  conditions of the settlement or about the

           8  negotiations that led to the tentative

           9  settlement agreement?

          10        A.    No.
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          11        Q.    You were aware Mr. Francis that

          12  Mr. Cauley and Mr. Selinger submitted a joint

          13  affidavit in support of the settlement;

          14  correct?

          15        A.    Yes.

          16        Q.    Did you at any time review that

          17  joint affidavit before the final settlement

          18  approval?

          19        A.    Not that I recall.

          20        Q.    As I understand it, Mr. Francis,

          21  you attended both the preliminary fairness

          22  hearing and the final fairness hearing; is

          23  that right?  You attended both?

          24        A.    Oh, yes.

          25        Q.    You attended both the preliminary

                                                           15

           1  hearing and the final hearing?

           2        A.    Yes.

           3        Q.    And I think when we deposed you

           4  earlier in this case, you couldn't remember

           5  anybody else from either North and associates

           6  or Hare Wynn being there; is that right?

           7        A.    At either?

           8        Q.    No, at the preliminary fairness

           9  hearing.  Thank you.
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          10        A.    I knew someone from Hare Wynn was

          11  there.  I just didn't recall who it was.

          12        Q.    And you recall now based on what

          13  you have heard and learned during this

          14  proceeding that Mr. Gunther was there?

          15        A.    Right.

          16        Q.    Neither you nor Mr. Gunther had

          17  any speaking role at the preliminary fairness

          18  hearing?

          19        A.    Correct.

          20        Q.    At the preliminary fairness

          21  hearing, did you have any conversations other

          22  than with Mr. Gunther with any of the

          23  plaintiff's lawyers who were involved in the

          24  case about the terms and conditions of the

          25  settlement?

                                                           16

           1        A.    At that hearing?

           2        Q.    Yes, sir.

           3        A.    No.

           4        Q.    Did you have any discussions at

           5  that hearing with any of the defense lawyers

           6  who were there about the terms and conditions

           7  of the settlement?

           8        A.    No.
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           9        Q.    You also were at the final

          10  fairness hearing?

          11        A.    I was.

          12        Q.    Mr. Haley was there?

          13        A.    He was.

          14        Q.    Mr. North was there?

          15        A.    Who was.

          16        Q.    Who else do you remember being

          17  there from your group?

          18        A.    I think Mr. Gunther was there.

          19        Q.    Did you Tim Francis, have any

          20  conversations outside the group you just

          21  identified with any of the other plaintiffs

          22  lawyers who were involved about the terms and

          23  conditions of the settlement?

          24        A.    At that hearing?

          25        Q.    Yes.

                                                           17

           1        A.    Not that I recall.

           2        Q.    And how about with any of the

           3  defense lawyers who were at that hearing?  Did

           4  you have any discussions with any of them

           5  about the terms and conditions of the

           6  settlement at that hearing?

           7        A.    Not that I recall.
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           8        Q.    Mr. Francis, this one is not in

           9  your notebook so I'm hoping we can blow that

          10  up a little bit?

          11        A.    I can see it.

          12        Q.    This is a memo, may have been an

          13  e-mail, I don't know.  To Mr. Lerach from Jim

          14  Gunther dated 3/12/99.  See that?

          15        A.    Yes.

          16        Q.    And I think you may have

          17  referenced this memo yesterday when we were

          18  talking about whether or not anyone from North

          19  and associates or Hare Wynn ever contacted

          20  Milberg Weiss and asked for documents relating

          21  to the settlement; right?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    And this indicates that Mr.

          24  Gunther had a chance to talk to Mr. Lerach;

          25  correct?

                                                           18

           1        A.    Correct.

           2        Q.    Do you remember what, if anything,

           3  Mr. Gunther related to you about that

           4  conversation?

           5        A.    I know that he related it to me,

           6  but I can't recall what all was said.
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           7        Q.    Can you recall anything at all?

           8        A.    No, he talked to Mr. Lerach and

           9  they were going to send us the documentation.

          10        Q.    And it's your understanding that

          11  in response to this memo, the stipulation of

          12  settlement was sent --

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    -- to Mr. Gunther?  Are you aware

          15  of any other writing or documentation of any

          16  kind indicating that someone at either your

          17  firm or Hare Wynn had any other written

          18  communications or discussions with anyone at

          19  Milberg Weiss about documents related to the

          20  settlement?

          21        A.    Yes.

          22        Q.    And that would be the fee dispute

          23  letters?

          24        A.    No, there was some correspondence

          25  between Mr. Gunther and Mr. Park where they

                                                           19

           1  were requesting load star information.  That

           2  would have been March or the April time frame.

           3        Q.    And you have seen a copy of that

           4  correspondence?

           5        A.    Yes.
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           6        Q.    And it was sent to you by Mr.

           7  Gunther shortly after it was received?

           8        A.    I believe so.

           9        Q.    We'll get to that in a few

          10  minutes.  Any other written documentation or

          11  communication that you are aware of reflecting

          12  communications between your firm and Hare Wynn

          13  and the Milberg Weiss firm about documentation

          14  related to the settlement?

          15        A.    No.

          16        Q.    As I understand it, Mr. Francis,

          17  the stipulation of settlement which is exhibit

          18  39, is the only document specifically related

          19  to the settlement that you personally recall

          20  for viewing?

          21        A.    Personally recall reviewing prior

          22  to the preliminary fairness hearing.

          23        Q.    Well, let's talk about that a

          24  minute.  I thought at your deposition you told

          25  me you couldn't remember whether or not you

                                                           20

           1  had looked at the stipulation before the

           2  fairness hearing, after the fairness hearing

           3  or in preparation Mr. Lauriello's claim form?

           4        A.    I think that's right.  I may have
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           5  reviewed other things during that period of

           6  time.  I just didn't recall it.

           7        Q.    So your specific recollection is

           8  that you did review the stipulation of

           9  settlement prior to the preliminary fairness

          10  hearing?

          11        A.    No, I don't see that because I

          12  don't have a recollection of seeing it before

          13  the hearing.  But I had it in my file and I

          14  wouldn't be surprised if I read it.

          15        Q.    While you don't specifically

          16  recall your judgment would be that you would

          17  have taken a look at this before the

          18  preliminary hearing?

          19        A.    Yes.

          20        Q.    And this document provides several

          21  pieces of information about the settlement

          22  itself; correct?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    Go to page 14.  Looking down at

          25  1.10, it advises that the escrow agent for

                                                           21

           1  purposes of this settlement is going to be the

           2  Milberg Weiss firm; correct?

           3        A.    Right.
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           4        Q.    And going over to page 16, it also

           5  sets out who the lawyers are who are being

           6  deposed as plaintiff's settlement counsel in

           7  the case; correct?

           8        A.    Correct.

           9        Q.    And it again includes the names

          10  that have been talked about throughout the

          11  case, including lawyers from the Milberg Weiss

          12  firm and specifically Mr. Lerach and Mr. Park?

          13        A.    Right.

          14        Q.    Continuing over to page 38, it

          15  also sets out both the proposed allocation for

          16  the settlement and in 6.1 sets out the process

          17  that will be followed for requesting

          18  attorney's fees in the case; correct?

          19        A.    It says they may submit an

          20  application.

          21        Q.    Correct.  But it generally out

          22  lines the process to be followed?

          23        A.    Right.

          24        Q.    So your best judgment as we sit

          25  here is if you had reviewed any papers at all

                                                           22

           1  related to the settlement prior to the

           2  preliminary fairness hearing it would have
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           3  been this document and any exhibits attached

           4  to it?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    During the entire time you were

           7  involved in the 1998 MedPartners securities

           8  litigation, Mr. Francis, did you ever have any

           9  discussion with any MedPartners lawyer or

          10  employee about the amount of insurance

          11  coverage that was available to cover the

          12  claims at issue?

          13        A.    No.

          14        Q.    And at any time did you have any

          15  such discussion with any of MedPartners's

          16  insurers or any of their agents?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    And other than the representations

          19  that were made by the plaintiff's lawyers to

          20  Judge Wynn at the May 3 and May 9 hearings --

          21        A.    July 9.

          22        Q.    Sorry.  May 3 and July 9 hearings,

          23  did you ever recall hearing anybody make a

          24  specific representation to you or anybody else

          25  about the dollar amount of insurance coverage?

                                                           23

           1        A.    No.
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           2        Q.    And we looked at the press release

           3  earlier.  And there's no doubt in your mind

           4  that you never saw that press release prior to

           5  the final fairness hearing?

           6        A.    I'll say I just don't recall it.

           7  To my knowledge, no, I did not.  You asked me

           8  if there was no doubt in my mind.

           9        Q.    Fair enough.  I'll try to phrase

          10  the next question better.  As we sit here

          11  today do you have any recollection that at any

          12  point in time prior to the final fairness

          13  hearing you ever looked at, for instance,

          14  exhibit 11, public filing including the 1998

          15  annual report of MedPartners?

          16        A.    No.

          17        Q.    You are aware that that document

          18  makes disclosures about the insurance coverage

          19  including the amount of the premium that was

          20  paid for?

          21        A.    I do.

          22        Q.    So whatever you thought or

          23  perceived your duties to be in terms of

          24  investigating the fairness of the settlement,

          25  you did not believe that those duties or

                                                           24
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           1  responsibilities required you to look at the

           2  company's public filings or press releases

           3  that it may have issued?

           4        A.    I believe it was incumbent to

           5  people who had been appointed plaintiff's

           6  counsel to do that.  I also believe it was

           7  incumbent on the parties to the settlement to

           8  tell the truth.  I went to Court both times.

           9  I believe I fulfilled my duty when I hear the

          10  lawyers tell the judge.  I fulfilled my duty

          11  when I did that.  And I did not believe

          12  anybody would go in Court and lie to the judge

          13  about how much insurance they had or sit there

          14  mute while it was being told to the judge

          15  that.  I think I fill fueled every duty I had

          16  by going to the courtroom and listening to

          17  these lawyers and tell the judge why the judge

          18  would approve the settlement.

          19        Q.    As you sit here today, do you

          20  believe you had any duties or responsibilities

          21  in terms of ascertaining the fairness of the

          22  settlement other than going to and attending

          23  those two fairness hearings?

          24        A.    No.

          25        Q.    And the representations --

                                                           25
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           1        A.    Well, let me back up.  We had

           2  hired who I believe to be the preeminent law

           3  firm in the United States to represent the

           4  class with us.  And I was relying on them.

           5  Mr. Lerach was involved from day one about

           6  resolved this case.  So I believe the duties

           7  to the class were fulfilled by my firm, the

           8  Hare Wynn firm and the myself firm throughout

           9  the process.

          10        Q.    So as you sit here today, you

          11  believe the Milberg Weiss firm did everything

          12  that they were required to do or should have

          13  done in investigating the case and in reaching

          14  the settlement that was reached?

          15        A.    Yes.  Listening to him testified

          16  that he produced the 50 million dollars, the

          17  rules of Alabama require supplementation to

          18  those folks to they are not true and accurate.

          19  And I believe Mr. Lerach and every plaintiff's

          20  lawyer had a duty to rely on fact that

          21  defendants would comply with the requirements

          22  of this court and the requirements of the

          23  federal court.

          24        Q.    You testified just a minute ago

          25  that the settlement counsel you believe was
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           1  charged with the responsibility for reviewing

           2  public filings and press releases; correct?

           3        A.    Yes.

           4        Q.    And, in fact, in the stipulation

           5  of settlement that we looked at a few minutes

           6  ago, representations were made that, in fact,

           7  that had been done by the settlement counsel

           8  involved in this case; correct?

           9        A.    That's correct.

          10        Q.    And you indicated earlier that --

          11  before I go there -- you would agree with me

          12  that information relating to the excess

          13  coverage was disclosed in that December 17,

          14  1999 press release, exhibit 1.  Thank you.

          15  December 1998.  We can agree there's

          16  information disclosed about the excess

          17  insurance coverage; correct?

          18        A.    Sure.  It never says it's excess

          19  to what.  That excess could have meant it

          20  brought it to 50 million dollars.

          21        Q.    If you are a lawyer and you review

          22  this press release and there's some

          23  uncertainty in your mind about what it

          24  means -- blow up the third paragraph down.

          25  Last sentence.  The excess insurance agreement
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           1  allows MedPartners to put the uncertainty and

           2  contingent liability of this body of

           3  litigation behind us and move forward knowing

           4  that this litigation presents no material

           5  adverse financial risk to the company.  Would

           6  you agree with me, Mr. Francis, that if

           7  lawyers for the plaintiff appointed as

           8  settlement counsel charged with the duties and

           9  responsibilities that you have testified that

          10  they have, if there's any certainty in their

          11  mind, they have got an obligation to research

          12  it further?

          13        A.    National Union had agreed to pay

          14  additional 15 million am /TAEU /P say he was

          15  entitled when he saw that, as he testified in

          16  his deposition.  And it was consistent with

          17  what his --

          18        Q.    He testified he didn't remember

          19  seeing that; correct?

          20        A.    Oh, I didn't.

          21        Q.    He said I didn't remember seeing

          22  anything, did he?

          23        A.    I don't believe that at all.

          24        Q.    We'll come back to that.  I didn't
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          25  ask you what you think Mr. Lerach believed.
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           1  Would you agree with me that if there's a

           2  lawyer charged with the responsibility of

           3  settling this case an he or her believes the

           4  amount is important and they have an

           5  uncertainty in their mind about what the

           6  sentence means they have got a duty to

           7  investigate it further, don't they, if there's

           8  uncertainty?

           9        A.    I'm going to object to the form of

          10  the question.  I didn't understand it.  I lost

          11  my train of thought.

          12        Q.    All right.  If a lawyer charged

          13  with the responsibility for ensuring the

          14  fairness of this settlement, one of the people

          15  in your mind --

          16        A.    This is hypothetical.

          17        Q.    If a lawyer has uncertainty about

          18  what that sentence means and that lawyer is

          19  charged with the responsible for ascertaining

          20  the fairness of the settlement, you would

          21  agree with me that they have that

          22  responsibility to investigate it further?

          23        A.    I agree with you.  Mr. Squitieri
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          24  called Mr. George about this.  Mr. George

          25  didn't tell him the truth then either.

                                                           29

           1        Q.    Have you talked to Mr. Squitieri?

           2        A.    I have not.

           3        Q.    So you have no idea what Mr.

           4  Squitieri and Mr. George talked about?

           5        A.    Mr. George testified under oath

           6  that he didn't tell anybody about that

           7  insurance.  So Mr. George was either lying in

           8  his deposition that he told somebody else or

           9  he didn't tell Mr. Squitieri.

          10        Q.    But you don't know what Mr.

          11  Squitieri asked him?

          12        A.    I know what Mr. Squitieri wrote

          13  the lawyers and ask him.  So it's obvious Mr.

          14  George didn't tell Mr. Squitieri.

          15        Q.    And also don't know if Mr.

          16  Squitieri asked Mr. George about the excess?

          17        A.    It says excess insurance.  Mr.

          18  Squitieri is very next day wrote letters to

          19  Mr. Cauley and Mr. Lerach.  I think a jury

          20  could infer from that that Mr. George didn't

          21  tell him the truth about the excess insurance

          22  on February 19, 1999.
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          23        Q.    I'm not asking you questions about

          24  what you think the jury could glean.  I'm

          25  trying to ask you questions about what you,
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           1  Tim Francis, know.  I want to get through this

           2  just as badly as you do.  If you will answer

           3  my questions, we'll get it over with.  If we

           4  are going to find and make speeches?

           5        A.    You take a lot of things out of

           6  context.  You're implying that I didn't do

           7  what I was supposed to do.  So I'm upset about

           8  it and we can fight about it.  When you sit

           9  there and accuse us and the Hare Wynn firm of

          10  unprofessional conduct, that's something never

          11  been charged with in 28 years, it upsets them

          12  and me and you are going to hear about it.

          13        Q.    I can assure I don't like asking

          14  these questions.  I feel like I have a duty an

          15  obligation to my client and I am trying to do

          16  it in the most professional way I know how.

          17  We have known each other for a long time.

          18        A.    We have.  And I appreciate that.

          19        Q.    I'm really going to try to do it

          20  as straight up with you as I can.

          21        A.    Okay.  All right.
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          22        Q.    Those representations -- I think

          23  you characterized them as misrepresentation

          24  made to Judge Wynn, those were all made by

          25  plaintiff's lawyers; correct?
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           1        A.    The actual words were spoken by

           2  plaintiff lawyers.

           3        Q.    Let's move to another subject.  At

           4  some point prior to the consummation of the

           5  settlement, the Hare Wynn firm and North firm,

           6  there was renegotiation of the fee split

           7  between you guys and the Milberg Weiss firm;

           8  correct?

           9        A.    Correct.

          10        Q.    And in the original agreement,

          11  joint prosecution agreement there was going to

          12  be a 60/40 split?

          13        A.    That's correct.

          14        Q.    And sometime mid February, your

          15  best recollection, that agreement got amended

          16  and the split became 65/35, and 65 for the

          17  Milberg firm and 35 for the rest?

          18        A.    Yes.

          19        Q.    And that change in the percentage

          20  in split came after Mr. Lerach called and had
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          21  a phone conversation with you and Mr. North?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    And that conversation as I

          24  understand it came right a few days or a week

          25  before your conversation with Mr. Ragsdale?

                                                           32

           1        A.    Correct.

           2        Q.    Now, when Mr. Lerach called you in

           3  February of 1999, he did not tell you during

           4  this phone conversation that, in fact, the

           5  memorandum of understanding had already been

           6  signed by his firm and others back on January

           7  15, 1999 agreeing to a tentative settlement in

           8  this case, did he?

           9        A.    He did not.

          10        Q.    Instead, he told you that because

          11  of his relationship with the insurers and

          12  because he had lots of other cases with them,

          13  he thought we might be in a position to get

          14  the cases settled, didn't he?

          15        A.    That's what he said.

          16        Q.    And he also told you that he

          17  thought since the Lauriello had been dismissed

          18  and since that was the basis for you guys

          19  being in the case with them, that he thought
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          20  some adjustment fee agreement was appropriate;

          21  correct?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    And Mr. Haley was out of town?

          24        A.    That's correct.

          25        Q.    And so you and Mr. North told Mr.
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           1  Lerach that the proposed deal he was offering

           2  was okay with you and that you strongly

           3  recommend it to Mr. Haley?

           4        A.    That is correct.

           5        Q.    And at any time during this

           6  conversation with Mr. Lerach did either you or

           7  Mr. North asked Mr. Lerach who specifically it

           8  was he would be negotiating with?

           9        A.    No.

          10        Q.    He just told you insurance

          11  carriers?

          12        A.    Yes.  Let's back up.  This

          13  conversation as you know was in 1999.

          14        Q.    I do?

          15        A.    That's my best recollection that

          16  he mentioned insurance carriers or he may have

          17  said defendants.  But my best recollection is

          18  he deals with the carriers on a regular basis.
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          19        Q.    And every time today if I do it

          20  again and say no doubt in your mind point out

          21  to me we are talking about your recollection?

          22        A.    But I haven't forgotten most of

          23  it.

          24        Q.    And you remember y'all didn't

          25  press them for details as to specifically the
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           1  individual he'd been dealing with?

           2        A.    We did not press him for details.

           3        Q.    You didn't ask if any negotiations

           4  had already taken place?

           5        A.    We did not ask him that, no.

           6        Q.    And you didn't ask him what any of

           7  the perspective terms and conditions of any

           8  settlement would be?

           9        A.    No.

          10        Q.    How long did the conversation last

          11  as best you can remember?

          12        A.    I don't know if we exchanged

          13  pleasantries for several minutes.  I don't

          14  believe we had contact with Mr. Lerach prior

          15  to that conversation.  Our dealings were with

          16  the New York office. He was in California.  I

          17  couldn't tell you.  But I know the gist of the
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          18  conversation, the purpose of the conversation

          19  was very short.

          20        Q.    You certainly know it wasn't a

          21  half hour conversation?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    Maybe less than five minutes?

          24        A.    Probably.

          25        Q.    You now know, Mr. Francis, and you
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           1  learned sometime before the final settlement

           2  that Mr. Lerach was lying to you during that

           3  February 1999 call, wasn't he?

           4        A.    Well, you know, when he called and

           5  said that, we assumed he was already on the

           6  verge of settling the case, we didn't take

           7  offense to it.

           8        Q.    Let's put up number 77.  Document

           9  entitled memorandum of understanding; correct?

          10        A.    That's correct.

          11        Q.    And right there in paragraph one

          12  the first sentence says that there will be a

          13  settlement of 65 million dollars been agreed

          14  to; correct?

          15        A.    Sure.  Yes.

          16        Q.    There's a reference up there in
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          17  the first paragraph, last two lines to the

          18  fact that there's a schedule appended the

          19  lists the number of cases that are going ton

          20  included in that settlement?

          21        A.    Right.

          22        Q.    Go to page four.  And you see it's

          23  agreed to and signed on January 15, 1999?

          24        A.    Right.

          25        Q.    So Mr. Lerach was not on the verge
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           1  of settling the cases.  He had long settled

           2  the cases and he had a sign piece of paper

           3  that he had reached a tentative?

           4        A.    I think he actually reached it

           5  November 6th of '98.

           6        Q.    So he may have been calling you

           7  three months after the fact?

           8        A.    As you know they had a

           9  confidentiality agreement because AIG was

          10  going to try to get some more money from

          11  Chubb.

          12        Q.    So whatever deal Mr. Lerach felt

          13  he reached you think it would apply to his

          14  co-counsel in the case?

          15        A.    I don't know.
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          16        Q.    Well, he certainly didn't tell you

          17  before the February conversation about the

          18  settlement?

          19        A.    If the question is do I think Mr.

          20  Lerach was not forthcoming with us, yes, I

          21  agree.

          22        Q.    He was flat-out lying to you?

          23        A.    He did settle the case prior to

          24  him calling us.

          25        Q.    Looking at the scheduling we have
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           1  got here first case listed is Padilla --

           2  before that.  During your conversation with

           3  Mr. Lerach, not only did he not tell you that

           4  he had assigned memorandum of understanding

           5  for a tentative settlement, he also didn't

           6  specifically tell you guys at that time that

           7  they were involved in any other case other

           8  than Lauriello, did he?

           9        A.    As you go back and read my

          10  deposition I think I was clear.  Mr. Lerach

          11  said he was in a position to settle the cases

          12  or the litigation.  He mentioned cases.  I

          13  remember that because there was a bunch of

          14  cases.  And whether he was trying to tell me
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          15  he was in other cases.  He didn't specifically

          16  come out and say I'm going to settle the

          17  cases.

          18        Q.    And the cases could have referred

          19  to the 21 or so listed on this agreement?

          20        A.    Right.

          21        Q.    Or it could have just referred to

          22  the specific cases he was involved in?

          23        A.    That's right.

          24        Q.    But again, the nature of your

          25  conversation was not such that he disclosed to
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           1  you, oh, by the way, I'm in two other cases?

           2        A.    No, he did not.

           3        Q.    Looking at the schedule here,

           4  Padilla versus MedPartners, you now know that

           5  Padilla involved Mr. Lerach's firm?

           6        A.    In fact, it was filed before our

           7  agreement with him was executed.

           8        Q.    And even though it was filed

           9  before the agreement was executed, because of

          10  the way the agreement was worded, this would

          11  have been a case that you were supposed to be

          12  jointly prosecuting; correct?

          13        A.    That's correct.
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          14        Q.    And again, up until this February

          15  call, you don't know the case exists -- well,

          16  you may know it exists but you certainly don't

          17  know they are involved?

          18        A.    That's correct.

          19        Q.    And you don't know it's subject to

          20  your joint prosecution?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    The next case is Lauriello?

          23        A.    Right.

          24        Q.    That's your case you know about

          25  that one.  It's included even though the case
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           1  at the time is on appeal?

           2        A.    Correct.

           3        Q.    And the 5th case down is the

           4  Blankenship case; correct?

           5        A.    Correct.

           6        Q.    At that time, were you aware that

           7  the Blankenship case had even been filed?

           8        A.    No.

           9        Q.    That case was pending here in the

          10  circuit court of Jefferson County?

          11        A.    It was an individual and not part

          12  of the process.  I don't think it showed up on
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          13  anybody's screen.

          14        Q.    Right.  But it was pending here in

          15  Jefferson County?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    And in fact, Mr. Lerach or his

          18  firm associated another Birmingham firm to be

          19  involved in the case with them?

          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    But there's no question in your

          22  mind you should have been advised about the

          23  case?

          24        A.    Correct.

          25        Q.    So at the time Mr. Lerach gets you
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           1  guys to agree to a reduction of your fee he

           2  doesn't tell you that he has, in fact, settled

           3  the case?

           4        A.    Right.

           5        Q.    And he doesn't tell you about the

           6  fact that he is in other cases that should

           7  have subject to your joint prosecution

           8  agreement but that you don't know anything

           9  about?

          10        A.    That's right.

          11        Q.    Go back to exhibit 5.  Mr.
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          12  Francis, you told us yesterday that after you

          13  learned of the settlement from Mr. Ragsdale,

          14  neither you nor Mr. North called Mr. Lerach or

          15  anybody else at Milberg Weiss to ask when the

          16  case had settled?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    And you didn't do that even though

          19  you had this contract, Exhibit 5, that as we

          20  talked about yesterday said that you guys were

          21  to jointly prosecute and none of the firms

          22  would take any material steps in the

          23  litigation except as the firms would agree?

          24        A.    I believe when we had the

          25  conversation with Mr. Lerach that we
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           1  acquiesced him for pursuing the settlement.

           2  So I don't think that was in violation of the

           3  settlement when Ragsdale told me the case had

           4  been resolved.

           5        Q.    So when you hard the case had been

           6  resolved, you didn't feel that the agreement

           7  or his settling of the case had breached in

           8  any way this agreement when you first learned

           9  from Mr. Ragsdale?

          10        A.    I didn't know he had settled the
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          11  case in November or December or whenever.  If

          12  it had been settled -- the minute we hung up

          13  the phone with Mr. Lerach we assumed the case

          14  was settled.

          15        Q.    You assumed it would settle?

          16        A.    We assumed it was settled.  That's

          17  the way we thought he was operating.

          18        Q.    But to answer my question, when

          19  you first heard about the settlement from Mr.

          20  Ragsdale it did not occur to you and you did

          21  not believe this agreement had been breached;

          22  is that right?

          23        A.    That's right.  As to that aspect

          24  of it.

          25        Q.    Now, if you had, in fact, known

                                                           42

           1  what you just told us that indeed Mr. Lerach

           2  had settled the case sometime in advance,

           3  whether it was November or January 15th, if

           4  you had in fact known then that that's what

           5  had happened you would have believed he

           6  breached this agreement because he would have

           7  settled the cases without ever talking to you

           8  about it?

           9        A.    Yes.
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          10        Q.    And if you had known at that time

          11  that the Milberg Weiss firm was actively

          12  involved in and pursuing these other

          13  litigations in Padilla and Blankenship without

          14  your knowledge, he like wise would have felt

          15  like Mr. Lerach was in breach of this

          16  agreement?

          17        A.    Right.

          18        Q.    Or his firm?

          19        A.    Right.  You make a good point.

          20  Padilla was out in California.  Blankenship in

          21  Birmingham.  Lerach is in California.  The

          22  people we were dealing with were in New York.

          23  So at sometimes we were giving them the

          24  benefit of the doubt that maybe they don't

          25  know what's going on.
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           1        Q.    As the lawyer who was involved in

           2  prosecuting these cases you certainly felt

           3  like you had a right to know those facts?

           4        A.    Sure.

           5        Q.    When the case really settled?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    What Mr. Lerach knew about, knew

           8  or didn't know about insurance coverage at the
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           9  time he settled the case?

          10        A.    Right.

          11        Q.    And in fact, why he thought it was

          12  a fair settlement; right?

          13        A.    Right.

          14        Q.    But nobody ever shared any of that

          15  with you, did they, back during the time the

          16  case was pending?

          17        A.    Yes.  Well, we had faith that

          18  Lerach would get all he could from the

          19  defendants.  Now, whether he was fair the to

          20  us was a different story.  He didn't have a

          21  dispute that he would get all he could.

          22        Q.    And do you believe he did that?

          23        A.    I believe that he believed that

          24  the company was on the verge of bankruptcy and

          25  they had 50 million dollars of coverage and he
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           1  was able to squeeze another 15 million dollars

           2  from National Union or AISLIC or whatever it

           3  was.

           4        Q.    And in fact he said in his

           5  deposition he wouldn't do anything different

           6  today?

           7        A.    I disagree with you.  I haven't
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           8  read Mr. Lerach's deposition since about a

           9  week after it came in.  I do not believe in

          10  the full context of what he said that he

          11  testified he would do the same thing again.

          12        Q.    Let me ask you this.  Do you

          13  believe that Bill Lerach whenever he settled

          14  this case, whether it was in November, whether

          15  it was in January, when ever he settled it, do

          16  you believe that on the day he reached the

          17  agreement he got all the money the insurance

          18  company was willing to pay to settle the

          19  MedPartners securities litigation?

          20        A.    I believe he got more money that

          21  he thought they had coverage.

          22        Q.    I asked you a different question.

          23  Do you believe he got all the money, the

          24  insurance companies were willing to pay to

          25  settle the case at that time?
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           1        A.    Did I believe Mr. Lerach believed

           2  that or do you believe that happened.

           3        Q.    Answer the first one.  Do you

           4  believe Mr. Lerach believed that?

           5        A.    Yes, I do.

           6        Q.    And do you believe that, in fact,
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           7  was the case?

           8        A.    No, because they had unlimited

           9  insurance.

          10        Q.    You say that Mr. Francis.  You

          11  know how much was paid for the premium?

          12        A.    I do, 22 and a half million

          13  dollars.

          14        Q.    You really believe they were going

          15  to pay more than the premium amount to settle

          16  the case?

          17        A.    I believe if Bill Lerach knew they

          18  had unlimited coverage like Mr. Harddin said,

          19  you better put your seat belt on.

          20        Q.    Different question.  Do you

          21  believe the insurance company at that time

          22  would have been willing to pay for more than

          23  the amount they had received in the premium of

          24  22 and a half million dollars to settle the

          25  case?
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           1        A.    That's what they agreed to do.

           2  They agreed to pay unlimited amount of money.

           3        Q.    Agreeing with your client or your

           4  insured on a coverage amount is different than

           5  the amount that you are willing to pay to the
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           6  plaintiffs to settle the matter; correct?

           7        A.    Are you saying they never issued

           8  unlimited insurance?

           9        Q.    I'm not talking the amount of the

          10  coverage.  I'm talking amount your belief

          11  about what the insurer was willing to pay.

          12        A.    I don't know what the insurer was

          13  willing to pay.  I know if they told Bill

          14  Lerach they had unlimited coverage they better

          15  put their seat belts on because that's what

          16  Mr. Hardin said.

          17        Q.    We are going to change subjects

          18  now, Mr. Francis.  We are going to talk about

          19  a subject that was covered some with Mr. Haley

          20  yesterday and there's some confusion between

          21  your deposition testimony and his memory.  So

          22  bear with me.  If things need to be clarified,

          23  that's fine.  I just want to make sure that

          24  when we leave here today we have your best

          25  recollection and testimony about the exact
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           1  sequence of events?

           2        A.    I know where you are going, but

           3  let's go.

           4        Q.    It's very obvious, isn't it?  Put
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           5  up exhibit 7, please.  This is the first page

           6  of a two page exhibit, Mr. Francis.  It looks

           7  like it is being sent on your letterhead?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    Correct?

          10        A.    That's right.

          11        Q.    And it looked like it's being sent

          12  to Mr. Lerach, JLN is Mr. North?

          13        A.    Right.

          14        Q.    And John Haley?

          15        A.    Right.

          16        Q.    Go to page two.  The date of the

          17  letter is July 8, 1999 right?

          18        A.    Correct.

          19        Q.    And so we know that the final

          20  fairness hearing was scheduled for the next

          21  day?

          22        A.    Correct.

          23        Q.    And that letter references a

          24  conversation in paragraph one that was had on

          25  Tuesday between -- and I'm not sure.  There
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           1  was some conversation between the lawyers for

           2  the Hare Wynn firm and the North firm and Mr.

           3  Lerach?
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           4        A.    That's correct.

           5        Q.    Tell me who you remember being

           6  involved in this case.

           7        A.    I don't believe I was involved in

           8  that conversation.  That's not the

           9  conversation that I was referring to in my

          10  deposition.  My best recollection or best

          11  judgment is it would have been Mr. North and

          12  Mr. Haley.

          13        Q.    The July 6th conversation?

          14        A.    Yes.  Assuming that's the date.

          15  July 8th is the date of the letter.

          16        Q.    Right.  I'm going to ask you to

          17  assume?

          18        A.    The 9th was a Friday so I'm

          19  assuming the 8th and Thursday and 6th is

          20  Tuesday; all right.

          21        A.    All right.

          22        Q.    Is that conversation, the

          23  conversation -- strike that.  Prior to

          24  whatever conversation this is referring to on

          25  July 6th, had you personally been involved in
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           1  any conversation with Mr. Lerach or anybody at

           2  Milberg Weiss about the amount of attorney
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           3  fees that your firm and the Hare Wynn firm

           4  were going to receive as a result of your

           5  joint prosecution agreement?

           6        A.    No.

           7        Q.    Do you know if anyone else at the

           8  Hare Wynn firm or at your firm had had any

           9  conversation with Mr. Lerach about the

          10  attorney fees your firms would receive before

          11  the July 6th conversation referenced in this

          12  letter?

          13        A.    I know that Mr. Haley had written,

          14  whether it was Mr. Lerach or someone else at

          15  Milberg Weiss requesting some information

          16  about that, probably in April or May but I

          17  don't believe they responded to it.

          18        Q.    So there may have been a letter

          19  from Mr. Haley.  Any other communications

          20  whether written or oral that you know about

          21  between either North and associates or Hare

          22  Wynn and Milberg Weiss other than the letter

          23  you have told us about before this Tuesday

          24  July 6th conversation?

          25        A.    No.
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           1        Q.    And you don't think you were on
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           2  the conversation?

           3        A.    I don't think so.

           4        Q.    What if anything do you remember

           5  being told at the time about that

           6  conversation?

           7        A.    I believe my recollection is that

           8  Mr. Lerach was saying on July 6th that he had

           9  little involvement in the case and was unclear

          10  about what kind of fee he would be getting.

          11        Q.    Anything else?

          12        A.    That's my best judgment.

          13        Q.    And do you know if he gave them a

          14  specific idea of the amount he would be

          15  receiving?

          16        A.    No, he did not.  That's my

          17  understanding.  That wasn't relayed to me that

          18  he talked about a specific amount.

          19        Q.    And did you guys have any

          20  discussions among yourself about whether or

          21  not you believed that representation to be

          22  true?

          23        A.    I believe it to be contrary to my

          24  conversation with Mr. Lerach in the February

          25  time frame where he said he was in a position
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           1  to get the cases settled.

           2        Q.    It would also be contrary to your

           3  expectation given that we know that his firm

           4  was the escrow agent for the settlement?

           5        A.    Right.

           6        Q.    It would also be inconsistent

           7  given that his firm had been appointed

           8  settlement counsel in the case; correct?

           9        A.    They were one of four, but yes.

          10  But our mind set at the time also was we

          11  didn't know about Blankenship or Padilla.  It

          12  would be that he was telling them you don't

          13  have a dog in the fight.

          14        Q.    But you had also seen that there

          15  was a break down of which classes were getting

          16  what?

          17        A.    That's right.

          18        Q.    And you knew what was allocated to

          19  the common stock class?

          20        A.    I did.

          21        Q.    Were there any other discussions

          22  or conversations with Mr. Lerach that you know

          23  of between the Tuesday July 6th conversation

          24  and the Thursday July 8th letter?

          25        A.    No.
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           1        Q.    To your knowledge -- your

           2  discussion with Mr. Lerach, I think when we

           3  were at your deposition?

           4        A.    In February?

           5        Q.    No.  I'm sorry.  In July.  You had

           6  a conversation with Mr. Lerach at some point

           7  about attorney fees?

           8        A.    Yes, I did.

           9        Q.    And when we were at your

          10  deposition you believe that conversation took

          11  place on July 8th?

          12        A.    Also, I did say I was perplexed

          13  about this situation because I thought the

          14  July 21st letter came almost immediately after

          15  my conversation with him.  To the extent my

          16  deposition says I think my conversation with

          17  Mr. Lerach was on the July 8th time frame, I'm

          18  going to change it.

          19        Q.    So as I understand it, you guys

          20  are going to the hearing and at that point in

          21  time you don't know what Mr. Lerach's fees

          22  are?

          23        A.    Right.

          24        Q.    You have no idea what your fees

          25  will be?
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           1        A.    Correct.

           2        Q.    But you are going ahead and

           3  advising him that you have a dispute over the

           4  fees?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    And why is it if you didn't know

           7  what he was getting you already knew you had a

           8  dispute?

           9        A.    Because he had told us that he --

          10  my impression or my best judgment is he was

          11  minimizing his efforts in bringing forth the

          12  settlement that was contrary to what our

          13  understanding was based on his conversation

          14  with us in February and everything in the

          15  stipulation of settlement.

          16        Q.    So the bottom line is you guys had

          17  heard what he said in July 6th hearing and you

          18  didn't believe him?

          19        A.    I wasn't at that conversation.

          20        Q.    But Mr. North and Mr. Haley were.

          21        A.    We believed he was minimizing his

          22  efforts.

          23        Q.    You didn't believe him when he

          24  told you he wasn't going to get substantial

          25  fees?
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           1        A.    I'm not sure and I've not been

           2  told in the July 6th -- I think my impression

           3  was he was setting the table for not getting

           4  much of a fee by telling us he had not -- as

           5  you see, Mr. Haley talks about it's contrary

           6  to our understanding of your efforts in the

           7  case.  I don't think an amount was discussed

           8  in that conversation and we thought he should

           9  put him on notice that we had an issue with

          10  it.

          11        Q.    So at that point you don't trust

          12  him on the fees?

          13        A.    I wouldn't say that.  We realized

          14  we had to, you know, protect our interests.

          15        Q.    You are suspicious?

          16        A.    I think that's fair.  But it

          17  wasn't like he wasn't telling us about it.  In

          18  fact, he may have initiated that phone call.

          19        Q.    So you guys go to the hearing on

          20  the 9th?

          21        A.    We did.

          22        Q.    Mr. Haley advises Judge Wynn that

          23  there is a dispute?

          24        A.    Potential dispute.
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          25        Q.    And the judge decide he can
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           1  proceed with considering the fairness of the

           2  settlement without worrying right now about

           3  this attorney fee dispute; correct?

           4        A.    Yes.

           5        Q.    And the settlement gets approved

           6  that day at the final fairness hearing?

           7        A.    Right.

           8        Q.    And at some point after that, you

           9  guys have a specific conversation with Mr.

          10  Lerach and I'm assuming this is the one we

          11  talked about in your deposition about fees?

          12        A.    Right.

          13        Q.    When did that conversation take

          14  place, as best you can recall?

          15        A.    The conversation took place on the

          16  same day that university had an alumni meeting

          17  at the summit club  -- and I can pinpoint

          18  exactly when this was.

          19        Q.    If it has to do with Alabama

          20  football you can?

          21        A.    Football practice was about to

          22  start.  That's the reason I believe it was in

          23  late July as opposed to early July.
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          24        Q.    I'm certain we can go back and

          25  look in the newspapers.
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           1              MR. POWELL:  If it's that

           2  important to you, we can.

           3        Q.    All I'm really interested in is

           4  the substance of the conversation.

           5        A.    That's the day it happened.

           6        Q.    And the substance of the

           7  conversation as I recall it from your

           8  deposition is Mr. Lerach essentially told you

           9  guys he was getting nothing, zippo?

          10        A.    That's correct.

          11        Q.    And he likewise advised that you

          12  since he was getting nothing, your 35 of zero

          13  was also zero?

          14        A.    The first part.  I don't think he

          15  had to say the second part.

          16        Q.    But he just flat-out lied to you

          17  and told you he was getting nothing for a fee

          18  out of the settlement of these cases?

          19        A.    That's right.

          20        Q.    And then you went to the function

          21  you have just described.  Once again, Mr.

          22  Ragsdale is there to shed some light on the
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          23  situation; correct?

          24        A.    That's correct.

          25        Q.    And Mr. Ragsdale told you point
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           1  blank that Mr. Lerach, in fact, was getting a

           2  fee and not just getting a fee, he was getting

           3  a substantial fee out of the matter; correct?

           4        A.    He did.

           5        Q.    And I don't know if you knew

           6  exactly then, it was four million and

           7  something from the common stock settlement or

           8  the class fees?

           9        A.    Ragsdale told me it was over four

          10  million dollars.

          11        Q.    From the class fees?

          12        A.    He didn't say that.

          13        Q.    But you later learned that he was

          14  getting over four million dollars from the

          15  settlement of the class cases?

          16        A.    Right.

          17        Q.    And that he was getting another

          18  2.8 from the settlement of the Blankenship?

          19        A.    But he told us that.

          20        Q.    When did he tell you that?

          21        A.    In that letter of July 21st.
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          22  That's the first time we knew about that.

          23        Q.    I see.  I got you now.  So you

          24  talked to Mr. Ragsdale.  He tells you what

          25  happened and you immediately get in contact
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           1  with Mr. Haley?

           2        A.    You know, I know I did.  I can't

           3  recall.  We called Mr. Lerach the next

           4  morning.

           5        Q.    The three of you?

           6        A.    I'm not sure Mr. Haley was there

           7  or not.

           8        Q.    And you told him what you learned?

           9        A.    Right.

          10        Q.    And you told him you expected him

          11  to live up to the obligations of the joint

          12  prosecution agreement?

          13        A.    I can't say we told him that.  And

          14  he said he'd get back to us.

          15        Q.    Anything else from that

          16  conversation you recall or remember?

          17        A.    Not that I recall.

          18        Q.    And in response to that, you got

          19  exhibit 6; correct?

          20        A.    Yes.
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          21        Q.    We won't spend a lot of time on

          22  this.  If you go through the letter and all

          23  the math, you guys end up -- when I say you

          24  guys, the North firm and the Hare Wynn firm

          25  comes to $2,543,458?
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           1        A.    Yes.  I don't have any reason to

           2  doubt it.

           3        Q.    And roughly a little over 1.7 of

           4  that was attributable to the settlement of the

           5  class cases; is that correct?

           6        A.    I think that's right.

           7        Q.    And eight hundred and some change

           8  attributable to the Blankenship case?

           9        A.    Right.

          10        Q.    Let's go over to the last page.

          11  Mr. Lerach sends the letter on the 21st and it

          12  looks like Mr. Haley and Mr. North accept and

          13  return it on July 22nd?

          14        A.    Right.

          15        Q.    At the time Mr. North signed the

          16  letter, you guys got settled some of three

          17  matters, Lauriello case, Padilla case and the

          18  Blankenship case?

          19        A.    Right.
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          20        Q.    And at the time you guys signed

          21  and returned this letter, neither you nor Mr.

          22  North had done any specific work on the

          23  Padilla case, didn't know it existed?

          24        A.    Well, you know, Phil, we felt like

          25  we had brought Lerach the case.  And we shared
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           1  information with Lerach.  We had meetings with

           2  him.  So to sit there and say we did nothing

           3  in Padilla.  We didn't work specifically on

           4  that case but whether Milberg Weiss used

           5  information from us, we had a meeting in

           6  Atlanta, we talked about Alabama law, fraud on

           7  the market in Alabama law.  So there are a lot

           8  of things that we did that they may have used

           9  in other case.

          10        Q.    Padilla was in Alabama?

          11        A.    I understand that, but we didn't

          12  know at the time.

          13        Q.    We all know that now?

          14        A.    That's right.

          15        Q.    In relation to Alabama law pled in

          16  the case?

          17        A.    It was settled in Alabama, was it

          18  not?
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          19        Q.    Do you know if there was any

          20  allegations in the complaint relating to

          21  Alabama law?

          22        A.    It was brought to Alabama for

          23  dismissal.

          24        Q.    Different question?

          25        A.    I would assume there's no Alabama
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           1  allegation in there.  I know MedPartners is

           2  headquartered in Alabama.

           3        Q.    At no time did you undertake any

           4  work in the case that you thought I'm going to

           5  work on the Padilla matter?

           6        A.    Right.  But we also had a contract

           7  requiring him to let us work on that.

           8        Q.    But he did?

           9        A.    But he would have owed us contract

          10  damages had he not.

          11        Q.    Same thing with the Blankenship

          12  case?

          13        A.    That's correct.

          14        Q.    And you guys never filed a notice

          15  of appearance in Padilla?

          16        A.    No.

          17        Q.    Never filed a notice of appearance
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          18  in Blankenship?

          19        A.    No.

          20        Q.    Did not refer the Padilla case to

          21  Milberg Weiss or Mr. Lerach?

          22        A.    No.

          23        Q.    Did not refer the Blankenship case

          24  to Mr. Lerach or Milberg Weiss?

          25        A.    No.  But I believe they had a
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           1  doughty to refer it to us.

           2        Q.    And they didn't?

           3        A.    They did not.

           4        Q.    They hired another lawyer in

           5  Birmingham?

           6        A.    They did.

           7        Q.    After you guys agreed to accept

           8  the fee -- and you agreed to accept these

           9  fees.  Either before or after agreeing to

          10  accept the fees did you contact anybody in the

          11  Padilla case?

          12        A.    Padilla was the class action in

          13  Judge Wynn's order.

          14        Q.    Didn't contact the named

          15  plaintiff, though?

          16        A.    No.
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          17        Q.    In the Blankenship case either

          18  before or after you guys agreed to take the

          19  fee did you or Mr. North call any of the

          20  plaintiffs in the Blankenship case to let them

          21  know that you were receiving a fee as part of

          22  the settlement of their case?

          23        A.    No.

          24        Q.    And I take it that you never

          25  contacted any of the referring lawyers in
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           1  Blankenship to let them know you were

           2  receiving part of the fee from their case?

           3        A.    No, but I signed the contract with

           4  them and they realized the Lauriello case was

           5  pending and they agreed there may be other

           6  fees in the case.

           7        Q.    But you never contacted any of the

           8  other lawyers --

           9        A.    No, I didn't.

          10              MR. HOLLADAY:  We are at a great

          11  stopping point.

          12              THE COURT:  We'll take a break,

          13  ladies and gentlemen, until five after ten.

          14  You may step down.

          15              (Short recess.)
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          16              THE COURT:  Mr. Holladay.

          17              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you, Your

          18  Honor.

          19        Q.    Mr. Francis, I want to move to

          20  another subject now.  At some point in time

          21  after you received the attorney's fees and

          22  check you and the Hare Wynn and North firm

          23  decided you were going to make Mr. Lauriello

          24  whole for the losses he had suffered?

          25        A.    That's correct.
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           1        Q.    And you guys did that by taking

           2  part of the fees that you had been paid and

           3  figuring up what his losses had been and then

           4  writing him checks in that amount; right?

           5        A.    That's correct.

           6        Q.    And I think we discussed at your

           7  deposition, this was the document that was

           8  used to calculate what Mr. Lauriello's losses

           9  had been?

          10        A.    I'm assumed to say that's my

          11  handwriting on there.  I can write but I can

          12  add.

          13        Q.    So you guys figured based on what

          14  he paid for the stock and what he paid for
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          15  options, the total loss the 76,870.38?

          16        A.    That was taken right off the claim

          17  form.  My understanding is he had other

          18  MedPartners investments.

          19        Q.    So these would have represented

          20  losses within the class period?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    And you felt this was appropriate

          23  because those losses had been the subject of

          24  the litigation?

          25        A.    That's correct.
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           1        Q.    And again, your firm writes is

           2  check for half and the Hare Wynn firm writes a

           3  check for half?

           4        A.    Whether one firm wrote the check I

           5  don't know.  We both contributed to the

           6  amount.

           7        Q.    And in addition to that amount, he

           8  also received $2300 and some change as part of

           9  the claims process?

          10        A.    Yes, sometime after that.

          11        Q.    And while you guys had originally

          12  asked him to sign an agreement, neither of you

          13  ever called him on the agreement?
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          14        A.    Mr. Lauriello testified that he

          15  thought he paid us back.  Mr. Haley looks at

          16  me kind of strange, but I don't remember him

          17  paying us.

          18        Q.    So he made clear that you returned

          19  whatever check if he gave you one?

          20        A.    I'm sorry.

          21        Q.    My recollection is he thought he'd

          22  given you a check and then he corrected the

          23  record to say no, he never paid you guys back

          24  is that right?

          25        A.    I think that's right.
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           1        Q.    Mr. Francis, you had been involved

           2  at -- after you guys made the decision and

           3  made the payment to Mr. Lauriello to make him

           4  whole did you guys ever advise the court or

           5  Judge Wynn that you had decided to make that

           6  payment?

           7        A.    No.

           8        Q.    And and did anybody at Hare Wynn

           9  to your knowledge advise Judge Wynn on the

          10  payment?

          11        A.    No.

          12        Q.    Did you understand that Judge Wynn
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          13  as part of this final orders had agreed to

          14  retain jurisdiction of the settlement in any

          15  aspect of it?

          16        A.    I do.

          17        Q.    But y'all didn't see the need to

          18  go back to him to advise him of the payment?

          19        A.    We did not.

          20        Q.    And similarly, Mr. Francis, did

          21  you guys ever advise any of the other lawyers

          22  who had been involved in representing the

          23  class that you guys had decided to make a

          24  payment to one of the class members to make

          25  them whole for their losses?
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           1        A.    Well, I'm not sure what you meant

           2  by the preamble to the question.  We were not

           3  ever class lawyers and never appointed class

           4  lawyers.  There were four other firms

           5  appointed but we did not advise any of them.

           6        Q.    But that was the indication in

           7  your mind, was that you guys were never

           8  appointed class counsel and therefore you

           9  could make the payment without advising the

          10  court or anybody else about it?

          11        A.    And Mr. Lauriello was never class
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          12  rep.

          13        Q.    So because you guys were never

          14  appointed class counsel and because he was

          15  never the class rep you didn't feel like you

          16  had any duty or obligation to advise the

          17  court, any class lawyers or any other class

          18  member that you had elected to make one of the

          19  absent class members whole?

          20        A.    That's correct.  But at that time

          21  in state court I don't even know if it would

          22  have mattered had any of the other facts been

          23  true.  We just didn't have to go there.

          24        Q.    In your judgment?

          25        A.    In my judgment, in our collective
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           1  judgment.

           2        Q.    Mr. Francis, you have been

           3  involved in other class actions; correct?

           4        A.    I have.

           5        Q.    You and Mr. North together?

           6        A.    We have.

           7        Q.    In any of those other class

           8  actions in which you have ever been involved,

           9  have you ever made a payment to a class member

          10  without advising the court?
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          11        A.    No.

          12        Q.    And are you aware of any case that

          13  you've ever been involved in in which another

          14  lawyer, your co-counsel in the case made a

          15  payment to a class member without advising and

          16  getting permission from the Court?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    Let's look at exhibit 128.  You

          19  are aware that as part of the settlement

          20  process, Mr. Cauley who represented the taps

          21  class sought a service award for his named

          22  plaintiff, Ms. Isabel Griffin, who was

          23  appointed class rep in the case; correct?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    Skip over to page 13.  And that's
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           1  clearly documented there in paragraph 20 of

           2  the court order; correct?

           3        A.    Yes.

           4        Q.    And is it your belief, Mr.

           5  Francis, that if one desires to make a payment

           6  to a class representation or a class member

           7  over and above what everybody else is entitled

           8  to, the proper way to go about that is to

           9  advise the court that that's being done?
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          10        A.    Well, as you know, there are

          11  varying practices and Load star that led to

          12  the PSRA in the federal court that dealt with

          13  this issue.  It was not pending in the state

          14  court.  SLUSA was passed in late 1998 and did

          15  not apply to this case.  So I'm not sure when

          16  you say appropriate, whether you are talking

          17  about allowed by law or whatever.  So I can't

          18  really answer the question.  I know that was a

          19  practice that was followed at the time.

          20        Q.    Routinely followed at the time?

          21        A.    Routinely followed.

          22        Q.    And today that's the practice?

          23        A.    Well, in the federal court in the

          24  PSLRA and is the law in securities cases.  But

          25  also you can have a securities case that's not
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           1  a SLUSA case and it's not the law.

           2        Q.    But it is a you and practice?

           3        A.    It is a routine practice.

           4        Q.    Is it your belief in in case that

           5  Milberg Weiss, who like Mr. Cauley had been

           6  appointed settlement counsel had wanted to

           7  make a payment to a plaintiff in the case, a

           8  class member, that they would have needed to
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           9  seek Judge Wynn's permission to do so?

          10        A.    Again, you use the word needed.  I

          11  don't think it was required by law at the

          12  time.

          13        Q.    Would you think the better

          14  practice would have been to seek Judge Wynn's

          15  approval?

          16        A.    I think they would have been

          17  followed a routine practice had they done so.

          18        Q.    Do you think it would have been

          19  the best practice to do so?

          20        A.    If they wanted to pay a class

          21  member who owed a duty to the class.

          22        Q.    Class representative?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    How about a class member?

          25        A.    I don't think they were required
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           1  to do that.

           2        Q.    Do you think it would have been

           3  the better practice to do that?

           4        A.    I think they would have been

           5  followed the routine practice to do it.  I

           6  don't think it was required by law or ethics.

           7        Q.    Just so we are clear, in this
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           8  case, all of the fees that your firm and the

           9  Hare Wynn firm received was as a result of

          10  your joint prosecution agreement with Milberg

          11  Weiss who had, in fact, been appointed class

          12  counsel in this case; correct?

          13        A.    Well, we had the Lauriello

          14  individual case that Mr. Lauriello agreed to

          15  dismiss his individual case with respect to

          16  the settlement.  It was a requirement that he

          17  dismiss his individual case.  To say the fact

          18  and what consideration -- it was the first

          19  styled case.  If the case had been reversed it

          20  would have been a valuable piece of

          21  litigation.  There's something to be said that

          22  the dismissal of the Lauriello case brought

          23  value to the settlement.

          24        Q.    I'm asking if all the fees you

          25  received came from as a result of your
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           1  relationship with Milberg Weiss by virtue of

           2  the joint prosecution agreement?

           3        A.    I don't believe that to be the

           4  case.  As I said we had an individual case for

           5  Mr. Lauriello.  Without dismissal of this case

           6  there may not have been a settlement at all.
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           7        Q.    In the final settlement order, is

           8  there any money specifically allocated to the

           9  Lauriello case?

          10        A.    There's money allocated to the

          11  common stock case of which Mr. Lauriello had a

          12  stock case.

          13        Q.    But is Lauriello denominated this

          14  amount of money for Lauriello?

          15        A.    There's money allocated to the

          16  common stock case, to the taps case and to the

          17  tender offer case.

          18        Q.    I understand that.

          19        A.    Are you talking about where the

          20  money was allocated.

          21        Q.    So there's no specific allocation

          22  to the Lauriello case?

          23        A.    No specific allocation to any

          24  case.

          25        Q.    Did you and your co-counsel ever
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           1  go to Judge Wynn and specifically ask for

           2  attorney fees based on your participation in

           3  the Lauriello case?

           4        A.    No.

           5        Q.    And you did not do so because all
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           6  of the attorneys fees you go in this case came

           7  from Milberg Weiss firm who did apply for and

           8  received attorney fees award; correct?

           9        A.    Correct.  But they were the last

          10  represent of Lauriello too.

          11        Q.    But for your relationship with the

          12  Milberg Weiss firm, would you have received

          13  any fees in this case?

          14        A.    That's clearly speculation because

          15  if he had not had a relationship with Lerach,

          16  we would have had the Lauriello case

          17  ourselves.  We would have had someone else in

          18  there.  I can't say what would have happened

          19  if we didn't have a relationship with Milberg

          20  Weiss.

          21        Q.    But there's nothing in the record

          22  that would indicate right now you guys would

          23  have received any fee but for your

          24  relationship with Milberg Weiss and the

          25  agreement we looked at earlier; correct?
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           1        A.    There's nothing in the record that

           2  says we didn't get a fee because we

           3  represented Lauriello.

           4        Q.    But you didn't separately apply?
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           5        A.    No, we did not separately apply.

           6        Q.    Mr. Francis, at some point in

           7  time, you became aware that Judge Wynn had

           8  asked the plaintiffs lawyers involved in the

           9  case to submit information relating to their

          10  time; correct?

          11        A.    No, not correct.

          12        Q.    Exhibit 107.  And I should have

          13  said time and expenses.  Down at the bottom,

          14  detailed affidavits describe is the case prop

          15  ration description.  You have seen this order?

          16        A.    I have seen it in this case.

          17        Q.    So it's your testimony you didn't

          18  see it in the prior case?

          19        A.    No, it was not delivered to us.

          20  The expense report I did is in response to

          21  what Keith Park asked us for in April or May.

          22        Q.    If I look down that list, I do

          23  find lawyers for Milberg Weiss including Mr.

          24  Park and Mr. Schulman?

          25        A.    That's correct.
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           1        Q.    Correct?

           2        A.    That's right.

           3        Q.    So your co-counsel got a copy of
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           4  the order?

           5        A.    Right.  So did Mr. George.

           6        Q.    And at some point in time, Mr.

           7  Park reached out to either your firm or the

           8  Hare Wynn firm or both and asked for

           9  information responsive to this order; correct?

          10        A.    I don't believe that is correct.

          11  He asked us for this information probably in

          12  the April time frame prior to the order.  He

          13  probably anticipated this order, but that's

          14  not what was told to us.

          15        Q.    Let's go back, then.  So at some

          16  point around April is your best recollection,

          17  you are contacted by Mr. Park.  Was it you or

          18  just Mr. Gunther?

          19        A.    I think Mr. Gunther received some

          20  correspondence from Mr. Park asked for this

          21  load star information.

          22        Q.    And you understood load star

          23  information to include your time and expenses?

          24        A.    Right.

          25        Q.    And at that time you were not
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           1  keeping any time records; correct?

           2        A.    Contingent fee case, no.
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           3        Q.    And at that time --

           4        A.    And Alabama being a common fund

           5  percentage of recovery state, we did not keep

           6  time.

           7        Q.    Has that changed?  Do you keep

           8  them today?

           9        A.    Not in a contingent fee case.

          10        Q.    You had been doing securities

          11  related work at the time for 15 years?

          12        A.    Right.

          13        Q.    And you were aware that some

          14  courts require this kind of load star

          15  information that you were being asked for?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    But nevertheless it was your

          18  practice wasn't too keep that information?

          19        A.    But if we were in a jurisdiction

          20  that required them, we do.

          21        Q.    And so did you ever have any

          22  conversation with Mr. Park or anybody in his

          23  firm about what you should do since you

          24  weren't keeping track of time in the case?

          25        A.    That was handled by Mr. Gunther.
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           1        Q.    And you weren't part of those
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           2  conversations?

           3        A.    Part of the conversation with Mr.

           4  Gunther who then related it on to Milberg

           5  Weiss.

           6        Q.    What did Mr. Gunther relay to you?

           7        A.    The only thing I can recall is at

           8  the end of the day, we were to present our

           9  expense report.

          10        Q.    So the end of the day you guys

          11  didn't provide an estimate of your hours or

          12  anything like that?

          13        A.    Right.

          14        Q.    Let's go to exhibit 33.  This is

          15  an affidavit signed by Mr. North on behalf of

          16  your firm in support of the application for

          17  award of attorneys fees an reimbursement of

          18  expenses; correct?

          19        A.    Yes.

          20        Q.    Did you assist Mr. North in any

          21  way in preparing this affidavit?

          22        A.    I probably wrote it.

          23        Q.    And is it likely you also did the

          24  leg work to determine that the expenses

          25  involved were 7,734.49?
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           1        A.    Well, we had a bookkeeper who

           2  would have given that information.  But Mr.

           3  Haley thinks he --

           4        Q.    I'm going to ask you about that.

           5  Let's go to the next page.  And this lists in

           6  detail form what the expenses had been up

           7  until that time; correct?

           8        A.    Yes.

           9        Q.    It's filed and submitted by Mr.

          10  North on June 1?

          11        A.    Right.  That's our bookkeeper.

          12        Q.    Who notarized it?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    Paragraph five says the expenses

          15  incurred pertaining to this case are reflected

          16  in the books and records of the firm or this

          17  firm?

          18        A.    She types like I write.  I don't

          19  know.

          20        Q.    These books and records are

          21  prepared from expense vouchers and check

          22  records and are an accurate record of the

          23  expenses incurred?

          24        A.    Is it your recollection that you

          25  guys submitted any expenses on behalf of the
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           1  Hare Wynn firm.

           2        A.    I think we may have reimbursed the

           3  Hare firm for some expenses it had and we

           4  claimed it.  Because the Westlaw would have

           5  been the Hare firm at that time for sure.

           6        Q.    So Mr. North's affidavit doesn't

           7  reference in any way the Hare Wynn firm?

           8        A.    No, it does not.

           9        Q.    Was there a particular reason why

          10  if some of the expenses were expenses you were

          11  going to reimburse the Hare Wynn firm for you

          12  guys didn't include that?

          13        A.    I have no recollection whatsoever

          14  to that.

          15        Q.    Was there some concern that it

          16  would cause a problem if expenses were

          17  submitted on behalf of the Hare Wynn firm?

          18        A.    No.  I think it's a bookkeeping

          19  issue.

          20        Q.    Had you guys fronted all the

          21  expenses?

          22        A.    Talking about the North firm?

          23        Q.    Yes.

          24        A.    I can't recall.

          25        Q.    But you wouldn't have paid their
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           1  Westlaw bills?

           2        A.    No.  We may have paid them before

           3  we billed for it, before we sent the

           4  affidavit.

           5        Q.    Is this the only information you

           6  are aware of submitted by either your firm or

           7  the Hare Wynn firm as it relates to time

           8  invested or expenses for the MedPartners

           9  securities litigation?

          10        A.    Yes, as far as I can recall.

          11        Q.    Put up exhibit 21.  Let's talk

          12  about the lead counsel agreement.  You are

          13  familiar with that agreement, aren't you?

          14        A.    I am.

          15        Q.    And you were involved in the

          16  negotiations an discussions that led to that

          17  agreement; correct?

          18        A.    I was.

          19        Q.    And in fact, I think you were

          20  described as the liaison between the two

          21  groups.  Is this fair?

          22        A.    Yes, I was.

          23        Q.    As I recall, Mr. Vines first

          24  became involved in the litigation sometime

          25  within a couple of weeks of you files the
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           1  original lawsuit, he filed another lawsuit?

           2        A.    That's right.

           3        Q.    And it was on behalf of frank

           4  McArthur right here in Jefferson County just

           5  like your case?

           6        A.    Right.

           7        Q.    That law eventually was stayed

           8  pursuant to the Alabama class action statute?

           9        A.    I believe it was abated.

          10        Q.    Pursuant to the statute?

          11        A.    Right.

          12        Q.    And after Judge King granted the

          13  initial class certification in this case back

          14  in January of 2005, Mr. Vines sought to

          15  intervene in this litigation; correct?

          16        A.    He sought to intervene in this

          17  litigation.  I can't recall the timing,

          18  though.

          19        Q.    Do you generally remember that

          20  when he sought to intervene in the litigation

          21  the first time, that you guys opposed it?

          22        A.    Oh, yes.  I remember that.

          23        Q.    Opposed it pretty vigorously,

          24  didn't you?
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          25        A.    Yes.
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           1        Q.    Eventually, the judge's order went

           2  up to the Alabama Supreme Court; correct?

           3        A.    Right.

           4        Q.    And the defendants appealed from

           5  the judge's ruling and Mr. Vines appealed from

           6  the judge's ruling denying his motion to

           7  intervene; correct?

           8        A.    Right.

           9        Q.    But eventually the Alabama Supreme

          10  Court -- put up exhibit 50, the first full

          11  paragraph on the left side.  Eventually the

          12  Court held that if the claims against Caremark

          13  insurers go forth in the manner the case is

          14  currently postured McArthur's ability to

          15  protect his interest may be impaired or

          16  impeded; correct?

          17        A.    Correct.  I mean, that's what it

          18  says.

          19        Q.    And if we go over to the next

          20  page, page 13, last paragraph on the left

          21  side, the Supreme Court allowed McArthur to

          22  intervene finding that justice may not

          23  obtained if the intervention is not allowed?
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          24        A.    That's what the opinion says.

          25        Q.    At some point in time after the
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           1  case was remanded following that order, Mr.

           2  Vines formally filed his complaint an

           3  intervention in this matter; correct?

           4        A.    I'm just not familiar with the

           5  dates but I know he filed it.

           6        Q.    Put up 42.  Filed on March 19th of

           7  2007.  And included in the named defendants

           8  was John Lauriello; correct?

           9        A.    That's correct.

          10        Q.    And at that time that complaint

          11  and intervention was filed, Mr. Lauriello, was

          12  he still the sole named plaintiff in the case

          13  or do you remember?

          14        A.    I don't remember that.

          15        Q.    But he was still a named plaintiff

          16  in the case?

          17        A.    He was.

          18        Q.    I don't want to go back through

          19  all the pleadings that were filed back and

          20  forth but is it fair to say that after Mr.

          21  Vines filed this pleading and was permitted to

          22  intervene you guys at various stages --
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          23  referring to the Lauriello counsel as the Hare

          24  Wynn firm, the North firm and Mr. Somerville,

          25  filed numerous pleadings seeking to either
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           1  limit the intervenors right to participate in

           2  the case and ultimately moved to disqualify

           3  them; correct?

           4        A.    We did.

           5        Q.    And likewise, at various times in

           6  the litigation Mr. Vines as counsel for the

           7  intervenors filed various pleadings arguing

           8  that you guys weren't fit to represent

           9  plaintiff's class here and at one time asking

          10  that you guys be disqualified; correct?

          11        A.    He did.

          12        Q.    In fact, all that came to a head

          13  in early 2009?

          14        A.    That's my recollection.

          15        Q.    Somewhere around January 30, 2009

          16  you guyed filed a motion to disqualify Mr.

          17  Vines and Mr. Rediker?

          18        A.    Correct.

          19        Q.    And on February 4th he filed a

          20  motion to disqualify you guys, arguing that

          21  you guys -- and when I say you guys the
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          22  lawyers plus Mr. Lauriello, were not fit to

          23  represent the plaintiff class in the case?

          24        A.    He did, correct.

          25        Q.    And we came over and there was a
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           1  hearing on that matter around February 6th?

           2        A.    That's my recollection.

           3        Q.    And at that hearing the lawyers on

           4  your side vigorously argued to disqualify Mr.

           5  Rediker and Mr. Vines and they vigorously

           6  argued to disqualify the lawyers on your side;

           7  correct?

           8        A.    Correct.

           9        Q.    And following that hearing, lead

          10  counsel agreement, exhibit 21, was agreed to

          11  and signed it looks like on February 25; is

          12  that correct?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    As I understand it, all the

          15  negotiations relating to this agreement took

          16  place between that February 6th hearing an the

          17  date this is signed?

          18        A.    That's my best judgment.

          19        Q.    You don't remember ever having any

          20  discussions or conversations with Mr. Vines
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          21  about the various firms involved resolving

          22  their differences before February 6th, do you?

          23        A.    I don't recall.

          24        Q.    As I understand it, the

          25  negotiations went back and forth.  Mr. Vines
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           1  first made a proposal to be co-counsel with

           2  you guys and split the fees somewhere 50/50?

           3        A.    That was his first proposal.

           4        Q.    And you told him that was never

           5  going to happen?

           6        A.    Yes.  That's -- yes.

           7        Q.    Ultimately, though, you guys did

           8  come to some agreement both about who would be

           9  responsible for various aspects of the case

          10  and how it would proceed going forward?

          11        A.    We did come to an agreement on

          12  that, yes.

          13        Q.    And you also came to some

          14  agreement about the attorney fees that each

          15  side would pursue or request assuming there

          16  was some resolution in the matter?

          17        A.    Yes.

          18        Q.    And the agreement was that the

          19  lawyers who were then known as the Lauriello
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          20  lawyers, Hare Wynn, Mr. Somerville and your

          21  firm could seek up to 92 and a half and Mr.

          22  Vines could seek 7 and a half percent?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    So part of the agreement related

          25  to fees and we have talked about that.  You
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           1  guys can apply for up to 92.5 percent fees

           2  awarded and he can apply for 7 and a half?

           3        A.    That's right.

           4        Q.    And you guys proposed not to

           5  oppose?

           6        A.    That's right.

           7        Q.    But the agreement also addresses

           8  how the discovery is going to be pursued in

           9  the case; correct?

          10        A.    There's mention in there about

          11  discovery.

          12        Q.    Well, let's start with you did.

          13  As part of this agreement Mr. Vines give up

          14  the right to seek to represent the class in

          15  this case; correct?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    He remains in the case but solely

          18  for his named plaintiffs?
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          19        A.    His intervenors but he's free to

          20  attend anything he wants to attend and argue.

          21        Q.    But he's also ceded to primary

          22  right to pursue discovery to the Hare Wynn

          23  firm, Mr. Somerville and your firm; correct?

          24        A.    I think that's a fair reading of

          25  it, yes.
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           1        Q.    And in fact, as I recall, the lead

           2  counsel agreement requires Mr. Vines if he

           3  wants to pursue particular discovery to first

           4  run it by you guys and get your approval?

           5        A.    Not to be over technical but the

           6  document is what it is.  That's my

           7  understanding of it.

           8        Q.    I was just trying to short cut up.

           9  But that's the essence of it?

          10        A.    That was the intent.

          11        Q.    He had to specifically give up his

          12  right to pursue discovery without running it

          13  past you guys in order to get this agreement

          14  done?

          15        A.    That's what the agreement says.

          16  In practical effect, I think he could ask for

          17  discovery and the judge would give it to him.
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          18        Q.    But that's what the agreement

          19  says?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    Mr. Francis, and I will give you

          22  time the look through it, I can tell you that

          23  it's behind tab 21 in your notebook.  But the

          24  general question I'm going the ask you --

          25  well, let me ask you this first.  This
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           1  agreement you guys filed with the court;

           2  correct?

           3        A.    We did.

           4        Q.    Shortly after it was reached;

           5  right?

           6        A.    We did.

           7        Q.    And if you look through that

           8  agreement, there's no reference anywhere in

           9  that agreement to Mr. Lauriello, any

          10  discussions about or agreement that Mr.

          11  Lauriello will be dismissed as a defendant in

          12  the complaint and intervention, is there?

          13        A.    Well, I think Mr. Vines is

          14  required to with draw his motion to disqualify

          15  Mr. Lauriello.

          16        Q.    He was required to withdraw his
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          17  motion to disqualify but there's no specific

          18  requirement set out in the agreement directing

          19  that Mr. Vines has to dismiss Mr. Lauriello as

          20  a defendant in the complaint and intervention,

          21  is there?

          22        A.    I didn't see it.

          23        Q.    And even though there's no

          24  reference to or mention of that term in the

          25  agreement, that in fact was part of the
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           1  discussions you had, that in exchange of

           2  executing the lead counsel agreement, Mr.

           3  Vines would indeed dismiss Mr. Lauriello as a

           4  defendant in the intervention?

           5        A.    Well, Mr. Vines' claims against

           6  Lauriello were contrary to the interests of

           7  class.  And we told him he could not do

           8  anything that was contrary to the class.

           9        Q.    But as part of this agreement, you

          10  guys told Mr. Vines in no uncertain terms he

          11  had to dismiss Mr. Lauriello as a defendant?

          12        A.    Well, as you can see it's not in

          13  the agreement.  And Mr. Vines was free not to

          14  do that but I believe we strongly suggested he

          15  do it.
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          16        Q.    When I asked you in your

          17  deposition you told me specifically that it

          18  was understood by all that the claims would be

          19  dismissed?

          20        A.    I think that's correct.

          21        Q.    So you understood based on the

          22  discussions you had negotiating this that that

          23  was going to happen?

          24        A.    Because it was contrary.  He was

          25  told that.
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           1        Q.    And he, in fact, agreed to do so?

           2        A.    He did do it.

           3        Q.    As I recall the claims Mr.

           4  Lauriello were pending in the case for about

           5  two years; is that right?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    And at all times while those

           8  claims were pending against Mr. Lauriello and

           9  he was both a plaintiff in the defendant in

          10  the case, he was represented by the Hare Wynn

          11  firm, your firm and Mr. Somerville in both

          12  those capacities?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    And indeed you guys shortly after
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          15  he was named or at some point after he was

          16  named as a defendant, filed the motion to

          17  dismiss; correct?

          18        A.    We did.

          19        Q.    Put up 20.  You guys filed the

          20  motion to dismiss the 3rd day of January of

          21  2008?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    And Mr. Somerville signed it

          24  electronically on behalf of all the attorneys

          25  but all your firms are listed?
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           1        A.    They are.

           2        Q.    And that motion was denied;

           3  correct?

           4        A.    It was.

           5        Q.    It was argued and denied; right?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    Put up 141.  Is this the order

           8  denying it?  Looks like it was filed March 4,

           9  2008?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    At any time during your

          12  discussions about the lead counsel agreement

          13  and what would happen with the claims against
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          14  Mr. Lauriello, was there ever any discussion

          15  of whether or not any compensation should be

          16  paid by Mr. Lauriello in order to obtain the

          17  dismissal?

          18        A.    No.

          19        Q.    Just not an issue that ever came

          20  up?

          21        A.    No.  Mr. Lauriello -- filing the

          22  suit against Mr. Lauriello was contrary to the

          23  interest of the class.

          24        Q.    So even though the claims against

          25  Mr. Lauriello had survived a motion to
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           1  dismiss, you guys believed it in the best

           2  interest of the class to have him dismissed

           3  without ever discussing whether or not any

           4  compensation should be paid?

           5        A.    The effort, the motion to dismiss

           6  John Lauriello was not on the merits.  It was

           7  on a technical issue as to whether the

           8  intervenors case had been dismissed with

           9  prejudice in front of Judge Vowell.  There was

          10  never any discussion in that motion to dismiss

          11  on the merits of any claim about Mr.

          12  Lauriello.
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          13        Q.    Was any other motion to dismiss or

          14  motion for summary judgment to dismiss Mr.

          15  Lauriello filed in the case?

          16        A.    No, I just can't recall that.

          17        Q.    The answer is there was not?

          18        A.    I can't recall that.  It wasn't

          19  ripe for it at the time.

          20        Q.    So you don't recall there being

          21  any other efforts to dismiss Mr. Lauriello as

          22  a defendant in the complaint and intervention

          23  other than the motion to dismiss we all agree

          24  was denied on March 4, 2008?

          25        A.    That's right.
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           1        Q.    Rather than go back and debate

           2  with you, whether or not it was both on the

           3  merits or not is reflected in the pleading

           4  itself?

           5        A.    Sure.  I haven't reviewed that

           6  pleading in the a long time.

           7        Q.    The pleading or the order

           8  dismissing it?

           9        A.    I know our primary issue was the

          10  fact that the case had been dismissed with

          11  prejudice in front of Judge Vowell and whether
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          12  those things survived was the issue.

          13        Q.    But you're not saying it didn't

          14  include merits?

          15        A.    I'm not saying that.

          16              MR. HOLLADAY:  Mr. Francis, that's

          17  all I have.  Thank you.

          18              THE COURT:  Any other questioning

          19  on this side?

          20              MR. THORNTON:  No, sir.

          21              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell.

          22  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL:

          23        Q.    Were the interests in the

          24  Lauriello case ever adverse to the claims

          25  against Mr. Lauriello?
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           1        Q.    Talking about the interests?

           2        A.    Oh, no.

           3        Q.    The interests of John Lauriello

           4  and the interest of the case, were they ever

           5  adverse at any time?

           6        A.    No, they were not.

           7        Q.    Is that why it was in the best

           8  interest in the case to get Lauriello out of

           9  the case?

          10        A.    Yes.  Our position was the
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          11  defendants had lied to the class and then

          12  covered it up.  Mr. Vines was claiming Mr.

          13  Lauriello somehow knew about the lie.  That

          14  was contrary and antagonistic to the interest

          15  of the case.  So we never represented anyone

          16  that had adverse interest to either side.

          17        Q.    That's the point.  Now, you recall

          18  going to the final approval hearing in front

          19  of Judge Wynn I believe you indicated that?

          20        A.    I was.

          21        Q.    And do you remember judge Buttram

          22  being present there?

          23        A.    We ran into Judge Buttram on the

          24  street and walked into the courtroom with him.

          25        Q.    He had the taps litigation in
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           1  front of him and some others?

           2        A.    He did.

           3        Q.    He's the court this appointed the

           4  taps class counsel and others?

           5        A.    That's correct.

           6        Q.    And Judge Buttram sat through the

           7  final hearing as well?

           8        A.    He did.

           9        Q.    And heard the representations an
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          10  the comments made by counsel and the comments

          11  made by the court?

          12        A.    He did.

          13        Q.    He had cases pending in his court

          14  as well that were going to be affected by what

          15  representations were made in front of Judge

          16  Wynn and what Judge Wynn's interpretations and

          17  understanding of the litigation was and his

          18  ultimate decision?

          19        A.    He did.

          20        Q.    Now, in that final fairness

          21  hearing there was some discussion with you

          22  earlier about lawyers doing whatever it was

          23  they did or didn't do about insurance.  You

          24  heard Mr. Selinger and Mr. Cauley in their

          25  submissions to the court to Judge Wynn that
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           1  they expended among all the lawyers involved

           2  over eight thousand hours in the prosecution

           3  of these claims?

           4        A.    I did.

           5        Q.    As an experienced securities

           6  litigator is insurance coverage one of those

           7  things that you are intimately interested in?

           8        A.    Certainly.
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           9        Q.    And you saw that Neil Selinger and

          10  Cauley and others regularly monitored the

          11  financial filings of MedPartners throughout

          12  the pendency of not only the discovery

          13  process, but continuing on up through the

          14  fairness hearing?

          15        A.    They did.

          16        Q.    Now, let me ask you this, sir.

          17  You are familiar with rule 26 E as everybody

          18  in this courtroom is?

          19        A.    I am.

          20        Q.    And under rule of procedure 26 E

          21  when a response is -- let's put it up on the

          22  screen.  E 3.  We know and Judge King knows,

          23  we have seen it, that not only did Haley et

          24  all file a request for production about

          25  insurance policies, but one was done in the
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           1  shackter case, we saw that as well, among

           2  others; right.

           3        A.    Right.

           4        Q.    E 2.  So in terms of -- and

           5  discovery insurance was disclosed as being 50

           6  million dollars?

           7        A.    Jack Newman testified in his
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           8  deposition in the last year that he gave the

           9  50 million dollars insurance policy to

          10  plaintiff's counsel.

          11        Q.    Okay.  Now, when that happens, if

          12  there is a change in circumstance once that

          13  production has been made or that discovery

          14  response has been filed and sent to the other

          15  side, if the circumstances change and that

          16  party knows that the prior response though

          17  correct when made is no longer true and the

          18  circumstances are such that a failure to amend

          19  the response is in substance a knowing

          20  concealment, then their duty is to what, sir?

          21        A.    Supplement and give the new

          22  information.

          23        Q.    Now, the knowing concealment we

          24  know that's interesting based on what George

          25  says?
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           1        A.    We know what's what he did.

           2        Q.    He admitted it under oath this

           3  they weren't going to tell the plaintiff's?

           4        A.    It is private.

           5        Q.    Now, rule 26 E 2 doesn't say, does

           6  it, that you could go to the Birmingham news
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           7  or New York times and issue a press release?

           8        A.    It does not.

           9        Q.    Rule 26 E 2 does not say you can

          10  put in a 10 Q filing and that satisfies the

          11  requirements of the law, does it?

          12        A.    No.

          13        Q.    What it says is you have got to

          14  tell the other side in the court, in which is

          15  case is pending that your prior response

          16  though correct at the time is now incorrect.

          17  That wasn't done was it?

          18        A.    That's correct.  You can get press

          19  releases and you can have 20 people disagree

          20  about what it means.

          21        Q.    Well, we don't have to in the

          22  case, sir, because nowhere does it disclose

          23  what the coverage is.

          24        A.    That's correct.

          25        Q.    It does not.  Yet that's what the
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           1  lawyers had always asked for, what is the

           2  coverage?

           3        A.    That's right.

           4        Q.    So nowhere in the press release or

           5  in the 10 Q does it answer the question that
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           6  the lawyers were asking?

           7        A.    That's correct.  Or what the court

           8  asked for.

           9        Q.    My next area, you got me on it.

          10  Not only were the lawyers trying to fulfill

          11  their duty to find out what the coverage was,

          12  the court in its role as trustee for the class

          13  was going the same thing?

          14        A.    Correct.

          15        Q.    And not only did Judge Wynn do it

          16  in the May 3, 1999 preliminary approval

          17  hearing where we know we had at least four

          18  MedPartners lawyers there that we saw earlier

          19  including Mr. Newman, he asked about ability

          20  to pay and it was represented in front of

          21  those lawyers that the limits were being

          22  obtained, all the coverage.  Do you remember

          23  that?

          24        A.    I do.

          25        Q.    So Judge Wynn as trustee for the
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           1  class was doing the same thing that the

           2  lawyers had been doing.  And the MedPartners

           3  lawyers sat there silent when he was told we

           4  have the limits?
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           5        A.    Correct.  And me and other class

           6  lawyers respecting plaintiffs came to hear

           7  that information to fulfill our duty and see

           8  what was told to the court.  That's what we

           9  heard.  No one said anything that was not

          10  true.

          11        Q.    Well, you wouldn't expect, Mr.

          12  Francis, as a lawyer not only in this

          13  jurisdiction but in any that a lawyer would

          14  get up and misrepresent limits of coverage to

          15  a judge, would you?

          16        A.    No.

          17        Q.    Nor would you expect as a lawyer

          18  that if somebody in the courtroom knew that

          19  that was a misrepresentation, this they would

          20  sit idly by knowing that court wasn't being

          21  informed of the truth?

          22        A.    No.  That's the purpose of the

          23  hearing.

          24        Q.    And the same dad gum thing

          25  happened in July, didn't it?
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           1        A.    That's correct.

           2        Q.    Let's talk a little bit about the

           3  Blankenship issue.  This is Exhibit 57.  If I
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           4  could pass one up to the Court.

           5              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.

           6        Q.    Now, you were asked questions

           7  about this earlier.  I want to go through some

           8  things with it about you too.  It's exhibit

           9  57.  I don't know if we've offered it.  If

          10  not, it's in your evidentiary submissions.

          11              MR. HOLLADAY:  It's attached to

          12  Mr. Gassman's deposition.

          13              THE COURT:  It's admitted.

          14        Q.    Let's look at this contingent fee

          15  agreement is entered into by Kirby Blankenship

          16  with Milberg Weiss, Gassman to represent

          17  clients in a claim for money damages against

          18  MedPartners, team health group and some others

          19  arising out of shares of MedPartners in

          20  connection with the acquisition of these

          21  particular entities.  Right, sir?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    Let's go to the next page about

          24  costs, expenses and payments.  First paragraph

          25  is the clients authorize the attorneys.
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           1  That's all of the attorneys; right.  Which was

           2  /KHRAOEUPB you hading myself?
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           3        Q.    In their sole discretion to remain

           4  and clients agree to pay for the discovery the

           5  fees or charges of other persons and entities

           6  hired to perform services related to the

           7  matter.  It goes on to talk about court

           8  reporters, appraisers, et cetera.  The bottom

           9  paragraph.  Attorneys are authorized.  Now,

          10  this is Blankenship agrees?

          11        A.    That's right.  With Milberg Weiss.

          12        Q.    Attorneys are authorized to

          13  associate or consult in their representation

          14  with such other counsel as they may deem

          15  necessary.  No with standing any such

          16  negotiation of counsel attorneys shall at all

          17  times retain the full authority and

          18  responsibility of lead counsel in any

          19  litigation pursuant to this con tin general

          20  fee agreement further more unless otherwise

          21  agreed to by clients such association shall

          22  not result in any additional fees being

          23  charged to the clients.  Was Blankenship

          24  charged any additional fee by result of your

          25  involvement or Hare Wynn firm in the
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           1  litigation?
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           2        A.    No.

           3        Q.    Go to page four, please.  Other

           4  pending actions and highlight that.  This is

           5  part of the same deal that Mr. Blankenship

           6  agreed to; right?

           7        A.    That's right.

           8        Q.    Milberg Weiss represents

           9  plaintiffs in pending class actions asserting

          10  violations of federal and state securities

          11  laws against MedPartners and various other

          12  parties.  Lauriello currently on appeal from

          13  the circuit court of Jefferson County and

          14  Padilla pending in the district court in

          15  California.  Did Dr. Blankenship then sign off

          16  and agree that he understood that Milberg

          17  Weiss's involvement in those action creates

          18  potential or actual conflicts of interest an

          19  hereby agree to waive any such conflict as

          20  well as any other conflict arising out of

          21  attorney's representation of other physicians

          22  securities fraud claims which arise out of

          23  direct or indirect acquisition as long as it

          24  does not exceed 35 million dollars?  Did he

          25  agree to that?

                                                          105
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           1        A.    Yes.

           2        Q.    Go to the next page.  We know it

           3  because he signed it right here, didn't he?

           4        A.    Right.

           5        Q.    Kirby Blankenship.  Now, Mr.

           6  Holladay asked you if you believed -- and I'll

           7  probably paraphrase it -- if you believed that

           8  an insurance company that was going to pay

           9  more than 22 million five hundred thousand

          10  dollars to settle these cases.  Do you

          11  remember that, pay more than the premium?

          12        A.    Right.

          13        Q.    Let me ask you this.  Do you

          14  believe that an insurance company that has

          15  unlimited coverage whose insured says, what

          16  was going on at MedPartners was basically the

          17  equivalent of Birmingham's Enron.  I think it

          18  was a very, very serious public scandal; whose

          19  insured was saying we discovered it layer by

          20  layer unwrapping the onion and it was really

          21  sickening so state by the time you restate and

          22  put things in the proper year and carry them

          23  forward and actually clean this company up,

          24  you are going to recognize in excess of three

          25  billion in loss; whose insured general counsel
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           1  when assessing liability says under oath and I

           2  know that if the plaintiffs lawyers ever get

           3  the facts it is history for anybody to say

           4  that this case is defensible and that sort of

           5  thing they'd better get their seat belts;

           6  whose insured counsel after the litigation is

           7  filed hires an outside independent consulting

           8  expert can assess the damage and that

           9  independent expert comes up with a damage

          10  model that says the damage to this company is

          11  if excess of 450 to 750 million dollars.  Do

          12  you believe under those circumstances that an

          13  insurance company would be willing to pay

          14  substantially more than 22 and a half million

          15  dollars?

          16        A.    Yes, I do.

          17              MR. POWELL:  Thank you.

          18              THE COURT:  Mr. Holladay.

          19  REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOLLADAY.

          20        Q.    Just a couple of questions, Mr.

          21  Francis.  Mr. Powell put the Blankenship

          22  attorney fees an agreement up on the board.

          23  You never signed this agreement did you?

          24        A.    No.

          25        Q.    You never saw it until this case,
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           1  did you?

           2        A.    Not until you guys brought it up

           3  here.

           4        Q.    And do you consider yourself bound

           5  by it?

           6        A.    No, but I consider Blankenship

           7  bound by it.  They don't talk about Tim Coyle

           8  in that agreement either and Tim Coyle got

           9  paid.

          10        Q.    But do you consider yourself bound

          11  by it?

          12        A.    You know, I don't know what you

          13  mean by bound by it.

          14        Q.    Do you think it would be legally

          15  enforced against you?

          16        A.    I don't know.  I haven't looked at

          17  it -- I don't know what you are talking about.

          18  I wasn't a party to that agreement.  I was a

          19  party to an agreement with Milberg Weiss.

          20        Q.    But today you don't consider

          21  yourself to be a part of that agreement?

          22        A.    I can't answer that.  I just don't

          23  have the -- I need to do some research.  Some

          24  discovery on it.

          25        Q.    Mr. Francis whether or not you
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           1  ever believed Mr. Lauriello's interests were

           2  adverse to the class, Mr. Vines filed a lot of

           3  pleadings in this case arguing that his

           4  interests were adverse to the case, didn't he.

           5        A.    Let's back up.  He had another

           6  case.  He never had a class action complaint

           7  that he got dismissed by judge.  He got

           8  dismissed by Judge Vowell.  He got abated.

           9  Then he files the complaint and intervention.

          10  Now, he tried to say he had the class but.  We

          11  had the first filed case at all times. He did

          12  not have a case.  We were never antagonistic.

          13  He was antagonistic to Lauriello the whole

          14  time but not our class.  We alleged all the

          15  time that you guys lied and concealed.  Mr.

          16  Vines tried to say well Mr. Lauriello should

          17  have done.  That's contrary to what we argued

          18  so we were never adverse to Mr. Lauriello.

          19        Q.    But Mr. Vines alleged that Mr.

          20  Lauriello's interests were adverse to the

          21  interest of the class he was seeking to

          22  represent.  He filed pleadings to that effect,

          23  didn't he?

          24        A.    To his class.  We didn't represent
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          25  his class.
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           1        Q.    But he was alleging your law firms

           2  and Mr. Lauriello were unfit to represent the

           3  class you guys were trying to represent;

           4  correct?

           5        A.    He did say that.  But that didn't

           6  make us adverse.

           7        Q.    Finally, Mr. Francis, you have

           8  seen lots of correspondence and other evidence

           9  in this case indicating that Mr. Cauley, Mr.

          10  Selinger and multiple lawyers in Mr. Lerach's

          11  firm were aware of the press releases and the

          12  other public disclosures involving the excess

          13  insurance coverage?

          14        A.    I have.

          15              MR. HOLLADAY:  That's all I have,

          16  thank you.

          17        A.    And I know that Mr. Squitieri

          18  called Mr. George.

          19              MR. HOLLADAY:  Move to strike.

          20              THE COURT:  It's struck.  Mr.

          21  Francis, you may step down.

          22              THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

          23              THE COURT:  Now, it is five after
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          24  eleven.  Let me ask the attorneys.  We can

          25  take an early lunch and come back at 20 after
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           1  twelve or we can go for another 30 minutes.

           2  Your choice, this might break up the day but I

           3  know it's earlier than the usual lunch hour.

           4  I think defense counsel should have the call

           5  on that.

           6              MR. THORNTON:  Our next witness is

           7  Mr. Morgan.  I'm sure I won't finish his

           8  direct in 30 minutes, so it might make more

           9  sense to break now.  We can come back in an

          10  hour and 15 minutes or so and start off with

          11  him.

          12              THE COURT:  Satisfactory with

          13  plaintiffs' counsel?

          14              MR. POWELL:  Sure.

          15              THE COURT:  We will adjourn until

          16  12:20.  Thank you.

          17              (Lunch recess.)

          18              THE COURT:  Y'all have a seat,

          19  please.  Next witness.

          20              MR. THORNTON:  We call professor

          21  Thomas Morgan, Your Honor.

          22              THE COURT:  Professor.  Dean
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          23  Morgan, if you will raise your right hand and

          24  state your name for the record.

          25  THOMAS MORGAN
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           1  was sworn and testified as follows:

           2              THE COURT:  Please have a seat.

           3  I've turned the microphone on.

           4  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. THORNTON:

           5        Q.    Professor Morgan, tell us what

           6  your current position is, if you will.

           7        A.    Professor of law at the George

           8  Washington university of law school in

           9  Washington, DC.

          10        Q.    About how long have you been a law

          11  professor there?

          12        A.    A little over twenty years.

          13        Q.    What's your educational background

          14  after high school?

          15        A.    I went to Northwestern University

          16  undergraduate and the University of Chicago

          17  law school.

          18        Q.    And from law school could you

          19  briefly trace for us your employment history?

          20        A.    Yes.  In the first year I was a

          21  teaching fellow at Chicago and then I went on
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          22  the faculty at the University of Illinois as a

          23  law professor.  Then I went into the Air Force

          24  for two and a half years.  In 1980 became dean

          25  of the law school at Emory University.  Left
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           1  dean ship in 1985.  Left the law school in

           2  1988 and been at George Washington since

           3  except for two years at Brigham Young

           4  university.

           5        Q.    And were you on the law faculty at

           6  Brigham Young as well?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    Professor, are you appearing here

           9  today as an expert for the defendants on legal

          10  ethics an profession until responsible issues?

          11        A.    Yes.

          12        Q.    Tell us what you were asked to do

          13  with respect to this case.

          14        A.    I was asked to look at a

          15  collection of materials that you sent and to

          16  evaluate whether there were ethical issues

          17  that would go to the appropriateness of these

          18  law firms being certified as class counsel.

          19        Q.    Have you formed opinions on those

          20  issues based upon your review of the materials
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          21  and otherwise?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.

          23        Q.    Before you share those opinions

          24  with us, I'd like to ask you some questions

          25  about your qualifications.  Could I ask that
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           1  exhibit 214 be displayed, please.  This is

           2  exhibit 214 which is a copy of your report

           3  that's been admitted.  Could you flip to the

           4  CV, please.  Am I correct this is a copy of

           5  your current CV which was attached to your

           6  report?

           7        A.    Yes.  It's almost current.  That

           8  was a couple of months ago.

           9        Q.    As we go through it, please feel

          10  free to correct it.  What are your areas in

          11  legal expertise?

          12        A.    Certainly for the last twenty

          13  years, they have been the field of antitrust

          14  law where you have a chair at George

          15  Washington and the fields of professional

          16  responsibility.  I teach one course in

          17  antitrust each year and two courses in

          18  professional responsibility and concentrate

          19  most of my research in the professional
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          20  responsibility area.

          21        Q.    What sort of courses in

          22  professional responsibility do you teach?

          23        A.    Well, there is a basic course in

          24  professional responsibility that we offer

          25  which covers the rules of professional
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           1  conduct.

           2        Q.    For about how long have you taught

           3  that course or something similar to that

           4  course?

           5        A.    The course changes over the years

           6  but since 1974.

           7        Q.    So each term of law school you

           8  have taught a course similar to that since

           9  1974?

          10        A.    Except for the terms that I have

          11  been on leave.  But I have taught at least

          12  once a year, typically twice a year.

          13        Q.    Have you authored or coauthored

          14  any books on the subject of legal ethics and

          15  professional responsibility?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    Can you tell us about how many

          18  books that you have published on this subject
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          19  that you are authored or coauthored?

          20        A.    Basically four or five books that

          21  are listed there.  I don't consider is outline

          22  a book.  There are five that are listed there.

          23  But several have been through a number of

          24  editions.

          25        Q.    Can you identify those of the
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           1  books that you have authored or coauthored

           2  that you regard as particularly significant in

           3  the field?

           4        A.    The professional responsibility,

           5  problems and materials is the first and most

           6  preeminent single book on that list.  That is

           7  a book that professor rotunda and I began in

           8  about 1974 but it was first published in 1976.

           9  It's now in its 11th edition.  The reason it

          10  was significant was that as dean Randall

          11  testified the other day, the field really was

          12  created after Watergrate in 1974 so that there

          13  really weren't books available.  The strategy

          14  that professor rotunda and I chose was to

          15  teach through the problems is that you need to

          16  put legal ethics in context.  So what that

          17  book does is put the student each hour in a
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          18  factual situation and then force them to work

          19  their way through the guidance of the rules to

          20  criticize the rules if they think it should be

          21  and to internalize them however and understand

          22  what the law requires of them in a particular

          23  factual setting.

          24        Q.    Do you know whether that book or a

          25  prior version of it has ever been used locally
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           1  at any of the law schools?

           2        A.    Professor Rotunda was on the

           3  faculty of the University of Alabama.  I'm

           4  sure he used it.  I know he taught

           5  professional responsibility there and I'm sure

           6  he used it there.

           7        Q.    Tell us about the ALI restatement?

           8        A.    This is part of the American law

           9  institute's series of restatements.  We used

          10  restatements the first edition of the first

          11  series was produced by /PROSZer.  There are a

          12  whole series of people who produced really

          13  legendary books in the field.  When they got

          14  to the third series they decided that it would

          15  be appropriate to create a restatement of the

          16  law governing lawyers, that that was a field
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          17  or that is a field that is appropriate to have

          18  systematically explored and explained.  So

          19  although this is the restatement third, it was

          20  the first restatement in that field.  And

          21  three of us were reporters on that project,

          22  chuck Wellum was the chief reporter and I was

          23  an associate reporter.  But each of us work ed

          24  through each of the sessions.  It was a 14

          25  year thing.  We didn't do this alone.  The ALI
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           1  has groups called advisors that look at

           2  absolutely everything we write.  They have

           3  members consulted groups that review them.  We

           4  sent drafts around the country and heard from

           5  lawyers as to whether or not the rules we were

           6  stating were accurate, were the rules in their

           7  jurisdictions, were practical and appropriate

           8  for asserting to be the law governing lawyers.

           9  We think the project has been a success.

          10        Q.    Would you say this book deals

          11  within an academic abstract or more practical

          12  issues?

          13        A.    It deals with both but very

          14  practical issues.  There are lines to be drawn

          15  in every area and that's what this book tries
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          16  to do and tries to explain them and handle

          17  them in a systematic way.

          18        Q.    What does it mean to be a reporter

          19  for this project?

          20        A.    It means you read hundreds of

          21  cases that you write the text what we call the

          22  black letter and then the commentary.  Then

          23  you write notes, reporters notes for the

          24  particular sections.  My portion of the book,

          25  my primary portion was conflicts of interest.
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           1  But each of us worked on all of those

           2  sections.  Then we are the ones who have to

           3  defend it before the various groups, whether

           4  it's the advisors or the members or the

           5  counsel of the American law institute.  It's a

           6  long process in which we are the point people

           7  for the preparation of the entire volume of

           8  work.

           9        Q.    Let me direct your attention to

          10  the book lawyer law, comparing the ABA models.

          11  See that?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    Tell us about that.

          14        A.    That is something that I put out
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          15  in 2005 published by the ABA.  After the

          16  restatement came out in the year 2000, the ABA

          17  had the group called the ethics 2000 project

          18  that proposed substantial revisions in the

          19  model rules of professional conduct.  So by

          20  2005, what I did was assemble the rules that

          21  had been adopted in many jurisdictions and put

          22  with them the portions of the restatement that

          23  under lie them in effect.  That was one of the

          24  things that the current rules do, is

          25  incorporate much of the learning that we had
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           1  compiled in the preparation of the

           2  restatement.

           3        Q.    Professor Morgan, have you

           4  authored or coauthored any articles on the

           5  subject of legal ethics?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    Can you estimate approximately how

           8  many just roughly?

           9        A.    I didn't go back and count.  It's

          10  a number of 15 or 20 at least.

          11        Q.    Are those set forth or at least

          12  some of them on pages two through five of your

          13  CV?
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          14        A.    All of them.  There are three

          15  categories of articles on the CV.  One of them

          16  is antitrust and one of them is legal

          17  education.  The articles on professional

          18  responsibility are included there in that

          19  portion of the CV.

          20        Q.    Have you spoken on seminar panels?

          21        A.    Yes.

          22        Q.    Any estimate of how many such

          23  engagements you have had over the years?

          24        A.    No.  I tend to do about ten a

          25  year.  That's a round number.  So it would be
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           1  several hundred, a couple of hundred at least.

           2        Q.    Are some of these listed at pages

           3  seven through 13 of your CV?

           4        A.    Yes.  And while the publications

           5  are all of them, this is a representative

           6  list.

           7        Q.    Have you ever had occasion to be

           8  asked to speak on the subject of ethics and

           9  profession until responsibility in State of

          10  Alabama?

          11        A.    I was invited last year to speak

          12  to the state bar in point clear on my book on
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          13  the vanishing American lawyer.  Some of the

          14  issues that law firms and law students are now

          15  experiencing.

          16        Q.    Professor Morgan, what civic and

          17  professional activities have you engaged in in

          18  the areas of legal ethics and professional

          19  responsibility or if you could identify some

          20  of the more significant ones for us?

          21        A.    One of them was reporter to the

          22  American law institute project.  In addition

          23  and just before that, I was reporter to the

          24  American Bar Association's commission on

          25  professionalism.  That was the commission that
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           1  had been initiated by chief justice Berger or

           2  comments.  And I was led to the

           3  professionalism commissions and all that Dean

           4  Randall referred to and have been a

           5  significant part of the bar over the last

           6  several years.  I was a reporter, associate

           7  reporter on the ABA's ethics 2000 project

           8  coming off the work on the restatement.  I

           9  helped the ABA incorporated many of those idea

          10  that have been adopted now in many of the

          11  states.
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          12        Q.    Let me just ask you this.  Have

          13  you been involved with the ABA lawyers manual

          14  of professional conduct?

          15        A.    Yes.  That is a joint publication

          16  by the American Bar Association and the bureau

          17  of national affairs that provides current

          18  updates and then systematic collection of

          19  material on legal ethics.  In addition I'm a

          20  representative in the house of delegates for

          21  the association of American law schools so I

          22  have stayed both involved in the legal

          23  education and the American Bar Association in

          24  that respect.  That's the group that

          25  ultimately adopts changes in the rules of
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           1  conduct.

           2        Q.    So in your capacity as

           3  representative to the ABA house of delegates

           4  have you dealt with issues with proposed

           5  changes?

           6        A.    In the last years, no.  But this

           7  August there are going to be some proposals

           8  and next February.  So I will be a part of

           9  that work.

          10        Q.    Professor Morgan, have you
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          11  received any special honors or recognitions

          12  relating to legal ethics and professionalism?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    Could you identify some of the

          15  ones that you feel are more significant?

          16        A.    Well, I was after the work on the

          17  commission on professionalism I was made an

          18  honorary fellow of the Illinois bar

          19  foundation, my home state.  And that was one

          20  that I was particularly proud of.  Then in

          21  2000 I received the KECK award.  The American

          22  bar foundation is the group that does legal

          23  work.  They presented four such awards over a

          24  four year period.  Jeffery Hazard, Deborah

          25  rowdy, Ted Shanater at Arkansas and I was also
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           1  among them.

           2        Q.    What is the /SAPB /TKARD D. LEVY

           3  award?

           4        A.    It is an annual award by the New

           5  York state bar to people who have made

           6  lifetime contributions.  I doesn't relate to

           7  any particular work but it was -- I'm proud of

           8  it as acknowledging the work that I have done

           9  over my career in this field.
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          10        Q.    Professor Morgan, do you consult

          11  with any organizations or law firms on sort of

          12  practical every day issues involving legal

          13  ethics and professionalism?

          14        A.    Yes.  It is more informal in the

          15  sense that I don't tend to charge for it.  I

          16  make presentations, however, to law firms in

          17  DC or whoever wants to have me come out and do

          18  it.  And I work with an organization called

          19  alas which is a mutual insurance company of

          20  larger law firms who were among the early

          21  folks who stressed what is now common place,

          22  the field of loss prevention which is a matter

          23  of helping firms think through their

          24  operations and identify places that they may

          25  inadvertently be violating the rules of
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           1  professional conduct.  So in that capacity and

           2  in the capacity of working with law firms, I

           3  looked at and answered questions about

           4  literally hundreds of very practical issues

           5  about how lawyers work, how they are supposed

           6  to work, how they can operate within the rules

           7  and why the rules are as they are.

           8        Q.    So real questions about real
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           9  problems lawyers have?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    Let me ask you about your prior

          12  work as an expert witness in this area.  Have

          13  you previously testified at trials or hearings

          14  as an expert witness in the field of legal

          15  ethics or professional responsibility?

          16        A.    Yes.  Today is my 25th such

          17  testimony.  There was one after the resume

          18  that you published about three weeks ago in

          19  Salt Lake City.  This is the 25th time I have

          20  testified live in a courtroom.

          21        Q.    Gave depositions in 29 cases.

          22  That's also as an expert witness in this area?

          23        A.    Yes.  These are all cases that

          24  never reached the courtroom but we went clear

          25  through the deposition process.
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           1        Q.    Have you also been asked to submit

           2  declarations or affidavits in a number of

           3  other cases also in our capacity as an expert

           4  in this area?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    In these various prior expert

           7  witness engagements has your testimony ever
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           8  been excluded on the grounds that you were not

           9  qualified to render expert opinion on the

          10  subject of legal ethics or professional

          11  responsibility?

          12        A.    No, sir.

          13              MR. THORNTON:  Your Honor, I'd

          14  like to tender Professor Morgan on the area of

          15  expert of legal ethics.

          16              MR. PRATT:  First of all, we are

          17  not opposed to you hearing the professor as an

          18  expert in that particular field.  I will have

          19  some probing questions later on about his

          20  opinions, but I do not challenge he is

          21  qualified to testify.

          22              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.

          23  Having reviewed the professor's CV and heard

          24  his testimony, he is deemed qualified to serve

          25  in this capacity.
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           1              MR. THORNTON:  Thank you, Your

           2  Honor.

           3        Q.    Professor Morgan, I think you

           4  indicated that you had formed several opinions

           5  in this.  Tell the Court and tell us what you

           6  did to put yourself in this.
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           7        A.    Initially I got from you a

           8  collection of materials that is exhibits,

           9  depositions and so on.  What I did was

          10  assemble or begin to assemble a time line of

          11  what I could learn about the case from those

          12  materials.  Then when it was clear there was a

          13  gap somewhere or a reference to a document I

          14  didn't have, I asked your firm for copies of

          15  those materials.  You always supplied what I

          16  requested.  And I put together the story that

          17  was my understanding of the facts as described

          18  in the report that I have submitted.  That was

          19  the process that we went through.

          20        Q.    And are the materials that you had

          21  reviewed at least up to the time that you

          22  submitted your report set forth at pages two

          23  through six of your report?  I'm referring to

          24  paragraph four.  There are a number of

          25  materials listed there after?
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           1        A.    Yes.  There's where those

           2  materials are located.

           3        Q.    You stated earlier that you had a

           4  number of opinions, Professor Morgan.  Let me

           5  ask you if we can turn to page 13 of the
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           6  report, please.  Tell us what your first

           7  opinion is.

           8        A.    This is what we call the prior

           9  work issue, prior work conflict.  It's a

          10  conflict under Rule 1.7 under the Alabama

          11  rules of profession inform conduct.  The

          12  opinion is that it is improper for the Hare

          13  Wynn and the North and associates firms to act

          14  as class counsel because they will be forced

          15  to defends their own prior work in the events

          16  leading up to the class action settlement.

          17  That is a recognized material limitation

          18  conflict in violation of Rule 1.7.  This is a

          19  conflict that I think is -- I lead off on it

          20  because I think it's the core of the problem

          21  here, or everything kind of flows from it.

          22  And it's an area that I don't know that Dean

          23  Randall addressed in his the testimony.

          24        Q.    Describe for the court what you

          25  mean by a material limitation conflict under
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           1  Rule 1.7 B?

           2        A.    Well, the idea of a conflict of

           3  interest generally is that a lawyer's work

           4  will be less effective because that lawyer has
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           5  a duty to another client, perhaps to a third

           6  party who is paying the lawyer's fee, possibly

           7  a former client.  But also potentially the

           8  lawyer's own personal interest.  And to the

           9  extent the lawyer is less able to effectively

          10  represent the client because of their own

          11  interest in a matter, that is their own --

          12  there are concerns about how what they do will

          13  affect them, you can have a conflict which is

          14  defined in Rule 1.7 and is a limitation that

          15  is appropriate to consider in assessing the

          16  adequacy of class counsel.

          17        Q.    Now, when you refer to this as

          18  prior work conflict, what prior work of these

          19  lawyers are you referring to?

          20        A.    Well, I'm referring to what the

          21  work they are proposing to do in this case

          22  deals with issues that relate to this prior

          23  case, the 1998, 99 case, and relates to their

          24  actions or inactions in the course of that

          25  settlement.  As the issues, at least as I have
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           1  understood the issues presented in the case,

           2  they are asserting that there were lies told

           3  or material with held from them and from the
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           4  Court.  And in raising that kind of issue,

           5  there will inevitably be a need to explore

           6  what they knew, what the lawyers knew, they

           7  and these firms and others and when they knew

           8  it and what they should have known, what they

           9  should have done.  And this first opinion goes

          10  to the point that when your work on behalf of

          11  the class is going to be also involving

          12  statements about assessments of your own work

          13  in the matter, you don't have the professional

          14  distance that allows you to be objective and

          15  be effective in really pursuing the interest

          16  of the class.  That professional distance idea

          17  is an important one.  And that's what we are

          18  really getting at in this paragraph six, this

          19  first opinion.

          20        Q.    What facts are particularly

          21  relevant to this opinion, in your view?  Let's

          22  look at subparagraph A.

          23        A.    Well, the issue about -- the first

          24  set of issues here has to do with the

          25  responsibility of the Hare firm, Hare Wynn
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           1  firm and the North firm, to pursue the

           2  interests of the class.  And this is
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           3  describing the fact that they did have such a

           4  duty to the class.  And what I understand to

           5  be both professor Rubenstein's agreement with

           6  that, I believe I'm correct that Dean Randall

           7  agreed with it.  Certainly that was the

           8  position that Mr. Vines took in the McArthur

           9  litigation.

          10        Q.    Is this limitation personal to the

          11  lawyers that were involved or is this one that

          12  would be imputed to their firms under the

          13  relevant rules of conduct?

          14        A.    This is an imputed kind of

          15  conflict.  That is a conflict of the law firm

          16  in part because the reputation of the entire

          17  firm is potentially at issue in the way facts

          18  are characterized in the performance of

          19  certain lawyers in the case and so on.

          20        Q.    If this were -- if these lawyers

          21  were attempting to represent an individual

          22  client as opposed to a class, would this sort

          23  of 1 .7 be a material limitation in your

          24  opinion be consentable?

          25        A.    Yes.  Ordinarily it is possible
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           1  that you can have a prior work conflict that's
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           2  not consentable.  Indeed, when you look at the

           3  comments to Rule 1.7 of the Alabama rules, you

           4  see that they talk about it being possibly

           5  impossibly to take such a case.  Ordinarily it

           6  is subject to consent.  My on advice to firms

           7  is that their client needs to get independent

           8  counsel to advise them about whether to

           9  consent, because if your firm, for example,

          10  had a prior work conflict, you would not be

          11  the best person to advise them whether to

          12  waive it.  So it is possible that you can

          13  waive a prior work of an individual client and

          14  do it.  But when we are talking about a class

          15  action context, it is for the Court to

          16  determine whether this kind of concern, the

          17  concern about how the issues will be

          18  characterized, how the issues of who should

          19  have investigated, what were they told, which

          20  lawyers knew what, when.  When those issues

          21  are before the Court and in the trial of the

          22  case or the preparation of the case here after

          23  by class counsel , would it be better to have

          24  a lawyer who didn't have this kind of prior

          25  work conflict or not.
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           1        Q.    And in your point you use, for

           2  example, if my firm had a conflict and I was

           3  representing an individual client that in some

           4  instances that client would have me consent?

           5        A.    Yes.  It's serious stuff.  We say

           6  well it's subject to consent and therefore

           7  it's easy.  What I'm saying is you need to get

           8  over counsel to do it.  It's a real conflict

           9  of interest and a problem for any firm that

          10  goes ahead without consent.

          11        Q.    So if it were me and my firm that

          12  I would have a conflict advising my client

          13  about whether to waive the conflict.  That's

          14  what needs separate counsel?

          15        A.    Exactly.

          16        Q.    We may have already addressed

          17  this.  Is there anything in paragraph B here

          18  that you have not already addressed and, if

          19  so, would you please explain it?

          20        A.    I think I have addressed it.  What

          21  I'm trying to say is the way wrong that is

          22  addressed in the complaint in this case is

          23  stated and presented, it is going to require a

          24  real investigation into what -- as I

          25  understand it, what's ultimately going to have
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           1  to be determined in this case is whether a

           2  different disclosure by the defendants would

           3  have changed anything about the settlement.

           4  The issue is thus inevitably going to have to

           5  be what was disclosed, what did people

           6  understand.  That is going to involve those

           7  lawyers.

           8        Q.    Is there anything else about your

           9  first opinion that you have not had a chance

          10  to explain?

          11        A.    I don't believe so.

          12        Q.    Let's move on to your second

          13  opinion, if we may.  It starts at the bottom

          14  of the page and goes to the top of the next.

          15        A.    This is the rule 1 .9 conflict,

          16  the problem with the lawyers from the Hare

          17  Wynn law firm and Mr. Somerville being counsel

          18  in this matter because of what they learned in

          19  the course of representing Mr. Johnston in his

          20  case against MedPartners.  And I assert that

          21  this is a former client conflict that is

          22  violative of Rule 1.9(b).  That rule prohibits

          23  the disclosure of confidential information of

          24  a former client against or in a later matter.

          25        Q.    You do understand, do you not,
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           1  that the Hare firm and Mr. Somerville did not

           2  actually represent MedPartners in the prior

           3  action; correct?

           4        A.    Yes, I do.  That's what makes this

           5  case interesting.  It nevertheless falls

           6  within this kind of conflict of interest.

           7        Q.    Would you agree with general rule

           8  is that that obligation as a former client

           9  substantial -- a substantially related matter

          10  for a former client?

          11        A.    Yes.

          12        Q.    Are there exceptions or extensions

          13  of that rule?

          14        A.    Yes.  That's what we are dealing

          15  with here.  The basic principle is that when a

          16  lawyer represents a client who has

          17  confidentiality obligations to somebody else

          18  and the lawyer gets information from the

          19  client, with respect to that other person, the

          20  information that the lawyer has obtained about

          21  that other person is information that is

          22  included within the category of confidential

          23  information protected by rule 1 .9 B.  The

          24  example that has already come up here and that

          25  Dean Randall correctly agreed with was the
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           1  example of the lawyer representing a doctor

           2  who has turned over medical records that the

           3  doctor is ordinarily required to keep

           4  confidential but is entitled to turn it over

           5  to the lawyer for purposes of defending

           6  himself in some kind of a proceeding.  The

           7  lawyer is therefore barred from using that

           8  information about those patients against the

           9  patients in some other setting.  There are

          10  other cases as well.  Another one that's

          11  common is the joint defense agreement where

          12  you don't represent the other parties to the

          13  joint defense agreement, the lawyer doesn't,

          14  but the lawyer learns information about those

          15  other parties in the course of the discussions

          16  during the joint defense agreement.  The cases

          17  are really consistent that the lawyer is there

          18  after barred from filing a lawsuit that's

          19  substantially related against one of those

          20  co-defendants just as he would be if those

          21  other defendants had been his own client.

          22  That's the principle we are working with here.

          23  What I'm saying in this case is when you

          24  represent a lawyer who has confidentiality
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          25  obligations to his client MedPartners, you
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           1  take that client Mr. Johnston as you find him,

           2  with his obligations.  And you are required to

           3  protect that confidential information except

           4  to the extent it's waived which is the second

           5  aspect in all this.

           6        Q.    Let's talk, then, about waiver.  I

           7  think you heard Dean Randall address that.  Is

           8  that a total answer to the limitation here?

           9        A.    It's important to understand that

          10  there are two steps.  We have talked about the

          11  first step.  There is an obligation to protect

          12  confidential information.  The second is can

          13  that be waived?  The answer is yes.  But that

          14  you have to -- that in assessing that, you

          15  have to determine whether particular

          16  confidential information was in fact made

          17  generally known by MedPartners or that is the

          18  person whose interest is at stake or in some

          19  way has been affirmatively waived by them.  I

          20  understand their argument to be made in a kind

          21  of a global sense here that, oh, everything is

          22  out on the table and there are no secrets and

          23  so forth, that isn't the way you deal with
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          24  waiver of the confidentiality obligation in

          25  this kind of case.  The obligation is to
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           1  protect, that is Mr. Johnston, is to protect

           2  the information from discussion close sure to

           3  the world.  He's entitled to disclose it to

           4  his own lawyer, which he did.  But those

           5  lawyers take it subject to their ability to

           6  show that there was individual waiver of

           7  particular elements of the confidential

           8  information.

           9        Q.    You made reference to Mr.

          10  Johnston.  You understood him to be the former

          11  outside and inside general counsel of

          12  MedPartners?

          13        A.    Yes.  And that he had information

          14  that he was obliged to protect.

          15        Q.    And he was authorized to share

          16  with his lawyers information that would over

          17  wise have been privileged or confidential

          18  belonging to MedPartners?

          19        A.    Exactly.

          20        Q.    And that what rule 1 .6 B

          21  addresses?

          22        A.    Yes.  He had ever right the
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          23  discussion close to his lawyer.  But the

          24  reason we have a rule like 1 .6 B 2, the

          25  reason you allow it to be disclosed to the
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           1  lawyer is that the lawyer takes it subject to

           2  an obligation not to disclose it further.  You

           3  know it's safe to disclose it to the lawyer

           4  because that lawyer takes it with a fiduciary

           5  obligation to in this case MedPartners.  That

           6  may seem initially counter intuitive but if

           7  you work your way through that principle, it

           8  is absolutely straightforward.

           9        Q.    And even if there had been public

          10  disclosure of some information, is it at least

          11  possible that there are residual pockets of

          12  information that would still be confidential

          13  and or privileged?

          14        A.    Absolutely.  And the problem in

          15  all of these cases is that you can't expect

          16  the party whose confidential information is at

          17  stake to come in and say the following six

          18  things are confidential against the world and

          19  I am going to disclose them here to explain to

          20  you that there's confidential information.  If

          21  you did that, the party would be waiving their
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          22  confidentiality by the very act of trying to

          23  protect it.  So what the rules do is presume

          24  that the information that's disclosed is not

          25  waived unless you've got some affirmative
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           1  evidence that information that's now being

           2  used was in fact waived as was asserted or has

           3  become generally known, as that term is used

           4  in 1.9(b).

           5        Q.    So that would require a careful

           6  analysis of each subject?

           7        A.    Yes.  And in the course of the

           8  litigation, if these lawyers were the ones who

           9  were filing it, while an independent lawyer,

          10  that is a lawyer who hasn't had any

          11  association with Mr. Johnston would be able to

          12  file the case and handle a case on behalf of

          13  the class without using publicly available

          14  information and only publicly available

          15  information.  When you have lawyers

          16  representing a class who have those duties and

          17  somebody can assert on behalf of Caremark or

          18  whoever currently has the rights to the

          19  confidential information can assert that X was

          20  obtained in the course of lawyer relationship
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          21  and not through waiver or the fact that the

          22  information had become generally known.  What

          23  you have is a situation where the lawyers are

          24  burdened and the class is burdened.  It's not

          25  the lawyers but the class is burdened by
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           1  having lawyers who are more subject to

           2  challenge, less able the assert the rights of

           3  the class than they'd otherwise be.

           4        Q.    Now, Professor Morgan, given Mr.

           5  Johnston's position as former outside and

           6  general counsel, in your opinion, would he

           7  personally have been ethically permitted to

           8  assert the claims against Caremark that are

           9  being asserted in this case?

          10        A.    No.  And I understood Dean Randall

          11  to agree with that.

          12        Q.    And the reason for that is that

          13  it's a former client on a substantially

          14  related matter?

          15        A.    Yes.  And the fact that he has

          16  confidential information.  That's part of what

          17  goes into the term substantially related.  But

          18  also 1.9(a) is the substantially related

          19  language and 1.9(b) is the use of confidential
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          20  information.  Under both Mr. Johnston would

          21  not but neither are his lawyers to whom I

          22  understand the testimony to be he said he

          23  disclosed everything he needed to do to defend

          24  himself.

          25        Q.    Is it your understanding that the
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           1  there's generally a presumption in these

           2  former clients with respect -- with draw the

           3  question.  Is it necessary in order for a

           4  former client to assert this conflict for the

           5  former client to actually disclose its own

           6  privileged information in order to sustain

           7  itself position?

           8        A.    No.  That's the point I was making

           9  earlier.  We recognize early on that there's a

          10  dilemma if you have to come and say the

          11  following information is confidential.  So you

          12  look at the general subject matter of the work

          13  that the lawyers for Mr. Johnston would have

          14  done, how that subject matter relates to the

          15  subject matter of this case and you conclude

          16  whether there is an overlap.  And in this case

          17  there's a very substantial overlap.

          18        Q.    Does this rule, this former client
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          19  rule which by extension your opinion would

          20  apply to counsel in this case, cover only

          21  privileged information or does it also cover

          22  confidential information?

          23        A.    It covers confidential

          24  information.  It specifically refers to it.

          25  Privileged information is a sub category, in
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           1  effect.  Confidential information is any

           2  information relating to the representation.

           3  So that's a form of -- so privileged

           4  information is part of it.  This is a

           5  confidential information problem.  Some of it

           6  may be privileged but that isn't the defining

           7  issue.

           8        Q.    Now, is this conflict personal to

           9  the lawyers that were involved or is this one

          10  that can be or should be imputed?

          11        A.    It's one that is imputed.  The

          12  reason for it is that you have got

          13  confidential information floating around the

          14  law firm.  We have very limited availability

          15  of screening under the rules.  It is simply --

          16  therefore, is treated as a conflict of a firm

          17  and not just the individual lawyer?
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          18        Q.    Do I understand you correctly that

          19  if some other lawyers who had no prior

          20  involvement with Mr. Johnston for representing

          21  the class that would not be an issue at all.

          22  Is that what you are saying?

          23        A.    Exactly, because the only

          24  information they are going to have is publicly

          25  available information.  By definition.
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           1        Q.    And how could this work unfairly

           2  to the detriment of MedPartners.  How could

           3  this information be used against them in an

           4  unfair and improper way?

           5        A.    Part of the problem is we don't

           6  know because we don't know precisely what we

           7  are talking about in terms of particular

           8  information.  But the principle of 1.9(b) is

           9  that you have a former client conflict if you

          10  have this kind of information that is related

          11  to the subject matter of the current

          12  representation.  And it becomes incumbent on

          13  the lawyers to demonstrate that it was either

          14  waived or is public in some other fashion.

          15        Q.    Is there anything else about your

          16  second opinion that you haven't had an
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          17  opportunity to explain?

          18        A.    I think we have covered it.

          19        Q.    Let's move on to the third opinion

          20  which appears in paragraph eight.  Would you

          21  explain your third opinion.

          22        A.    Yes, the third opinion is about

          23  the lawyer acting as witness in the matter.

          24  This is not the unrelated to the first

          25  involving prior work conflict.  One of the
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           1  reasons they would be required to be a witness

           2  is the fact that they were involved in or had

           3  a right to be involved in the prior work.

           4        Q.    Professor Morgan, are you aware of

           5  a general rule that the lawyer as witness

           6  limitation is one that's to be the evaluated

           7  at the time of trial or another hearing as

           8  opposed to pretrial proceedings?

           9        A.    Yes.

          10        Q.    But in your opinion, is it

          11  appropriate and necessary that it be evaluated

          12  here?

          13        A.    Yes.  When you are dealing with a

          14  single client in a case and particularly when

          15  you are dealing with relatively unimportant
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          16  material, that individual client can decide

          17  that they want their lawyer to represent them

          18  during the pretrial phase, the preparation

          19  phase of the case.  The real issue where

          20  lawyer as witness comes up is when there is

          21  potential confusion between the lawyer's role

          22  as an advocate in the case and the lawyer's

          23  role as a witness.  That is somebody would

          24  stand up and present the opening statement,

          25  not under oath and then would come over and
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           1  sit in the witness chair under oath and then

           2  would go down and make objections not under

           3  oath, make closing statement not under oath.

           4  The confusion between those roles is what you

           5  are dealing with.  That's why you see language

           6  in opinions or otherwise saying that it can in

           7  those settings work in the pretrial matters.

           8  What we are dealing with here, though is a

           9  setting in which the court is being asked to

          10  certify class counsel and has to anticipate

          11  the likelihood that you are going to have this

          12  lawyer as witness problem when you get to

          13  trial.  And if that is the case, now is the

          14  time to avoid that problem.  That is the issue
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          15  here, is who is better to serve as a

          16  representative of the class.  Somebody who

          17  isn't going to have that problem or somebody

          18  who is almost certain to have it.  What I'm

          19  suggesting is that given the nature of this

          20  case in which it is an allegation that the

          21  lawyers were defrauded and that their action

          22  or inaction is going to be central, if not to

          23  their case, at least to the defense case, then

          24  the likelihood that they are going to be a

          25  witness called by the defense if not
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           1  themselves is such as to make the class better

           2  served by somebody who doesn't have that

           3  limitation.

           4        Q.    Professor Morgan, is the general

           5  rule with respect to lawyer as witness one

           6  that is personal to the lawyer involved and

           7  not to be imputed?

           8        A.    There is a part B to Rule 3.7.

           9        Q.    Put up subparagraph D, please.

          10        A.    I explained the rationale earlier

          11  about not wanting the confusion between the

          12  lawyer acting as an advocate not under oath

          13  and the lawyer in the witness box.  That's why
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          14  you have B. that says a lawyer must testify as

          15  a witness, that's the obligation. But another

          16  lawyer in their firm who will not create the

          17  confusion may do the -- handle the lawyer

          18  role.  But notice that there's an exception at

          19  the end that says unless prevented from doing

          20  so by Rule 1.7 or Rule 1.9.  That's why I made

          21  this the third opinion.  What we have seen is

          22  1.7 was the subject of the first opinion and

          23  rule 1.9 is if the subject of the second

          24  opinion.  Those both preclude the use of

          25  subsection B of Rule 3.7 as a way of getting
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           1  around the problem of the lawyer as witness.

           2  The reason that language is in there is that

           3  when we were working on this, there was a

           4  concern that people might be confused and they

           5  might think if you had one of these prior work

           6  conflicts and you were also going to be a

           7  witness about that, that some how the Rule 3.7

           8  obligation would excuse you from the

           9  disqualification under Rule 1.7 or 1 .9.  And

          10  that clearly was not the intention and that's

          11  why you have that very phrase in the rule.

          12  It's designed that you know you have got a 1.7
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          13  problem already.  This just says to you that

          14  you don't avoid that problem by invoking 3.7

          15  somehow.

          16        Q.    And the same with respect to 1.9

          17  conflict?

          18        A.    Yes.

          19        Q.    It would be imputed to the firms

          20  and not limited to the individuals?

          21        A.    Exactly.

          22        Q.    Is this conflict, that is the

          23  lawyer as witness conflict, one that can be

          24  consented to by the lawyer's own client?

          25        A.    No.  That's an interesting feature
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           1  of this.  This is a rule that invoked for the

           2  protection of the court and the protection of

           3  the proceedings.  That is to say unlike most

           4  conflicts, this is a situation where the rule

           5  is invoked to avoid confusion in the trial of

           6  the case and not simply the protection of the

           7  individual client and thus subject to waiver.

           8        Q.    Is there anything else about your

           9  third opinion that you have not had an

          10  opportunity to explain?

          11        A.    I don't believe so.
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          12        Q.    Let's move on to your fourth

          13  opinion.  Would you explain this?

          14        A.    Yes.  This is a series of

          15  incidents in the events leading up to where we

          16  are today.  It was a hard paragraph to write

          17  in the sense of I recognize that these are

          18  very distinguished lawyers and it is not my

          19  intention to be cavalier with their

          20  reputations or with a statement about their

          21  ethical conduct.  But there are a series of

          22  events in this case that taken together,

          23  suggest that on top of the first three, which

          24  are basic fundamental, unavoidable problems

          25  going forward .  These are incidents in the
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           1  events up to that point that reflect on the

           2  appropriateness of the proposed class counsel

           3  to act in the present case.

           4        Q.    Please put up subparagraph A.

           5  This subparagraph deals with the division of

           6  fees and the implication of Rule 1.5; is that

           7  correct?

           8        A.    Yes, sir.

           9        Q.    Explain for the Court this opinion

          10  and the basis for the opinion?
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          11        A.    Rule 1.5 sets up three conditions,

          12  three situations in which the lawyer may have,

          13  may share fees with another lawyer.  They are

          14  when the sharing is in proportion to the work

          15  each one did, when there is an agreement the

          16  assume joint responsibility for a matter or

          17  when there's a referral.  Those are basically

          18  the three categories.

          19        Q.    Put up the Rule 1.5(e).  Is this

          20  the rule you are speaking of?

          21        A.    Yes.

          22        Q.    I apologize for interrupting.  I

          23  thought it would be helpful for the Court to

          24  be able to see the rule.  Please proceed.

          25        A.    This a not a circumstance in which
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           1  the fee in the Blankenship case was in

           2  proportion to services performed.  There's no

           3  question that the firms other than Milberg,

           4  none of the other firms performed any services

           5  in that case.  There wasn't a written

           6  agreement with the client whereby Hare Wynn

           7  assumed any joint responsibility for the

           8  representation or the North firm.  Dean

           9  Randall agreed on both of those points.  And
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          10  this is not a referral case.  The Hare Wynn

          11  firm and the North firm did not refer the case

          12  to Mr. Lerach and the Milberg firm and the the

          13  Milberg firm didn't refer the case to them.

          14  This was a straight-out payment from a fee

          15  earned in the Blankenship case that was not --

          16  did not fit any of the three categories in any

          17  one.

          18        Q.    Are you aware or have you seen the

          19  joint prosecution agreement between the

          20  Milberg firm on the one hand and the Hare and

          21  North firm on the other?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    In your opinion, does that satisfy

          24  subparagraph B?

          25        A.    No.  It wasn't an agreement with
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           1  the client.

           2        Q.    So Blankenship was not party to

           3  that agreement?

           4        A.    Not at all.

           5        Q.    You were present, I believe to to

           6  hear Dean Randall's testimony?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    Do you recall he was shown on
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           9  affidavit by a lawyer by the name of Gassman?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    Is that something that you recall

          12  having seen before?

          13        A.    I was trying to remember whether I

          14  was shown it at my deposition.  I don't

          15  believe so.  I think that was the first time I

          16  was made aware of it.

          17        Q.    Is that confidence consistent with

          18  or inconsistent with your opinion on this

          19  point?

          20        A.    I believe it's consistent with it.

          21        Q.    What are the salient points if you

          22  recall?

          23        A.    My memory of it is simply that the

          24  affidavit says that the Blankenship plaintiffs

          25  didn't know who Hare Wynn was and had no
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           1  information about them at all.  They certainly

           2  didn't know the participation of all lawyers

           3  involved, for example.

           4        Q.    And do you recall that Mr. Gassman

           5  said in substance that he was not aware of any

           6  work that had been done by the Hare Wynn firm

           7  with respect to the Blankenship matter?
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           8        A.    Yes.  The point is there was

           9  nothing in it that contradicted my testimony.

          10        Q.    Go back to the expert report to

          11  subparagraph A.  I just want to show you this

          12  to see if you have had an opportunity to

          13  explain fully this portion of your opinion.

          14        A.    Yes, I believe so.

          15        Q.    And let's go to subparagraph B,

          16  please.  This has to do with the fact that the

          17  settlement was for 65 million dollars, nine

          18  million was allocated to Blankenship and the

          19  remaining 56 went to the class action claims?

          20        A.    Exactly.

          21        Q.    Please explain this portion of

          22  your opinion.

          23        A.    Well, the obligation of the Hare

          24  Wynn firm and the North firm was to the class.

          25  They had originally filed the case on behalf
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           1  of as a class action.  There was inevitably a

           2  conflict between the interest of the class in

           3  getting the Max mall amount of the 65 million

           4  dollars that the defendants had agreed to pay

           5  and the interest of the Blankenship plaintiffs

           6  in getting a larger portion of that.  That was
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           7  just a sere row game as it's sometimes called,

           8  a conflict of interest that clearly existed.

           9  And when the Hare Wynn firm and the North firm

          10  obtained a share of the Blankenship fee, that

          11  in effect reduced their incentive at least to

          12  advocate more vigorously with their co-counsel

          13  Mr. Lerach for the class that they

          14  represented.  And what I'm suggesting -- and

          15  this is the critical issue of this whole set

          16  of conflicts -- is that where the class's

          17  interest and their own interest came into

          18  conflict, there was a tendency to not put the

          19  class's interest first.

          20        Q.    So for example, if the allocation

          21  had been 60 million to the class and five

          22  million to Blankenship it would have been

          23  fitted the class and been a detriment to the

          24  lawyers getting a fee in the case?

          25        A.    That's the reality, yes.
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           1        Q.    And if Blankenship and the

           2  plaintiffs had consented and waived any

           3  conflict that Milberg Weiss might have because

           4  Milberg had more than one case, would that be

           5  an answer to this conflict as it relates to
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           6  the class?

           7        A.    No.  Because it had nothing to do

           8  with the firms we are talking about here, the

           9  Hare Wynn firm and the North firm, because the

          10  fact that the Blankenship people were happy

          11  didn't have anything to do with whether or not

          12  the interest of the class was being

          13  effectively pursued and effectively -- whether

          14  the firms were effectively asserted the

          15  interest of their class client.

          16        Q.    Let me see paragraph C.  I believe

          17  your next opinion, Professor Morgan, as to do

          18  with the payment of 75 thousand dollars to

          19  their client Mr. Lauriello?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    Please explain that.

          22        A.    I suppose it's easiest to explain

          23  it by dealing with the characterization of it

          24  as a fee reduction.  Mr. Lauriello had no fee

          25  obligation.  He wasn't being charged a fee as
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           1  a class action plaintiff.  He wasn't being

           2  charged a fee as an individual plaintiff.  It

           3  is absolutely true, as Dean Randall said, that

           4  if you have a right to a hundred thousand
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           5  dollar fee in a case you can agree to cut that

           6  fee to 80 thousand or 75 or whatever figure

           7  you want to choose.  But when the fee is

           8  nothing, it is not a fee reduction to give

           9  75,000 dollars affirmatively to Mr. Lauriello.

          10  It's a division of the fee that the firms

          11  received.  And it's a payment to Mr.

          12  Lauriello.  That payment is clearly a

          13  violation of rule 5.4 A.  This is not a hard

          14  point.

          15        Q.    If, in fact, the lawyers had been

          16  willing and anxious to reduce their fee, where

          17  should the money have gone as opposed to Mr.

          18  Lauriello.

          19        A.    To the class.  I'd like to give

          20  75,000 back.  They are free to do that but

          21  they give it to the fund.  They give it to the

          22  claims administrator, tender it back to the

          23  Court or if they were wanting to make a

          24  payment to Mr. Lauriello for work that he had

          25  done or whatever, they would come to the Court
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           1  and apply for the right to do that as one of

           2  the other lawyers in the case did.

           3        Q.    Have you had a chance to fully
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           4  explain this portion of your opinion?

           5        A.    I think so, yes.

           6        Q.    Let's see paragraph E, please?

           7        A.    This is E, I think.

           8        Q.    We need D.  Sorry.  This has to do

           9  with the Hare and North firms' represented

          10  Lauriello as a defendant while still

          11  prosecuting the claim; correct?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    I note this refers to the Hare and

          14  North firms?

          15        A.    I do understand Mr. Somerville was

          16  part of it.  I inadvertently left it out of

          17  the opinion.

          18        Q.    But Mr. Somerville would also be

          19  included here?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    You understand he was part of the

          22  same representation?

          23        A.    It was my mistake to leave it out.

          24        Q.    Explain this portion of the

          25  opinion, please.
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           1        A.    This is -- what happened in this

           2  case, I think everybody understand, was there
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           3  was one complaint in which Mr. Lauriello was a

           4  plaintiff, was among the plaintiffs and then

           5  the Hare and North firm were counsel in that

           6  case.  And he then was the defendant in a case

           7  alleging many of the same facts brought by Mr.

           8  Vines.  And as a defendant in that case, the

           9  same lawyers who were representing him in the

          10  first case were representing him as a

          11  defendant against the class.  Otherwise the

          12  class that they represented in the second

          13  action.  When you represent somebody as

          14  plaintiff and also as defendant in what's

          15  essentially the same matter, you have got a --

          16  you are advocating for the class in one

          17  setting and against the class in the other

          18  setting.  That is a conflict of interest by

          19  any measure.

          20        Q.    What role implicates this?

          21        A.    1.7.

          22        Q.    Is there an exception to this

          23  prohibition on basically representing

          24  plaintiff and defendant simultaneously in the

          25  same matter if the lawyer deems the claims to
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           1  be frivolous?
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           2        A.    No, there isn't.  I suspect that

           3  in most courthouses every week, there's more

           4  than a handful of defendants who think the

           5  case against them is frivolous.  But that

           6  isn't the defense.  If you are the defendant

           7  in a case, you have got to take it seriously

           8  until you are dismissed out.  This was a two

           9  year period in which Mr. Lauriello was a

          10  defendant in this case.  And this is -- it's

          11  routine in this case that what you do is get

          12  separate counsel to represent him as

          13  defendant.  If it's truly frivolous an the

          14  case is going to go away, that's a relatively

          15  inexpensive.  But that is the way you deal

          16  with it.  That is not a controversial point.

          17  This is a conflict of interest.

          18        Q.    By getting separate counsel the

          19  lawyers would have been able to continue being

          20  loyal to the class's interest and someone else

          21  would be opposing those interests.  Is that

          22  what you are saying?

          23        A.    Exactly, sure.

          24        Q.    Now, the fact that this situation

          25  has been remedied and it no longer exists,
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           1  does that mean it's not a relevant point?

           2        A.    We are looking at the history of

           3  these lawyers in their representation of this

           4  class in earlier settings and estimating the

           5  relevance of that to what they are likely to

           6  do in a future setting.

           7        Q.    Now put up subparagraph E.  I

           8  believe this is the final portion of your

           9  opinion, professor Morgan.  I believe this has

          10  to do with the lead counsel agreement among

          11  Hare firm, North firm, Mr. Somerville and Mr.

          12  Vines; is that correct?

          13        A.    Yes, sir.

          14        Q.    Explain this opinion and the bases

          15  for it.

          16        A.    This is the situation where in

          17  response to the challenge of incorporating the

          18  kinds of issues that the Alabama Supreme Court

          19  recognized were presented in this case, that

          20  is the reality that the conduct of the very

          21  lawyers in question are at least allegedly and

          22  plausibly part of the problem and indeed are

          23  going to be part of the issue in handling this

          24  class action no matter who represents them.

          25  But their conduct is going to be at issue.
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           1  The way they dealt with it was rather than

           2  incorporate Mr. Vines into the process of

           3  seriously defining how the facts were going to

           4  be characterized, who fell short, what should

           5  have been done, what really happened here.

           6  They came up with the lead counsel agreement,

           7  by which they with drew the role of Mr. Vines

           8  having any role as class counsel and which

           9  they dropped their mutual motions to

          10  disqualify by which Mr. Lauriello was

          11  eliminated as a potential defendant, potential

          12  person who had violated his obligation to the

          13  class.  And I simply use it as an illustration

          14  of this issue that keeps running through this,

          15  that when the issues of the classes interest

          16  in full representation or full development of

          17  their best case runs up against the interest

          18  of the law firms in not really getting into

          19  those matters in which they were involved,

          20  that the solution to the problem becomes to

          21  sacrifice the interest of the class.  An when

          22  the Court in handling its very challenging job

          23  of deciding who ought to be the class counsel

          24  in this matter, what I'm testifying is that

          25  it's entirely appropriate to take the facts
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           1  that are going to be at issue in this case and

           2  the way the firm has dealt with this challenge

           3  of rationalizing its own conduct into account

           4  in assessing whether they are the best people

           5  to be charged with the task of representing

           6  the class in this case.

           7        Q.    Did you mention their agreement

           8  with respect to fee applications?

           9        A.    Well, that is part of it.  That's

          10  right.  They agreed not to contest fee

          11  applications up to certain amounts.

          12  Ultimately the court has to approve any fee

          13  but the fact they thought it was important to

          14  sort out those shares at this stage does

          15  reflect on whose interest they were focusing

          16  on.

          17        Q.    Anything else about your opinion

          18  on the lead counsel agreement that you have

          19  not had an opportunity to explain?

          20        A.    I don't believe so.

          21        Q.    Do you recall at your deposition,

          22  professor Morgan that you were asked some

          23  questions about whether you would review

          24  certain opinions, state bar opinions?

          25        A.    Yes.
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           1        Q.    And at the time you had not looked

           2  at those?

           3        A.    That's correct.

           4        Q.    Have you subsequently looked at

           5  them?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    Have they changed your opinions in

           8  this case?

           9        A.    No.

          10        Q.    Are you being paid for your

          11  opinions?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    What is your rate?

          14        A.    Six hundred dollars an hour.

          15        Q.    Is that your normal and customary

          16  rate?

          17        A.    Yes.

          18        Q.    Is your payment contingent on the

          19  out come of the case?

          20        A.    Not at all.

          21        Q.    Or the substance of your

          22  testimony?

          23        A.    No.

          24              MR. THORNTON:  Your Honor.  That's
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          25  all I have.  Thank you.
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           1              THE COURT:  We will take a break

           2  until five after two.  You may step down,

           3  professor.

           4              (Short recess.)

           5              THE COURT:  Professor, you remain

           6  under oath.  Mr. Pratt, your witness.

           7              MR. PRATT:  Thank you.  May it

           8  please the court.

           9  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. PRATT.

          10        Q.    Professor Morgan, I want to start

          11  by saying something to you.  I'm going to be

          12  respectful to you, but I want to say you have

          13  made some serious allegations against some

          14  great lawyers.  So we are going to explore it

          15  to terms of your perspective and --

          16        A.    Yes, sir.  I might say I share the

          17  concern that none of us say any of this

          18  casually.  These are serious issues and it's a

          19  serious case.

          20        Q.    Yes, sir.  That's exactly right.

          21  In fact, it's a case of potentially paramount

          22  importance.  We are talking about what could

          23  be a three billion dollar fraud.  You
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          24  understand that don't you?

          25        A.    I understand that's the
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           1  allegation.

           2        Q.    And that's why I said could turn

           3  it to be?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.  I understand that's the

           5  allegation.

           6        Q.    Yes, sir.  Now, let's start the

           7  only one thing about your professional career

           8  because all the academic stuff I understand

           9  and accept.  But a good portion of your

          10  professional life is spent being paid to

          11  consult and testify as an expert as you are

          12  doing today?

          13        A.    Approximately ten percent is.  It

          14  has to be evaluated as to whether there's a

          15  large portion or not but about ten percent is

          16  spent in this kind of work.

          17        Q.    Yes, sir.  And that ten percent is

          18  up to two hundred hours per year?

          19        A.    Up to, that's right.

          20        Q.    And you charge six hundred dollars

          21  an hour; correct?

          22        A.    Yes, sir.
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          23        Q.    And have for some time?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    And so at six hundred dollars an
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           1  hour on those years where you spend two

           2  hundred hours that's 120 thousand dollars?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    Is that a significant portion of

           5  your income on those years that you make 120

           6  thousand?

           7        A.    It's significant but less than

           8  half of what I make as a teacher and about

           9  what I make as an author.

          10        Q.    So it's more than ten percent of

          11  your income?

          12        A.    Yes.  But I would have a good

          13  income if I didn't testify in this case.  I

          14  take this serious and I don't do anymore than

          15  I think is responsible.

          16        Q.    We are going to explore that some

          17  in terms of the responsible portion.  Just so

          18  we are clear, many years you make 120 thousand

          19  dollars doing what you are doing today?

          20        A.    In some years.  That's right.  It

          21  is often less than that but that's it.  I
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          22  don't deny that it is a significant sum of

          23  money.

          24        Q.    For how many years have you been

          25  doing professional consulting and testifying?
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           1        A.    For twenty years or more.

           2        Q.    Let's go back to where we started.

           3  I appreciate your recognizing that this is a

           4  potential case of real significance, maybe one

           5  of the most important cases all of the

           6  participants of this will be in in our career.

           7  I want to look at it from two different

           8  perspectives.  On the side of the class, would

           9  you agree that what we would all want for the

          10  class is the best possible representation

          11  available to them that gives them the best

          12  chance to prevail?

          13        A.    As a general proposition, of

          14  course.

          15        Q.    And that's part of this judge's

          16  role, to try to decide what class counsel will

          17  be in the best position to best present the

          18  class in their case to get them the best

          19  result that that lawyer can get them?

          20        A.    I agree with that, but I think
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          21  there are issues that limit the current

          22  counsel.

          23        Q.    There are issues you say should be

          24  considered by the court?

          25        A.    Of course.  I do not purport to
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           1  substitute my judgment for the Court's.  I'm

           2  trying to get the Court to understand the

           3  issues.

           4        Q.    That's right.  It's ultimately up

           5  to that the judge; correct?

           6        A.    Yes and the court system

           7  generally.

           8        Q.    Is you are not trying to

           9  substitute your judgment.  You're just trying

          10  to make sure the factors that you believe

          11  should be considered or brought to this

          12  judge's attention?

          13        A.    I would not in any sense, sir,

          14  purport to substitute my judgment for the

          15  Court.  I respect the Court and I do what I

          16  can to try to provide the background that will

          17  be helpful to the court in making it judgment

          18  so.

          19        Q.    So if this Court looks at the
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          20  matter as a whole and says, I'm going to

          21  consider that these lawyers that are

          22  petitioning to be class counsel have a proven

          23  record of winning against these defendants

          24  every single time, they have gone against

          25  these defendants on this or similar matters,
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           1  they prevailed, if this court also says the

           2  firms involved in petitioning have achieved

           3  record verdicts so they proven an ability to

           4  handle this kind of case, and the Court looks

           5  and says this is a firm that knows how to

           6  prove, to discussion cover and prove this case

           7  with evidence I will allow, those would all be

           8  valid for the court to make?

           9        A.    My role here is to explain that

          10  there are significant limitations on whatever

          11  their historical record has been.  When they

          12  are trying to do what they are doing and

          13  defend their own conduct at the same time,

          14  they have a material limitation they may well

          15  make that history significantly less important

          16  thank it would otherwise be.

          17        Q.    Exactly.  May well.  So the Court

          18  could balance the different factors that he is
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          19  looking at; correct?

          20        A.    Every expert offers what he or she

          21  has to the court and the trier of fact to help

          22  in the decision.  I do not purport to lecture

          23  the court or the Alabama Supreme Court or

          24  whoever ultimately considers these issues.

          25        Q.    I appreciate that.  Let's look at
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           1  it from another perspective.  Let's assume

           2  that you are the client and lawyers that hired

           3  you.  And you are involved in a case where

           4  there is evidence that people within your own

           5  company have described what went on in the

           6  underlying action that led to the 1998 class

           7  action was the equivalent of Birmingham's

           8  Enron and that the damages could be up to

           9  three billion dollars.  Let's assume you are

          10  defending clients that have that kind of

          11  exposure.  Would you want as a lawyer --

          12  because you are a lawyer -- a firm with a

          13  proven record of winning against your clients,

          14  a firm who has record verdicts all over the

          15  country, a firm very familiar with the facts

          16  in this case and very steeped in knowledge of

          17  what I'm going the to maintain with you later
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          18  is nonconfidential information, you wouldn't

          19  want that firm to have that background, would

          20  you?

          21        A.    If I were representing the

          22  defendants?

          23        Q.    Yes, sir.

          24        A.    Well, I would be equally concerned

          25  about a firm that did not have the conflicts
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           1  that were talking about assuming it's a

           2  quality firm.

           3        Q.    So your job in this case has been

           4  to support the argument that is being made by

           5  the firms and clients that hired you that

           6  there are considerations, ethical

           7  considerations that perhaps may disqualify the

           8  lawyers that are petitioning to be class

           9  counsel?

          10        A.    No, sir.  That is not fair.  I am

          11  sworn to tell the truth, the whole truth and

          12  nothing but the truth.  Every time I testify

          13  in one of these cases, I put 35 years of

          14  reputation and experience on the line.  If I

          15  testify to further anybody's interest, I am

          16  throwing away my career.  I don't do that.  I
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          17  come in here to testify honestly and

          18  faithfully to the law as I understand it.  If

          19  I didn't believe the arguments that I was

          20  presenting were true, I would not be here.  I

          21  recognize you talk about the income that I

          22  earn, I have earned income from a lot of other

          23  sources and I would not come in here to

          24  further the interest of anybody.  I come in

          25  here to tell the truth in the hope that what I
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           1  will do will be helpful and I assume that the

           2  other people who act as experts I have great

           3  respect for Dean Randall.  Although I disagree

           4  with him on some issues, it is not personal.

           5  I am here to tell the truth.

           6        Q.    I'm sorry if I offended you.  I

           7  didn't mean to imply what you took from my

           8  question.  The work you have done and the

           9  testimony you offered was being offered in

          10  support of the disqualification of these

          11  firms; correct?

          12        A.    No, sir.  Its's being offered to

          13  suggest this they should not be appointed as

          14  class counsel.  There is a difference between

          15  disqualification of somebody an individual has
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          16  chosen as their counsel and who the court says

          17  you can't have and the decision that the court

          18  makes as to the who would be most appropriate

          19  to serve as class counsel.  I'm here trying to

          20  assist with that latter issue.

          21        Q.    To offer information that may lead

          22  to the court deciding this is not the best

          23  group of lawyers to represent the class?

          24        A.    Yes.  To offer important

          25  considerations in that decision.
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           1        Q.    And did you offer any

           2  considerations or any testimony that you felt

           3  like the court would consider in favor of this

           4  group of lawyers being class counsel?

           5        A.    I tried to be fair in my

           6  expression of my opinions and I will continue

           7  to the try to be fair in answering your

           8  questions, to respond to considerations in.

           9  The issues that I was asked to address was,

          10  are there ethical issues that are significant.

          11  So it wasn't really in a context of

          12  considering arguments to out weigh the ethical

          13  issues.

          14        Q.    I see.  So what you have done is
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          15  just what you were asked to do by the lawyers

          16  representing the defendants?

          17        A.    I have done what I have expertise

          18  in doing, sir.  And I am not an expert on

          19  Alabama law firms or whatever.  So it isn't

          20  that I have rejected arguments that they would

          21  have.  It's that that wasn't what my expertise

          22  is in.

          23        Q.    Or what you were asked to do?

          24        A.    I was asked to do what I have

          25  expertise in doing.
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           1        Q.    Let's talk what you have expertise

           2  in.  One thing I was really glad that you

           3  testified to during direct, because I think it

           4  will speed things up here in our discussion,

           5  is you do agree legal ethics has to be looked

           6  at in context?

           7        A.    Of course.

           8        Q.    Now, in terms of your experience

           9  which helps form your perspective; correct?

          10        A.    Yes.

          11        Q.    I understand your academic

          12  background and your literary background.  I

          13  understand the law institute work.  I'm a
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          14  member so I am very familiar with that

          15  process.  What I want to talk about for a

          16  second since we are going to talk about

          17  ethical rules in context is your lack of

          18  experience and what I believe is something

          19  very important.  You have never been in

          20  private practice, have you?

          21        A.    I have not.  What I do is operate

          22  from an academic office rather than a law

          23  office but I work with the same issues.

          24        Q.    Well, you have never been in a

          25  courtroom except as a party in a couple of
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           1  limited matters or in your capacity today

           2  having been paid to consult and testify?

           3        A.    I have appeared as an expert

           4  witness.

           5        Q.    But never in a courtroom as an

           6  advocate representing a client?

           7        A.    That's right.

           8        Q.    Never preparing a client's case

           9  for trial?

          10        A.    Not in the sense that an advocate

          11  does.  Inevitably, you are around people doing

          12  that so I feel I have a sense of how that
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          13  goes.  But I have not prepared a case as an

          14  advocate for trial.

          15        Q.    Or negotiating with an insurance

          16  lawyer or company over a settlement?

          17        A.    That's right.

          18        Q.    Or tried to resolve disputes that

          19  come up with competing lawyers in terms of

          20  class actions; correct?

          21        A.    That's right.

          22        Q.    In fact, you have never been as a

          23  lawyer a representative of a class?

          24        A.    That's correct.

          25        Q.    You don't practice in Alabama?
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           1        A.    No, sir.

           2        Q.    So you are not familiar with the

           3  customs and the understood norms of the

           4  practice in Alabama, are you?

           5        A.    I think that's a fair statement.

           6  I certainly don't have any personal experience

           7  with it.  It is a jurisdiction that is seen,

           8  its reputation is as a thoroughly mainstream

           9  jurisdiction in terms of ethics.  This is not

          10  an unusual state in a sense of norms but

          11  that's a reputation.  I agree with you that I
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          12  have not practiced as an Alabama lawyer.

          13        Q.    Or Georgia?

          14        A.    That's right.

          15        Q.    For example, you are not familiar

          16  with how lawyers operate between themselves in

          17  cases that they have, particularly when they

          18  get to know the other lawyer?

          19        A.    Well, I certainly not in the sense

          20  that you are speaking of, I suppose.  But I

          21  know what the Alabama bar has said and the

          22  Alabama Supreme Court they are supposed to do

          23  in terms of dividing fees.

          24        Q.    But just custom and practice?

          25        A.    I agree I am not an Alabama
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           1  lawyer.

           2        Q.    So can we also agree that there's

           3  a difference between knowing and teaching the

           4  rules of ethics and enforcing the rules?

           5        A.    I'm not sure I understand the

           6  question.  There's obviously a difference but

           7  they are the same rules.  Many of the things

           8  that I work with are disciplinary opinions.

           9        Q.    For example --

          10        A.    So it's not really two different
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          11  worlds.

          12        Q.    For example have you ever been on

          13  a disciplinary panel of a bar association?

          14        A.    No.

          15        Q.    To hear complaints against

          16  lawyers?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    Are you familiar with how lawyers

          19  here in this state that you are testifying in

          20  are trained to hear grievances or complaints

          21  against lawyers?

          22        A.    No, sir, I'm not.

          23        Q.    Would it surprise to you know that

          24  lawyers are trained that the rules are not

          25  inflexible, they have to be applied to fact
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           1  situations.  And in order to be fair to a

           2  lawyer, you have got to take into

           3  consideration all of the things that are going

           4  on with that lawyer as that rule is applied?

           5        A.    That would not surprise me.  That

           6  is not unusual.  That doesn't mean the rule is

           7  not important, but it does have to apply in

           8  context.

           9        Q.    Did you as part of your
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          10  preparation to testify here today, do any

          11  investigation into the firms that you were

          12  coming here to criticize?

          13        A.    No, sir.

          14        Q.    So you don't know what Hare Wynn's

          15  reputation is for ethical conduct?

          16        A.    I don't know what its reputation

          17  is, no.  I agree.

          18        Q.    Or John Somerville?

          19        A.    I assumed that they were very good

          20  but I don't know that to be sure in the sense

          21  of having researched it.

          22        Q.    You didn't look into it?

          23        A.    No.  I assumed they were very

          24  good.

          25        Q.    Well, can we agree, Professor,
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           1  that any expert's opinion is only as good as

           2  the information the opinion is based on?

           3        A.    It is always the case that the

           4  facts we have are the what we work with.  So

           5  in that sense, I agree with you.

           6        Q.    I know we talked a little bit or

           7  actually the lawyer hired you talked with you

           8  about what you looked at.  Let's talk for a
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           9  moment about some things you didn't have or

          10  didn't do.  You didn't read any Alabama cases

          11  on the subjects you were going to testify

          12  about today, did you?

          13        A.    No.  On several of the subjects

          14  there don't seem to be Alabama cases.  I did

          15  not read them.

          16        Q.    You did not research or attempt to

          17  find Alabama cases on those subjects?

          18        A.    That's right.

          19        Q.    And on several of the subjects we

          20  are talking about today, virtually all of

          21  them, you said there isn't any Alabama

          22  authority?

          23        A.    Well, for the most part that's

          24  right.  There is some on some of the general

          25  points.
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           1        Q.    And I know you said you didn't

           2  look at the advisory opinions until after you

           3  were deposed.

           4        A.    Yes.

           5        Q.    Did you call the general counsel?

           6        A.    No.  I don't make factual calls.

           7  Those are all on the website.
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           8        Q.    So you don't make factual

           9  investigations?

          10        A.    That's right.  I am not a fact

          11  witness.  It's an important distinction.  I

          12  operate from materials that are in the record

          13  or in the public demain.

          14        Q.    That pop upon the facts?

          15        A.    Yes, sir.  And I recite the facts

          16  in my opinion that I understand to be the

          17  case.

          18        Q.    But you didn't make any

          19  investigation to consult with the general

          20  counsel to determine if there was anything

          21  else you need to take into consideration;

          22  correct?

          23        A.    That's right.

          24        Q.    You also didn't review the

          25  testimony or the documents from the other
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           1  cases, meaning the Jay Johnston case, the

           2  Thrasher case, etc.; correct?

           3        A.    That's right.  I read a couple of

           4  depositions that I believe came out of other

           5  cases.  But they are referred to in my

           6  opinion.
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           7        Q.    Which depositions?

           8        A.    I don't remember the specific

           9  depositions but they are referenced as coming

          10  from the Johnston case.

          11        Q.    Do you happen to have your

          12  materials with you?  May I have it here.  You

          13  don't remember those depositions those were?

          14        A.    I don't.  I'm sorry.

          15        Q.    Do you recall in your testimony

          16  you testified you did not read Ed Hardin's

          17  deposition?

          18        A.    I don't recall whether I said

          19  that.  I don't recall reading it.

          20        Q.    Did you look at any of the

          21  documents that were offered in any of those

          22  cases?

          23        A.    The documents?  I'm sorry.

          24        Q.    You know, when they are trial

          25  lawyers that go to court offer evidence?
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           1        A.    I'm sorry.  I don't understand

           2  what you were asking.  I did not look at

           3  documents from those cases that I recognized

           4  as being from those cases.

           5        Q.    Well, let's talk about your
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           6  opinions for a few minutes.  I'm going to

           7  start different order than you went in,

           8  because I think this makes the most sense.

           9  Let's start with opinion three, that's the

          10  Rule 3.7 opinion.

          11        A.    Yes, sir.

          12        Q.    I'm starting with that because, as

          13  you acknowledged, there can be an opportunity

          14  under 3.7(b) for other lawyers in the firm to

          15  handle the case if there is not a preclusion

          16  under 1.7 or 1.9; correct?

          17        A.    Yes, sir.

          18        Q.    Do you know who I am?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.  I believe you are the

          20  president of the state bar.

          21        Q.    Do you know which lawyer I am in

          22  terms of these lawyers?

          23        A.    I don't think I was told your name

          24  and I apologize.

          25        Q.    Was I involved in the Johnston
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           1  case, the Thrasher case?

           2        A.    As far as I know, you were not,

           3  but I don't know.

           4        Q.    Do you know Mr. Powell here?
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           5        A.    I have met Mr. Powell, yes, sir.

           6        Q.    Do you know if he was involved in

           7  any of those underlying cases?

           8        A.    My understanding is that he was

           9  not.  But I have not verified that.

          10        Q.    Do you know if either one of us

          11  were involved in the '98 class action?

          12        A.    I understand that you were not but

          13  I don't know that.  I have not independently

          14  investigated that.

          15        Q.    Well, under 3.7, first of all,

          16  there's 3 .7 -- that the lawyer be a necessary

          17  witness?

          18        A.    Yes, sir.

          19        Q.    You may be at a bit of a

          20  disadvantage an I understand that never having

          21  tried a lawsuit, you are not an expert on the

          22  trial of class actions, are you?

          23        A.    Not an expert on the trial of

          24  class actions, no.

          25        Q.    Or the trial of cases period?
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           1        A.    I have been involved in a number

           2  of cases so I'm certainly experienced the flow

           3  of a case.  I have not tried to case.
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           4        Q.    So you are not an expert on

           5  presenting cases?

           6        A.    Well, that's a fair point.  I

           7  would not hold myself out.

           8        Q.    So you wouldn't be the best person

           9  to determine who is necessary on presentation

          10  of the plaintiff's case, would you?

          11        A.    I think I may not be the best

          12  person but I think I can say with some

          13  confidence that as a defense witness, these

          14  lawyers are very likely to be called.

          15        Q.    By whom?

          16        A.    By the defense.  And one of the

          17  things that that Alabama bar opinion says in

          18  addition to the point that you use it for,

          19  which is that you can work on the pretrial

          20  matters, is that being called by the defense

          21  is also a basis for disqualification under the

          22  lawyer as a witness rule.

          23        Q.    If you are called by the defense?

          24        A.    Yes, sir.

          25        Q.    We don't have a system here in
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           1  Alabama where the defendant can put people

           2  putting them on the witness list an calling
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           3  them?

           4        A.    Of course not.

           5        Q.    I'm sure you understand that?

           6        A.    Of course I do.  This isn't the

           7  practice in any state.

           8        Q.    Who was class counsel for the 98

           9  class that was settled?

          10        A.    Well, they were only formally

          11  appointed at the final confirmation hearing, I

          12  believe.

          13        Q.    Who was appointed?

          14        A.    Mr. Lerach -- I have forgotten the

          15  other three.

          16        Q.    Was Mr. Haley appointed?

          17        A.    I believe not.

          18        Q.    Was Mr. Somerville appointed?

          19        A.    I believe not.

          20        Q.    Was Justice Cook appointed?

          21        A.    I believe not.

          22        Q.    Was Tim Francis appointed?

          23        A.    Not as far as I know, sir.

          24        Q.    So what are they necessary

          25  witnesses to from your perspective and from
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           1  your background and training as an academic?
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           2        A.    The question they whether they

           3  were notified of the excess insurance and the

           4  character and nature of the coverage that was

           5  available at the time that the settlement was

           6  approved, there was a period, an extended

           7  period of inquiry before or a period before

           8  the initial confirmation hearing and then the

           9  final confirmation hearing in which there was

          10  a press release.  There was a 10-K.  There

          11  were other disclosures at least five that were

          12  made.  The question of what lawyers had access

          13  to, what they understood that information to

          14  mean, whether it would have impacted the

          15  settlement that was ultimately reached or

          16  whether there were other issues such as the

          17  difficulty of proving the case that would have

          18  to have been considered, there there were

          19  other issues such as the risk of bankruptcy,

          20  whether there were issues such as how much

          21  they thought the company, the insurance

          22  company who was then handling the matter would

          23  be willing to pay quickly and get this over

          24  with and get the money out before whatever

          25  happened to the company happened, all of those
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           1  issues are issues that are going to be

           2  involved in the assessment of whether or not

           3  there was in fact deception, whether or not

           4  there was a different settlement reached than

           5  would have been reached with different

           6  information being presented.  All of those

           7  questions are questions as to which the

           8  lawyers who had a contractual arrangement to

           9  be co-counsel with Mr. Lerach will be asked.

          10  They are necessarily going to be asked.

          11        Q.    And that's based upon your

          12  experience trying cases?

          13        A.    That's based on my understanding

          14  of what the issues are going to be in the

          15  case.  And the understanding of what very

          16  articulate very capable lawyers, have

          17  excellent reputations for their skill, what it

          18  is they understood or didn't understand at the

          19  time of the events in that earlier case and

          20  whose fault it was.  All of those matters are

          21  going ton on the table and they are going to

          22  inevitably be among the witnesses that, if

          23  they don't testify affirmatively about those

          24  issues, will be called by the defense to

          25  testify about those issues.
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           1        Q.    And once again that's based upon

           2  your experience in handling class actions,

           3  handling fraud cases, trying cases; correct?

           4        A.    Not based on those issues.  It's

           5  based on what the issues are likely to be and

           6  who is likely to have the information.

           7        Q.    And you understand what the issues

           8  are likely to be because you have vast

           9  experience in handling these kinds of cases;

          10  right?

          11        A.    No, sir.  That isn't the basis.

          12  It is the basis of having read the material

          13  and having understood what your contentions

          14  are as to what the substance of this case is.

          15  You have presented that in a brief prior to

          16  the case and in the trial of the events here.

          17  Dean Randall a couple of times said he

          18  understands the contention of the plaintiffs

          19  to be as follows.  I was here to hear him say

          20  and I trust his assertion.  It's not based on

          21  my experience as a lawyer.  I grant you all of

          22  those things that are not in my resume.  But I

          23  do have in the work that I have done on this

          24  case an listening to the testimony here a

          25  sense of what you are going to be saying and
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           1  why these lawyers are going to be very

           2  important people for understanding whether you

           3  are right or wrong.

           4        Q.    Well, Professor, the reason I'm

           5  making this point is you are here not as an

           6  expert trial practitioner?

           7        A.    Yes, sir, I agree.

           8        Q.    Let's stick to what you are an

           9  expert in and not get off into something you

          10  are not an expert in.  Fair enough?

          11        A.    I am willing to answer the

          12  questions that are posed to me, sir.  I'm not

          13  trying to be nonresponsive.  But I think my

          14  bases for what I'm saying is based on

          15  information I have and experience I have,

          16  albeit not the experience that you are

          17  suggesting correctly that I don't have.

          18        Q.    Have you ever tried a fraud case?

          19        A.    No, sir.

          20        Q.    Do you know what the elements of

          21  fraud are in Alabama?

          22        A.    I haven't looked at them

          23  specifically.  It's typically a misstatement

          24  of fact and a reliance by the other side and

          25  by the person who got an advantage.
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           1        Q.    Anything else?

           2        A.    I have not looked into it but

           3  typically those are the elements.

           4        Q.    And that's what we have alleged

           5  correct?

           6        A.    I believe so.

           7        Q.    That's it?

           8        A.    One of the elements is reliance.

           9  And the question is -- the first question is

          10  was there was a misstatement or was there, in

          11  fact, disclosure through the release and the

          12  other things.  Second was there reliance and

          13  third was there a difference in the settlement

          14  as a result of what happened.  And all of

          15  those things are going to be matters as to

          16  which there will be testify from the lawyers.

          17        Q.    What are the defenses to a fraud

          18  the action?

          19        A.    One is what I did was not fraud

          20  /HREPB, was not wrong.  Second you didn't rely

          21  on what I said.  I had no reason to believe

          22  you relied.  Third you weren't injured.  As I

          23  say, I have not examined the specific elements

          24  as stated in Alabama cases.
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          25        Q.    Because you are not an expert in
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           1  that area?

           2        A.    That's not what I came here to

           3  testify about, no, sir.

           4        Q.    Who negotiated the settlement?

           5        A.    My understanding is it was

           6  initially negotiated by Mr. Lerach.

           7        Q.    Was there some negotiation by some

           8  other plaintiff's lawyer after him?

           9        A.    There was certainly an extended

          10  period of time afterwards in which if the

          11  figure negotiated or the circumstances or the

          12  understands or whatever were found to be

          13  wrong, there could have been further

          14  negotiation or further objection at the

          15  hearings or whatever.

          16        Q.    My question is simple.  Who

          17  negotiated the settlement?

          18        A.    My understanding is it was Mr.

          19  Lerach.

          20        Q.    Anyone else?

          21        A.    Well, given the fact that my

          22  understanding is there were no changes in that

          23  subsequent process, it's Mr. Lerach that
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          24  negotiated the settlement but there were

          25  plenty of other people whose assessment of it
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           1  will be relevant.

           2        Q.    And who are those people?

           3        A.    Among them are the lawyers who

           4  were involved from the Hare Wynn firm and the

           5  North firm.

           6        Q.    Why?

           7        A.    Because they had authority under

           8  their arrangement with Mr. Lerach to be equal,

           9  to be co-participants in the representation of

          10  these parties, because they received a sum in

          11  the involvement of the matter.  For the fact

          12  that they had a right to have access the

          13  information for the fact that they represented

          14  somebody who could have blown up the

          15  settlement.  Mr. Lauriello could have refused

          16  to settle his case.  They had duties to the

          17  class and they had opportunity to change the

          18  settlement if that were -- to attempt the

          19  change the settlement if that was something

          20  they really thought was appropriate or

          21  necessary.

          22        Q.    Are you a Rule 23 expert?
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          23        A.    No, sir that's what I'm here for.

          24  I am here to testify about the adequacy issue

          25  under Rule 23 but that is going to be dealt
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           1  with by Mr. Peer son.

           2        Q.    But you are not a Rule 23 expert?

           3        A.    That's not my concentration.

           4        Q.    Have you under what Mr. Haley and

           5  other group petitioning to be class counsel,

           6  what their involvement is with Mr. Lerach and

           7  others during that period of time that you say

           8  they should have done more?

           9        A.    I know what their right to a

          10  relationship was.

          11        Q.    That's not my question.  Have you

          12  studied what they knew, what information they

          13  were given by Mr. Lerach or others or not

          14  given and what they did or didn't do during

          15  that period of time?

          16        A.    Well, I have seen their

          17  depositions and what they have described they

          18  did or didn't do.

          19        Q.    Anything else?

          20        A.    I have any independent knowledge

          21  of it.
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          22        Q.    Any other testimony you have

          23  studied that's applicable to that?

          24        A.    There are other depositions that

          25  refer to that period of time.
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           1        Q.    Who negotiated the settlement for

           2  the defendant?

           3        A.    I believe a man named Richard

           4  George, but I may be mistaken on that.

           5        Q.    Have you read his testimony?

           6        A.    No, sir, I don't believe so.

           7        Q.    You didn't read Mr. George's

           8  testimony?

           9        A.    I believe not.  I have seen

          10  reference to it in your complaint but I don't

          11  believe I have his testimony.  I may be

          12  mistaken.  It's in my report whether I did or

          13  didn't.

          14        Q.    But you don't recall reading it?

          15        A.    No.

          16        Q.    Do you recall reading Ed Hardin's

          17  deposition?

          18        A.    That may have been one of the

          19  others that I read.

          20              THE COURT:  I want to remind all
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          21  counsel that we'll be adjourning at 3:15.

          22              MR. PRATT:  I'm thinking you're

          23  reminding me and I'm making good progress.

          24        Q.    In order to speed it up, I'm told

          25  your disclosure shows you reviewed Mr.
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           1  Hardin's, but not his arbitration testimony.

           2        A.    Whatever is in the report is

           3  accurate and that is consistent generally with

           4  my memory.

           5        Q.    Now, damages.  Do you know whether

           6  or not there's any testimony from MedPartners

           7  and Caremark in terms of the damages?

           8        A.    I know that you have alleged there

           9  is testimony in these other proceedings about

          10  what they feared the damages might be.

          11        Q.    Are you aware they actually had a

          12  damage assessment done by an expert?

          13        A.    I have read allegations an I

          14  accept they may very well have.

          15        Q.    Let's move on to 1.9, your opinion

          16  two.  I take it if I asked you to make a list

          17  of the confidential information and documents

          18  that you believe Mr. Haley had you could not

          19  make such a list?
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          20        A.    That's right.

          21        Q.    You don't know whether they have

          22  any confidential information that's not been

          23  made public by the defendants; correct?

          24        A.    That's right.  That's the nature

          25  of a problem in a 1.9 case.
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           1        Q.    As you testify today, you really

           2  don't have any evidence or information that

           3  they have any confidential information that

           4  was not utilized by MedPartners, Caremark in

           5  previous proceedings and made public?

           6        A.    What I have is a relationship

           7  between the work they did for Mr. Johnston and

           8  the issues in this case which suggest this

           9  they received confidential information that

          10  they are obliged to protect.  What I don't

          11  know is whether all of that information was or

          12  is now either public or disclosed in the prior

          13  proceeding or in some other way waived by

          14  MedPartners.  In fact they brought it forward.

          15  To that extent, what I'm testifying is it is

          16  the burden on the lawyers in this case to show

          17  the fact that the information they are using

          18  was so disclosed or waived or made public.  So
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          19  I can't tell you you are correct.  What

          20  information they have that is confidential

          21  that's the nature of the fact that the person

          22  who has -- whose information somebody else has

          23  doesn't have to come forward and reveal what

          24  it is that is secret and that they are

          25  entitled to keep secret.
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           1        Q.    But as far as you know there is no

           2  confidential information still to be kept

           3  secret?

           4        A.    I cannot tell you what it is and I

           5  cannot affirm under oath that there is any.

           6  But I can say that it is for you and it will

           7  continue to be for the lawyers who are

           8  attempting -- who are subject to this

           9  obligation to MedPartners as a result of the

          10  representation of Mr. Johnston to demonstrate

          11  the information they are using is, in fact,

          12  information that has been waived by

          13  MedPartners or otherwise become generally

          14  known.

          15        Q.    And up to the judge to decide what

          16  can be introduced or not?

          17        A.    Yes, of course.
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          18        Q.    So if there is no confidential

          19  information that hasn't already been disclosed

          20  then there really is no 1.9 problem; correct?

          21        A.    If there is no such information.

          22  But that will be a continuing issue.  It is

          23  not normally the sort of thing that can be

          24  globally determined.

          25        Q.    And you know that from your
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           1  involvement in class actions; correct?

           2        A.    I know that from my involvement

           3  and work on conferred shall hi and privilege

           4  in 1 .9.

           5        Q.    And your practical experience in

           6  being in cases?

           7        A.    You know what the limitations and

           8  the gaps are in my resume.  I'm relying on

           9  what I do have a basis for knowing and not on

          10  the things that I don't.

          11        Q.    Let's move to your opinion in

          12  terms of 1.7.  It's the general conflict rule;

          13  correct?

          14        A.    Yes.

          15        Q.    In order the to speed things up,

          16  really what you are saying is because the
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          17  lawyer's own interest is opposed to the class

          18  interest, there is possibly a 1 .7 violation?

          19        A.    Yes.  There is a 1 .7 violation.

          20  The question is and it can't be waived by the

          21  class because they are not in a position to do

          22  it.  The question is whether or not it is a

          23  matter for the judge to consider in deciding

          24  who should be class counsel.

          25        Q.    But the lawyers own interest

                                                          198

           1  according to you is the lawyer's reputation at

           2  stake?

           3        A.    Yes, sir.

           4        Q.    Who discovered the fraud?

           5        A.    I don't know who discovered the

           6  fraud and I don't -- part of the issue is

           7  whether there was a fraud and part of the

           8  issue is what -- I don't know who discovered

           9  it.

          10        Q.    Yes, sir.  I understand.  Now, you

          11  are talking about the lawyer's reputation at

          12  stake is their own interest.  I mean, that is

          13  the lawyer's own interest as opposed to the

          14  class interest; correct?

          15        A.    Yes.  It's a limitation, a
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          16  material limitation on their ability to

          17  represent the class in the way that a person

          18  who didn't have that competing interest would

          19  be able to represent the class.

          20        Q.    So it's your testimony as an

          21  ethics expert that Hare Wynn and John Haley

          22  and Justice Cook and Lanny Vines and Tim

          23  Francis and John Somerville's reputations are

          24  at stake by the facts in this case coming out?

          25        A.    By the facts as they relate to

                                                          199

           1  what you did, your firm did or did not do.

           2        Q.    Yes, sir.

           3        A.    In determining the appropriate

           4  settlement before we got to this point.  But

           5  at the time of the 1998, '99 event.

           6        Q.    Let me help you a little bit.  The

           7  lawyer John Haley who you have criticized in

           8  the courtroom discovered the fraud with the

           9  help of some of the lawyers involved.  Without

          10  his work on behalf of Jay Johnston and others,

          11  you wouldn't know today what we know; okay.

          12  And you believe that John Haley and these

          13  other fine lawyers and this firm are going to

          14  be ashamed, their reputations are some how
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          15  going to be tarnished by facts like that

          16  coming out to a jury?

          17        A.    That particular fact will be a

          18  positive.  The question is whether or not the

          19  failure to discover it earlier, the failure to

          20  make inquiry, the failure to say that Mr.

          21  Lerach, wait a minute, what are you doing

          22  reaching a settlement behind our back.  All of

          23  those issues are potentially issues that will

          24  not necessarily reflect well.  And that they

          25  may be less likely to want brought out.  I'm
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           1  not accusing them.  I understand that this is

           2  a serious matter for everybody in this

           3  courtroom.  But those are the kinds of issues

           4  that would not be limitations on other lawyers

           5  who aren't subject to that history if they

           6  were class counsel.

           7        Q.    Professor, surely you understand

           8  that Mr. Haley when he discovered the fraud,

           9  he wasn't concerned about his reputation in

          10  terms of everything that had gone on before.

          11  We didn't just sit on it concerned that

          12  somebody is going to criticize him.  He moved

          13  forward and still moves forward to make sure
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          14  this class is compensated for what he believes

          15  is a massive fraud.  Isn't that an indication

          16  to you, sir that our reputations are not what

          17  we are most concerned about?

          18        A.    Whether it is what you are most

          19  concerned about, sir, I don't know.  I don't

          20  deny that you have a concern for your clients.

          21  What I'm saying is lawyers generally have a

          22  concern for their clients and lawyers who have

          23  a significant role in the prior events, that

          24  they are required to and will be required to

          25  explain and justify will not have the same
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           1  professional distance from the case.  The

           2  ability to assess what are good arguments and

           3  not good arguments, the ability to assess who

           4  is responsible and who is not responsible that

           5  other lawyers no so burdened would be able to

           6  do.

           7        Q.    That's your opinion?

           8        A.    Yes, sir.  That's what I

           9  testified.

          10        Q.    Based upon your vast experience in

          11  handling litigation; correct?

          12        A.    It is based on the bases that I
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          13  have asserted in the court and you can accuse

          14  me of not having the experience and I have

          15  been honest about that.  I haven't pretended

          16  to have experience I don't have.  But I also

          17  have a basis for making the judgments I have

          18  made.

          19        Q.    Let me move quickly to your last

          20  opinion.  You indicated when you testified

          21  that the court needs to estimate the relevance

          22  of what was done in terms to determine what

          23  the firm is likely to do in future settings;

          24  correct?

          25        A.    That was a general statement, yes.

                                                          202

           1  I think that's what those items reflect and go

           2  to.

           3        Q.    You also said the class's interest

           4  is in having a full development of their case?

           5        A.    Yes, sir.

           6        Q.    Now, let me ask you this.  On all

           7  of these ethical lapses that you have

           8  indicated the court should consider in

           9  determining whether these lawyers should be

          10  appointed class counsel, has the bar

          11  association on any one of those sanctioned any
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          12  of the lawyers in the firms?

          13        A.    Not to my knowledge.

          14        Q.    Has any court sanctioned any of

          15  the firms or lawyers for any of these ethical

          16  lapses that you've set out?

          17        A.    Not yet and not to my knowledge.

          18        Q.    And you heard Dean Randall who you

          19  said you have great respect for?

          20        A.    I certainly.

          21        Q.    Disagree with you in terms of

          22  whether there were ethical lapses or not?

          23        A.    Yes, I heard that.  I respectfully

          24  disagree with him.

          25        Q.    Yes, sir.  So aren't we faced with

                                                          203

           1  this, aren't we faced with a situation where

           2  the firms who know the evidence and facts the

           3  best with the demonstrated ability to handle

           4  these kinds of cases, the only thing that

           5  offsets that is a professor's opinion that

           6  there are lapses and a dean's opinion there

           7  aren't?

           8        A.    I don't think it's that simple.  I

           9  think there are merits to the respective

          10  positions on the ethical question.  I don't
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          11  think Dean Randall was asked by your firm an I

          12  know he didn't affirmatively testify about the

          13  1 .7 issue, the prior work conflict issue.

          14  That isn't his fault.  But he didn't address

          15  that issue at all.  And on the others, I think

          16  on more than one of them he was simply

          17  mistaken.  That's something that the court can

          18  determine objectively.

          19        Q.    The reason I ask it is this.

          20  Because we are here on what I said when I

          21  first began.  Could be a matter of paramount

          22  importance to all the parties involved in

          23  this?

          24        A.    I agree with you completely.  I

          25  take this very seriously.

                                                          204

           1        Q.    As do we.  But what you have is

           2  you have a group of lawyers with as you said a

           3  very distinguished group of lawyers in firms?

           4        A.    I certainly presume that and I

           5  have no reason to doubt it.

           6        Q.    And this manifest indifference to

           7  ethics, that's in your last opinion, would you

           8  agree that that manifest indifference do

           9  ethics if you are right would disqualify these
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          10  lawyers in any class action?

          11        A.    I don't know.  That's what I

          12  testified at my deposition.  There is

          13  certainly -- they might be raised and

          14  evaluated in another class action.  But that's

          15  for the next case.

          16        Q.    But you don't hear Mr. Hymer's

          17  opening statement, did you?

          18        A.    No, sir.

          19        Q.    Or Mr. King's statement to the

          20  Court, did you?

          21        A.    No.

          22        Q.    Now, how many hours have you

          23  worked on this matter?  I mean, I know you

          24  have been here for days.

          25        A.    I think the time before this trip
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           1  has come to approximately 75 hours.  I don't

           2  know what it is.

           3        Q.    75 before the trip?

           4        A.    Yes, sir.

           5        Q.    Do you bill full round the clock

           6  while you are here?

           7        A.    Not around the clock.

           8        Q.    How do you bill while you are
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           9  here?

          10        A.    The hours that I sit out in the

          11  hall because I may be coming in.

          12        Q.    Per day how many hours?

          13        A.    I haven't added that up.

          14        A.    It's no more than eight hours in

          15  any given day but I don't know.

          16        Q.    You authored an article called

          17  client representation versus case

          18  administration?

          19        A.    Yes, sir.

          20        Q.    Looks at legal ethical issues?

          21        A.    Yes, sir.

          22        Q.    I want to read a paragraph out of

          23  there and verify that I'm reading correctly

          24  with the court's indulgence, I will come up to

          25  you?
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           1              MR. PRATT:  Is that all right?

           2              THE COURT:  Certainly.

           3        Q.    What I'm particularly interested

           4  in is what I have highlighted?

           5        A.    When claims of multiple clients

           6  are consolidated in a class action the lawyer

           7  is said to oh duties to the class rather than
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           8  the members. Judicial approval including

           9  settlement is required as a substitute for

          10  individual consent by class members.

          11        Q.    Thank you very much.

          12              MR. PRATT:  Just for the record

          13  Your Honor that was Plaintiff's Exhibit 217

          14  that we read from.  We will make you a copy

          15  and give it to you.

          16              THE COURT:  Thank you, sir.

          17        Q.    Who drafted the December press

          18  release?

          19              MR. SOMERVILLE:  It was deposition

          20  exhibit 217.

          21              MR. PRATT:  What I referred to

          22  previously is deposition Exhibit 217.

          23              THE COURT:  All right, sir.

          24        Q.    Who drafted the press release that

          25  we have all seen here in terms of the December
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           1  98 press release?

           2        A.    I don't know who drafted it or

           3  what individual.  MedPartners issued it.

           4        Q.    Do you know whether or not that

           5  press release was ever changed by AIG?

           6        A.    I don't recall.
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           7        Q.    Let me ask you this and I will be

           8  finished.  Professor, can we sum it up by

           9  saying that at least based upon your academic

          10  background and your professional training as a

          11  professor and in the area of ethics, you have

          12  alerted the court to factors that you believe

          13  the court should at least consider?

          14        A.    Yes, sir.  I believe they go to

          15  the adequacy of class counsel.

          16        Q.    But you are not testifying here

          17  today that you believe the lawyers who have

          18  applied are inadequate to be class counsel?

          19        A.    I have testified that I believe

          20  these factors make them less adequate than

          21  they would otherwise be and that other lawyers

          22  might be.

          23              MR. PRATT:  Thank you.  That's all

          24  I have.

          25              MR. THORNTON:  Nothing further.
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           1              THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.

           2  May the Professor be excused and released?

           3              MR. PRATT:  Yes, sir.

           4              MR. THORNTON:  Yes, sir.

           5              THE COURT:  We are adjourned until
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           6  8:30 Monday morning.  Thank you.

           7              MR. PRATT:  Your Honor, I will

           8  remind you I'm not going to be here Monday

           9  because of a previous conflict.

          10              MR. THORNTON:  Your Honor, I also

          11  won't make it, but we'll have plenty of

          12  lawyers.

          13              THE COURT:  We have a diminishing

          14  group of lawyers.

          15              (Adjourned at 3:05 p.m.)

          16

          17

          18

          19

          20

          21

          22

          23

          24

          25
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                                                           1

           1         UNEDITED, UNPROOFREAD, UNCERTIFIED

           2                    ROUGH DRAFT

           3

           4  This transcript of proceedings is being

           5  produced in instant form.  There will be

           6  discrepancies in this form and the final form,

           7  because the instant form has not been edited,

           8  proofread, finalized, indexed or certified.

           9  There will also be a discrepancy in page and

          10  line numbers appearing on the instant form and

          11  the edited, proofread, finalized and certified

          12  form.

          13

          14  Day five of class certification hearing.

          15              (On the record at 8:30 a.m.)

          16              THE COURT:  Initially, let me say

          17  the Court commends the attorneys on both sides

          18  for not accepting my offer to work yesterday.

          19  A little decompression, I think, was good for

          20  all of us.  Then secondly, to our friends from

          21  up North, welcome to Alabama weather.  Lastly,

          22  Mr. Holladay, I thought about your comment

          23  regarding the declining number of attorneys we
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          24  have here. We will miss those three attorneys

          25  and we'll move forward without them and

                                                           2

           1  perhaps finish today.  I hope so.  Thank you

           2  for your punctuality, particularly with the

           3  bad weather still going on here in Birmingham.

           4  With that, Mr. King, next witness.

           5              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, the

           6  defendants would like to call John Somerville.

           7              THE COURT:  All right.  Mr.

           8  Somerville, if you will raise your hand and

           9  state you name for the record.

          10              THE WITNESS:  John Quincy

          11  Somerville.

          12              THE COURT:  And the court reporter

          13  will administer the oath.

          14  JOHN SOMERVILLE

          15  was sworn and testified as follows:

          16              THE COURT:  And the Court notes

          17  approval that these respective lawyers shook

          18  hands before Mr. Somerville took the stand.  I

          19  know everybody has a job to do.  With that,

          20  Mr. Holladay.

          21  DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. SOMERVILLE:

          22        Q.    Good morning.
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          23        A.    Good morning.

          24        Q.    You have been counsel for

          25  plaintiffs since the original complaint was

                                                           3

           1  filed October 22, 2003; is that right?

           2        A.    I have.

           3        Q.    And, along with the Hare Wynn firm

           4  and North and Associates, are asking Court to

           5  appoint you as class counsel for the

           6  plaintiffs in the case, aren't you?

           7        A.    We are.

           8        Q.    When that original complaint was

           9  filed back in October 2003, you were aware

          10  that Mr. Lauriello had previously filed a

          11  putative class action against MedPartners and

          12  others back in January of 1998; correct?

          13        A.    I was.

          14        Q.    And you were also aware that Mr.

          15  Lauriello had been represented in that

          16  litigation back in 1998 by the Hare Wynn and

          17  North firms; correct?

          18        A.    Correct.

          19        Q.    And were you also aware that at

          20  some point in time in that 1998 lawsuit, the

          21  Hare Wynn firms and the North firm had
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          22  associated the Milberg Weiss and that firm

          23  also associated with Mr. Lauriello back in the

          24  original lawsuit?

          25        A.    I was.

                                                           4

           1        Q.    And you were also aware that the

           2  claims Mr. Lauriello had filed back in 1998

           3  had been resolved as part of the global

           4  settlement that ultimately resolved what we

           5  have been referring to here as the 1998

           6  MedPartners securities litigation; is that

           7  right?

           8        A.    The Lauriello complaint was

           9  dismissed over his objection.  But there was a

          10  global settlement in the 1998 MedPartners

          11  securities litigation.

          12        Q.    All right.  Two things.  After the

          13  complaint was dismissed, you were aware when

          14  this lawsuit was filed that an appeal had been

          15  taken in the original lawsuit; correct?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    And you were aware that this

          18  appeal was still pending at the time the

          19  settlement was reached in the 1998 MedPartners

          20  securities litigation?
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          21        A.    I was not aware of that then.  But

          22  before we filed the 2003 Lauriello case,

          23  Lauriello two, I was aware of that dismissal

          24  and appeal.

          25        Q.    Correct.  And you were aware the

                                                           5

           1  appeal had still been pending?

           2        A.    Yes.

           3        Q.    And you were also aware that the

           4  Lauriello case, which was then on appeal, had

           5  been included in that original global

           6  settlement; correct?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    And prior to filing the original

           9  complaint in the case back in 2003, Mr.

          10  Somerville, you had represented several former

          11  officers of MedPartners.  Is that also right?

          12  At least two before this lawsuit was filed?

          13        A.    Yes.  And the question being, I

          14  don't know whether we filed the Tracy Thrasher

          15  case before or after October of 2003 when we

          16  filed the Lauriello case.

          17        Q.    Fair enough.  Your first

          18  involvement in a case involving a former

          19  MedPartners officer was when you represented
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          20  Harold Knight; is that right?

          21        A.    That's right.

          22        Q.    And as I recall, you first became

          23  involved in Mr. Knight's case in early fall of

          24  1998.  Does that sound right?

          25        A.    Yes.  I don't remember the exact

                                                           6

           1  date.  But that's roughly correct.

           2        Q.    And you remain involved in that

           3  matter as counsel of record for Mr. Knight

           4  until his case was resolved sometime in the

           5  year 2000?

           6        A.    I think it was March of 2000 when

           7  he settled his claims with MedPartners.

           8        Q.    It would have been -- if it was in

           9  March, it would have been after Mr. Crawford's

          10  deposition in March of 2000 which we are going

          11  to talk about?

          12        A.    That's correct.  It was right in

          13  that -- soon after that deposition.

          14        Q.    And Mr. Knight at one point in

          15  time in his career, was an executive vice

          16  president at MedPartners and he was the chief

          17  financial officer of the company in November

          18  of '94 until his resignation in May of '98; is
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          19  that right?

          20        A.    I don't know that he resigned.  As

          21  I recall, he left.  I thought he left

          22  MedPartners in March of 1998 when a new CFO

          23  was hired.

          24        Q.    He'd been the CFO up until the

          25  time when ever it was that he left in 1998; is

                                                           7

           1  that right?

           2        A.    I don't know the answer to that

           3  question.  He was the CFO.  Mac Crawford came

           4  in as the new CEO and brought his own chief

           5  financial officer.  I believe Crawford came in

           6  this March of 98.  At that time Harold Knight

           7  either left the company or had some other

           8  position.

           9        Q.    I show you just briefly a document

          10  we have looked at before in this case, exhibit

          11  37.  You have seen this document before?

          12        A.    I have.

          13        Q.    And one of the defendant -- this

          14  is a document amended and restated class

          15  action complaint that looked like it was filed

          16  January 30, 1998 by Mr. Lauriello against

          17  MedPartners and a number of individual
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          18  defendants.  Among those individual defendants

          19  is Harold E. Knight, Jr.; is that correct?

          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    Is that the same Mr. Knight that

          22  you represented in his employment dispute with

          23  MedPartners?

          24        A.    Yes.  I represented him in the

          25  separate employment litigation.  He was

                                                           8

           1  represented in that case by Jack Newman and Ed

           2  Hardin.

           3        Q.    So you had -- at no point in time

           4  represented Mr. Knight in connection with this

           5  particular complaint; correct?

           6        A.    I never represented Harold Knight

           7  in any of what we call the '98 securities

           8  litigation.

           9        Q.    And in fact, you weren't counsel

          10  of record for any party in what we have

          11  referred to throughout as the 1998 MedPartners

          12  securities litigation?

          13        A.    That's correct.  My representation

          14  of Harold Knight, it was in the declaratory

          15  judgment action filed by MedPartners solely

          16  relating to his employment contract.  And then
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          17  later after the resolution of the '98

          18  securities litigation, MedPartners amended its

          19  complaint to assert other claims.  But that

          20  was after the conclusion of that securities

          21  litigation.

          22        Q.    Okay.  Even though you weren't

          23  representing any party back in 1998 as part of

          24  the MedPartners securities litigation, you

          25  knew by virtue of your representation of Mr.

                                                           9

           1  Knight and his employment dispute that that

           2  litigation was going on; is that correct?

           3        A.    I was vaguely aware of it.  I

           4  don't recall ever even addressing any of the

           5  issues that were raised with Mr. Knight or

           6  anybody else.

           7        Q.    I seem to recall at your

           8  deposition you have a vague recollection that

           9  you may have talked at some point in time to

          10  Mr. Ogle who later came in and represented Mr.

          11  Knight or can you remember that?

          12        A.    I don't really even remember that.

          13  I don't remember that there was any crossover

          14  whatsoever.  The issues in the employment

          15  litigation was solely related to Harold
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          16  Knight's -- he had what they call a golden

          17  parachute contract.  His right to severance

          18  based on his termination or the change in

          19  control at MedPartners.

          20        Q.    Fair enough.  So at most you were

          21  vaguely aware this other litigation was going

          22  on?

          23        A.    I think every lawyer in Birmingham

          24  knew the securities case had been filed

          25  against MedPartners.  I did not have any

                                                           10

           1  dealings with that.

           2        Q.    Now, in addition to Mr. Knight

           3  before the lawsuit we're here about today was

           4  filed, you had represented Mr. Jay Johnston in

           5  employment litigation he had against

           6  MedPartners?

           7        A.    Correct.

           8        A.    Yes.  I started representing Jay

           9  in either I think early February of 2001.

          10        Q.    So that would have been two and a

          11  half years or so before this lawsuit was

          12  filed; correct?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    And Mr. Johnston had served as
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          15  general counsel at MedPartners for a period of

          16  time?

          17        A.    Yes.

          18        Q.    And that period of time was

          19  roughly from May of '96 to July of 1998; is

          20  that right?

          21        A.    I reviewed his deposition.  I

          22  think he tendered -- I think it was June of

          23  1998.

          24        Q.    Whatever year, my recollection is

          25  he said in his deposition that his resignation

                                                           11

           1  was effective July 98?

           2        A.    It was that June, July '98 time

           3  period.

           4        Q.    So Mr. Johnston would have still

           5  been the general counsel of the company in

           6  January of 1998 when the first lawsuit which

           7  made up what was later called 1998 MedPartners

           8  securities litigation were filed; is that

           9  right?

          10        A.    He was still the general counsel

          11  in January of '98.

          12        Q.    And in addition to Mr. Knight and

          13  Mr. Johnston, you have also represented at
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          14  some point, whether you actually filed that

          15  complaint before this lawsuit got started or

          16  shortly thereafter.  But you also represented

          17  Tracy Thrasher; is that correct?

          18        A.    I did.

          19        Q.    And Mrs. Thrasher among other

          20  things for some period of time was the

          21  director of human resources at MedPartners?

          22        A.    She was the corporate secretary

          23  and the head of human resources at

          24  MedPartners.

          25        Q.    And you represented her in

                                                           12

           1  connection with employment related disputes

           2  that she had with MedPartners; correct?

           3        A.    It was the same -- they all had

           4  the same employment contracts.  The same

           5  issues were raised in all three lawsuits.

           6        Q.    They weren't identical but by

           7  similar issues?

           8        A.    They were virtually identical with

           9  the exception of the dollar amount.

          10        Q.    And you represented Mrs. Trasher

          11  from the time her of litigation until whenever

          12  it was resolved?
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          13        A.    That's correct.

          14        Q.    Let's shift gears now and talk

          15  about this lawsuit a little bit, particularly

          16  Mr. Lauriello's lawsuit.  Now, when this

          17  complaint -- Mr. Lauriello's role in this

          18  late.  When the complaint was originally

          19  filed, Mr. Lauriello was the only named

          20  plaintiff; is that right?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    Did you know at the time when you

          23  guys filed the complaint in October of 2003

          24  that as part of the settlement of the 1998

          25  MedPartners securities litigation the lawyers

                                                           13

           1  at the Hare Wynn firm and Jim North and

           2  associates who had been representing Mr.

           3  Lauriello decided to take part of the

           4  attorneys fees they had received and pay Mr.

           5  Lauriello's actual securities losses?

           6              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, I object

           7  to that in the way he's couched it as part of

           8  the settlement.  That's not the evidence.

           9  That's not the case so I object to his

          10  characterization to the form of the question

          11  when he says as part of the settlement the
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          12  lawyers came him because it came well after

          13  the settlement.

          14        Q.    In light of the objection, you

          15  were aware that following the Hare Wynn and

          16  North receipt of attorneys fees in the 1998

          17  MedPartners securities litigation, they

          18  decided to take a portion of those fees and

          19  pay Mr. Lauriello's actual securities losses?

          20        A.    I don't know when exactly I became

          21  aware of that, whether it was before we filed

          22  suit or after.  As you know it's been --

          23        Q.    And you have known about it for

          24  some time?

          25        A.    Yes.

                                                           14

           1        Q.    And either before you learned that

           2  information or since then, have you become

           3  aware of any other class member from the 1998

           4  MedPartners securities litigation who was made

           5  whole because their attorneys made some

           6  payment to them in the amount of their

           7  securities losses?

           8        A.    No.

           9        Q.    Now, at some point in time in this

          10  litigation, Mr. Vines file on behalf of the
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          11  McArthur intervenors filed what's denominated

          12  as a class action complaint in intervention

          13  and looked like he filed on or about March 19,

          14  2007.  Do you remember that?

          15        A.    I do.

          16        Q.    And one of the named defendants

          17  named there is John Lauriello; correct?

          18        A.    Yes.

          19        Q.    And at the time Mr. Vines filed

          20  this class action complaint in intervention,

          21  Mr. Lauriello was still the named plaintiff in

          22  the lawsuit that had been filed back in

          23  October of 2003; correct?

          24        A.    I don't know if he was at that

          25  point in time a named plaintiff or if we had

                                                           15

           1  by that time amended to bring in Dr. Finney,

           2  Mr. Johnson and the City of Birmingham

           3  Retirement and Relief Fund.  He is still a

           4  named plaintiff today.

           5        Q.    Correct.  I was going to say.

           6  Even after those two gentlemen you mentioned

           7  and the Birmingham Retirement and Relief

           8  System were brought in, immediately Mr.

           9  Lauriello was not dismissed as a named
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          10  plaintiff in that lawsuit?

          11        A.    That's right.

          12        Q.    So he was still at the time this

          13  was filed a named plaintiff seeking to serve

          14  as class representative in the litigation?

          15        A.    No.  He was a party plaintiff in

          16  our case.  And I don't know that he was

          17  seeking to serve as a class representative in

          18  2007.

          19        Q.    We can agree the record will show

          20  when he was withdrawn.

          21        A.    I don't mean to the argue with

          22  you.

          23        Q.    But you know he was still in the

          24  litigation in the claim?

          25        A.    He was a party plaintiff.  In our

                                                           16

           1  case he was a party plaintiff.

           2        Q.    I understand the difference

           3  between the two?

           4        A.    This is a separate complaint in

           5  intervention filed by the McArthur

           6  intervenors.

           7        Q.    To your knowledge, Mr. Somerville

           8  has this complaint and intervention ever been
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           9  withdrawn?

          10        A.    It's my understanding that it was

          11  dismissed by Mr. Vines.

          12        Q.    And what is the basis for that

          13  understanding?

          14        A.    I believe that he dismissed his

          15  complaint.  But.

          16        Q.    Could you be wrong about that?

          17        A.    The record shows what the record

          18  shows.

          19        Q.    Could be that it was the amended

          20  class action complaint and intervention that

          21  was dismissed and not the original?

          22        A.    Could be.  The record shows what

          23  the record shows.

          24        Q.    And today, Mr. Somerville, as you

          25  just mentioned, Mr. Lauriello is no longer a

                                                           17

           1  named plaintiff seeking to represent the class

           2  in this case; correct?

           3        A.    I think that's correct.

           4        Q.    But whatever his role has been in

           5  the case, whether he was seeking to represent

           6  the entire class as a class representative or

           7  whether he was named as a defendant in the
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           8  complaint and intervention and when he's just

           9  a named plaintiff but just a regular class

          10  member, you, the Hare Wynn firm and the North

          11  firm have been his lawyers throughout that

          12  entire period of time?

          13        A.    We have.

          14        Q.    As I recall from earlier

          15  testimony, Mr. Lauriello remained as named

          16  defendant at least in the intervention

          17  proceedings for approximately two years.  Is

          18  that consistent with your memory?

          19        A.    If you say that's how long it was,

          20  that's how long.  I mean, I don't remember.

          21        Q.    I'm going with earlier testimony.

          22        A.    I don't remember.  I really don't.

          23        Q.    You don't disagree it is probably

          24  two years?

          25        A.    It is what it is.

                                                           18

           1        Q.    And the entire time that Mr.

           2  Lauriello was in the case as a defendant as it

           3  relates to the complaint and intervention,

           4  you, the North firm and the Hare Wynn firm at

           5  all times were representing Mr. Lauriello in

           6  his role as a defendant?
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           7        A.    We filed a motion to dismiss.

           8  That's really all we did in connection with

           9  the claims asserted by the McArthur

          10  intervenors.  As you know, there really

          11  wasn't -- it's not like the role y'all took in

          12  representing defendants.  There wasn't a lot

          13  that came up.

          14        Q.    But whatever came up during the

          15  entire time he was a defendant in the case,

          16  you, the Hare Wynn firm and the North firm

          17  represented him; correct?

          18        A.    We represented Mr. Lauriello.

          19        Q.    Yes, sir.

          20        A.    We were never adverse to the class

          21  in representing Mr. Lauriello, whether so

          22  called plaintiff or defendant in Mr. Vines --

          23  in the McArthur intervenors case.  When we

          24  filed a notice of appearance for Mr. Vines in

          25  that case is all on the record.  The bottom

                                                           19

           1  line is we were never adverse to the class.

           2        Q.    I understand that that's your

           3  position and that wasn't the question.  The

           4  question was pretty straightforward.  Did you

           5  at all times represent Mr. Lauriello while he
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           6  was named as a defendant in the complaint in

           7  intervention?

           8        A.    We represented Mr. Lauriello from

           9  2003 to the present date.

          10        Q.    In whatever capacity he was

          11  involved in the lawsuit?

          12        A.    That's correct.

          13        Q.    I'm going to ask you a couple of

          14  questions, not a lot, but I do need to ask you

          15  a couple of questions about the motion to

          16  dismiss in light of Mr. Francis's testimony on

          17  Saturday.  Put up Exhibit 20, please.  Does

          18  this look like the motion to dismiss John

          19  Lauriello?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    And I think over on page three,

          22  you are the lawyer who signed that pleading on

          23  behalf of Mr. Lauriello; correct?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    Looking now at page two, my

                                                           20

           1  recollection is that Mr. Francis testified on

           2  Saturday that he could not remember whether or

           3  not there were any challenges actually made in

           4  the motion that was filed to the merits of the
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           5  claims that were made against Mr. Lauriello.

           6  Do you recall his testimony in that regard?

           7        A.    Not really.

           8        Q.    All right.  Take a look at what

           9  we've got here in paragraph five.  Paragraph

          10  five says intervenors complaint in

          11  intervention fails to state a claim against

          12  Lauriello because, one, intervenors complaint

          13  fails to make any allegation of wrongdoing

          14  against Mr. Lauriello.  Do you see that?

          15        A.    I do.

          16        Q.    Two, as a matter of law, John

          17  Lauriello owed no legal duties to the McArthur

          18  intervenors and therefore did not and could

          19  not have breached any fiduciary duty to the

          20  intervenors or the class.  Consequently any

          21  and all claims asserted in the complaint in

          22  intervention should be dismissed pursuant to

          23  Alabama rule of civil procedure 12(b)(6).

          24  Look like merits issues to you?

          25        A.    Ultimately, it says what it says.

                                                           21

           1  A motion to dismiss is typically just

           2  procedural.

           3        Q.    I understand that.  But the merits
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           4  of the defense were that Mr. Lauriello had

           5  owed no legal duties to the McArthur

           6  intervenors?

           7        A.    That's what it says.

           8        Q.    And the Court heard oral argument

           9  on the motion to dismiss; is that correct?

          10        A.    I think all we argued is the

          11  motion with prejudice issues.

          12        Q.    In addition to the merits issues

          13  we just looked at, you guys also raised the

          14  issue that the original complaint that Mr.

          15  Vines had filed on behalf of the McArthur

          16  plaintiffs in front of Judge Vowell had by

          17  that time been dismissed and you were taking

          18  the position that that meant the claims he was

          19  asserting in the claims in intervention were

          20  barred by res judicata?

          21        A.    The problems alleged is the

          22  McArthur intervenors were adverse to the

          23  class.  So we were really trying to do, to

          24  further the interests in the class by filing

          25  the motion.  That's to make clear there was no

                                                           22

           1  adversity between Mr. Lauriello's claims and

           2  those of the the class.
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           3        Q.    I understand that part of the

           4  argument that you advanced in front of the

           5  court.  At any rate there was an argument in

           6  front of Judge King on that; correct?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    Do you recall attending that

           9  hearing?

          10        A.    No.

          11        Q.    We'll take a look.

          12        A.    I'm not questioning.  I just don't

          13  recall.

          14        Q.    We were not able to get the right

          15  number of copies made for this.  So what I'd

          16  like to do if I can approach.  I will hand

          17  Your Honor a copy of the transcript.  Mr.

          18  Somerville and I are going to have to share a

          19  copy of the transcript.  I'd like to question

          20  him from up there?

          21              THE COURT:  That will be

          22  satisfactory.

          23              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you, Your

          24  Honor.

          25              MR. POWELL:  We have no objection

                                                           23

           1  to him offering the transcript in evidence.
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           2              MR. HOLLADAY:  It's already been

           3  in evidence as 1024, but we didn't have it

           4  loaded on our computer.

           5        Q.    Mr. Somerville, look at page four

           6  at the top it indicates that indeed you were

           7  at the hearing and the hearing began by Judge

           8  King calling on you; is that correct?

           9        A.    I remember that as a matter of

          10  fact.

          11        Q.    And you quickly passed the baton

          12  to Mr. McKee and he took the lead in arguing

          13  the motion; correct?

          14        A.    Correct.

          15        Q.    And right up front, now we are

          16  starting right line 19 on page four, he says

          17  he first wants to advise the court what the

          18  motion is not about.  And he says, this is not

          19  any kind of attempt on our part to try to

          20  avoid what might be the ultimate issue if it

          21  ever comes to a head on the allegations that

          22  have been made against Lauriello and

          23  Lauriello's counsel as being inadequate or

          24  being conflicted out of the case.  You see

          25  that, don't you?

                                                           24
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           1        A.    I see that.

           2        Q.    And he goes on say, we are not

           3  trying to hide from that issue.  AIG and

           4  Caremark can still raise any issues about

           5  Lauriello's /THAEULT men or conflicts.

           6  Ultimately, at the class hearing for

           7  certification this Court has a duty to look at

           8  all of the elements of Rule 23 and adequacy

           9  representations is one of them.  Is that more

          10  or less what Mr. McKee said?

          11        A.    More or less, yes.

          12        Q.    He goes on to talk about what he's

          13  about to argue.  So what we have in front of

          14  the court today is Lauriello's 12 B 6 motion.

          15  This is not a boilerplate frivolous motion.

          16  This is a very serious motion.  We think this

          17  is an absolutely unique claim that has no

          18  legal basis that the McArthur intervenors are

          19  trying to make against Lauriello and there's

          20  no viable cause of action.  Sound like merits

          21  again to you?

          22        A.    You know, I don't want to --

          23  really it was a procedural thing, but

          24  whatever.

          25        Q.    Let's take a look at page eight.

                                                           25
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           1  Now, to the complaint, to McArthur's

           2  complaint, the claim that McArthur makes

           3  against Lauriello are exclue /SEU /TPH*FR in

           4  Lauriello's capacity as the class

           5  representative.  The only claim they have to

           6  make against Lauriello is that he was quote a

           7  class representative as a part of the 1998

           8  MedPartners securities litigation and,

           9  therefore, as the class representative has

          10  duties to the class, had fiduciary and allege

          11  that he breached those duty; that is, somehow

          12  John Lauriello either knew or should have

          13  known about the unlimited insurance policy and

          14  he breached his duty to the class back in 1998

          15  when he allowed that settlement to go without

          16  him jumping in and saying something; correcct?

          17        A.    I see Bruce's argument.

          18        Q.    And in fact he goes on to argue

          19  starting at line 25, in fact John Lauriello

          20  John Lauriello was never a class

          21  representative; correct?

          22        A.    That is correct.

          23        Q.    He goes on at page 13, line 15 to

          24  argue so we say there's no such cause of

          25  action against an unnamed class member?
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                                                           26

           1        A.    That's the argument Bruce made.

           2        Q.    So the first thing that Mr. McKee

           3  argued on the motion to dismiss was not about

           4  whether or not Judge Vowell's dismissal was a

           5  res judicata or collateral estoppel to Mr.

           6  Vines pursuing these claims.  It was about the

           7  merits of the claims that had been made

           8  regarding the duties that Mr. Lauriello had to

           9  the original 1998 class; is that right?

          10        A.    That's the way that Bruce started

          11  the argument.  We had the transcript.  We had

          12  information that we didn't know whether Mr.

          13  Vines had or not.  We knew Jack Newman and

          14  Richard George testified that they never told

          15  any of the Plaintiff's lawyers about the

          16  unlimited insurance.  And we knew that Mr.

          17  Vines allegations were erroneous and contrary

          18  or adverse to the interests of the class.  So

          19  we were trying to get that straightened out so

          20  there would be no harm to the class.

          21        Q.    Thank you.  I understand the

          22  arguments the plaintiffs have made here.  But

          23  the fact is the merits of the claims that had

          24  been made against Mr. Lauriello in the

          25  complaint and intervention were argument in
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           1  front of Judge King, weren't they?

           2        A.    Mr. McKee made argument.  Whether

           3  those were preparatory remarks that he was

           4  making.  -- I haven't read the transcript but

           5  it says what it says.

           6        Q.    And notwithstanding those

           7  arguments -- and we don't have to pull it up

           8  again but it's exhibit 141 in the case Judge

           9  King denied the motion; is that correct?

          10        A.    He did.

          11        Q.    As I recall at your deposition,

          12  Mr. Somerville, you could not recall

          13  specifically whether or not Mr. Lauriello at

          14  some point in time was actually dismissed as a

          15  defendant in the class complaint in

          16  intervention.  Do you remember now that he in

          17  fact was?

          18        A.    I have not gone back to look at

          19  that.  The record is what the record is.

          20        A.    That's all right.  We'll make sure

          21  we have got it clear on the record.  May I

          22  approach, Your Honor.

          23              THE COURT:  Yes.

          24        A.    Those are the complaints in the
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          25  intervention.

                                                           28

           1        Q.    I ask you to take a look at that.

           2        A.    I see the dismissal.

           3        Q.    So we can all agree that indeed a

           4  stipulation of dismissal was filed on March

           5  23, 2009 dismissing --

           6        A.    It's not a stipulation of

           7  dismissal.  It was a notice of dismissal filed

           8  for the McArthur intervenors of any claims of

           9  the intervenor plaintiffs.

          10        Q.    Fair enough.  That pleading was

          11  filed on March 23, 2009 right?

          12        A.    It was.

          13        Q.    And as I recall, that is

          14  approximately one month after the lead counsel

          15  agreement was signed?

          16        A.    Yes.  I don't know exactly when

          17  but I won't disagree with you if that's what

          18  you tell me.

          19        Q.    If the record shows that was

          20  February 25th, no reason to disagree with

          21  that?

          22        A.    That's correct.  It is what it is.

          23        Q.    And like Mr. Francis, Mr.
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          24  Somerville, I take it you are not aware of Mr.

          25  Lauriello himself or anyone else paying any

                                                           29

           1  compensation on his behalf in advance of or as

           2  part of his being dismissed?

           3        A.    I'm not aware of the intervenor

           4  plaintiffs being paid by Mr. Lauriello, if

           5  that's what your question is.  It's really

           6  apples and oranges.  We have asserted the

           7  class claims.  Our class claims when Mr.

           8  Lauriello was the class rep or not class rep

           9  by the named plaintiff and later is still a

          10  named plaintiff, we just think that -- we

          11  don't think that's an issue.

          12        Q.    I understand you don't think

          13  that's an issue.  My question was

          14  straightforward.  Just so it's clear on the

          15  record, you are not aware of Mr. Lauriello

          16  having made any payment or anyone having made

          17  any payment on his behalf in exchange for him

          18  being dismissed as after the in the claim in

          19  intervention?

          20        A.    Not aware of a payment by Mr.

          21  Lauriello.

          22        Q.    Or anyone on his behalf?
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          23        A.    Or anyone on his behalf.

          24        Q.    Plaintiff 21, first of foremost,

          25  you are a signatory and party to this lead

                                                           30

           1  counsel agreement; correct?

           2        A.    I am.

           3        Q.    And you were involved in the

           4  negotiations that led up to the lead counsel

           5  agreement being agreed upon and signed;

           6  correct?

           7        A.    Correct.

           8        Q.    And just make sure the record is

           9  clear, I want to confirm with you that all of

          10  the discussions that lead to you guys agreeing

          11  on this lead counsel agreement took place on

          12  February 6, 2009 hearing that Judge King held

          13  on the competing motions to disqualify that

          14  you guys filed against Mr. Vines and Mr.

          15  Rediker and the one they filed against you,

          16  the Hare Wynn firm and Jim North and

          17  associates, all the negotiations took place

          18  after that hearing on February 6th and before

          19  this agreement was signed on February 25th?

          20        A.    That is not correct.  We started

          21  having discussions with Mr. Vines -- what we
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          22  were concerned with was what was best for the

          23  class.  We knew the fighting between Mr. Vines

          24  group and our group was harmful to the class.

          25  Allegations were being made that were not

                                                           31

           1  true, for example, naming Mr. Lauriello.  So

           2  well before even the hearing in 2009 on the

           3  motions to disqualify we had been in

           4  discussions with Mr. Vines to try to do what

           5  was best for the class and move the case

           6  forward.

           7        Q.    When is your best judgment as to

           8  when those negotiations and discussions

           9  started?

          10        A.    You know, Mr. Vines filed his

          11  claims a couple of weeks after we filed ours.

          12  We had discussions with Mr. Vines through --

          13  in some form or fashion throughout.  We knew

          14  that squabbling among plaintiff groups was bad

          15  for the class and we wanted to put it to an

          16  end.  We knew the claims he asserted were not

          17  in the interests of the class an actually

          18  adverse to the class.

          19        Q.    So your testimony and recollection

          20  is that you guys had had some discussions with
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          21  Mr. Vines about trying to agree among

          22  yourselves about who would proceed essentially

          23  as lead counsel during discovery and other

          24  things going all the way back to November of

          25  2003 when he filed his complaint?

                                                           32

           1        A.    I don't know if it went back that

           2  far.  But for several -- well, for at least a

           3  couple of years had had discussions.  That's

           4  my recollection.

           5        Q.    And those discussions were going

           6  on then in one form or another at the time

           7  that Mr. Vines filed his motion to disqualify

           8  the Hare Wynn firm, you and Jim North and

           9  associates on February 4, 2009?

          10        A.    You know, as with any discussions

          11  they go in fits and starts.  So you have

          12  discussions and then you might not for a while

          13  and then you have them.  So the exact history

          14  of those discussions, you know, I don't really

          15  recall sitting here right now.  You asked

          16  whether all the discussions took place in

          17  February and March and that's just not

          18  accurate.

          19        Q.    I understood previous testimony to
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          20  the contrary, which is why you have to ask

          21  everybody.  As I recall, you guys filed the

          22  motion to disqualify the Haskell Slaughter

          23  firm and Mr. Vines on June 30, 2009.  We can

          24  pull the pleading up?

          25        A.    I'll accept your representation.

                                                           33

           1        Q.    I'm sorry.  January of 2009.  I

           2  can see why you confidence would be shaken in

           3  but you have got counsel?

           4        A.    The record is what the record is.

           5        Q.    Do you have if there were

           6  discussions actually on going with Mr. Vines

           7  at the time you filed, filed the motion to

           8  disqualify the Haskell Slaughter firm and Mr.

           9  Vines?

          10        A.    I don't recall.  Mr. Vines

          11  associated with the Haskell Slaughter firm was

          12  seriously problematic.  They had represented

          13  MedPartners for an extended period of time.

          14        Q.    In fact, they represented

          15  MedPartners back when Jay Johnston was still

          16  at Haskell Slaughter and in fact had been

          17  MedPartners's main outside counsel; correct?

          18        A.    Haskell Slaughter had the former
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          19  client problem.

          20        Q.    And the former client problem that

          21  Haskell Slaughter had was based primarily on

          22  the work that Mr. Johnston and others at his

          23  direction had done on behalf of MedPartners;

          24  correct?

          25        A.    Who did that work I don't know.

                                                           34

           1  Haskell Slaughter represented MedPartners for

           2  an extended period.

           3        Q.    You know Mr. Johnston represented

           4  them?

           5        A.    He did.

           6        Q.    And testified that he was the main

           7  lawyer representing MedPartners sometime

           8  starting around 1995?

           9        A.    That's correct.

          10        Q.    Let's continue talking for a few

          11  minutes about Mr. Johnston.  We talked about

          12  his dates of services as general counsel for

          13  the company and that he was still the general

          14  counsel of the company in January of 1998 when

          15  the first lawsuits that ultimately made up the

          16  1998 MedPartners securities litigation was

          17  filed; correct?
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          18        A.    That's correct.

          19        Q.    And you are aware that as part of

          20  his work as general counsel, that Mr. Johnston

          21  participated in interviewing and helping

          22  select the defense counsel that ultimately

          23  represented MedPartners in the 1998

          24  MedPartners securities litigation; correct?

          25        A.    Ed Hardin testified in his
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           1  arbitration testimony that in January of '98,

           2  he took over as the lead national Lauriello

           3  for the defense of the claims against

           4  MedPartners.  And so I don't remember what Jay

           5  said about that, but Jay's role at that point

           6  in time I think was very limited.  And that

           7  never came up in our representation of him.

           8        Q.    Well, you attended Mr. Johnston's

           9  deposition in this case; is that correct?

          10        A.    I did.

          11        Q.    All right.  And do you recall him

          12  specifically testifying in his deposition that

          13  he was in fact involved in interviewing in the

          14  selection process to hire defense counsel?

          15        A.    I don't remember that

          16  specifically.  I won't dispute it if you say
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          17  he testified to that.

          18              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, may I

          19  approach and pick up some transcripts and hand

          20  them out?

          21              THE COURT:  You may.

          22        Q.    Mr. Somerville, if you would,

          23  would you turn over to page 129?

          24              MR. POWELL:  What was the page you

          25  referenced?

                                                           36

           1              MR. HOLLADAY:  129.

           2        Q.    We can start at line twelve.  If

           3  you will just read down 129, line twelve

           4  through about 120, line eight.  My only

           5  question to you is, does that refresh your

           6  recollection that indeed Mr. Johnston

           7  testified that he was involved in interviewing

           8  in the selection process that led to the

           9  hiring of jack new man to represent

          10  MedPartners in the 1998 MedPartners securities

          11  litigation?

          12        A.    Well, he says at line four on page

          13  129, he was asked were you responsible within

          14  the company for managing and defending those

          15  lawsuits when they were initially filed.
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          16  Answer, no, I was responsible for receiving

          17  service of the complaints.

          18        Q.    We'll go back to that.  I was

          19  asking if you would just take a look -- you

          20  can read whatever you want to.  But it's clear

          21  from his testimony --

          22        A.    I see where you said at line 19

          23  and 20 he interviewed lawyers.

          24        Q.    He did interview the lawyers and

          25  was involved in helping select counsel;
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           1  correct?  I think it's all on page 129,

           2  starting at line twelve.

           3        A.    I mean, he says what he said.

           4  That's really --

           5        Q.    And you were also aware from Mr.

           6  Johnston's testimony, which you have in front

           7  of you now, that he was responsible when the

           8  complaints that ultimately made up the 1998

           9  MedPartners securities litigation came in, he

          10  was responsible for reviewing them,

          11  chronicling them and eventually he made a

          12  presentation to the board about the complaints

          13  that had come in up until the time of the

          14  board meeting; correct?
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          15        A.    Mr. Johnston's testimony is what

          16  he said.  I don't recall what he said about

          17  that.

          18        Q.    Page 129, lines one through 11.

          19  He essentially testifies about his role in

          20  making a presentation to the board about the

          21  lawsuits; correct?

          22        A.    Yes.  But Jay at that point in

          23  time -- they even moved offices and he didn't

          24  move to the floor where all the executive

          25  offices were.  As I understand it, Mr. Hardin
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           1  did.  Mr. Hardin testified in his arbitration

           2  proceeding that he was running this

           3  litigation.  And you can see memos that are

           4  part of the evidence where between Mr. Newman

           5  and Mr. Hardin in this time period.  Jay is

           6  nowhere in them just talking about the

           7  strategy.  So I think based on Jay's

           8  testimony, was not involved in any of the

           9  strategy of the defense.  I think that was

          10  really Mr. Hardin based on Mr. Hardin's

          11  testimony and based on the memos we have now

          12  that were in the arbitration proceeding.

          13        Q.    Mr. Somerville, with all due
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          14  respect, Your Honor I'm going to ask to strike

          15  the last part of that testimony.  I'm not here

          16  to establish what Mr. Hardin's role was.  The

          17  record will speak for itself.  I'm asking you

          18  very specific questions about what Mr.

          19  Johnston has testified his rules and

          20  responsibilities are.  Like everybody, I want

          21  to get out of here today, if you will answer

          22  my questions I'll appreciate it.  I will do my

          23  best to help us get out of here.

          24              THE COURT:  It is struck as

          25  nonresponsive.
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           1              MR. SOMERVILLE:  I'm sorry, Your

           2  Honor.

           3        Q.    Mr. Somerville, you are also

           4  aware, aren't you, that there is testimony in

           5  this case indicating that Mr. Johnston

           6  sometime in April of 1998 before we left the

           7  company attended an initial meeting in New

           8  York with counsel who had been selected to

           9  represent the company and the insurers to

          10  discuss the litigation; correct?

          11        A.    Yes.  I don't remember that.  But

          12  if he testified to that.
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          13        Q.    If Jack Newman testified that Mr.

          14  Johnston participated in a strategy meeting in

          15  April of 1998 in New York with the insurers

          16  and himself, have you got any reason to doubt

          17  that?

          18        A.    I wasn't there.  Mr. Newman's

          19  testimony is what it is.

          20        Q.    And you don't dispute that's the

          21  testimony he gave?

          22        A.    Well, I don't have personal

          23  knowledge of that.

          24        Q.    But you were at his deposition

          25  when he gave the testimony, don't you?
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           1        A.    Yes.  But I don't remember him

           2  saying that one way or the other.  I just

           3  don't remember.

           4        Q.    You don't have any conversation to

           5  the contrary?

           6        A.    I have no personal knowledge about

           7  it.

           8        Q.    At some point in time after Mr.

           9  Johnston leaves the company in July of 1998,

          10  he ends up in litigation over his employment

          11  contract and other issues; correct?
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          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    And that lawsuit was filed

          14  sometime or the begins of that lawsuit were

          15  sometime back in the summer and fall of 1999

          16  at the same time that this Hal Knight dispute

          17  arose?

          18        A.    Jay was sued as a co-defendant

          19  with Hal Knight and somebody named Wagar.  The

          20  claims were initially filed as a declaratory

          21  judgment action.  I think it was early summer.

          22  I want to say June time frame of '99.  No, of

          23  '98.

          24        Q.    It is '98.  You are correct.  I

          25  gave you the wrong date.  It's 1998.
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           1        A.    I believe that's correct.

           2        Q.    No okay.  It was 1998 back when

           3  Mr. Knight's litigation began?

           4        A.    I think because they were to

           5  defendants in that declaratory judgment action

           6  about their benefits.

           7        Q.    And back in 1998, you were not

           8  involved in representing there Johnston in the

           9  dispute; correct?

          10        A.    He was not.
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          11        Q.    He was represented by some lawyers

          12  out of Atlanta?

          13        A.    That's correct.

          14        Q.    But as you testified earlier,

          15  sometime around February of 2001 Mr. Johnston

          16  asked you to become involved in defending

          17  himself in his litigation against MedPartners?

          18        A.    That's correct.

          19        Q.    And in August or September of that

          20  year after there had been a mistrial in May,

          21  you asked Mr. Haley and others at the Hare

          22  Wynn firm to get involved in helping you

          23  represent Mr. Johnston in that litigation; is

          24  that correct?

          25        A.    That's correct.
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           1        Q.    And my memory is Judge Cook

           2  testified the second trial of the case took

           3  place sometime in late January or early

           4  February of 2002.  Is that consistent with

           5  your memory?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    So the lawyers who were working

           8  with you at the Hare Wynn firm had been

           9  involved in the representation for five or six
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          10  months by the time the second case when the

          11  the trial?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    Now, in the litigation that Mr.

          14  Johnston had involving the company, my

          15  recollection is that Mr. Johnston testified

          16  that he felt and you agreed with him that he

          17  was being sued for everything he'd done while

          18  he was general counsel at the company and

          19  everything he'd done on behalf of the company

          20  before becoming general counsel; correct?

          21        A.    Yes.

          22        Q.    And the work that Mr. Johnston had

          23  done in his role as general counsel at the

          24  company would have included the due diligence

          25  that was done as part of the many transactions
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           1  that were alleged to be at issue and in

           2  dispute in the 1998 MedPartners securities

           3  litigation; correct?

           4        A.    I think MedPartners alleged that

           5  he was responsible for due diligence problems.

           6  I think Shay disputed that.

           7        Q.    And Mr. Johnston himself also

           8  testified in this case, did he not, that his
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           9  role and duties as general counsel included

          10  being responsible for the due diligence in the

          11  deals he was working on; correct?

          12        A.    I don't remember what he testified

          13  to here.  I really don't.  But what my

          14  recollection then is there was a big issue

          15  about financial due diligence versus legal due

          16  diligence in the claims against Jay.  And Jay

          17  always took the position that the financial

          18  due diligence he didn't really have anything

          19  to do with.  The legal due diligence he would

          20  always hire some outside firm to conduct that.

          21  That was really something that he, Jay

          22  Johnston, was equipped to do.

          23        Q.    Take a look at page 94 of Mr.

          24  Johnston's deposition?

          25        A.    94?
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           1        Q.    Yes, sir.  And I'm going to ask

           2  you -- you can read the whole page, if you

           3  would.

           4        A.    I don't think that's inconsistent.

           5  He said responsible for making sure that

           6  everything that needed to be done to require

           7  the company was done, due diligence drafting
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           8  of any tangential documents.

           9        Q.    So his responsibilities included

          10  making sure that due diligence was done

          11  properly; correct?

          12        A.    His testimony in depositions and

          13  as I recall at trial, he was asked about all

          14  this in the first case.  I think his position

          15  always was consistent that it was his job as

          16  the general counsel to hire firms to do

          17  appropriate due diligence in those

          18  acquisitions.  I think he also made clear that

          19  he did not do that himself.

          20        Q.    But he was responsible for making

          21  sure people were hired and did it properly;

          22  correct?

          23        A.    I think that's correct.

          24        Q.    And Mr. Johnston's duties as

          25  general counsel also would have included over
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           1  seeing from the legal department's perspective

           2  the securities filed that were made on behalf

           3  of the company; correct?

           4        A.    If that's what he said.  I don't

           5  know to what extent he would actually --

           6        Q.    Well, turn over to page 110 lines
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           7  one through nine.  It says there that he was

           8  the top lawyer at the company working on the

           9  securities files, doesn't he?

          10        A.    Yes.  I mean.

          11        Q.    Thank you.

          12        A.    He says -- it says what it says.

          13        Q.    And Mr. Johnston's duties as

          14  general counsel also included providing advice

          15  to management and the board regarding

          16  transactions he was working on; correct?

          17        A.    If that's what he said.  I wasn't

          18  there so --

          19        Q.    But you were at his deposition in

          20  this case when he gave the testimony we are

          21  talking about, weren't you, Mr. Somerville?

          22        A.    I was but I don't remember

          23  everything Jay said.

          24        Q.    But if he said at his deposition

          25  that he was responsible for providing advice
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           1  to management and the board regarding

           2  transactions you have no duty to dispute that?

           3        A.    I have no reason to dispute that.

           4        Q.    He also testified that his

           5  responsibilities and duties included advising
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           6  management and the board about lawsuits,

           7  didn't he?

           8        A.    I think Jay always made clear --

           9  and it's my recollection is from the first

          10  case is that litigation was not his specialty

          11  so he had other people involved in litigation.

          12  But I really --

          13        Q.    Let's take a look over at page 103

          14  starting line one down to line 20.

          15        A.    Okay.

          16        Q.    Do you see that he says he also

          17  gave advice to the board about lawsuits?

          18        A.    I don't see that.

          19        Q.    Page 103, lines one through

          20  twenty.

          21        A.    This is where provide the board

          22  the legal add various that was part of the

          23  job, correct.  Questions we put, yes.  About

          24  transactions, generally it came down to that,

          25  yes, or the lawsuits.
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           1        Q.    Or the lawsuits.

           2        A.    I see it.

           3        Q.    So he talked to the board and gave

           4  advice about the lawsuits as well; correct?
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           5        A.    I see it.

           6        Q.    Now, during the time that you

           7  represented Mr. Johnston in his dispute

           8  against MedPartners starting in February 2001,

           9  you met with him numerous times to discuss the

          10  claims he made against the company and the

          11  company's claims against him; correct?

          12        A.    I did.

          13        Q.    And many of those meetings were

          14  just the two of you?

          15        A.    Yes.

          16        Q.    And once you had the Hare Wynn

          17  firm involved helping you, some of the

          18  meetings would have also included Mr. Haley

          19  and Mr. Cook?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    And in addition to the meetings

          22  you had with him, I presume you guys had lots

          23  of phone calls too about the claims being made

          24  and the defenses?

          25        A.    I don't remember how many phone
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           1  calls.  We were here in Birmingham we would

           2  usually just meet.

           3        Q.    But you had lots of conversations?
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           4        A.    We did.

           5        Q.    The claims he made against the

           6  company and the company made against him?

           7        A.    That's correct.

           8        Q.    And Mr. Johnston shared with you

           9  all of the information that he knew or was

          10  aware of that he thought would help the case,

          11  didn't he?

          12        A.    I don't think -- thinking back on

          13  it and I have thought about this a lot -- Jay

          14  shared with us information as necessary.  But

          15  I don't think that he -- I don't remember any

          16  information that he shared with us that would

          17  have been confidential or privileged as to

          18  MedPartners.  I don't remember anything like

          19  that.

          20        Q.    But he never specifically -- well,

          21  first, he provided you with all the

          22  information he knew of or could think of that

          23  he thought would be helpful to the case

          24  correct?

          25        A.    We worked together to defense
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           1  against the claims but I don't remember any

           2  information that was confidential or
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           3  privileged from his role as general counsel

           4  that he ever shared with us.

           5        Q.    I'm not asking if he shared

           6  confidential information.  I'm asking you did

           7  he share lots of information with you during

           8  the course you were representing him?

           9        A.    About him sharing information,

          10  really, we would just talk about the claims

          11  against him and the claims he was asserting.

          12  And it really wasn't so much -- you know, that

          13  was really it.  We were trying to figure out

          14  exactly what they were suing him for and then

          15  it become apparent they were suing him for

          16  everything.  What's the basis for your claims

          17  and they said everything.  But never that I

          18  recall did he ever tell us anything that was

          19  confidential or privileged as to something he

          20  did at MedPartners.  MedPartners asked him a

          21  lot about that stuff when they took his

          22  deposition.  I remember being shocked by that

          23  that they would do that.  But that never

          24  really came up.

          25        Q.    But since he was being sued for
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           1  everything he'd done and since you are a very
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           2  good lawyer and your co-counsel and Mr. Haley

           3  and judge cook with very good lawyers, since

           4  he was being sued for everything he had been

           5  done you had discussions with him about

           6  everything he had done at the company;

           7  correct?

           8        A.    Again, that's not a -- the fraud

           9  at MedPartners was really out on the west

          10  coast.  And Jay was not out on the west coast.

          11  So the discussions we had were really trying

          12  to get a handle on what the fraud was they

          13  were alleging.  Jay really told us and nothing

          14  really came up that was confidential or

          15  privileged as to MedPartners.

          16        Q.    In your opinion and as you

          17  recall --

          18        A.    It's not my opinion.  That's just

          19  as I recall.  There was never -- it just never

          20  came up.

          21        Q.    At any time while you were

          22  representing him, do you recall that he said

          23  to you, I can't talk to you about that, Mr.

          24  Somerville, because that might violate some

          25  confidentiality agreement or the
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           1  attorney-client privilege I have with

           2  MedPartners?  He never said that to you, did

           3  he?

           4        A.    Two things about that.  Number

           5  one, when a lawyer is sued as Jay was based on

           6  his actions, the plaintiff MedPartners injects

           7  into issue all of that representation.  So Jay

           8  could have told us something like that.  I

           9  don't remember that ever happening.  I don't

          10  remember the subject ever being where we were

          11  seeking that find of information.  But the

          12  second part of that answer, MedPartners when

          13  they were taking his deposition asked him

          14  questions.  And at one point he said do you

          15  really want me to answer that and the

          16  MedPartners lawyer said yes.  He said that's

          17  subject of a confidential agreement and the

          18  MedPartners lawyer asked it any way.  But that

          19  kind of thing never happened when we were

          20  representing Jay.

          21        Q.    But to answer my simple question,

          22  did he ever say he couldn't tell you something

          23  of part of your representation of him because

          24  it was privileged or confidential?

          25        A.    Well, it just never came up.

                                                           52
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           1        Q.    And again, you were at Mr.

           2  Johnston's deposition in this case; correct?

           3        A.    I was, yes.

           4        Q.    And he testified there that he

           5  shared all the information he had with you

           6  guys that he thought was relevant to his

           7  claims, didn't he?

           8        A.    I think he said that he shared

           9  with us information necessary to defends the

          10  case.  I've forgotten exactly how he put it.

          11  But my recollection certainly was that it

          12  never involved any confidential or privileged

          13  information that Jay had from when he was at

          14  MedPartners.

          15        Q.    Do you recall that I asked him if

          16  he shared information with you regard less of

          17  whether or not he thought that it had at one

          18  time being a privileged communication?

          19        A.    No, I don't remember but I don't

          20  dispute that you asked him that.

          21        Q.    Take a look at page 149.  Page

          22  149, lines 19 through 23.  My question, and

          23  you shared what you knew regard less of what

          24  you thought about whether or not at one time

          25  those communications were privileged.  Answer,
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           1  Mr. Johnston, right.  Do you see that?

           2        A.    Yes.  He says all on that page, he

           3  said if there was information I had that was

           4  lead towards the result, I share it with my

           5  counsel.

           6        Q.    And he did it whether or not he

           7  thought it may have been privileged at some

           8  point or not?

           9        A.    I don't remember him identifying

          10  anything in the deposition that would be the

          11  case.

          12        Q.    I understand you don't remember?

          13        A.    And I don't remember anything

          14  myself about that.

          15        Q.    Let's talk about that a minute.

          16  You guys got information about Jay's claims

          17  both from Jay and through the normal discovery

          18  process?

          19        A.    We never really got anything from

          20  Jay.  Jay was kicked out of the company and he

          21  left without a single document.  Any document

          22  we got to defend Jay was a document that

          23  either was from public or that we got from

          24  MedPartners through regular discovery.

          25        Q.    Maybe the question was inartfully
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           1  asked.  I wasn't asking about documents you

           2  got from Jay.  I understand Jay didn't have

           3  any documents but he did provide you with

           4  information orally about the claims; correct?

           5        A.    As I said we had discussions about

           6  the defense but I don't remember anything

           7  confidential or privileged from when Jay was

           8  there.

           9        Q.    I understand that's your

          10  testimony.

          11        A.    It's the truth.

          12        Q.    And in addition to getting

          13  information orally from Jay, you guys also

          14  went through the normal discovery course and

          15  you asked for documents from the company;

          16  correct?

          17        A.    I don't even think we got

          18  information from Jay.  What I'm saying is

          19  Jay -- we discussed his defense.  But in terms

          20  of defending against the claims brought by

          21  MedPartners, they were suing him for

          22  everything.  So it wasn't like Jay knew

          23  anything about the fraud out in the west.  He

          24  didn't know about that.  So we did not get any
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          25  information from Jay about that.  We discussed
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           1  his defense.  But we -- and we tried to get

           2  documents to defend against the claims an they

           3  ended up producing documents.

           4        Q.    So Mr. Somerville, it's your

           5  testimony as you sit here today that in the

           6  entire time you represented Mr. Johnston you

           7  never got any information from him that you

           8  used in defending him against the claims that

           9  were filed against him or in pursuing the

          10  claims he had against the company.  You didn't

          11  get any information at all?

          12        A.    We certainly got information to

          13  the defend the claims but he was sued for

          14  everything.  They paid Stewart Dudley 250

          15  thousand dollars and they give Dudley all

          16  kinds of documents to testify about against.

          17  Jay didn't know anything about the fraud out

          18  west, so Jay didn't give us any information

          19  about some happenings at MedPartners.  That

          20  just never happened. We discussed with him

          21  what we needed to do to defend the claims.

          22  But in terms of getting information from Jay,

          23  it didn't happen that way.
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          24        Q.    So when Mr. Johnston testified in

          25  his deposition that he provided you and shared
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           1  all the information he had that would lead

           2  towards a result, the result being successful

           3  in his lawsuit, your testimony is whatever

           4  that information was wasn't relevant to the

           5  claims they made against him or the defenses

           6  he was asserting?

           7        A.    As I testified in my deposition,

           8  it never really came up.  That's been

           9  consistent with entire time.  Jay as the

          10  general counsel -- he was not involved in the

          11  financial operations of MedPartners.  He was

          12  not -- they were cooking the books out west.

          13  Jay was not involved in that so Jay did not

          14  have any information about that.  That's

          15  really -- what we were trying to do was figure

          16  out what claims they were asserting.

          17  Ultimately, even for prosecuting his claims,

          18  MedPartners publicly disclosed the existence

          19  of his employment agreements in their SEC

          20  filings.  So the way we prosecuted those

          21  claims was by printing those off from the SEC

          22  an showing those to board members and Richard
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          23  Scrushy.  They all testified we never read

          24  those.  But that's how we prosecuted the

          25  claims. But in terms of getting some secret of
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           1  confidential information or privileged

           2  information from Jay to defend against the

           3  claims of MedPartners, Jay never knew anything

           4  about the fraud.

           5        Q.    So you don't remember him giving

           6  you any such information?

           7        A.    He never gave us anything like

           8  that to defend the claims. We constantly were

           9  trying to figure out what they were suing him

          10  for.

          11        Q.    Did any claims relate to the

          12  accuracy of the securities filings that had

          13  been made during his tenure as general

          14  counsel?

          15        A.    One of the claims they were

          16  asserting were that the securities filings

          17  were not accurate in terms of integration of

          18  MedPartners.  MedPartners had acquired a lot

          19  of companies so the failure to integrate was

          20  one of the claims.  Jay wasn't involved in

          21  that that.  We had to take mark wheat's
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          22  deposition.

          23        Q.    So you deposed in gathering

          24  information to defend against the claims made

          25  against counsel and to prosecute the claims
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           1  filed on his behalf you took discovery through

           2  normal channels and you took depositions of

           3  MedPartners employees or former employs?

           4        A.    Correct.  But it was not

           5  confidential.

           6        Q.    And you got documents produced

           7  pursuant to request for production and

           8  responding to interrogatories; correct?

           9        A.    Correct.

          10        Q.    And the truth of matter is, Mr.

          11  Somerville, as we sit here today, you don't

          12  have any way to properly distinguish or to be

          13  able to distinguish what knowledge of

          14  information that you have that you got from

          15  depositions of witnesses, reviewing documents

          16  provided in discovery and the information

          17  provided to by Mr. Johnston to you during your

          18  confidential meeting to prepare for his case.

          19  There's no way to distinguish where the

          20  information came from?
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          21        A.    Because Jay had no documents.

          22  Everything we got to defend him and prosecute

          23  his claims was either from MedPartners or from

          24  some public source.  And therefore, yes, I

          25  mean that's just -- that's the way -- so yes,
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           1  we know everything that we had came from some

           2  place other than Jay Johnston.

           3        Q.    So it's your testimony as you are

           4  sitting here today you can be absolutely

           5  certain that you didn't acquire any particular

           6  knowledge or information from Jay Johnston

           7  that you believe would have ever been

           8  privileged or confidential?

           9        A.    Absolutely.

          10        Q.    When we took your deposition in

          11  this case, do you remember that?

          12        A.    I do.

          13              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, may I

          14  approach and get the transcripts?

          15              THE COURT:  You may.

          16        Q.    Mr. Somerville, will you take a

          17  look, turn over to page 107.  I'd like you to

          18  read starting at page 107, line 17 all the way

          19  down through, if you would, page 111, line
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          20  three.

          21        A.    I'm sorry?

          22        Q.    Page 107, line 17 down through

          23  page 111, line three.

          24        A.    107 line 17 to page 111.

          25        Q.    Yes.  Line three.  I just think to
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           1  be fair to you I want you to have a chance to

           2  read the whole thing.  Just asking you to read

           3  it to yourself so you can put my questions in

           4  context.

           5        A.    Okay.

           6        Q.    So at your deposition, I asked you

           7  a question about whether or not you and Mr.

           8  Johnston during the course of your

           9  representation, had talked about his duties

          10  and responsibilities as general counsel;

          11  correct?

          12        A.    Repeat the question.

          13        Q.    Looking right there at page 107,

          14  line 17, at your deposition, I asked you

          15  whether or not you had conversations with Mr.

          16  Johnston while you were representing him about

          17  his duties and responsibilities as general

          18  counsel; correct?
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          19        A.    Okay.

          20        Q.    Do you see that?  I'm just asking

          21  you page 107, line 17, I asked you question?

          22        A.    Presumably he talked about his

          23  duties and responsibilities as general

          24  counsel.

          25        Q.    See that?
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           1        A.    I see that.

           2        Q.    And there was an objection

           3  asserted; correct?

           4        A.    Yes.

           5        Q.    And you told me you couldn't tell

           6  me what Mr. Johnston told you about his duties

           7  and responsibilities as general counsel;

           8  correct?

           9        A.    What Jay told me was privileged.

          10  But if you look right above that, you asked me

          11  at line 11, do you recall at any point in time

          12  him offering him --

          13        Q.    I understand that.

          14        A.    Him offering testimony or saying

          15  to you that there was any information he that

          16  he couldn't share with you.

          17        A.    Answer.  It never came up and
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          18  that's what I said here today.

          19        Q.    I didn't try to impeach you with

          20  it because I agree that's what I said.  I'm

          21  trying to point out how you couldn't remember

          22  where you got information?

          23        A.    But in terms of what Jay told me,

          24  you know, that really is privileged.  I can't

          25  waive that privilege.  I can say Jay never
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           1  told me anything that was privileged or

           2  confidential as to MedPartners.

           3        Q.    In your opinion?

           4        A.    No.  I can absolutely say that.

           5  It just never came up.  I mean, that's

           6  really -- and more over, anything that Jay

           7  did, he was sued for everything he did.

           8        Q.    Just so I'm clear, Mr. Somerville,

           9  the position you are taking is you can use

          10  whatever information Jay provided you in

          11  pursuing the claims in this lawsuit, but the

          12  lawyers defending the company who Jay was the

          13  lawyers for can't ask you questions so we can

          14  ascertain or get at whether in fact any

          15  privileged or confidential information was

          16  ever shared with you?
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          17        A.    Jay never gave us anything.  He

          18  never disclosed any confidential or privileged

          19  information to us.  All the documents we have

          20  in this case came either from the arbitration,

          21  from public sources or from MedPartners.

          22        Q.    I understand --

          23        A.    We never got anything from Jay.

          24        Q.    I understand that's your position,

          25  Mr. Somerville and that is your position
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           1  notwithstanding Mr. Johnston's sworn testimony

           2  that he shared everything he knew with you

           3  guys that he thought was relevant to the

           4  lawsuit whether or not it had ever been

           5  privileged or confidential; correct?

           6        A.    You know, you had the opportunity

           7  to ask Jay, as MedPartner's lawyer, what

           8  MedPartners confidential and privileged

           9  information did you tell them and you didn't,

          10  because there were none.

          11        Q.    I understand that's your position?

          12        A.    Nobody's ever asked Jay, for

          13  example what did you supposedly tell them,

          14  what specifically.  Frankly, Jay left in June

          15  or July of 1998.  This case is about lying
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          16  about the unlimited insurance.  Jay wasn't is

          17  there.  He wasn't involved in the purchase of

          18  this insurance and therefore, it's really --

          19  what Jay knew about the underlying claims in

          20  the 98 securities litigation, as you know,

          21  there are thousands of pages of that detailed

          22  with privileged memos in the arbitration

          23  transcript.

          24              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, I

          25  object and again respectfully move to strike
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           1  everything about what the claims are here.

           2  I'm at a pretty good place in my out line to

           3  stop so I can see if we can shorten this and

           4  get Mr. Somerville off the stand.  Is that

           5  okay.

           6              THE COURT:  That's fine.  That

           7  last part is struck as nonresponsive.  We will

           8  take a break until ten after ten.

           9              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you, Your

          10  Honor.

          11              (Short recess.)

          12              THE COURT:  You remain under oath,

          13  Mr. Somerville.  Mr. Holladay.

          14              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you.
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          15        Q.    Mr. Somerville, right before we

          16  took a break, you said something about my

          17  opportunity to ask Mr. Johnston about specific

          18  information he would have shared with you

          19  guys.  So if you would, I'd like you to look

          20  back at Mr. Johnston's transcript.

          21  Specifically, to look over at page 147,

          22  starting at line 17.

          23        A.    Line what?

          24        Q.    Line 17, page 147.  Found it?

          25        A.    Yes.

                                                           65

           1        Q.    And my question to Mr. Johnston,

           2  was, but given your understanding of the

           3  allegations being made against you, you felt

           4  like you had to defend virtually everything

           5  you had done at general counsel at the

           6  company.  He responded yes; correct?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    I then asked you and in order to

           9  do that I assume that you shared everything

          10  you knew about what you had done and had gone

          11  on in those transactions that you presided on

          12  with the lawyers who were representing and

          13  depending you in your employment case.  And
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          14  his answer was, those that they were focusing

          15  on, yes.  Do you see that?

          16        A.    Yes.

          17        Q.    I then attempted to go further and

          18  I said, question, and you shared with him

          19  everything you had knowledge of or knew about

          20  your role in drafting, editing and working on

          21  the public filings.  See that?

          22        A.    I do.

          23        Q.    And Mr. Powell objected, asserted

          24  the privilege and I was not allowed to ask the

          25  details about what he shared; correct?
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           1        A.    What I testified to about earlier,

           2  MedPartners -- there's no question Jay was the

           3  general counsel.  MedPartners could ask Jay

           4  what knowledge he had about privileged matters

           5  privileged between MedPartners and Jay; okay?

           6  Not privileged between Jay and us.  What I

           7  didn't ask, is you didn't ask him about what

           8  Jay knew about disclosed to us that was

           9  privileged between MedPartners and Jay.

          10        Q.    That's exactly what I was trying

          11  to ask him, Mr. Somerville.  Exactly what I'm

          12  trying to ask him here, is to talk about
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          13  whether or not he shared information about the

          14  public filings and what information he shared.

          15  And you see Mr. Powell objected and I was not

          16  allowed to ask that question; correct?

          17        A.    The record speaks for itself.  My

          18  recollection is that Jay, it never came up for

          19  Jay to tell us anything that was privileged or

          20  confidential from his testimony at

          21  MedPartners.

          22        Q.    I understand that's your

          23  testimony.  But I tried to ask Mr. Johnston

          24  about what he was shared and I was not

          25  permitted to do so based on privilege;
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           1  correct?

           2        A.    The record speaks for itself.

           3        Q.    Thank you.  We can move on.  I

           4  will note, though, on page 149, starting at

           5  line 11.  Do you see I ask him question, and

           6  you shared it with your counsel record less of

           7  whether or not you thought those

           8  communications may have been subject to the

           9  attorney-client privilege or work product.

          10  His answer, I was advised that since I was

          11  defending myself that I was able to do that.
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          12  I had to be able to defend himself?

          13        A.    Okay.

          14        Q.    Did you guys tell him that?

          15        A.    I think Chris gal knack told him

          16  that in his deposition before it started Chris

          17  Gallnack is at Powell goldstein and he

          18  represented Jay before we did.

          19        Q.    I understand.

          20        A.    And before that deposition

          21  started, Mr. Gal neck said, there is no

          22  privilege based on the claims that y'all are

          23  asserting and MedPartners lawyer was

          24  Philistine taking that deposition.  It's on

          25  the record, if you ask questions that invade
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           1  the attorney-client privilege between

           2  MedPartners and Jay it's to your waive.  And

           3  the MedPartners said yes.  So that's what I

           4  think Jay was talking about.  I don't know

           5  what he was talking about.

           6        Q.    But you agree with the proposition

           7  that given the allegation he was entitled to

           8  share information?

           9        A.    It was black letter law that when

          10  somebody sues you, if you had a privilege,
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          11  that privilege is waived.

          12        Q.    And Mr. Johnston confirmed in the

          13  next question and answer there that he indeed

          14  shared that information regard less of whether

          15  or not any of the communications had at one

          16  time been privileged; correct?

          17        A.    His testimony is what it is.  But

          18  I --

          19        Q.    Thank you.  Mr. Somerville, let's

          20  talk a little bit and go back now to your

          21  representation of hall night back in the 1999,

          22  2000 time frame; okay?

          23        A.    All right.

          24        Q.    Mr. Somerville, you learned at

          25  some time while you were representing Mr.
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           1  Knight, didn't you, that in fact MedPartners

           2  had purchased excess insurance coverage while

           3  the 1998 MedPartners securities litigation was

           4  pending; correct?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    So we can roughly establish that

           7  that would have been sometime in the time

           8  frame between late summer, early fall of 1998

           9  and when ever in 2000 it was that you ceased
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          10  representing Mr. Knight?

          11        A.    That's when that press release was

          12  released.  At some point I learned that

          13  MedPartners had supposedly bought an excess

          14  policy from National Union.

          15        Q.    And when you were deposed, you

          16  couldn't remember exactly how or specifically

          17  when you learned this information, you just

          18  remember that you knew it?

          19        A.    I think I testified that I learned

          20  it either from co-counsel or from MedPartners

          21  itself in some discovery filing or something

          22  like that.

          23        Q.    And could have been some of the

          24  public filings that had been looked at here

          25  correct?
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           1        A.    I don't know the answer to that

           2  but it could have.

           3        Q.    We know for instance that exhibit

           4  11 was on your exhibit list for the first

           5  Johnston trial correct?

           6        A.    Yes.  That was really for a

           7  different reason.

           8        Q.    I understand.
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           9        A.    We were focusing on what

          10  MedPartners said about the employment

          11  agreements.  I don't remember what defendants

          12  11.  I assume you are talking about one of the

          13  SEC filings.

          14        Q.    It's the 10-K for '98.  Your

          15  learned about the insurance coverage?

          16        A.    I never learned there was

          17  unlimited insurance.

          18        Q.    I understand.  Let's take a look

          19  at exhibit 9.  Do you recall that during the

          20  time you were representing Mr. Knight, Ed

          21  Hardin who had then become the general counsel

          22  of MedPartners was deposed; correct?

          23        A.    Yes.  I never -- as I testified

          24  to, I did not attend this deposition and

          25  really had no real knowledge of it.  But that
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           1  was in April of '99.

           2        Q.    April 13, 1999 which would put us

           3  about twenty days or so before the preliminary

           4  fairness hearing in the 1998 MedPartners

           5  securities litigation; correct?

           6        A.    Yes.

           7        Q.    And again, as you mentioned, you
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           8  did not attend the deposition but I think you

           9  told me at your deposition that he would have

          10  had access to the transcript after it became

          11  available; correct?

          12        A.    I don't know the answer to that

          13  question, whether I had access or whether I

          14  read it.  I don't remember.  But at some point

          15  I had it.  After I started representing Jay in

          16  2001, I got all of the transcripts of

          17  depositions from Powell goldstein.

          18        Q.    But at some point in time you had

          19  access to this transcript.  You just don't

          20  remember when?

          21        A.    That's correct.

          22        Q.    And you recall, don't you, that

          23  Mr. Hardin in fact brought up and then was

          24  asked questions about the excess coverage

          25  during his deposition; correct?
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           1        A.    I don't remember.  I mean, I

           2  really --

           3        Q.    Page 250 and 251.

           4              MR. HOLLADAY:  Judge, I don't know

           5  how hard this is going to read.  If you can't

           6  see this, just let me know.
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           7              THE COURT:  I can read it.

           8        Q.    All right.  If you look down

           9  starting at line 14, there's a question to Mr.

          10  Hardin, is there a reason while you

          11  communicated your analysis of Mr. Wagar's

          12  liability to co-counsel but not to Mr. Wakeer?

          13        A.    Answer Z. it is an ongoing

          14  analysis and we never completed the exercise

          15  before the loss risk transfer occurred.

          16  Question, before what occurred?  Answer, the

          17  loss risk transfer.  Question, for the record,

          18  clarify what you mean by the loss risk

          19  transfer.  Now to 251.  Answer, where the

          20  company purchased excess coverage.  Question,

          21  what happened at that point?  Answer, at that

          22  point in time, the company had no further, nor

          23  did mark weigher have any further liability or

          24  exposure, financial exposure.  So at his

          25  deposition, Mr. Hardin voluntarily in response
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           1  to a question raised the loss risk transfer,

           2  didn't he.

           3        A.    I see that.

           4        Q.    And he went on to explain when

           5  asked what the loss transfer meant, he
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           6  disclosed that it was when the company

           7  purchased excess insurance right?

           8        A.    His testimony is what it is.

           9        Q.    And he went on to say that once

          10  the company purchased that excess coverage, it

          11  had no further exposure, financial exposure.

          12  That's what he testified to back on April 13,

          13  1999 correct?

          14        Q.    That is not consistent with what

          15  Mac Crawford testified to.  /PWHRAEUT /TAEU in

          16  Mac Crawford testified?

          17        Q.    Mr. Somerville, did Mr. Hardin

          18  unequivocally testify that the company had no

          19  further liability or exposure, financial

          20  exposure?

          21        A.    That's what he testified to.

          22        Q.    So would you agree with me that

          23  anybody who read or had access to Mr. Hardin's

          24  deposition, knew the company had purchased

          25  excess coverage?
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           1        A.    He testified it shall whatever he

           2  testified to, if somebody had access to this

           3  deposition, they would have that testimony.

           4        Q.    You need know both of those things
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           5  he just talked about?

           6        A.    They would know that, whatever

           7  that means.

           8        Q.    You are not aware that he was

           9  asked any other questions about the coverage

          10  during that deposition, are you?

          11        A.    I don't know the answer to that

          12  question.

          13        Q.    Which would mean you were not

          14  aware?

          15        A.    I'm not either way.

          16        Q.    All right.  You mentioned that

          17  later on in the course of the proceedings

          18  involving Mr. Knight, Mac Crawford's

          19  deposition was taken; correct?

          20        Q.    Exhibit 10.  And that deposition

          21  took place -- the date on that one March 14,

          22  2000; correct?

          23        A.    Yes.

          24        Q.    And you were given the opportunity

          25  to question Mr. Crawford at that deposition;
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           1  is that right?

           2        A.    I was.

           3        Q.    And you did in fact question him
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           4  at the deposition, didn't you?

           5        A.    I did.

           6        Q.    And at the time you went to depose

           7  Mr. Crawford on March 14, 2000, you were

           8  already aware that MedPartners had purchased

           9  excess insurance coverage at some point during

          10  the 1998 MedPartners securities litigation;

          11  correct?

          12        A.    I was.

          13        Q.    Let's skip to page 261.  You are

          14  the person asking the questions here on page

          15  261; is that right?

          16        A.    I believe that's correct.

          17        Q.    So you ask him, of the 65 million

          18  dollars -- let's just stop that.  The 65

          19  million dollars is the 65 million dollars that

          20  was paid to resolve the 1998 MedPartners

          21  litigations in the Blankenship case; correct?

          22  That's the 65 million we are talking about?

          23        A.    Well, he mentioned it.  Keep in

          24  mind also that was his testimony.

          25        Q.    I understand.  65 million dollars,
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           1  how much did MedPartners pay.  That was the

           2  question.  Answer -- by the way at that point
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           3  Mr. Crawford the CEO of MedPartners?

           4        A.    He was.

           5        Q.    His answer to that question was

           6  well, we paid our premiums plus the 22 million

           7  that we put out.  Question, this is you, but

           8  that 22 million was a premium itself, was it

           9  not?  Then Mr. Crawford did what I always tell

          10  witnesses not to do.  He didn't give a verbal

          11  response.  The answer uh-huh.  Doesn't it Mr.

          12  Somerville.  Is that what?

          13        A.    That's what it says.

          14        Q.    And then you specifically and the

          15  answer to that is yes.  And he unequivocally

          16  answered you yes.  Correct.

          17        A.    That's what it says.

          18        Q.    Go to page 264, last line.  The

          19  one that -- so the insurance companies never

          20  contended that officers and directors ever

          21  committed fraud against the claim is that

          22  correct? Is the question.  That's from you.

          23  Mr. Crawford's answer, we never let it get

          24  that far.  Question, and how did you not let

          25  it get that far?  And then the answer, we paid
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           1  22 million dollars.  And how did that some how
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           2  change the terms of the policy?  Answer, it

           3  gave us total coverage.  It got us out.  How

           4  did it change the terms, it kept them from

           5  being able to assert those claims against us."

           6  So Mr. Crawford testified that the 22 million

           7  dollars premium bought total coverage, didn't

           8  he?

           9        A.    In my mind, that is a part of the

          10  fraud.  I had asked Mac Crawford who was the

          11  CEO of MedPartners about the coverage.  He

          12  started bringing up the carriers.  If the

          13  carriers had denied coverage.  And the little

          14  part right before that, he was testifying

          15  about what if the carriers denied coverage.

          16  And I asked him right there -- he said we did

          17  not let it go that far.  That's talking about

          18  the carriers denying coverage based on the

          19  fraud exclusion in the MedPartners policies.

          20  An he testified we paid 22 million dollars.

          21  And I asked how did that some how change the

          22  terms of the policy, it gave us total

          23  coverage.  So when I was taking that

          24  deposition, I interpreted him to say they paid

          25  22 million dollars to try to keep the
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           1  insurance company from canceling those D and O

           2  policies based on the fraud exclusion.  The

           3  fraud at MedPartners was that bad.  And when I

           4  asked Mac Crawford specifically how much extra

           5  in limits did you get for that excess policy,

           6  he lied and he said about 20 to 25 million.

           7  When I asked him that direct question, he

           8  should have testified unlimited liability

           9  policy and he didn't.  And that even in 2000,

          10  they were still lying about that.

          11        Q.    Mr. Somerville, I understand your

          12  argument.

          13        A.    It's not argument.

          14        Q.    I'm going to ask that it be struck

          15  as nonresponsive.  Did you not understand page

          16  261 the testimony that we just looked at that

          17  Mr. Crawford testified that 22 million dollars

          18  that the company paid was a premium?

          19              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, I object

          20  to all.  He answered it and he explained it.

          21              THE COURT:  I'm going to overrule.

          22  I think that in the court's mind, based upon

          23  this particular situation, it was at least

          24  responsive to a degree.

          25        A.    If you look at the previous page.
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           1        Q.    Did you understand on page 261

           2  when you asked Mr. Crawford specifically but

           3  the 22 million was a premium he didn't said,

           4  didn't yes?

           5        A.    Yes.

           6        Q.    And right here, he says the

           7  payment they made, however denominated, gave

           8  them total coverage correct?

           9        A.    If you look at page?

          10        Q.    Correct.  You can answer correct

          11  or incorrect and then explain your answer?

          12        A.    That's incorrect.

          13        Q.    So the words total coverage don't

          14  appear there?

          15        A.    In context, what Mac Crawford was

          16  testifying to right there was the problems

          17  they were having with their insurance carrier

          18  and the potential that carrier would -- the

          19  fraud exclusion.

          20        Q.    And you now know as you sit here

          21  today, there's no question in your mind that

          22  the company paid 22 and a half million dollar

          23  premium for excess coverage correct?

          24        A.    Actually, that's incorrect.

          25        Q.    You didn't think they paid 22 and
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           1  a half million?

           2        A.    I think they paid 50 million.

           3        Q.    Okay.  The public disclosures,

           4  exhibit 11 that we looked at, the 10-K, does

           5  it indicate the company paid 22 and a half

           6  million dollars as a premium that insurance

           7  coverage?

           8        A.    That's correct.  Anthony Tutulli

           9  later testified in another case that the total

          10  premium paid for the 22 and a half million

          11  dollar premium plus the first right of refusal

          12  for all other insurance.  And he testified

          13  therefore, my recollection of that testimony

          14  is that the total premium paid for this LMU

          15  was about 50 million dollars.  That was not

          16  disclosed.

          17        Q.    And you now know that in fact the

          18  payment of the premium, whatever the amount

          19  was, in fact did give the company, quote,

          20  total coverage, didn't it?  Didn't it?  Didn't

          21  it?

          22        A.    What Mr. Crawford meant by total

          23  coverage, I don't know.  I think they lied

          24  about the insurance and I think --

          25              MR. HOLLADAY:  I'd like to strike
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           1  the last sentence.

           2              THE COURT:  It's stricken.

           3        Q.    Mr. Somerville, let's move on to

           4  something else.  You've been involved in

           5  representing plaintiffs in other class actions

           6  in putative class actions over the years;

           7  correct?

           8        A.    I have.

           9        Q.    And one of those class actions in

          10  which you were involved in was a case

          11  involving ALFA insurance company; is that

          12  right?

          13        A.    That's right.

          14        Q.    And in that case, you were

          15  representing a share of ALFA shareholders in

          16  litigation arising out of the company's plan

          17  to go from a public company to a private

          18  company; is that right?

          19        A.    That's correct.

          20        Q.    And there were a couple of

          21  lawsuits filed over that particular

          22  transaction.  One of them filed here in

          23  Alabama down in Montgomery?

          24        A.    That's correct.
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          25        Q.    And your lawsuit was filed up in

                                                           82

           1  Delaware is that right?

           2        A.    That's correct.

           3        Q.    And pretty early on, as I

           4  understand it, both your class, putative class

           5  of shareholders and the putative class of

           6  shareholders in the case in Montgomery were

           7  able to reach a preliminary agreement with the

           8  insurance?

           9        A.    I think the agreement was reached

          10  with ALFA.

          11        Q.    Both sets of shareholders reached

          12  a preliminary agreement with ALFA?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    And that preliminary agreement

          15  eventually ended up being considered and

          16  approved by the court here in Montgomery

          17  Alabama correct?

          18        A.    That's correct.

          19        Q.    So you were never counsel of

          20  record in the case in Montgomery, were you?

          21        A.    I think we did -- I've forgotten

          22  what I testified to.  I think we entered an

          23  appearance in that case.  I do think we did
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          24  enter an appearance in that case.

          25        Q.    Were you ever appointed as class

                                                           83

           1  counsel by the court in Montgomery?

           2        A.    I was not.

           3        Q.    So your case is up in Delaware.

           4  There's a case down here in Montgomery.  A

           5  tentative settlement is reached and some

           6  confirmatory discovery is done?

           7        A.    Yes.

           8        Q.    And even though you had not been

           9  appointed class counsel in the case in

          10  Montgomery, you and the lawyers working with

          11  you participated in confirmatory discovery

          12  done in this case, didn't you?

          13        A.    Yes.

          14        Q.    You and your co-counsel did that

          15  because you felt like you had a duty and an

          16  obligation to make sure things were done

          17  right.  And you had that duty and

          18  responsibility even though you were not class

          19  counsel, didn't you?

          20        A.    Yes.

          21        Q.    And the confirmatory discovery

          22  that you guys engaged in included taking some
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          23  depositions?

          24        A.    Yes.

          25        Q.    Making some document requests and
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           1  reviewing the documents that were produced?

           2        A.    Yes.

           3        Q.    Even some expert discovery done?

           4        A.    That's correct.

           5        Q.    When it came time for the

           6  settlement papers to be drafted, you were

           7  involved in that process?

           8        A.    Yes.

           9        Q.    And in fact you insisted and

          10  demanded to be involved in the process on the

          11  settlement papers; correct?

          12        A.    After what I saw in this case when

          13  jab gnaw man sat in that court loom and didn't

          14  say anything about the unlimited insurance

          15  after Judge Wynn asked about it, I made up in

          16  my mind in all of these cases I'm going to be

          17  as active as I can.

          18        Q.    But you participated in every bit

          19  and demanded to?

          20        A.    I sure did.

          21        Q.    So it's fair to say, Mr.
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          22  Somerville, you are aware from your own

          23  personal experience that even though you are

          24  not appointed class counsel in a particular

          25  case, you can choose and demand if you want to
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           1  be involved in confirmatory discovery process

           2  can't you?

           3        A.    We had standing to assert and

           4  participate in that discovery.  We entered an

           5  appearance.  But we did.

           6        Q.    You did.  And you went to them and

           7  told them you wanted to, didn't you?

           8        A.    We did.

           9              MR. HOLLADAY:  Thank you for your

          10  patience, Mr. Somerville.  I have no further

          11  questions at this point.

          12              THE COURT:  Mr. Powell.

          13  CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. POWELL.

          14              THE COURT:  And whose deposition

          15  is this?

          16              MR. POWELL:  This is Mac Crawford,

          17  the one we were talking about a few minutes

          18  ago.

          19        Q.    To come full circle on this, this

          20  is questioning by you, John; is that right?
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          21        A.    It is.

          22        Q.    And Mr. Crawford the the CEO at

          23  MedPartners?

          24        A.    He was.

          25        Q.    And these are the claims
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           1  MedPartners was making against Harold Knight

           2  and some others?

           3        A.    That's correct.

           4        Q.    You represented Mr. Knight in this

           5  case?

           6        A.    I did.

           7        Q.    There was some colloquy before on

           8  page 261 about this.  You were asking him

           9  about the excess coverage that he had talked

          10  about and asked him how much they paid and he

          11  said, we, being MedPartners; right?

          12        A.    That's right.

          13        Q.    Paid 22 million dollars.  And then

          14  you asked, how did that some how change the

          15  terms of the policy?

          16        A.    That's correct.

          17        Q.    Of the policy.  And he answers.

          18  So he's talking about changing the terms of

          19  the existing policy; is that right?
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          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    Not another policy, not a new

          22  policy, change the terms of the existing

          23  policy?

          24        A.    That's correct.

          25        Q.    It gave us total coverage.  It got

                                                           87

           1  us out.  How did it change the terms, again,

           2  of the existing policy?

           3        A.    That's correct.

           4        Q.    It kept them, them being who?

           5        A.    National Union and AIG.

           6        Q.    Right.  From being able to assert

           7  those claims against us.  Those claims being?

           8        A.    The fraud exclusion in the D and O

           9  policies.

          10        Q.    So the insurance carrier in its

          11  policy had a fraud exclusion which would

          12  abrogate their responsibility to pay the

          13  policy under the policy if there existed fraud

          14  on the part of MedPartners?

          15        A.    That's correct.  As I understand

          16  it, and I'm not an insurance expert on this,

          17  when the application is made for the D and O

          18  insurance, if there were misrepresentations in
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          19  there of MedPartners, the insurer can deny

          20  coverage.

          21        Q.    Right.  But there's also a way, is

          22  there not, as evidenced by Mr. Crawford's

          23  testimony, that the insured, that is

          24  MedPartners can buy its way out of that?

          25        A.    Well, apparently so.
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           1        Q.    And that's what he's talking

           2  about, about changing the terms of the policy,

           3  existing policy, keep the insurance company

           4  from being able to assert those claims of

           5  fraud?

           6              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, I'm

           7  going the object as to lack of foundation.

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9              THE COURT:  Strike that answer.

          10              MR. HOLLADAY:  I understand Mr.

          11  Powell and Mr. Somerville are reading that to

          12  say that Mr. Crawford is referring to the

          13  policy and what he means by the policy as an

          14  original D and O coverage.  I don't know

          15  that's been established.  You are excluding

          16  another known policy.

          17              MR. POWELL:  The policy is the
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          18  only question I asked.

          19              MR. HOLLADAY:  Same objection.

          20              THE COURT:  I'm going to allow

          21  questioning and appropriate answers as it

          22  relates to the terminology of the question.

          23  Mr. Powell.

          24              MR. POWELL:  Thank you, sir.

          25        Q.    I'm not sure -- did we get an

                                                           89

           1  answer?

           2              THE COURT:  Re-ask the question,

           3  please.

           4        Q.    The question is, can I little more

           5  predicate.  How did it change the terms?  It

           6  kept them, the insurance carrier?

           7        A.    National Union and AIG.

           8        Q.    From being able to assert those

           9  claims?  Those claims being the fraud claims

          10  that existed?

          11        A.    Yes, that's correct.

          12        Q.    Against us.  And had National

          13  Union and AIG been able to assert those claims

          14  against MedPartners, would MedPartners have

          15  then had total coverage?

          16        A.    No.
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          17        Q.    Would it have gotten them out?

          18        A.    No.

          19        Q.    Would they have had any coverage

          20  whatsoever?

          21        A.    No and that's what Mac Crawford

          22  was saying from page 264 in the deposition.

          23  They didn't let it get that far.

          24        Q.    Right.

          25        A.    And he was referring to National

                                                           90

           1  Union and AIG.

           2        Q.    Let's go to page 264.  Here we

           3  are.  Right here, line 18.  So the insurance

           4  company never contended that the officers --

           5  this is the page before?

           6        A.    Right.

           7        Q.    The insurance companies never

           8  contended that the officers or directors ever

           9  committed fraud against the company is that

          10  correct?  And that's when he says we never let

          11  it get that far.  And how did you not let it

          12  get that far?  We paid 22 million dollars.

          13  That's how he didn't let it get that far about

          14  the accusation of fraud?

          15        A.    That's correct.
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          16        Q.    They are buying their way out of

          17  the fraud exclusion?

          18        A.    That's the way I interpreted his

          19  testimony.

          20        Q.    All right.  Now --

          21        A.    More over, I asked him directly

          22  and it ice in the transcript some where.

          23        Q.    I know and the judge has seen

          24  that.  We talked about that last week.

          25  Briefly -- oh, I know where I want to go.
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           1  Let's go to -- can I beg your indulgence again

           2  and go to page 264?  Here we go.  This was

           3  pointed out to me.  Again, Mr. Crawford's

           4  deposition.  You are asking him about the

           5  coverage.

           6        A.    That's it.

           7        Q.    The reality of the business

           8  decision that was made, we were scared to

           9  death we were going to lose coverage.  This is

          10  Mr. Crawford talking; right?

          11        A.    Yes.

          12        Q.    Because of the fraudulent

          13  activities that took place here.  And the best

          14  deal we ever did was getting that excess
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          15  insurance and getting us out of it and getting

          16  the insurance carriers to agree that would

          17  never assert those claims against the company.

          18  That's the bottom line of what happened.

          19  Question.  Getting the insurance companies to

          20  agree that they would never assert what claims

          21  against the company?  This is what you were

          22  talking about earlier?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24        Q.    Answer, for fraud and to deny

          25  coverage on the policies if we would make the
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           1  extra payment?

           2        A.    That's correct.

           3        Q.    That extra payment being the 22

           4  million dollars that's correct?

           5        Q.    So the insurance company never

           6  contended that the officers or directors ever

           7  committed fraud against the company.  That's

           8  when he said he never let it go that far.  How

           9  did it get that far and that's when he said

          10  they paid 22 million dollars?

          11        A.    That's correct.  And they never

          12  produced those policies.

          13        Q.    Now, I want to direct your
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          14  attention back to -- and I'm not going to

          15  repeat with you what I said with Mr. Haley or

          16  Mr. Francis.  But I do want to go over with

          17  you to clear up some things about Mr. Holladay

          18  drawing an objection from me on page 148 of

          19  Mr. Johnston's deposition in this case.  Do

          20  you still have that transcript in front of

          21  you?

          22        A.    I do.

          23              MR. POWELL:  I believe the Court

          24  was provided with that.

          25              THE COURT:  I have it.
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           1        Q.    Page 148, line eight.  Now, let me

           2  make sure we have got all of the players

           3  straight here.  Earlier on in this litigation,

           4  Judge King appointed a special master.  Do you

           5  recall that?

           6        A.    I do.

           7        Q.    It was Bruce Rogers of the

           8  Bainbridge firm?

           9        A.    That's correct.

          10        Q.    Judge King empowered him with the

          11  obligations of a circuit judge court?

          12        A.    That's correct.
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          13        Q.    He was to rule on objections at

          14  depositions and the like?

          15        A.    That's correct.

          16        Q.    And if there was ever an exception

          17  to special master Rogers decisions at a

          18  deposition, the parties still had the right to

          19  appeal that decision to Judge King?

          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    And just as a matter for the

          22  record, there were never any rulings of Mr.

          23  Rogers appealed to the court; is that right?

          24        A.    That's correct.

          25        Q.    Mr. Rogers was at this deposition
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           1  of Mr. Johnston, wasn't he?

           2        A.    He was.

           3        Q.    Which was taken on October 21st of

           4  2010.  Again, back to page 148.  The question

           5  about communicating with you or Haley or

           6  Francis that is shared with them everything

           7  you knew drew the objection?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    And then he changes the question

          10  to some extent and asked if he can answer that

          11  and I had no objection to that, did I?
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          12        A.    That's correct.

          13        Q.    There was no continuing

          14  questioning about that that called for a

          15  ruling or that they asked for a ruling from

          16  the special master, was there?

          17        A.    No.

          18        Q.    One more very important thing.

          19  The questioning there about what Mr. Johnston

          20  shared with you and with Francis and with

          21  Haley was the objection?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    Was Jay ever asked the question

          24  what information he had vis-à-vis his

          25  representation of MedPartners, that it was

                                                           95

           1  MedPartners was he ever asked by them what

           2  information did you have that was privileged

           3  and confidential, not that he shared with you?

           4        A.    He was never asked that.

           5        Q.    Because if he had been, I have no

           6  standing to raise that based upon attorney

           7  client privilege do that?

           8        A.    MedPartners had already waived

           9  that.  That is between MedPartners and Jay.

          10        Q.    MedPartners had waived that in the
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          11  past, hadn't they?

          12        A.    Yes.

          13        Q.    Specifically with litigation

          14  regarding Wagar, Knight and Jay; correct?

          15        A.    What started out as the

          16  declaratory judgment.

          17        Q.    Just answer my question.

          18  MedPartners took Mr. Johnston's deposition?

          19        A.    Yes.

          20        Q.    On December 13 of 1999.

          21        A.    If that's what it says.

          22              MR. POWELL:  Your Honor, this will

          23  be exhibit 59.

          24              MR. SOMERVILLE:  58 was the first

          25  deposition.
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           1              THE COURT:  The Court now has 58

           2  and 59.

           3              THE COURT:  And we offer 58 and

           4  59.

           5              THE COURT:  They are admitted.

           6              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, if we

           7  can take this up, we would have similar

           8  objections to this that we had to the other

           9  things we objected to on the exhibit list.
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          10  But we will agree they can just be made

          11  subject to the order that Your Honor entered

          12  on those objections, if you recall.  We

          13  objected to some and we have no problem.  But

          14  for the record I want to state our objection

          15  but certainly understand you have ruled.

          16              THE COURT:  In the agreement of

          17  accommodation between you and Mr. Powell,

          18  which upon recommendation of plaintiffs' and

          19  defense counsel, the court concurred with and

          20  placed of record.

          21              MR. HOLLADAY:  If we can add those

          22  two to that, that would be fine.

          23              THE COURT:  Is that fine?

          24              MR. POWELL:  I don't read the

          25  order that way, whatever it says it says.
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           1  Whatever rights exist among the parties.

           2              THE COURT:  Okay.

           3        Q.    Let me direct your attention to

           4  the -- I think I can see it if he blows it up.

           5        Q.    Let's go to page /( 9.  This would

           6  be the video deposition of J. Brooke Johnston,

           7  Jr. on December 13th?

           8        A.    I see that.
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           9        Q.    Did I give the Court the right

          10  one?

          11        A.    Yes.

          12        Q.    Now, Mr. Gal knack, was he

          13  representing Jay Johnston?

          14        A.    Chris gal neck?

          15        Q.    Was he representing Jay Johnston

          16  at that time?

          17        A.    Yes.

          18        Q.    Did he start the deposition off by

          19  saying Phil -- do you know who Phil is?

          20        A.    Phil is referring to Phil Stein

          21  who is the lawyer for MedPartners.

          22        Q.    Before we start, just a few

          23  housekeeping issues regarding scope.  As you

          24  are obviously aware Mr. Johnston is the former

          25  general counsel of MedPartners.  Our position
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           1  is based on the claims that have been asserted

           2  in this action and based upon Alabama law that

           3  there is no privilege between Mr. Johnston and

           4  MedPartners.  However, to the extent that you

           5  feel otherwise, Mr. Johnston is rear today to

           6  testify fully and completely and if you ask a

           7  question which would elicit a privileged
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           8  ledgeed response, you do so at your own risk.

           9  Did he make that statement to Mr. Stein?

          10        A.    He did.

          11        Q.    And did Mr. Stein then begin the

          12  questioning?

          13        A.    He did.

          14        Q.    Let me draw your attention to page

          15  364 to line seven.  This is continuing

          16  questioning by Mr. Stein for MedPartners?

          17        A.    Yes.

          18        Q.    He is questions of their former

          19  general coup sell.  Did MedPartners receive

          20  payment at all in connection with that break

          21  up fee.  That's some transactions they had

          22  been --

          23        A.    That was a FICOR transaction.

          24        Q.    Which was the one that caused the

          25  collapse?
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           1        A.    It was a big deal.

           2        Q.    Jay answers that's the subject of

           3  a confidential agreement.  There's a

           4  confidentiality agreement on that.  Now, he

           5  was their former general counsel and he's

           6  telling MedPartners lawyer that there's a
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           7  confidential agreement; right?

           8        A.    That's correct.

           9        Q.    Then he says to the MedPartners

          10  lawyer, is it all right with you if I answer

          11  the question.  The MedPartners lawyer says

          12  yes?

          13        A.    That's correct.

          14        Q.    So they have waived the

          15  confidential issues in the past and waived

          16  them here?

          17        A.    That's correct.

          18        Q.    There's seven hundred pages of

          19  deposition.  That's one example among many,

          20  many.

          21        Q.    Right.  Okay. You said something

          22  that was interesting, and I should have known

          23  this but for some reason it had escaped me.  I

          24  want to go back to the representation that you

          25  had of Jay in the claims that MedPartners made
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           1  against him in Judge Noble's court.  You have

           2  gone on and talked about, as has Mr. Haley,

           3  about that representation and that the defense

           4  and in the prosecution of those claims were

           5  based on documents that were produced by
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           6  MedPartners and or public filings.

           7        A.    That's correct.

           8        Q.    Right now I want to concentrate on

           9  public filings.  Now, SEC filings are public

          10  filings right?

          11        A.    That's my understanding.

          12        Q.    And part of the claim that you

          13  were making on behalf of Mr. Johnston counter

          14  claim was a breech of contract?

          15        A.    Yes.

          16        Q.    Breach of the employment

          17  agreement?

          18        A.    That's correct.

          19        Q.    MedPartners defense to that was it

          20  had not been properly executed or approved by

          21  the board?

          22        A.    That's correct.

          23        Q.    Or the board didn't know anything

          24  about it?

          25        A.    That's correct.
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           1        Q.    Well, Mr. Somerville, isn't it a

           2  fact that the board and MedPartners filed

           3  within the security and exchange commission

           4  the employment agreements of the top five
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           5  highest wage earners in a public filing?

           6        A.    They did so on numerous occasions.

           7        Q.    So that's for the world to see the

           8  employment agreement of their five highest

           9  wage earners?

          10        A.    That's.

          11        Q.    But at the trial of the case, the

          12  board, including Scrushy, testified they had

          13  not seen it, not read it, didn't know anything

          14  about it but they are the ones that filed it?

          15        A.    That's correct.  Scrushy testified

          16  they snuck them in.

          17        Q.    Snuck them in?

          18        A.    That's what he said.

          19        Q.    Now I want to get back again very

          20  briefly to the document, now.  That's the

          21  public filing that you base the defense and

          22  prosecution of the counter claims.  The

          23  documents, you indicated that the fraud that

          24  was being litigated occurred on the west coast

          25  and that Jay had nothing to do with that?
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           1        A.    That's correct.

           2        Q.    Didn't know anything about it?

           3        A.    Jay was in legal and the fraud
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           4  occurred in financial.

           5        Q.    Cooking the books as you described

           6  it?

           7        A.    The west and MedPartners had a

           8  different CFO for the west.

           9        Q.    Okay.  In the prosecution of those

          10  claims -- and Justice Cook talked about that

          11  as well.  Very briefly to remind the court,

          12  when those documents were produced and when

          13  those documents were utilized at trial and

          14  when those documents were used in deposition,

          15  was there any claim by MedPartners that they

          16  were confidential or contained attorney-client

          17  information?

          18        A.    No.

          19        Q.    Was there any effort to ensure

          20  their confidentiality or protection of any

          21  alleged claimed privileged ledge?

          22        A.    Not at trial, not at any

          23  deposition.

          24        Q.    How about on appeal to the Supreme

          25  Court?
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           1        A.    No.

           2        Q.    The judge heard this with regard
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           3  to the representation of Thrasher?

           4        A.    That's correct.

           5        Q.    And Berry?

           6        A.    That's correct.

           7        Q.    No motion to disqualify in

           8  Thrasher because of information obtained by

           9  Johnston?

          10        A.    That's correct.

          11        Q.    And none for Berry?

          12        A.    That's correct.

          13        Q.    Now, in this case, the one in

          14  front of Judge King, was a request for

          15  production made of the arbitration transcript?

          16        A.    It was.

          17        Q.    And was it produced?

          18        A.    It was.

          19        Q.    How about the exhibits?

          20        A.    They were.

          21        Q.    In the arbitration case.  They

          22  were produced in the case?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24        Q.    Was there ever a protective order

          25  in the case to protect those documents from
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           1  any confidentiality issue or attorney-client
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           2  issue?

           3        A.    I don't think so.

           4        Q.    Has there ever been any assertion

           5  in any deposition or any proceeding even this

           6  one that the courtroom needs to be cleared

           7  because of a utilization of confidential or

           8  privileged material?

           9        A.    Never.

          10        Q.    I have been here for the last five

          11  days. I have not heard anything, have you?

          12        A.    I have not.

          13              MR. POWELL:  Thank you, sir.

          14  That's all.

          15              THE COURT:  Mr. Holladay?

          16  REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOLLADAY.

          17        Q.    Mr. Somerville, do you remember

          18  any witness in this proceeding being

          19  specifically questioned about any arbitration

          20  exhibit that has contained privileged or

          21  confidential information?

          22        A.    Yes.

          23        Q.    Who?

          24        A.    Professor Peer son, I think.  We

          25  marked documents in that deposition that were
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           1  extensive documents that were marked

           2  privileged.

           3        Q.    I was asking about this five day

           4  proceeding?

           5        A.    Oh, in this proceeding?

           6        Q.    Yes, sir.  This five day

           7  proceeding.

           8        A.    I don't remember.

           9        Q.    You don't remember any?

          10        A.    I just don't remember either way.

          11  I really don't.

          12        Q.    And there's seven hundred pages of

          13  deposition transcript that have been entered

          14  into the record from Mr. Johnston's deposition

          15  correct?

          16        A.    Correct.

          17        Q.    And the number of transcript pages

          18  from the trial number several thousand as I

          19  recall; is that correct?

          20        A.    That's correct.

          21        Q.    From the underlying employment

          22  trials that Jay had against the company,

          23  several thousand pages?

          24        A.    From both trials, yes.  I think

          25  both trials have been admitted.
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           1        Q.    And you would agree with me to

           2  figure out specifically what's been waived,

           3  and you say there's lots of examples of them.

           4  The court and the parties are going to have to

           5  sort through all those pages of transcripts to

           6  fig your out what's been waived and what's now

           7  in the public domain; correct?

           8        A.    The fact that there's never been

           9  any motion to disqualify, never been a request

          10  that materials be returned, the fact that we

          11  have been using these materials for years,

          12  there's just --

          13        Q.    I understand that's your argument?

          14        A.    No, that's not just our argument

          15  that's the fact.

          16        Q.    But you would agree with me to

          17  figure out what's in the public domain has to

          18  see exactly what the public disclosures have

          19  been in the depositions and in the trial;

          20  correct?

          21        A.    No.  I think the suggestion that

          22  there's a confidential or privileged that's

          23  been waived is ludicrous.  I have been since

          24  1998.  When my wife was having our child, she

          25  was having early labor and we asked for a
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           1  brief continuance so that -- she was taking

           2  breath-een and MedPartners denied it.

           3              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor I'd like

           4  to the strike the part about Mr. Somerville's

           5  wife and the problems she had and whatever the

           6  response was if whoever was representing

           7  MedPartners at the time.

           8              THE COURT:  Stricken.

           9              MR. POWELL:  No objection.

          10              THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.

          11        Q.    Mr. Somerville, I'm at a little

          12  bit of a disadvantage here and I confess to

          13  the court I am because I do not have a hard

          14  copy of our discovery responses to the request

          15  for arbitration transcript.  But I do have it

          16  here on the computer.  It indicates on the

          17  computer that we did in fact assert objections

          18  to the production of that material.  We can

          19  agree -- and I will tell you it includes a

          20  privilege objection.  We can agree for

          21  purposes of today that the responses say

          22  whatever they do?

          23        A.    That's correct.

          24        Q.    And if there's a privilege

          25  objection in there, you just didn't remember
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           1  that.  Is that fair?

           2        A.    The objections say whatever they

           3  say.

           4        Q.    All right.  And if there's a

           5  privileged one in there, you just didn't

           6  remember that?

           7        A.    But objecting based on a privilege

           8  and allowing the production of documents and

           9  not trying to call something back are two

          10  different things.

          11        Q.    You already had the arbitration

          12  transcript from prior litigation correct?

          13        A.    We have had it and used it for

          14  years.

          15              MR. HOLLADAY:  That's all the

          16  questions I have.

          17              MR. POWELL:  Nothing further.

          18              THE COURT:  Mr. Somerville, you

          19  may step down.  Next witness, Mr. King?

          20              MR. KING:  Your Honor, that

          21  concludes our live testimony.  We have a

          22  second expert, Mr. Al Peer son on -- we had

          23  previously tendered to the court Mr. Peer

          24  son's deposition, his report, his disclosure.
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          25  The disclosure of his opinions is an exhibit
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           1  to that deposition.  We would urge the court

           2  as I know it will to review that material

           3  along with the other material that has been

           4  provided.

           5              THE COURT:  You may be assured.

           6              MR. KING:  May I just continue

           7  with those housekeeping issues Your Honor?

           8              THE COURT:  Certainly.

           9              MR. KING:  We had filed before the

          10  hearing a binder that matches up with our

          11  proposed findings of fact.  We offered at the

          12  beginning of the hearing and the court

          13  admitted the evidence contained in that

          14  binder.  In addition, the plaintiffs have

          15  offered and you have admitted each deposition

          16  that has been taken in this case and each

          17  deposition exhibit which has -- they were

          18  consecutively numbered.  Those are exhibits 1

          19  through 230.  We are relying on much of that

          20  material.  It is in the record as being

          21  offered by plaintiffs. We don't see the need

          22  to reoffer it but we will certainly rely on

          23  that evidence as well.  Unless I have missed
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          24  something, they is all the evidence that the

          25  defendants have to offer at this hearing.  If
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           1  I have missed and if we know it, I'm trusting

           2  my colleagues to let me know something.

           3  That's all the evidence from the defendants.

           4              THE COURT:  And I know that

           5  plaintiff's counsel had asked for the court's

           6  permission to not close to make certain that

           7  all of the evidence is in.  Before the defense

           8  closes, I'm going to -- with the magnitude of

           9  the exhibits, I think it would be appropriate

          10  the give counsel on both sides to compare

          11  notes, to compare that which has been offered

          12  for admission and which the court has admitted

          13  before we go any further.  Plaintiff's counsel

          14  agree?

          15              MR. POWELL:  Yes, Your Honor, we

          16  do.

          17              THE COURT:  Defense counsel we

          18  agree?

          19              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, in fact

          20  Mr. Somerville and I stalked about when ever

          21  we got through with this portion trying to sit

          22  town and see if we can agree where the holes
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          23  might be before we leave the courthouse?

          24              THE COURT:  So how much time does

          25  counsel need to accomplish that?
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           1              MR. HALEY:  Your Honor, I think

           2  everything that both parties have offered has

           3  been accepted into evidence.  So it's just a

           4  matter of us getting together to make sure you

           5  have everything, certain documents are subject

           6  to your protective order but everything else,

           7  if I understand correctly, has come in.

           8              MR. HOLLADAY:  I think that's

           9  right.

          10              MR. KING:  Close of business today

          11  would work for us.

          12              MR. HOLLADAY:  We will try to make

          13  sure we have agreed upon and we can contact

          14  Your Honor and Mr. McNutt.  Whatever works

          15  best for you.

          16              THE COURT:  I would like to have

          17  that of record.

          18              MR. KING:  Do you want us to just

          19  file something at the end of the day with both

          20  parties signature on it saying we have no more

          21  evidence to submit to the court just so that
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          22  loop is closed.

          23              THE COURT:  Is that agreeable with

          24  plaintiff's counsel?

          25              MR. POWELL:  It is assuming
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           1  there's no disagreement.

           2              THE COURT:  Well, the respective

           3  counsel of the highest order and reputation

           4  and I think if what I'm hearing, it would be

           5  more orderly to go back to your offices or

           6  those being used here in Birmingham for this

           7  matter in order to accomplish this and then

           8  provide the court at the end of the day with

           9  an on line stipulation of agreement for the

          10  record with an order for the court to accept?

          11  Is that what I'm hearing?

          12              MR. POWELL:  I think it is, Your

          13  Honor.

          14              MR. HOLLADAY:  Yes, sir.

          15              THE COURT:  So let me ask

          16  plaintiff's counsel, is there going to be any

          17  kind of rebuttal testimony?

          18              MR. POWELL:  Well, I will have to

          19  admit that I am disappointed that we completed

          20  the live portion of the defense case, but I'm
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          21  not in charge of that, so there will be no

          22  rebuttal.  Having said that, if I may hand

          23  this up to the court which is a Plaintiff's

          24  Exhibit list, we have been keeping track of

          25  what we have offered and what the court has
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           1  admitted. I think you did it earlier today on

           2  58 and 59 with the deposition transcripts that

           3  we were talking about of Mr. Johnston that Mr.

           4  Holladay indicated would be subject to court's

           5  prior order on admissibility of evidence in

           6  this hearing.  But I don't have it marked or

           7  admitted.  I think you did on the record.  But

           8  out of an abundance of caution the plaintiffs

           9  would reoffer exhibits 1 through 59 contained

          10  on the exhibit list, again, with the court's

          11  prior order governing how we proceeded in this

          12  matter.

          13              THE COURT:  Well, is there any

          14  objection?

          15              MR. HOLLADAY:  Your Honor, the

          16  only thing I had asked Mr. Somerville before

          17  we left on Saturday to go ahead and just don't

          18  indicate the ones that had been objected to,

          19  understanding they have been admitted over
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          20  objection.  But other than the fact that I

          21  don't think that's reflected on the copy Mr.

          22  Powell just handed you, that would be the only

          23  thing I would like to add.

          24              MR. POWELL:  Are there yellow

          25  marks on the court copy ?
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           1              THE COURT:  Yes, there are.  We

           2  are talking about subject to the agreement.

           3              MR. HOLLADAY:  Yes, sir.

           4              THE COURT:  At the recommendation

           5  and urging of both counsel, the court entered

           6  the order; correct, for this proceeding.

           7              MR. HOLLADAY:  We are talking

           8  about that, Your Honor.  It was asked out of

           9  an abundance of caution.  Hopefully, there

          10  won't be a proceeding related to this ten

          11  years from now.  If there is, I don't want to

          12  be suggestion that the things were admitted

          13  without any objection.  So just ask that the

          14  boxes be checked for those handful of

          15  exhibits.

          16              MR. POWELL:  There was an agreed

          17  order.  So it reads however it reads.

          18              THE COURT:  Well, that order is
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          19  entered.  Now, one thing that I routinely do

          20  in every case is I have the lawyers finalize

          21  all matters of this nature.  I have in my

          22  judicial career handled some substantial

          23  cases.  But I don't recall any case with the

          24  number of exhibits that are at hand.  Well, I

          25  would prefer, quite frankly, that y'all at
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           1  least before you leave here, to retire to your

           2  offices respectively to collaborate with our

           3  court reporter, because she is the one charged

           4  with maintaining this record for this court

           5  and ultimately for appeal.

           6              MR. POWELL:  We have hard copies

           7  of disks of everything 1 through 59.  We are

           8  prepared to deliver that to Stephanie whenever

           9  she is ready to take possession of it.  We

          10  have had no objection to any of the exhibits

          11  that the defense is offering.

          12              THE COURT:  I do not recall any

          13  objection.

          14              MR. POWELL:  There wasn't.  It

          15  seems to be fairly pimple.

          16              MR. KING:  We filed our notebook.

          17  I think probably just to make sure we have got
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          18  a belt and suspenders on this thing, I will

          19  burn a disc.  I think just to make sure it

          20  probably makes sense for us to burn a disk of

          21  that notebook with all of those exhibits on it

          22  and mark the disc separately and let the court

          23  reporter have that.  So we'll have it in the

          24  file in the clerk's file if you will but it

          25  will also be maintained there.
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           1              THE COURT:  Now, let's do this.

           2  As I think through this, the court is

           3  certainly amenable to counsel returning to

           4  your offices.  But I would like for you to

           5  come back and before the court reporter

           6  address that everything is in order, that she

           7  has everything as the custodian of the records

           8  in this trial and then I will consider the

           9  matter closed subject to receipt of the briefs

          10  no later than June 15th, which formally was

          11  five p.m.  Now I consider 11:59 p.m. because

          12  of our advanced technology called Alacourt.

          13  So what I would suggest is that y'all go ahead

          14  and retire to your offices, have lunch.  Y'all

          15  interact any way that is necessary and then I

          16  will be here and will await your return.  You
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          17  can go ahead and coordinate with Stephanie and

          18  during the time you are away but then we will

          19  put it on record as the final matter.

          20              MR. KING:  Do you want to set up a

          21  time?

          22              THE COURT:  I thought we may be

          23  hearing witnesses until midnight tonight .

          24  When ever you are ready.  Anything else we

          25  need to discuss?
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           1              MR. POWELL:  No, sir.

           2              MR. KING:  No, sir.

           3              THE COURT:  Thank you very much.

           4  (Reconvening at 2:45).

           5              THE COURT:  Okay.  The court

           6  adjourned for the sole purpose of giving

           7  counsel an opportunity to review all the

           8  exhibits that each side respectively has

           9  offered and that in the opinion of counsel

          10  have been admitted by the Court.  But for the

          11  record, out of abundance of caution, I wanted

          12  the lawyers to be exactly one hundred percent

          13  certain that everything had been admitted that

          14  needed to be admitted for my decision.  And so

          15  I'll call first on plaintiff's counsel, Mr.
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          16  Powell.

          17              MR. POWELL:  Yes, Your Honor.

          18  Judge, we have done that thus far as we could

          19  get in the time that we had today to do that.

          20  What I'm going to hand to the court reporter

          21  now is a disk which contains Plaintiff's

          22  Exhibits 1 through 59 except numbers 31, 32,

          23  39, 40 and 43 which I will hand to her in

          24  separate disc, all of which has been provided

          25  to counsel for the defendants.  We also have
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           1  hard copies of 1 through 59 except 31, 32, 39,

           2  40 and 43.  We have told Ms. Burton that we

           3  will get binders for the hard copies and get

           4  them to her office tomorrow.  Subject to the

           5  Court approval, what we would ask the Court to

           6  allow us to do is we have got such mat amounts

           7  of information on the disks, give each side an

           8  opportunity at no time to review the other's

           9  disc and confer in the morning and report back

          10  to the court by ten either all is go or we

          11  have got some issues we need to continue to

          12  get resolved.  That way both sides will be

          13  satisfied.  We'll just check each other if

          14  that's okay with the court.
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          15              THE COURT:  And I don't have any

          16  problem with that as long as everyone concurs.

          17  Now, I take it 31, 32, 39, 40 and 43, were

          18  those matters subject to the agreement?

          19              MR. POWELL:  Well, they are

          20  massive transcripts.  Some of them could be

          21  subject.

          22              MR. HOLLADAY:  They are not all

          23  subject to the agreement, but 39 to 40 are I

          24  know for sure.

          25              THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you, sir.
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           1  So 31 and 32 and 43 are transcripts.

           2              MR. HOLLADAY:  They are.  And I

           3  take that back, Your Honor.  31 and 32, 39 and

           4  40 were all subject to the agreement that you

           5  entered the order on.

           6              THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. King.

           7              MR. KING:  Thank you, Your Honor.

           8  We have over the lunch hour prepared two

           9  things that we are going to hand up to the

          10  court reporter.  We have prepared a disk which

          11  contains the things we talked about this

          12  morning, those being the binders that is we

          13  filed beforehand which include portions of the
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          14  transcripts of depositions taken in the case

          15  and some of this deposition exhibits, all of

          16  which have been offered by plaintiffs but some

          17  which we had offered as well.  The third set

          18  of materials are additional exhibits that we

          19  had provided in our filing.  They are exhibits

          20  1001 through 1049.  We had already moved for

          21  their admission. They have been admitted. All

          22  of those exhibits are now on this disc which

          23  were going to hand to Mrs. Burton.  In

          24  addition, we have prepared an index of the

          25  materials that are on the disc for both the
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           1  court reporter and the record and the Court.

           2  So we will hand -- and I have already given

           3  plaintiff's counsel both a disk and an index.

           4  All we are asking to do over night is all of

           5  us being older lawyers remain paranoid that's

           6  what's actually on the disk is what we think

           7  is on the disk. So we want to check all the

           8  copies to make sure the discs do, in fact,

           9  match the descriptions that we have outlined

          10  to the Court.

          11              THE COURT:  All right.

          12              MR. KING:  With the Court's
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          13  permission, I'm going to end tender our disc

          14  which is labeled and the index both to the

          15  court reporter and the Court.

          16              THE COURT:  Thank you.  And by ten

          17  o'clock tomorrow, each side is going to

          18  confirm through what means that all of this

          19  has been verified?

          20              MR. KING:  Your Honor, if this

          21  informality is okay, might we each e-mail your

          22  judicial assistant, Mr. McNutt, with that

          23  information?

          24              THE COURT:  I would prefer you

          25  file something.

                                                          121

           1              MR. SOMERVILLE:  We were going to

           2  talk at 9:30 and make sure we shared our

           3  results and made sure there's no problems.

           4  And after we talk, we will file something with

           5  the Court.

           6              THE COURT:  Okay.  Is there

           7  anything else?

           8              (No response.)

           9              THE COURT:  I will look, then, by

          10  ten o'clock something filed or a call that

          11  it's been filed.  Now, I have one trial
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          12  remaining tomorrow, so I may be in here.  So

          13  if you will just leave word with Pam Evans

          14  Ward.

          15              MR. SOMERVILLE:  If there's a

          16  problem, I imagine we'll be calling the Court

          17  jointly.

          18              THE COURT:  If y'all need to talk

          19  to me, I'll excuse myself from that

          20  proceeding.  Well, thank you.  Again, I want

          21  to compliment all lawyers for the job you have

          22  done.  Much work lies ahead for you and for

          23  the Court.  I will endeavor to, in drafting my

          24  final order after the rigorous analysis,

          25  provide you something that we all can be proud

                                                          122

           1  of.

           2              But that leads me to the matter of

           3  mediation.  There had been discussion should

           4  y'all mediate this before these week long

           5  proceedings or should you enter into a

           6  mediation while you were waiting the Court's

           7  order after the filing of the briefs or after

           8  the Court has published its final order.  And

           9  I would, having already ordered mediation, I

          10  would like to hear -- well, first of all, have
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          11  you had an opportunity to talk about that?

          12              MR. POWELL:  We really have not.

          13  This has taken us some time so we really have

          14  not had a chance to do that.

          15              MR. KING:  Your Honor, Mr. Pratt

          16  did visit with me about this subject this

          17  week.

          18              THE COURT:  I understand the

          19  lawyers don't have time to talk to each other.

          20              MR. KING:  We have to report to

          21  the Court by, I think, the 15th on our efforts

          22  in that regard.  So we are going to turn our

          23  attention quickly now to that and will be sure

          24  to meet the Court's deadline.  I think we can

          25  all focus on that.

                                                          123

           1              THE COURT:  And of course, I'm

           2  sure I don't need to remind counsel that I'm

           3  the guardian of the class.  So whatever is

           4  reached at mediation will then be subject to

           5  the Court's approval.  Well, I wish y'all

           6  well.  Y'all just plan to -- why don't you

           7  just plan to report to me as it relates to

           8  mediation on or before June 15th.

           9              MR. POWELL:  Yes, sir.
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          10              MR. KING:  Yes, sir.

          11              THE COURT:  Thank you very much.

          12              (Concluded at 3:00 p.m.)
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